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TO MY WIFE





PREFACE

IT

was Sardar Vallabhbhai PatePs desire that I should write

two books, one narrating the events leading to the transfer of

power in India^ and the other dealing with the integration of

the Indian States. The Story of the Integration of the Indian States has

already been published. With the publication of this book^ which I

call THE TRANSFER OF POWER IN INDIA., I shall have fulfilled my
promise to our revered Sardar.

My story starts with the outbreak of World War II in Septem-
ber 1939. I chose this date because, with the outbreak of the war,
the world as we knew it came to an end and an entirely new situation

was created. From this date up to the transfer of power on 15 August
1947j I have given a detailed narration of events as I witnessed them.

In one capacity or other, from 1917 I was continuously associated

with the constitutional developments in India. From 1942 till the

transfer ofpower in August 1947 I was the Constitutional Adviser

to the Governor-General.

In writing this book, I have endeavoured to adhere to a factual

narration, avoiding the expression of personal opinions as far as

possible. The first two chapters give a historical background,, from

the transfer of government by the East India Company to the British

Crown, so as to enable the reader to appreciate more clearly the

events which followed. In those chapters I have endeavoured to des-

cribe in brief the important stages of constitutional progress in this

country. If I have dealt with some of those constitutional changes

(e.g. the Government of India Act of 1919 and the rules made there-

under,, and the Government of India Act of 1935) in what might

appear rather dreary detail, I have done so in the beliefthat my book

will provide to the student of constitutional history^ material not

readily available to him from other sources.

I acknowledge most gratefully the generous help given to me by
the Rockefeller Foundation, Humanities Division, through the
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Indian Council ofWorld Affairs^ for the preparation of this book and

the book on the integration of the Indian States. No responsibility,

however,, attaches to the Foundation (or to anyone else) in regard to

either the contents or the views expressed.

I am also thankful to the Indian Council of World Affairs.

My special thanks are due to E. C. Gaynor and R. P. Aiyar for the

assistance given to me in writing this book, and also to the steno-

graphers,, S. GopalakrishnanandK.ThankappanNair and the typist,

M. Balakrishnan^all of whom discharged their duties with remark-

able diligence and efficiency.

Bangalore,

26 January 1957. V.P.MENON
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Alas, my Brother ! Mighty Kings and lords^

Proud princes, courtiers., loveliest maidens gay^

Sj and their tales of ancient chivalry

Homage to Time ! all these have passed away.

from BHARTRIHARI'S Vairagya Satakam



THE GOAL OF BRITISH POLICY

I

ON
15 August 1947 India stepped on to a new road of freedom

and endeavour, no longer a dependency of the British Crown
but aDominion and a member of the British Commonwealth

of Nations. The day marked the close ofover a century and a half of

British rule in India. It was during the first World War, in 1917,

that the goal of British policy was for the first time authoritatively

defined. It was after the conclusion of the second World War that

Britain decided to hand over power to Indian hands and to withdraw.

This was indeed Britain's finest hour.

Speaking of the achievements of Clive a historian has remarked:
cHe was the founder of the glory and greatness ofan empire ofwhich

a little island in the Atlantic is the parent trunk and Hindustan

the noblest branch.
3 A succession of Governors-General both dis-

tinguished and undistinguished fromWarren Hastings toDalhousie

completed the task so wellbegunby Clive. After 1857,when the Crown

assumed the governance of India, on another series of Viceroys

and Governors-General fell the task of consolidating the gains of the

preceding century. But throughout, the policy of the British Govern-

ment in Indiawas evolved more by the exigencies of time and circum-

stance than as the result of deliberate planning.

It was in the heyday of the Victorian age when, in the wake of

industrial revolution and the growth ofdemocracy, a wave ofidealism

swept over the little island, that there flourished statesmen and

thinkers ofvision, who could find time and thought for their acquired

dependencies and who began to formulate concepts and aims in the

true Liberal tradition. To this small
1

set of men belonged the great

leader W. E. Gladstone. In an article which he contributed in 1878
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and which was published in the Patriot of the veteran Indian jour-

nalist, Kristo Das Pal, Gladstone wrote :

Here is tutelage unexampled in history. It embraces from one-fifth to

one-sixth of the human race: the latest German reckonings of the

population of the globe carrying it beyond fourteen hundred millions.

Over this population and the vast territory it inhabits, we hold a dominion

entirely uncontrolled, save by duty and by prudence, measured as we may
choose to measure them. This dominion is dejure in the hands of a nation

whose numbers as compared with those of its Indian subjects are one to

seven, and whose seat is at the other end ofthe world; defacto, it is wielded

by a handful of their agents, military and civil, who are not as one to

three thousand of the peoples spread, as an ocean, in passive obedience

around them Of the seventy thousand Anglo-Indians, not one except
waifs and strays strikes root in the country and all but a handful have

their stay limited to a very brief term of years. At home still less provision
is made for the adequate discharge of a gigantic duty. It depends upon a

Cabinet which dreads nothing so much as the mention of an Indian ques-
tion at its meetings; on a minister who knows that the less his colleagues
hear of his proceedings, the better they will be pleased; on a Council,
which is not allowed to enter into his highest deliberations; and on a

Parliament, supreme over them all, which cannot in its two Houses jointly

muster one single score of persons, who have either a practical experience
in the government of India or a tolerable knowledge of its people or its

history .... The truth as to India cannot too soon be understood. There
are two policies, fundamentally different; and it is the wrong one that is

now in favour. One of them treats India as a child treats a doll, and
defends it against other children; the other places all its hopes for the

permanence of our Indian rule in our good government of India. Sound
finance and moderate establishments, liberal extension of native privileges,

and, not least of all, an unfailing regard to the sacredness of the pledge

implied in privilege already given, these acts of government will secure

the way to prosperity, to contentment, and to confidence in India. Let

us only make common cause with her people : let them feel that we are

there to give more than we receive; that their interests are not traversed

and frustrated by selfish aims of ours; that, if we are defending ourselves

upon the line of theHindoo Coosh, it is them and their interests that we are

defending even more and far more than our own. Unless we can produce
this conviction in the mind of India, in vain shall we lavish our thoughts
and our resources upon a merely material defence .... Between the two
methods of procedure there could be no competition, were we as people
free to give to the affairs of India anything like the attention which they
demand, and which it may some'day cost us many a fruitless pang never

to have given.
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In retrospect, these words strike me as the quintessence ofwisdom
and statesmanship., though for the men of that generation,, cast in

Disraeli mould, they might have seemed the outpourings of a vain

and garrulous idealist. No words,, it seems to me., could describe

better the system of government which ruled India almost up to the

date of the transfer ofpower, or the ideals which should have guided
Britain's policy in this country.
But we are anticipating. Let us review broadly the position from

1857, when the great Indian Mutiny (as it was then called) brought
to an end the East India Company's rule in India,

By the Act of 1858, the powers previously wielded by the Court

of Directors of the Company and by the Parliamentary Board of

Control passed to the British Crown. The Act charged the Secretary
of State for India with the

c

superintendence, direction and control

of all acts, operations and concerns which relate to the government
or revenues of India, and all grants . . . and otherpayments and charges
out of or on the revenues of India;* and the Government of India

and each of the provincial governments (of which there were five)

were severally
c

required to pay due obedience to all such orders as

they may receive from the Secretary of State.
' The entire system

was thus centred in Whitehall.

The events of 1857 left lasting impressions on the minds of the

Indian people* They had experienced enough of the miseries of

anarchy and disorder; they now but yearned for an era ofpeace and

stable .government. British administrators in India, for their part,

realized the consequences of attempting to govern a vast country
without in the least knowing the wishes of the people. Sir Bartle

Frere, for instance, in a minute recorded in 1860, emphasized the

dangers of
*

continuing to legislate for millions of people with few

means of knowing, except by a rebellion, whether the law suits

them or not.
*

Such views and sentiments led to the passing ofthe Indian Councils

Act of 1861, which introduced important changes in the administra-

tion of the country. The strength of the Governor-General's Execu-

tive Council was raised from four to five. The Governor-General

was empowered to make rules for the transaction of business in his

Executive Council. Lord Canning utilized this power to introduce

what is known as the 'portfolio system'. Till then the Executive

Council had worked together as a board and decided all questions

by a majority vote. Henceforward^ the ordinary work pf the
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departments was distributed among the members and only the more

important cases were submitted to the Governor-General or were

dealt with collectively. The Governors of Madras and Bombay had

similar executive councils.

For purposes of legislation, the Governor-General's Executive

Council was reinforced by
'

additional
3

members, nominated for two

years. There were to be not less than six and not more than twelve

additional members, of whom not less than half were to be non-

officials. Their business was limited strictly to legislation; the Act

expressly forbade transaction of any other business. In 1862, Lord

Canning nominated three Indians to his 'Legislative Council'.

The Act also restored to the Governments ofBombay and Madras

the power, subject to certain restrictions, of making laws and regula-

tions for the peace and good government of those presidencies, a

power which had been taken away by the Charter Act of 1833. For

purposes of legislation, each of the Governors
5
executive councils

was enlarged by the addition of the Advocate-General and c

not less

than four nor more than eight members
' nominated by the Governor.

Of this number at least half were to be non-officials. The Governor-

General in Council was authorized to create similar legislative

councils in the remaining provinces of Bengal, the North-West

Provinces and the Punjab, as well as in the new provinces which the

Act was empowered to constitute. *

The Governor-General's Legislative Council could legislate for the

whole of India, while the provincial council could legislate Ijpr
the

whole of the province. In certain specified matters the previous

sanction of the Governor-General was necessary, while all bills

required the assent, not only of the Governor, but also of the

Governor-General.

These councils, however, were not deliberative bodies where sub-

jects could be freely discussed; where grievances could be ventilated,

information elicited by interpellation, or acts of administration

impugned or defended. They were no more than law-making com-

mittees, whose sole purpose was to advise and
'

assist the executive in

theirlegislation and throughwhom, incidentally, full publicity at every

law-making process was ensured.

The two decades following upon the Indian Councils Act of 1861

saw the emergence of an intelligentsia with art increasing interest

in the administration of the country. These educated classes became

more critical of the acts of Government, The Vernacular Press Act,
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which was passed in 1878 during the viceroyalty of Lord Lytton
(and repealed four years later), lighted a spark that set in motion a
whole battery of public criticism. Local political organizations began
to spring up in Calcutta,, Bombay and Madras. A retired British

I.G.S. official, Allan Octavian Hume, alarmed by the tide of dis-

content,, set about to find a means of directing popular impulse into

constructive channels. Having enlisted official support, and with

the approval of the Governor-General (Lord DufFerin), he addressed

a stirring letter to the graduates of the Calcutta University urging
them to organize an association for the cultural, moral, social and

political regeneration of the people of India. The result was the first

session of the Indian National Congress held on 27 December 1885,
1

at the Gokuldas Tejpal Sanskrit College in Bombay, where seventy-
two delegates from all over India met under the presidentship of

W. C. Bonnerji, a Bengali Christian barrister. The Congress re-

solutions, modest in tone and character, aimed at the enlargement
of the legislative councils and their powers, simultaneous examina-

tions for the I.C.S. in India and in Britain, and certain other

administrative reforms. Henceforth the Congress held its annual

meeting round about Christmas and its resolutions were duly for-

warded to the Government ofIndia and to the Secretary ofState.

Lord Dufferin felt that it was time some positive policy was drawn

up to meet Indian aspirations and he decided to appoint a committee

of his Executive Council to elaborate a scheme. The Committee's

reportwas forwarded to the Secretary ofState inNovember 1 888, along

with a minute by .Lord Dufferin. Lord Dufferin's view is contained

in the following noteworthy passage :

It now appears to my colleagues and to myself that the time has come

for us to take another step in the development of the same liberal policy,

and to give, to quote my own words,
' a still wider share in the administra-

tion of public affairs to such Indian gentlemen as by their influence, their

acquirements, and the confidence they inspire in their fellow-countrymen

are marked out as fitted to assist with their counsels the responsible rulers

of the country.
3 But it is necessary that there should be no mistake as to

the nature of our aims, or of the real direction in which we propose to

move. Our scheme may be briefly described as a plan for the enlargement

of our provincial councils, for the enhancement of their status, the multip-

lication of their functions, the partial introduction into them of the elec-

tive principle, and the liberalisation of their general character as political

1 A significant date in the history of Indian politics.
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institutions. From this it might be concluded that we were contemplat-

ing an approach, at all events as far as the provinces are concerned, to

English parliamentary government, and an English constitutional system.

Such a conclusion would be very wide of the mark. . . .

Lord Dufferin left India in December 1888, but his successor,,

Lord Lansdowne, continued to carry out his policy which ultimately

found its expression in the Indian Councils Act of 1892. This Act

increased the strength of the legislative councils,, both Indian and

provincial, and empowered the Governor-General in Council to

frame regulations as to the conditions of nomination of the
f

addi-

tional
5 members. The regulations prescribed, inter alia, that the

majority of the non-official seats should be filled on the recommen-

dation of such bodies as municipalities, district boards, chambers of

commerce, universities, etc. The term
c

election' was sedulously

eschewed; but nominations by recommending bodies came to be

accepted as a matter of course, and the fact of election to an

appreciable proportion of the non-official seats was thus firmly

established.

The Act also gave to the councils, in pursuance of the recommen-

dations of Lord Dufferin's Committee, the right of asking questions
and of discussing, though not of voting upon, the budget. And thus

the councils came to be recognized as more than merely legislative

or advisory bodies.

In 1899 Lord Curzon came to India as Governor-General. He
certainly did not share the belief expressed by Gladstone that

c

the

capital agent in determining finally the question whether our power in

India is or is not to continue will be the will of the 240 millions of

people who inhabit India.' He was on the contrary imbued with a

sense of his Imperial mission. Under his regime the administration

reached new levels of efficiency. No Viceroy, before or after, initia-

ted administrative measures so numerous and far-reaching. Some
of these measures roused great resentment and opposition. The

partition of Bengal in particular was vehemently resisted. Lord
Curzon sought to justify the measure on the ground that the pro-
vince was too unwieldy for^a single charge and that its partition was

necessary in the interests of better administrative efficiency. But the

dividing line was so crudely drawn that it meant the splitting of the

province into two communal blocs the one in which the Hindus
were in the majority, and the other in which the Muslims pre-
dominated. The measure was construed as an attempt on the part
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of Lord Curzon to cripple the new renaissance in Bengal; and, for

the first time, agitation went beyond the accepted methods, namely
of prayer, petition and protest. A new programme of resistance was
launched which included the boycott of British goods.
World factors also contributed to rouse the enthusiasm of the

Indian nationalists. In particular, the defeat of Russia by an Asiatic

power Japan created a profound and stirring impression.
Within the Congress there were those of the old school, like

Dadabhoy Naoroji (the first Indian to become a member of the

British House of Commons), Gopal Krishna Gokhale, Surendranath

Banerjea and Sir Pherozshah Mehta, who subscribed to the view

that the association of Indians in the governance of their country
should be a gradual process. But there rose a new school of thought,

deriving its inspiration from Bal Gangadhar Tilak, who insisted on

swaraj (self-rule) as the goal of Indian aspirations. This great
Maharashtrian leader had a considerable following in the country,

notably in Bombay.
When Lord Curzon (who had been appointed to a second term

of office) resigned in 1905, he left behind much ill-feeling and dis-

content. He was succeeded by Lord Minto; and in December 1905

Lord Morley became the Secretary of State for India. One of Lord

Minto's first considerations was to allay the general unrest in the

country. He hoped by a policy of concessions to bring round at least

the moderate sections. To this end he appointed, with the approval
of Lord Morley, a committee drawn from his Executive Council to

inquire into the means of associating Indians more closely with the

administration. To quote Lord Minto's own words:

We the Government of India cannot shut our eyes to present conditions.

The political atmosphere is full of change; questions are before us which

we cannot afford to ignore, and which we must attempt to answer; and

to me it would appear, all-important that the initiative should emanate

from us, that the Government of India should not be put in the position

of appearing to have its hands forced by agitation in this country or by

pressure fromHome that we should be the first to recognise surrounding

conditions and to place before His Majesty's Government the opinions

which personal experience and a close touch with the everyday life of

India entitle us to hold.

In their examination of the Committee's report, the Government

of India set themselves the task of considering how they could libera-

lize their power while still retaining control. What they planned to
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produce was a sort of Constitutional autocracy' which would use

its predominant power only after listening fully to Indian views.

Their hope was to create a constitution which would be regarded as a

precious possession and which conservative sentiment at any rate

would defend against further change.
Lord Morley was in fact equally clear in repudiating any sort of

representative government for India in the western sense of the term.

In his view the real object of the changes should be not merely to

seek to satisfy Indian aspirations, but to fortify authority. To quote
his own words: 'In Indian government there is no grace worth

having in what is praised as a concession, and no particular virtue

in satisfying an aspiration, unless your measures at the same time

fortify the basis of authority on which peace and order and all the

elements of the public good in India depend.'
A year later, however, in their specific proposals for the enlarge-

ment of the legislative councils which they submitted to the Secretary

of State in October 1908, the Government of India showed less dis-

position to insist on official majorities. Lord Morley, while agreeing
with the Government of India in regard to the provincial councils,

insisted on a permanent substantial majority in the Imperial

Council, so as to
c

outweigh the grave disadvantages that induce us

to dispense with it in the provincial councils.' The Government
of India, he said, must in its legislative as well as in its executive

character continue to be so constituted as to ensure its constant and

uninterrupted power to fulfil the obligations that it owes and must

always owe to His Majesty's Government and to the Imperial Parlia-

ment. He declined, in short, to contemplate such a popularization
of the system of the government in India as would lead to relaxation

of control by Parliament.

We must here digress for a moment in order to trace the develop-
ment of Muslim and Congress politics in India. British resentment

immediately after the Mutiny was at least in Delhi and Upper
India more against the Muslims than the Hindus; for it was the

Muslims who had led the revolt in Upper India. British feeling
towards the Muslims was expressed in the following words by Sir

Syed Ahmad Khan: 'There was no prickly plant in those awful

times respecting which it was not said that it was planted by
Mahomedans. *

Sir Syed Ahmad Khan is perhaps best remembered
as the founder ofthe Mahomedan Anglo-Oriental College at Aligarh,
which later developed into the Aligarh University. But he was noted
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also for other achievements. Anxious at the time to put the Muslims
back into favour with the British, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan made it

his special endeavour to persuade his co-religionists to keep aloof

from the Congress,, which was showing growing signs of opposition
towards British policy and administration. In 1888 Sir Syed Ahmad
established the United Patriotic Association,, which included Muslims
as well as Hindu members, all of whom were opposed to the Con-

gress. In 1893 he formed the Mahomedan Anglo-Oriental Defence

Association of Upper India., confining its membership to Muslims
and Englishmen !

There had always been a weighty consensus of official opinion
that in a country like India communal and class electorates were

inevitable. It was a view supported strongly by Lord Duiferin and

pursued later,, in 1892, by Lord Lansdowne's Government. An excep-
tion to the general opinion was Sir Dennis Fitzpatrick, who, speaking
for the Punjab, said that he doubted 'whether in a province where

the antagonism of different races and sects is so intense, it would

be expedient to form any scheme expressly based on the idea of

choosing class representatives.' A spirited plea for territorial electo-

rates was also put forward by Gokhale, who was then the Secretary
of the Sarvajanik Sabha. It appealed to practical experience all

the world over to show that a fair representation of the larger

interests of a great community could only be secured by the terri-

torial principle. 'The principle of recognizing races and creeds/

said Gokhale, 'stands in no need of encouragement from Govern-

ment, as the division of interests caused by it has already been the

bane of this country.'

In October 1906 a deputation of Muslims, headed by His Highness
the Aga Khan, waited on the Viceroy at Simla and presented an

address to him. Their request for separate representation was based

on the value of their contribution to the defence of the Empire, and

on their traditions of past political greatness. Lord Minto replied

that he realized that their claim was not merely that they shbuld

be represented
c

as a community', but that their position should be

estimated not merely on their numerical strength but in respect to

the political importance of their community and the service it had

rendered to the Empire.
e

I am entirely in accord with you/ he said.

{

I am as firmly convinced, as I believe you to be, that any electoral

representation in India would be doomed to mischievous failure

which aimed at granting a personal enfranchisement, regardless of
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the beliefs and traditions of the communities composing the popula-

tion of this Continent/ '

Lord Minto's reply to the deputation was characterized by Lady

Minto (in her diary) as
c

nothing less than the pulling back ofsixty-two

millions of people fromjoining the ranks of the seditious opposition/

The All-India Muslim League was established almost as a direct

result of the assurances given by him. The League held its first

session in December 1906.1

In their official communication to the Secretary of State in October

1908, the Government of India recommended that the Muslims

should be granted separate electorates.
cThe Indian Muham-

madans,' they averred,
e

are much more than a religious body.

They form in fact an absolutely separate community,, distinct by

marriage,, food and custom, and claiming in many cases to belong

to a different race from the Hindus.' Lord Morley was at first

opposed to the principle of separate electorates,, but ultimately

gave in.

The reason for giving the Muslims reserved seats and also separate

electorates was that the Muslims feared that in territorial consti-

tuencies they would not secure the representation to which their

numbers entitled them. Unless seats were actually reserved, they

would, whether in single or many-seated constituencies, secure very

few seats against the Hindus; and without separate voting, the riclfer

and better-organized Hindus would arrange to put up Muslim

candidates who would serve their interests and not those of Muslims.

Both lines of defence were therefore held to be necessary. But the

Muslims advanced and obtained yet a third demand, namely, that

the scale of their representation should be not their wealth or their

numbers, but their 'poEtical importance
3

, a qualification not sus-

ceptible of exact assessment.

Turning now to the Congress, the radical wing had formulated

a policy of the boycott of British goods as a protest against the parti-

tion of Bengal. In 1906, the veteran Dadabhoy Naoroji was per-

suaded to come all the way back from England to preside over the

Calcutta session of the Congress, where for the first time the word

swaraj found a place in the Congress presidential address. The

session of the Congress held at Surat in 1907 brought about a parting

of the ways between the extremists and the moderates; the former

1 It is an interesting fact that the Hindu Mahasabha was established in the same year.
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were keen on passing resolutions on swaraj, boycott and national

education,, while the latter were for watering them down. No agree-
ment could be reached between them and the session broke up in

confusion.

At a convention of moderate Congressmen held in Allahabad in

1908 a constitution was drawn up which practically excluded the

extremists. The first article to which every member bad to subscribe

was as follows:

The objects of the Indian National Congress are the attainment by
the people of India of a system of government similar to that enjoyed by
the self-governing members of the British Empire and a participation by
them in the rights and responsibilities of the Empire on equal terms with

those members. These objects are to be achieved by constitutional means

by bringing about a steady reform of the existing system of administration

and by promoting national unity, fostering public spirit and developing
and organising the intellectual, moral, economic and industrial resources

of the country.

It was in this atmosphere that the Minto-Morley reforms were

launched. The Indian Councils Act of 1909 made important changes
in the composition and functions of the legislative councils. The
number of additional

3 members of the Imperial Legislative Council

was raised to a maximum of 60., ofwhom not more than 28 were to

be officials. The Governor-General was empowered to nominate

three non-officials to represent certain specified communities; he

also had at his disposal two other seats to be filled by nomina-

tion. Of the remaining 27 seats,, 14r were to be filled by elected

members representing certain special constituencies (landowners
in seven provinces,, Muslims in five provinces and chambers of

commerce in Calcutta and Bombay)^ while thirteen were to be

elected by the non-official members of the nine provincial legislative

councils.

In the provincial legislative councils the number of 'additional
5

members was raised to a maximum of 50 in all provinces., except the

Punjab and Burma^ where the number was fixed at 30; and it was so

arranged that a combination of officials and nominated non-official

members would secure a small majority over the elected members.

The exception was Bengal, where there was a clear elected majority;

but this elected majority was more nominal than real, since four

of the elected members were representatives of the European

community. The greater part of the non-official members was to be
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elected by groups of local bodies., landholders,, trade associations and

universities. The Muslims were conceded separate representation

in Madras,, Bombay,, Bengal, the United Provinces and in East Bengal
and Assam.

The Act empowered the councils to discuss the budget and., before

it was finally settled, to propose resolutions and divide upon them.

On all matters of general public importance resolutions could be

moved by members and divisions taken. The right to ask questions

of the Government was enlarged by allowing the member who asked

the original question to put a supplementary one. Resolutions were

to be expressed, and to be operative, as recommendations to the

executive Government, and any of them might be disallowed by the

Governor-General, or Governor, acting as President of the Council,

at his discretion. Resolutions were barred on certain specified mat-

ters, e.g. those concerning the Army and the Indian States.

In the wake of the Minto-Morley Reforms came the appointment
of the first Indian to the Governor-General's Executive Council; he

was Sir S. P. (later Lord) Sinha. An Indian was also appointed to

each of the provincial executive councils.

These reforms, when they were announced, were hailed with

enthusiasm. Seven years later they were denounced by the Congress
at Lucknow as the merest moonshine !

The inauguration of the Minto-Morley Reforms was followed by
the visit, in 1911, of the King and Queen to India. His Majesty

(King George V) made two important announcements. One was
the transfer of the capital from Calcutta to Delhi, and the other the

annulment of the partition of Bengal. There was no particular
enthusiasm about the transfer of the capital; but the annulment of

the partition of Bengal was received (except by a section of Muslims)
with popular acclamation.

In the despatch
1 of Lord Hardinge's Government to the Secretary

of State dated 25 August 191 1, recommending the changes mentioned

above, there is the following significant paragraph :

The maintenance of British rule in India depends on the ultimate supre-

macy of the Governor-General in Council, and the Indian Councils Act
of 1909 itself bears testimony to the impossibility ofallowing matters ofvital

concern to be decided by a majority of non-official votes in the Imperial
Legislative Council. Nevertheless it is certain that, in the course of time,

1 Commonly known as the
*

Delhi Despatch '.
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the just demands of Indians for a larger share in the government of the

country will have to be satisfied, and the question will be how this devo-

lution ofpower can be conceded without impairing the supreme authority
ofthe Governor-General in Council. The only possible solution ofthe diffi-

culty would appear to be gradually to give the provinces a larger measure
of self-government, until at last India would consist of a number of ad-

ministrations, autonomous in all provincial affairs, with the Government
of India above them all, and possessing power to interfere in case of

misgovernment but ordinarily restricting their functions to matters of

Imperial concern.

Politicians in India viewed this as a declaration in the direction of

self-government and as defining the lines of British policy in India

and they hoped that early measures would be taken to give effect to

it. E. S. Montagu, then Under Secretary of State for India,, speaking
at Cambridge,, interpreted the paragraph in the same sense. But the

interpretation was challenged in Parliament by Lord Gurzon; while

the Secretary of State,, Lord Crewe, specifically disavowed it. The
latter remarked that a political school in India looked forward e

to

the inception in India of something approaching the self-government

enjoyed by those colonies which have of late years received the name
of Dominion. It is in vain to deny the existence of such a school. I

say quite Jrankly that I see no future for India on those lines. I do

not believe that the experiment for it would be an experiment quite

new, so far as my knowledge of history goes, in the wide world of

attempting to confer a real measure of self-government with practical

freedom from Parliamentary control,, upon a race which is not our

own ... is one which could be tried. , . . It is certainly my duty to

repudiate altogether that reading of the despatch.' Lord Curzon,

welcoming the statement of the Secretary of State, added :

c That

repudiation we acknowledge: we shall remember it, and I have

no doubt we shall often have good occasion to use it in the

future/

The position in 1914 was that, so far as His Majesty's Government's

policy towards India was concerned,, the fundamentals on which the

Minto-Morley Reforms were based continued to hold the field. These

reforms had carried to the furthest practicable point the previous

line of constitutional development. They had enlarged the legislative

councils and the sphere of their deliberations. They had admitted

the need for increased representation and the desirability ofgenerally

securing non-official approval to Government legislation; and by

conceding the important right of discussing administrative matters
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and of cross-examining Government on its replies to questions., they

had done much to make the councils serve the purpose of an in-

quest into the doings of Government. But the responsibility for the

administration remained undivided. The conception of a responsible

executive., wholly or partially amenable to elected councils., was not

admitted. Power remained with the official Governments., and in

consequence there was no loosening of the bonds which subjected

local Governments to the Government of India,, and the latter to the

Secretary of State and Parliament. The people were given increased

opportunities of influencing the Government, but the principle of

autocracy was retained.

The declaration of war in 1914 evoked expressions of loyalty and

support from the Congress as well as the Muslim League. But there

were some disturbing factors in the situation,, such as the entente ofpart
of the 5th Light Infantry at Singapore^ the Ghadr (Mutiny) move-

ment in the Punjab and the terrorist movement in Bengal. The entry
of Turkey into the war against Britain also caused a serious strain

upon the loyalty of the Muslims.

The enemy certainly regarded India as one of the most vulnerable

parts of the empire and laid their plans accordingly. Any expecta-
tions that India would prove a burden and a source of weakness were

falsified; India in fact proved a source of strength from both the

military and the economic point of view^ and as the struggle

deepened., so the extent to which her resources were drawn upon
increased.

In December 1915 the Congress and the All-India Muslim League
held their respective annual sessions in Bombay. The former autho-

rized the All-India Congress Committee to prepare a scheme of

reforms and to confer with the Committee of the All-India Muslim

League for that purpose. The two Committees met during the year
and prepared a scheme. In 1916 the Congress and the League held

their annual sessions simultaneously in Lucknow. The breach in the

Congress between the extremists and the moderates had by now been

bridged and an agreement was reached between the Congress and
the League in regard to the representation of Muslims in the various

legislative councils. This agreement, known as the 'Lucknow Pact*.,

was embodied in the scheme of reforms prepared by the Indian

National Congress and the All-India Muslim League. It provided
for the representation of Muslims through separate electorates in the

following proportions:



of the elected

Indian members

The Lucknow Pact 15

Punjab . . One-half

United Provinces . . 30 per cent

Bengal .. 40

Bihar .. 25 aj

Central Provinces . . 15

Madras . . 15

Bombay . . One-third

For the Imperial Legislative Council, provisionwasmade that one-

third of the Indian elected members should be Muslims elected by
separate Muslim electorates in the several provinces in the pro-

portion,, as nearly as might be,, in which they were represented
in the provincial legislative councils by separate electorates. This

was subject to two conditions., namely (1) that no Muslim should

participate in any of the other elections to the Imperial or provincial

legislative councils,, save and except those by electorates represent-

ing special interests like landholders^ universities etc.; and (2) that

no bill, nor any clause thereof^ nor a resolution introduced by a

non-official member affecting one or the other community (which

question would be determined by the members of that community
in the legislative council concerned) should be proceeded with if it

were opposed by three-fourths of the members of that community
in the particular council, Imperial or provincial.

In November 1916., when the general outlook had been profound-

ly affected by the war^ Lord Chelmsford's Government again set

themselves to formulate proposals for constitutional advance. In

their despatch to the Secretary ofState they accepted self-government

(in a form suited to India) as the goaL They did not look to colonial

democratic federations as the inevitable model. As an immediate

step, they proposed to enlarge the powers of provincial councils by

extending the electorate and increasing the elective element. Their

recommendations, in effect,, amounted to the giving of legislative

control to provincial councils without conceding anything in the

nature of direct financial or administrative control. In the Imperial

Legislative Council they proposed practically no change. Nor did

they discuss any relaxation of the Secretary of State's control over

the Government of India.

In 1917 the war entered an acute phase. The political situation in

India was far from satisfactory. The 'Home Rule 9

agitation started

by Tilak and Mrs Annie Besant had gained considerable support in

the country. In July 1917 Edwin Samuel Montagu succeeded Sir
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Austen Chamberlain1 as the Secretary of State for India. Montagu
was convinced that the Indian peoples,, by the part played by them

in the war, had established their claim to be regarded henceforth as

an integral part of the British empire, entitled to share in its common
affairs. The claim involved the corollary that all matters within the

"

empire in which their feelings of self-respect had been wounded,, or

their special or peculiar interests overlooked., should be carefully

and sympathetically reconsidered. A great war,, he observed,, inevi-

tably produced unrest, giving birth to new thoughts and ambitions

and creating an atmosphere of expectation. The consciousness that

India had played a great part in the struggle ofnations had permea-
ted into many quarters where questions of political rights or status had

formerly been little thought of, and this had led men of all degrees to

reflect on the position of their country with respect to other countries^

and the nature of their status in their own cotmtry.

On the main proposal of the Government of India,, the Secretary
of State felt that merely to enlarge the legislative councils and to con-

cede legislative control,, without at the same time giving them a share

in matters of finance and administration,, would only result in dis-

content and friction and tempt members to resort to obstructive

tactics.

Montagu was convinced of the necessity of a new approach to the

Indian problem. Within a month of his taking office,, he had per-
suaded his colleagues in the Cabinet (including Lord Curzon) to agree
to a policy which he announced in the House of Commons on 20

August 1917 in the following terms:

The policy of His Majesty's Government, with which the Government
of India are in complete accord, is that of the increasing association of

Indians in every branch ofthe administration and the gradual development
of self-governing institutions with a view to the progressive realisation of

responsiBle government in India as an integral part of the British Empire.

They have decided that substantial steps in this direction should be taken

as soon as possible, and that it is ofthe highest importance as a preliminary
to considering what these steps should be that there should be a free and
informal exchange of opinion between those in authority at Home and in

India. His Majesty's Government have accordingly decided, with His

Majesty's approval, that I should accept the Viceroy's invitation to pro-
ceed to India to discuss these matters with the Viceroy and the Government

1 Sir Austen Chamberlain resigned his office in consequence of strictures passed on
the Government of India by the Mesopotamian Commission with regard to the conduct
of the war in the Middle East.
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of India, to consider with the Viceroy the views of local Governments, and
to receive with him the suggestions of representative bodies and others.

I would add that progress in this policy can only be achieved by succes-

sive stages. The British Government and the Government of India, on
whom the responsibility lies for the welfare and advancement of the Indian

peoples, must bejudges of the time and measure of each advance, and they
must be guided by the co-operation received from those upon whom new

opportunities of service will thus be conferred and by the extent to which
it is found that confidence can be reposed in their sense of responsibility.

The support of the Government of India to the new policy was
not without reservations. The following views expressed by a dis-

tinguished official who was intimately connected with the discussions

in those days aptly describe the dilemma that faced them:

Past papers are full of impressive opinion, recorded by generations of

the wisest Indian administrators, as to the impossibility of setting up
parliamentary institutions in India. I need not repeat them. They dwell

upon the infinite divisions of the country; the distrust between creeds and
races ; the smallness of the intellectual class ; their lack of experience in

affairs and the narrowness of their interests; the inertia of the natural

leaders of what is still an aristocratic society; their timidness in coming
forward to contest the position with the politicians; the indifference of the

great mass ofthe people to politics, and their preference for and disposition

to rely upon an impartial non-political government. These are the official

views that have hitherto held the field unchallenged; and those who held

them disbelieved profoundly in the possibility of forming anything but a

tiny electorate; they believed that even if formed the electorate will be at

the mercy ofa small coterie of politicians who will use their power to exalt

themselves; and they turned instinctively to plans for constructing an ela-

borate balance of power between all classes of interests in the country,

which necessarily means that the Government will still remain the arbiter

of the situation.

On the one hand though we admit the entire accuracy of this picture

and the tremendous difficulties which it involves, we seem to be how
committed by the trend of world events, and now by the Secretary of

State's declaration, to the proposition that the supreme need to which

everything else must give way is to develop the natural character of India

in the one way that official government can never develop it; that is to say,

by leaving Indians to try to set things right for themselves, and to learn by

suffering from their own mistakes. It means a prolonged period of dis-

comfort for the country and possibly intervals of disorder; a state ofthings

at which it will be very difficult, and may from time to time become

impossible, for the diminishing official government to stand by and look

on. It means indeed the exercise of an enormous effort of faith and great
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political self-control; our being resolved to search for electorates where

none exist and to construct them out of the most unpromising materials;

being prepared to see minorities unrepresented and majorities tyrannical;

to abstain from attempting to secure each class in its just rights, and to

leave inequalities and injustices as far as possible to right themselves by
being the means of gradually teaching those who are backward or are

oppressed a political education*

In the announcement of the Secretary of State, the term "respon-
sible government' was used for the first time. Responsible govern-
ment' could admit of only one meaning., namely., executives

removable at the will of the elected legislatures and electorates in

India. The goal was identical with that already achieved by the

self-governing dominions. Thus., what was considered as unthink-

able by Lord Morley in 1908 and as outside the realm of practical

politics by Lord Crewe and Lord Curzon as late as 1912., became

possible in 1917, due as much to the exigencies of the war situation

as to the increasing growth of political consciousness in India.

II

The announcement of August 1917, in the words of the authors

of the Montagu-Chelmsford report,
' marks the end ofone epoch, and

the beginning ofa new one.
' Soon after the announcement, Montagu

came out to India and visited the principal towns, receiving depu-
tations of representatives of the various associations and political,

communal and commercial bodies. Associated with his inquiries was

the Viceroy, Lord Chelmsford. A joint report was signed by them
in April 1918 and published in July 1918, shortly after Montagu's
return to England. Three months later the war with Germany
was over.

The publication of the Montagu-Chelmsford Report was followed

by the appointment of two committees, one known as the Franchise

Committee to deal with matters relating to the franchise and the

composition of the new legislatures, the other as the Functions Com-
mittee to consider and recommend the allocation of subjects between

the Centre and the provinces. These two committees toured India

between November 1918 and March 1919* There ensued some pre-

liminary inquiries and discussions between the Government of

India, the provincial governments and the Secretary of State. Even-

^tually, in the summer of 1919, a Bill was introduced in the House of
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Commons. This Bill was referred to a Joint Select Committee of

Parliament,, before whom a large number of witnesses appeared and
tendered their evidence., and deputations representing all shades of

Indian opinion submitted their views.

The task of the Joint Committee was a difficult one. It was con-

fronted on almost all vital issues with conflicting and contradictory

views, so that its eventual recommendations were in the nature of

a compromise between those who wanted to go further and those

who did not want to go as far. Even the Government of India's atti-

tude towards some of the changes proposed by the Committee was

unaccommodating. Looking back on that period, one cannot but

admire the persistence and ability with which Montagu directed the

passage of this Bill and its various amendments through Parliament.

The Bill received the Royal Assent in December 1919, and became
known as the Government of India Act, 1919.

The Rules framed under the Act of 1919 were no less important
than the Act itself. These rules were approved by Parliament and it

was in their provisions that, to a very large extent, the policy of the

Act found expression.

The Government of India Act of 1919 laid down for the first time

in definite terms the British Government's policy towards India.

It will be useful to dwell to some extent on the broad features of

this Act.

The declaration of August 1917 was embodied in the Preamble*

The only change was the substitution of
*
British India* for 'India*,

since India included both British India and the Indian States, and

Parliament could not legislate for the latter.'

The scheme ofthe Act followed the recommendation ofthe authors

of the Joint Report that the earlier steps to be taken towards the

realization ofthe new policy should be in the domain ofthe provinces..

The provinces to which the provisions of the Act specifically applied

were Madras, Bombay, Bengal, the United Provinces, the Punjab,

Bihar and Orissa, the Central Provinces and Assam; but the Act

permitted of their extension to other parts of British India. Burma,
for instance, was accorded a constitution substantially identical with,

that enjoyed by the major Indian provinces and the provisions of the

Act were extended subsequently to the North-West Frontier Province,

and partially to Coorg.
Hitherto there had been no formal division of the functions of the

central and provincial governments. The administration, of maoy
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subjects had been delegated to,, or in practice rested with,, the pro-

vincial governments. Under the Act,, the spheres of the central and

provincial governments were demarcated by a division of subjects

into
e

central
' and c

provincial '. Generally speaking,,
c

central subjects
'

included all subjects directly administered by the Government of

India or in which extra-provincial interests were dominant; whilst

'provincial subjects' included subjects in which the interests of the

provinces essentially predominated.
k The provincial subjects were divided into two categories,, namely
'reserved' and 'transferred'. Each province was to be governed in

relation to 'reserved' subjects by a Governor in Council, and in rela-

tion to 'transferred' subjects by a Governor acting with ministers, a

system commonly known as dyarchy. In the selection of subjects to

be transferred to ministers, the guiding principle followed was to

include in the
c
transferred

5

list those departments which offered the

most opportunity for local knowledge and social service and those in

which mistakes that might occur would not be irremediable. Broad-

ly speaking, 'reserved' subjects comprised all subjects which were not

transferred to ministers and embraced such subjects as land revenue,

finance, and law and order.

At the head of each province there was to be a Governor appointed

by His Majesty, ordinarily for a term of five years. Every Gover-

nor on appointment received an Instrument of Instructions defining
his duties and responsibilities.

The strength of the Governor's Executive Council in each of the

provinces was fixed as follows, namely, four in Madras, Bombay and

Bengal; three in Bihar and Orissa, and two in the remaining pro-
vinces. Half the number in each of the provinces except Bihar

and Orissa were Indians; in Bihar and Orissa there was only one
Indian member.

The Act of 1919 did not alter the relations between the Governor
and his Executive Council, nor the previous practice in regard to the

transaction of business. Ordinarily, a member was expected to dis-

pose of questions coming before him on his own initiative. Impor-
tant cases were to be taken in Council and decided by a majorityvote;
but the Governor had power to override the decision of the Council
in any case in which the safety, tranquillity or interests of the pro-
vince, or part thereof, were in his judgment essentially affected, and
any order so issued was the order of the Governor in Council.

t Appointments of ministers were to be made by the Governor, No
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limit was prescribed as to their number; it rested with the Governor
to decide how many ministers were required for the proper adminis-

tration of the transferred departments. There were three ministers

each in Madras,, Bombay and Bengal and two in each of the other

provinces. They were to hold office at the pleasure of the Governor;
but no minister could hold office for a longer period than six months
unless he were,, or became,, an elected member of the Legislative
Council. The minister's salary and the provision of supply for his

departments were subject to the vote of the legislature.

The Act, while directing that the Governor should be guided by
the advice of his ministers, authorized him, ifhe saw sufficient cause,

to dissent from their opinion and to require that action be taken

otherwise than in accordance with that advice. In deciding whether

the circumstances were such as to justify his acting against the advice

of his ministers., the Governor was guided by his Instrument of

Instructions.

A minister had the option of resigning if his advice were not accep-
ted by the Governor, and the Governor had the ordinary constitution-

al right of dismissing a minister whose policy he believed to be either

seriously at fault, or out of accord with the views of the Legislative

Council. A minister who resigned, or was dismissed by the Governor

might have behind him the opinion ofthe legislature and the Gover-

nor might conceivably find it impossible to appoint a successor who
would work with him. In that event the Governor would dissolve

the legislature. If the new legislature proved equally obdurate, the

only course open to the Governor, assuming that he felt it impossible

either to give way on the point at issue or to effect a compromise,
was to assume control of the administration of the departments con-

cerned. The temporary administration of a subject could continue

only until a minister was appointed; but in the last resort and if it

proved impossible for him to find ministers willing to accept office,

the Governor could move the Governor-General in Council to revoke

or suspend the transfer of all such subjects.

It was the essence of the dualized system of government set up by
the Act that there should be a clear division ofresponsibility between

the two halves of the Government. This principle of separate res-

ponsibility was clearly laid down and emphasized in the Act, which

directed that the orders and other proceedings of the Government

should be so authenticated as to distinguish those relating to trans-

ferred subjects from other orders and proceedings.
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Under the arrangements previously in force, the resources of the

provincial government were derived from a share in the proceeds of

certain heads of revenue/ which share was based primarily on the

estimated needs of the province. This system necessarily involved a

degree of control and interference by the Government of India which

could not be maintained if the popular principle in Government was

to be given fair play in the provinces. The separation of the resources

ofthe central and provincial governments was therefore an essential

part of the reforms scheme. Certain sources of revenue,, principally

the receipts from provincial subjects, were allocated to the provin-

ces; but since this allocation, whilst adding largely to the revenues

ofthe provinces, reduced correspondingly those ofthe central govern-

ment, each province was required to make good the deficit thus

resulting by paying an annual contribution to the Government of

India. In each of the provinces of Madras, Bombay, Bengal, the

United Provinces, and the Punjab, the contribution so calculated

amounted to about 60 per cent of the new revenues, and in

the Central Provinces and Assam, where the margin of revenue over

expenditure was small, to about 40 per cent. No contribution was

demanded from Bihar and Orissa, a province already burdened with

heavy expenditure. These contributions did not correspond with

any equitable standard, but were dictated by the exigencies of the

previous financial system. Provision was accordingly made in the

rules for the gradual establishment of a standard ratio that would
conform as closely as practicable to the financial capacity of each

province. A further measure of reliefwas afforded by the assignment
to each province ofa share in the growth of the revenue from taxation

on incomes.

With regard to the control exercisable by the Secretary of State

and Parliament, the Act of 1919 brought into existence new sources

of power. To the extent to which control by the legislature was

admitted, the control of Parliament had inevitably to be relaxed.

The Secretary of State and the Government of India retained power
to safeguard the administration ofcentral subjects, to decide questions

arising between two provinces, and to carry out the duties imposed
upon them by the Act or tlie rules made thereunder. Except for

these defined purposes, the Secretary of State and the Government
of India exercised no control over the administration of transferred

subjects. On the other hand, there was no statutory divestment- of

control in relation to the reserved subjects administered by the
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Governor in Council, since the responsibility of the Governor in

Council was to the Secretary of State and to Parliament and not to

the provincial legislature.

Under the 1919 Act, indirect election was abolished and was re-

placed by direct election, and the proportion of elected members in

each of the provincial councils was fixed at not less than 70 per cent.

The qualifications of voters., except for University constituencies.,

were based mainly on property and residence within the constituency.
The number of members in the councils ranged from 53 in Assam
to 139 in Bengal.

In the matter of communal representation,, the authors of the

Joint Report had felt that separate electorates should be accorded

only to Muhammadans and to the Sikhs in the Punjab. At the same
time they had stressed their strong aversion to the policy ofcommunal

representation which, for more reasons than one, they regarded as
* a very serious hindrance to tlie self-governing principle.

' In the

final result, however, communal representation was accorded not

only to Muhammadans (on the basis of the Lucknow Congress-

League Pact) and to the Sikhs in the Punjab, but also generally to

Europeans, Anglo-Indians and Indian Christians, while in Madras
and Bombay a definite proportion of non-Muhammadan seats was

reserved, respectively, for non-Brahmins and Mahrattas.

Landholders, universities and commercial and industrial interests

were given special representation., and provision was also made for

the representation by nomination of communities or classes winch

might otherwise have failed to secure any, or adequate, represen-

tation on the councils.

Broadly speaking, the legislative sphere of the provincial legis-

latures was conterminous with the list of provincial subjects. On
central subjects legislation was primarily reserved for the Indian

legislature and could only be undertaken in the provincial councils

with the previous sanction ofthe Governor-General. The rules made

under the Act specified certain laws that could not be repealed or

altered without the previous sanction ofthe Governor-General. Pro-

vision was also made for certain categories of bills passed by fc
the

provincial councils to be reserved for the consideration of the

Governor-General.

With the exception of certain specified items of expenditure which

were excluded from the jurisdiction of the provincial councils, the

proposals of the Government for the appropriation of the provincial
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revenues had to be submitted to the vote of the councils. No such

proposals however could be made except on the recommendation of

the Governor. The sole function of the council was to assent or to

refuse its assent to a demand, or to reduce its amount wholly or by
the omission of any of the items of which it was composed. Control

over expenditure being the essence of responsible government, the

Governor had no power to restore any demand rejected by the Legis-

lative Council in respect of transferred subjects. On the other hand,

the responsibility of the legislature was not admitted in respect of

reserved subjects and the Governor could, in the last resort, have his

own way in regard both to legislation and supply.

The Act of 1919 did not alter the general structure of the central

executive. The Government of India continued to be a purely
official government responsible to the Secretary of State and to

Parliament. Nevertheless, the creation of an Indian legislature with

a large elected majority inevitably affected the character of the

administration.

With respect to the Governor- General's Executive Council,,the

previous limitation of the number of members to six was removed.

The Act, however, retained the requirement that three of the

members should be persons who had been for at least ten years in

the service of the Crown in India. The result of these changes was
that henceforward there were not less than three Indian members
in the Governor-General's Executive Council.

The Act made radical changes in the legislative arrangements of

the central government. The former Indian (or Imperial) Legislative

Council was replaced by a bicameral legislature consisting of a Legis-
lative Assembly and a Council of State. The Legislative Assembly
was the lower chamber, containing 145 members, ofwhom 105 were

elected and 40 nominated. The elected members were chosen by an
electorate which bore roughly the same proportion to the electorate

for the provincial councils as the provincial quota of seats in the

Assembly bore to the general and communal elective seats in the

provincial councils. As in the case of the provincial councils, the

total proportion of Muslim seats was fixed in accordance with the

Lucknow Pact. Separate representation was also accorded to Euro-

peans, Sikhs, landholders and Indian commerce. Communities,,
classes and interests which had secured inadequate representation

by election were to be represented, so far as was practicable, by means
of 14 nominated seats reserved for non-officials.
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The Council of State, or upper chamber,, was Intended to be a

revising body capable of exercising in relation to the Legislative

Assembly a restraining though not an overriding influence, and its

composition was a corollary of its functions. The total number of

members was 60, of whom 34 were elected and 26 nominated. The

qualifications for voters were based on a comparatively high fran-

chise, Muhammadan representation was practically in accordance

with the Lucknow Pact; separate representation was also accor-

ded to Sikhs and to European commerce. The nominated members
included 20 officials and 6 non-officials.

The powers exercised by the Indian legislature in the matter of

the budget corresponded broadly with those which had been con-

ferred on the provincial councils. As in England, they were exercised

only by the lower house. Estimates of annual revenue and expen-
diture were to be laid before both chambers, but the proposals of the

Government for the appropriation ofthe revenues were to be submit-

ted to the vote of the Legislative Assembly alone. As in the case of

the provincial councils, certain expenditure was excluded from the

jurisdiction of the Assembly. The Governor-General in Council was

empowered, if he was satisfied that any demand that had been refused

by the Assembly was essential to the discharge of his responsibilities,

to act as if it had been assented to by that body.
In the matter of legislation, the two chambers exercised co-equal

powers. A bill could be introduced in either chamber and the assent

of both the chambers was normally required to its enactment. Pro-

vision was made in the rules for the adjustment of any differences

that might arise between them.

The responsibility for legislation on central subjects rested with

the Governor-General in Council, just as the responsibility for legis-

lation on reserved subjects was with the Governor in Council; and

the Governor-General was duly empowered to secure any legislation

which he considered to be essential for the safety, tranquillity or

interests ofBritish India, or any part thereof. The Governor-General

was also empowered in cases of emergency to issue Ordinances which

would have the like force of law as an Act passed by the legislature.

Normally every Council of State continued for five years and

every Legislative Assembly and provincial Legislative Council for

three years.

As regards the Secretary of State's Council, certain changes were

made in its constitution; the Indian element was strengthened; in
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order to ensure a continuous flow of Indian experience and to relieve

Indian members from the necessity of spending so long a period as

seven years in England,, the period of service on the Council was

reduced to five years.

Lastly, provision was included in the Act for the appointment,
after ten years,, of a Statutory Commission, whose duty would be to

examine the working of the new constitution in all its details in the

provinces; to advise whether the time had come for full responsible

government,, or whether, and to what extent,, the powers of self-

government already granted should be extended, modified or restric-

ted. The Commission was also empowered to inquire into the working
ofthe Government of India, to advise in respect of the Government
of India no less than in respect of the provincial governments. As

explained by the Under-Secretary of State for India in the House of

Commons: 'The reason for the ten years' experiment apparently
was that we should have three consecutive Parliaments on which to

base our decision as to the future.'

The authors of the Montagu-Chelmsford report were not unaware
of the shortcomings of the scheme which they had recommended
andwhich was subsequently embodied in the Act. In theirownwords :

Hybrid executives, limited responsibility, assemblies partly elected and

partly nominated, divisions of functions, reservations general or particular,
are devices that can have no permanent abiding place. They bear on
their faces their transitional character; and they can be worked only if it is

clearly recognised that that is their justification and their purpose. They
cannot be so devised as to be logical. They must be charged with poten-
tialities of friction. Hope of avoiding mischief lies in facing the fact that

they are temporary expedients for training purposes, and in providing that

the goal is not merely kept in sight but made attainable, not by agitation
but by the operation ofmachinery inherent in the scheme itself.

But these hopes were not realized. The Act was assailed from the

first from both sides. An influential body ofBritish opinion remained
unconvinced as to India's capacity even for partial responsible

government; while a powerful section of Indian opinion, which was

impatient to reach its goal ofswaraj, regarded the Act as
*

inadequate,,

disappointing and unsatisfactory.'
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III

The new reforms were inaugurated by the Duke of Gonnaught
(uncle of King George V) who came out to India in the beginning
of 1921. He read the following message from His Majesty:
For years -itmay be for generations patriotic and loyal Indians have

dreamed of Swaraj for their Motherland. Today you have the beginning
ofSwaraj within my Empire and the widest scope and ample opportunities
for progress to the liberty which my other Dominions enjoy.

This was the first time that the word c

Swaraj
5 had been used in an

official pronouncement. But the reforms had failed to rouse the

enthusiasm of the people. Various factors had supervened between

1917 and 1921 to draw away large and influential sections of Indian

opinion.
The war, in the first place,, had come to be regarded more and

more as a
struggle between liberty and despotism and for the right of

peoples to rule their own destinies. The advocacy of* self-determi-

nation by President Woodrow Wilson had buoyed up the hopes of

Indian nationalists. But as the discussions in Parliament on the

Government of India Bill proceeded there grew the feeling that what
had been promised by Britain in her hour of peril was being sought
to be whittled down when the emergency ceased to exist.

Early in 1919 the Government of India, ignoring all protests and

advice., passed the Rowlatt Act1 to deal with revolutionary crime.

The Act provided the executive with such wide and sweeping powers
as to rouse widespread agitation throughout the country. The climax

was the tragedy ofJallianwala Bagh on 13 April at Amritsar, where

hundreds of defenceless persons were killed and over a thousand

injured. This tragedy^ in particular^ and the subsequent severities

of the regime of martial law in the Punjab engendered a profound
and intense anti-British feeling.
'

It was against this background that the Congress held its annual

session in Amritsar in December 1919. A section of Congressmen,
led by Surendranath Banerjea,, Tej Bahadur Sapru and V.S.

Srinivasa Sastri^ dismayed by the growth of extremist opinion in the

Congress^ had left the organization and founded the National Liberal

Federation. The Federation, meeting in Calcutta, welcomed the

Government of Incfia Act and offered its full co-operation in the

working of it.

1 This Act took its name from the Chairman of the committee appointed to examine
the emergency provisions in the Defence of India Act dealing with anarchical crime,
with a view to the continuance of those provisions after the wa'r.
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At the Congress session in Amritsar there was a cleavage ofopinion

on the policy to be adopted with regard to the new reforms. Tilak

and his followers were anxious to work the Act for what it was worth.

This view was shared by Madan Mohan Malaviya as well as by

Gandhiji, who had by this time definitely associated himself with

Congress politics and who was very soon to take over its leadership.

Another section of opinion, led by C. R. Das, advocated the rejection

of the scheme. It was Gandhiji who brought about a compromise;
and the following resolution was ultimately passed:

This Congress trusts that so far as may be possible the people will so

work the reforms as to secure an early establishment of full responsible

government and this Congress offers its thanks to the Right Honourable

E. S. Montagu for his labours in connection with the reforms.

This offer of co-operation was, however, short-lived. Two factors

influenced the attitude of the Congress in general and of Gandhiji
in particular. One was the publication of the draft Treaty of Sevres,

which proposed the liquidation of the Turkish Empire. The Sultan

of Turkey being the Caliph, or religious head of the Muslim world,
this naturally roused the religious sentiments of the Indian Muslims,
who started an agitation known as the 'Khilafat movement' with the

object of bringing pressure to bear on the British Government for

the restoration of the Sultan to something like his pre-war position.
The other was the unfeeling attitude of the British Parliament and
a section of the British public in respect of the Punjab atrocities.

Gandhiji now became definitely a non-cooperator. He advised

the Hindus to make common cause with the Muslims in a united

mass non-cooperation movement to restore the position ofthe Caliph,
to right the Punjab wrongs and to win swaraj. His influence became

stronger with the death of Tilak in July 1920. At a special session

held in Calcutta in August 1920 a resolution supporting his policy
of non-cooperation was passed by a large majority. The non-

cooperation movement was directed at the boycott of the legisla-

tures, educational institutions and law courts. The voters were asked

to abstain from exercising their franchise.

The first elections to the provincial and central legislatures were
held in November 1920. The Congress, as well as the Khilafat Com-
mittee, boycotted the elections. The Muslim League took up a neu-

tral attitude. The Liberal Federation was the only all-India party
which contested the elections. In Madras the non-Brahmins had

organized a party called the
e

Justice Party' which emerged from
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the elections with great success. In the Punjab Sir Fazli Hussain

formed the 'Unionist Party* (consisting of Muslims,, Sikhs and Hin-

dus) which secured a great measure of success in that province.
These bodies were more a congregation of individuals than parties
in the real sense. Nevertheless,, the Justice Party and the Unionist

Party formed ministries respectively in Madras and the Punjab. In

the other provinces notable liberal leaders like Surendranath Baner-

jea, Dr Sachhidananda Sinha and Sir G. Y. Chintamani took office

as ministers.

Taking the ten legislative bodies collectively (two chambers of the

Indian legislature and eight provincial councils) there were 774

seats to be filled and for these there were 1,957 candidates. There

were contested elections for 535 seats and for these 1,718 candidates

were forthcoming. For only about half a dozen of the 774 seats was

there no candidate nominated in the first instance., but all of these

were subsequently filled through by-elections. None the less, a sub-

stantial portion of the electorate did not exercise its franchise.

The Congress session held in Nagpur in December 1920 was

noteworthy for two outstanding achievements., attributable largely

to GandhyTs influence. One was the reaffirmation of the non-co-

operation resolution. The other was the change in the constitution

of the Congress. The President was given an executive known as the

Working Committee, with an All-India Congress Committee to

direct and control its activities. Similar organizations were set up in

all provinces (divided on a linguistic basis) as well as in the districts.

The goal of the Congress was changed to the attainment of swaraj by

peaceful and legitimate methods.

The fact that the Congress boycott ofthe elections was not a success

does not imply that the non-cooperation movement did not have a

considerable effect both on the Government and the country at large.

The extent of the enthusiasm and unity created at the time among
the masses, culminating in the boycott of the Prince of Wales in

1921, was never so strong, even in the subsequent years of India's

struggle for freedom* Had the non-cooperation movement not been

ended by Gandhiji at a time when it was causing the utmost anxiety

to the Government, the latter might possibly have been induced to

take some action to appease Indian sentiment. But in February 1922

Gandhiji called it off. This was because of the Chauri Chaura epi-

sode, when a mob set fire to the police station, with the result that a

police inspector and 21 police constables were burned to death. In
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the same month Montagu had a difference with the Cabinet and

was obliged to resign, and in March 1922 Gandhiji was arrested and

sentenced to a long term ofimprisonment on a charge of sedition.

The position at the end of 1922 was that non-cooperation had

been suspended; that the boycott of the legislatures had not proved

effective., and that the Congress was for the time being without any

definite policy of action* But no political party can remain static.

A -section of Congressmen, led by C.R.Das and Pandit Motilal

Nehru, started thinking in terms of council entry. A resolution

advocating council entry was rejected by the Congress at its annual

session in Gaya in December 1922. C.R.Das thereupon resigned

his presidentship of the Congress and announced the formation

within the Congress of a group known as the
'

Swarajya Party'. The

next few months emphasized the differences between the 'No-

changers' and the Swarajists. In September 1923 a special session

of the Congress was held in Delhi and a compromise resolution was

passed which permitted those whahad no religious or conscientious

objections to enter the legislatures.

In October 1923 the Swarajya Party published its election mani-

festo. It declared that the immediate objective of the party was the

speedy attainment of Dominion Status, that is, the right to frame a

constitution adopting such machineryand system as were most suited

to the conditions of the country and the genius of the people. As a

necessary preliminary, the Swarajya Party demanded that the people

of India should have effective control of the existing machinery and

system of government. If this demand were not conceded, they would

resort to a policy of
c

uniform, continuous and consistent obstruction

with a view to make government through the Assembly and 'the

councils impossible.' In no case would any member of the party

accept office.

In the elections of 1923 the Swarajists practically wiped out thfe

Liberals. They gained a clear majority in the Legislative Council of

the Central Provinces and secured a substantial number of seats in

Bombay and the United Provinces, as also in the Central Legislative

Assembly. In the Bengal Council they found themselves, though not

in a majority, in a position to prevent the formation of any ministry

in that province.

The Hindu-Muslim unity which Gandhiji sought to build up on

the Khilafat issue did not last long, though his espousal of the cause

had contributed considerably to its strength. While few among the
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Muslims understood what 'Khilafat* stood for, all understood the

cry of
c Islam in danger

3
. On this ephemeral issue^ the true basis of

which was not clearly perceived, Gandhiji endeavoured to cement

an alliance between Muslims and Hindus. The first shock was the

Moplah (Muslim) outbreak in Malabar in 1921; the second the

repudiation by Turkey of the Khilafat itself and her rejection of

all extraneous mediation in the matter. The temporary alliance

thus came to an abrupt end., resulting in the reversion of the two

communities to their mutual animosities.

There followed other efforts on the part of the Congress leaders to

bring about an understanding between the two communities. Early
in December 1923 the Bengal Swarajya Party formulated a pact
known as the

c

Bengal Pact'. This provided inter alia for separate

representation to Muslims in the Bengal Council on a population

basis; for representation on local bodies in the proportion of 60:40

according as either community was in a majority; and for the grant
of 55 per cent of Government appointments to Muslims. The

Congressj at its annual session in Coconada, rejected the Bengal
Pact. Instead, it referred another draft pact, known as the

e
Indian

National Pact*, to a special committee. A third pact was drawn up

by the Punjab Muslim League early in 1924. But none of these

pacts, nor similar efforts to bring about a communal understanding,

achieved any tangible result; indeed, the communal situation instead

of getting better became worse.

Let us turn to the activities of the Swarajya Party within the legis-

latures. The Governors were obliged to take over the administration

of
c

transferred subjects' in Bengal and the Central Provinces because

the Swarajists refused to co-operate ia the formation of ministries

there. In the Central Legislative Assembly a resolution was moved

in February 1924 by Dewan Bahadur T. Rangachari, recommend-

ing that steps should be taken at a very early date 'for revising the

Government of India Act so as to secure for India full self-governing

Dominion Status within the empire and provincial autonomy in the

provinces.
5 To this resolution Pandit Motilal Nehru, the leader of

the Swarajya Party, moved an amendment calling for a represen-

tative Round Table Conference to recommend a scheme of constitu-

tion for the establishment of full responsible government in India.

The amendment was carried by an overwhelming majority of elected

members, the elected Muslim members voting with the Swarajya

Party. In the course of the debate, Sir- Malcolm Hailey, then Home
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Member,, declared that
c

responsible government
5

mentioned in the

Preamble of the Government of India Act of 1919 did not necessarily

lead to 'full dominion self-government
5
.

e

It may be/ he said,, 'that

full dominion self-government is the logical outcome of responsible

government, nay,, it may be the inevitable and historical develop-
ment of responsible government, but it is a further and final step.

3

There was no call for this gratuitous pronouncement. It only crea-

ted further suspicion of the bona fides of the British Government and

let loose an agitation from now on for the definition of the goal of

His Majesty's Government's policy in India as 'Dominion Status
5

.

The only outcome of the resolution of February 1924 was the

appointment of the Reforms Enquiry Committee,, popularly known
as the Muddiman Committee. The terms of reference to the Com-
mittee were as follows:

(1) To inquire into the difficulties arising from, or defects inherent in,

the working of the Government of India Act and the Rules thereunder

in regard to the central government and the governments of Governors 5

provinces; and (2) to investigate the feasibility and desirability ofsecuring
remedies for such difficulties or defects, consistent with the structure, policy

and purpose of the Act, by action taken under the Act and the Rules, or

by such amendments ofthe Act as appear necessary to rectify any adminis-

trative imperfections.

The Committee consisted of Sir Alexander Muddiman (who had

succeeded Sir Malcolm Hailey as Home Member) as Chairman and

the following members,, namely,, Sir Muhammad Shafi,, Member of

the Governor-General's Executive Council; Maharajadhiraja Sir

Bijay Chand Mahtab Bahadur of Burdwan; Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru;
Sir Arthur Froom; Sir P. S. Sivaswami Iyer; Sir Henry MoncriefF-

Smith, Secretary to the Government of India, Legislative Depart-

ment; M.A.Jinnah and Dr R. P. Paranjpye.
Pandit Motilal Nehru was offered a seat on the Committee but

he declined to accept it, contending that no inquiry within the limi-

ted scope and extent prescribed by the terms of reference could yield

satisfactory results; that it would no doubt be possible for the Com-
mittee to discover difficulties and defects and suggest remedies with

the limitations laid down,, but it was obvious that such remedies,

could not meet the situation. No member of the Swarajya Party
came forward to give evidence before the Committee. Those Indian

witnesses who did appear before the Committee and who had expe-
rience of the system of dyarchy3 condemned it as unworkable.
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The Muddiman Committee signed two reports on 3 December
1924. The Minority Report was signed by Sir Tej Bahadur

Sapru, Sir Sivaswami Iyer, Jinnah and Dr Paranjpye. The main
difference between the Majority and Minority Reports was in

the recommendation of the latter for the appointment of a Royal
Commission with wider terms of reference and a larger scope of

enquiry, or any other agency., in order to make recommendations for

placing the constitution on a permanent basis,, with provisions for

automatic progress in the future. Only such a course would in their

view secure stability in the Government and the willing co-operation
of the people.
The Reports were published in March 1925. Lord Reading's

Government rejected the recommendation for the appointment of a

Royal Commission
;
in its view the time for such an appointment had

not yet come. At the same time,, Lord Reading was not averse to the

proposal for summoning a Round Table Conference of Indian

leaders., if the situation demanded such a course. The political

situation in Bengal was causing grave concern because of the terrorist

movement and the Government of India was anxious,, if possible, to

placate C.R.Das (whose position in the Congress at the time was

comparable with that of Gandhiji) and to bring about some settle-

ment with him. G.R.Das was willing to offer his co-operation under

certain conditions,, and in his speech at the Faridpur session of the

Bengal Provincial Congress Committee,, he extended the hand of

friendship. The Government might then, in all probability., have

summoned a Round Table Conference of Indian leaders; but un-

fortunately the great leader died on 16 June 1925 and with his death

the Government reverted to its policy of
c do nothing'.

This attitude was affirmed by Lord Birkenhead, the Secretary of

State, who, on 7 July 1925, stated in the House of Lords that His

Majesty's Government would not be diverted from its high obliga-

tions by the tactics ofrestless impatience, that the door of acceleration

was not open to menace, still less would it be stormed by violence.

Following a tirade on the refusal of the Congress to co-operate in

the working of the reforms, Lord Birkenhead proceeded to say:

To talk of India as an entity is as absurd as to talk of Europe as an

entity. Yet the very nationalist spirit which has created most of our diffi-

culties in the last few years is based upon the aspirations and claims of

a nationalist India. There never has been such a nation. Whether there

ever will be such a nation the future alone can show.

3
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And towards the close of a long speech, he threw out the challenge :

But if our critics in India are of opinion that their greater knowledge
of Indian conditions qualifies them to succeed, where they tell us that we
have failed, let them produce a constitution which carries behind it a fair

measure of general agreement among the great people of India. Such a

contribution to our problems would nowhere be resented. It would, on

the contrary, be most carefully examined by the Government of India, by

myself and I am sure by the Commission, whenever that body may be

assembled.

This challenge was taken up by Pandit Motilal Nehru on behalf of

the Swarajya Party in the Central Legislative Assembly in September

1925, when the Muddiman Committee Report came up for discus-

sion. He moved an amendment which came to be known as the
*
National Demand'. It carried the support of all parties, including
the Liberals and the Muslims. We need not go into the details of the

demand because, after all, nothing came of it.

Lord Irwin was appointed Viceroy in April 1926. About a year

later, in March 1927, His Majesty's Government announced their

decision to appoint a Statutory Commission in advance of the pres-
cribed date. This came as a surprise. Apparently the Viceroy and
His Majesty's Government hoped by this move to bring down the

communal temperature and to effect a change in nationalist opinion.
There was also the anxiety of the Conservative Government in

England, which no doubt felt that, if it could not itself settle the

Indian issue, it might at least take steps while still in office to set up a
Commission of its own choice.

The country at the time was in a state offrustration. The Congress
had no active programme., except khadi1. The Swarajists had lost

that cohesion and discipline which they had under C. R. Das. Some
of its prominent leaders had left the party and accepted office under

Government, while others had broken away and formed separate
parties. The Muslim League was a leaderless organization; one of
its sessions at about this time had to be adjourned for lack of a quo-
rum. The communal situation was causing considerable anxiety,
and successive unity conferences had only produced more disunity.
In these conditions the appointment of the Commission, as we shall

see, proved a blessing, particularly to the Congress.
The personnel of the Commission and its terms of reference were

announced in November 1927. It consisted of seven members

1 Hand-WQY$G dQtk from hand-spun yarn,
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from the three political parties in the British Parliament,, under the

chairmanship of Sir John (later Viscount) Simon. The hope enter-

tained by His Majesty's Government that the announcement of the

Commission would appease nationalist opinion was not realized.

There never was an issue on which Indian opinion was so complete-

ly united. The exclusion of Indians from the personnel of the Com-
mission was considered an affront,, not only because it implied for

them a position of inferiority-, but because it denied them the right
to participate in the determination of the constitution of their own

country. The sop held out later, that Committees of the central and

provincial legislatures could submit opinions and proposals to the

Commission,, only served to stiffen the opposition.
At the annual session ofthe Congress in Madras in December 1927,,

a resolution was passed advocating the boycott of the Simon Com-
mission

c

at every stage and in every form'. The Liberal Federation

also refused to co-operate with the Simon Commission. Other politi-

cal organizations followed suit. In the Muslim League there was a

split. Jinnah and a considerable section were for boycotting the

Commission,, while Sir Muhammad Shafi and his group were against

such a step. There were thus two sessions ofthe Muslim League held

in December 1927. That led by Jinnah held its session in Calcutta

and decided on boycott; the othe^ under the presidentship of Sir

Muhammad Shafi (who had the support of the Government) 9 met

in Lahore and decided to co-operate. Except for the Shafi group of

Muslims and the Justice Party of Madras,, practically all political

parties in India had turned their backs on the Simon Commission.

The Madras session of the Congress authorized its Working Com-
mittee to convene an All-Parties' Conference with a view to drawing

up a constitution for India acceptable to all parties. The Jinnah

wing of the Muslim League authorized its executive to confer with

the Working Committee ofthe Congress and other organizations and

to take part in the proposed All-Parties' Conference. This Con-

ference met in Delhi in February and March 1928 and in Bombay
in May that of year. Dr M.A.Ansait, who presided,, informed the

delegates that no agreement had been reached on the subject of

communal representation and that the report of the sub-committee

which had been formed to consider the question of the separation of

Sind from Bombay was not yet ready for submission to the Con-

ference. Aftermuch discussion,, the Conference decided to appointan

influential committee under the chairmanship of PancUt
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Nehru to determine the principles of a constitution for India and to

prepare a report thereon. This Committee in fact prepared an ad-

mirable report known as the
c Nehru Report ', which was published in

August 1928; but the discussions at the All-Parties' Conference,, which

subsequently met again in Lucknow, were inconclusive, and the report

was not adopted.

Enthusiasm for the Nehru Report was in any case killed by the

rallying tactics of the Simon Commission,, to whom the Muslims,,

Sikhs and Depressed Classes., now in a bargaining spirit, felt it in

their interests to turn. When the All-Parties' Conference met again

in Calcutta in the last week ofDecember 1928, Jinnah moved certain

amendments to the proposals of the Nehru Report which wrere not

accepted. His group refused to participate further in the Conference.

A few days later a Muslim All-Parties' Conference held in Delhi,,

which was attended even by some nationalist Muslims,, formulated

a series of demands on behalf of the Muslims and made it clear that

no constitution, by whomsoever proposed or devised, would be

acceptable to the Muslims, unless it conformed with those demands.

It was at about this time that Jinnah, after consulting^several Muslim

leaders, formulated his
e

fourteen points
'

for the safeguarding of the

rights and interests of Muslims in any future constitution. These

points were as follows;

1. The form of the future constitution should be Federal, with the

residuary power vested in the provinces.

2. A uniform measure of autonomy shall be granted to all provinces.

3. AH legislatures in the country and other elected bodies shall be
constituted on the definite principle of adequate and effective represen-
tation of minorities in every provincewithout reducing the majority in any
province to a minority or even equality.

4. In the central legislature Muslim representation shall not be less than
one-third.

5. Representation of communal groups shall continue to be by separate
dectorates provided that it shall he open to any community at any time
to abandon its separate electorate in favour of joint electorates.

6u Any territorial redistribution that might at any time be necessary
shall not in any way affect the Muslim .'majority in the Punjab, Bengal
and the N.W.F. Province.

-
r

1, Full religious liberty, that is liberty of belief, worship, and observance
3

propaganda/ association: and education,, shall be guaranteed to all com-
munities.

' ...'..
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8. No Bill or Resolution or any part thereof shall be passed in any
legislature or any other elected body if three-fourths of the members of

any community in that particular body oppose it as being injurious to the

interests of that community.
9. Sind should be separated from the Bombay Presidency.

10. Reforms should be introduced in the North-West Frontier Province

and Baluchistan as in other provinces.

11. Provision should be made in the Constitution giving Muslims an

adequate share along with the other Indians in all the services of the State

and in local self-governing bodies having due regard to the requirements
of efficiency.

12. The Constitution should embody adequate safeguards for the

protection of Muslim culture, and for the protection and promotion of

Muslim education, language, religion, personal laws, and Muslim chari-

table institutions and for their due share in grants-in-aid.

13. No Cabinet, either central or provincial, should be formed without

there being at least one-third of Muslim ministers.

14. No change shall be made in the Constitution by the central legis-

lature except with the concurrence of the States constituting the Indian

Federation.

When the Nehru Report came before the annual session of the

Congress in Calcutta in December 1928, it was assailed by the left

wing on the ground that it suggested only Dominion Status and not

complete independence-, which had been declared as the Congress

goal at its previous session in Madras. In April 1928,, the 'Indepen-
dence of India League* had been formed^ with Jawaharlal Nehru

and Subhas Chandra Bose as Secretaries and S. Srinivasa lyengar as

President. The Congress session in Calcutta saw an almost open

split between those who stood for Dominion Status and those who
advocated Independence. Ultimately it was resolved that,, if the

British Parliament .accepted the Nehru Report before 31 December

1929,, the Congress would adopt the report in its entirety. In the

event of its non-acceptance by that date,, the Congress would insist

on independence and organize non-violent non-cooperation to

achieve it. (To this resolution there was an amendment to the effect

that the Congress would be content with nothing short of indepen-

dence. T^ie amendment, in spite of GandhijTs opposition,, was lost

only by a very narrow margin).

In the course of its tour the Simon Commission met with a hostile

reception everywhere. Its proceedings were rigidly boycotted. The

Central Provinces Legislative Council refused to appoint a committee
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to work with the Commission. The Legislative Assembly also rejec-

ted the proposal to elect members to the Indian Central Committee.

Nevertheless, a Committee was formed, comprising three members

elected by the Council of State and five members nominated by the

Viceroy from amongst members of the Legislative Assembly. Sir

Hari Singh Gour, one of the members of the Indian Central Com-

mittee, had to admit later that 'politically-minded
India had orga-

nizedand marshalled an effective boycott both of the Statutory Com-

mission and its Indian wing/
In May 1929 a general election took place in Britain resulting in

the fall of the Conservative Government. Its place was taken by

a Labour Government headed by Ramsay MacDonald. The Labour

Party was the largest single party, though not possessing an absolute

majority in the House of Commons. Lord Peel, who had succeeded

Lord Birkenhead as Secretary of State, was replaced by Wedgwood
Benn. Towards the end of June, Lord Irwin, the Viceroy, left for

England for consultations with His Majesty's Government.

By this time the Simon Commission had finished their labours in

India and had returned to England to draft their report. On 16

October 1929, SirJohn Simon wrote to the Prime Minister suggest-

ing that after the publication of the report a conference should be

arranged between the representatives of His Majesty's Government

and the representatives of British India and the Indian States 'for

the purpose of seeking the greatest possible measure of agree-

ment for the final proposals which it would later be the duty of

His Majesty's Government to submit to Parliament.
3

Ramsay
MacDonald accepted the suggestion on behalf of His Majesty's

Government.

On his return to India on 31 October 1929, Lord Irwin announced

that:

In view of the doubts which have been expressed both in Great Britain

and India regarding the interpretation to be placed on the intentions of

the British Government in enacting the Statute of 1919, I am authorised

on behalf of His Majesty's Government to state clearly that in their

judgment it is implicit in the declaration of 191 7 that the natur|l issue of

India's constitutional progress as there contemplated is the attainment of

Dominion Status.

He also announced that after the Simon Commission and the Indian

Central Committee had submitted their reports and when His

Majesty's Government had, in consultation with the Government
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of India, considered these matters in the light of the material avai-

lable, they would invite representatives of British India and of the

Indian States to meet them separately, or together, for the purpose
of conference and discussion in regard to both British-Indian and

all-Indian problems.
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LORD
Irwin's declaration of October 1929 was received with

great satisfaction by all political parties in India. The Congress

leaders met in Delhi and., on 2 November, a joint statement

was issued over the signatures of Gandhiji,, Pandit Motilal Nehru,

Jawaharlal Nehru, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, Mrs Annie Besant and

others. Appreciation was expressed of the sincerity underlying the

declaration and the obvious desire of the British Government to meet

Indian opinion. The leaders hoped that they would be able to tender

their co-operation to His Majesty's Government in their effort to

evolve a scheme of Dominion constitution suitable to India's needs.

They considered it vital for the success of the Round Table Confe-

rence^ firstly., that a policy of general conciliation should be adopted
so as to introduce a calmer atmosphere; secondly,, that political

prisoners should be granted a general amnesty; thirdly, that the

representation of the progressive political organizations should be

effectively secured and that the Indian National Congress,, as the

largest among them,, should have predominant representation. The
leaders desired that it should be made clear that the proposed Round
Table Conference would meet not to discuss when Dominion Status

should be established, but to frame a constitution for India on that

basis. Such clarification of the position was necessary in order to

remove any doubt in the minds of the people. They concluded :

c We
hold it absolutely essential that the public should be made to feel

that a new era has come from today and that the new Constitution

is to be but the register of that fact.'

Clarification was soon forthcoming., though not in the form or

manner expected by the Congress leaders. A section of the British

press launched a virulent campaign against the Viceroy's announce-
ment ofDominion Status which, it was contended, marked a drastic
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change of policy and served but to undermine the work of the Simon
Commission. Both Stanley Baldwin and Lloyd George,, on behalf

of their respective parties,, disowned the declaration. There was an
acrimonious debate in Parliament, where the speeches ofthe members
were provocative and unrestrained.

The Labour Government,, placed as they were with no majority
in Parliament, were disposed to take up a defensive attitude. The

Secretary of State attempted to allay the storm of opposition by ex-

plaining that there was actually no change of policy. But it was the

speech of the former Secretary of State,, Lord Birkenhead, in the

House of Lords, that carried weight. Lord Birkenhead went to the

extent of calling upon the Simon Commission to treat the Viceroy's
declaration

*

as irrelevance in the old classic phrase as impertinence.
'

c What man in this House/ he asked,
c

can say that he can see in a

generation, in two generations, in a hundred years, any prospect
that the people of India will be in a position, to assume control of the

Army, the Navy, the Civil Service, and to have a Governor-General

who will be responsible to the Indian Government and not to any

authority in this country?'
The debates in Parliament not only came as a rude shock to the

people of India, but effectively strengthened the hands of the Con-

gress left wing, whose demand for independence could no longer be

stifled.

As mentioned earlier, the Congress in Calcutta had decided to

change its goal to that of complete independence if the demand for

Dominion Status were not accepted by the British Parliament within

one year. That year was almost over. The Congress was shortly to

meet in Lahore and it was apparent that the views of the left wing
would prevail. Vithalbhai Patel, President of the Indian Legislative

Assembly, felt that only an authoritative pronouncement by the

Viceroy would enable Gandhiji and Pandit Motilal Nehru to turn

the tide. He accordingly arranged a meeting to take place on 23

December 1929 between the Viceroy and the leaders of the main

political parties. Gandhiji and Pandit Motilal Nehru represented

the Congress, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru the Liberals, and Jinnah the

Muslim League. The discussion was limited to the functions of the

proposed Round Table Conference in London. The Congress leaders

expressed the view that, unless previous assurance were given by His

Majesty's Government that the purpose of the Conference was to

draft a scheme for Dominion Status which His Majesty's Government
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would undertake to support, there would be grave difficulty about

Congress participation. Lord Irwin explained that the Conference

was designed to elicit the greatest possible measure of agreement for

the final proposals which it would be the duty of His Majesty's

Government to submit to Parliament, and that it was impossible for

Mm or for His Majesty's Government in any way to prejudice the

action of the Conference or to restrict the liberty of Parliament. The
discussions proved infructuous.

At the session held in Lahore in December 1929., the Congress

changed its creed to one of complete independence and decided not

to attend the Round Table Conference. It also decided to boycott
the legislatures and called upon the Congress members to resign.

Further, the All-India Congress Committee was authorized to launch

a programme of civil disobedience, including non-payment of taxes,

whenever it deemed fit. The Congress Working Committee appointed

Gandhiji as the sole authority to decide the time and manner of the

launching of the civil disobedience movement.
The resolution passed in Lahore was assailed by leaders of all

the other parties. Mohamed Ali, an erstwhile supporter of Gandhiji
and the Congress, went to the extent of appealing to the Muslims

not to participate in the Congress movement.
On 2 March 1930, Gandhiji wrote a letter to the Viceroy intimat-

ing his intention of launching a programme of civil disobedience.

In common with many ofmy countrymen I had hugged the fond hope
tkat the proposed Round Table Conference might furnish a solution.

But when you said plainly you could not give any assurance that you or

the British Cabinet would pledge yourself to support a scheme of full

Dominion Status, the Round Table Conference could not possibly furnish

a solution for which vocal India is consciously and the dumb millions are

unconsciously thirsting. Needless to say, there never was any question of

Parliament's verdict being anticipated. Instances are not wanting of the

British Cabinet, in anticipation of the Parliamentary verdict, having itself

pledged to a particular policy. The Delhi interview having miscarried,
there was no option for Pandit Motilal Nehru and me but to take steps to

carry out the solemn resolution of the Congress arrived at in Calcutta at

its session in 1928. But the resolution of Independence should cause no

alarm, if the word * Dominion Status
'

mentioned in your announcement
had been used in its accepted sense. For, has it not been admitted by res-

ponsible British statesmen that Dominion Status is virtual Independence ?

What, however, I fear is, that there never has been any intention ofgrant-
ing such Dominion Status to India in the immediate future.
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Lord Irwin replied that he regretted to learn that Gandhiji con-

templated a course of action which was clearly bound to involve

violation oforder and danger to the public peace. Gandhiji was indeed

faced with a serious problem. He had received no satisfaction from

the Viceroy; on the other hand, he was bound to take some positive

action because of the very strong left-wing pressure from inside the

Congress. Though the civil disobedience resolution was passed in

December 1929, Gandhiji did not make up his mind finally till March
1930. When he had no other alternative^ he started the civil dis-

obedience movement with his usual courtesy ofinforming the Govern-

ment ofwhat he proposed to do, He picked upon the seemingly tri-

vial course of breaking the Salt law, which made a strong appeal
to the masses and, contrary to expectations, proved a remarkable

success. A feature of the movement was the participation in it of a

large number ofwomen and students. The boycott of British goods,

particularly of cloth, was especially effective. Thousands of persons
were imprisoned. By the third week of May, Gandhiji and all the

Congress leaders were arrested. But the movement continued.

The recommendations ofthe Simon Commission were published in

May. The recommendations, briefly, were that dyarchy in the

provinces should be abolished and that ministers should be made

responsible to the provincial legislatures in all departments, including
the department of law and order. The Governor, however, was to

retain special powers for the safety and tranquillity of the province
and for the protection of minorities. He would also have foil powers
of intervention in the event of a breakdown of the Constitution.

The franchise was to be extended and the legislatures enlarged. At

the Centre, the Legislative Assembly (to be known as the Federal

Assembly') would be reconstituted on the basis of the representation

of the provinces and other areas of British India in accordance with

population. The Council of State would continue as the Upper
House, but its members would be chosen not on the basis of direct

election, but by indirect election by the provincial councils or, ifsuch

were set up, by the second chambers in the provinces. There was to

be no change in the central executive. An all-India federation was

deemed to be the ultimate aim, but was not considered immediately

practicable. Meanwhile, a closer association of British India with

the Indian States might be effected by means ofa
*
Council for Greater

India', which would deliberate on matters ofcommon concern. The
Commission also recommended that Burma, which was not a natural
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part of British India, should be separated and provided with a con-

stitution of its own.

Shortly before the Simon Commission's recommendations were

published, the report of the Indian Central Committee appeared.

As was-to be expected, its views were diametrically opposed to those

of the Commission. The Committee wanted a substantial advance

both at the Centre and in the provinces. It declared:
cWe are con-

vinced that there is no safe half-way house between an immediate

advance on the lines we have indicated in our report and an ultimate

surrender by the British Government, after years of agitation and

bitterness, to India's insistent demand.'

The recommendations of the Simon Commission were considered

by the Government of India in consultation with provincial govern-
ments. The Government of India's views were embodied in its

despatch of September 1930 to the Secretary of State. Its recom-

mendations were no less disappointing to Indian opinion than those

of the Simon Commission. In any case, whatever interest Indians

might have had in either was killed by the announcement of the

proposed Round Table Conference.

The personnel of the Round Table Conference was announced on
11 September 1930. All shades of opinion and interests in British

India, other than the Congress, were represented. The Indian States

had a strong delegation, which included some 6fthe prominent rulers.

The delegates arrived in London towards the end of October. The
formal opening of the conference by the King did not take place
until 12 November. The actual work of the Conference began on
17 November. The interval was utilized for informal discussions

between British-Indian delegates and representatives of the States.

Contrary to general expectation, the first Round Table Conference

achieved outstanding results, the most important being the unani-

mous agreement of all parties, including the rulers,, on the issue of

federation. Up to this time, an all-India federation had been regar-
ded as only a remote possibility. But at the very outset of the Con-
ference Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru boldly declared himself for a federal

system ofgovernment for India and invited the rulers to support his

suggestion. The Maharajah of Bikaner and the Nawab of Bhopal
stated on behalfofthe rulers that they were prepared to come into the

proposed federation provided their internal sovereignty was guaran-
teed. Sir Muhammad Shafi for one wing of the Muslim League and
Jinnah for the other, also welcomed the proposal.
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Several factors contributed to this unanimity of opinion among
the Indian delegates. The rulers had seen the trend of the civil dis-

obedience campaign in British India. They had no illusions as to

what would happen if this campaign were extended to their States.

Furthermore,, if they stood in the way of progress in British India, in

the existing temper of the country,, they would be inviting immediate

trouble to themselves. As for the Muslim League,, it had always been

opposed to a strong Centre. It envisaged that participation of the

rulers in a Federation would ensure a Centre which would be limited

to the minimum number of subjects,, the residuary powers being
retained by the federating units. Nor could a Labour Government,,

with its professed sympathy with Indian aspirations,, turn down the

unanimous recommendations of an Indian opinion consisting of

Hindus,, Muslims and Princes at a time when the civil disobedience

campaign was going on in full force in India.

At the conclusion of this session of the Round Table Conference,

Ramsay MacDonald defined the policy of His Majesty's Govern-

ment thus:

The view of His Majesty's Government is that responsibility for the

government of India should be placed upon Legislatures, central and pro-

vincial, with such provisions as may be necessary to guarantee, during a

period of transition, the observance of certain obligations and to meet
other special circumstances, and aMo with such guarantees as are required

by minorities to protect their political liberties and rights.

His Majesty's Government has taken note of the fact that the delibera-

tions ofthe Conference have proceeded on the basis, accepted by all parties,

that the central Government should be a federation of all India, em-

bracing both the Indian States and British India in a bicameral legislature.

With a Legislature constituted on a federal basis, His Majesty's Govern-

ment will be prepared to recognise the principle of the responsibility of

the Executive to the Legislature.

Under existing conditions the subjects of Defence and External Affairs

will be reserved to the Governor-General, and arrangements will be made
to place in his hands the powers necessary for the administration of those

subjects. Moreover, as the Governor-General must, as a last resort, be able

in an emergency to maintain the tranquillity ofthe State, and must similarly

be responsible for the observance of the constitutional rights of minorities,

he must be granted the necessary powers for these purposes.

The Governors* provinces will be constituted on a basis of full responsi-

bility. Their ministries will be taken from the Legislature and will be jointly

responsible to it. The range of provincial subjects will be so defined as to

give them the greatest possible measure of self-government. The authority
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ofthe Federal Government will be limited to provisions required to secure

its administration of federal subjects, and to discharge its responsibility

for subjects defined in the constitution as of all-India concern.

The Prime Minister concluded by hoping that the achievements

of the Conference might enable those in India who had refused to

co-operate in this work to be brought into its subsequent delibe-

rations. The Prime Minister's announcement of policy was later

endorsed by a resolution passed by both Houses of Parliament,

Lord Irwin took up the Prime Minister's statement as a starting-

point from which to create a new situation. No Viceroy had ever

made such genuinely sincere attempts to find a solution ofthe Indian

impasse. Within a week of the statement he released Gandhiji and

the members of the Working Committee.
cMy Government/ he

said.,
c

will impose no conditions on these releases, for we feel that the

best hope for the restoration of peaceful conditions lies in discussions

being conducted by those concerned under terms of unconditional

liberty. ... I am content to trust those who will be affected by our

decision to act in the same spirit as inspires it.'

Shortly afterwards^ meetings were arranged between the Viceroy
and Gandhiji. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru^ M. R. Jayakar and V. S,

Srinivasa Sastri exercised their influence on the Congress to bring
about a settlement^ which was ultimately signed on 5 March 1931

and was known as the
c

Gandhi-Irwin Pact
3

. The Government agreed
to release all civil disobedience prisoners; the Congress., on its part^

agreed to suspend civil disobedience and to participate in the next

Round Table Conference. Under the Pact, Gandhiji accepted the

Federation outlined by the Prime Minister, but stipulated that the

safeguards and reservations should be
c

in the interests of India,,
* a

phrase which was later subject to various interpretations. The Pact
was unanimously accepted by the Central Legislature.
At the session of the Congress held in Karachi in March 1931, the

Gandhi-Irwin Pact was ratified and Gandhiji was appointed as the
sole representative ofthe Congress to the second session of the Round
Table Conference. It may be remarked that the Congress had origi-

nally demanded that it should havepredominant representation at the
Round Table Conference and Lord Irwin was prepared,, in view of
the position of the Congress,, to concede to it sixteen delegates. It

was anticipated that the Congress would send a very strong delega-
tion of prominent leaders. Its decision to send Gandhiji as its sole

representative therefore came as something ofa surprise.
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The Second Round Table Conference was held in less auspicious
circumstances. The Labour Government had now been replaced by
a National Coalition Government. Though Ramsay MacDonald
continued as Prime Minister, the Government was predominantly
Conservative. Wedgwood Benn had been replaced by Sir Samuel
Hoare (later Viscount Templewood), as Secretary of State for India.

In India, Lord Irwin was succeeded by Lord Willingdon who., it may
be remarked,, never throughout his viceroyalty disguised his anti-

pathy towards the Congress.

This session ofthe Round Table Conference lacked the enthusiasm

which had marked the first. The representatives of the Muslims and
other minorities were clamorous for a settlement of their claims be-

fore any business could be done. Gandhiji directed his attention to

finding a solution of this problem,, but after protracted negotiations

he had to admit 'with deep sorrow and deeper humiliation* utter

failure to secure an agreed solution of the communal problem. The

representatives of the Muslims, the Depressed Classes, the Indian

Christians, the Anglo-Indians and the British interests then met and

produced a joint statement of their claims which, they said, should

stand or fall as a whole. The initiative thus passed from the Congress
to His Majesty's Government, to whom the minorities henceforward

looked for the protection of their rights. As for the rulers, the com-

munal disharmony in British India gave them quite sufficient excuse

to sit back and watch developments.

At the conclusion of the Conference, Ramsay MacDonald re-

affirmed the Government's adherence to the principle of responsible
federal government (subject to certain reservations and safeguards

during a transition period) and provincial autonomy. Referring to

the communal problem, he said that though it constituted a formi-

dable obstacle, it should not be permitted to be a bar to progress. It

was a problem especially for Indians to settle by mutual agree-

ment, but if that should continue to be impossible the Government

would be compelled to apply a provisional scheme of its own. He
added :

This would mean that His Majesty's Government would have to settle

for you, not only your problems of representation, but also to decide as

wisely and justly as possible what checks and balances the Constitution

is to contain to protect the minorities from unrestricted and tyrannical

use of the democratic principle expressing itself solely through the majo-

rity power.
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With the advent of a coalition Government in England the whole

atmosphere and temper of the Round Table Conference had chan-

ged. The sole out"come of this second session was the widening of the

cleavage between the Congress and the minorities, especially the

Muslim League. With the minorities in opposition and a British

Government antagonistic to Indian aspirations,, Gandhiji was unable

to achieve anything*. He returned from England a disappointed man.

During Gandhiji's absence,, the political situation in India had

rapidly deteriorated., especially in Bengal,, the United Provinces and

the North-West Frontier Province. The Viceroy had issued a series

of Ordinances. Jawaharlal Nehru had been arrested in connexion

with the proposed launching of a no-rent campaign by agricultural

tenants in the United Provinces. Ghaffar Khan and his colleagues

in the North-West Frontier Province had also been arrested. Imme-

diately on his return from England, Gandhiji sent the following tele-

gram to Lord Willingdon:

I was unprepared on landing yesterday to find Frontier and United

Provinces Ordinances, shootings in Frontier and arrests of my valued

comrades in both, on the top the Bengal Ordinance awaiting me. I do
not know whether I am to regard these as an indication that friendly
relations between us are closed, or whether you expect me still to see you
and receive guidance from you as to the course I am to pursue in advising
the Congress. I would esteem a wire in reply.

In the correspondence which ensued, Gandhiji received no satis-

faction. The Congress Working Committee demanded a public

enquiry on the working of the Ordinances. The Committee also

passed a resolution stating that the Prime Minister's declarations were

unsatisfactory and wholly inadequate in terms of the Congress
demand. In the event of a satisfactory response not coming from the

Government, the Working Committee called upon the nation to

resume civil disobedience. In consequence, Gandhiji, along with

other Congress leaders, was arrested and for the next two and a
half years the Congress remained in the wilderness.

Even after their return to India, a representative body of the dele-

gates to the Round Table Conference continued to meet in Simla in

an endeavour to reach agreement on certain outstanding problems,
such as the representation of minorities in the legislatures. The
Muslim representatives insisted that the question ofcommunal rep-
resentation should be decided first. But the delegates were unable
to come to any agreement and His Majesty's Government had
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therefore to intervene. The Prime Minister announced his Communal
Award on 16 April 1932. The Award related to the provincial legis-

latures. It accorded separate electorates for Muslims,, Europeans,
Sikhs, Indian Christians and Anglo-Indians. Seats were reserved

for Marathas in certain selected general constituencies in Bombay.
The Depressed Classes were given seats which were to be filled by
election from special constituencies in which they alone could vote,

though they were entitled to vote also in the general constituencies.

A number ofseats, also communally divided, were allotted to women.

Special seats were allotted to labour, commerce and industry, mining
and planting, and landholders.

The Muslim representation under the Award was as follows:

Muslim Total Number of

percentage of number of seats reserved

population seats for Muslims

7-9 215 29

9-2 175 30

54-7 250 119

15-3 228 66

57-0 175 86
4-7 112 14

33-7 108 34

70-7 60 34

91-8 50 36

10-8 175 42

The Sikhs, who formed 13"2 per cent of the population of the

Punjab., were given 32 seats in a house of 175.

Gandhiji had declared more than once that if an attempt were

made to rend the Depressed Classes from the main body of the Hindus

by means ofseparate electorates, he would resist it with his life. When
the Communal Award was announced, he wrote to the Prime

Minister informing him that, if theAward were not changed so far as

the Depressed Classes were concerned, he would undertake a fast

unto death. On 20 September 1932, he started his fast. This roused

certain prominent Hindu leaders to get into immediate negotiation

with B. R. Ambedkar, the leader of the Depressed Classes, as the

result of which an agreement was reached on 24 September known
as the 'PoonaPact'. His Majesty's Government accepted the Pactand

Gandhiji broke his fast. The Poona Pact was more generous to the

Depressed Classes than was the Award of His Majesty's Government,
4

Province

Madras

Bombay excluding Sind

Bengal
The United Provinces

The Punjab
The Central Provinces

Assam
Sind

N.W.F. Province ...

Bihar and Orissa
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Under the Pact, seats were reserved for the Depressed Classes out

of the general non-Muhaminadan seats in the provincial legisla-

tures as follows: Madras 30, Bombay with Sind 15, Punjab 8, Bihar

and Orissa 18, Central Provinces 20, Assam 7, Bengal 30, and United

Provinces 20 a total of 148 seats, as against 81 seats given by the

Communal Award. Election to these seats would be by joint elec-

torates, subject to the following procedure. All the members of the

Depressed Classes registered in the general electoral roll in a consti-

tuency would form an electoral college, which would elect a panel of

four candidates belonging to the Depressed Classes for each of the

reserved seats by the method of the single vote; the four members

getting the highest number of votes in such primary election would

be candidates for election to each such reserved seat by the general

electorate. Representation of the Depressed Classes in the central

Legislature would be on the same principle ofjoint electorates and

reserved seats by the method of primary election. These arrange-

ments were to be in force for a period often years.

The third and last session of the Round Table Conference held in

November 1932 was attended by only forty-six delegates. None of

the important rulers was present. It was evident that they had lost

their first enthusiasm for federation. It was at this session that the

Secretary of State announced that His Majesty's Government had

decided to give the Muslims in the central Legislature 33| per cent

of the British-Indian seats. It had also been decided to constitute

Sind into a separate province. Sind would be a predominantly

Muslim province. As a counterbalance, it was decided later to create

a separate province of Orissa.

In March 1933, the decisions taken by the Government in the

light of the three Round Table Conferences, were published in a

White Paper setting out His Majesty's Government's proposals for

an Indian constitution. It was made clear that it was His Majesty's

Government's intention to refer these proposals to a Joint Select

Committee, after which it would be the duty of His Majesty's

Government to introduce a Bill embodying its final plans.

In April, a Joint Committee of both Houses of Parliament was

appointed, with Lord Linlithgow as Chairman,
c

to consider the

future government ofIndia' with special reference to theWhite Paper

proposals.

The year 1934 saw radical changes in Congress politics. It was

decided to suspend the civil disobedience movement started in 1932*
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The Swarajya Party was reconstituted and the policy ofcouncil entry
was adopted. At its annual session held in Bombay in October^ the

Congress rejected the White Paper proposals and declared that

the only satisfactory alternative was a constitution drawn up by a
Constituent Assembly elected as far as possible on the basis of adult

suffrage. Incidentally,, the Congress had not rejected the Com-
munal Award of His Majesty's Government,, but had merely criti-

cized it as a negation of nationalism. A section of Congressmen,
led by Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya^ broke away and started

the 'Congress Nationalist Party' the immediate policy of which was
to reject the Communal Award. Towards the end of 1934,, elections

were held to the central Legislative Assembly, The Congress and
the Congress Nationalist Party together secured more than half the

number of elected seats. The Muslim League as a party did not

contest the elections; Jinnah himselfwas returned as an Independent.
On 12 December 1934, a Bill based on theJoint Select Committee's

recommendations was introduced in the House of Commons. In

both Houses of Parliament its passage was resisted by a section of the

Conservatives. Winston Churchill was its most vehement opponent.
He characterized the Bill as

c

a gigantic quilt of jumbled crochet

work, a monstrous monument of shame built by pigmies.' Never-

theless, the Bill was ultimately passed by both Houses of Parliament

and received the Royal Assent on 4 August 1935.

The Government of India Act of 1935 contemplated a Federa-

tion of British-Indian provinces
1 and Indian States. The provinces

consisted of Madras, Bombay, Bengal, the United Provinces, the

Punjab, Bihar, the Central Provinces and Berar, Assam, the North-

West Frontier Province, Orissa and Sind. In a Federation so estab-

lished were to be included the Chief Commissioners' provinces,

namely, Delhi, Ajmer-Merwara, Coorg, British Baluchistan, the

Andaman and Nicobar Islands and Panth Piploda.
In the case of the provinces, accession to the Federation would be

automatic, but in the case of the Indian States it would be voluntary.

The rulerofan Indian Statewould accede to the Federationby execut-

ing an InstrumentofAccessionwhich would have tobe accepted by His

Majesty and the Federation would be brought into existence by the

1 Burma was separated from India in pursuance of the recommendation
^of the

Indian Statutory (Simon) Commission, whose proposal was accepted in principle by
His Majesty's Government. A Burma Round Table Conference was held in London
in 1932 and the Burma Act was passed In 1935. The separation actually took place
in 1937.
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issue of a Royal Proclamation. But no such proclamation would be

issued until the rulers of States, representing not less than half the

aggregate population of the States, and entitled to not less than half

the seats allotted to the States in the Federal Upper Chamber, had

signified their desire to accede to the Federation, and both Houses

of Parliament had presented an address to His Majesty praying that

such a proclamation be issued.

The federal portion of the Act contained special provisions for the

administration of defence, ecclesiastical affairs, external affairs and

tribal areas. These subjects would be administered by the Governor-

General
c
in his discretion

5

assisted by counsellors. Other federal

subjects would be administered by the Governor-General assisted by

ministers responsible to the Federal Assembly. The Act also provided

the Governor-General with special powers for the prevention ofgrave

menace to peace and tranquillity and for safeguarding the financial

stability of the country; for protecting the rights of minorities, for

obtaining necessary supply and legislation, and for the promulgation

ofOrdinances. This portion of the Act was not brought into operation

because of the outbreak of war and the consequent suspension of

federal negotiations with the rulers.

But the Act also provided that, pending the establishment of

Federation, the central Government and Legislature as they had

existed previously, would continue with such changes as might be

required to meet new conditions. In fact, these transitional provi-

sions, embodied in Part XIII of the 1935 Act, continued in force till

the date of the transfer of power.

The Government of India thus remained purely an official govern-

ment under the control of the Secretary of State, but there were two

vital changes.

Firstly, the relations of the Crown with the Indian States were no

longer the concern of the Government of India. They passed to the

Crown Representative^ a new functionary (though the same indivi-

dual held the offices ofboth Governor-General and Crown Represen-

tative). The Crown Representative exercised his functions in relation

to the Indian States through the agency of the Political Department,
local Residents and Political Agents.

Secondly, the relations of the Government of India with the pro-
vinces were on a strictly federal basis. The provincial governments
were made completely autonomous and they and the central Govern-

ment acted in mutually excluded spheres of administration. There
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were two lists of subjects., namely
*

federal
5 and c

provincial'. TJie

central Government administered the federal subjects, while the

provincial governments had full authority in the provincial field.

There was also a third list of subjects, called the
c

concurrent list', on
which the central and provincial legislatures were both competent
to legislate, but the administration ofwhich was left to the provincial

governments. The concurrent list included such subjects as civil and
criminal law, factories, labour welfare, etc. The intention was that

in Such matters the central Legislature would lay down the main

principles applicable to the whole of British India,, while the provin-
ces might make variations to suit local conditions.

Under the Act of 1935, each of the eleven provinces was adminis-

tered by a Governor appointed by His Majesty, normally for five

years. The Governor was assisted by a council ofministers responsible
to the legislature. The administration of "excluded areas' (inhabited
in the main by primitive people) was excluded from the purview of

ministers, but in all other matters the administration was carried on

with their advice. In those cases in which the Governor had a special

responsibility, for example, for the prevention of grave menace to

peace or tranquillity, or for the safeguarding of the interests of mino-

rities, he could overrule his ministers; otherwise, he was obliged to

act on their advice. In the exercise of Ms overriding powers, the

Governor was answerable to the Governor-General and through him
to the Secretary of State for India and Parliament.

Each province had a Legislative Assembly. The provinces of

Madras, Bombay, Bengal, the United Provinces, Bihar and Assam

also had a Legislative Council or Upper Chamber. All members of

the Assembly were elected. The franchise was very wide; the total

voting strength of the provinces taken together was about thirty

millions. The population of the British-Indian provinces under the

census of 1931 was two hundred and fifty-six millions; 11*5 per cent

of the population was thus enfranchised. Separate electorates were

provided for certain communities. The normal life of the Assembly
was five years. The Upper Chamber was a permanent body, a pro-

portion of whose members would retire and be replaced by fresh

members every third year. Legislation in the provincial field had to

be passed by both chambers, but the voting of supplies was the ex-

clusive function of the Legislative Assembly.
There was one difference between parliamentary government in

England and in India. In England, if a ministry was defeated, the
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King had to find an alternative ministry or dissolve Parliament. In

India., having regard to past experience of the working of represen-
tative government, provision was made in theAct (Section 93) that,

if at any time the Governor ofa province was satisfied that a situation

had arisen in which the government of the province could not be
carried on in accordance with the provisions of the Act, he could

by proclamation take upon himself the administration of the

province.

The Chief Commissioners' provinces were governed directly by
the central Government. Except in Coorg, which had a legislative

council, these Chief Commissioners' provinces had no legislature of

their own.

Since the federal and provincial governments were equal and in-

dependent authorities operating in exclusive spheres., there was more
than a likelihood that in the legislative sphere the province and the

Centre might trespass on each other's respective domains.A Federal
Court was constituted for the purpose of resolving any disputes that

might arise in this connexion. The Federal Court of India consisted

of a ChiefJustice and two judges.
I have here attempted to give only the broad features of the 1935

Act. I may mention that the Act had more enemies than friends.

Its federal provisions, in particular, were condemned by almost all

parties, including the Congress and the Muslim League. In fact, the

only parties who declared themselves in favour of working the Act,
both in the provinces and the Centre, were the National Liberal
Federation and the Hindu Mahasabha.
When the Congress met in Faizpur in December 1936, there was

fairly general opposition to the federal portion of the Act and in

particular to the proposed safeguards and the Governor-General's

overriding powers. It wanted complete responsibility at the Centre.
The Congress repeated its resolve

c

not to submit to this constitution
or to co-operate with it but to combat it both inside and outside the

legislatures so as to end it.
'

But there was an influential section which
felt that the provincial portion of the Act should be accepted and
worked. The Congress finally resolved to contest the elections to
the legislatures without committing itself to any definite policy.
The question of

*

acceptance of office' was left over till after the

general elections.

The Muslim League denounced the safeguards in the Government
of India Act as making responsible government nugatory, but it
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recommended that
*

having regard to the conditions prevailing at

present in the country,, the provincial scheme of the constitution be
utilized for what it is worth.

* The League whole-heartedly supported
the Communal Award.

Early in 1936, the Muslim League (which had been in a moribund
condition ever since the split in 1927) showed fresh signs of life with

the election ofJinnah as its President. It appointed a Central Parlia-

mentary Board to direct the elections.

Elections to the provincial legislatures under the Act of 1935 were

held early in 1937. The Congress obtained a clear majority in

Madras, the United Provinces, Bihar, the Central Provinces and
Orissa. In Bombay it won nearly half the seats and could count on
the support of a few sympathizers. In Assam and the North-West
Frontier Province it was the largest single party. Only in Bengal,
the Punjab and Sind was it in a minority. In Bengal the Krishak

Proja Party of Fazlul Huq won a large number of seats, while in the

Punjab the majority of the seats were captured by the Unionist Party
led by Sikander Hyat Khan. Out of a total of485 Muslim seats, the

Muslim League was able to capture only 108. The Congress contes-

ted 58 Muslim seats and won 26.

In March 1937, the All-India Congress Committee passed a reso-

lution permitting acceptance of office if the leader of the Congress

Party in each provincial legislature
c
is satisfied and is able to state

publicly that the Governor will not use his powers of interference or

set aside the advice of ministers in regard to their constitutional

activities.
? The Governors concerned explained that they could not

give any such promise, whereupon the Congress leaders declined to

take office. Interim ministries were therefore set up in those provinces
in which the Congress was in a majority. The Unionist Party took

office in the Punjab, and coalition ministries were formed in Assam,

Bengal, Sind and the North-West Frontier Province.

The Congress demand led to much controversy, which was finally

resolved by a statement by Lord Linlithgow, the Governor-General,

on 22 June 1937. He made it clear that the "special responsibilities'

of the Governor did not entitle him to intervene at random in the

administration of the province. They had been restricted in scope to

the narrowest limits possible, within which field the Governors were

anxious
c

not merely not to provoke conflicts with their ministers to

whatever party their ministers may belong, but to leave nothing

undone to avoid and to resolve such conflicts/ Lord Linlithgow
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concluded by appealing to Indians to take advantage of the Act and
to work it for all it was worth.

The Congress considered this statement as meeting their demand.
In July 1937 the Working Committee resolved that Congressmen
should be permitted to accept office. Congress ministries were for-

med in Madras, Bombay,, the Central Provinces,, Bihar, Orissa and
the United Provinces. Shortly after, the ministry in the North-West
Frontier Province was defeated and was replaced by a Congress
coalition ministry. In October 1938 a Congress coalition ministry
was also formed in Assam. These eight ministries continued in office

till October 1939.

When the Congress decided to accept office there was a proposal
that it should form coalition ministries with the Muslim League. As
far as Bihar, Orissa and the Central Provinces were concerned,, the

League Lad no member at all in the legislatures and therefore the

question did not arise. In the other provinces efforts in this direction

did not materialize. The Congress decided to have homogeneous
ministries of its own and chose Muslim ministers from amongst those

who were members of the Congress Party. This was the beginning
of a serious rift between the Congress and the League and was a
factor which induced neutral Muslim opinion to turn to the support
of Jinnah.

After the elections of 1937, the Congress started a programme of
Muslim mass contact. But this did not meet with any success; on the

other hand,, it widened the gulf between the Congress and the League.
Jinnah took serious umbrage at what he described as an adroit effort

on the part of the Congress to take advantage of the weakness of the

League and the presence of splinter parties among the Muslims., and
so to divide the community. From now on Jinnah followed a two-

pronged policy to consolidate the position of the League. The first

was to win mass support. This he did by persistent propaganda that
the Congress was only a Hindu body,, in support ofwhich he instanced
theBmde Mataram song, the tricolour flag, the Vidya Mandir scheme of
education and the Hindi-Urdu controversy. These were issues cal-

culated easily to excite the Muslim masses. Side by side., he made a
determined effort to bring all Muslim political parties under the
banner of the League. Quite a number of Muslims who had been
elected on non-League tickets to the legislatures, started trickling into
the League camp. By 1938 JinnaJh had consolidated his position to a
considerable extent. When efforts weremadeby Gandhiji, Jawaharlal
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Nehru and Subhas Chandra Bose to come to a settlement with

Jinnah, he insisted that the Muslim League should be recognized as

the one and only body that represented the entire Muslim com-

munity and that the Congress should speak only on behalf of the

Hindus. The Congress could not accept such a position; in the words

of Rajendra Prasad, it
e

would be denying its past, falsifying its history

and betraying its future.
3

The underlying concept ofan all-India federation was to preserve
the essential unity of the country. But it is sad to reflect that in the

clash of politics., the struggle for power, the wrangle for ascendancy,
and the scramble for gains on the part of the political organizations,

politicians and the Princes, the scheme offederation, became a tragic

casualty. The Congress condemned it for reasons mostly divorced

from facts and realities but largely under the pressure of a strong

left wing. Jinnah and the other leaders of the Muslim League,
embittered by the controversy on the issue of coalition ministries,

now began to play with the idea of a separate State, and turned

against the conception of an all-India federation. The Indian

Princes, regardful only of their own parochial interests, made extra-

vagant claims impossible of acceptance. But the final death-blow

was given to it by the outbreak of the second World War which

did not give time to its sponsors to stage even a decent burial.



Ill

WAR AND THE DEADLOCK

AUGUST
1939 was a month of international tension and

anxiety. The peace ofEurope,, indeed ofthe whole world,, hung

perilously on a thread. The future of Indiawas no less in the

balance. The Congress was not long in framing its policy. On 11

August its Working Committee passed a resolution declaring that

it was opposed to any imperialist war and that it was determined to

resist any attempt to impose a war on India. It condemned the send-

ing of troops to Egypt and Singapore. It protested against the pro-

longing ofthe life ofthe central Legislative Assembly and called upon
all Congress members ofthe central Assembly to refrain from attend-

ing its next session. 'The Committee/ the resolution concluded.,
*

further remind provincial governments to assist in no way the war

preparations of the British Government and to keep in mind the

policy laid down by the Congress to which they must adhere. If

the carrying out of this policy leads to resignations or the removal

of the Congress ministers., they must prepare for this contin-

gency/

Despite the unequivocal nature of the resolution passed by the

Congress Working Committee, there were still some prominent
Congressmen who were anxious not to break with Britain. They were

prepared to co-operate in the war effort; but theyfeared that, if they
did so, they would lose the initiative to the left wing. Some of them
hinted privately that a break could be avoided if only His Majesty's
Government would give a unilateral assurance that at the end of the

war full Dominion Status would be conceded to India.

The Council of the Muslim League passed a resolution on 27

August deploring the treatment meted out to Muslims by the British

Government and stressing that ifthe latter desired the support of the

Muslims of the world, the demands of Muslim India would have
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to be met without delay. The Council considered that it was pre-
mature to determine their attitude in the event of a world war; if a

state ofemergency arose the question would be decided by the Work-

ing Committee of the League.
In the non-Congress provinces ofBengal and the Punjab-, although

the respective Prime Ministers,, Fazlul Huq and Sikander Hyat Khan,,
had recently become members of the Muslim League,, the ministries

remained independent of the League. In fact, both Prime Ministers

publicly announced that the manpower and resources of their respec-
tive provinces would be placed unhesitatingly at the disposal of

Great Britain and her allies.

In the event of war, Lord Linlithgow was keen that the Govern-

ment of India should be vested with special authority for the purpose
of co-ordinating the activities of the central and provincial govern-
ments. His Majesty's Government rushed a Bill through Parliament

to secure this objective. The Government of India already had

power in case of an emergency
6

to make laws for a province or any

part thereof with respect to any of the matters enumerated in the

provincial legislative list/ but executive authority in regard*to these

subjects still remained with the provincial governments. Under the

Government ofIndia (Amendments) Act of 1939 the central Govern-

ment was empowered., not only to give directions to a province as to

the manner in which its executive authority should be exercised, but

to make laws conferring executive authority in respect of provincial

subjects on the central Government and its officers. The Congress

protested against this amending Act * which strikes at the very basis

of provincial autonomy and renders it a farce in case of war, which

in effect creates a war dictatorship of the central Government in

India, and which makes provincial governments the helpless agents

of Imperialism.
5

On 3 September, as the result of Germany's attack on Poland,

Britain declared war on Germany. On the same day, in a message

to the people of India,Lord Hnlithgow announced that India was at

war with Germany and appealed for their sympathy and support.

He followed this up by getting into touch with political leaders as to

how best their co-operation could be secured in the war effort. He
saw Gandhiji, Jinnah and the Chancellor of the Chamber of Princes

separately on 4 September. Jinnah remarked later, 'After the war.

suddenly there came a change in the attitude towards me. I was

treated on the same basis as Mr Gandhi. I was wonderstruck why
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all of a sudden I was promoted and given a place side by side with

Mr Gandhi.'

Gandhiji told the Viceroy that his sympathies in the war were

with England and France from the purely humanitarian standpoint,,

but that he could not commit the Congress in any manner whatso-

ever on this issue. In a statement issued on 5 September he explained
that he had not gone to the Viceroy as an envoy of the Congress and

that there was no question of negotiations or understandings with

the Viceroy. He was not thinking of India's deliverance.
e

It will

come, but what will it be worth ifEngland and France fall,, or ifthey

come out victorious over Germany ruined and humbled ?
'

Jinnah
told the Viceroy that he could not commit the League without con-

sulting its Working Committee. The Chancellor of the Chamber of

Princes on the other hand offered,, on behalf of the rulers,, uncondi-

tional co-operation to Britain in the war effort.

Shortly after, the central Legislature passed the Defence of India

Bill; the Congress party abstained from attending the session. On
11 September the Viceroy addressed both Houses of the central

Legislature and read a message from the King. He announced at the

same time the postponement of federation,, but stressed that it still

remained the objective of His Majesty's Government. Postponement
of federation it was thought, would ensure the whole-hearted

co-operation of the Princes, and also secure the support of Jinnah
and the Muslim League. Even the Congress,, the left wing of which

was opposed to federation,, was not likely to take umbrage at

this decision.

Jawaharlal Nehru, who at about this time had proceeded on a

tour of China,, hurried back in order to take part in the discussions of

the Congress Working Committee. On his return he publicly stated

that
c

in a conflict between democracy and freedom on the one side

and Fascism and aggression on the other our sympathies must inevi-

tably lie on the side of democracy. ... I should like India to play her

full part and throw all her resources into the struggle for a new order.
5

The Congress Working Committee met in Wardha and was in conti-

nuous session from 8 to 14 September. (Jinnah was specially invited

to participate in the discussions, but he was unable to attend). In
the Congress there were three divergent views. At one end was

Gandhiji, who desired that whatever co-operation was given should
be given unconditionally. At the other end were the leftists, notably
Subhas Chandra Bose, who openly declared that 'Britain's difficulty
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was India's opportunity.
3 In fact Bose had, five months earlier at the

Tripuri session of the Congress, advocated that an ultimatum should

be given to Britain and if the demands were not accepted, a general

mass civil disobedience movement should be launched. Between

these two extremes were those who, while anxious not to embarrass

the Government, still wanted some explicit declaration in regard to

India's future. The Working Committee ultimately passed a lengthy
resolution expressing sympathy with the democracies and condemn-

ing German aggression, but declaring that India could not associate

herself freely in a war said to be fought for democratic freedom so

long as that very freedom was denied to her and such limited freedom

as she possessed was taken away from her. The resolution stressed

that the war measures had been taken without the consent and

against the wishes of the Indian people. The Congress was prepared
to co-operate in order to remove Fascism and imperialism, but first

of all they invited the British Government to declare in unequivocal
terms what their war aims were in regard to democracy and imperia-
lism and the new order that was envisaged and how, in particular,

those aims were going to apply to India. 'The real test of any decla-

ration is its application in the present, for it is the present that will

govern action today and also give shape to the future/ A sub-com-

mittee, consisting of Jawaharlal Nehru, Abul Kalam Azad and

Vallabhbhai Patel, was appointed to deal with questions that might
arise out of the international situation.

Commenting on the Working Committee's statement of 14

September, Gandhiji remarked that he was sorry to find himself

alone in seeking that whatever support was to be given to the Bri-

tish should be given unconditionally. At the same time he agreed
that recognition of India as an independent nation seemed to be

the natural corollary of the British profession with regard to

democracy.
The attitude of the Muslim League was expressed in a resolution

passed by its Working Committee on 18 September. Much of the

resolution was devoted to the plight of the Muslim minority under

Hindu domination in Congress-governed provinces, total condemna-

tion of the Federation scheme, and an appeal to the British Govern-

ment for greater protection for Muslims against Congress oppression.

The resolution expressed deep sympathy with the Allied cause, but

warned the British Government that it could count on foil Muslim

support only on two conditions: Muslims mustbe given
*

justice and
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fair play' In the Congress provinces and an assurance that no

declaration regarding the question of constitutional advance for

India would be made., nor any constitution framed,, without the

consent and approval of the Muslim League.
About this time Vallabhbhai Patel, chairman of the Congress

Parliamentary Sub-Committee, wrote to the ministers in the Con-

gress-governed provinces that the Working Committee's statement

should be taken as a background for the time being and that

ministers should do nothing inconsistent with it and in particular

should not allow their responsibility as provincial governments to be

overridden. Patel also suggested that a suitable opportunity should

be taken to get a resolution passed by the local legislatures on the

lines of the Working Committee's statement.

The stand taken by the Congress had wide support for three

reasons. These were, firstly, the popular view that despite India's

whole-hearted support in 1914 she had not been generously treated

after the war ; secondly, that her support in the present war a con-

flict for which she was in no way responsible had been taken for

granted; and thirdly, that if this was tobe a war for freedom, Indians

had every right legitimately and logically to ask for some assurance

about their own future.

Lord Linlithgow felt that some concession should be held out

which would give the Congress and the League an excuse for co-

operating despite their declaration that they would do so only at a

price. He proposed to make it clear to the leaders that it was out of

the question, in wartime, to consider constitutional changes, or to

enter into any commitment as to future constitutional development,
but that he would be prepared to agree to the constitution of a

Defence Liaison Committee drawn both from inside and outside the

legislature and including representatives of the Princes. Such a

committee would be summoned to periodical meetings and over

these meetings the Viceroy himselfwould preside to give confidential

information and to bring to notice any points ofdifficulty ofa general
character arising out of the prosecution of the war.

The Secretary of State was concerned more particularly with the

need for making an early announcement that would satisfy the

Congress, the sort of statement that would at least indicate that His

Majesty's Government did not intend to take a rigid stand on the

literal provisions of the federal portion of the Act. It was impossible
in the midst of a war to consider constitutional changes and no one
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could foretell the situation in which His Majesty's Government or

India would find themselves after it was over. It was evident that

when the time came to resume consideration of plans for federation,,

it would be necessary to reconsider the appropriateness of the details

of the plan embodied in the Act. With regard to the proposed
Defence Liaison Committee,, the Secretary of State presumed that

its functions would be purely advisory and consultative; that being
so., he suggested some closer and more definite association than would
arise out ofa committee summoned only from time to time.

The Viceroy,, on further consideration,, felt that he should avoid the

appearance ofpresenting a completely blank negative to the demands

put forward by the Congress and by the League. He was prepared
to make a public announcement of His Majesty's Government's

policy, but only after discussion with the representatives ofthe various

parties.

Accordingly,, on 26 September the Viceroy met Gandhiji. The
interview lasted for over three hours and covered a very \yide field.

Gandhiji began by giving an account of the Congress Working Com-
mittee's discussions at Wardha. He stated that, had he been ten or

fifteen years younger,, he would probably have taken the respon-

sibility for drafting the resolution, in which event it might have emer-

ged in a very different form. But he thought that the burden was

more than he could carry by himself at his age and he had felt bound
to take Nehru with him, even though their views might not coincide.

Gandhiji's main demand was for a declaration of policy. He wanted

Britain to follow the example she herself had set in dealing with

South Africa after the Boer War. If Britain left India free to frame

her own constitution so long as the elements concerned could agree

among themselves, such confidence and political sense would be

generously rewarded. From the point ofview of the Congress Work-

ing Committee, it would have something with which to satisfy

its followers; therefore, the clearer and fuller the declaration the

better.

The Viceroy stressed the lack of agreement between the various

parties and the extreme seriousness and gravity of the communal

issue. His own idea of a declaration would be to avoid any mention

in it of differences between communities, or quoting those differences

as reason for proceeding with caution in the matter of commitments

after the war. It was just possible that His Majesty's Government

might be able to go so far as to say that it would reconsider the
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position under the Act at the end of the war and that agreement

between the communities would be a condition precedent for future

constitutional advance.

Gandhiji thought that a declaration on the lines suggested by the

Viceroy was likely to create many difficulties. He pressed for some-

thing full and satisfying which would stand for all time,, something
which would give real and substantial ground for hope to India with

regard to the fulfilment of her aspirations. The declaration,, he said,

was the essential thing to which everything else fell to be related.

Turning to the Executive Council, the Viceroy stressed the extreme

difficulty of combining a system of cabinet with a system of depart-

mental government, or of substituting for the present Council a

body of active politicians. With respect to the possible methods of

associating public opinion with the conduct of the war,, Gandhiji
indicated that he was strongly averse to a consultative committee. If

there was to be any body to represent public opinion he thought it

should be a committee of the legislature.

The Viceroy was reluctant and Gandhiji fully appreciated his

reluctance to call an all-parties conference., as such a conference

was likely to end in a communal wrangle. At the conclusion of the

meeting the Viceroy expressed a desire to meet some members of the

Working Committee of the Congress. Gandhiji suggested the names
of Rajendra Prasad and Jawaharlal Nehru.

On 2 October the Viceroy interviewed Rajendra Prasad and

Jawaharlal Nehru. The two leaders demanded a declaration which
must be 'full-blooded, positive and unambiguous',, which must use

the phrase 'absolute freedom' for India at the end of the war, and
which should provide for India's unfettered liberty to frame her own
constitution by means of a Constituent Assembly. Such a declaration

should be accompanied by an immediate share of power at the

Centre. Both leaders were opposed to the idea of an all-parties

conference; they were of the view that the Congresswould not attend

such a conference.

At the conclusion of the meeting, the Viceroy pointed out that it

was his desire to take counsel with other important parties,, including
the Princes,, and he suggested that the meetings of the Working Com-
mittee and the All-India Congress Committee,, which were scheduled
to meet shortly, might be postponed* Rajendra Prasad wrote later

that
c

any long postponement may be misunderstood and may give
rise to speculations It is not however our intention to hurry
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things considering the grave issues involved and we shall advise the

All-India Congress Committee not to make any final decisions.
9

On 3 October a joint protest from the Liberals (represented by
Sir Chimanlal Setalvad), the Scheduled Castes (represented by
B. R. Ambedkar), the Hindu Mahasabha (represented by V. D.

Savarkar), and the Parsis (represented by Sir Cowasjee Jehangir),
was received by the Viceroy. The Viceroy was warned 'not to be

misled into the position enunciated by Mr Gandhi or to regard the

Congress and the Muslim League as representing the whole or even

the bulk of India.' To concede the Congress claim to be the only

party in the land would, they stressed, be a death-blow to democracy.
After his talks with the Congress leaders the Viceroy had a series

ofinterviews with the leaders ofvarious other political parties, inclu-

ding Jinnah and other representatives of the Muslims. As was to be

expected, there arose a cacophony of opinions. Sir Sikander Hyat
Khan, the Punjab premier, was opposed to the expansion of the

Executive Council but was strongly in favour of a Defence liaison

group. Savarkar promised full support to the war effort but pressed
for an undertaking by His Majesty's Government that full Dominion
Status would be granted after the war. Ambedkar was clear that the

parliamentary system on the British model had failed in India. He
was strongly opposed to any self-government at the Centre, nor was

he in favour of an expanded Executive Council. C. Rajagopalachari>

the premier ofMadras, felt that a declaration ofan
c

extensive charac-

ter
' was essential and that it must create the impression that His

Majesty's Government was prepared to accept whatever constitution

was agreed upon by the various parties. Rajagopalachari insisted

that it was important to secure an expansionofthe Executive Council

by the inclusion of political leaders. He was opposed to any mention

in the Viceroy's declaration of a consultative committee, on the

ground that it would merely strengthen the hands of the left wing.
He was also against an all-parties conference, which he thought
would do no good, either to India or to Britain, if held in time

of war.

On 10 October the All-India Congress Committee passed a reso-

lution dealing with the situation arising out of the war. After repeat-

ing the Congress protest against bringing India into the war without

the people's consent, it stated that the Congress did not wish to take

any decision precipitately and without giving every opportunity for

the British Government to clarify its war and peace aims with

5
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particular reference to India. It endorsed the Working Committee's

statement of 14 September and repeated the request for a declaration

of its war aims by the British Government. It condemned Fascism

and Nazi aggression and asserted that peace and freedom depended

on the extension of democracy and the application of the principle

of self-determination to all colonial countries.
c ln particular, India

must be declared as an independent nation and present application

must be given to this status to the largest extent possible,
5 There

was substantial opposition from the left wing, but the resolution was

carried*

Referring to the All-India Congress Committee's resolution of

10 October, Gandhiji said that its merit lay in not fixing any time

limit for the declaration demanded from the British Government

and appealed to those impatient Congressmen who would take steps

in active opposition to the war to defer action until the Congress High

Command so decided.

The statement of His Majesty's Government's policy which had

been awaited with so much interest was issued by the Viceroy on

17 October. With regard to the objectives of His Majesty's Govern-

ment in the war, the Viceroy pointed out that Britain's war aims

had already been dealt with in the Prime Minister's statement, to

which he invited attention. 'This statement, I think, clearly establi-

shes the nature of the cause forwhich we are fighting,, and justifies, if

justification is needed, the extension by India of her moral support

and her goodwill to the prosecution of that cause.' Regarding His

Majesty's Government's attitude towards the constitutional future

of India, he mentioned the success of provincial autonomy and the

inevitable suspension during the war of the federal scheme. He

quoted the statement of Sir Samuel Hoare in the House of Commons

on 6 February 1935 confirming that the natural issue of India's

progress was the attainment of Dominion Status. He pointed out

that the Government of India Act of 1935 was based on the greatest

measure ofcommon agreement which it was possible to obtain at the

time. He gave an undertaking, on the authority of His Majesty's

Government, that at the end of the war they would be very willing

to enter into consultation with representatives of the several com-

munities, parties and interests in India, and with the Indian Princes,

with a view to securing their aid and co-operation in the framing of

such modifications in the plan embodied in the Government of India

Act as might seerg. desirable. For the purpose ofthe closer association
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of India with the prosecution of the war, the Viceroy announced his

intention of setting up a consultative^ group representative of all the

major political parties in British India and of the Indian Princes,
over which he would himself preside. This consultative group would
be summoned at his invitation and would have as its object the asso-

ciation of public opinion in India with the conduct of the war and
with questions relating to war activities.

The Working Committee,, at its meeting held in Wardha on 22
and 23 October, condemned the statement as an unequivocal re-

iteration of the same old imperialistic policy. It decided that it could

not give any support to Great Britain, for that would amount to an
endorsement of the imperialist policy which the Congress had always

sought to end. As a first step, it called upon the Congress ministries

to resign, but warned Congressmen against any hasty action in the

shape of civil disobedience, political strikes and the like.

Jinnah, on the other hand, preferred to sit on the fence. The

Working Committee of the Muslim League did not definitely reject

the Viceroy's declaration, but asked for further discussion and clari-

fication. Its resolution empowered its President (Jinnah), should he

be satisfied on those points,
e
to give an assurance of support and co-

operation on behalfofthe Musalmans of India to the British Govern-

ment for the purpose of the prosecution of the war/
On 26 October there was a debate in the House of Commons on

the political situation in India. Wedgwood Benn suggested that the

Viceroy's Executive Council should be expanded to include political

leaders. Sir Samuel Hoare indicated the readiness of His Majesty's

Government, if certain conditions were secured, to associate Indian

opinion in a still closer and more responsible manner with the conduct

of the war by a temporary expansion of the Viceroy's Executive

Council. This offer failed to placate the Congress. It refused to stay

its hand and adhered to its decision that the Congress ministries

should resign by 31 October.

The Premier of Madras tendered the resignation of his ministry

on 27 October; it was accepted on the 30th. In each of the Congress

provinces (except Assam) the local Assembly passecj a resolution on*

the lines ofthe Working Committee's resolution of 14 September and

the ministry thereafter resigned. The Governors, unable to find

alternative ministries, assumed .control under Section 93 of the

Government of India Act and appointed officials as their advisers* In

Assam, the Congress coalition ministry resigned, but an alternative
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ministry was appointed with Sir Mahomed Saadullah as premier.

The remaining provinces of Bengal, the Punjab and Sind continued

as before.

The decision of the Congress to resign was widely regretted. Even

within the Congress there were some who were opposed to this course.

We shall see, as we proceed, how it only weakened the bargaining

power of the Congress.
On 1 November, in pursuance of Sir Samuel Hoare's offer, Lord

Linlithgow invited Gandhiji, Rajendra Prasad and Jinnah for a joint
discussion. Here the Congress was confronted with a dilemma. It

was, the Viceroy said, the lack of agreement between the major

communities, such as could contribute to the harmonious working
of the Centre, that had prevented him from going further than the

suggestion for a consultative group. The resolutions of the Congress

Working Committee and of the League Working Committee

showed only too clearly the gulf that existed between the two. The
idea therefore was that they should discuss among themselves in

order to arrive at a basis of agreement in the provincial field and

thereafter let the Viceroy have proposals for the expansion of the

Governor-General'sExecutive Council. Lord Linlithgow added that,

in any arrangement at the Centre, it should be practicable to include

one or possibly more representatives of other important groups; that

the arrangement would be an ad hoc one for the period of the war,

quite distinct from the much wider question of constitutional reform

at the end of the war; that the position of anyone appointed to the

Executive Council as a member ofa politicalpartywould be identical

in privileges and in obligation with that of the existing members;
and that the arrangement would be within the general scheme of the

existing Act Both Gandhiji and Rajendra Prasad made it clear that

it was impossible for the Congress to consider any subsidiary proposal
unless the main issue concerning the clarification of Britain's war
aims was first resolved.

The Viceroy repeated his offer in writing to the leaders the next

day. Jinnah had a meeting with Gandhiji and Rajendra Prasad,
who informed him that they were not in a position to discuss any-

thing unless the British Government clarified its war aims. On
3 November, Rajendra Prasad sent a long reply to the Viceroy em-

phasizing that the crisis was entirely political and was not related to

the communal issue; that it was impossible for the Congress to

consider any steps towards co-operation unless Britain's war aims
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were enunciated,, and that the Viceroy should not have dragged in

the communal issue in this connexion. The letter demanded once

more the determination of a constitution for India through a Con-

stituent Assembly without external interference.

Jinnah also wrote to the Viceroy to say that he had met the Con-

gress leaders, who refused to discuss any questions until the British

Government clarified its war aims.

On 5 November the Viceroy published the correspondence that

had passed between him and the leaders., together with a statement

in which he reviewed the negotiations with the party leaders since the

outbreak of war. He deplored the entire lack of agreement between

representatives of the parties on fundamental issues, but said that

he would not accept this failure and, in due course,, would try again,
in consultation with party leaders and the Princes, to attain unity.

Thus ended the first phase of the negotiations. At the start Lord

LinKthgow had recognized that he could not leave the Congress out

of his reckoning. It was not only the largest and most important

political party in the country; it was sit the time responsible for the

government of eight of the eleven provinces, and so had it within its

power seriously to impair the Government's capacity to prosecute
the war effort. When, however^ the Congress resigned office, Lord

Linlithgow's attitude automatically changed. There was no longer

any necessity to woo the Congress so far as the war effort was concer-

ned, since the administration of the Congress provinces had been

taken over by the Governors. It was not likely that the Congresswould

embark on a campaign of civil disobedience in view of its earlier

commitments against Nazism and Fascism; international opinion,

moreover, would condemn any such action as designed to thwart the

war effort. In any case, the Viceroy felt assured that the Government

had ample resources, if the Congress did decide to launch a civil dis-

obedience movement, to deal with such a situation.

From now on, Lord Linlithgow began to lean more on the support
of the Muslim League and to discountenance any move on the part

of the Congress to return to office except on his own terms. It is

significant that he should have insisted on a mutual settlement by
the Congress and the League of their differences in the provincial

field as a sine qua nan for the expansion of his Executive Council

though barely two months previously he had expressed to Gandhiji
his reluctance to call an all-parties conference because it would

degenerate into a communal wrangle!
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With the Congress In the wilderness and Jinnah's hands conside-

rably strengthened,, waverers among the Muslims began trickling into

the League. For all practical purposes Jinnah was given a veto on

further constitutional progress and, adroit politician that he was,

he made the very most of the situation. On 5 November he addressed

Lord Lirdithgow, asking for assurances on four points, namely

(1) that as soon as circumstances permitted, or immediately after

the war, the entire problem of India's future constitution (apart from

the Government of India Act, 1935) would be examined and re-

considered de now i (2) that no declaration would, either in principle

or otherwise, be made or any constitution be enacted by His Majesty's

Government or Parliament without the approval and consent of

the two major communities of India; (3) that His Majesty's Govern-

ment would try to meet all reasonable national demands of the Arabs

In Palestine, and (4) that Indian troops would not be used outside

India against any Muslim power or country.

On 23 December the Viceroy sent a conciliatory reply to Jinnah
in which he stated that his declaration of 17 October did not exclude

reconsideration of any part either of the Act of 1935, or of the policy
and plans on which it was based. With regard to the second point,

His Majesty's Government was alive to the importance ofthe position
of the Muslim community in India and full weight would be given
to their views. In framing its policy for Palestine His Majesty's
Government had endeavoured to meet all reasonable Arab demands.

As for the assurance that Indian troops would not be used outside

India against any Muslim power or country, the Viceroy stated that

the question was hypothetical, since His Majesty was not at war with

any Muslim power and that while it was impossible to give a guaran-
tee in terms so wide, every precaution had been taken by His

Majesty's Government to ensure that Muslim feeling in India on
this matter was fully respected.

Meanwhile the All-India Congress Committee had met in

Allahabad on 23 November and passed a resolution declaring that

neither the claims of the minorities nor those of the Princes were a

genuine obstacle to conceding the Congress demand for national

independence and that the British Government was taking shelter

under irrelevant issues in order to maintain imperialist domination in

India. The resolution put the Constituent Assembly in the forefront

of the Congress programme as the only democratic method of deter-

mining the constitution of a free country and the only adequate
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instrument for solving the communal and other difficulties. The

Assembly should be elected on the basis of adult suffrage.
In the first week of December Jinnah called on Muslims through-

out India to observe 22 December as a day of thanksgiving to mark
their deliverance from the 'tyranny,, oppression and injustice' of the

Congress regime in the provinces. In fact,, as early as 1938, the

Muslim League had appointed a small committee under the chair-

manship of the Nawab of Pirpur to enquire into certain atrocities

alleged to have been committed by the Congress governments on the

Muslims. The Pirpur Committee brought out a report, the one-

sided findings of which confirmed those allegations. Jinnah wanted
the British Government to appoint a Royal Commission ofjudges
under the chairmanship of a Law Lord of the Privy Council to hold

an enquiry into the charges. The Congress had no objection to the

holding of such an enquiry, but at the instance of the Viceroy the

matter was dropped. The Governors (on whom lay the special res-

ponsibility for safeguarding the legitimate interests of the minorities)

were satisfied that there was no basis for the allegations. The Gover-

nor of one of the provinces in which the atrocities were alleged to

have been committed, writing in February 1939 to the provincial

premier, stated that
*
the League has made very unfair attacks on you

and your colleagues ; they have referred to the
"
atrocities

3> committed

by the Congress governments, but no Muslim to whom I have talked

on this point could give me any definite instances of "atrocities".
5

The Viceroy felt that, while specific instances might admit of being

proved in particular provinces, it would be most difficult for Jinnah
to prove any general anti-Muslim action on the part of the Congress

governments, and a finding that there was nothing substantial in the

allegations would be damaging to Jinnah himself! Apartfrom any-

thing else, if such an enquiry were held, it would most severely

exacerbate communal bitterness and this the Viceroy was most

anxious to avoid.

'Deliverance Day
5

, 22 December 1939, was observed by the follow-

ers of the Muslim League throughout India with varying degrees of

enthusiasm. The outlook at the end of the year was indeed gloomy.

There seemed to be little prospect of finding a way out of the im-

passe. The Congress insisted on a Constituent Assembly at the end

ofthe war; the League was opposed to the idea. The breach between

the two could not have been more complete.

The Viceroy even discouraged the efforts of certain well-wishers
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to bridge the gulf between the Congress and the Government. There
was G.D. Birla^ for instance, who laid stress on the fact that it was of

vital importance to make some move^ but the Viceroy was not dis*

posed to take any action.

Incidentally, in December 1939^ Sir Stafford Cripps stayed in India

for a few days on his way to China and made a statement to the press
in which he indicated that some kind of Constituent Assembly (not

necessarily quite in the form advocated by the Congress) should be
set up after the war. He claimed considerable support in England
for the broad conception that when the next move was to be made
India's constitution should., to the largest possible extent, be framed

by Indians in India.

Early in 1940 the Viceroy visited Nagpur and Bombay and took
the opportunity of interviewing some of the political leaders there.

He delivered an important speech on 10 January at the Orient Club
in Bombay. In this speech he emphasized the necessity, in the

interests of Indian unity^ of the inclusion of the Indian States in any
constitutional scheme. He also stressed the claims not only of the

Muslim minority, but also of the Scheduled Castes, adding that His

Majesty's Government was determined to see justice done to them.
The British Government's objective in India, he declared, had been
clear as to full Dominion Status of the Statute ofWestminster variety
and its concern was to reduce to the minimum the interval between
the existing state of things and the achievement of that objective.
He appealed to the leaders ofpolitical parties in India to get together
and reach some agreement and thus help to end the deadlock as

early as possible.

^

Before leaving Bombay,, the Viceroy met Jinnah. The latter men-
tioned the terms which he had offered the Congress in November
1939 for an interim settlement for the duration of the war. These
terms were five in number coalition ministries in,the provinces;
legislation affecting Muslims not to be enforced if two-thirds of their
numberin a provincial Lower House were opposed to it; the Congress
flag not to be flown on public institutions; understanding as to the
use of Bande Mataram\ and the Congress to cease wrecking tactics

against the Muslim League. Jinnah told the Viceroy that, during
the discussions in November, he had tried to prevail upon the Con-
gress leaders to accept the Viceroy's offer to expand his Executive
Council subject to agreement in the provinces, but that the Congress
leaders would not look at the proposal. Jinnah remained pessimistic
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as to the prospect ofdemocratic institutions in the western sense work-

ing well in India; collective Cabinet responsibility., he felt, must be

abandoned.

The Viceroy also saw Bhulabhai Desai, leader of the Congress

Party in the Central Legislative Assembly. Desai told the Viceroy
that he himselfwas content with Dominion Status; that the difference

between Dominion Status and Independence seemed unreal. There

was,, he said, no desire on the part of the Congress High Command
to precipitate a crisis. Many felt that they ought not to offer active

opposition in wartime,, but there was a good deal of pressure and a

desire for a quid pro quo. The Congress High Command could proba-

bly hold the position till the annual session of the Congress in March.

If there could be an understanding that the provincial ministries

would get back into office and that the Governor-General's Executive

Council would be expanded,, the absence of a Constituent Assembly

might be regarded as less vital. He did not think that a proclamation
or declaration by His Majesty's Government concerning the Con-

stituent Assembly was necessarily an essential preliminary to doing

business,, but admitted that he could not commit himselfeven private-

ly and that the Viceroy would have to consult Gandhiji. He added

that some of the Congress leaders were deeply committed to the idea

of a Constituent Assembly and might find it difficult to resile from

that position. The Viceroy acquainted Desai with Jinnah's demands

and asked him what the Congress was likely to concede to Jinnah.
Desai said that the Congress was prepared to include in any ministry

a Muslim nominated by the majority of Muslim representatives in a

provincial Assembly, subject however to acceptance by such nominee

of the principle of collective responsibility and ordinary Congress

discipline. While the Congress would be entitled to claim reciprocity

in Bengal and the Punjab,, he doubted if it would in practice neces-

sarily do so,, though the position mightbe different in Sind. He stressed

the importance which the Congress attached to majority rule and to

collective responsibility in the Cabinet.

Gandhiji on his part was anxiously searching for a basis on which

to bring about a peaceful solution. He did not want to break with

the Government. In spite of the opinion of some of his colleagues,

he saw in the Viceroy's speech the germs of a settlement In a letter

to the Viceroy he said:

I have read and re-read your Bombay speech. I like it, I write this,

however, to put before you my difficulties. Dominion Status in terms of
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the Statute of Westminster and Independence are taken to be equivalent

terms. If so, should you not use the term that fits India's case? I have no

doubt that you had very good reasons for the way you dealt with the

question of minorities, but I have serious doubts about the implications of

your reference to that question. I do not at all understand the reference

to the 'Scheduled Castes', If you think you would like to see me about

these difficulties ofmine, you have but to wire or to write.

The Viceroy was himselfanxious to meet Gandhiji. But he decided

first to see the Punjab and Bengal premiers,, Sir Sikander Hyat Khan
and Fazlul Huq.
He saw Sir Sikander Hyat Khan on 25 January 1940 and acquain-

ted him with the talks he had had at Bombay with Jinnah and

Bhulabhai DesaL Sir Sikander was against forcing Muslim League

representatives into Congress cabinets,, the effect of which would

ultimately be to weaken the League. He was also strongly opposed to

any proposal for doing away with collective responsibility; it would

put the Governors in a quite hopeless position if they had also to take

up and consider the views of individual and contending ministers.

With regard to the communal settlement, Sir Sikander suggested that

committees might be set up in the provinces to protect minorities.*

with statutory powers to call for papers and, ifnecessary ,,
hear witnes-

ses, and a right thereafter to approach the Governor direct. If after

approaching the Governor they were still not satisfied,, they should

be given the right of appeal to the Federal Court.

The Viceroy saw Sir Sikander Hyat Khan and Fazlul Huq to-

gether on 3 February. In this joint interview both premiers were

against any reversal of the principle of collective responsibility. They
were willing to admit the Congress into their ministries on the prin-

ciple of a coalition with joint policies for carrying out a common

programme. Both stressed that if the Congress were to secure con-

cessions at the Centre without some offsetting concessions to the

minorities in the provinces, the minorities would suffer a permanent
loss of manoeuvring ground. They were particularly anxious to im-

press on the Viceroy the seriousness with which the Muslim League
would view any concession ofimportance to the Congress ifunaccom-

panied by some satisfaction of their own demands.

Two days later the Viceroy met Gandhiji. The latter made it clear

that he had come,, not only without the agreement of his colleagues,
but despite the efforts which some ofthem had made to dissuade him
from coming. He had done so because he had felt that ifthe Viceroy,
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under instructions from the British Cabinet, was in a position truly

to reflect current British opinion., there was a chance of a settlement

honourable to everyone. The Working Committee had given him
no blank cheque so far as the negotiations were concerned. He

personally had no anxiety about the prospects of reaching a settle-

ment or the reverse. If carnage had to come he would look on with-

out flinching, though he himself was a man of non-violence. His

supporters had been begging him to
c

declare war ', but he had refused

to do so unless they gave him their hearts and their complete
obedience to the principles of non-violence. The Viceroy stressed

that it was necessary that Gandhiji should be in a position to speak
for and commit the Congress. If any real advance was to be made it

was quite essential that Gaixdhiji, while taking Ms colleagues with

him, should himself direct and maintain control over the activities

of the Congress.
On the general issue of the future Indian constitution, Gandhiji

said that His Majesty's Government ought to allow India to decide

for herself by means of a Constituent Assembly in which all interests

were adequately represented.

As for the Princes, he would be content with a referendum to

States' subjects and if they were to say that they wished to remain

under autocratic rule he would accept such a position., though that

was unlikely to be the popular choice. For his part, he would accept
for the moment the independence of British India alone, leaving the

States to Great Britain, which had created them. He did not regard
the problem of the Indian States as an urgent one.

Regarding the Muslim minorities, Gandhiji said that in order to

satisfy their apprehensions the Congress would go the whole length

and would guarantee to protect their religion, culture, personal law,

language and the like. If the Muslims had a complaint against any

Congress government, they could take the ministers to a tribunal

set up under arrangements to be mutually agreed.

As for the Scheduled Castes, Gandhiji wondered whether Great

Britain could protect their interests as effectively as the Congress.

Was it Britain, for example, that had succeeded in opening temples

to theHarijans? The achievements and progress of the Scheduled

Castes in the past few years amply warranted the conclusion that

they were adequately cared for.

On the question of European interests, he would only say that

when the British parted with power they should not ask for special
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protection for them. The Constitution itself would contain certain

appropriate safeguards for property and a provision that there would

be no confiscation without compensation. Gandhiji was emphatic

that such safeguards should find no place in a settlement between

Britain and India; that they must be part of a spontaneous response

of the Indian Government to the need to protect the legitimate

interests and rights of property.

Referring to the Viceroy's offer of Dominion Status of the Statute

ofWestminster variety, Gandhiji stated that it was for India to choose

her status and not for His Majesty's Government to make a limited

offer. Let the proposed Constituent Assembly settle the whole ques-

tion of status.

The Viceroy remarked that it was clear that Gandhiji, speaking

for the Congress, and he for His Majesty's Government,, were still a

considerable distance apart. In the first place, His Majesty's Govern-

ment retained a fixed intention to enable India, including the States,

to attain Dominion Status at the earliest possible date. Secondly,

the offer in regard to the expansion of the Governor-General's Exe-

cutive Council still held good, which offer should be regarded as an

earnest and token of the determination ofHis Majesty's Government

to proceed towards responsible government at the Centre. But any

attempt to expand this part of the offer into a cabinet government,

the advice ofwhich would have to be accepted by the Viceroy, would

be resisted. The Viceroy said that his intention was to place four

seats at the disposal of political parties, two for the Congress, one

for the Muslim League and one to be filled from outside these two

bodies.

Referring to the Scheduled Castes, the Viceroy stressed that the

Poona Pact would continue to be in force till it was modified or re-

placed by mutual agreement. If, therefore, in any new arrangement

the terms of the Poona Pact were to be disregarded without the con-

sent of the Scheduled Castes, that would be a matter which would at

once attract the responsibility of His Majesty's Government.

The Viceroy then mentioned the arrangements he had in mind for

consulting Indian opinion on the question of the revision of the

Constitution. He suggested that use could be made of a broad-based

and representative federal legislature for the purpose. Though he

had announced the suspension of the federal negotiations, His

Majesty's Government would be prepared to resume those nego-

tiations even during the war. As soon as the requisite number of
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States had acceded,, His Majesty's Government would inaugurate
the federation. The Viceroy himself felt that federation could most

appropriately be used as a means by which the goal of self-govern-
ment within the Empire could be reached at the earliest possible
moment. He concluded by saying that this was the offer which he

was empowered to put forward on behalf of His Majesty's Govern-

ment and the limits within which he could conduct negotiations.
With regard to coalition ministries in the provinces^ Gandhiji said

that he did not think there was any hope in that direction with the

Muslim League in its present mood. He regretted very much to say
that it was a question of satisfying office-seekers and place-hunters.,
a process which could not settle such a major issue. The Viceroy
confessed that he was himselfnot enamoured of coalitions. The justi-

fication for the proposal wras that it would mitigate the acerbities of

communal antagonism and possibly lead to real progress later on.

Gandhiji said he followed the argument but did not think that at that

stage anything was to be gained by coalitions.

Gandhiji concluded that there was not sufficient common ground
to render further discussion profitable. The truth was that the whole

business was something that had to grow. He was quite sure that in

due time it would develop in a direction which would make the re-

sumption of negotiations fruitful. Meanwhile he thought it better

not to attempt to conceal from the public that the discussion^ though
most friendly^ had shown quite definitely that for the present no

negotiations could be expected to yield constructive results.

The following day Gandhiji issued a statement to the press in

which he elaborated the points he had raised with the Viceroy. He
concluded:

*We parted as friends. I have no disappointment in me
that the negotiations failed. That failure I am going to use, as I am
sure His Excellency the Viceroy is going to use, as a stepping-stone

to success. Ifthat success does not come in the near future, I can only

say Heaven help India and Britain and the world. The present war

must not be decided by a clash of arms,, but it must be decided by
the moral strength that each party can show. If Britain cannot re-

cognize India's legitimate claims,, what will it mean but Britain's

moral bankruptcy?*
After his talk with Gandhiji,, the Viceroy invitedJinnah to see him.

Jinnah was far from dissatisfied with the outcome of the Viceroy's

interview with Gandhiji. But Lord Linlithgow felt that this should

not make Jinnah imagine that he held the key to future progress.
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He told Jinnah that though his efforts had for the moment received

a setback,, it did not mean that His Majesty's Government or he

himselfwould relax their endeavours in the slightest degree to restore

the normal working of the Act. It was most unsatisfactory that ex-

Congress provinces should be governed under conditions approxi-

mating to those of 1860. Neither public opinion in Great Britain,

nor Parliament,, could countenance or acquiesce in the maintenance

of such a position,, unless they were satisfied that constant and active

efforts were being made to escape from it.

Jinnah laid particular stress on what he called the dreadful effect

of this suspense in India. The Viceroy never appeared to break with

Gandhiji, always leaving the impression that he was going to see him

again before long and that negotiations would be resumed. That

naturally produced in the minds of the Muslims the fear that Con-

gress governments might return to office at any moment. His Majesty's
Government ought to make it clear to the Congress without undue

delay that it was not going to permit its return to office. If the Con-

gress ministries returned to office under existing conditions, there

would, said Jinnah, be civil war in India. The Viceroy remarked

that for a man in Jinnah's position that was a very grave utterance;

but even if he meant what he said., the Constitution was part of the

law of the land and must be respected in its existing form unless and
until the law was altered. In fact, no opportunity would be missed,

subject always to the protection of the legitimate interests of mino-

rities, to persuade Congress ministries where they could rely on a

majority to return to office.

With respect to the future constitution of India, Jinnah was clear

that it was out of the question to go straight to Dominion Status, or

anything approaching it, in existing conditions. But the Viceroy

suggested the need for some positive and constructive effort. He
warned Jinnah that it would be a great mistake to think that res-

ponsible opinion in any circle in Great Britain would accept the view
that to stand still, much less to go back, was the right solution oftheir

difficulties.

Towards the close of the interview Jinnah referred to the efforts

being made by the League to form a ministry in the North-West
Frontier Province, where the Congress ministry had resigned. He
wanted the support of the Governor, Sir George Cunningham, in

these efforts. He was convinced that there could be no more salutary
lesson for the Congress and no better advertisement of the real position
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in India, whether before the country or throughout the world^
than that a non-Congress ministry should be set up in the North-West
Frontier Province. The Viceroy said that he would welcome the

restoration of the normal working ofthe Constitution in that province

by the appointment ofa government with a majority in the legislature

which would satisfy the test when the Assembly met^ and promised
to communicate Jinnah*s view to the Governor.

The Working Committee of the Muslim League,, which met shortly
afterJinnah's talks with the Viceroy^ professed not to be wholly satis-

fied on some of the points in the correspondence which had passed
between Jinnah and the Viceroy in November and December 1939.

The Committee empowered Jinnah to make further representations.
It resolved also that a delegation should visit England as soon as

possible to put the case of Muslim India before the British public.,

Parliament and Government.

An article contributed to Time and Tide by Jinnah left no room
for doubt that the League would strenuously resist resumption of

purely party governments in the provinces and any arrangements
on similar lines at the Centre. The article concluded that the reform

must recognize that there are in India two nations who must both

share the governance of their common motherland/

On 12 February the Secretary of State^ in an interview with the

Sunday Times5 made an appeal to the Congress leaders. He declared

that the experience of the working of the Act of 1935 had made it

clear that the problem ofminorities must be taken in hand by Indians

themselves. 'Long range bombardments by leading personalities

from the platform and the press are little likely to lead anywhere.
What is wanted is an escape from the tyranny ofphrases and a descent

from idealism, from the abstract to the concrete.'

On 28 February the Congress Working Committee met in Patna

and decided that only one resolution should be put forward at the

forthcoming Congress session at Ramgarh. The resolution began
with a severe indictment of British rule in India. It reiterated the

inability of the Congress to participate in a war undertaken for im-

perialist ends; it re-affirmed that 'nothing short of complete inde-

pendence can be accepted by the people of India/ and it stressed

again the demand for a Constituent Assembly.
rThe withdrawal of

Congress ministries/ it stated,,
c must naturally be followed by civil

disobedience to which the Congress will unhesitatingly resort as soon

as the Congress organization is considered fit enough for the purpose
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or in case circumstances so shape themselves as to precipitate a crisis/

The resolution left to Gandhiji the responsibility for declaring civil

disobedience when he was satisfied that strict discipline was being

maintained and the 'independence pledge' was being carried out.

The resolution met with strong disapproval in non-Congress circles.

The President ofthe National Liberal Federation criticized it as show-

ing
*

complete disregard ofthe realities ofthe internal and internation-

al situation.
3

Jinnah described it as a 'beautiful essay completely

devoid of statesmanship.
3 The President of the Central National

Mohammedan Association commented that
e

the resolution is suicide
'

and that the Muslims could never support the demand for complete

independence as opposed to Dominion Status.

On 24 February Jinnah informed the Viceroy that the Working
Committee of the Muslim League, while appreciating the sentiments

expressed in the Viceroy's letter of 23 December "1939., were not

satisfied,, because it had not met their request for a definite assurance

that no declaration would be made,, nor any constitution enforced by
His Majesty's Government or enacted by Parliament, without the

approval and consent of the Musalmans of India. The Viceroy's
letter still left the position of the ninety million Musalmans only in

the region of consultation and counsel, and vested the final decision

in Great Britain to determine the fate and future of Muslim India.

With regard to Palestine,, a solution should be found to the satisfaction

of the Arabs; and with regard to the use of Indian troops, the assu-

rance asked for was that they should not be used against any Muslim

power or country outside India^ not that they should not be used for

the defence of the country in case of attack or aggression. In order

to give whole-hearted co-operation and active support in the prose-
cution of the war., the Committee felt they must be assured that the

future of the Musalmans of India was not left in the region of un-

certainty or doubtful possibility. They wanted a clear assurance

that no commitments would be made with regard to the future

constitution of India,, or any interim settlement be reached with any
otherparty3 without the approval and consent of the Muslim League.
Jinnah concluded by saying that he would be very glad to place the

views of the Working Committee before the Viceroy in fuller detail

whenever the Viceroy found it convenient.

Accordingly,, on 13 March the Viceroy invited Jinnah for an
interview. Jinnah began by referring to the possibility of the war
extending into Asia and suggested that both from the Muslim point
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of view and that of His Majesty's Government, there was every reason
for co-operation between the two. The Muslim world realized now,
in a way which they had not done for very many years past, that

there was a strong Muslim element in India. In his judgment,, Great
Britain had never been in greater need of the friendship and confi-

dence of the Muslims everywhere,, and he was perfectly clear that

Muslim leadership could not work with Great Britain, save on a basis

of confidence and partnership. What he wished to impress upon the

Viceroy was that, ifHis Majesty's Government wished Muslim India

to give definite and effective help, it must not 'sell the pass behind
the backs of the Muslims.

9

Jinnah also wished to make it clear that if His Majesty's Govern-
ment could not improve on its present solution for the problem of

India's constitutional development, he and his friends would have
no option but to fall back on some form of partition of the country;
that as the result of their discussion they had decided first of all, that

the Muslims were not a minority but rather a nation; and secondly,
that democracy for all-India was impossible. They did not want His

Majesty's Government to get itself into the position of deliberately
and progressively withdrawing and handing over the control of the

country to a Hindu Raj, and in the intermediate stage ofbeing forced

into the position of helping it to hold the Muslims down with British

bayonets. That was an intolerable prospect.
The Viceroy toldJinnah that there seemed to him to be three main

possibilities. The first was, that in course of time the operation of

the constitution embodied in the Act of 1935 would result in the com-

plete removal of Hindu-Muslim differences and of the causes of

collision between the two communities. That was the ideal for which

Parliament had been striving. The second was, on the assumption
that Britain was ultimately going to withdraw, that there would be

a conflict between the two communities. What the result of such a

conflict would be was a matter of opinion, but there was no doubt

that the outcome would be disastrous. Thirdly, there might be some

tripartite arrangement by which the presence of His Majesty's

Government, in a manner as little out of tune with Indian aspirations

as possible, would be needed in India, longer even than some ima-

gined. In such an arrangement Britain would have predominant

responsibility for Defence.

Jinnah said that the third ofthese possibilities was an excellent one

so far as he was concerned, but even here difficulties would arise. He
6
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was in favour ofa Muslim area run by Muslims in collaboration with

Great Britain. He was fully aware that this would mean poverty,
that the lion's share ofthe wealth would go to others., but the Muslims
would retain their self-respect and their culture and would be able to

lead their lives in their own way. That might be out of tune with the

British conception of the future, but it provided the only means of

making Muslim existence happy within a particular area, in addition

to the feeling that Muslims would be able to safeguard, because of

their military power, even those of their community who were domi-
ciled in the Hindu area. Jinnah was at pains to impress upon the

Viceroy that the attitude which he represented was the expression of

deep and sincere feeling and that there was no serious division within

the Muslim fold with regard to it.

Throughout the interview the Viceroy remained non-committal,
but he could not dispel the conviction from his mind that the Muslim
attitude was undoubtedly hardening.
On 19 March the Congress held an open session in Ramgarh and

passed the resolution already referred to. Various left-wing amend-
ments were rejected and this had the effect ofconsolidating Gandhiji's

position. He was more clearly in the saddle than ever before. The
left wing, though still a factor to be reckoned with, had obviously
failed to shake Gandhiji's general control.

Simultaneously with the Congress session at Ramgarh, was held
an Anti-Compromise Conference, over which Subhas Chandra Bose

presided. In the course of his presidential remarks he said:

What has distressed and bewildered us during the last year and a half
is the fact that while on the one hand strong resolutions are passed and
statements issued by the members of the Working Committee, simul-

taneously, other remarks are made and statements issued by Mahatma
Gandhi, or by the rightist leaders, which create a totally different impres-
sion on the average mind. The result of all this has been that the British
Government have ceased to take the Congress seriously and have formed
the impression that however much the Congressmen may talk, they will
not ultimately show fight.

The Muslim League held its annual session in Lahore towards the
end of March. In his presidential address Jinnah said,

e

Islam and
Hinduism are not religions in the strict sense of the word, but are
in fact different and distinct social orders, and it is only a dreary that
the Hindus and the Muslims can ever evolve a common nationality.'
He declared that democracy was unsuited to India; that

*
the Muslims

are a nation, according to any definition of a nation, and they must
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have their homelands, their territory and their State.
3 The following

resolution, which came to be known as the
*

Pakistan Resolution %

was passed :

Resolved that it is the considered view of this session of the All-India

Muslim League that no constitutional plan would be workable in this

country or be acceptable to the Muslims unless it is designed on the follow-

ing basic principles, namely, that geographically contiguous units are

demarcated into regions which should be so constituted, with such terri-

torial readjustments as may be necessary, that the areas in which the

Muslims are numerically in a majority as in the north-western and eastern

zones of India should be grouped to constitute
*

Independent States', in

which the constituent units shall be autonomous and sovereign.

Beyond some speculation over the threatened civil disobedience

campaign the proceedings of the Congress session at Ramgarh crea-

ted no surprise; its outcome was a foregone conclusion after theWork-

ing Committee's meeting at Patna. The Muslim League session at

Lahore,, on the other hand, roused widespread concern. Its proceed-

ings undoubtedly shocked many sections of public opinion^ for

although the idea of partition was not new, nobody hitherto had

taken it very seriously. The Hindus were angered; other minorities

were displeased, and the best the average Muslim could say was that

Jinnah did not mean it and was using it only as a bargaining weapon.

Among Muslims in the Congress provinces there was considerable

dismay; they saw themselves abandoned to an angered Hindu com-

munity wielding all the economic power.

The League's Lahore resolution provoked representatives of the

various Muslim nationalist groups like the Ahrars, Jamiat-ul-Ulema

and the Shia Political Conference, to gather in Delhi in April.

Allah Bakhsh, the premier of Sind, presided over this
' Azad Muslim

Conference'. The Conference supported the Congress plan for the

Constituent Assembly and condemned the demand for partition put

forward by the Muslim League. It disputed the claim of the Muslim

League to be the only representative organization-of the Muslims. It

announced the determination ofMuslims to fight shoulder to shoulder

with their other countrymen for the attainment of complete inde-

pendence. This conference continued to meet from time to time,

but it failed to make any impression on the increasing hold of the

League on the Muslim masses.

The growing breach between the Congress and the Government,

especially after the Ramgarh session, was deeply deplored by many

friends of the Congress. G.D.Birla went to Wardha in the last week
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of March and had many talks with GandhijL Later, on 2 April., Birla

saw the Viceroy. He stressed the need for averting a crisis and for

bringing about an atmosphere of trust. But the Viceroy told him

that he would be better occupied in promoting enquiries by his own
friends within the Congress designed to find some way out of the

existing impasse. The only result ofBirla's continued efforts was that

he himself lost all prestige with the Viceroy.

There was a feeling among some of the Congress leaders that in

his interview with the Viceroy on 5 February,, Gandhiji had failed

to present the Congress point of view with sufficient clarity. Abul

Kalam Azad wrote to Gandhiji early in April suggesting that if he

had made it clear from the very beginning that Dominion Status

of the Westminster variety would not be acceptable to him, the

Viceroy would have comprehended the situation; that he had led

Lord Linlithgow instead to obtain a firm assurance from the Home
Government that the Dominion Status to be conferred on India

would be of the Westminster variety; that GandhijPs subsequent

unequivocal refusal of this offer had weakened Lord Linlithgow
5
s

credit with the Home Government and given him a genuine grie-

vance against Gandhiji's attitude. Others, too, informed Gandhiji
that at the interview he did not try to put any plank on the gulf that

seemed to exist and that he had done the Viceroy an injustice by
abruptly ending the conversation.

This moved Gandhiji to ask the Viceroy to confirm in writing that

there was no misunderstanding and that he had in fact made it clear

in their interview that Dominion Status, even of the Statute of

Westminster variety, would not be acceptable to the Congress. The
Viceroy confirmed that there was no misunderstanding. The gap
between them was recognized by both to be too great to be handled

by prolonged conversations, and both felt that the straightforward
and courageous course was to conclude those conversations rather

than protract them.

After the passing of the Ramgarh resolution with its threat of
civil disobedience the Viceroy definitely turned his back on the

Congress. With the Congress in opposition Lord Linlithgow felt

that he should not alienate Muslim opinion or rub Jinnah the wrong
way. There being no possibility of accommodating the divergent
claims of the Congress, the Muslim League,, the Depressed Classes
and the Princes, the Viceroy felt that he could now afford to adopt
a policy of

*
wait and see %
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A White Paper on s

India and the War' was issued on 10 April. It

detailed the events leading to the resignation of the Congress minis-

tries and the negotiations that had taken place subsequently, ending
with the resolutions of the Congress, the Muslim League and the

Chamber of Princes. It concluded that, in view of the impasse, the

Government had no option but to seek the approval of Parliament

for the continuance of the Section 93 proclamations in the seven

provinces. On 18 April Parliament approved their continuance. In

the course of his speech in the House of Lords, the Secretary of State

said:

But that does not mean that the future constitution of India is to be a
constitution dictated by the Government and Parliament of this country

against the wishes of the Indian people. The undertaking given by His

Majesty's Government to examine the constitutional field in consultation

with representatives of all parties and interests in India connotes not

dictation but negotiation. Admittedly a substantial measure of agreement

amongst the communities in India is essential if the vision of a united

India which has inspired the labours of so many Indians and Englishmen
is to become a reality, for I cannot believe that any Government or Parlia-

ment in this country would attempt to impose by force upon, for example,
80 million Moslem subjects of His Majesty in India a form of constitution

under which they would not live peacefully and contentedly.

This particular portion of the Secretary of State's speech was
underlined by the Viceroy in a letter to Jinnah dated 19 April 1940,

as adequately meeting his demand for an assurance that no declara-

tion would be made and that no constitution would be enforced by
His Majesty's Government, or enacted by Parliament, without the

approval and consent of the Musalmans of India.

The deadlock was thus complete. But events were soon to take a

dramatic turn;
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TH
E war in Europe, after the crushing of Poland, was in a state

of quiescence until April 1940,, when Hitler suddenly invaded

and overran Norway and Denmark. Events thereafter took

a quick and dramatic turn. Holland and Belgium surrendered,
France collapsed, and the British expeditionary forces had to retreat

from Dunkirk.

The sudden disaster brought about a change of Government in

Britain. In May 1940 Winston Churchill replaced Neville Chamber-
lain as Prime Minister, and L.S.Amery succeeded the Marquess of

Zetland as Secretary of State for India.

A month later, Parliament passed the India and Burma (Emer-
gency Provisions) Act providing

c

in the event of a complete break-
down ofcommunications with the United Kingdom

5

for the transfer

to the Governor-General ofpowers normally exercised by the Secre-

tary of State.

In India there was a certain amount of panic, but chiefly among
the propertied classes. The attitude of the political parties was gene-
rally one ofsympathy for the cause ofBritain and her allies. Congress
leaders proclaimed that advantage should not be taken of Britain's

position to press their demand for independence.
C

I am of the

opinion,' said Gandhiji,
c

that we should wait till the heat of the battle
in the heart of the allied countries subsides and the future is clearer
than it is. We do not seek our independence out of Britain's ruin;
that is not the way of non-violence/ Nehru expressed his antipathy
towards Nazism and he, too, declared that England's difficulty was
not India's opportunity.
As soon as the new Government in Great Britain had been formed,

the Viceroy sought to get some guidance from it with regard to the

policy he should follow in dealing with the Indian problem. He
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advised His Majesty's Government that the Congress was not think-

ing in terms of a resumption of office (indeed it could not hope to

resume office without an agreement with the Muslims) but there was

definitely less prospect of its embarrassing the Government in the

prosecution of the war. Nor did he anticipate any trouble, at least

in the present circumstances,, from the Muslim League. In other

words., it was possible that the Government would be able to get on
with the war on the existing basis.

The Secretary of State, on the other hand, was not disposed to

stand still. His own idea was that a small committee should be

formed to explore the whole constitutional problem, provincial and

central; to set out the pros and cons of the various alternative solu-

tions, and to indicate its own or alternative solutions, both as to the

constitution itself and the body which .would take its suggestions
into definite consideration after the war. Thus, the whole problem
could be discussed in private and in a practical spirit, without any

party being committed to the results of the discussion.

While recognizing the attractiveness of the Secretary of State's

scheme, the Viceroy felt that the time was not ripe or opportune to

give it a trial. The position in fact was that while the Congress was

firm in its demand for self-determination and for a constitution to be

framed on the basis of a broadly-elected constituent assembly, with

which His Majesty's Government would have nothing to do, the

Muslim League's attitude was in flat contradiction. In the Viceroy's

view, it remained as important as ever to give the fullest weight to

the Muslim position at a time when the Muslims alone were working
the constitution in the provinces and when their assistance and sup-

port were so essential to His Majesty's Government, both from the

military point ofview (they were providing 60 per cent of the army)
and because of possible reactions in other countries. As for the

Princes, they were content to remain very much as they were. The

Viceroy stressed the necessity of choosing the right moment for

any move.

The Secretary of State still felt that His Majesty's Government

would be incurring a grave responsibility if it let slip an opportunity

that might not recur ofresolving a deadlock which seemed practically

certain to continue until some initiative by the Viceroy provided the

possibility of a way out. He suggested a revised plan. The Viceroy

should make an appeal to the leaders of all political parties to meet

him in order to consider whether, in the perilous situation ofthe war,
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they could not agree to discuss among themselves ways and means of

reaching sufficient accommodation to enable ministries to resume

office with common consent in the provinces, and to enable political

leaders to join the Viceroy's Executive Council, with the general

purpose of placing India in a position of active and conscious co-

operation in the effort of the Allies to crush Hitlerism. It should be

made plain that response to the appeal would be provisional and

entirely without prejudice to any principles to which the several

parties had already committed themselves. To meet possible de-

mands for an indication of further intentions, the Secretary of State

would be prepared, subject to the approval of the Cabinet, to make
an announcement of policy setting out His Majesty's Government's

aims and commitments in this regard. The problem of bringing the

States into any such plan raised difficult issues. The Princes might
themselves refuse to take advantage of the appeal; but any such re-

fusal should not justify abandonment of the scheme for the rest of

India. It was ultimately decided that the Viceroy should hold

further meetings with Gandhiji, Jinnah* and other political leaders.

Meanwhile there were one or two important developments. On
15 June the Working Committee of the Muslim League met to en-

dorse Jinnah's policy and to authorize him to proceed with his nego-
tiations with the Viceroy. No other member of the Committee was
to negotiate with the Congress leaders without Jinnah's permission,
nor were Muslims to serve on war committees pending further

Instructions from him.

On 17June France sued for peace. In an article on cHow to Com-
bat Hitlerism ', Gandhiji contended that ifnon-violent resistance had
been offered Europe would have added several inches to its moral
stature, *I have written these lines,* he said,

c

for the European
powers. But they are meant for ourselves. If my argument has gone
home, is it not time forus to declare our changeless faith in non-violence

of the strong and say we do not seek to defend our liberty with the

force of arms but we will defend it with the force of non-violence ?
'

The Working Committee of the Congress, which met in Wardha
on 17 June, announced that it could not accept Gandhiji's extreme
stand on non-violence. 'Mahatma Gandhi desires the Congress,

3

ran the resolution,
c

to be true to the creed of non-violence and to

declare its unwillingness that India sfiould maintain armed forces

to defend her freedom against external aggression or internal

disorder. The Committee are unable to go the full length with
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Gandhiji; but they recognize that he should be free to pursue his

great ideal in his own way and, therefore, absolve him from the res-

ponsibility for the programme and activity which the Congress has to

pursue, namely the parallel organization of self-defence and the

maintenance of public security throughout the country by Congress-
men on their own and in full co-operation with the sympathetic

groups.
5 The Committee added that the national struggle for India's

independence must continue on its non-violent course; the war com-

mittees sponsored by Government should not be supported, and no

Congressmen should contribute to the war funds or enlist in civil

guards under official control.

The Viceroy interviewed Jinnah on 27 June and Gandhiji two

days later.

Jinnah's attitude was that he was perfectly ready to co-operate
but could only do so from inside the Government. He was prepared
to work on the basis of the offer of November 1939 to expand the

Executive Council and he was confident that not only the Muslim

League, but the Hindu Mahasabha, the Sikhs and the Scheduled

Castes would be prepared to do likewise. He urged that if the offer

were renewed and the Congress refused to take advantage of it, His

Majesty's Government should go ahead without waiting for the

Congress. Regarding the Section 93 provinces, Jinnah suggested that

the Governors should accept non-official advisers chosen from parties

represented at the Centre. These advisers would eventually destroy
the ascendancy of the Congress, either by winning the support of

the existing legislatures, or by preparing the provincial constituencies

to support non-Congress candidates at the next election. Once the

monopolistic position of the Congress was seriously assailed, those

naturally opposed to it would recover their self-reliance. Jinnah
insisted that any declaration which His Majesty's Government might
make should not preclude, when it came to the full-dress consideration

of India's future constitution, a fair and unprejudiced hearing of

the Muslim League proposal for the creation of two Indias. Further

it was essential, if the Muslim League was to support the Govern-

ment, that the declaration should make it clear that, whatever the

constitutional status conceded to her, India should remain in relations

with Britain.

At his interview with Gandhiji, the Viceroy tentatively sketched

the lines of a possible declaration purporting to give India a status

similar to that of the self-governing dominions within one year after
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the termination of the war. Appropriate machinery would be set up,
in accordance with the agreement of those concerned., for the working
out of a new constitution,, subject to an agreed understanding with

regard to British commercial interests, defence., external affairs, the

rights of minorities and treaty obligations to the Princes. Gandhiji
was against any such declaration. Nor was he in favour of any ex-

ploratory processes such as might fill up the time pending the end of

the war; he thought they would be likely to produce a very early

clash of interests and retard rather than advance progress.

After his interview Jinnah sent the Viceroy a memorandum con-

taining certain tentative proposals. No pronouncement should be

made by His Majesty's Government which would in any way militate

against, or prejudice, the
e

two nations* position which had become

the universal faith of Muslim India. A definite assurance should be

given by His Majesty's Government that no interim or final scheme

of constitution would be adopted by the British Government without

the previous approval and consent of Muslim India. The Muslim
leaders should be treated as equals and have an equal share in the

authority and control of the governments, central and provincial.

During the war, the following provisional steps should be taken:

the Governor-General's Executive Council should be enlarged
within the framework of the existing constitution; Muslims should

have equal representation with Hindus if the Congress came in,

otherwise they should have a majority; in Section 93 provinces
non-official advisers should be appointed with Muslims in a majo-

rity; there should be a War Council of not less than 15 members,

including representatives ofthe Princes, which would meet at regular

intervals; here again Muslims should have equal representation
with Hindus if the Congress came in, otherwise the Muslims should

have a majority. Lastly, the Muslim representatives on the proposed
War Council and Governor-General's Executive Council, and the

Muslim non-official advisers of the Governors, should be chosen by
the League.
The Viceroy felt that if the initiative was to be held firmly in his

own hands, he must put a curb on Jinnah's ambitions. He sent

Jinnah a reply in which he pointed out that it was not a case of strik-

ing a balance between the different interests, or of preserving the

proportions between the important parties; that there were other

parties, apart from the Congress and the Muslim League, which

might fairly claim to be considered for inclusion in an expanded
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Executive Council, and that there was a very definite limit of

numbers to any possible expansion. The Viceroy accepted the im-

portance,, in the event of any expansion, of securing adequate

representation of Muslim interests., but there was no question of res-

ponsibility falling in greater or less degree on any particular section;

the responsibility would be that of the Governor-General in Council

as a whole. He also made it clear that., in accordance with existing
law and practice,, it must remain with the Secretary of State, in con-

sultation with the Governor-General, to decide upon such names as

they might submit to the King for inclusionin the Executive Council

and that such persons could not be the nominees of political parties,

however important. With regard to the Section 93 provinces, the

Viceroy said that the responsibility for government vested exclusively
in the Governor; whether, and if so, at what stage and in what

strength, non-official advisers from political parties should be ap-

pointed, were clearly matters for consideration in the light of the

circumstances of each province. The Viceroy agreed that Jinnah's
idea of a War Council was worth considering, but here again there

were many parties affected other than the League and the Congress.
In conclusion, he stated that it would be constitutionally impossible
for the choice of Muslim representatives for appointment to an ex-

panded Executive Council, or as non-official advisers, to rest with the

Muslim League, but that any suggestions thatJinnah might put for-

ward would receive full consideration.

The Viceroy also had discussions with Savarkar, President of the

Hindu Mahasabha, and with the Jam Saheb of Nawanagar, Chan-

cellor of the Chamber of Princes.

An emergency meeting of the Congress Working Committee was

held in Delhi from 3 to 7 July. A resolution was passed renewing the

demand for an immediate and unequivocal declaration of full inde-

pendence for India, and to this resolution was appended the

following :

As an immediate step to giving effect to it, a provisional national

government should be constituted at the Centre which, although formed

as a transitory measure, should be such, as to command the confidence of

all the elected elements in the central legislature and secure the closest co-

operation of the responsible governments in the provinces. The Working
Committee are of opinion that, unless the aforesaid declaration is made

and the national Government accordingly formed at the Centre without

delay, all the efforts at organising the material and moral resources of

the country for its defence cannot in any sense be voluntary or as from a
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free country, and will, therefore, be ineffective. The Congress Working
Committee declare that, if these measures are adopted, it will enable the

Congress to throw its full weight into the efforts for the effective organi-

sation of the defence of the country.

Interpretations offered by members of the Working Committee

varied in tone. Rajagopalachari, who was said to be the author of

the resolution,, described it as a
e

positive approach
'

to Britain,, while

Nehru stressed the demand for independence and declared that

Indians would shoulder the burden of India's defence only for that

end and not as 'recruiting sergeants for British imperialism.'

Later, at a meeting held in Poona towards the end ofJuly,, in spite

of opposition from the left wing, the All-India Congress Committee

ratified this resolution. The Congress was thus committed to a pro-

gramme which retained the principle of non-violence in the struggle

for freedom, but abandoned it in the sphere ofnational defence,, while

demanding an acknowledgment of the complete independence of

India and, as a minimum step towards it, the establishment of a pro-
visional national government at the Centre. In the course of his

speech on the resolution, Nehru emphasized that there must be a

strict and brief time-limit for the offer contained in the resolution,

after the expiration of which the offer should lapse.

As a result of the Viceroy's interviews with the political leaders,

the Secretary of State agreed that there would be an advantage in

issuing a declaration setting out the aims and intentions of His Ma-

jesty's Government. The Secretary of State himself produced a rough
draft which he sent to the Viceroy for the latter's comments and
criticisms. But this draft underwent so much change and revision

as to make the final form of the declaration, with its added implica-
tions and safeguards, of even more doubtful acceptability to the

political parties concerned.

The announcement whichwas made by the Viceroy on behalf of

His Majesty's Government on 8 August came to be known as the

'August Offer*. Its object was declared to be the early achievement
of that unity of national purpose in India c

as would enable her to

make the fullest possible contribution in the world struggle against

tyranny and aggression.' It drew attention to the declaration of

October 1939 in which His Majesty's Government had made it clear

that Dominion Status was its objective for India. His Majesty's
Government had been ready to expand the Governor-General's

Council to include a certain number of representatives of political
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parties and to set up a consultative committee., provided that some
measure of agreement between the major political parties in the

provinces was forthcoming. That agreement had unfortunately not

been reached. Nevertheless, His Majesty's Government felt that it

could no longer postpone the expansion of the Governor-General's

Council and the establishment of a body which would more closely
associate Indian public opinion with the conduct of the war. Accor-

dingly, the Governor-General would invite a certain number of rep-
resentative Indians to join his Executive Council and would also

establish a War Advisory Council, including representatives ofIndian

States and of other interests in the national life of India as a whole.

With regard to the position ofminorities in any future constitution-

al scheme,, His Majesty's Government had already made it clear that

no part-, either of the Act of 1935, or of the policy and plans on which

it was based, would be excluded from re-examination. The Govern-

ment could not contemplate the transfer of its responsibilities for the

peace and welfare ofIndia to any system ofgovernment the authority
ofwhich was denied by large and powerful elements in India's nation-

al life,, nor could it be a party to the coercion of such elements into

submission to such a system.
There had been a very strong insistence that the framing of a new

constitution should primarily be the responsibility of the Indians

themselves, a desire with which His Majesty's Government was in

sympathy and to which it wished to see given the fullest practical

expression, subject to the fulfilment of those commitments and obli-

gations which Britain's long connexion with India had imposed upon
her. Fundamental constitutional issues could not be resolved deci-

sively at a time when the Commonwealth was engaged in a struggle

for existence, but His Majesty's Government would most readily

assent to the setting up after the war, with the least possible delay, of

a body representative of the principal elements in India's national

life, in order to devise the framework of the new constitution. Mean-

while, it would promote in any way possible, every sincere and prac-

tical step that might be taken by representative Indians themselves

to reach a basis of friendly agreement as to the form which the post-

war body should take and the methods by which it should arrive at

its conclusions.

The announcement ended with an appeal for co-operation in

making a notable Indian contribution to the victory of the world

cause which was at stake^ and the hope that new bonds of union and
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understanding would emerge to pave the way towards
c

the attain-

ment by India of that free and equal partnership in the British Com-
monwealth which remains the proclaimed and accepted goal of the

Imperial Crown and of the British Parliament.
5

The Viceroyhad sent advance copies ofthe announcement to the pre-

sidents ofthe Congress, the Muslim League and the Hindu Mahasabha,,
to enable them, ifnecessary, to consult their respective Working Com-

mittees, and invited them for separate discussions before they sent

any formal reply. The Viceroy was hopeful that the Congress, no less

than other parties, would, within the terms of the announcement, be

prepared to co-operate in a central Government and in the proposed
War Advisory Council. But Abul Kalam Azad, on being informed

that he was not free to discuss the particular terms of the announce-

ment, sent a reply to the effect that he could find in these terms no

meeting ground for the Congress; that, apart from other funda-

mental questions, there was no kind of suggestion for a national

government and that, in the circumstances, he was unable to find

any scope for further discussion.

Gandhiji wrote to the Viceroy:
C

I have very carefully read your

pronouncement and slept over it. It has made me sad. Its impli-
cations frighten me. I cannot help feeling that a profound mistake

has been made.*

Jinnah met the Viceroy on 11 and 13 August. He asked for clari-

fication on a number of points but did not commit himself.

Savarkar saw the Viceroy on 13 August and about a week later

sent him a letter which stated that the expansion of the Executive

Council was looked upon by theHindu Mahasabha as a step in the

right direction. As far as Dominion Status was concerned, Savarkar
for one was satisfied and intended to issue a statement to that

effect. With regard to the minorities, he thought it a pity that the

Government should deliberately have chosen terms too strong, too

vague and too alarming to the Hindus. Any attempt to cut at the

root of the indivisibility of India as a political unit
c

could not fail to

evoke an undying opposition from Hindudom as a whole/ With re-

gard to war measures, a good beginning had been made, though
haltingly, but he hoped that everything would come right as the
central War Committee sat from day to day, shaping and streng-

thening the war effort. Savarkar submitted a panel of names for

inclusion in an expanded Executive Council as well as in the War
Advisory Council.
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The Sikhs, the Scheduled Castes and other organizations declared

their willingness to accept the August Offer.

Amery's speech in the House of Commons on 14 August by no
means improved the situation. He said,

*

India cannot be unitary in

the sense that we are in this island, but she can still be a unity. India's

future house offreedom has room for many mansions.* After referring
to the attitude of different parties in India, he spoke of the Congress
demand for complete independence.

c
It is a demand/ he said,

'

which

really raises the whole unresolved constitutional issue and prejudges
it in the sense favoured by the Congress and rejected by the mino-

rities/ Amery spoke of the discouraging attitude shown in Congress

quarters and hoped that the leaders would be willing to take their

part, but added that if that should unfortunately not prove to be the

case, the Viceroy would of course go ahead with those who were pre-

pared to work with him and with each other.

The Congress Working Committee met in Wardha from 18 to 22

August and placed on record that
*

the rejection of the Congress pro-

posals is proof of the British Government's determination to continue

to hold India by the sword.' The Committee decided to call an

emergency meeting of the All-India Congress Committee at Bombay
on 15 September.
A day after the Working Committee meeting, Rajagopalachari

came out withwhat he called a
*

sporting offer' to promote an agree-

ment with the Muslim League.
*
If His Majesty's Government agree

to a provisional national government being formed at once, I will

undertake to persuade my colleagues to agree to the Muslim League

being invited to nominate the Prime Minister and to let him form a

government as he would consider best.'

Gandhiji was genuinely disturbed by the trend of events. He wrote

to the Viceroy on 29 August to say that ifthings went on as they were

and if the Congress remained supine, it would die a slow death. If

he could not help the British Government, at any rate he did not wish

to embarrass it, but this desire could not be carried to the extent of

committing harakiri. Before he took any steps, however,, he would

like to lay bare his heart and mind to the Viceroy.

The Viceroy felt that he could hardly be expected to re-start nego-

tiations after Azad's curt refusal of Ms invitation. Moreover, such a

step might raise suspicions in the minds ofother parties. He informed

Gandhiji that His Majesty's Government's decided policy was made

clear in the announcement of 8 August; if, however, there were any
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points of misunderstanding to be cleared up he would be glad to see

Gandhiji and talk over the position. At the same time, he would have

to make it clear to the public that the initiative had not come from

the Viceroy.
In acknowledging the Viceroy's letter, Gandhiji said that he would

renew his request for an appointment after the forthcoming meeting
of the All-India Congress Committee. He explained that he was not

unaware that the Viceroy's statement and the Secretary of State's

speech represented the decided policy of His Majesty's Government.

Had they met, he would have sought clearance of his own doubts as

to the manner in which that policy was being enforced, and set out

more fully his grounds for dissatisfaction, which daily events were

deepening. He added:

I do not at all mind the Congress wandering in the wilderness. Nor
should I at present engage in a fight with the Government over their policy
if it were based on grounds which could be understood by the plain

man. But I must not be a helpless witness to the extinction of a great

organisation which I have held under curb on the ground of refusal to

embarrass His Majesty's Government at the present critical juncture.
I must not have it said that for a false morality I allowed the Congress
to be crushed without a struggle. It is this thought that is gnawing
at me.

When the All-India Congress Committee met in Bombay, Azad,
in his preliminary address, declared :

* The offer Great Britain has

made through the Viceroy is not worth looking at. These events

made us decide again- to request Mahatma Gandhi to assume the

active leadership of the Congress. I am glad to inform you that he
has agreed to do this, as now there is no difference whatsoever be-

tween him and the Working Committee.' While expressing sympathy
with, the British people, as well as the peoples of other countries in-

volved in the war, and admiration for the bravery and endurance

shown by the British nation in the face ofdanger and peril, the Com-
mittee insisted on the fullest freedom to pursue its own policy based

on non-violence.

The Congress,' said Gandhiji, 'claims for itself the freedom to

protect civil liberty in this country, but must have the right- to state

freely what we feel about the war I claim the liberty of going
through the streets of Bombay and saying that I shall have nothing
to do with this war, because I do not believe in this war and in the

fratricide that is now going on in Europe/
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Soon after, the Working Committee passed a resolution calling

upon Congress organizations to refrain from all civil disobedience

pending definite instructions from Gandhiji, who regarded its sus-

pension as indispensable for his forthcoming interview with the Vice-

roy and as a test of discipline.

The Congress rejected the August Offer mainly on the ground that

their demand for a national government had not been conceded.

In giving advance copies of it to the party leaders the Viceroy had

hoped that before they made up their minds there would be an

opportunity for discussion, but Azad summarily rejected it. If the

Congress leaders had only discussed the details of the reconstitu-

tion of the Executive Council, it is possible that the Viceroy would
have gone more than half way to meet the Congress. In wartime

there was no question of converting the Executive Council into a

national government. Lord Linlithgow was firm on this issue and
so was His Majesty's Government. Had the Congress joined the

Viceroy's Executive Council at the time, and with Congress ministries

coming back into power in the provinces, the political situation would
have changed immensely to the advantage of the Congress. Once
the Congress rejected the offer the Viceroy was in no mood to carry
on any further parleys with it.

The Working Committee of the Muslim League, which met from

3 1 August to 2 September, considered that the Viceregal announce-

ment and Amery's clarification constituted a considerable advance

towards the viewpoint taken by the League and recorded its satis-

faction that
c
His Majesty's Government have,on the whole, practical-

ly met the demand of the Muslim League for a clear assurance that

no future constitution, interim or final, will be adopted by the British

Government without the Muslim League's approval and consent.'

The resolution reiterated the League's faith in the Pakistan scheme

and went on to interpret the Viceregal announcement as conceding
the League's principle of Muslim partnership in any wartime consti-

tutional scheme. The ban on League members from accepting

membership of war committees was accordingly lifted. But the

League's full co-operation in the war effort was stated to be condition-

al on the Viceroy clearing certain points with Jinnah,
On 24 September the Viceroy had a long discussion with Jinnah.

Commenting on the method of appointment ofnew members to the

Executive Council, theViceroy explained that he would be prepared
to accommodate the leaders of parties as regards their first choice,

7
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or by negotiation behind the scenes to secure satisfactory alter-

native choices. But if the matter were to be handled on that basis., the

practical test should be that, until possible names had been consi-

dered, duly recommended., accepted and publicly announced,,

there should be no mention of any names by the Muslim League.

Jinnah agreed, though he felt he could not guarantee that there would

be no leakage or intelligent anticipation.

With regard to the composition ofthe expanded Council, Jinnah
stated that he wished to make it clear in the first place that, should

the Congress change its mind and decide to come in, he would at

once demand equal representation in the Council with the Congress.

Since the Congress was not for the moment coming in, the League
would not press this demand. Jinnah added that the Viceroy should

guarantee that the Congress would notbe admitted into the Execu-

tive Council before the end of the war unless the Muslim League

agreed.

The Viceroy replied that in any major alteration of the basis and
character of the Council and before taking in the Congress or any
other party, the Governor-General would presumably take counsel

with his colleagues. But he declined to concede to the Muslim League
a c

veto
3 on the entry of the Congress; nor could he agree to do any

business, either immediately or in terms of future arrangements, on
the fifty-fifty basis suggested by Jinnah.
With regard to the distribution of portfolios, Jinnah said that if

the Muslim League were not to have defence, it should not go to any
other Indian political party. The Viceroy thought that if there were
to be any question of handing over defence to an Indian, the majo-
rity community would surely have a powerful case and would

press vehemently for that portfolio. But the Act of 1935 gave the

Governor-General a special position in relation to defence. It

was an issue of vital importance, raising most substantial prac-
tical considerations, and its future position in the constitution

was one of the most significant matters which the post-war

constitution-making body would have to take into account. Apart
from all other considerations, there was the great advantage in

wartime of keeping the Commander-in-Chief on the Executive
Council.

Jinnah repeated his fear of being let down by the Government iix

the event of the Congress coming in later on and asked whether it

would be possible for His Majesty's Government to drop the whole
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question of expansion. But the Viceroy made it clear that the inten-

tion was to go ahead.

Jinnah made a final attempt to improve the Muslim League

position in terms of seats (two were earmarked for the League)
on the Executive Council. He pressed hard for a third Muslim,,

but the Viceroy regretted that he was unable to consider the pro-

position.

On 26 September, Jinnah wrote to the Viceroy expressing regret
that the latter had declined to meet him on a vital point so far as the

Muslim League was concerned. This was, to quote his own words.,
c

that in the event ofany other party deciding later on to be associated

with your Executive Council to assist in the prosecution of the war^
it should be allowed to do so on terms that may be approved of and

consented to by the Muslim League Party, as we were entering into.,

so to say,, a "War Contract
53/

The Working Committee of the Muslim League met in New Delhi

on 28 September and passed a resolution (which was confirmed by
the All-India Muslim League on the following day) stating that,

notwithstanding its desire from the very beginning to help in the

prosecution of the war and the defence of India, it was unable

to accept the offer for four reasons, namely:

(1) The inclusion of only two representatives of the Muslim League in

the proposed expansion of the Governor-General's Executive Council, of

which neither the total strength nor the number of additional members
has so far been definitely determined, does not give any real and substantial

share in the authority of the government at the Centre; (2) No indication

has been given as to what would be the position of the Muslim League

representatives in the event of any other party deciding at a later stage

to assist in the prosecution of the war, and the Government agreeing to

associate it with the Executive Council, which may involve a substantial

modification and reshuffling ofthe Executive; (3) So far, the Government

do not propose to appoint non-official advisers in those provinces which

are being administered by the Governors under Section 93 of the Govern-

ment of India Act, 1935. The Committee feel that without the association

of the Muslim League representatives in the administration of those pro-

vinces it will not be possible to secure real and effective co-operation of

the Musalmans; (4) The proposed War Advisory Council is yet in em-

bryo and no information is available as to its constitution, composition

and functions, except that it will probably consist of about 20 members

and that the question ofsetting it up will be considered after the expansion
of the Executive Council is complete.
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The Working Committee of the Hindu Mahasabha, meeting in

Bombay in the third week of September,, declared that it was

prepared to accept the offer contained in the Viceroy's announ-

cement only
c on honourable terms of equity and justice.

3 The
terms were a clear and definite declaration from the Government

that it had ijot approved or accepted the Muslim League's demand
for the partition of India; and also an undertaking that, if the

Muslims were going to receive two seats in the Executive Council

and five seats in the War Council, the Mahasabha would be given

six seats in the Executive Council and fifteen seats in the War
Council.

Thus briefly,, the Congress had rejected the Viceroy's offer because

it did not meet its immediate demand for a national government at

the Centre and its ultimate demand for complete independence ; the

Muslim League refused to accept it unless its demands for fifty-fifty

and the right of veto over Congress entry into the Executive Council

were met; the Hindu Mahasabha (though it was indeed anxious to

come in) insisted on the satisfaction of demands which were as un-

acceptable to the Muslims as were those of the Muslims to the Maha-
sabha. The only parties that could be counted on were the Liberals.,

the Sikhs and the Scheduled Castes.

Immediately after the All-India Congress Committee session in

Bombay, Gandhiji renewed his request for an interview with the

Viceroy which he sought
c

both as the guide of the Congress and

your friend which you have allowed me to call myself.'

Gandhiji saw the Viceroy on 27 September. Discussion for the most

part centred on the former's insistence on the right to preach against

participation in the war effort. Free speech,, maintained Gandhiji,
was the test of Britain's professed devotion to democracy, the object
for which she claimed to be fighting the Germans. The Viceroy asked

Gandhiji whether,, for instance, he contemplated investing every

Congressman with the right of inducing labour to cease work on
munitions and war stores. Gandhiji replied that, in his view,

any such appeal delivered directly to labour and at the point of

production would amount to a breach of non-violence. The Viceroy
then inquired whether Gandhiji would be satisfied with the liberty
allowed to conscientious objectors in England where, while the

conscientious objector was absolved from the duty of fighting and
allowed even to profess his faith in public, he was not permitted to

carry his opposition to the length of trying to persuade others.,
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whether soldiers or munition workers to abandon their allegiance,
or discontinue their efforts. Gandhiji replied that this was not enough
for him. The collective conscience ofEngland was belligerent. India

was a subject country. It was essential that, in India, liberty of speech
should cover not only the objection of the individual to personal

participation in war,, but the objection of the nationalist to India's

part in the war. He would not preach,, he said, to workers at the

works,, but would make declarations to that effect at large.
In the course ofthe correspondence which ensued, Lord Linlithgow

informed Gandhiji that
c

it would clearly not be possible, in the in-

terests ofIndia herself, more particularly at this most criticaljuncture
in the war, to acquiesce in the interference with the war effort which

would be involved in freedom of speech so wide as that for which you
have asked.' Gandhiji replied:

c

lt is unfortunate that we have not

been able to arrive at an agreement on the single issue of freedom of

speech. But I shall hug the hope that it will be possible for the

Government to work out their policy in the spirit of the Congress

position.
5 He declared that the Congress still desired to refrain from

embarrassing the British Government, but it was impossible for it

to make a fetish of such a policy by denying its creed.

In a statement dealing with his interview with the Viceroy,

Gandhiji declared that
c

the immediate issue is the right of existence,

that is, the right of self-expression, which, broadly put, means free

speech. This the Congress wants not merely for itself but for all/

And Gandhiji chose this issue as the plank on which to launch his

campaign of civil disobedience.

On 13 October the Congress Working Committee met in Wardha.

Gandhiji there unfolded his plan of individual civil disobedience,

which was approved. He selected one of his earliest associates,

Vinoba Bhave, to inaugurate the movement. Vinoba Bhave began on

1 7 October to deliver anti-war speeches ;
four days later he was arrest-

ed and sentenced to three months' simple imprisonment. Jawa-
harlal Nehru was chosen to follow Vinoba Bhave. On 31 October

he too was arrested; he was subsequently tried and sentenced to four

years' rigorous imprisonment. Churchill, who was shocked at the

severity of the sentence, had to be assured that Nehru would in fact

receive specially considerate treatment.

In the light of the refusal both of the Congress and the Muslim

League to co-operate in an expanded Executive Council and a War

Advisory Council, there seemed no practical purpose in going ahead
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with the implementation of the August Offer at least until a

sufficient degree of support was forthcoming to ensure that the ex-

panded Executive Council and the War Advisory Council were real-

ly representative. The Viceroy could see no prospect of getting

any Muslim League leader who would be prepared to disregard

the League's mandate. The introduction of non-League Muslims

would be regarded as an affront to the League and instead of bring-

ing support to the war effort might only create further difficulties.

The Hindu Mahasabha had no real following; in any case,, its inclu-

sion would be bitterly resented by the Muslims. Lastly,, there was

the risk that members of the Congress and the League in the central

Assembly might join in combined opposition against an expanded
council in which they were not represented. As things stood^ there

was no hope of securing a council with anything remotely approach-

ing a working majority in the central legislature.

With this background, Lord Linlithgow^ when addressing both

Houses of the central legislature on 20 November,, announced that

since the major political parties were not prepared to take advantage
ofthe opportunity offered to them by the announcement of 8 August.,

His Majesty's Government had decided that the Viceroy would not

be justified in proceeding for the time being with the enlargement of

the Executive Council orthe establishmentofaWar Advisory Council.

His Majesty's Government did not however propose to withdraw the

proposals and was prepared to give effect to them as soon as it was
convinced that a sufficient degree of representative support was

forthcoming.

Speaking in London the following day, the Secretary of State

appealed to Indians to study afresh the constitutional problem of

India. Certain passages in Ms speech were taken by the Hindu press
to imply encouragement of the Pakistan scheme for the division of

India. But in a later speech Amery laid stress on the intimate con-

nexion between the political unity given to India by British rule and
the development ofindividual freedom and national self-government.
Once broken up into separate and independent entities, India would

relapse into a welter of contending powers in which free institutions

would be suppressed., and in which no one element would be able

to defend itself against external attack. The Viceroy's offer had been

rejected., not because it was inadequate., but because the spirit of
India First was not strong enough to overcome the insistence on un-

practical demands on one side., or undue suspicion on the other.
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The individual civil disobedience campaign continued,, with

Congress leaders courting imprisonment., but the movement suffered

from lack of enthusiasm among the rank and file of Congressmen
and from apathy among the general public. This was largely due to

the fact that the movement was restricted to individuals, that the

issues were not clear to the general public, and that publicity was
not possible because of the restrictions placed by the Defence of

India Rules on anti-war propaganda.

During Christmas week, the Hindu Mahasabha and the National

Liberal Federation held their annual sessions inMadura and Calcutta

respectively. Both demanded a declaration as to the date by which

Dominion Status would be achieved. The one fixed the term at one

year and the other at two years after the end of the war. Both

denounced the Pakistan scheme of the Muslim League. The
Mahasabha proclaimed that if the British Government did not

satisfy its demand for declarations both in regard to Dominion Status

and against the Pakistan scheme, it would resort to
6

direct action
3

,

a threat which alarmed nobody and which was never carried into

effect.

Abul Kalam Azad, the Congress President, was arrested early in

January 1941 and convicted for making an objectionable speech.

Subhas Chandra Bose, the left wing leader, who was standing his

trial for certain speeches and articles and had been released from

jail in December as a result of a hunger strike, disappeared from his

house in Calcutta at the end ofJanuary. It was learnt later that he

had escaped to Germany.
In the middle ofFebruary there appeared press reports ofa scheme

attributed to a sub-committee ofthe Muslim League which had been

commissioned to study the various proposals for Pakistan. The
scheme postulated the creation of two sovereign Muslim States, the

first comprising the existing provinces ofthe Punjab (with Delhi pro-

vince added to it), Sind, the North-West Frontier Province and

Baluchistan; and the second comprising Assam and Bengal. It as-

sumed at the same time due recognition of the integrity and unity

ofHyderabad and the other States governed by Muslim rulers. But

Jinnah issued a statement that the League sub-committee had not

formulated any proposals as such; it had only published certain

details which would be discussed in due course by the Working
Committee. When the Working Committee of the League met on

22 February, it merely re-affirmed the basic principles laid down in
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the Lahore resolution of 1940 and refrained from going into details.

The following is the text of the resolution, which was later confirmed

by the Council of the All-India Muslim League:

The Working Committee view with disapproval the recent pronounce-

ments of Mr. Amery, Secretary ofState for India, which are likely to create

grave apprehensions in the minds of the Musalmans as they give an im-

pression, contrary to his previous pronouncements, that His Majesty's

Government are still contemplating the possibility of a constitution based

on the economic and political unity of India. The term c Indian ', the

Working Committee would like to point out, covers three times a greater

range of peoples than the term
f

European
3
does. It is unfortunate that

Mr. Amery, having regard to his responsibility as the Secretary of State

for India, should have allowed himself to indulge in slogans such as
{ India

First*. Musalmans of India are proud to be Indians and firmly believe in

India for Indians. It is in that spirit that the Lahore resolution was adop-

ted, because the Musalmans are convinced that it is the only solution of

India's constitutional problem which will ensure peace, harmony and
satisfaction among all elements, interests and inhabitants of this vast sub-

continent.

The Working Committee re-affirm adherence to the resolution passed
at the Lahore session of the All-India Muslim League laying down the

basic principles on which the future constitution of India must be framed

before it can be acceptable to the Musalmans of India, viz., that
c

geogra-

phically contiguous units are demarcated into regions which should be so

constituted, with such territorial readjustments as may be necessary, that

the areas in which the Muslims are numerically in a majority, as in the

north-western and eastern zones of India, should be grouped to constitute

"Independent States" in which the constituent units shall be autonomous
and sovereign.'

Some of the moderate elements in the League were disturbed at the

extent to which the Pakistan idea had now caught on with the Mus-
lim masses. Sir Sikander Hyat Khan., Premier of the Punjab,, found
himself in a particularly embarrassing position. Although he was
a member of the Muslim League, he was also the head of a cabinet

representing the Unionist Party, which included not only Muslims,
but also Hindus and Sikhs. He expressed his intention of resigning
from the League and he hoped to take with him all the members of
the Unionist Party. Such a step, however, would have been contrary
to the policy of maintaining the League as a solid political body and
Sir Sikander was dissuaded from his purpose. Nevertheless, he took
the opportunity of explaining his position vis-a-vis Pakistan in the
course ofa debate in the Punjab Legislative Assembly in March 1941 .
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He admitted that he was, but only in a qualified sense,, the author

of the Lahore resolution^ the original resolution which he drafted

having been radically amended by the Working Committee. He went

on to say:

I have explained that Muslims are opposed to an all-powerful Centre

because they are afraid that a communal oligarchy in power might under-

mine or altogether nullify the autonomy and freedom of the provinces.

That is the suspicion that haunts them. It may not be well-founded but

there it is; and we must face facts. How can we remove their doubts and

misgivings? How best can we meet their objection? Here is my recipe
for what it is worth: I say, give complete autonomy and freedom to the

units and let them be demarcated into regions or zones on a territorial

basis. Representatives of the units within each zone should represent
their respective units, as also the region at the Centre. The Centre thus

constituted will not be a domineering hostile Centre looking for oppor-
tunities to interfere with the work of provincial governments, but a sym-

pathetic agency enjoying the confidence and support of the provinces, a

body set up by the units to control and supervise the central administrative

machinery and to see that the work entrusted to it by the provinces is

carried on efficiently, amicablyand justly. ... It will not be a rigid Centre

and it will consist of representatives of the units selected by the provincial

legislatures or governments responsible to the people of the province. The
Centre will be elastic in the sense that except for subjects entrusted to

it by prior agreement, e.g. defence, maritime customs, currency and

coinage and external affairs, only such other matters or powers will be

delegated to the Centre as the units may by agreement decide to transfer,

and for such period as may be specified in the instrument of delegation.

Sir Sikander concluded by stressing:

We do not ask for freedom, that there may be Muslim raj here and

Hindu raj elsewhere. If that is what Pakistan means I will have nothing
to do with it. ... I have said so before and I repeat it once again here on

the floor of this House. If you want real freedom for the Punjab, that is

to say a Punjab in which every community will have its due share in the

economic and administrative fields as partners in a common concern,

then that Punjab will not be Pakistan, but just Punjab, land of the five

rivers; Punjab is Punjab and will always remain Punjab whatever any-

body may say. This then, briefly, is the political future which I visualise

for my province and for my country under any new Constitution.

To my mind;, his speech in the Punjab Assembly is of historic

interest and I have included the full relevant text of it as an

appendix
1 to this book.

l See Appendix I.
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Up to this point Jinnah, though the cry of Pakistan had served his

political ends admirably,, had no definite idea of what he really

wanted. For instance, in an interview with the Governor of MadraSj
he is reported to have said that his idea was that India should be

divided into four regions, namely (1) Dravidistan (approximately the

Madras Presidency) ; (2) Hindustan (Bombay and the Central Pro-

vinces) ; (3) Bengalistan (Bengal and Assam) and (4) the Punjab

(with some exceptions), Sind and the North-West Frontier Province.

These were to be self-governing Dominions, each completely separate

with its own Governor-General and responsible to the British

Parliament through the Secretary of State. They would be called

Dominions, but they would not have the status of Dominions under

the Statute of Westminster. The Governor-General would have

control over foreign policy and defence. The Indian States would

have the option to come into any of the Dominions they liked. Until

they did so they would retain their previous position and there would

be a Crown Representative for functions in respect of them.

Though Indian Muslims realized the efficacy of Pakistan as a

political weapon, opinion amongst them was divided. There were

some who believed that it could be used as a bargaining power against
the Congress and the Hindu Mahasabha but who did not support the

idea of separation from India; others believed that separation was
the only practicable solution ofthe Hindu-Muslim problem. Gandhi-

ji is reported to have said that Pakistan was
* an untruth \ By this he

probably meant that it was a politicalmanoeuvre only, and that the

sentiment of a common Indian nationalism was no less strong in

Muslims than was their faith in Islam. This might have been true at

one time, but there were growing indications that an Islamic revival

in militant form might yet be a real danger to the unity of India.

Certain prominent leaders ofthe Liberal Party once more attemp-
ted the thankless task offinding somewayoutof the political impasse.
On the initiative of SirJagdish Prasad, an ex-member of the Gover-
nor-General's Executive Council, a Non-party Conference under
the presidentship of Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru was held in Bombay in

the middle ofMarch 1941. This Conference was attended by leaders

representative of practically all parties outside the Congress and the

League. The Hindu Mahasabha was particularly well represented,
those in attendance including Savarkar, B. S. Moonje and Shyama
Prasad Mookerjee. But Muslim representation was negligible; it

consisted of Sir Suleman Kasim Mitha, Fazl Ibrahim Rahimtoola
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and Sir Sultan Chinoy, none of whom was of much Importance In

the political world. A resolution adopted at the Conference stressed

that,, while India should not take advantage of Britain's difficulties

in her heroic struggle,, it was equally desirable that India's domestic

problems should not be pressed to her disadvantage. The resolution

Emphasized the immediate need for
'

reconstructing* the Governor-

General's Executive Council so as to comprise non-official Indians

drawn from Important elements in the public life of the country: this

would,, of course. Involve the transfer to Indians of all portfolios,

including the vital ones of Finance and Defence.

Jinnah's reaction was that the claim put forward by the Non-party
Conference, if accepted by the British Government, would mean the

cancellation of the declaration of8 August 1940 and would constitute

the grossest breach of faith with Muslim India and other minorities.

The underlying idea of the Conference seemed to be to get the British

Government by hook or by crook to denounce and reject the Muslim

League demand for the partition of India.

On 7 April, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru had two lengthy Interviews

with the Viceroy, in the course ofwhich he dwelt on the entirely non-

communal outlook of the Bombay conference. The question as to

how many Hindus or Muslims should form the reconstructed council

would be a matter entirely for the Viceroy to decide. Responsibility
would be to the Crown and not to the legislature. The executive* at

the Centre would be irremovable for the duration of the war. The
Council might include non-official Europeans, or even European
members of the Services who had retired, or businessmen, There

would be no question as to who should hold which portfolio.

The Viceroy referred to the difficulty which the proposed council

was likely to experience in the absence of any majority in the legis-

lature. Sir Tej Bahadur countered by suggesting that difficulty with

the legislature was only likely to arise over taxation, repressive legis-

lation, or the status of Indians overseas and that the Congress would

notmake trouble for thenew government. If the new governmentwere
defeated on, say, the Finance BiH or some other measure and that

measure had to be put through by certification, it would be far more

easily acquiesced in than would be the case of certification with the

existing Executive Council. The Viceroy expressed his doubts. There

followed an exchange ofviews on such points of detail as the discre-

tionary powers of the Governor-General, the position of the Indian

States, and the undertaking that the whole constitutional position
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would be reviewed after the war. Sir Tej Bahadur pressed for an

announcement of a time-limit for the implementation of the new

constitution after the war and the grant ofDominion Status. He also

emphasized the difference between
e

expanding
' and c

reconstructing
*

the Executive Council and stressed the need for speed if the Govern-

ment proposed to take any action.

In April 1941 Parliament approved the continuance in force for a

further year, in the seven Congress provinces, of the proclamation

under Section 93 of the Government of India Act. Amery took ad-

vantage of the occasion to refer to the Non-party Conference. He

said:
* The resolution seems to me to have been directed to the wrong

address.
3 The scheme, he added, would amount, not to a modi-

fication of the present form of government, but to its supersession

by an entirely different type of government. 'That is certainly some-

thing going beyond what we think practicable in the midst ofthe ever-

increasing strain and urgency of the war situation.
3

Amery concluded

by saying that there was obviously no agreement between the two

major communities such as would afford to the reconstructed

Executive Council political support or even acquiescence in the

legislature.

This evoked from Gandhiji a strong rejoinder:

Mr. Amery has insulted the Indian intelligence by reiterating ad nauseam

that Indian political parties have but to agree among themselves and

Britain will register the will of a united India. I have repeatedly shown

that it has been the traditional policy of Britain to prevent parties from

uniting.
c Divide and Rule

3
has been Britain's proud motto. It is the British

statesmen who are responsible for the division in India's ranks and the

divisions will continue so long as the British sword holds India under

bondage.

About this time Jinnah made a move of some significance towards

an alliance with the Princes. He told theJam Saheb of Nawanagar,

who was in Delhi for a meeting of the Chamber of Princes, that he

hoped the Princes would not stab the Muslim League in the back.

He (Jinnah) would readily consult the Jam Saheb as Chancellor

about any constitutional proposals, on the understanding that the

princely order would not cut across him. The Jam Saheb assured

Jinnah that it was not the habit of the Princes to stab people in the

back; that he had noted his suggestion,, but thought that any under-

taking of the kind ought properly to come from the Muslim League
and not from Jinnah. Jinnah expressed his readiness to get it
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confirmed by the League, and actually sent a letter to the Jam
Saheb, but there the matter rested.

By the middle of 1941,, a serious change in the war situation had
taken place. The Axis Forces had succeeded in rapidly overrunning

Yugoslavia and Greece and in occupying islands in the Aegean Sea.

Rashid AH, the Regent of Iraq, was openly flirting with the Axis

powers. Hitler's armies were marching through Russia. The Grand
Mufti ofJerusalem had raised the banner of revolt in Palestine. The
situation in North Africa was far from satisfactory. Rommel was

approaching the Suez Canal.

The Viceroy decided that he could no longer afford to follow a

policy of 'wait and see*. Since the Congress and the League were

determined not to co-operate, he would invite the support of leaders

from outside those parties. A communique was issued on 21 July an-

nouncing that; as a result of increased pressure ofwork in connexion

with the war, it had been decided to enlarge the Executive Council

of the Governor-General in order to permit the separation and re-

distribution of certain existing portfolios and the creation of the new

portfolios of
*
Information' and c

Civil Defence'. The number of the

members of the Executive Council was raised from 7 to 12 and the

Indian element from 3 to 8,, the members being chosen from outside

the League or the Congress fold.

Simultaneously it was announced that, in pursuance of the desire

ofHis Majesty's Government to associate non-official opinion as fully

as possible with the prosecution of the war,, it had been decided to

establish a National Defence Council, the strength of which would

be about 30 members and would include representatives of Indian

States and other elements in the national life of British India, The

idea was that the National Defence Council would serve as a safety

valve and as a method of improving liaison between the central

Government on the one hand and the provinces and States on the

other,, but that it would have no executive authority.

In announcing these changes in the House of Commons, the

Secretary of State claimed that the new members of the Executive

Council were as representative ofpublic opinion,, and as responsible to

it as was possible in face ofthe refusal ofthe Congress and the Muslim

League to co-operate. The aim, he said, was to make full use of the

vast and hitherto insufficiently tapped reservoir of Indian ability and

patriotism; measures making a change in the spirit, if not the letter,

of India's constitution were an earnest of the desire of His Majesty's
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Government to transfer to Indian hands a steadily Increasing share

in India's destiny.

Gandhiji made a statement to the effect that the announcement

did not affect the stand taken by the Congress., nor did it meet the

Congress demands.

Jinnah squarely condemned the Viceroy's action, to which,, he

declared^ Muslim India would not extend whole-hearted., willing,, or

genuine support.
The Hindu Mahasabha declared that the announcement was a

step in the right direction, and suggested that a representative of the

Sikhs should be included in the Executive Council.

On 24 August, a meeting of the Muslim League Working Com-
mittee was convened in Bombay to consider the conduct of those of

its members who had accepted appointments to the Viceroy's Exe-

cutive Council and the National Defence Council. Jinnah contended

that the selection of such persons over the head of their leader was

designed to divide the Muslim ranks and destroy the solidarity of the

League. In accordance with the Working Committee's resolution,

the three premiers who belonged to the League resigned from the

National Defence Council. The Bengal premier, however, made it

clear that he was taking this step against his betterjudgment and in

order to preserve Muslim solidarity; at the same time, he resigned
his membership of the Working Committee and Council of the

League in protest against the President's
'

arrogant and dictatorial

conduct*. Sir Sultan Ahmed, the new Law Member of the Viceroy's
Executive Council, andBegumShah Nawaz, the only woman member

appointed to the National Defence Council, refused to obey the com-
mand and held on to their respective appointments; they were, in

consequence, expelled from the League.
Hitler's advance in Russia went on almost unchecked. In August

1941, FranklinD.Roosevelt, President of the United States of Ame-
rica, and Winston Churchill, the British Premier, had a meeting off

the coast of Newfoundland on board the cruiser Augusta. The meet-

ing gave birth to what came to be known as the 'Atlantic Charter',
under which the two countries jointly subscribed to a common peace
aim, affirming inter alia that 'they respect the right of all peoples to

choose the form of government under which they will live and they
wish to see sovereign rights and self-government restored to those

who have been forcibly deprived of them.
5

The Charter was greeted with great enthusiasm by the subject
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countries of the world, including India. But in the course ofa speech
in the House of Commons on 9 September, Churchill said:

Thejoint declaration does not qualify in any way the various statements

ofpolicy which have been made from time to time about the development
ofconstitutional government in India, Burma and other parts ofthe British

Empire. We are pledged by the Declaration ofAugust 1940 to help India

to obtain free and equal partnership in the British Commonwealth of

races, subject, of course^ to the fulfilment of the obligations arising from
our long connection with India and our responsibilities to its many creeds,
races and interests.

This caused considerable resentment in India, and in the Legis-
lative Assembly a resolution recommending that the Atlantic Charter

should be applied to India was discussed and passed without division.

Ultimately, in the House of Commons., Amery said., in answer to a

question,, that the Government's previous declarations with regard
to the goal of India's attainment to free and equal partnership in the

British Commonwealth still held good, and that it continued to be

His Majesty's Government's desire to see that goal attained with the

least possible delay after the war under a constitution framed by

agreement among Indians themselves.

By the middle of October the expansion of the Viceroy's Executive

Council was completed. By then,, many Congressmen who had parti-

cipated in the individual civil disobedience campaign had been

released on completing their sentences. An influential section was

known to favour a change from Gandhiji's satyagraha programme.

They suggested that the Congress should take back power in the

provinces; that if the British Government refused to permit it to

do so, it would provide a common platform for all believers in demo-

cracy both inside and outside the Congress; that the communal

situation would not have become so bad if the Congress had not

resigned office; and that,, if the Congress took back power, less and

less would be heard of Pakistan.

Gandhiji, however, refused to yield. In a long statement, issued at

the end of October, he answered his Congress critics. It did not

matter to him how few the satyagrahis might be; if they were only

ten or two, they would represent the whole of the Congress. 'Does

not one ambassador represent his people? To give up civil disobe-

dience would be folly.'

The Council of the Muslim League met on 26 October and

endorsed the decisions made by the Working Committee in August.
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The expansion of the Executive Council and the establishment of the

National Defence Council were condemned as
c

designed to create a

rift in the Muslim ranks.
'

Jinnah, after making a statement in the

Indian Legislative Assembly,, announced that his party would boy-

cott the proceedings and led his followers out.

Meanwhile, there were important ministerial changes in Orissa

and Bengal. Throughout October and November, efforts had been

made to form a non-Congress ministry in Orissa. A few Congress
members of the Assembly, headed by Godavaris Misra, declared

their readiness to form a coalition with non-Congress groups. The

Maharajah of Parlakimedi, one of the biggest zamindars of the pro-

vince, took up the idea. Ultimately on 23 November, the proclama-
tion under Section 93 was revoked in Orissa and a ministry was

sworn in, with the Maharajah as premier and Misra and Moulvi

Abdus Sobhan Khan as ministers.

In Bengal, ever since his resignation from the Working Committee

of the Muslim League, Fazlul Huq's relations with his Muslim

colleagues in the cabinet, particularly with Sir Nazimuddin and

H. S. Suhrawardy, had been extremely strained. The premier's non-

League supporters, the Forward Bloc and others, had formed a coali-

tion. Opposed to them were the League members of the legislature,

who had formed a purely Muslim League Party with Nazimuddin
as its leader. In December 1941, Fazlul Huq's ministry was obliged
to resign; but after some days of political manoeuvring, he returned

as the head of a cabinet of nine members five Muslims and four

Hindus.

On 3 December, as a concession to public opinion, the Govern-

ment of India announced that all civil disobedience prisoners whose

offences had been formal or symbolic in character would be set free,

including Nehru and Azad. In a press interview Gandhiji said that

the releases
*

cannot evoke a single responsive or appreciative chord

in me/ He felt that the civil disobedience campaign should continue.

In a later statement he said: 'The jail delivery that is going on apace
of satyagrahis must be taken as a challenge to convene a meeting of

the All-India Congress Committee which, the Government of India

have been evidently induced to expect, will reverse the Bombay
decision whose working is reflected in my conduct of the satyagraha

campaign/ Gandhiji accordingly advised Azad to convene meetings
of the Working Committee and of the All-India Congress Committee
at an early date.
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On 7 December,, Japan struck at Pearl Harbour and the war in

the Pacific began. The next day theJapanese forces occupied Shang-

hai and Siam and made a landing in British Malaya. Twenty-four

hours later theJapanese Navy sank the two British battleships, H.M.S.

Repulse and H.M.S. The Prime of Wales* thus crippling the naval

strength in the Pacific. This was followed by a spectacular advance

against what theJapanese propagandists called the A.B.G.D. Powers

America,, Britain, China and the Dutch.

It was against this background that the Working Committee of

the Congress met in Bardoli on 23 December. For a week the mem-

bers discussed the new situation and ultimately passed the following

resolution:

While there has been no change in the British policy towards India, the

Working Committee must nevertheless take Into full consideration the

new world situation that has arisen by the development of the war into a

world conflict and its approach to India. The sympathies of the Congress

must inevitably lie with the peoples who are the subject of aggression and

who are fighting for their freedom, but only a free and independent India

can be in a position to undertake the defence of the country on a national

basis and be of help in the furtherance of the larger causes that are emerg-

ing from the storm of war.

The whole background In India is one of hostility and of distrust of the

British Government and not even the most far-reaching promises can alter

this background, nor can a subject India offer voluntary or willing help

to an arrogant imperialism which is indistinguishable from Fascist

authoritarianism. The Committee Is, therefore, of opinion that the reso-

lution of the A.I.G.C. passed In Bombay on September 16, 1940 holds

today and defines the Congress policy still.

Gandhiji did not fall to notice that while the Bombay resolution

postulated that In no circumstances was violence to be met by

violence, the Bardoli resolution envisaged situations which, ifbrought

about,, would find the Congress taking up the armed defence of the

country by the side of the British. In a letter to Azad, he said that he

had interpreted the Bombay resolution as meaning that the Congress

was to refuse participation In the present or all future wars,, on the

ground., principally, of non-violence; he, however, discovered that

most of the members differed from his interpretation and held that

opposition need not be on the ground ofnon-violence. The resolution

contemplated association with Britain in the war effort as a price for

the guaranteed independence of India.
c
lf such was my view/ he

said,
e and I believed in tr^e use ofviolence for gaining independence,
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and yet refused participation in the war effort as the price of that

independence,, I would consider myself guilty of unpatriotic conduct.

It is my certain belief that only non-violence can save India and the

world from self-extinction. Such being the case., I must continue my
mission, whether I am alone or am assisted by an organization of

individuals* You will, therefore, please relieve me of the respon-

sibility laid upon me by the Bombay resolution.
5

Gandhiji's letter was considered by the Congress Working Com-
mittee. By a supplementary resolution he was once again relieved of

the responsibility of leading the Congress. He was free to carry on

his ideals; the Committee hoped that Congressmen would tender

him full assistance in the prosecution of his mission.

The Muslim League Working Committee met at about the same

time and declared that it was as ready and willing as before to shoul-

der the defence of the country, singly or in co-operationwith other

parties, on the basis that a real share and responsibility was given in

the government at the Centre and the provinces.

The year 1942 opened with an appeal to the British Government

by a group ofprominent Indians for a bold stroke of far-sighted states-

manship, so as to transform the entire spirit and outlook of the ad-

ministration in India. The signatories, headed by Sir Tej Bahadur

Sapru and including M.R. Jayakar, V.S.SrinivasaSastri, Sir S.

Radhakrishnan, Muhammad Yunus, Sir Jagdish Prasad, Sir P. S.

Sivaswami Iyer and others, appealed to the British Prime Minister

*in all sincerity but with the greatest emphasis to act, while there is

still time for such action, so that India may line up with the other

anti-Axis powers on a footing of absolute equality with them in the

common struggle for the freedom of humanity/

Meanwhile, the war was approaching the very threshold of India,
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THE GRIPPS MISSION

WITH
the westward advance ofJapan into Asia, the atmos-

phere in India deteriorated in a disturbing manner. Exag-

gerated fears had driven thousands of people from Calcutta

and other cities and fantastic rumours were in the air. The weakness

of the Far Eastern defences,, especially in Malaya, had shaken public

confidence and the arrival of refugees from Burma and other places,

with their tales of woe and suffering, had shocked the complacence

built by generations of security.

Singapore fell on 15 February 1942; Rangoon was taken on 8

March,, and in the words of Churchill,
c

the shadow of a heavy and

far-reaching military defeat
9

lay over India.

The seriousness of the war situation was brought closer home by
the visit of Marshal Chiang Kai-shek and his wife,, to India in

February 1942. The Marshal had come to confer with the Govern-

ment of India and in particular the Commander~in-Chief, on

matters ofcommon concern to China and India. He was able to meet

several prominent leaders,, including Gandhiji and Jinnah, and to

renew his acquaintance with Nehru,, who had visited China in the

autumn of 1939. At the end of his visit. Marshal Chiang Kai-shek

made an appeal to the people ofIndia for help in the war, adding the

hope^ that Britain would as speedily as possible give
c
real political

power* to the Indian people.

The exigencies of the war created a demand in Britain and the

United States of America for a new declaration of policy towards

India. Churchill himself formulated a scheme, which it was his

intention to broadcast in the form ofan appeal to the Indian people.

The broad outlines ofhis draft appeal were as follows :

In India's grave danger all must unite to save her and must lay aside

controversiesf
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No far-reaching changes In the executive government can be contem-

plated at this time.

India's best and most representative men from every community, party
and province, as well as the Princes, should come forward to serve India

and to lay the foundations for a new future based on India's complete
freedom to control her own destiny within, it is hoped and believed, the

fellowship of the British Commonwealth.

To this end, the Government would set up an Indian Council of Defence,

to be elected by some form of proportional representation by existing

members of provincial lower houses. Representatives of the Indian States

in due proportion would be added to these British-Indian representatives.

This Council would during the war be charged with helping the war effort

in regard to munitions production, recruitment, organising A.R.P. and

steadying public morale.

It would nominate for inclusion in the Viceroy's Executive Council a

representative of the people of India who would attend meetings of the

British War Cabinet and the Pacific War Council. Similarly, it would

nominate a representative, or representatives, to the Peace Conference.

After the war, it would work out a new constitution for India. Its main
conclusions on the constitution would be (in their nature and procedure
for reaching them) an expression of the desire of the people of India as a

whole. His Majesty's Government would accept a constitution so arrived

at and would negotiate with the Council in regard to the fulfilment of

British obligations.

In commending the scheme to the Viceroy^ the Secretary of State

pointed out how it left the executive and legislative position untouch-

ed. It proposed a popularly-elected Defence Council with representa-
tion on the War Cabinet in London., the Pacific Council and the

Peace Conference^ while it purported to fulfil His Majesty's Govern-

ment's pledge of bringing Indian parties together on the constitu-

tional issue by offering to accept this Council as the future constituent

body. Such a plan provided an instrument for the eventual solution

of the constitutional problem on lines which the Congress could not
denounce as undemocratic and which His Majesty's Government
could put before the Muslims and the Princes as being in keeping
with its Declaration of August 1940. The Secretary of State

hoped that the scheme would be generally acceptable at a time
when danger to India herself was so obvious. The Viceroy would
be able to go on with his Executive Council,, possibly expanded,
and with a larger and perhaps better consultative body which,
while perhaps more openly critical than the existing National
Defence Council,, might also be more effective in promoting-
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the war effort throughout the provinces. Even if the scheme were

condemned by the main political parties,, its rejection could throw

no discredit on His Majesty's Government; it was more likely

to show its goodwill and expose the unreasonableness of the Indian

parties.

But the Viceroy felt that it was not possible for him to agree to the

scheme. His chiefobjection to it was that his Executive Council would
either be subservient to, or in dangerous conflict with^ the new body
it proposed to set up; also that it would precipitate the whole consti-

tutional and communal controversy into the conduct of the war
and the day-to-day government. The proposed plan would, he was

convinced^ infect the army with communal fever of the most catas-

trophic kind.

The Viceroy put forward a rough sketch of an alternative form of

declaration on the following lines:

(a) That His Majesty's Government make no insistence on provisions
in the post-war constitution of India for safeguarding British interests as

such. These would be the subject of negotiation after the war.

(b) That His Majesty's Government regard their obligations as separate
from British interests, and construe those obligations as requiring them, to

see that full power is transferred to a government under which different

races, communities and interests in India have the prospect of living with-

out fear.

(c) The Viceroy will renew his attempts to bring together the leaders

of parties in order that both his Executive Council and the governments in

the provinces might, within the framework of the existing constitution,

enjoy the overwhelming support of the people of India. The position of

official members would be one of those questions which the Viceroy would

be prepared to discuss round the table as a practical problem of adminis-

tration with his potential colleagues in a national government. The posi-

tion of the Gommander-in-Chief must remain unimpaired but a non-

official member might be associated much more closely with the problems
of co-ordination of Defence.

(d) The control of the India Office will be exercised with a progressive-

ly lighter hand.

(e) India's representatives in the War Cabinet and the Pacific War
Council shall be instructed from India; British-Indian representatives at

the Peace Conference shall be nominated and be directly responsible to a

government in India.

(f) That His Majesty's Government stand by their pledges to afford to

a body representative of the interests and communities of India the fullest

opportunity to devise the framework of a constitution after the war.
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That His Majesty's Government undertake to accept In advance any con-

stitution so framed representing the will and desire of India as a whole.

Lord Linlithgow's personal view was that the practical help in

winning the war likely to be gained by a successful declaration was

limited. He was not sanguine that his sketch declaration would either

win over or split the Congress,, while it would run the risk ofupsetting
the Muslims, the Europeans and the Services. He would have pre-
ferred to postpone a declaration until the military situationhadbecome
clearer. He had considered the possibility of making a firm declara-

tion about post-war constitutional progress without, for the moment,

going beyond that expansion of his Executive Council which had

already been under discussion with the Secretary of State. But if the

new offer proved acceptable and leading politicians were prepared
to co-operate,, they would have to be taken in. Lord Linlithgow felt

that any transfer of power would have to be effective and that the

risks would have to be taken with open eyes; that such transfer should

be based on the existing organs and machinery ofgovernment, Parlia-

ment retaining eventual control to ensure that His Majesty's Govern-

ment would be in a position after the war to discharge its obliga-
tions as defined, and that during the interim period the Viceroy
should be supported in resisting any developments that might impede
the war effort. Co-operation between British India and the States

was essential and it was equally essential to ensure that His Majesty's
Government did not break its pledges to the Princes, Muslims and
other minorities.

With regard to theproblem ofreconstructing his Executive Council,
Lord Linlithgow was emphatic in his view that the discontinuance

of official membership should not be promised as part of any decla-

ration,having regard to the enormous burden which would be thrown

upon any one man wh6 held the office of Governor-General and
Crown Representative, with the addition of an active cabinet of

politicians with no practical conception of the difference between

policy and administration.

Due weight was given to Lord Linlithgow's views and the proposed
broadcast was deferred. Subsequently, Churchill set up a special
India Committee of the Cabinet under the chairmanship of Attlee,

with the Secretary of State, Viscount Simon, SirJohn Anderson, Sir

Stafford Cripps and Sir James Grigg as members. This Committee
decided to abandon the original scheme and proposed a new form
pf declaration, the principal features of which were:
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(a) Explicitacknowledgment that the future Indian Dominion can secede

if it so wishes; (b) setting up of the most suitable future constitution-

making body immediately after the war if Indians had not previously
come to an agreement on the subject themselves; (c) option to any pro-
vince not wishing to accede to the new constitution to stand out;

1

(d) the

whole field of British obligations, as well as such continued military assis-

tance as India might need, to be dealt with by a separate treaty to be

concluded with the constitution-making body and to come into force

simultaneously with the new constitution; (e) the negotiation of revised

treaty arrangements with Indian States.

Lord Linlithgow's preliminary reaction was that the revised draft

scheme had certain commendable features. It had the advantage of

leaving intact the pledges in the Declaration of August 1940 with-

out the necessity of repeating them in the same or different terms; it

contained clear promises without any specific commitments, such as

the replacement during the war of an Executive Council of selected

and representative individuals by one of a purely political comple-
xion. But he had himself fought shy of advertising local option. This

was almost certain to produce protests from the Bengal and Punjab

Hindus, from the Sikhs, and probably also from the Bengal Muslims.

He was nevertheless prepared to take the risk for the sake of a precise

and brief declaration which did not tie Ms hands in advance

regarding the immediate future !of the Executive Council. Lord

Linlithgow thought that the Indian States should also have a free

choice to adhere or not to adhere to the Union.

Following an exchange of telegrams on certain controversial

details, the Viceroy received from the Secretary of State the text of

a draft declaration
f
as finally revised

*

by the India Committee of the

Cabinet. The Viceroy had in the meantime taken the opportunity
of consulting the Commander-in-Chief and of obtaining the views of

provincial Governors. In the light of their reactions, he felt bound

to re-define his position. It had been stressed that the "local option
5

proposal, while it adequately met the case of Muslims in the pro-

vinces in which they were in the majority,wasno substitute for existing

pledges in the eyes of Muslims elsewhere (e.g. in the United Provinces,

where communal feeling was bitter), or of the other minorities,

such as the Sikhs, Scheduled Castes and backward communities,

who also regarded the undertakings given in August 1940 as a

1 Tliis was intended to placate the Muslim League. It was based on the provision
in the Government of India Act, 1935, governing the accession of Indian States.
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charter of their rights. Local option would be interpreted as the

acceptance of Pakistan and the effect would be particularly bad on

the Punjab. The prospect of a predominantly Muslim and inde-

pendent Punjab would seriously upset the Sikhs. In fine,, local option

would threaten the internal security of the Punjab,, would affect the

Services and would grievously damage the capacity to wage war.

Lord Linlithgow therefore felt it necessary to warn His Majesty's

Government against the consequences of a precise declaration of

local option in the terms proposed. He suggested an alternative

draft declaration which followed generally the lines of the India

Committee's draft but which omitted 'local option' and instead

placed the responsibility on the constitution-making body to produce
a constitution acceptable to the various parties and interests. While

leaving to Indians the prime responsibility for setting up a constitu-

tion-framing body, it provided that if Indian leaders themselves

invited His Majesty's Government, either to frame a new constitu-

tional structure, or to refer this task to some other appropriate autho-

rity, His Majesty's Government would be prepared to do so.

Meanwhile, the Viceroy proposed to try and bring about a political

truce so as to enable him to reconstruct his Executive Council and

give India a strong government for the prosecution of the war. The
draft contained a reference to the possible return of parliamentary

government in the Section 93 provinces. It also dealt with the de

facto international status of India during the war and at the Peace

Conference.

The Viceroy was informed that the India Committee had given

very careful consideration to his views and had amended its draft

declaration in certain important respects. But those amendments

only gave rise to further controversy. The discussions were in fact

abruptly concluded by the communication, on 10 March, of the War
Cabinet's decision that in view ofthe difficulties and objections raised,

it was not proposed to proceed with any public declaration. Instead,
the Prime Minister would make an announcement to the effect that

the War Cabinet had its plan for solving the deadlock; that it was

not, for the time being at any rate, publishing anything, but that it

was sending Sir Stafford Cripps out to India to endeavour to secure,

by negotiations with the Indian political leaders, a sufficient body of

agreement upon its policy.

The decision of the War Cabinet, taken in the stress of the war
situation, carried certain initial handicaps which were bound to affect
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the progress of the forthcoming negotiations. In the first place, no
definite agreement had been reached between the Viceroy and the

War Cabinet on the details of the policy to be pursued. Nor was

there,, apparently,, any understanding between the War Cabinet and
Sir Stafford Cripps as to the extent to which he might go in the way
of concession to possible demands. Furthermore, though it was Sir

Stafford Cripps who was to negotiate a settlement, it would surely

be the Viceroy who would have to implement the terms of such

a settlement and there was no understanding or agreement on im-

portant details of policy between these two authorities. An atmos-

phere charged with so much uncertainty held but scant prospect
of success for the Cripps venture.

On the other hand, the choice of Sir Stafford Cripps was a very

special one. He had recently been appointed Lord Privy Seal; he

was a member of the War Cabinet and leader of the House of Com-
mons and he was reported to be a personal friend ofNehru. Because

of the particularly high esteem in which he was held both in Britain

and in India, his arrival was looked forward to with a certain amount
of hope and expectation, at least in Congress circles, which inclu-

ded a section which was prepared to welcome a new declaration

of policy.

The Muslim League was definitely not pressing for a new policy;

its line was to support the August 1940 offer, provided Muslims were

given the share they claimed in the central Government. Jinnah
doubtless believed that the chance of securing a promise of Pakistan

was remote. The rival demand for the independence of India as a

unit held more appeal for world opinion and had two generations of

popular agitation behind it, whereas the League's demand for Pakis-

tan had been before the public for no more than a couple of years.

The League, on the other hand, feared that sharing power with the

Congress would reinforce those centralizing and unifying tendencies,

inevitable in war, which would stifle in advance its ambition for a

separate Muslim State.

By contrast, the Muslim premiers of Bengal and Sind (who relied

upon Congress and Hindu support) feared that the play oflong-term
forces might squeeze them between the upper and nether millstones

ofthe Congress and the Hindu Mahasabha on the one hand, and the

Muslim League on the other.

Other minorities were on the look-out for a declaration of policy

which would suit them, and threatened a hostile stand against one
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that did not. The Sikhs denounced in advance a policy that left them

out of the central Government or accepted Pakistan., while the De-

pressed Classes were against a policy which., by exaggerating Muslim

representation or otherwise, deprived them of a share in power or

failed to safeguard their long-term future.

It was the Moderate party, comprising members of the Sapru

group, the non-Brahmins of Madras and others, who demanded the

least terms for the long-term future and made the clearest offer of co-

operation. They knew that in the long run they must go to the wall,

but their hope lay in seizing the opportunities of present power. As-

suming the unwillingness of the Congress majority to form part of a

war government save on terms which His Majesty's Government

would not be prepared to grant, a division ofpower between Muslims

and the Moderate Hindu group seemed an obvious solution. But

Jinnah had already insisted that if the Congress did not come in, he

would share power only with those who stood for something in the

country, such as Sikh and Scheduled Caste leaders, not with indivi-

duals like the members of the Sapru group.
Churchill's announcement of the decision to send Sir Stafford

Cripps out to India was made in the House of Commons on 11

March. eThe crisis in the affairs of India arising out of the Japanese

advance,* he said,
c
has made us wish to rally all the forces of Indian

life to guard their land from the menace of the invader.' In order to

clothe with precision the policy announced in August 1940 and to

convince all classes, races and creeds of Britain's sincere resolve, the

War Cabinet, he said, had agreed unitedly upon conclusions for

present and future action which, if accepted by India as a whole,
would avoid the alternative dangers, either that the resistance o a

powerful minority might impose an indefinite veto upon the wishes

of the majority, or that a majority decision might be taken which
would be resisted to a point destructive of internal harmony and
fatal to the setting up of a new constitution. In order to ensure that

the scheme would win a reasonable and practical measure of accep-
tance and thus promote concentration of all thoughts and energies

upon the defence of the country, Sir Stafford Cripps was being sent

to India to satisfy himself by personal consultation that the conclu-

sions would achieve their purpose.
Sir Stafford Cripps arrived in Delhi on 22 March, armed with the

British Government's draft declaration, on the basis of which he was
to conduct negotiations with the leaders of Indian political parties
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and communities. The first two or three days were spent in prelimi-

nary talks with the Viceroy, members of his Executive Council and
other official advisers. Thereafter, Sir Stafford Cripps proceeded to

Interview the leaders of the various political groups and communities.

Apart from Gandhlji, who attended In his personal capacity, the

political leaders included Azad and Nehru, together with other

members of the Congress Working Committee; Jinnah as representa-
tive of the Muslim League; Sir Sikander Hyat Khan, Fazlul Huq
and other Muslims; Savarkar and other members of the Hindu
Mahasabha

; Ambedkar and M. C. Rajah (Depressed Classes) ; Sapru
and Jayakar (Liberals) ; representatives of the Sikhs,, Indian Chris-

tians,, Anglo-Indians and Europeans; and representatives also of the

Indian States,, notably the Jam Saheb of Nawanagar (Chancellor of

the Chamber of Princes) , the Maharajahs ofBIkaner and Patlala and

the Chief Minister of Hyderabad.
On 29 March Sir Stafford Cripps addressed a large gathering of

press representatives,, with whom he held a series offrank discussions.
* The Constituent Assembly/ he said, explaining the implications of

the Cabinet's draft,
* can start with a declaration of Independence/

It was completely free to decide whether the new Union of India

should remain within the Empire or not. It was free to do anything
even to declaring that It did not want a Governor-General.

With reference to the position of the Indian States, he explained
that they could not be forced to participate in the Constituent As-

sembly^ or be compelled to choose their representatives m any parti-

cular manner. cWe have not the same control over the Indian States

as we have over British India/

The British Government,, he said, could not transfer to the Govern-

ment of India during the interim war period the responsibility for,

and the control and direction of, the defence of India. 'The defence

ofIndia will not be in Indian hands, even if all the parties want it. ...

It would be dishonest to say that an Indian Defence Member would

be responsible for the defence of India.*

Regarding the working of the new Executive Council under the

proposed interim scheme, Sir Stafford Cripps said that it would

have to be within the present constitution, but that a good deal

could be done by changing the conventions or adopting new ones.

One of the things he is reported to have said was that the Council

could function as a Cabinet a point which later became the subject

of particular controversy.
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Finally, Sir Stafford made it clear that
e

the scheme goes through

as a whole or is rejected as a whole.'

It was at this Conference that the draft declaration was released

to the press. The object of His Majesty's Government was stated to

be
*
the creation of a new Indian Union which shall constitute a

Dominion associated with the United Kingdom and other Dominions

by a common allegiance to the Crown but equal to them in every

respect and in no way subordinate in any aspect of its domestic or

external affairs.* The terms of the declaration were as follows :

(a) Immediately upon cessation of hostilities steps shall be taken to set

up in India, in the manner described hereafter, an elected body charged
with the task offraming a new constitution for India.

(b) Provision shall be made, as set out below, for the participation of

Indian States in the constitution-making body.

(c) His Majesty's Government undertake to accept and implement
forthwith the constitution so framed subject only to:

(i) The right ofany province of British India that is not prepared to

accept the new constitution to retain its present constitutional position,

provision being made for its subsequent accession, if it so decides.

With such non-acceding provinces, should they so desire, His Majesty's
Government will be prepared to agree upon a new constitution giving
them the same full status as the Indian Union and arrived at by a

procedure analogous to that here laid down.

(n) The signing of a treaty which shall be negotiated between His

Majesty's Government and the constitution-making body. This treaty

will cover all necessary matters arising out of the complete transfer of

responsibility from British to Indian hands ;
it will make provision, in

accordance with the undertakings given by His Majesty's Government,
for the protection of racial and religious minorities, but will not impose
any restriction on the power of the Indian Union to decide in future its

relationship to other member States of the British Commonwealth.
Whether or not an Indian State elects to adhere to the constitution, it

will be necessary to negotiate a revision of its treaty arrangements so far

as this may be required in the new situation.

(d) The constitution-making body shall be composed as follows, unless

the leaders of Indian opinion in the principal communities agree upon
some other form before the end -ofhostilities:

Immediately upon the result being known of the provincial elections

which will be necessary at the end of hostilities, the entire membership of
the Lower Houses of provincial legislatures shall, as a single electoral

college, proceed to the election of the constitution-making body by the

system ofproportional representation. This new body shall be in number
about one-tenth ofthe number of the electoral college. Indian States shall
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be invited to appoint representatives in the same proportion to their total

population as in the case of representatives of British India as a whole
and with the same powers as British-Indian members.

(e) During the critical period which now faces India and until the new
constitution can be framed His Majesty's Government must inevitably
bear the responsibility for, and retain the control and direction of, the

defence of India as part oftheir world war effort; but the task oforganising
to the fall the military, moral and material resources of India must be the

responsibility of the Government of India with the co-operation of the

peoples of India. His Majesty's Government desire, and invite, the im-

mediate and effective participation of the leaders of the principal sections

of the Indian people in the counsels of their country, of the Common-
wealth and of the United Nations. Thus they will be enabled to give their

active and constructive help to the discharge of a task which is vital and
essential for the future freedom of India.

Sir Stafford Cripps, in a broadcast on 30 March,, made an appeal
to the Indian people to accept these proposals.

*
It is with the greatest

hope/ he said,
*

that I look to the events of the next few days which

may, if -wisely handled, seal for ever your freedom and our friend-

ship.* He concluded with the exhortation:

Let us enter upon this primary task of the defence of India in the now
sure knowledge that when we emerge from the fire and the travail of war
it will be to build a free India upon foundations wrought by the Indian

peoples themselves, and to forge a long, lasting and free friendship between

our two peoples. Regrets and recriminations as to the past can have no

place beside the confident and sure hopes of the future, when a Free India

will take her rightful place as a co-worker with the other free nations in

that world reconstruction which alone can make the toil and the suffer-

ing of the war worth while. Let the dead past bury its dead, and let us

march together side by side through the night of high endeavour and

courage to the already waking dawn of a new world of liberty for all the

peoples.

The interim proposals contained in part (e) of the declaration

were, except in regard to defence,, vague and nebulous. The long-

term proposals contained certain features which were unpalatable

to the Congress, such as provincial option' and the inclusion in the

constitution-making body of States
*

representatives who would not

be the choice of the States' people; but it was contended that such

provisions were essential in order to make the scheme as a whole

tolerable to other parties and interests in India, and to fulfil certain

solemn pledges of His Majesty's Government. In any case, the im-

mediate object of the Cripps mission was to secure full Indian
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co-operation in the war effort and Sir Stafford Cripps was hopeful

that this co-operation would be forthcoming, even if the main political

parties rejected the constitutional part of the proposals.

Gandhiji, whose policy was one of
c

total pacifism % described the

declaration as a
*

post-dated cheque
3 and decided to take no part in

the discussions.

The Hindu Mahasabha rejected the long-term plan on the ground
that the option given to provinces to stay out of the Union would

destroy the unity of the country.

The Sikhs also protested.
'We shall,,

5

they said, resist by all possible

means separation of the Punjab from the All-India Union/

The Depressed Glasses denounced the scheme for Its failure to

provide the necessary safeguards for them.
cWe are all ofus absolute-

ly convinced that the proposals are calculated to do the greatest harm
to the Depressed Classes and are sure to place them under an un-

mitigated system of Hindu rule,'

Other political parties also set forth their views. None of them,,

including the Muslim League., was prepared to accept the proposals
as they stood.

It was clear from the start that the Mission would have to rec-

kon mainly with the Congress and the Muslim League. As actually

happened, the negotiations were held almost exclusively with the

Congress, represented by Azad and Nehru, while the Muslim League
stood by and awaited developments.

It was a foregone conclusion that the Congress would not accept
the long-term proposals, involving as they did the virtual partition
of the country. In fact, the Congress Working Committee had, on
2 April, adopted a resolution rejecting the Cripps offer. Azad

brought a copy of the resolution to Sir Stafford Cripps, but they

agreed not to publish it and to proceed instead with their negotiations
on the interim proposals. Despite, therefore, its opposition to the

main scheme, the Congress had apparently made up its mind to put
aside questions relating to the future in order to concentrate on the

immediate issues. Thus, the discussions centred round the interim

proposals in clause (e) of the declaration, with special emphasis on
the position of defence.

Sir Stafford Cripps had written to Azad on 1 April suggesting that
he would ask the Commander-in-Chief to meet him and Nehru in
order to explain to them the technical difficulties of the situation

connected with the defence proposals and so that they, too, might
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make any suggestions as to the division of responsibilities in this

sphere of government. The Indian leaders saw the Commander-in-
Chiefon 4 April. It was clear enough that there was to be an Indian

Defence member^m addition to the Commander-in-Chiefwho would
continue to be the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces in

India; but the point on which the leaders were anxious to secure an

assurance was that an Indian Defence member would have reaso-

nable status and be able to function effectively. On this point, Sir

Stafford Gripps,, after consulting His Majesty's Government^ wrote

on 7 April to both Azad and Jinnah as follows:

I am therefore authorised to propose to you as a way out of the present
difficulties that (a) the Commander-in-Chief should retain a seat on the

Viceroy's Executive Council as War Member and should retain his full

control over all the war activities of the armed forces in India subject to

the control of His Majesty's Government and the War Cabinet, upon
which body a representative Indian should sit with equal powers in all

matters relating to the defence of India. Membership of the Pacific Coun-

cil would likewise be offered to a representative Indian, (b) An Indian

representative member would be added to the Viceroy's Executive who
would take over those sections of the Department of Defence which can

organisationally be separated immediately from the Commander-in-ChiePs

War Department and which are specified under head (I) of the annexure.

In addition, this member would take over the Defence Co-ordination

Department which is at present directly under the Viceroy and certain

other important functions of the Government of India which are directly

related to defence and which do not fall under any of the other existing

departments, and which are specified under head (II) of the annexure*

ANNEXURE

(I) Matters now dealt with in the Defence Department which would

be transferred to a Defence Co-ordination Department: (a) Public

relations; (b) Demobilisation and post-war reconstruction; (c) Petroleum

officer, whose functions are to calculate the requirements of, and make

provision for, all petroleum products required for the Army, Navy, and

Air Force, and for the civil departments, including storage and distribu-

tion; (d) Indian representation on the Eastern Group Supply Council;

(e) Amenities for, and welfare of, troops and their dependants includ-

ing Indian soldiers' boards; (f) All canteen organisations; (g) Certain

non-technical educational institutions, e.g. Lawrence schools, K.G.RJ.M.

schools, and the Prince of Wales' Royal Indian Military College;

(h) Stationery, printing and forms for the Army; (i) Reception, accom-

modation, and social arrangements for all foreign missions, representatives

office^
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(11) In addition the Defence Co-ordination Department would take

over many major questions bearing directly on defence but difficult to

locate in any particular existing departments; examples are denial policy,

evacuation from threatened areas, signals co-ordination, economic

warfare.

The proposal was rejected by the Congress,, which regarded the

subjects listed for transfer as being of such ephemeral importance
as to make the position of the Indian Defence member almost

ludicrous.

At about this time^ Colonel Louis Johnson,, President Roosevelt's

personal envoy^ arrived in Delhi as head of the American Technical

Mission. With Sir Stafford Cripps
5

permission he took an active part

in the negotiations on the defence formula. A 'new formula,, some-

times referred to as the
*

Johnson formula % was presented to the

Congress. It read as follows:

In amplification of clause (e) of the draft Declaration His Majesty's

Government make the following proposition upon the subject-matter of

the Defence of India:

(a) The Defence Department shall be placed in the charge of a rep-
resentative Indian member with the exception of functions to be exercised

by the Gommander-in-Chief as War Member of the Executive Council.

(b) A War Department will be constituted which will take over such

functions of the Defence Department as are not retained by the Defence

Member. A list of all the retained functions has been agreed, to which will

be added further important responsibilities including matters now dealt

with by the Defence Co-ordination Department and other vital matters

related to the defence of India.

This formula was considered by the Congress Working Committee,,

which amended it to read:

(a) The Defence Department shall be placed in the charge of a rep-
resentative Indian member, but certain functions relating to the conduct

of the war will be exercised, for the duration of war, by the Commander-

in-Chief, who will be in control of the war activities of the armed forces

in India, and who will be an extraordinary member of the national

Cabinet for that purpose.

(b) A War Department will be constituted under the Commander-in-
Chief. This Department will take over such functions as are to be exercised

by the Commander-in-Chief. A list of such functions has been prepared
and is attached.

(c) The Defence Member shall be in charge of all other matters relating
to Defence including those now dealt with by the Defence Co-ordination

Department.
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The Working Committee's revised formula was very much on the

lines of the
*

Johnson formula % but it differed materially from the

earlier approach to the problem by His Majesty's Government. In-

stead of reserving defence as the responsibility of His Majesty's
Government and asking the Indian Defence Member to accept certain

relatively unimportant subjects., the Working Committee's proposal
was to consider the national Government responsible for the whole
field of administration,. Including defence, but to reserve" to the

Commander-In-Chie for the duration of the war,, certain functions

essential for the discharge of his responsibilities and the carrying out

of military operations.
In forwarding the revised draft to Sir Stafford Cripps<, Azad

remarked:

The approach made in the draft you gave me this morning seems to us

a more healthy one. With some alterations that we suggest, it might be

the basis of further discussions. But it must be remembered that a very-

great deal depends on the allocation of subjects between the Defence

Department and the War Department, and until this is done, it is not

possible to give a final opinion.

There were further pourparlers between Johnson and the Congress
on the one hand,, and Sir Stafford Cripps, the Viceroy and the Com-
mander-in-Chief on the other. Suffice it to say that on the after-

noon of 8 April Sir Stafford Cripps finalized his formula as follows:

(a) The Defence Department shall be placed in the charge of a rep-

resentative Indian member, but certain functions relating to the conduct

of the war will be exercised by the Commander-m-Chief, who will be in

control of the armed forces in India, and who will be the member of the

Executive Council in charge of the War Department.

(b) This Department will take over such governmental functions as

are to be exercised by the Commander-in-Chief as War Member. A list

of such functions has been prepared and is attached.

(c) The Defence Member shall be in charge of all othermatters relating

to defence in the Defence Department and those now dealt with by the

Defence Co-ordination Department in addition to other important matters

closely related to defence.

(d) In the event ofany new functions failing to be discharged in relation

to defence or any dispute arising as to the allocation of any old functions

it shall be decided by His Majesty's Government.

The War Department, for which the Commander-in-Chief will be

Member, will be responsible for the governmental relations of General

Headquarters, Naval Headquarters and Air Headquarters which include;

9
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(i) Examining and sanctioning all proposals emanating fromG.H.Q,.,

KH.Q,. and A.H.Q,-

(if) Representing the policy of Government on all questions connected

with the war which originate in or concern G.H.Q,., N.H.Q,. or A.H.Q,.

(iff) Acting as the channel of communication between the Government

of India and His Majesty's Government on all such questions.

(is?) Acting as liaison between these headquarters and the other

departments of Government, and provincial governments.

Sir Stafford Cripps discussed the revised formula with the Viceroy.

The latter did not agree generally with Sir Stafford Cripps' approach

to the problem, nor was he in favour of the, proposed allocation of

subjects between the Commander-in-Chief and the Indian Defence

Member. Nevertheless, Sir Stafford Cripps telegraphed the revised

formula to His Majesty's Government as the basis on which negotia-

tions were proceeding and with a strong recommendation for its ac-

ceptance. He urged that without it there was no prospect of success,

but on this basis there was considerable chance of securing the agree-

ment of the Congress. Simultaneously, the Viceroy communicated

his own views to His Majesty's Government,, who decided that it

could not agree, especially during-the period of war, to lessening in

any material respect the powers of the Commander-in-Chief. Sir

Stafford Cripps felt that he was unable to proceed further, and the

negotiations came to an abrupt end.

Referring to the previous day's interview which he and Nehru had

had with Sir Stafford Cripps., Azad wrote in his letter of 10 April

as follows :

When we asked you for illustrative lists of subjects for the two depart-

ments you referred us to the old list for the Defence Department which

you had previously sent us and which we had been unable to accept. You

added that certain residuary subjects might be added to this but, in effect,

there was not likely to be any such subject as the allocation was complete.

Thus, you said that substantially there was no change between- the old

list and any new one that might be prepared. If this were so, and we were

to go back ultimately to the place we started from, then 'what was the pur-

pose of our searching for a new formula ? A new set ofwords meaning the

same thing made no difference.

Even if there had been any adjustmentpossible on this issue and

there was not the negotiations would in any case have broken down
on the question ofa national government. When Sir Stafford Cripps

had first come out, he had used phrases at his meetings with the Press

which had been taken as promising a-wholly Indian National Cabinet
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and In conversation with political leaders he had said that the rela-

tions of the Indian Government to the Viceroy were similar to those

of the British Cabinet to the King. It is true that he subsequently

pointed out that no major amendment of the constitution was pos-

sible, but it was assumed that by such a convention within the con-

stitution,, a national government distinct from the Viceroy would be

set up. On 9 April,, when Azad and Nehru approached him on the

subject, Sir Stafford Cripps made it clear that there would be no

essential change between the Viceroy's Executive Council and the new

government and that such questions as conventions for the working
of the government were matters for discussion with the Viceroy after

a Settlement had been made. It Was in these circumstances that Azad
decided to place before Sir Stafford Cripps a detailed statement of

the position and attitude of the Congress towards the British Govern-

ment's proposals. This he did in a long letter dated 10 April;, which

concluded with the words.,
* While we cannot accept the proposals

you have made, we want to inform you that we are yet prepared to

assume responsibility, provided a truly National Government is for-

med. We are prepared to put aside for the present all questions about

the future, though, as we have indicated, we hold definite views about

it. But in the present, the National Government must be a cabinet

government with full power and must not merely be a continuation

of the Viceroy's Executive Council.
5

Sir Stafford Cripps replied on the same day to the effect that a

cabinet government would require constitutional changes which

were impossible in wartime, and that such a cabinet (nominated

presumably by the major political organizations) would be respon-

sible to no one but itself, could not be removed and would, in fact,

constitute *an absolute dictatorship of the majority.' This suggestion

would be rejected by all minorities in India, since it would subject

all of them to a permanent and autocratic majority in the cabinet.

Nor would it be consistent with the pledges already given by His

Majesty's Government to protect the rights of those minorities. Sir

Stafford Cripps accepted Azad's letter as being a clear rejection by
the Congress Working Committee of His Majesty's Government's

draft declaration, and the negotiations were thus abruptly ter-

minated.

On 11 April, Azad sent another- letter to Sir Stafford Cripps stres-

sing the essential need, in the Congress view/of a truly national

government The Congress President Declared;
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We are not interested In the Congress as such gaining power, but we
are interested in the Indian people as a whole having freedom and power.

How the Cabinet should be formed and should function was a question

which might have been considered after the main question was decided;

that is, the extent of power which the British Government would give up
to the Indian people. . . .

You will remember that in my very first talk with you, I pointed out

that the communal or like questions did not arise at this stage. As soon as

the British Government made up its mind to transfer real power and

responsibility, the other questions could be tackled successfully by those

concerned. You gave me the impression that you agreed with this

approach.

On the same day the Congress Working Committee published its

previously-adopted resolution containing its reactions to the British

Cabinet*s proposals. The following extracts represent the main

features of the resolution:

The Committee, while recognising that self-determination for the people
of India is accepted in principle in that uncertain future, regret that this

is fettered and circumscribed and certain provisions have been introduced

which gravely imperil the development of a free and united nation and
the establishment of a democratic State. . . , The complete ignoring of the

ninety millions of people of the Indian States and their treatment as com-
modities at the disposal of their rulers is a negation of both democracy
and self-determination. . . . The acceptance beforehand of the novel prin-

ciple of non-accession for a province is also a severe blow to the

conception of Indian unity and an apple of discord likely to generate

growing trouble in the provinces, and which may well lead to further

difficulties in the way ofthe Indian States merging themselves in the Indian

Union. . . . Nevertheless the Committee cannot think in terms of compel-

ling the people in any territorial unit to remain in an Indian Union against
their declared and established will. . . .Any proposal concerning the future

of India must demand attention and scrutiny, but in today's grave crisis,

it is the present that counts, and even proposals for the future are important
in so far as they affect the present. The Committee have necessarily
attached the greatest importance to this aspect of the question and on this

ultimately depends what advice they should give to those who look to them
for guidance. For this the present British War Cabinet's proposals are

vague and altogether incomplete, and it would appear that no vital changes
in the present structure are contemplated. It has been made clear that

the defence of India will in any event remain under British control. At
any time defence is a vital subject; during wartime it is all-important
and covers almpst every sphere of life and administration. To take away
defence from the sphere of responsibility at this stage is to reduce that
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responsibility to a farce and nullity, and to make it perfectly clear that

India is not going to be free in any way and her government is not going
to function as a free and independent government during the pendency
ofthe war. The Committee would repeat that an essential and fundamental

prerequisite for the assumption of responsibility by the Indian people
In the present is their realisation as a fact that they are free and are In

charge of maintaining and defending their freedom. . . . The Committee
therefore are unable to accept the proposals put forward on behalf of the

British War Cabinet.

As soon as it was known that the Congress would not accept the

proposals, Jinnah published the resolution of the Muslim League
Working Committee rejecting the scheme mainly on the ground
that the post-war provisions permitting the partition of India were so

framed as not to give real protection to the Muslims. The following
are extracts from the League Working Committee's resolution of

11 April:

In the draft declaration a constitution-making body has been proposed
with the primary object of creating one Indian Union. So far as the

Muslim League is concerned, it has finally decided that the only solution

of India's constitutional problem is the partition of India into independent

zones; and it will therefore be unfair to the Muslims to compel them to

enter such a constitution-making body whose main object is the creation

of a new Indian Union. . . . The right of non-accession has been given to

the existing provinces which- have been formed from time to time for

administrative convenience and on no logical basis. . , , With regard to the

interim arrangement there is no definite proposal except the bare state-

ment that His Majesty's Government desire and invite the effective and

immediate participation of the leaders of the principal sections of the

Indian people in the counsels of their country, of the Commonwealth, and

the United Nations. The Committee are therefore unable to express their

opinion until a complete picture is available. Another reason why the

Committee are unable to express their opinion on the Interim arrange-

ments for participation in the counsels of the country is that Sir Stafford

Cripps has made it clear the scheme goes through as a whole or is rejected

as a whole, and that it would not be possible to retain only the part relating

to immediate arrangements at the Centre and discard the rest of the draft

scheme; and as the Committee has come to the conclusion that the pro-

posals for the future are unacceptable It will serve no useful purpose to

deal further with the question of the immediate arrangements.

It was Jinnah's complaint that
*

the talks had been carried on with

the Congress leaders over the heads of the Muslims, and other parties

had been utterly ignored.
5
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At a press conference on 1 1 April., Sir Stafford Cripps was reported

to have said that the negotiations had been prolonged in the case of

the Congress only; that there had been many meetings and a number

offormulae and suggestions especially upon the question of a defence

minister; that the Congress had made it clear that they were not pre-

pared to accept the- scheme or to enter a national government; that.,

as a result, he had most regretfully to advise His Majesty's Govern-

ment that there was not such a measure* of acceptance of their pro-

posals as to justify their making a declaration in the form of the

draft; that the draft was therefore withdrawn.

Broadcasting that night from the Delhi station of All-India Radio,,

Sir Stafford Cripps said:

The Congress has, since the outbreak of the war, repeatedly demanded
two essentials as the basis for its support of the Allied effort in the war.

First, a declaration of Indian independence and, "second, a Constituent

Assembly to frame a new and free constitution for India. Both these

demands find their place in the draft declaration. It was in the light of

the demands and criticisms of the Indian leaders that the War Cabinet

drafted their declaration, with the object of convincing the Indian peoples
and world public opinion of the sincerity of their desire to offer freedom

to India at the earliest practicable moment.

Sir Stafford Cripps deplored that in all the spate of criticism,, those

vital parts of the declaration with which all agreed had never been

mentioned. With regard to the interim proposals, he said:

- The immediate difficulties have been as regards the present. First, there

was the difficulty as to defence. Upon that the attitude of the British

Government was very simple. For many decades the defence of India has

been in the charge of His Majesty's Covernment. That charge has -been

carried out for over twenty years by a Commander-m-Chiefwho was also

Defence Member of the Viceroy's Executive Council. This has led to an

organisation which places the control of the armed forces under a Defence

Secretariat headed by the CoHHnandef-in-Chief; The Army in India

containing British and Indian units -^ the Navy and the Air Force all come'

under this supreme command.

The demand has been made that tihfe defence of India should be placed
in Indian hands. No one suggests that the Commander-in-Chief, as the

head of the armed forces, shoidd-be under the Indian Government but,"

they say, his functions as Defence Member should be transferred to an
Indian. This may sound simple but -would mean a long- and difficult re-

organisation of the whole Defence Secretariat .an unscrambling of eggs
scrambled many years ago which would c^use .(Je.lay and. confusion at
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the very moment when the enemy is at the gate and the maximum of

speed and efficiency is essential in defence. The duty of the British Govern-
ment to defend India and our duty to our American Allies who are giving
such valuable help, makes such a course impossible. . .

In their final letter addressed to me, the Congress Working Committee
have stated that the temporary form of government envisaged during the

war, is not such as to enable them to join the Government. They have two

suggestions to remedy the situation. First, an immediate change of the

constitution, a point raised at the last moment and one that everyone else

has admitted to be -wholly impracticable while the war is proceeding;
and second, that they are prepared to enter a true national government
with a cabinet of Indian leaders untrammelled* by any control by the

Viceroy or the British Government. Realise what this means the

government of India for an indefinite period by a set of persons nominated

by the Indian parties, responsible to no legislature or electorate, incapable
3f being changed and the majority of whom would be in a position to

dominate large minorities. It is easy to understand that the great mino-

rities in India would never accept such a system. Nor could His Majesty's

Government, who have given pledges to those minorities, consent to their

Deing placed unprotected, while the existing constitution lasts, under a

simple and possibly inimical majority rule. It would be a breach of all

3ie pledges that we have given.
6We have tried,,

5 he added,, *by the offer that I brought, to help
Endia along her road to victory and to freedom. But,, for the moment*

past distrust has proved too strong to allow of present agreement/
On the following day, April 12^ .Sir Stafford Gripps left for

England. The abrupt end of the negotiations and his sudden depar-
ture were the subject of much speculation and conjecture. Even in

Congress circles there was a sense of disappointment and surprise

that Sir Stafford Gripps should have left so suddenly, without making

my further attempt to reach a settlement. Some of them felt that

Sir Stafford Gripps had deceived them in the interests of British pro-

paganda in America; that he had made a great show of what he was

>ffering on behalf of His Majesty's Government, but that as soon as

it became a question of definite agreement on practical details his

attitude had hardened and> at the critical moment ofthe negotiations

when anyone who wanted a settlement would have played his last

:ard for a compromise., he had nothing to offer but, on the contrary,

rejected some of the things he had said previously. Others believed

that agreement had been reached in principle but that it had been

blocked by pressure from the authorities in England.
A simple explanation 'is the one I have given earlier in this chapter,
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namely that there was no proper understanding between the Viceroy

and Sir Stafford Cripps, nor between Sir Stafford Cripps and the

British Cabinet. Sir Stafford had been over-confident of 'selling' at

least the interim proposals to the Congress, but in their discussions

both had reckoned without the Viceroy and His Majesty's Govern-

ment. Four ye'ars later,, in the course of his speech in the House of

Commons on 12 December 1946, Churchill made it abundantly

clear that His Majesty's Government had not been willing to sup-

port Sir Stafford Cripps to the extent to which he himself was pre-

pared to go.

Commenting on c That Ill-fated Proposal
5

, Gandhiji wrote on

13 April as follows:

It is a thousand pities that the British Government should have sent a

proposal for dissolving the political deadlock, which, on the face of it, was

too ridiculous to find acceptance anywhere. And it was a misfortune that

the bearer should have been Sir Stafford Cripps, acclaimed as a radical

among the radicals and a friend of India. I have no doubt about his good-
will. He believed that no one could have brought anything better for

India. But he should have known that at least the Congress would not

look at Dominion Status even though it carried the right of secession the

very moment it was taken. He knew too that the proposal contemplated
the splitting up of India into three parts, each having different ideas of

governance. It contemplated Pakistan, and yet not the Pakistan of the

Muslim League's conception. And last of all, it gave no real control over

defence to responsible ministers.

Gandhiji proceeded to draw the following significant conclusions.

He said:

But it is no use brooding over the past or British mistakes. It is more

profitable to look within. The British will take care of themselves, if we
will take care of ourselves. Our mistakes or rather our defects are many.
Why blame the British for our own limitations? Attainment of indepen-
dence is an impossibility, till we have solved the communal tangle. We
may not blind ourselves to the naked fact. How to tackle the problem is

another question. We will never tackle it, so long as either or both parties
think that independence will or can come without any solution of the

tangle. . . . Whether those who believe in the two-nation theory and com-
munal partition of India can live as friends co-operating with one another
I do not know. If the vast majority of Muslims regard themselves as a

separate nation having nothing in common with the Hindus and others,
no power on earth can compel them to think otherwise. And if they want
to partition India on that basis, they must have the partition, unless the
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Hindus want to fight against such a division. So far as I can see, such a pre-

paration is silently going on on behalf of both parties. That way lies

suicide. Each party will probably want British or foreign aid. In that case,

good-bye to independence.

In the House of Commons on 28 April., the Secretary of State

(Amery) stated:

Such a national government (as the Congress demanded) would have

been responsible in the last resort neither to Parliament here under the

existing constitution, nor to an agreed and fairly balanced constitution

in India, but only to its own majority -a majority presumably of Congress

or, at any rate, ofHindus. That demand, whether made by Sir Tej Bahadur

Sapru and his colleagues, or by the Congress, was the one thing which the

Muslims and other minorities were determined at all costs to reject. They
were and are convinced that such a government would, in fact, prejudge
the whole future situation to their detriment. There was, therefore, never

any question in our view of conceding that demand because it was, in fact,

if not in intention, a demand which precluded all agreed co-operation
in India.

Sir Stafford Cripps said:

Government have not in any sense closed the door regarding India. . , *

They are only too anxious that the matter should be settled at any time

when a settlement looks likely or possible. They cannot put forward any

proposals because the proposals they have put forward they believe are

the best they can put forward.

Commenting on what precisely was meant by the withdrawal of

the draft declaration., the Secretary of State explained:

What we have certainly not withdrawn is our main object and purpose,

namely, that India should, as soon as possible, obtain full freedom under

constitutional arrangements of her own devising and suited to her own

peculiar conditions. On the other hand, the particular method suggested

for arriving at a constitutional settlement, more particularly the present

provincial basis, both for setting up a constitution-making assembly and

for non-accession, is not meeting with sufficient support for us to press it

further. It may be that alternative methods might arise which might form

a better basis for the definition of boundaries and might give representa-

tion for smaller elements such as the Sikhs, whose natural aspirations we

appreciate. It is for Indians themselves to improve on our suggestions if

they can.

As regards the interim situation, the particular proposals made by Sir

Stafford Cripps in order to secure the whole-hearted co-operation of the

Congress as well as the other political parties have, of course, lapsed. The
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Viceroy will, no doubt, be willing to consider practical suggestions within

the framework of suggestion (e) of the draft declaration put forward by

responsible party leaders, more particularly if put forward jointly and
based on a broad measure of agreement.

Amery added that the main object of the draft declaration was to

set at rest India's suspicions as to the British Government's intentions.
c Our ideal/ he concluded,,

c

remains a United All-India.'

The result of the Cripps negotiations^ instead of bridging the gulf
between the Government and the political parties in India,, only
served to widen it. The manner in which the negotiations had broken

down tended to strengthen the doubts and suspicions in the minds of

political leaders that there was no genuine desire on the part of His

Majesty's Government to part with power.



VI

THE STALEMATE CONTINUES

THERE
was profound disappointment in India at the failure of

the Cripps Mission, and perhaps no one felt more thwarted than

Rajagopalachari. Ever since the outbreak of the war., he had
been indefatigable in his* efforts to bring about an understanding
between the Government and the Congress. After the failure of the

Cripps Mission^ he was convinced that progress was impossible with-

out agreement between the Congress and the League. The gulf
between them was very wide indeed* and the Congress High Com-
mand was reluctant to make any overtures to Jinnah. Nevertheless^

on 23 April 1942 Rajagopalachari managed to get two resolutions

passed by the Congress members in the Madras legislature. The
first recommended to the All-India Congress Committee (which was

about to meet in Allahabad) that Congressmen should acknowledge
the Muslim League's claim for separation, should the same be per-
sisted in when the time came for framing the constitution of India.,

and that negotiations should immediately be started with the Muslim

League for the 'purpose of arriving at an agreement and securing the

installation of a national government to meet the present emergency/
The resolution urged that

'

to sacrifice the chances of the formation

of a national government for the doubtful advantage of maintaining
a controversy over the unity of India is the most unwise policy

3 and

that it had become necessary to choose the lesser evil. The second

proposed the restoration of responsible government in Madras,

The passing ofthe resolution conceding the Muslim League's claim

for separation "created a stir in the country. The Muslim League
was naturally jubilant at its ideal of Pakistan having been brought
down at last from the clouds of speculation to the level of practical

politics; but amongst Congress leaders there was a feeling of

general resentment against Rajagopalachari, The All-India Congress
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Committee,, meeting in Allahabad on 29 April,, rejected his resolution

by an overwhelming majority and adopted a counter-resolution
c

that

any proposal to disintegrate India by giving liberty to any component
State or territorial unit to secede from the Indian Union or Federa-

tion will be detrimental to the best interests of the people of the

different States and provinces and the country as a whole and the

Congress, therefore., cannot agree to any such proposal.'

The core of the main resolution., which was carried almost unani-

mously at the All-India Congress Committee meeting in Allahabad,,

was that India's participation in the war was a purely British act and

that not only the interests of India., but Britain's safety and world

peace and freedom,, demanded that Britain must abandon her hold

on India. The Committee repudiated the idea that freedom could

come to India through the interference of, or invasion by, any foreign

nation, whatever the professions ofthat nation might be. In the event

ofan invasion taking place it must be resisted. The Committee called

upon the people of India to offer complete non-violent non-coopera-
tion to the invading forces and not to render them any assistance.

Undaunted by his failure at the All-India Congress Committee,

Rajagopalachari undertook a campaign in Madras, in the course

of which he pleaded for the forging of a national front, for the

establishment of a national government and for the mobilization of

the country for defence. Nehru and other Congress leaders took

serious objection to Rajagopalachari's campaign, as being detri-

mental to the interests of the country.
c

It appears to me,
3

said Nehru,
*

that he is breaking to pieces the weapon which the Congress have

fashioned after twenty-two years of innumerable sacrifices.
3

Raja-

gopalachari announced his intention of resigning his membership of

the Congress and also his seat in the Madras Assembly in order to be

absolutely free to continue his campaign to convert the Congress. At
a meeting of the Congress members of the Madras legislature on
15 July, he formally resigned. Only seven of his colleagues followed

him. The meeting rescinded the previous resolution conceding the

League's claim for separation, and confkmed the resolutions of the

All-India Congress Committee.

Gandhiji now began a series of articles in the Harijan in which he

urged the British to
'

Quit India '. Week by week Gandhiji harped on
this theme. He wrote:

{

If the British left India to her fate as they
had to leave Singapore, non-violent India would not lose anything.

Probably the Japanese would leave India alone.
3

Gandhiji referred
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to the conditions In which the people of India were living as a state

of 'ordered anarchy
5

; if this ordered anarchy was to be replaced by
complete lawlessness In India as a result of the withdrawal of the

British., he was prepared to take that risk and could only hope that the

people would evolve real popular order out of chaos.

The Congress Working Committee met in Wardha on 6 July. The
discussions lasted about nine days. Finally two resolutions were pas-
sed. The first dilated on various hardships caused by the prepara-
tions for the defence ofthe country, such as the acquisition ofland for

military purposes,, the requisitioning of boats and vehicles in threate-

ned coastal areas,, and the scarcity ofsalt resulting from war conditions.

It advised the people to refuse compliance with military requirements
in certain circumstances. The other resolution demanded that British

rule in India must end immediately. Neither settlement of the com-

munal tangle,, nor effective resistance to foreign aggression,, was

possible while British authority lasted. On the withdrawal of British

rule^ responsible men and women of the country would come together

to form a provisional government representative of all important
sections of the people of India. Those representatives would confer

with the representatives of Britain 'for the adjustment of future rela-

tions and the co-operation ofthe two countries as allies in the common
task of meeting aggression.* In the alternative,, the Congress would

be reluctantly compelled to utilize all its accumulated non-violent

strength In a widespread struggle,, under the leadership of Gandhiji.

Further, it was resolved that, since these issues were of most vital and

far-reaching importance,, they should be referred to the All-India

Congress Committee for final decision.

The publication of the resolutions was greeted with a chorus of

dissent and alarm. Jlnnah made a statement in which he said :

The latest decision of the Congress Working Committee on July 14,

1942, resolving to launch a mass movement if the British do not withdraw

from India is the culminating point in the policy and programme of Mr.

Gandhi and his Hindu Congress of blackmailing the British and coercing

them to concede a system of government and transfer power to that

government which would establish a Hindu Raj immediately under the

aegis of the British bayonet, thereby throwing the Muslims and other

minorities and interests at the mercy of the Congress Raj.

Savarkar and other Mahasabha leaders called on their followers

to give no active support to the Congress policy. Liberal leaders,

headed by Sapru and Sastri, appealed for the abandonment of civil
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disobedience as it would be c

prejudicial to the best interests of the

country in respect of defence and other matters.'

The reaction of His Majesty's Government was stiff and uncom-

promising. Amery in the House of Commons., as well as Sir Staffofd

Cripps in a broadcast to America, made it clear that the Government

would not flinch from taking every possible step to meet the Congress

challenge. The demand of the Congress for British withdrawal

would, if conceded., completely disrupt the governmental machinery
in one of the most vital theatres of the war at a time when every

energy was needed for the struggle against the common enemy. It

was therefore the earnest hope of the British Government that the

people of India would not countenance a movement fraught with

disastrous consequences for the Allied cause, but that they would,
on the contrary, throw their all into the struggle against the Axis.

Both Amery and Cripps re-affirmed that the British Government

would stand firmly by the broad intentions embodied in the Cripps

proposals.

Even the Daily Herald of London, the official mouthpiece of the

British Labour Party, which had always been friendly to Indian

aspirations, was constrained to point out to the Congress the un-

wisdom of its policy:

Ifyou persist in demands which are at this moment impossible to grant,

you will cripple your cause and humble the influence of us who are your

proud and faithful advocates. You will do worse, you will convey to the

world the impression that India's leaders are incapable of distinguishing

between the ideal of the United Nations and the petty standards of na-

tionalism; that you rate political strategy higher than the prospect of

liberty, equality and fraternity with the progressive peoples of the earth.

Before we proceed to the All-India Congress Committee meeting,
there are one or two events to be noted, the first being the removal of

the ban on the Communist Party of India, which had been imposed

eight years previously. The ban was lifted because, after the invasion

ofRussiaby the Germans, the Communists in India had ranged them-

selves behind the Government in support of the war effort. Another

was the expansion ofthe Viceroy's Executive Councilwhichhad taken

place because of the growing complexity ofwartime administration.

The Defence Department was divided into
cWar 3 under the Com-

mander-in-Chief, and 'Defence' under an Indian Member. The
division ofsubjects followed generally the lines which had been drawn

during the Cripps negotiations. Matters relating to War Transport
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were separated from the Communications Department and placed in

charge of a member of the European business community. The new
council numbered fourteen besides the Gommander-in-Chief; eleven

were Indians., including a Sikh and a member of the Depressed
Classes. Together with these changes had come the appointments of

Sir A. Ramaswami Mudaliar and the Jam Saheb of Nawanagar
as representatives of India in the War Cabinet and the Pacific

War Council.

The All-India Congress Committee met in Bombay on 7 August
It approved and endorsed the Working Committee's resolution de-

manding the immediate end of British rule. If this demand were not

conceded, it gave sanction for the starting of
c
a mass struggle on non-

violent lines on the widest possible scale* under Gandhiji's leadership.
In the course of his speech, Gandhiji said that he would ask for an

interview with the Viceroy. The Congress President proposed to

address appeals to President Roosevelt, Marshal Chiang Kai-shek

and Maisky, Russian Ambassador in Britain. But the Government

struck quickly. In the early morning of 9 August, Gandhiji and the

members of die Working Committee were arrested; before long, all

important leaders of the Congress throughout the country had been

taken into custody, and at the same time Congress committees were

declared unlawful associations. Serious disorders followed the arrest

of the Congress leaders. The Government however was ready and

took firm steps to quell the disturbances.

With the Congress out of the way, the Muslim League and the

Hindu Mahasabha became more vocal. In a resolution passed at

Bombay on 20 August the Working Committee of the League con-

demned the Congress civil disobedience movement as an'instrument

for forcing the British Government and Muslims to surrender to

Congress dictation, and directed Muslims to refrain from participa-

ting in it. At the same time it demanded from the British Government

an immediate declaration guaranteeing, to the Muslims the right of

self-determination and a pledge
c

that they will abide by the verdict

of a plebiscite of Musalmans and give effect to the Pakistan scheme.'

The Working Committee of the Hindu Mahasabha met at the end

of August and formulated demands which did not differ markedly
from those of the Congress, except that they were more militant in

tone and more openly antagonistic to the Muslim League. It set up
a committee headed by Shyama Prasad Mookerjee/ to make a final

effort for an Indo-British settlement on honourable terms,' but this
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had no result. There were various talks between Mookerjee and

Jinnah which were equally fruitless.

There were still a few leaders,, on the Congress as well as on the

Muslim League side, who were anxious to bridge the gulf between

the two parties. For instance, there was Sir Sikander Hyat Khan,
who had drawn up a tentative formula for the solution of the com-

munal problem. His scheme provided that,, in the absence of a 75

per cent majority of members of the Punjab Legislative Assembly in

favour of either accession or non-accession to the Indian Federation,

the Muslim community should be given an opportunity of deciding
on non-accession by means of a referendum; if they so decided, the

non-Muslim portions of the Punjab should, by a similar referendum,

be accorded the right to cut themselves adrift from the province. If

it actually came to the point where non-Muslims decided to break

adrift^ it would mean (assuming the unit concerned to be a district)

that the Ambala division and a large part of the Jullundur division,

and also the Amritsar district, would cease to belong to the Punjab.
If a smaller unit such as the tehsil were to be taken, at least a very

large part of the areas mentioned, and possibly certain others, would

disappear from the province. In either case a disastrous dismember-

ment of the Punjab would be involved. The underlying idea of Sir

Sikander's scheme was to bring home to all reasonably-minded men
that if it should ever eventuate, Pakistan would smash the Punjab as

it existed. He was, however, dissuaded by the Viceroy from pub-

lishing or proceeding with his scheme.

After detaching himself from the Congress, Rajagopalachari was

ploughing a lonely furrow, with little hope of raising a political crop.

Early in November he had talks with Jinnah. He seems to have

found him in a co-operative mood, in which he was almost inclined

to be constructive about the future so that the impression left on

Rajagopalachari was that there was only a very small gap to be

bridged. On 12 November he saw the Viceroy, acquainted him with

the change in Jinnah's attitude and sought his permission to see and

consult GandhijL The Viceroy, however, refused to give him this

permission. In fact, the very next day an official communique was

issued in which it was explained that special facilities could not be

accorded for discussions with persons under restraint for revolu-

tionary activities, whose expressed and published aims were wholly
inconsistent with the maintenance of peace and order in India and

the prosecution of the war.
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Soon after this, Rajagopalachari made an offer to go to England
If he were given facilities to do so. The Secretary of State saw no

advantage to be gained from such a visit. He said In Parliament

that,, while the Government welcomed Rajagopalachari's endeavours

to promote an agreed settlement of the Indian problem, it was clear

that any such agreement must come abtxit In India between the

Indian parties.
*

If the Congress repudiated Rajagopalachari, Jlnnah was no less

distrustful of his moves. The Scheduled Caste leaders were also

critical. Ambedkar said: 'Mr Rajagopalachari seems to feel like

an orphan in the storm keenly feeling for the kith and kin whom
he deserted in search of green pastures. Nobody can accept his

proposals.
3

The Muslim League now began to press its claims with increased

vehemence. At a meeting of Its Council., the League passed a reso-

lution which said that as the Muslims of India were a nation and

not a minority, they were entitled to autonomous homelands in the

areas in the north-west and north-east where they were in a majority.

The Muslims themselves should determine their fate by means -of a

plebiscite after the war. The League was ready to participate In a

'provisional government *, provided Its post-war claims were not

prejudiced thereby; any provisional government so set up was likely

to have a decisive voice in the negotiations immediately after the

war and therefore the League must have 'parity* In any such govern-
ment to ensure that its claims were not prejudiced. The Congress
movement was condemned as an instrument for coercing both the

British and the Muslims to surrender to the Congress demands.

Up to this time the Viceroy had given no indication of his attitude

or line of policy towards the Muslim League's demand for Pakistan.

The only reference which he had made to it was in a letter to Sir

Tej Bahadur Sapra in which he had said that the matter should re-

main an open question for discussion after the war. There were,

however, allegations that the Viceroy had been encouraging Jlnnah
in his demand. It was obvious that Lord Linlithgow could not afford

to appear as a partisan in this issue, and at the Annual Meeting of

the Associated Chambers of Commerce in Calcutta on 1 7 December

he strove to dispel the impression. In the course of his speech he

made a point of stressing the geographical unity of India, adding
that a divided India could not carry the weight that It ought to carry,

jior could it mate its way in the world with a confident expectation,

10
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of success. This statement,, however negative in character, was suffi-

cient to rouse strong resentment in League circles.

Towards the end of December an unfortunate event took place

the death of Sir Sikander Hyat Khan, the premier of the Punjab.

In any scheme of partition the Punjab was the deciding factor, and

Sir Sikander Hyat Khan had been consistently opposed to its division.

He was the only moderating influence in the League who could have

stayedJinnah's hands. Hereafter there was no one to thwartJinnah's

wishes.

The year 1942 ended with the writing by Gandhiji of a personal

letter to Lord Linlithgow, in which he hinted that he would have to
1

crucify the flesh by fasting/ unless the Viceroy could convince him

of his errors. On 13 January 1943, LordLinlithgow replied,
c

lf I am

right in reading your letter to mean that in the light of what has

happened you wish to retrace your steps and dissociate yourselffrom

the policy of last summer, you have only to let me know and I will

at once consider the matter further.
5 At the same time he asked

Gandhiji for any positive suggestion he might wish to put forward.

Replying, Gandhiji placed the whole blame for the events that

had taken place since 9 August at the door of the Government of

India. He put two alternatives to the Viceroy:
*

(1) Ifyou want me
to act singly, convince me that I was wrong and I will make amends;

(2) Ifyou want me to make a proposal on behalfofthe Congress you
should put me among the Working Committee members.* The

Viceroy was not prepared to accept either of these suggestions;

instead, he insisted on having from Gandhiji not only an admission

of guilt but appropriate assurances with regard to the future.

Gandhiji replied that it was the Government that had f

goaded
the people to the point of madness.* At the close of his letter, he

stated : If then I cannot get soothing balm for my pain, I must re-

sort to the law prescribed for the satyagrahi, namely, a fast accord-

ing to capacity.' He gave notice that the fast would begin on 9 Feb-

ruary and that it would continue for 21 days.
An announcement was issued that the Government of India pro-

posed to release Gandhiji for the duration of his fast. The latter's

reaction to this was that if he were released there would be no fast in

the terms of his correspondence. The Government of India once
more announced that it was ready to set him at liberty for the dura-
tion of the fast, but that, if he was not prepared to take advantage of

&at fact and decided to fast while under detention, he did so on his
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own responsibility and at his own risk. The fast actually started on
10 February. An urgent appeal for his intervention was sent by
certain prominent Indian leaders to Churchill^ whose reply was as

follows :

The Government of India decided last August that Mr. Gandhi and
other leaders ofthe Congress must be detained for reasons which have been

fully explained and are well understood. The reasons for that decision

have not ceased to exist. . . . There can be no justification for discriminating
between Mr. Gandhi and other Congress leaders. The responsibility

therefore rests entirely with Mr. Gandhi himself.

Three members of the Viceroy's Executive Council tendered their

resignations and dissociated themselves from the Government's

policy, whereafter an All-Parties
5
Conference (representative of every

political organization except the Congress and the Muslim League)
met in Delhi,, with Sir Tej Bahadur Sapra in the Chair. The Con-

ference passed long and detailed resolutions, which they forwarded

to the Viceroy, recommending that^ in the interests of the future of

India and for the sake of international goodwill* Gandhiji should be

released immediately and unconditionally.
The Government,, however^ stood firm. A few days after the begin-

ning of the fast., it even issued a pamphlet fastening the responsibility

for the disturbances which followed the sanctioning of a mass move-

ment by the All-India Congress Committee on 8 August 1942 upon

Gandhiji and the Congress High Command. At one stage of the fast

Gandhij i's condition was reported to be critical., but after the eleventh

day he began to pull round. Rajagopalachari and others were

allowed to see him. The fast ended on 3 March.

The leaders of the All-Parties' Conference met again in Bombay
during the second week of March. They asked permission for re-

presentatives to visit Gandhiji in order to explore avenues for recon-

ciliation. It was proposed that a deputation,, headed by Rajagopala-

charij should meet the Viceroy for this purpose. The Viceroy did

not receive the deputation, but his reply, together with the full text

of the memorandum that had been submitted to him., were published

in a Government communique. The Viceroy's reply pointed out that

nothing positivehad emerged as a result ofthe talks between Gandhiji

and his friends during his fast and that there was no reason to

believe that he was any more ready to repudiate the policy as the

result of which the Congress leaders were under detention. So long

^s QandhijTs attitude and that ofthe Congress remained unchanged.
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special facilities for contact with Mm or other Congress leaders could

not be given. On the suggestion that only if the deputation were

permitted to consult Gandhiji could a genuine national government
be formed,, the Viceroy pointed out that the essential preliminary to

such a government was that measure of agreement between parties,

communities and interests which he had been so anxious to foster,

but to which the excessive claims and the totalitarian ambitions of

the Congress and its leaders had been so consistent an obstacle. The

Viceroy's decision was applauded by the Muslim League,, the official

journal ofwhich expressed the hope that
c

the purposeless interference

of political busyboclies
* would now cease. Other sections were vehe-

mently critical, Rajagopalachari characterized the Viceroy's reply

as 'revealing the Versailles spirit wishing to humiliate the Congress
and others and influenced by passion and prejudice.'

The annual session of the Muslim League was held in Delhi at the

end ofApril. The main resolution regretted the Government's failure

to guarantee Muslim self-determination., warned the Government that

the imposition of any kind of federal constitution would be forcibly

resisted, and exhorted Muslims to face the effort and sacrifice

required to reach the cherished goal of Pakistan. The session was
dominated by Jinnah, who was elected President for the eighth time.

In 1939, when the war broke out,, Jinnah could claim only a nomi-

nal hold on the Punjab. But by this time all the other provinces
which he claimed for Pakistan, namely Assam, Sind, Bengal and the

North-West Frontier Province, had come under the control ofLeague
ministries. It will be interesting to recount how this came about.

In ASSAM, as has been mentioned, the resignation of the Congress

ministry shortly after the outbreak of the war, had been followed

by a coalition ministry under Sir Mahomed Saadullah. But in

December 1941, Rohini Kumar Choudhury, Education Minister in

Assam, resigned Ms office and formed a new party. This brought
about the downfall of the Saadullah ministry, and the administration

was taken over by the Governor. Rohini Kumar Choudhury felt

that he could form a ministry, but it would have to depend on the

votes of the Congress for its stability. The refusal of two successive

Governors Sir Robert Reid and Sir Andrew Clow to accept a

ministry which depended for its support on a party which refused to

co-operate in the war effort, destroyed Choudhury's hopes.
Sir Mahomed Saadullah was encouraged to explore the possi-

bilities of forming a jiew niinistry. Negotiations with the European
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members of the Assembly,, whose support was necessary, created

some delay. Ultimately,, In August 1942, the Governor revoked the

Section 93 proclamation and Sir Mahomed Saadullah took office

with a majority. The internment of about half the number of

Congress members of the Assembly by the end of that year, made his

position secure for the time being.
In SIND the ministerial change had a special feature of its own.

On 19 September Allah Bakhsh, the premier,, wrote a letter to the

Viceroy renouncing his titles of Khan Bahadur and O.B.E., which

he stated he could not but regard as
c

tokens of British Imperialism*.
On 26 September he released this letter to the press. The Governor

lost no time in declaring that the renunciation by Allah Bakhsh of

his titles was inconsistent with his retention of his office, since such

renunciation was out of harmony with the oath of allegiance which

he had taken to His Majesty. The proper thing for Allah Bakhsh to

do, therefore, was to resign; if he refused to do so, the Governor

would have no alternative but to dismiss him. On 10 October, Sir

Hugh Dow had a talk with Allah Bakhsh, who refused to resign. A
communique was thereupon issued to the effect that the Governor had

discussed his renunciation of his honours with Allah Bakhsh and, in

the light of that discussion,had no option but to inform him that he

no longer possessed the Governor's confidence and that therefore

he could not continue to hold office. Allah Bakhsh commanded a

majority in the legislature and whether the Governor could go to the

length of dismissing him because he had renounced his titles was a

moot point.
1 In any case, both the Governor-General and the Secre-

tary of State acquiesced in the decision of the Governor. The fact

remains that by his action Allah Bakhsh had played into the hands

of the Muslim League. Sir Ghulam Hussain Hidayatullah, an ex-

perienced and opportunist politician who was at the time serving

under Allah Bakhsh, immediately took office with the support of the

Muslim League. His ministry comprised two members ofthe League,
one independent Muslim and two Hindus. There was picketing in

front of the houses of the Hindu ministers and this gave Ghulam
Hussain Hidayatullah an excuse to announce that, in view of the

hostile attitude of the Congress and in the interests of his own com-

munity, he had decided to join the Muslim League. Allah Bakhsh's

party was still in a majority when he ceased to be the premier, but

1 At a later stage, certain provincial ministers belonging to the Muslim League

relinquished their titles, but they continued in office.
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Sind politics were so opportunist that by the time the legislature

met again Hidayatullah had no difficulty in getting a majority of

the members behind him. He was even successful in getting the

Assembly to pass a resolution claiming that the Muslims of India

were a separate nation entitled to an independent status of their

own, uncontrolled by a central government dominated by Hindus.

With regard to BENGAL, it was after Fazlul Huq's resignation

of his premiership at the end of March 1943 that the province came

to be administered by a predominantly Muslim League ministry.

Fazlul Huq had been the premier of Bengal since the establishment

of provincial autonomy in 1937. He had belonged originally to the

Kiishak Proja Party, which represented the interests of the agrarian

tenantry. Subsequently he joined the Muslim League. Towards the

close of 1941, as a result of differences with the League, he resign-

ed and formed a new coalition ministry. Later on he was expelled

from the Muslim League. Thereafter, members of the League in the

Bengal Legislature joined together in opposition to Fazlul Huq's

ministry. But it was the action of the Governor (Sir John Herbert)
that actually brought about the downfall of Fazlul Huq's ministry

sooner than was expected. The Governor sent for Fazlul Huq on

28 March and required him to sign a letter of resignation which,

according to the latter, had already been drafted. This letter an

interesting document in its way was in the following terms:

Dear Sir John,

Understanding that there is a probability of the formation of a Ministry

representative of the parties in the event ofmy resignation, I hereby tender

resignation ofmy office as Chief Minister in the sincere hope that this will

prove to be in the best interests of the people of Bengal.

In less than two hours the Governor communicated his acceptance
of the resignation. It would appear that the Governor had acted

under the influence of the European group who were at that time

openly aligned with the Muslim League against Fazlul Huq. The
actionwas a hasty one, takenwithout consultationwith the Governor-

General. A serious difficulty was that the budget for 1943-44 had
not been passed, although the financial year was about to begin.
When Fazlul Huq, in the course of a debate in the Bengal Assembly
on 29 March, admitted that he had resigned and that the Governor
had accepted his resignation, the Speaker, maintaining that the

ministry had ceased to exist, adjourned the House for a fortnight.

Nothing could therefore be done to get the budget passed before the
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end of the financial year, and the Governor took over the adminis-

tration ofthe province. The Governor's rule continued until 24 April,
when Sir Nazimuddin formed a ministry which was mainly composed
of members of the Muslim League. Many of Fazlul Huq's erstwhile

supporters transferred their allegiance and nothing more was heard

about the formation of a 'ministry representative of the parties
5

. If

there was any one Muslim leader in Bengal who, despite his unpre-
dictable temperament, could have held a reasonable section of the

Muslims and Hindus of the province together, it was Fazlul Huq*
His temporary exit from the scene of Bengal politics at a crucial

juncture, and the death of Sir Sikander Hyat Khan, left the Muslim

League free to forge ahead with its plans for partition.

In the NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE a Muslim League

ministry did not materialize until May 1943. Sir Feroz Khan Noon*
then a member of the Viceroy's Executive Council, had discussed

this question with the Governor (Sir George Cunningham) in

October 1942. Sir Feroz Khan urged that a Muslim ministry in the

North-West Frontier Province would show the world that the Muslim

League was predominant in North India, in spite of all that the

Congress could do or say. But the Muslim League* had an insecure

majority in theAssembly and the time was not jipe for action though
the position was to change some months later. Aurangzeb Khan,
the local Muslim League leader, obtained a promise ofsupport from

20 Muslim members. There were 50 seats in all in the Assembly, of

which 22 belonged to the Congress Party; but ten of the Congress
members were in prison, while seven seats were vacant. Aurangzeb
Khan formed a cabinetof five ministers, as against four in the previous

cabinet, and by so doing was able to obtain an additional following*

Lord Linlithgow laid
w
down his viceroyalty on 20 October 1943.

His 7J years
5

regime longer than that of any other Viceroy was

conspicuous by its lack of positive achievement. When he left India,

famine stalked portions of the countryside. There was economic

distress due to the rising cost of living and the shortage of essential

commodities. On the political side, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru expressed
the general feeling thus: 'Today, I say, after seven years of Lord

Linlithgow's administration the country is much more divided than

it was when he came here.*

Lord Linlithgow had come to India full ofzeal for the federal plan
which he hoped to inaugurate during his time. His efforts were

partly frustrated by the Princes, who had put forward various
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demands which were difficult to meet; by the Congress which wanted

no whittling down of responsibility at the Centre; by the Muslim

League, which was opposed to a unified Centre and last, but not

least,, by a Political Department whose half-hearted efforts could

not, or would not,, rise to the occasion.

With the outbreak of war, Lord Linlithgow decided to shelve the

question of federation. Thereafter he concentrated his whole atten-

tion on the winning of the war. In the beginning he tried to enlist

the support of the Congress,, and of Gandhiji in particular,, in the

war effort. But his purpose was to carry on the government with a

minimum of change and this resulted in purely negative policies, so

that such initial enthusiasm as some of the leaders evinced in the

cause of the democracies soon evaporated. Once the Congress minis-

tries resigned their offices,, and particularly after the passing of the

Raingarh resolution in the spring of 1940,, Lord Linlithgow resolutely

turned his back on the Congress.
With the Congress in opposition, Lord Linlithgow had to look to

Jinnah and the League,, whose co-operation and support he could

not afford also to lose. This led., as a natural consequence, to the

building up of the Muslim League.
For this state of affairs the Congress must take its due share of

blame. Had it not resigned from its position of vantage in the pro-
vinces the course of Indian history might have been very different.

By resigning,, it showed a lamentable lack of foresight and political

wisdom. There was little chance of its being put out of office; the

British Government would surely have hesitated to incur the odium of

dismissing ministries which had the overwhelming support of the

people. Nor could it have resisted a unanimous demand for a change
at the Centre,, a demand which would have been all the more irresis-

tible after the entry ofJapan into the war. In any case, it is clear

that, but for the resignation of the Congress, Jinnah and the Muslim

League would never have attained the position they did.

The fact is that Lord Linlithgow, by playing one party against the

other, succeeded in retaining the initiative in his own hands. He was
convinced that for the successful prosecution of the war no diminu-
tion of his own authority should be allowed, and in this policy he had

ample support from Churchill and his Cabinet.

The selection of Field-Marshal Viscount Wavell to succeed Lord

Linlithgow was as much a surprise to Lord Wavell himself as to the

political parties and their leaders, some of whom regarded it as
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ominous that a soldier should have been appointed as Viceroy par-

ticularly one who had been the Commander-in-Chief in the Govern-
ment which suppressed the disturbances following the

c

Quit India*

resolution and the arrest of the Congress leaders. However,, such

speculation wras dispelled by Lord Wavell himself when, soon after

his appointment, he addressed a press conference in London. * There
is certainly no intention/ he said,

*

to set up anything in the shape of

military rule or to withdraw or weaken in any way the pledges and
offers already made to India by His Majesty's Government.' Amery,
too, in announcing the appointment in the House of Commons said

that it did not imply any change in the settled policy to which His

Majesty's Government were pledged with regard to the development
of Indian self-government.
When Lord Wavell took over as Viceroy the war was not by any

means over, but the turning point had been reached and victory

was in sight. It was clear that once peace was established, it would

be difficult to deny or delay the transfer of substantial power to

Indian hands. Lord Wavell was mindful of the problem and began
almost at once to set about preparing the conditions in which political

power could be transferred.

The prospects were none too bright. The legacy left by his prede-
cessor in office wras difficult and onerous. To achieve any communal
settlement between the political parties seemed practically impos-
sible. At the session of the All-India Muslim League held in Karachi

in December 1943,Jinnah invented a new slogan:
*

Divide and Quit'.

The League resolved to establish a c Committee ofAction 'to organize
Muslims all over India to resist the imposition of a unitary constitu-

tion and to prepare for the coming struggle for the achievement of

Pakistan. On the other hand, the All-India Hindu Mahasabha_,

meeting in Amritsar, demanded the preservation of the integrity of

India, the introduction of federation with a strong Centre, and the

refusal to any province, community, or section, of the right to secede.

The Muslim League maintained its hostility to the Congress policy,

whereas the Mahasabha demanded the immediate release of the

Congress leaders and other prisoners. The National Liberal Fede-

ration, meeting in Bombay, also desired the release of the Congress

leaders in the hope that they would defer to popular opinion and

abandon the policy which had led to the
*

Quit India' movement.

Lord WavelPs first important political speech was his address to

the joint session of the central legislature on 17 February 1944. 'The
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winning of the war is our first task,
5 he said, 'but it must not exclude

preparation for the future/ To plan India's political future in any
detail was a difficult problem. He could state what he knew to be the

desire of the British people and of His Majesty's Government,, which
was to see India a prosperous and united country enjoying complete
and unqualified self-government as a willing partner of the British

Commonwealth. He went on to say that the Cripps Offer of March
1942 was still open to those who had a genuine desire to further the

prosecution of the war and the welfare of India. But the demand
for the release of the Congress leaders who were in detention was an

utterly barren one,, until there was some sign on their part ofwilling-
ness to co-operate in the great tasks ahead. Of these tasks., one of the

greatest was the preliminary examination of the constitutional prob-
lems of India by an authoritative body of Indians. The Government
would be ready to give such a body every assistance it might desire

in carrying out its task,, and Indians were free to devise, ifthey could,

a method which would produce agreement in the country more rea-

dily than the Cripps proposals. On the main problem ofIndian unity,
Lord Wavell declared, 'You cannot alter geography, . ..India is a

natural unit.' It was for Indians to decide how the two great com-
munities and certain other important minorities, as well as the Indian

States, should live within that unit and make the best use ofits wealth

and opportunities. Of the Congress, Lord Wavell said: *I recognize
how much ability and high-mindedness it contains, but I deplore its

present policy and methods as barren and unpractical. I should

like to have the co-operation of this element in solving the present
and future problems of India. If its leaders feel that they cannot
consent to take part in the present Government of India, they may
still be able to assist in considering future problems.

3 But those

responsible for the declaration of 8 August 1942 (the 'Quit India'

resolution) could not be released till the policy of non-cooperation
and obstruction had been withdrawn, 'not in sackcloth and ashes

that helps no one but in recognition of a mistaken and unprofi-
table policy.*

The Viceroy's emphasis on Indian unity was, needless to say,
resented by the Muslim League. 'This drawing in of geography/ its

official daily said, 'without reference to history and psychology is a

poor compliment to Lord WavelPs gift of statesmanship.' Jinnah
himself accused Lord Wavell of 'fishing in Congress waters.*

The nationalist press and the Liberals condemned the Viceroy's
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refusal to release the Congress leaders. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapra con-

sidered the speech most disappointing; it was not calculated to inspire

hope,, to remove differences or to encourage the people.
In the central Legislative Assembly a number ofCongress members

(who had been boycotting it since the war began) made their appea-
rance,, and with them the Muslim League made common cause. The
Government were defeated in a series of important divisions. In

particular^ the Finance Bill was thrown out. In his closing speech
for the Opposition, Bhulabhai Desai (leader of the Congress Party)

pleaded that he was not opposed to defending his country,, but that

he would not undertake the
*

responsibility
5
of voting the taxes with-

out the
c

privilege' of directing their expenditure.
The death of Kasturba Gandhi on 22 February 1944 caused wide-

spread sorrow. The fact that she was sharing her husband's detention

added poignancy. Shortly before her death^ GandMji had written

a letter to the new Viceroy in which he insisted that the Congress
and he were wholly innocent of the charges brought against them.
4

Promises for the future/ he said.,
c
are valueless in the face of the

world struggle in which the fortume of all nations and therefore of the

whole of humanity is involved. Present performance is the peremp-

tory need of the moment ifthe war is to end in world peace. . . There-

fore a real war effort must mean satisfaction of India's demand.

"Quit India" only gives vivid expression to that demand^ and has

not the sinister and poisonous meaning attributed to it without

warrant by the Government of India/

To this the Viceroy sent a reply in which he expressed his sym-

pathy with Gandhiji in his bereavement. He also enclosed a copy
of his address to the central legislature as indicating his views on the

political situation.

A considerable portion of GandhijFs reply was devoted to a criti-

cism of the speech. Lord Wavell had been making a succession of

flying visits to famine-afHicted areas in the country. Gandhiji sugges-

ted that he should interrupt his usual flights all over India and des-

cend upon Ahmednagarand the Aga Khan Palace (where Gandhiji

and certain others were detained)
c
in order to probe the hearts of

your captives.'

Lord Wavell replied that he viewed the policy of the Congress as

hindering and not forwarding India's progress to self-government

and development. He believed that the greatest contribution the

Congress could make towards India's welfare was to abandon the
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policy ofnon-cooperation and to join wholeheartedly with the other

Indian parties and with the British in helping India forward in her

economic and political progress not by any dramatic or spectacular

stroke, but by hard steady work towards the goal ahead.

Gandhiji retorted that co-operation required equality between

the parties and mutual trust,, but equality was absent and Govern-

ment distrust of the Congress could be seen at every turn. The result

was that suspicion of Government was universal. He asked whether

it was not high time that the Viceroy co-operated with the people
of India through their elected representatives,, instead of expecting

co-operation from them. India, as Gandhiji visualized it, was one

vast prison containing four hundred million souls., and the Viceroy
was their sole custodian.

About this time there occurred an incident of some importance

politically. In any scheme of Pakistan, the Punjab was of crucial im-

portance and Jinnah had long been anxious to consolidate his hold

over that province which, as has been mentioned already, was ruled

by the Unionist Party. The majority of the members of the Unionist

Party were Muslims, but all the important landholders in the

province were its supporters. In 1937, Sir Sikander Hyat Khan had
entered into a pact with Jinnah by which he agreed to persuade

every Muslim in the Legislative Assembly tojoin the Muslim League.
In return, Jinnah had agreed that the Unionist Party should continue

to function as such and that the League would not interfere in its

provincial policies. (Incidentally, Jinnah denied the existence of

such a pact, but that was years later, in 1944). After Sir Sikander's

death in 1942, Khizr Hyat Khan became the leader of the Unionist

Party and the premier of the Punjab. Jinnah thought that he could

coerce Khizr Hyat Khan into acceptance of his dictates. He went
to Lahore in April and insisted that the ministry's

c

Unionist Party
'

label should be changed to that of
c Muslim League Coalition

3

. The

premier consulted his non-Muslim colleagues in the ministry and
offered several alternative formulae as a compromise; he even

suggested that a Muslim High Court judge should arbitrate, but

Jinnah was adamant. Now, Khizr Hyat Khan had admitted into

his ministry Captain Shaukat Hyat Khan, son of the late premier.

Captain Shaukafs role was a dubious one. He was credited with
the intention of resigning and crossing the floor of the House
with a number of his supporters if the premier did not comply
with Jinnah's demand. But there was also a charge against this
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minister that in the exercise of Ms powers he had committed a very
serious case of injustice,, in consequence of which he was dismissed

by the Governor. The dismissal was taken by Jinnah as an affront

to himself and the League,, and soon after the Jinnah-Khizr talks

broke down. The Committee ofAction of the Muslim League called

upon Khizr Hyat Khan for a statement of his case with a view to

taking disciplinary action against him, but he ignored the challenge.

Ultimately the premier was expelled from the League, but most of

his supporters remained true to him and the Muslim members of his

ministry severed their connexion with the League.

Meanwhile,, the Liberal leaders continued their efforts to resolve

the impasse. At a Non-party Conference at Lucknow, Sir Tej Baha-

dur Sapra referred to the frustration caused by the 'immobility of

the Government' which would neither make proposals nor encourage

proposals from others. The Conference passed a number of resolu-

tions recommending the restoration of ministerial government in the

Section 93 provinces; the reconstruction of the Governor-General's

Executive Council as a truly national government with a prime

minister; the release of the Congress leaders, and elections to the

central and provincial legislatures. The Conference authorized its

president (Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru) to prepare a memorandum for

submission to the Viceroy,
Sir Tej Bahadur submitted a memorandum to the Viceroy in the

course of which he pointed out that the Governors in Section 93

provinces had become autocrats,, the like of which had never been

seen before. Out of 18 advisers, only three were Indians. The
Governor acting *in his discretion* was not subject to the control of

the Governor-General in Council, but only to the control of the

Governor-General and the Secretary of State,, so that he was free

from all Indian influence, whether provincial or central. The memo-
randum pointed out that resentment against the continuance of

Governor's rule under Section 93 was deep and strong, but it rarely

came to the surface because of the drastic powers with which the

officials were invested under the Defence ofIndia Rules. The memo-
randum concluded with the suggestion that an attempt should be

made in those provinces to establish coalition ministries, or ministries

representing all the important elements in the legislature.

Lord Wavell replied that the suspension of the constitution was

due to the refusal of the majority party to remain in office for reasons

which had nothing to do with the provincial administration,, and
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that if ministries were to be formed in some or all of these Section 93

provinces,, the first move should come from the party or parties which

were prepared to take office and establish a stable government. The

Viceroy was anxious to see the political life of India restored to nor-

mal and progress made on the path of self-government, but he did

not see how His Majesty's Government., or the Governor-General,

could produce a *
national government' at the Centre and ministries

in the provinces without some marked spirit ofco-operation from out-

side. In his view, drastic constitutional changes should not be made

In wartime; and a national government would have to be established

within the framework of the existing constitution, a limitation which

was apparently unacceptable to the Indian leaders. A national

government should be a business rather than a political government,

devoting its energies to the great administrative problems during the

war and to preparations for post-war development; while some body

should be formed to study the political problem with a view to

arriving at a scheme for political settlement and the means of a

change-over after the war.

Replying to the Viceroy, Sir Tej Bahadur made no secret of his

deep regret at the decision of the Congress to withdraw from office.

But the practical question was whether, for an error of judgment

committed five years ago, the whole of the electorate should continue

to be deprived of their constitutional rights. He suggested that it was

open to a Governor in a Section 93 province to have executive council-

lors or advisers in place of ministers, and yet allow the legislatures to

function. He could not speak for the Congress; nevertheless, he felt

very strongly that, though it might possibly decline to assume the

responsibility of office, it would probably not stand in the way of

other parties forming ministries, and that it would place no unneces-

sary obstruction in the way so long as those who held office reflected

public opinion in their actions and discharged their duties fairly and

wisely. With regard to the national government at the Centre, Sir

Tej Bahadur felt that changes even within the framework of the exist-

ing constitution could be brought about without imperilling the

safety of the country, or without interfering with the effective prose-

cution of the war, by suitable conventions and by securing in fact

and in practice as full a measure of freedom for the Government of

India from outside control as might be possible. He fully realized

the importance of a body being formed to study political problems

for a permanent settlement and to provide the means of% change-over
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after the war, but he thought that such a body formed by a govern-
ment which had not the support or backing of political parties had
little chance of producing a favourable impression on the minds of

the people at large.

In the existing political situation, the Viceroy was not in favour of

setting up provincial executive councils the position ofwhich, vis-a-vis

hostile legislatures., was bound to be difficult. Both supply and legis-

lation might have to be certified. Non-official advisers, too, would
be in a difficult position. It was best to recognize Section 93 for what
it was and not to attempt to dress it up as a democratic form

of government. He agreed with Sir Tej Bahadur that a national

government at the Centre would need the whole-hearted support
of the political parties., and that such support was not forthcoming.
In the middle of April 1944,, Gandhiji had an attack of malaria

from which he did not make a quick recovery. There were grounds
for fear of a sudden collapse, so that he was released unconditionally
on 6 May on medical grounds.
On 17 June,, Gandhiji wrote to the Viceroy expressing a desire to

interview members of the Congress Working Committee in order to

discuss a fresh approach and, as a preliminary, suggested that when
he had recovered from Ms illness he should meet the Viceroy.
The Viceroy refused permission to Gandhiji to see the members of

the Working Committee, nor did he feel that a meeting between

themselves at that stage would serve any useful purpose. If, however,
after his convalescence, and on further reflection, Gandhiji had a

definite and constructive policy to propose for the furtherance of

India's welfare, the Viceroy would be glad to consider it.

On 20 June, the Government published the correspondence which

had passed between Lord Linlithgow, Lord Wavell and the Govern-

ment of India on the one hand, and Gandhiji on the other, during
the latter's detention.

On 11 July, the Times of India published what was said to be an

interview given by Gandhiji to Stewart Gelder, a correspondent of

the News Chronicle, London. At a press conference the next day,

Gandhiji handed over the notes which he had prepared after his

discussion with the Britishjournalist. He said that he had not autho-

rized the publication of the interview, or even its substance. He had

told Gelder that his first business was to go to Delhi and, if he could,

see the Viceroy and give him an idea ofthe way Gandhiji's mind was

working.
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The substance of the interview was that Gandhiji could do nothing
without consulting the Congress Working Committee. If he met the

Viceroy he would tell him that it was his purpose to help and not

hinder the Allied war effort. He had no intention of offering civil dis-

obedience. History could never be repeated; he could not take the

country back to 1942. The world had moved on during the last two

years and the whole situation had to be reviewed de now. Today he

would be satisfied with a national Government in full control of civil

administration and would advise the Congress to participate in such

a government if formed. It would be composed of persons chosen

by the elected members of the central Assembly. The military would

be allowed all the facilities they might require, but the control would

be that of the national Government. Ordinance rule would give

place to normal administration. The Viceroy would be there,, but he

would be like the King of England, guided by responsible ministers.

Popular government would be automatically restored in all the pro-

vinces. So far as military operations were concerned, the Viceroy
and the Commander-in-Chief would have complete control, subject

to advice and criticism from the national Government. Thus the

portfolio of defence would be in the hands of the national Govern-

ment, which would be genuinely interested in the defence of the

country and might render great assistance in the shaping of policies.

The Allied forces would be allowed to carry on their operations on

Indian soil, but the expense of the operations would not be borne

by India.

On 15 July, Gandhiji wrote to Lord Wavell. He said that the

Viceroy must have seen the authentic version of his interview with

Gelder. He regretted its premature publication, as it was meant

primarily to be shown to the Viceroy. But he thought that the publi-

cation would be a blessing in disguise if it enabled theViceroy to grant
at least one of Ms two requests either that he (Gandhiji) should be

permitted to see the members of the Working Committee, or that he

should be granted an interview with the Viceroy.
The Viceroy replied that he could not usefully comment on the

Gelder interview, but that if Gandhiji would submit a definite and

constructive policy, he would be glad to consider it.

On 27 July, Gandhiji wrote to Lord Wavell to the effect that he

was prepared to advise the Working Committee to renounce mass

civil disobedience and \o give full co-operation in the war effort, if a

declaration of immediate Indian independence were made an4 a
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national government responsible to the central Assembly were formed,

subject to the proviso that during the pendency of the war, military

operations should continue as at present, but without any financial

burden upon India.

Only a day later,, on 28 July, there was a debate on India in the

House of Commons. In the course of Ms speech, the Secretary of

State said that Gandhiji's interviews and statements were not free

from obscurities and reservations on particular points,, but that they
were all bound up with,, and dependent upon., one central demand
which did not leave any room for ambiguity. That was the demand
for immediate recognition of India's independence under a provi-
sional government in which the only powers reserved to the Viceroy
wouldbe those which dealt with the control of active military opera-*
tions. All the reserve powers which were indispensable to ensuring
that the various functions of administration were co-ordinated with

the war effort, as also those indispensable to the safeguarding of the

constitutional position for minority elements,, were to d'sappear*
That was just the demand upon which the negotiations with the

Congress had broken down two years ago. There was the further

stipulation that India was to bear no part of the cost of her own
defence. So long as these were the bases for his proposals, they obvi-

ously did not form even the starting-point for a profitable discussion,

either with Lord Wavell or with the interned Congress leaders. They
were in no sense a response to the Viceroy's invitation to Gandhiji to

produce constructive proposals* The Secretary of State concluded

that they could only continue tohope that the time would come when

they would have before them proposals which would conform to

conditions not arbitrarily imposed, but which were indispensable

both because India was at war and because no agreed future consti-

tution was yet in sight.

The Viceroy replied to Gandhiji on 15 August. He repeated that

Gandhiji's proposals were very similar to those which had been made

by the Congress President to Sir Stafford Cripps in April 1942

and rejected at that time for reasons given by His Majesty's

Government. The British ofler to India of unqualified freedom after

the war had been made conditional upon the framing of a consti-

tution agreed by the main elements of India's national life, and the

negotiation of a treaty with Britain. The object of these conditionswas

to safeguard the racialand religious minorities, the Depressed Classes.,

and treaty obligations to the Indian States. If the Government

II
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were to be made responsible to the central Assembly, it would be

necessary to alter the constitution and this was impossible during
the period of the war. Until the war was over, responsibility for

defence and military operations could not be separated from the other

responsibilities of Government; and until the new constitution was

in operation the British Government and the Governor-General

must retain their responsibility over the entire field. With regard to

India's share in the cost of the war,, the existing financial arrange-

ments could only be reopened at the instance of either the British

Government or the Indian Government. The Hindus, the Muslims

and the important minorities, were welcome to co-operate in a transi-

tional government under the constitution, as it stood, but for such a

government to succeed there must first be agreement in principle

between those elements as to the method by which the future consti-

tution should be framed.

Commenting on the Viceroy's reply, Gandhiji said that it was c

as

clear as crystal that the British Government did not propose to give

up the power they possess over the four hundred millions unless the

latter develop strength enough to wrest it from them.'

The door having been closed by the Viceroy, some of the Congress
leaders turned again to Jinnah. Rajagopalachari was convinced

that there was no escape from some form of partition of the country
if there were to be any progress in the constitutional field. Earlier, in

1943, he had drawn up a formula to serve as a basis for a settlement

between the Congress and the League. He had shown it to Gandhiji
and obtained his approval when he had been allowed to see him

during his fast in February of that year. Now, in April 1944, he com-
municated the formula toJinnah and had discussions and correspon-
dence with him. The terms of the formula, which Rajagopalachari

published on 10 July, were that the Muslim League should endorse

the demand for independence and co-operate with the Congress in

the formation ofa provisional interim government for the transitional

period; after the termination of the war, a commission should be

appointed to demarcate those contiguous districts in north-west

and north-east India wherein the Muslims were in an absolute

majority, and in those areas there should be a plebiscite of all the

inhabitants to decide the issue of separation from Hindustan; if the

majority decided in favour offorming a separate sovereign State, such
decision should be given effect to. It would be open to all the parties
to advocate their points of view before the plebiscite was held. In
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the event of separation, a mutual agreement should be entered Into

for defence, commerce, communications and other essential purposes.

Any transfer ofpopulation would be on an absolutely voluntary basis.

These terms should be binding only in case of transfer by Britain of

full power and responsibility for the governance of India. Jinnah

agreed to place this formula before the League, but refused to take

personal responsibility for accepting or rejecting it.

On 17 July, Gandhiji wrote to Jinnah suggesting that the two of

them should meet.
*Do not regard me as an enemy of Islam or of

Indian Muslims. I have always been a servant and friend to you and
to mankind. Do not disappoint me.* Jinnah replied that he would

be glad to receive Gandhiji at Ms house in Bombay on his return from

Kashmir, probably in the middle of August.
The Working Committee of the Muslim League, which met in

Lahore on 30 July, gave Jinnah full authority to negotiate with

Gandhiji. But Jinnah's speech was not exactly helpful. While he did

not conceal his pleasure that Gandhiji,, at any rate in his personal

capacity, had accepted the principle of partition,, he dismissed the

Rajagopalachari formula as offering
* a shadowand a husk,, a maimed,

mutilated and moth-eaten Pakistan.
5

Gandhiji's willingness to discuss the partition of the country with

Jinnah provoked bitter criticism., particularly from the Hindus in the

Punjab and Bengal, who were aggrieved at the prospect of becoming
a helpless minority in an Islamic State, The Sikhs were nervous

about a settlement being reached over their heads. The Hindu

Mahasabha was very bitter; Savarkar asserted that 'the Indian pro-

vinces were not the private properties of Gandhiji and Rajaji so that

they could make a gift ofthem to anyone they liked.'

The offer to discuss the partition of India with Jinnah was,, to say

the least of it, inopportune. The League ministries in Bengal, Sind

and theNorth-West Frontier Province were in none too stable a posi-

tion. Moreover, the refusal of Khizr Hyat Khan, the premier of the

Punjab, to change the "Unionist Ministry* in the Punjab into a

'Muslim League Coalition Ministry', had not enhanced Jinnah's

prestige. In these circumstances GandhijFs move was calculated only

to strengthen Jinnah's hands and further the cause of the Muslim

League. This was a view which was shared by some prominent

Congressmen.
On 6 August, Dawn, the official mouthpiece ofthe Muslim League,

carried a leading article which stated that the first question was the
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acceptance of the principle of the carving out of portions of India

for the creation of separate sovereign States. That alone would take

them to the next stage of the marking of the frontiers of the State with

due regard to its safety and solvency. It was not going to be a mere

pencil scrawl on the map according to the density of population,, be-

cause if the principle of creating sovereign States were conceded, it

was also to be understood that the unit in the comity of nations must

be self-supporting and that necessary adjustments would have to be

made by negotiation and consent. The demand that Musalmans

should precisely define the geographical lay-out of Pakistan, so that

Hindus could sit on the fence and throw stones,, did not appear to be

a token of co-operation and sincerity, because the very basis of

division, if conceded, would throw upon both parties the onus of sit-

ting together and finding a solution that would enable the divided

States to be economically self-supporting and nationally solvent in

the larger sense of a term which embraced all aspects of sovereignty.

On 10 August, Rajagopalachari was compelled to state that if the

conditions for an independent State were lacking in the Muslim

majority areas, it would be good ground for advising the people at

the time of the plebiscite to vote against separation, or for the total

withdrawal of the demand. He said that it should not become a

reason for asking for an expansion of territory involving the coercion

of people outside Muslim majority areas, or for making other and

fresh demands. In conclusion, he said that areas found to be lacking

in self-sufficiency must be content to remain units within a larger

State, for they could not aspire to independent sovereign status.

The Gandhi-Jinnah meeting took place on 9 September 1944. The

talks continued under a veil of secrecy till the 27th,when the correspon-

dence whichhad accompanied the talks was released and the failure to

reach agreement was announced.

On 24 September, Gandhiji had made a concrete offer to Jinnah,

stating that he was willing to recommend to the Congress and the

country the acceptance of the claim for separation contained in the

League's Lahore resolution of 1940, under certain terms and condi-

tions. He had proceeded on the assumption that India was not to be

regarded as two or more nations, but as one family consisting ofmany
members, including those Muslims living in Baluchistan, Sind, the

North-West Frontier Province, parts of the Punjab, Bengal and

Assam, who desired to live in separation from the rest of India.

These areas should be demarcated by a commission approved by the
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Congress and the League and the wishes of the inhabitants should be

ascertained through a plebiscite. If the vote were in favour of separa-

tion., it should be agreed that these areas should form a separate

State as soon as possible after India was free. There should be a

treaty of separation which should provide for the efficient and satis-

factory administration of foreign affairs, defence, internal communi-

cations, customs, commerce and the like,, which must necessarily

continue to be matters of common interest between the contracting

parties. The treaty should also contain terms for the safeguarding of

the rights of minorities in the two States. Immediately on the accep-

tance of that agreement by the Congress and the League, the two

would decide upon a common course of action for the attainment of

India's independence. The League would however be free to remain

out of any direct action to which the Congress might resort and in

which it might not be willing to participate.

Jinnah replied the next day to the effect that Gandhiji had already

rejected the fundamental principles of the Lahore resolution, since he

did not accept that the Musalmans of India were a nation, nor that

they had an inherent right of self-determination; that theyalone were

entitled to exercise their right of self-determination, and that Pakistan

was composed of two zones, North-West and North-East, comprising

six provinces namely Sind, Baluchistan, the North-West Frontier

Province, the Punjab, Bengal and Assam, subject to territorial ad-

justments that might be agreed upon as indicated in the Lahore reso-

lution. He added that the All-India Congress Committee's resolution

passed at Allahabad in May 1942 and the one passed at Bombay on

8 August 1942 were a complete bar to any settlement on the basis of

the division of India into Pakistan and Hindustan. He was emphatic

that if the terms offered by Gandhiji were accepted, the existing

boundaries of the Punjab, Bengal and Assam would be mutilated

beyond redemption, leaving the Muslims with no more than the husk.

Jinnah was against GandhijTs proposal that even in those areas the

right of self-determination should be exercised, not only by Muslims,

but by all the inhabitants of those areas. Gandhiji's proposal was

also that, if the vote were in favour of separation, Muslims should be

allowed toform a separate State assoon as possible after India was free
;

whereas the Muslim League proposal was that the two parties should

come to a complete settlement immediately and by their united front

and efforts do everything in their power to secure the freedom and

independence of the peoples of India on the basis of Pakistan and
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Hindustan. Gandhiji had suggested that there should be a treaty of

separation to provide for the efficient and satisfactory administration

of foreign affairs,, defence,, communications,, customs^ commerce and

the like, as matters ofcommon interest; but Jinnah was clear that all

these matters,, which were the life-blood of any State., could not be

delegated to any common central authority or government.
In the words of Gandhiji, the talks and the correspondence seemed

c

to ran in parallel lines and never touch one another.' On 27 Sep-

tember, Jinnah announced that it had not been possible to reach an

agreement, but added:
cWe trust that this is not the final end of

our efforts.' Gandhiji commented that failure to reach agreement
was no cau.e for disappointment.

c The breakdown is only so called.

It is an adjournment sine die.' The only practical result of these talks

was to reveal^ for the first time^ the concrete features of the demand
which the Muslim League had been pressing without so far defining

and further to enhance Jinnah' s position and prestige amongst the

Muslims generally.
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A NEW APPROACH

THE
breakdown of the Gandhi-Jinnah talks convinced Lord

Wavellthat unless His Majesty's Government itself intervened

there was no likelihood of arriving at any solution of the Indian

problem. Meanwhile, in consultation with his advisers., he had for-

mulated certain tentative conclusions which he decided to put before

a conference of Governors. The Conference was held in August 1944,

Lord Wavell told the Governors that His Majesty's Government was

preoccupied with its vast undertakings elsewhere and, so long as the

war con inued, had little time to devote to India's political problems.

On the other hand, the position was that Germany was likely to be

beaten by the end ofthe year and that the war withJapan would end

about six months later- The political question would then inevitably

have to be taken up and the promises made to India redeemed. Elec-

tions would have to be held at the Centre and in the provinces. The

Defence of India Rules would lapse. There would be general demo-

bilization, dispersal oflabour from war industries,, and the winding up
of war establishments, involving large-scale unemployment and dis-

content. Economic problems would continue to be as difficult as ever.

He thought that it would be wise to provide Indians with an outlet

for their administrative and political energy and that, if Indian lea-

ders couldbe induced to enter the central Government and if it were

possible to get popular ministries back into office in the Section 93

provinces, that would be the outlet; but unfortunately the prospects

were not favourable. He enquired whether, on the long-term view,

the Governors were agreed that Government should sit back and

await events, or that they should make a positive move. All the

Governors were emphatic that, failing agreement between the Indian

parties, a positive move was essential and that, in view of the rapidly

approachingdefeatofGermany, it should be made as soon as possible.
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Fortified by the Governors' unanimous agreement. Lord Wavell

proceeded to finalize his plan. The Viceroy would assemble a small

conference of the principal leaders, including, besides Gandhiji and

Jinnah, one representative each of the Congress and the Muslim

League, of the Sikhs, Depressed Classes, non-Congress Hindus, non-

League Muslims and Labour. The Viceroy would discuss with them

the question of the composition of the transitional government. His

own idea was that there should be an equal number of Hindus and

Muslims, with one representative of the Depressed Classes and one

Sikh, In addition to the Commander-in-Chief and the Governor-

General. This transitional government would work within the exist-

ing constitution. Its task would be to prosecute the war againstJapan
with the utmost energy and to carry on the government of British

India until the new constitution and treaty came into force; to

appoint British-Indian representatives to the Peace Conference and
other internationa

7

conferences; to consider the composition of the

Constituent Assembly, or other body, which would draft the consti-

tution and negotiate the treaty with His Majesty's Government; and
to secure the approval ofthe leaders ofIndian opinion in the principal
communities to the composition proposed.
The conference would also consider the best means of re-establish-

ing popular governments in the Section 93 provinces, preferably with

coalition ministries. If the conference agreed to the formation of a

transitional government at the Centre and was able to propose

acceptable members for it, the names would be submitted by the

Viceroy to the Secretary of State for His Majesty's approval. The
members would then take office. Provincial governments would be

formed in Section 93 provinces simultaneously, or as soon as possible
thereafter. If it were found necessary or desirable to hold elections

for the central and provincial legislatures, they would be held after the

new governmentshad taken office. When the new transitional govern-
ment was well settled, the Viceroy would encourage it to prepare
and communicate to His Majesty's Government proposals for the

establishment of the constitution and treaty-making body. At that

stage, the Princes would have to be brought into the negotiations. If

the conference failed, there would be no alternative but to carry on
the government with the existing Executive Council.

In communicating his plan to the Secretary of State the Viceroy
admitted that there were obvious difficulties *and risks, but stressed

that the risks of following a policy ofno action were much greater.
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The Secretary of State, whilst sympathizing with the objective

underlying the Viceroy's proposals, saw In them certain inherent

practical difficulties. He was sure that, unless there were prior agree-
ment between the political parties with regard to the constitutional

future, there was bound to be such acute tension within the Council

as would hamper the war effort and the day-to-day administration

of the country. The Secretary of State also foresaw difficulties in re-

gard to the composition of the interim Government. An important

point was whether Jinnah should be allowed to nominate all the Mus-
lim members to the Executive Council. If he were allowed to do so,

important sections of Muslims in the Punjab and elsewhere would go
unrepresented. Further, in attempting to conciliate the Congress and
the Muslim League, there was the risk that those classes in India that

had supported His Majesty's Government loyally in the past and
whose co-operation was still essential, would be thrown overboard.

At the same time, Amery appreciated the arguments against allow-

ing the situation to drift. He therefore suggested an alternative plan
which he thought would, while evading some of the objections to the

Viceroy's plan, show that the British Government was not content

to sit still. His suggestion was that the existing Executive Council

should be left untouched for the duration of the war. The Viceroy

might announce his intention, in the face of the obviously unbrid-

geable gulf between the two main organized parties, to set up a con-

ference of the other less unbalanced and irreconcilable elements in

Indian polity, for the purpose ofdiscussing the basis ofa future consti-

tution for India and framing proposals to that end. The nucleus of

the conference might be the National Defence Council, which already
included representatives of the Princes. This body could be reinfor-

ced by the premiers of non-Section 93 provinces, elder statesmen,

representatives of the Depressed Classes and Labour, and represen-

tatives of the Fighting Services, including those of the Indian States,

Even so, though it would not be unduly larger for general discussion,

a small committee might be selected from within it to concentrate on

planning. The selection ofa chairman would be a critical point ofthe

scheme, but should not present insuperable difficulty. There was

much to be said for by-passing the Congress and the League; if

that proved impossible, they might be invited to participate, but only

on a relatively small scale. Ifthey declined to participate, the confe-

rence would go to work without them- Secretariat and expert assis-

tance might foe provided by the Reforms Department; and advisers,
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especially those experienced in the working of federal constitutions,

might be invited from the Dominions and foreign countries. Propo-
sals emanating from the conference would no doubt be subject to

eventual ratification by an elected body., the composition of which

would have to be suggested by the conference. The Congress and the

League would be represented on the elected body and this would

provide an answer to criticism of their exclusion from, or non-

participation in,, the work of the conference. The Secretary of State

thought that this plan would avoid the serious administrative diffi-

culties inherent in the Viceroy's proposals during the critical war

period; it would be an earnest of His Majesty's Government's deter-

mination to fulfil its promises; it would focus Indian political dis-

cussion on a constructive task, and it would evade the difficulty

(which was a feature of both the Viceroy's proposed preliminary
conference and transitional government) of having the Congress and
the Muslim League confronting each other and dominating the dis-

cussions with their irreconcilable differences. It would also give full

opportunity for the expression of the views of those who had stood by
the British Government in recent years.

In Lord WavelFs view,, the Secretary of State's alternative plan was

quite impracticable. The Congress and the Muslim League could

not be by-passed. They held the keys to the situation; they controlled

the press, and they would undoubtedly sweep the polls in any elec-

tions that might be held. Preliminary agreement about the future

constitution was not being insisted upon because such agreement was

manifestly impossible. On the other hand, by working together,

politicians might achieve a greater sense of realism, as had to a large
extent happened after the Congress took office in 1937.

It was now that Anaery, with characteristic boldness of vision, put
forward an arresting thesis of his own. He said that he was coming
increasingly to the view that India's main grievance and source of

bitterness was not the existing Government of India, but Downing
Street and the House ofCommons. It was the suspicion, however un-

just, that India's views were being overruled from Whitehall, that

India's interests were being made subservient to British interests, and
that her policy was being governed by the prejudice or party ma-
noeuvres of British politicians. More than that, the situation was one
which tended at least subconsciously to accentuate the irrespon-

sibility of Indian politicians. At the back of their minds they were

always thinking that by stating their case in its extreme form they
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might get something more out of the British Government when the

latter had to come to a decision, and they could not bring themselves

to believe that the British Government really meant to accept an
Indian settlement and implement it. To that extent, he believed that

there was something in GandMji's argument that the presence of the

British in India impeded a settlement. The conclusion he drew from

this was that instead of making Indian agreement an essential

prerequisite to full self-government vis-a-vis Whitehall, the British

Government should go the other way about and concede indepen-
dence in the fullest sense as a prerequisite to an internal settlement in

India, It was obvious that the British could not leave India to chaos

and therefore the independence to be conceded would have to be to

the Government of India as it existed at the time. Ameiy's idea was

that the British Government should declare that they recognized
India as enjoying the full freedom ofstatus enjoyed by the Dominions

under the Statute of Westminster, namely, full equality with Great

Britain, and that Parliament in England should have no power
to legislate for Indian affaire except at the request of an Indian

Government. Though Amery was not unaware that his proposal

might be considered
*

wildly fantastic *, he felt that it was not incon-

ceivable that a situation might arise in which it would be possible for

a Government in Britain to astound India and the world by the bold-

ness of its action!

Here was a conception that was destined in the very near future to

take practical and definite shape. That Amery was not able to trans-

late his ideas into practice was largely due to environment and the

circumstances of the time.

In fact, the key to the door ofprogress was controlled by Churchill,

for at that critical time the rest of the British Cabinet largely subor-

dinated their views to his policy and judgment. Lord Wavell felt

that his own views would have a better chance of acceptance by the

Cabinet if he wrote directly to Churchill. I had the privilege ofseeing

that remarkable document. It contained a bold and forthright ex-

pression of his views on the political situation as it existed at the time

and pressed very strongly for a change ofspirit, a change which would

convince the average educated Indian that the British Government

was sincere in its intentionsandwas friendly towards India. I recall,in

particular, the way in which Lord Wavell opened and concluded his

observations. He prefaced his letter by stating that during the five

years or more during which he had had the privilege ofserving under
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Churchill, the latter must often have found him a difficult and

troublesome subordinate. He himself had not always found Churchill

an easy master., but he had never failed to serve him loyally and with

unqualified admiration for his courage and strategy, and he had

always told him the truth as he saw it without fear of consequences.

Lord Wavell concluded his letter by saying that, as Churchill knew,
he had no axe to grind; that he had not sought, nor had he desired

his appointment as Viceroy, but since he had been placed in a posi-

tion of such immense responsibility he was bound to place his views

before him without partiality, favour or affection.

Simultaneously with the despatch of his letter to Churchill, Lord

Wavell suggested to the Secretary of State certain practical measures

which would be calculated to convince Indians of a change of spirit

on the part of the British Government, These were a declaration by
the British Prime Minister himself that His Majesty's Government

definitely intended to give India self-government as early as possible ;

an assurance that the British Government did not intend to repudiate
its debt to India, although the time and manner of repayment would

require discussion; a gift or transfer of shipping to India against ster-

ling balances to help tide over the transportation problem; a promise
of modem ships to the Indian Navy at the end of the war; higher
status for the Indian High Commissioner in London and the transfer

to him of some of the business done in the India Office; conferment

on the Indian representative in the United States of the status of

Minister, and the transfer of Indian affairs from the India Office to

the Dominions Office.

The Secretary of State hoped that the Viceroy's appeal to Churchill

would have its effect, A change of spirit was essential, for both future

and day-to-day relations between India and Great Britain, and

nothing could carry so much conviction as a statement by the Prime
Minister himself. The Secretary of State was inclined to support the

specific proposals made by the Viceroy, though he felt that practical
effect could not be given to some of them, at any rate until after the

war. He reiterated that he himselfwould go a long way towards the

recognition of India's self-governing status without waiting for a

solution of her internal constitutional problems.
In the meantime there was a new move in the political field. Ever

since the breakdown of the Gandhi-Jinnah talks a few of the Hindu
and Muslim extremists had been carrying on a bitter controversy
over the Pakistan issue and the use of the words

*
civil war 5 was
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becoming far too frequent In public speeches. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapni^

alarmed at the way in which the communal situation was deterio-

rating, wrote to Gandhijl suggesting the holding of an All-Parties

Conference; but Sir Tej Bahadur himself was doubtful whether his

proposal would lead to any satisfactory result and, after some discus-

sion with Gandhiji, the suggestion was dropped. Another proposal

was that Gandhiji should call a National Convention, but he was not

agreeable to doing so. Subsequently, Sir Tej Bahadur suggested to

Gandhiji that the Standing Committee of the Non-party Conference

should set up a committee and prescribe for it certain duties. The

object of this committee would not be to bring about a settlement in

the sense that
e

the document would be executed,, signed, sealed and

delivered/ but to understand the point ofview of each party and to

act as a sort of conciliation board by establishing contacts with the

leaders of all parties, and then to recommend such solution as they

thought fit. It would be open to the parties to accept it wholly or

partially, or to reject it. Gandhiji accepted the suggestion, but said

that the members of the committee should not belong to the Congress,

the League, the Mahasabha, or any of the recognized parties, and

that they should be persons who had not definitely committed them-

selves to any particular view since the breakdown of the Gandhi-

Jinnah talks.

The Standing Committee of the Non-party Conference met on 19

November 1944, and decided to set up a committee
c
to examine the

whole communal and minorities question from a constitutional and

political point of view, put itself in touch with the different parties

and their leaders, including the minorities interested in the question,

and present a solution within two months to the Standing Com-

mittee of the Non-party Conference.* Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru was

authorized to appoint the members of the Committee.

Sir Tej Bahadur held a press conference the same day at which he

explained that the proposed Committee would consist ofpeople who

were not actively associated with any of the recognized political

parties and who had not publicly expressed opinions on the com-

munal controversy. The Committee's object would be to lift the dis-

cussion of the communal and political problem from the partisan to

the scientific and judicial level. He hoped that two ex-High Court

judges, and possibly one or two Englishmen, would serve on the

Committee, which would do all it could to ascertain the views of

the various political parties. He said that if any party declined to
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co-operate, there would be no recriminations., though the fact would
be recorded. Sir Tej Bahadur added that he had Gandhiji's support
and he hoped that the Government would adopt a reasonable atti-

tude to any approach by the Committee for information or statistics.

The Viceroy was apprehensive lest Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru's scheme

should affect the consideration of his own proposals by the British

Cabinet. Whilst recognizing the inappropriateness of making any
move that might possibly be interpreted as an attempt to sabotage a

genuine effort by Indian leaders to produce a settlement., he also felt

that if the Government ceased to give consideration to the main

principles of the problem every time the Indian leaders stirred the

muddy waters, there would be no end to the business. His Majesty's
Government should be prepared to move quickly when a good oppor-

tunity offered, but it could not be prepared unless it was clear about

its general objective. The Viceroy accordingly urged on the Secretary
of State that his proposals should be considered by the Cabinet, even

though action might have to be delayed pending the result of the

Sapru Committee's discussions.

The Cabinet felt that the Viceroy's proposal to summon a confe-

rence of political leaders was a matter that called for personal discus-

sion and that the best time for the Viceroy to go to London would be

after the outcome of the Sapru Committee's inquiries had become
known.

The Viceroy insisted however that he should put his point ofview

to the Cabinet as early as possible and suggested that he should leave

for England by the end ofJanuary 1945; but the Secretary of State

advised that it would be convenient if he could come a little later,

possibly in March.

On 3 December, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru announced the names of

the members of his
*

Conciliation Committee*. He said that it was his

intention to write to leaders of the various parties and organizations

requesting them to agree to personal interviews. The Committee
would be free to devise its own procedure. It was proposed to publish
all important papers along with the report of the Committee. The
field of work of the Committee was obviously limited. It was not

attempting to frame a detailed constitution. Its purpose was to in-

vestigate whether there was a possibility of reconciling conflicting
views and of suggesting a basis on which a constitutional structure

might be built, and for this the Committee would welcome and be

grateful for help from every quarter.
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Shortly after this^ Sir Tej Bahadur wrote to Jinnah asking whether

he would meet Mm and one or two other members of the Commit-

tee with a view to clarifying certain points. Jinnah replied that he

could not recognize the Committee of the Non-party Conference, or

its Standing Committee, and that he was therefore unable to comply

with the request. He added that he did not mean any discourtesy to

Sir Tej Bahadur personally; that if the latter had desired to meet him

otherwise than on behalfof the Non-party Conference he would have

been glad to see him. Then there was Ambedkar, who was inclined

at first to co-operate, but who later withdrew because he disliked the

composition of the Committee. Despite these rebuffs, the Sapra Com-

mittee went ahead with its inquiries*

In his annual address to the Associated Chambers of Commerce in

Calcutta in December 1944 the Viceroy said:

If I may be permitted to assume for the moment the role of medical

adviser to political India, my advice would be something like this: I do

not believe that your condition calls for a serious operation I should

certainly try all other possible remedies first. But I do not think that the

Quit India' mixture or those Satyagraha pills have done you much good.

I should suggest your leaving off medicines altogether, and you may find

that you are not as ill as you think. Perhaps some fresh air and work in the

fields would do you good. In other words, I do not believe that there are

now real differences in principle between India and Britain, or that the

communal problem, difficult though it is, is insoluble. But also I do not

believe that we can solve our problems by mutual recriminations and by

harping on past grievances and mistakes. Our best hope lies in working

together without trying to lay down detailed conditions or to decide every-

thing before we begin work. To return to the medical metaphor fdr a

moment, I think the jirst requirement for a return to health is a faith cure,

a belief in the good intentions of the British people and in their genuine

desire for a settlement and for the welfare and self-government of the

Indian people. I can certainly assure you that I should not be here if I did

not believe in those.

He paid a tribute to the Government of India describing it as

c a preponderantly Indian Government which in spite of all the

criticism and abuse heaped on it is doing an essential job of work

for India and is doing it on the whole extremely well/ This did not

mean that some other national government, based on the support

of the main political parties, might not be more serviceable to India's

needs. According to the Viceroy's conceptions a national govern-

ment should be one formed to meet a national crisis in which 'none
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are for a party but all are for the State.' If it were possible to form

such a national government during the war^ it would quite clearly

and quite definitely have to function under the existing constitution,

and its primary task would have to be the sincere and whole-hearted

support of the war effort. The Viceroy added that in the last decade

His Majesty's Government had made two attempts to
e

solve the dead-

lock' the Act of 1935., and the draft declaration propounded by Sir

Stafford Cripps. Both attempts had failed and after the second

failure the British Government had said that they could do no more
and that India herself must make a constructive suggestion. No
such suggestion had yet emerged and the recent discussions between

Gandhiji andJinnah showed how intractable the communal problem
still was. His Majesty's Government was naturally chary of a further

advance until it felt that the spirit of compromise and co-operation
was realj but its desire for a solution remained perfectly genuine.
The year 1945 began on an optimistic note, with rumours of a

Congress-League alliance. Since 1944^ when the Congress members
had begun once more to attend the central legislature, Bhulabhai

Desai had been working in close co-operation with Liaqat Ali Khan,
the defacto leader of the Muslim League Party in the legislature, and

there had been a certain amount of speculation with regard to a

pact said to have been reached between them.

Bhulabhai Desai saw Sir Evan Jenkins, then Private Secretary to

the Viceroy, on 13 January. This was followed by an interview with

the Viceroy on 20 January. Bhulabhai Desai's plan was as follows:

Desai and Jinnah should be invited to form an interim Government at

the Centre;

They would then consult the groups in the Indian legislature and submit

names to the Governor-General for inclusion in the Executive Council.

The selection would not be confined to members of the legislature;

Ccraamunal proportions within the Council would be settled by agree-
ment. Bhulabhai Desai would be accommodating about this (he said that,

speaking for himself, if the Muslim League insisted, he would agree to

equality between them and the Congress^ with a 20 per cent reservation

for the rest) ;

The interim Government would work within the present constitution,

but all themembers ofthe Executive Council, except the Governor-General

and the Commander-in-Chief, would be Indians;
As regards the long-term solution, there would be no commitments.

The long-term solution might be easier when the interim Government had
been in office for a year or so;
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In the provinces, the existing ministries would not be interfered with,

though there might be adjustments based on party agreements with which
His Majesty's Government would not be concerned. Section 93 adminis-

trations would be replaced by coalition ministries including both Congress
and League elements;

There would be no general elections either at the Centre or in the

provinces;
Detenus would not be released before the formation of the interim

central Government.

Desai claimed that these proposals had the support of Gandhiji,
that they were based on informal talks with Liaqat Ali Khan, and
that if the British Government really wanted a central Government
with political backing they could get it now. He was confident that

Jinnah was aware and had approved of what had passed between
Mm and Liaqat Ali Khan.
The Viceroy suggested to the Secretary of State "that Bhulabhai

Desai's plan afforded an excellent opportunity of making progress in

the political sphere. It not only accorded with his own proposals,, but

it had the advantage of being put forward by an Indian. The British

Cabinet, however^ raised a number of points of varying importance.
It wanted to know what guarantee there was that Desai*s interim

Government would support the war effort; whether the intention was
to deprive the Governor-General of the right to select his colleagues;
how far the new members of the Council would be subject to control

by their party caucuses; how far the Congress would support Desai;
where the British Government stood on the

*

Quit India* resolution;

how minorities and non-Congress Hindus and non-League Muslims

would be provided for; and so on. It was clear that the Viceroy could

not answer these questions without seeing Desai and Jinnah. In

authorizing him to do so^ the Secretary of State emphasized that he

was not to commit himself (or His Majesty's Government) in any way
as to the acceptability or otherwise of the proposals; that he was

merely to clear up,, as far as possible,, the points mentioned above,,

and transmit to His Majesty's Government any serious suggestion

agreed to between Desai and Jinnah.

Meanwhile^ Jinnah made a public statement disclaiming any

knowledge of the Desai-Liaqat Ali pact. Desai was undeterred by
Jirrnah's disclaimer and continued to canvass support for Ms plan,

Desai happened to meet me at about this time. He told me that no

serious notice need be taken of Jinnah's disclaimer,, which had been

expressed in very guarded language-; that he himself had acted with

12
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the knowledge of Gandhijl and that^ if the Government accepted his

plan, Jinnah would certainly participate^ even though he might ex-

press dissatisfaction in public. I remember his quoting a Gujarati

proverb to the effect that one might grumble about the food., but one

would eat it all the same.

It was learnt that Jinnah was not likely to come to Delhi before

March. Lord Wavell therefore asked SirJohn Golville^ the Governor

of Bombay,, to seeJinnah on his behalf and find out ifhe thought the

Desai proposals worth pursuing and if so^ whether he would come to

Delhi as soon as possible for discussions with himself and Desai. Sir

John Colville sawJinnah,, who stated that he knew nothing about the

talks between Desai and Liaqat AH Khan and that the proposals had
been made without any authority from the League. He said he would
be going to Delhi early in March and that he would be glad to discuss

the matter with the Viceroy on his arrival. Unfortunately^ when

Jinnah reached Delhi., he fell ill and was unable to meet the Viceroy.

Lord Wavell now urged on the Secretary of State that his visit to

England should no longer be put off. Bhulabhai Desai's proposals
were after all only an incidental development of the general plan that

he himselfhad put forward; indeed,, he was more concerned to know
the mind of His Majesty's Government than that of Jinnah or Desai.

But the Sapra Committee's report was expected in May> and the

Secretary ofState suggested that it would be better,, for this and other

reasons,, if the Viceroy postponed his visit till June. Lord Wavell,,

however, protested strenuously against any postponement and it was

finally agreed that he should fly to England at the end of the third

week of March. Sir Evan Jenkins and myself accompanied Lord
Wavell to England. It was wartime and the news of the Viceroy's

departure was not made public until he had reached London.
But let us complete the story of the Desai-Liaqat Ali pact. There

can hardly be any doubt that Desai had in fact reached an under-

standing with Liaqat Ali Khan on the formation of a national

government at the Centre and that the latter resiled from it when he
found that Jinnah was not going to be helpful. Gandhiji himself

admitted later that the Desai-Liaqat pact had received his blessing.
Desai's formula was an attempt to break the political deadlock on the

lines of an ad hoc practical compromise. Its merit was that it was not

unduly ambitious; that it did not try to attack the main points of

difference between the parties, and that it was well-timed,, because of

the progressive disposition of the Viceroy and his desire to achieve
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some kind of settlement. But Desal was later to be repudiated by
Jinnah, as well as by the leaders of the Congress, and the ultimate

result of Ms labours was Ms own political extinction!

Nor did the proposals of the Sapra Committee meet with any
success. Its recommendations were published shortly after Lord
WavelPs departure for London. The main features were that a

national government should replace the present Executive Council

at the Centre; that In the provinces the Congress ministries should

resume office but with an admixture of non-Congress parties; that in

the constitution-making body, representation of Hindus (excluding
Scheduled Castes) and Muslims should be equal; that similar parity
in the central Assembly should be conditional on Muslims agreeing
to joint electorates with reservation of seats instead of separate elec-

torates; that no decision of the constitution-making body should be

valid unless it was supported by three-fourths of the members present
and voting, and that His Majesty's Government, while accepting the

decisions so made, should supplement them by its own awards where

the requisite majority was not obtained. The Committee firmly

rejected the Pakistan idea (though two of its members were willing
if no other basis for an agreed settlement were forthcoming to

consider a division of the country, subject to a definite agreement in

respect of common matters of defence and economic development).
In spite of the eminent and talented personalities of which it was

composed, the Committee failed in its efforts to advance the position.

For one tMng, the Committee was handicapped by the absence of

any top-ranking Muslim. Its rejection of the Pakistan idea and the

recommendation of joint electorates made the Muslim League's
attitude all the more hostile. There was disapproval, even from non-

Congress Hindus, who were unable to acquiesce in the proposal for

parity between Muslims and Hindus other than the Scheduled

Castes.

There is yet another matter to be noted the position ofthe provin-
cial ministries at that time. We have already mentioned how in May
1943 a Muslim League ministry was set up in the NORTH-WEST
FRONTIER PROVINCE, Lord WavelTs policy of the gradual release of

Congressmen resulted in an increase of Congress members in the

provincialAssembly. On 12 March 1945, the MuslimLeague ministry

in theNorth-West Frontier Province was defeated by twenty-fourvotes

to eighteen, and Dr Khan Sahib, leader of the Congress Party, was

invited by the Governor to form a new ministry. The Governor asked
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for an assurance of whole-hearted co-operation In the prosecution of

the war. Dr Khan Sahib gave the necessary assurance and once

more a Congress ministry was formed in the North-West Frontier

Province.

Similarly, the position of the Muslim League ministry in ASSAM

became more precarious as Congress members of the local legislature

were released from detention. Sir Mahomed Saadullah, the premier,,

was obliged to open negotiations with Gopinath Bardolai, the leader

of the Congress Party. Bardolai had already got permission from

Gandhiji, either to form a ministry, or to join a coalition. Bardolai

did not ask for any seats in the proposed 'new ministry, but he laid

down certain conditions, which included the replacement of the

non-Muslim ministers, the release of all political prisoners and the

ending of all restrictions on political activity. In March 1945, Sir

Mahomed Saadullah signed an agreement in pursuance of which a

new cabinet was formed in Assam,

The ever-changing loyalties of the SIND politicians, guided solely

by personal considerations, made a stable ministry in that province

-well-nigh impossible. In February 1945, the League ministry,

headed by Sir Ghulam Hussain Hidayatullah, was defeated on
a budget demand. The defeat was caused by the defection of

several Muslim League members. The premier thereupon proposed
to recQnstruct his ministry on a coalition basis, that is, with Hindus
and independent Muslims. One of the ministerships was offered to

Khan Bahadur Moula Bakhsh, brother of the late Allah Bakhsh and
leader of a small group of independent Muslims. Moula Bakhsh was

duly sworn in as minister, but Jinnah insisted that he could not be

included in the ministry unless he joiiied the Muslim League. Moula
Bakhsh's rrfusal to bow to Jinnah*s behest created another ministe-

rial crisis. Sir Ghqiam Hussain Hidayatullah eventually formed a

new ministry, which was sworn in on 14 March 1945.

. In BENGAL, because of stresses and personal ambitions among the

League members, the position of Khwaja Sir Nazimuddin, the

Muslim League premier, had become weak and insecure. Kiran
Shankar Roy, leader of the Congress Party in the Bengal legislature,

approached Nazimuddin with a view to the formation of a League-
Congress coalition ministry. The proposal held obvious advantages,
but meanwhile, on 28 March, owing to the defection of a number of

members of his party, Nazimuddin's ministry was defeated and the

whole of the budget demand under the head of agriculture was
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rejected. The Speaker adjourned the House sine die> and the adminis-
tration was taken over by the Governor under Section 93.

Reverting to the Viceroy's mission, Lord Wavcll reached Lon-
don on the evening of 23 March and began his discussions with
the Secretary of State and the India Committee immediately there-

after. The British Cabinet was preoccupied with so many other vital

matters that it was not possible to hold regular continuous meetings
to discuss the Indian problem. The Viceroy's plan of a conference

was generally accepted, but the discussions were prolonged over

certain important details for instance, whether the conference

should be confined to a selected few, or be bigger and more represen-

tative; whether in the matter of representation of the Congress,
members of the party still under detention should be released un-

conditionally, or on parole; the question of Muslim representation in

the proposed new Executive Council, and the transfer of the subject
of external affairs to an Indian member. Sir Stafford Cripps, who
took a keen interest in the proceedings and who gave the Viceroy con-

siderable support in getting his proposals accepted, was himself in

favour of a bigger and more representative conference. The general

plan was that the leaders, not only of the two main parties (Congress
and Muslim League), but of other parties as well, should be invited,

subject to some definite criteria being followed to prevent invitations

being issued on an arbitrary baas, and that those invited would not

be consulted separately by the Viceroy, but would sit together in

conference. Though Gandhiji and some ofthe members of the Con-

gress Working Committee had been released, there were others who
were still under detention, and it was lately owing to the insistence

of Lord Wavell that it was agreed that they should be released un-

conditionally. Amongst other important decisions, besides the trans-

fer of the subject of external affairs to an Indian member, were the

appointment of a British High Commissioner in India and parity of

representation for Muslims in the Executive Council. Meanwhile a

draft statement was prepared, which was discussed and re-discussed

and underwent many revisions before it was finally accepted.

While the discussions were still in progress, came the surrender of

Germany on 7 May. The fact that the end of the war with Japan
must follow in the very near future underlined the urgency ofsettling

the Indian problem as soon as possible.

On 4 June Lord Wavell arrived back in Delhi,
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THE SIMLA CONFERENCE

ON
the eve of Lord WavelPs departure, Amery made an

announcement in the House of Commons to the effect that the

Viceroy had been empowered to make proposals on the com-

position of an interim Government in India. This naturally raised a

good deal of eager expectation, particularly as (owing to the ban on

Congress activities and the detention of its leaders) the political life

ofthe country at the time was practically at a standstill. The suspense
was relieved on 14June when LordWavell broadcast1 his proposals

designed^ as he said,
c

to ease the present political situation and to

advance India towards her goal of full self-government/ It was his

intention, he announced, to hold a political conference in Simla on
25 June, to which would be invited twenty-one leaders, including

premiers of provincial governments; persons who last held the office

ofpremier in the provinces administered by Governors; the leader of
the Congress Party and the Deputy Leader of the Muslim League in

the central Assembly; the leaders of the Congress and the League
in the Council of State; the leaders of the Nationalist Party and the

European Group in the central Legislative Assembly; Gandhiji and
Jinnahj as the recognized leaders of the two main political parties^
and a representative each of the Sikhs and the Scheduled Castes.

The purpose of the Conference would be to take counsel with the

Viceroywith aview to the formation ofanew Executive Council which
would be more representative of organized political opinion. It was
intended that the new Council would represent the main commu-
nities and would include "equal proportions of Caste Hindus and
Muslims.' Except for the Viceroy and for the Commander-in-Chief,
who would hold charge of the war portfolio, it would be an entirely
Indian Council. The subject of external affairs, which had hitherto

1 See Appendix II.
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been administered by the Viceroy, would be c
in charge of an Indian

Member ofCouncil, so far as the interests of British India are concer-

ned.' The new Council would work under the existing constitution;
there could be no question of the Governor-General agreeing not to

exercise his constitutional power of overriding his Council in certain

circumstances, but this power would not of course be exercised un-

reasonably. It was also proposed to appoint a British High Commis-
sioner in India, as in the Dominions, to represent Great Britain's

commercial and other interests in India. Lord Wavell made it clear

that the formation of this interim Government would in no way pre-

judice the final constitutional settlement; also that the proposals were

confined to British India and did not in any way affect the relations

of the Indian Princes with the Crown Representative. The main
tasks of the new Executive Council would be first, to prosecute the war

against Japan; secondly, to carry on the government of British India

(with its manifold tasks ofpost-war development) until a new perma-
nent constitution could be agreed upon and come into force; and

thirdly, to consider (when the members of the Government thought
it possible) the means by which such agreement could be achieved.

The third task, Lord Wavell said, was most important; neither he

himself, nor His Majesty's Government, had lost sight of the need for

a long-term solution, and the present proposals were intended to

make such a solution easier. He considered that the proposals were

not merely a step, but a stride forward and a stride in the right

direction.

If the Conference were successful. Lord Wavell hoped that minis-

tries would again be formed in the provinces which were being ad-

ministered by the Governors and that such ministries would be on a

coalition basis. It would be part of the functions of the Conference to

discuss the appropriate time for fresh elections to the central and

provincial legislatures. Orders had already been issued for the re-

lease from detention of the remaining members of the Congress

Working Committee, and it would be for the new centralGovernment

and provincial governments to decide with regard to those others

who were still in detention in consequence of the 1942 disturbances.

In conclusion, Lord Wavell appealed for the creation of an atmos-

phere ofgoodwill and mutual confidence. India's military reputation

stood high and sympathy for India's aspirations had never been

greater or more widespread. These were great assets, but there were

also many pitfalls and dangers. There was something on all sides
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to forgive and forget. He himself believed in the future of India and

would do his best to further her greatness.

A simultaneous statement1 was made in Parliament by the Secre-

tary of State. Explaining the proposals in the House of Commons,,

Ameiy said that the Gripps Offer of 1942 stood in its entirety. That

offer contained two main principles first, that no limit was set to

India's freedom to determine her own destiny, whether within the

Commonwealth or outside it, and secondly that this destiny could

only be achieved by a constitution or constitutions framed and agreed
to by Indians. No progress had been made towards the solution of

the internal deadlock, but the wholehearted co-operation of every
section was necessary for the tackling of the immediate problems,
This could not be achieved without some real advance in the political

field, but such an advance would have to be within the existing con-

stitution^ so as not toprejudge the future solution. For the same reason,

there could be no question ofmaking the executive responsible to the

legislature. It was equally impossible to abrogate the Governor-

General's overriding power over a majority decision of his Council.

That was a power in reserve, not an instrument in everyday use;

but so long as there was no Indian constitution under which con-

troversial issues could ultimately be resolved, it was a necessary pro-
tection for the minorities,,whether against immediate injury or against
decisions which might prejudice tie constitutional future. In any
case, its main purpose was to safeguard Indian interests^ and this

applied no less to the Viceroy's obligation to protect the interests of

the Indian States. The appointment of a British High Commissioner

in India had been suggested in order to emphasize this aspect of the

Viceroy's position, as well as for reasons of practical convenience.

Ameiy said that the present members of the Executive Council had
rendered great service, but they were not sustained as a body by
that measure of co-operation, goodwill and understanding which
was desirable for carrying out the task of reconstruction. Nothing
could serve this cause better than the agreement ofthe political leaders

to join the Executive Council. Ameiy added that the proposals owed

everything to the initiative ofLord Wavell, to his deep sympathy with

India's aspirations and to his firm belief in India's future greatness.
A reference to the new proposals was also made in the King's

speech proroguing Parliament on 15 June. The King expressed the

earnest hope that the invitation extended to the Indian political
* See Appendix III.
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leaders would be accepted, so that theimmediate tasks might be under-

taken with the full co-operation ofall sections ofIndian public opinion.
The attitude of the press and the public towards the proposals

was generally favourable. There was evident a disposition to await

the outcome of the proposed tonference and not to prejudice Its

chances of success by unfavourable criticism or comment. In parti-

cular,, there was general acknowledgment of Lord Wavell's sincerity

and of his earnest desire to end the political deadlock.

Immediately after the broadcast,, the Viceroy sent invitations

to all the political leaders, including Gandhiji and Jinnah. Abul
Kalam Azad was not included among those who were originally

invited,, because it was thought that Gandhiji would agree to repre-
sent the Congress., and apparently also because of the risk (by includ-

ing Azad) of offending Jinnah. But Gandhiji's reaction on receipt
of the invitation was to point out that he represented no institution

and that the function of representing the Congress belonged to the

Congress President, orwhomsoever the latter nominated. Accordingly
an invitation was sent to Azad, who informed the Viceroy that the

invitation would be placed before the Working Committee on 21 June
and that a reply would be sent thereafter.

With regard to Gandhiji himself, the Viceroy stated that,, whatever

the technical position, he would value his help and hoped that he

would be able to attend. If, replied Gandhiji, the Viceroy thought
Ms help was desirable (purely in a personal capacity and without

being a member of the Conference), he would make it a point to be at

the Viceroy's service before and even during the Conference^ assum-

ing of course that the Working Committee also wished it. The

Viceroy, who had invited Gandhiji for a preliminary talk on 24June,
said that he was looking forward to seeingMm on that day and hoped
that means would be found for him to take part in the proceedings
of the Conference.

Other preliminary objections raised by Gandhiji in Ms correspon-
dence with the Viceroy related to India's goal of independence and

the question of parity of representation between Caste Hindus and

Muslims. The broadcast, GandMji remarked, seemed
c

rigorously

to exclude the use of the word independence. Accordingly it seems

to me to demand revision to bring it in line with modern Indian

thought/ In reply, the Viceroy invited attention to the Secretary of

State's speech wherein he had stated that there was no limit set to

India's freedom to decide her own destiny,, whether as a free partner
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in the Commonwealth, or even outside it. The Viceroy said that it

was not practicable to modify the terms of the broadcast, which was

a simple statement ofthe proposals approved byHis Majesty's
Govern-

ment. This, point was not referred to by Gandhiji in his subsequent

correspondence with the Viceroy, but in a press interview on 18June,

when asked if he was satisfied with the clarification offered by the

Viceroy and the Secretary of State concerning the question of

independence, he replied that it was a question for the Working

Committee to answer and that, though he had his own opinion, he

did not wish to anticipate or influence the Working Committee.

With regard to parity of representation between Caste Hindus

and Muslims, Gandhiji informed the Viceroy that the term 'Caste

Hindus' rang untrue and offensive; that the Congress could not

represent them, since it sought to represent without distinction all

Indians who had desired and worked for independence, and that

even the Hindu Mahasabha, which claimed to represent Hindus,

would disclaim representing 'Caste Hindus'. In reply, the Viceroy

informed Gandhiji that the term
' Caste Hindus' was not used with

any offensive intention; it merely meant that there should be equality

between Muslims and Hindus other than members of the Scheduled

Castes. Subject to this, the exact composition of the Council would

have to be decided after discussion at the Conference. Gandhiji

insisted that unless a change was made to meet the objection taken

on the question of parity between Caste Hindus and Muslims, reli-

gious division would become officially stereotyped on the eve of

independence. Personally he would never subscribe to this; nor, if

he knew its mind, would the Congress. In spite of having an over-

EJiiA^AJ LrV*w.\/*** ..*" JF jt jt .

to nominate all non-Hindus and most decidedly non-Caste Hindus.

You will unconsciously but equally surely defeat the purpose of the

Conference if parity between Hindus and Muslims is unalterable.

Parity between the Congress and the League is understandable. I

am eager to help you and the British people but not at the cost of

fundamental and universal principles.'
The Viceroy pointed out that

he could not change his broadcast, nor did he think it desirable

to discuss its details before the Conference met. None of the persons

or parties was expected or required to accept or reject the proposals

now. The only immediate question was whether the proposals were

worth discussing at the Conference and it was to that question that an
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answer would be most helpful. To this Gandhiji replied that the fact

that members were free to accept or reject the proposals cleared the

ground for those who had been invited to attend,, but ifparity between

Muslims and Caste Hindus was incapable of being altered by the

British Government, his advice to the Congress would be not to parti-

cipate in the formation of the Executive Council
*

Congress has never

identified itself with Caste or non-Caste Hindus and never can,, even

to gain independence,, which will be one-sided, untrue and suicidal.

Congress to justify its existence for winning the independence of

India must remain for ever free to choose the best men and women
from all classes and I hope always will. That it has for the sake of

conciliating the minorities chosen men to represent them, though

they have been less than best, redounds to its credit, but that can

never be pleaded to justify or perpetuate distinctions based on caste

or creed. The Hindu Mahasabha is the body claiming to represent

solely Hindu interests.*

Gandhiji made his position clear in one or two press statements.

In a statement issued on 15 June., he expressed his approval of the

Desai-LiaqatAH pact and said that the proposed conference could do
much useful work if it were put in its proper political setting and were

at the very outset rendered immune from any fissiparous tendency.

'Undoubtedly/ he said., 'all invitees mightappear as Indians conjointly
bent 0n achieving India's natural goal, and not as persons represent-

ing several sections ofthe Indian society. That is how I haveviewed the

Bhulabhai-LiaqatAM understandingwhich I suppose has laid the foun-

dation for the forthcomingViceregal Conference. Sri Bhulabhai Desai's

proposal has no such colouring as the Viceregal broadcast would

seem to have.
9

Again, on 18 June, Gandhiji said that, if the omission

of the Hindu Mahasabha was a method of putting the Congress in

its place and treating it as a sectional or Hindu body, the Congress
would avoid the whole affair. But there was, he conceded, another

construction, namely, that the British Government wanted to avoid

the Conference being based on religious distinction and had therefore

invited political representatives only. Against this favourable assump-
tion had undoubtedly to be put the parity between Muslims and

Caste Hindus. But, said GandhijI, he had publicly announced that

he believed this mistake, however grave, to be one of ignorance,

and that ifhis assumption were correct it would be rectified. Gandhiji
added that^ thinking along the same lines, he accounted for the

omission of the Muslim Majlis and similar bodies.
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The members of the Congress Working Committee were released

on 15 June. About a week later, the Working Committee met in

Bombay. (This, incidentally,, was after a lapse of nearly three years).

The Committee decided that the Congress should participate in the

Conference as an organization and permitted those whom the Viceroy
had invited to attend.

On 15 June,, Dawn, the official organ of the Muslim League., came
out with a statement on the proposed reconstruction of the Executive

Council, protesting that 'with regard to the Muslim moiety,, the

Musalmans will tolerate no infiltration of non-League stooges to

humour any party.'

On the same day,, Jinnah telegraphed that he would require some
clarification of the broadcast, which he hoped would be available

when he met the Viceroy (as previously arranged) on the 24th; that

this would enable Mm to consult Ms Working Committee and decide

upon their course of action,, and that the date ofthe Conference should

be postponed for the purpose by a fortnight. He reciprocated the

Viceroy's appeal for co-operation and goodwill and assured Mm that

the Muslim League would make its contribution to any just and
reasonable interim provisional settlement. The Viceroy told Jinnah
in reply that his intention was to deal at the Conference itself with

any points requiring clarification; that he deprecated any discussions

on the subject before the Conference met; that he preferred to adhere

to the date, namely 25 June, for the opening of the Conference and

hoped Jinnah would attend. The Viceroy also suggested thatJinnah

might arrange for his Working Committee to meet at Simla. Jinnah
sent a reply in which he said that he had noted the Viceroy's inten-

tion to deal at the Conference itself with points requiring clarifica-

tion. He added that till he had a complete picture of the Viceroy's

proposals, the Working Committee would not be able to deal with

them. He suggested that the fixing of the meeting of the Working
Committee on or before 2 5 June was fraught with difficulties. The

Viceroy replied as follows :

May I take it (a) that you and others invited who are members of the

Muslim League will attend the Canference on the 25th but (b) that you
will wish to consult your Working Committee when the proposals have
been made clear to you at the Conference. I suggest that long adjourn-
ment of the Conference might be most inconvenient to others attending
and that your Committee might meet in Simla before the end ofJune.

Jinnah's response to this was that, after discussing with the Viceroy
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on the 24th; he would be better able to inform him, firstly whether the

members of the League would attend the Conference on 25 June, and

secondly whether the Working Committee should be called at the

end ofJune as suggested by the Viceroy, Jinnah added that the press

had reported that the Viceroy contemplated revising his broadcast

plan without consulting the League; if that were true, it would lead

to more difficulties and would serve further to retard the chances of

success of the Viceroy's task.

The Hindu Mahasabha was aggrieved at not having been invited

to the Conference. In any case, it was opposed to the proposal of

parity between Caste Hindus and Muslims in the Executive Council

and strongly worded resolutions were passed against the proposals.

The Mahasabha even staged some public demonstrations of protest

and declared a hartal on 8 July.

On 24 June, the Viceroy had separate interviews with Azad,

Gandhiji and Jinnah.
Azad (who was accompanied by Govind Ballabh Pant, former

Congress premier of the United Provinces), appeared to accept the

general principles of the Viceroy's proposals. He agreed that it was

essential for success that all parties should co-operate with the Viceroy

and with one another in the prosecution of the war against Japan;

that the new members of the Council should be first-class men, capable

of really getting down to India's problems, and that they must be

genuine political leaders who had the confidence of their parties and

of India as a whole and who could take independent decisions. But

he contended that the Working Committee had received inadequate

notice of the Conference; that all Congress prisoners, especially these

who were members ofthe All-India Congress Committee,, should have

been released., and that the Conference would have to adjourn to

permit the Congress delegates to consult furthar with the Working

Committee. The Congress, he said, was more interested in the end

than in the means, and wanted to be clear that the proposals were

intended to facilitate and not to obstruct a final settlement. He also

raised the question of the Viceroy's overriding powers. The Viceroy

explained that this was part of the chain of responsibility through

Mm to the Secretary of State for India and to Parliament, and that

the power must remain. Azad then referred to the defence portfolio.

While the Congress had no objection to the Commander-in-GMef

retaining this portfolio and would use its influence to support the war

effort, it hoped that the IndianArmy would be brought closer to the
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people and become a real national army. Further, the Congress

regarded it as fundamental that the countries liberated from Japan
should not be kept in subjection. Finally he dealt with the parity
issue. The Congress,, he said, would not fight on the principle of

parity between Hindus other than Scheduled Castes and Muslims,
but it would fight on the method of selection. The Congress must
have a say in the representation of communities other than the

Hindu community,, and would not agree to Muslim names being put
forward by only one communal organization.

Gandhiji gave his blessing generally to the proposals. But, like

Azad, he pointed out that all political prisoners, and not merely the

members of the Working Committee, should have been released. He
maintained his objection to the term '

Caste Hindus ' and said hewould
have preferred to call them 'Non-Scheduled Hindus*. He questioned
the Viceroy about coalitions in provinces; in his view, the minorities

should be represented in the provinces only by members of their body
belonging to the Congress. The Viceroy told him that the essential

thing was that the minorities should be represented by someone they
trusted and that it was this psychological factor that was important.

Gandhiji then referred to the position of the Secretary of State's

Services, claiming that they should everywhere be responsible to the

governments under which they worked and not to the Secretary of

State. The Viceroy said that the Indian Civil Service could be trusted

to carry out the instructions of the Executive. Gandhiji then inquired
about the method of selecting the members of the new Council. The

Viceroy told him that he would probably ask for panels of names.

Gandhiji dealt with the parity issue on the same lines as Azad. Final-

ly, he said that he did not regard himself as representing the Congress
or any other body and would much prefer not to attend the Confe-

rence, but if the Viceroy wished, he would stay on in Simla for the

period of the Conference.

Jiimah took the line that under the proposals the Muslims would

always be in a minority, for the smaller minorities would vote with

the Hindus, He suggested that if the majority of the Muslims were

opposed to any measure, it should not go by vote. This arrangement,
the Viceroy pointed out, would be quite undemocratic. Jinnah then

claimed that the Muslim League had the right to nominate the Mus-
lim members, and referred to the League's success in recent by-elec-
tions as justifying its claim to represent the whole of the Muslims of

India. He was opposed to the representation of Punjab Unionists
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or Congress Muslims. He made It clear that the Muslims would

expect a fair share of the key portfolios. He hinted at the possibility

of adjourning the Conference so as to enable him to consult his Work-

ing Commitlee,

The way was now cleared for the holding of the Conference. The
main problems that were likely to confront it were the question of

parity between Muslims and Hindus other than Scheduled Castes

in the new Executive Council^ and the demand of the League to nomi-

nate the entire Muslim quota. Another factor of some importance
was the apprehension ofthe Punjab Unionists that a Congress-League
coalition at the Centre and in the Section 93 provinces would lead to

political instability in the Punjab.
The Conference assembled in the Viceregal Lodge, Simla, at

1 1 a.m. on 25 June. There were twenty-one invitees.1
By a coinci-

dence, the Conference itselfwas made up, apart from the European,
Scheduled Caste and Sikh representatives, of an equal number of

Hindus and Muslims. In his introductory remarks, the Viceroy
welcomed the delegates as men who by character and ability had
risen to leadership in their provinces and parties. He asked for their

help in a spirit of broad co-operation towards the good of India as a

whole. What was proposed was not a constitutional settlement or a

final solution of India's problems, nor did the plan in any way pre-

judge or prejudice the final issue. But if it succeeded, he was sure

that it would pave the way towards a settlement.
* The statesmanship,

wisdom and goodwill of all of us/ said the Viceroy,
c
is here on trial,

not merely in the eyes of India but before the whole world/ It was

necessary to rise above the level of old prejudices and enmities and

1 The members of the Conference were as follows: (I) Abul Kalam Azad, Presi-

dent of the Congress; (2) P. N. Banerjee, leader of the Nationalist Party in the Indian

Legislative Assembly; (3) Bhulabhai Desai, leader of the Congress Party in the

Indian Legislative Assembly; (4) Sir Ghulam Hussain Hidayatullah, Premier of Sind;

(5) Hossain Imam, leader of the Muslim League Party in the Council of State; (6)
M. A. Jinnah, President of the Muslim League; (7) Liaqat AH Khan, Deputy Leader
of the Muslim League Party in the Indian Legislative Assembly; (8) Khizr Hyat Khan,
Premier of the Punjab; (9) B. G. Kher, ex-Premier of Bombay; (10) G. S. Motilal,
leader of the Congress Party in the Council of State; (11) KJbwaja Sir Nazimuddin,
ex-Premier of Bengal; (12) Govind Ballabh Pant, ex-Premier of the United Provinces;

(13) The Maharaja of Parlakimedi, ex-Premier of Qrissa; (14) C. Rajagopalachari,
ex-Premier ofMadras; (15) Sir Henry Richardson, leader of the European Group in

the Indian Legislative Assembly; (16) Sir Mahomed Saadullah, Premier of Assam;
(17) Dr Khan Sahib, Premier of the North-West Frontier Province; (18) Ravi
Shankar Shukla, ex-Premier of the Central Provinces; (19) Master Tara Singh
(Sikhs); (20) Sri Krishna Sinha, ex-Premier of Bihar; (21) N, Sivaraj (Scheduled

Castes).

Gandhiji did not attend, but stayed on in Simla for the period of the

Conference.
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of party and sectional advantage and to think of the good of the four

hundred million people of India. He went on to say that until there

was an agreed change in the constitution, he was responsible to His

Majesty's Government for the good government and tranquillity of

India., and that they would have to accept his leadership. He asked

them to believe in him as a sincere friend of India and as one who
would endeavour to guide the discussions of the Conference in what
he believed to be the best interests of the country. He commended to

them as a guide the words engraved on the column crowned by the

Star of India in front of the Viceroy's House in New Delhi
e

ln

Thought Faith,, in Word Wisdom, in Deed Courage,, in Life Service,

so may India be great/

The Viceroy announced that Sir Evan Jenkins and I would func-

tion as Secretaries to the Conference. He impressed on the members

the importance of keeping the proceedings confidential. The sittings

would not be open to the press, but at the end of each day a statement,

drafted by the Secretaries, would be issued to it with the approval of

the Conference.

Lord Wavell then referred to the copies of the Secretary of State's

statement and his own broadcast, which had been put together in a

convenient form for purposes ofeasy comparison and supplied to all the

members. He proposed to go through the compilation page by page,
so as to leave no doubt as to the scope and intention ofthe proposals.

It was not the purpose at that stage to discuss the merits or demerits

of the proposals, but only to ascertain whether their meaning was

quite clear. Members would have an opportunity later on to discuss

their general principles.

By way of introduction to the discussion the Viceroy stated that the

proposals were not intended in any way as a substitute for the final

goal of Indian self-government, but as a step towards it. They were

put forward in the hope that working together on common problems

might make the approach to a final settlement easier. He stressed

the importance of the parties sending their very best men to the new
Executive Council and of everybody sinking party differences so as

to establish a real national government
e where none are for a party

and all are for the State.
3 The same sincere determination to co-

operate in a common programme was needed in the provinces. Both

at the Centre and in the provinces the interests of the minorities

Indian Christians, Anglo-Indians and others would have to be con-

sidered and dealt with sympathetically and generously.
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The Conference thereafter proceeded to discuss the texts of the

Secretary of State's statement and the Viceroy's broadcast. The points
raised and the explanations given are dealt with below.

With reference to the expression
e

Caste Hindus 51
, the Viceroy said

that no offence was intended; that the expression simply meant
Hindus not belonging to the Scheduled Castes.

With regard to the phrase, *so far as the interests of British India

are concerned*, this only meant that relations with Indian States

were a matter for the Crown Representative and that the Governor-
General-in-Council had nothing to do with them.

The Viceroy observed "that if the Conference were successful, the

members of the new Executive Council would not be able to take

office^ immediately, because the Ninth Schedule to the Government
of India Act, 1935, required that three members of the Executive

Council must be persons who had been in the service of the Crown
for at least ten years and the Act would therefore have to be amended.

Owing to the dissolution of Parliament, the amendment would have

to wait till August. The Viceroy was considering whether there was

any other means of doing something before then. Kher asked whether

it would not be possible to amend the relevant provision by an Order

in Council, The Viceroy replied that that was not possible.

Regarding the proposal to have a British High Commissioner in

India, the Viceroy explained that, as things stood, if His Majesty's

Government wished to safeguard British interests which impinged on

Indian problems, it could onlybe done through the Governor-General.

The proposal meant that British interests would be dealt with by
the High Commissioner, instead of by the Governor-General or the

departments ofthe Government of India. This was a step on the road

to Dominion Status or Independence.
With regard to external affairs, if the Conference were success-

ful, an Indian Member would be in charge of this portfolio instead of

the Governor-General. Hossain Imam (leader ofdie Muslim League

Party,in the" Council of State) raised the question whether the Com-

monwealth Relations Department would be amalgamated with the

Department of External Affairs, The Viceroy said that this was a

matter which could be discussed later. He was indined to think that

the Foreign Office and the Commonwealth Relations Department
should both be in the external affairs portfolio; this he understood

* Sec paragraph 3 of the Viceroy's broadcast (Appendix II).

13
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was the practice In the Dominions. Dr Khan Sahib said that he

wanted to raise the point as to the treatment of tribal and frontier

matters being part ofthe defence of India. The Viceroy explained that

for the moment he was considering the whole question and it might

be that tribal areas would have to be included in external affairs.

On the question of the power of the Governor-General to override

his Executive Council in the interests of the safety, tranquillity and

interests of British India, the Viceroy said that this was part of the

chain of responsibility to Parliament.

He emphasized that the interim Government would not commit

anyone for the future. If, however, the new Executive Council decided

to put forward a long-term solution, it would be open to them to do so.

The Viceroy explained the three main tasks of the new Executive

Council. Their first and most pressing task would be the effective

prosecution of the war against Japan. With regard to agreement

about the future constitution, he thought that after some experience

of the working of government, the new Executive Council might con-

stitute a body to study the various constitutions of the world, e.g. the

U.S*A. and Canada, and to suggest whether any of their provisions

would suit Indian conditions. The Viceroy made it clear that for the

present the proposals did not affect the Indian States, but if the new

Executive Council decided to take up the question of a long-term

solution, it would be necessary to consider the question of associating

the Indian States in the framing of a new constitution.

Goviad Ballabh Pant raised the question of persons imprisoned

before the disturbances of August 1942. Dr Khan Sahib pointed out

that Section 401 of the Criminal Procedure Code permitted provincial

governments to suspend, remit or commute sentences and that pro-

vincial governments would therefore ultimately decide the question.

The Viceroy explained that in provinces where there were minis-

tries the question of fresh elections would be one for the provincial

governments to decide.

After this the morning session of the Conference terminated.

The Conference reassembled at 2.30 p.m. and discussions on general

principles followed.

Azad began by asserting that while he was aware that the present

proposals were purely for an interim settlement,, the Congress could

not possibly be a party to anything, however temporary, that pre-

judiced its national character, tended to impair the growth of nationa-

lism,, or reduced the Congress directly or indirectly to the level of a
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communal body. He attached considerable Importance to the deck-
ration that the provisional plan was only a preliminary step towards

facilitating and expediting the attainment of Independence for

India. The Congress Working Committee wished to co-operate In

any reasonable way towards resolving the deadlock, but Its decisions

would require to be confirmed by the All-India Congress Committee*
Information on the following points was necessary, namely (1) the

scope and functions of the proposed External Affairs Department;
(2) the giving of a national character to the Indian Army and the

removing of barriers isolating it from the national Government and
the people; (3) the policy with regard to the liberated countries In

South-East Asia after the war; and (4) the relations between the

national Government and the Indian States and States
5

people.

Jinnah said that he could not understand the relevance of some of

Azad's observations and suggested that the Viceroy should elucidate

those Issues before he attempted to make his own observations. The

Viceroy proceeded to do so.

Dealing first with the External Affaire Department^ the Viceroy

explained that the subjects under its control comprised foreign
affairs proper^ e.g. relations with foreign countries such as the United

States,, China., Afghanistan,, Persia and Iraq; relations with the tribes

on the north-west and on the north-east of India; the administra-

tion of British Baluchistan^ and the affairs of certain frontier States.

Foreign Affairs and Tribal Relations were administered by the

Governor-General in Council; British Baluchistan was the responsi-

bility of the Governor-General in his discretion. The Frontier States

were In relations with the Crown Representative and were dealt

with in the External Affairs Department only as a matter of conve-

nience. But at the same time, on all matters of policy affecting these

States., the External Affairs Department consulted the Political

Department before taking decisions. It was quite clear that foreign

affairs proper would be transferred to the new Indian Member.
The other subjects were under expert examination and he could not

say how they would finally be allotted.

The Viceroy said he was not quite clear what Azad had in mind

with regard to the Indian Army. No government could permit its

army to tae part In politics. The Indian Army had done splendidly

during the war and had enhanced its own and India's reputation.

He believed it to be a contented army and he thought the delegates

did not realize what rapid progress had been made with indianization
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during the war. He would certainly oppose any suggestion that the

Indian Army should be brought Into politics. On the, other hand., he

it to be a truly national army* efficient and contented.

The Viceroy explained that the future of the occupied territories

in South-East Asia was a matter in which several governments were

intrrested. The Government of India would be entitled to express

any views it pleased, but it could not expect to have the last word.

Azad had referred to relations with the Indian States, which though

part ofIndia, were not under thejurisdiction ofthe Governor-General

in Council. The Viceroy explained that the Government ofIndia was

in close relations with the Indian States, e.g. on commercial and eco-

nomic matters, but unless a federal constitution, embracing both

British-Indian provinces and States, were introduced, there could be

no question ofa central Government exercising control over the States.

Oa the question of the Congress goal of independence, the Viceroy
referred to the Secretary of State's speech of 14 June, which made it

quite clear that His Majesty's Government's offer was based on two

main principles, namely (1) that no limit was set to India's freedom

to decide her own destiny, whether as a free partner within the

Commonwealth, or even without it; and (2) that this could only be

achieved under a constitution or constitutions framed by Indians,

to which the main elements were consenting parties,

In conclusion, the Viceroy assured Azad that there was nothing
In the proposals to brand the Congress as a communal body.
At this stage Jinnah interjected with the remark that the Congress

represented only Hindus. Dr Khan Sahib, the Congress premier of

the North-West Frontier Province, objected vehemently to this state-

ment. The Viceroy observed that the Congress evidently represented
its members, and Jinnah said that he accepted this.

P. N. Baaeijee (Nationalist leader, central Assembly) deplored the

from the 'Conference of the Hindu Mahasabha, the non-

and non-League Muslim organizations ( the Krishak Proja

Party*of Bengal, Momins, etc.) and the Indian Christians. He also

said that Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya should have been invited.

He stressed that complete independence was the goal, and depre-
cated a communal approach to the problem. He said that parity
between Hindus, other than the Scheduled Castes, and Muslims had
been generally condemned throughout India and that the feeling on
this subject was serious. He urged the immediate release of political

prisoners.
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Sir Henry (European Group leader, central Assembly)
said that*his Supported the proposals and If It could In any
way,, it would be only too glad to do so.

Khizr Hyat Khan (Premier, Punjab) said that the proposals,

though put forward as a short-term plan, must clearly affect the future

to some extent. The reservation of defence might not be effective

if the Army were to be subjected to financial control by an Indian

member. He could not say how the proposals would affect the long-

term solution until he knew the composition of the new Executive

Council.

The Maharajah of Parlakimedi (ex-Premier, Orissa) welcomed

the Conference, but said that the interests of persons who had sup-

ported the war effort should not be neglected.

Master Tara Singh (Sikhs) said that he approved the proposals in

general, but that everything would depend on the spirit in which they

were worked ; that by coining together the parties might in the end drift

further apart. The Sikhs did not identify themselves with the Con-

gress, though in so far as the Congress favoured India's freedom they

were in sympathy with it. He thought the future of the Indian Army
needed careful consideration. It had its own history and traditions,

and new ideas about it might injure people who had served the

country well.

Sivaraj (Scheduled Castes) said that his community did not intend

to be obstructive. If it asked for safeguards, it was doing so only for

its own protection and certainly did not wish to stand in the way of

progress. So far as he was able to judge, the proposals were for an

interim arrangement and he did not understand how any general

principles could apply to them.

Sir Mahommed Saadullah (Premier ofAssam) criticized Banerjee's

speech, asserting that the Conference was sufficiently representative

and that he was against the inclusion of the Mahasabha.

Jinnah spoke at some length. He said that he understood His

Majesty*s Government*s proposals to represent a stop-gap arrange-

ment. They in no way affected the Congress stand for independence,

or the Muslim League stand for Pakistan. The future constitution of

India could only beframed by agreement, and the BritishGovernment

had made it clear that it was not going to impose it on the country.

The Muslim League could not in any circumstances agree to a consti-

tution on any basis other than that ofPakistan; its attitude was funda-

mentally opposed to the Congress demand for a united India and a
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common central Government. Jinnah then read out the resolution of

the Muslim League Working Committee of 20 August 1942, which

declared that
*

the Muslim League has been, and is., ready and willing

to consider any proposals and negotiate with any party on a footing

of equality for the setting up of a provisional Government of India in

order to mobilize the resources of the country for the purpose of the

defence of India and the successful prosecution of the war/ provided
that the demand for Pakistan was conceded unequivocally. He re-

cognized that the task offraming a constitution on the basis of Pakis-

tan was a complex one and would take time. For that reason, unlike

the Congress, which wanted independence here and now, the Muslim

League did not demand that Pakistan should be conceded immediate-

ly. He did not himself doubt the sincerity behind His Majesty's
Government's offer and agreed that they should not examine it in a

spirit of carping criticism. He said that it would do no good to start

questioning each other's representative character and, so far as the

League was concerned, it was prepared to help in every way possible

without jeopardizing its own interests. He conceded that the Con-

gress represented about 90 per cent of the Hindus, but claimed that

the Muslim League represented 90 per cent or more of the Muslims.

Of course, there were Muslim, Sikh and Scheduled Caste people in

the Congress, but they were not many. It would not be helpful to

suggest that the Congress had a hold over all communities. Jinnah
did not commit Mmself to any definite conclusion, but appeared to

support the proposals subject to a decision acceptable to him on the

question of communal parity.

The Viceroy answered the points taken by Banerjee and Sivaraj.

To the former he said that he had made the Conference as represen-
tative as he could without making it unwieldy. To the latter, he poin-
ted out that the principles he had in mind were a sincere desire to

co-operate ; the wiffingness to put forward first-class men to take office
;

the determination to prosecute the war against Japan, and so on.

The Conference adjourned till the nest day. Meanwhile, the Vice-

roy had a statement prepared in consultation with his advisers. This

statement split up the proposals for discussion into their component
elements under two heads, namely, (a) those primarily for agreement
between the parties and the Viceroy; and (b) those primarily for

settlement between the parties themselves.

When the Conference met again on 26June, the Viceroy gave each
ofthe invitees acopy ofthe statement,which raised the following issues :
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A. Subject to B
y
is the Conference prepared to to an

Executive Council:

(i) publicly committed to the three set out in the Viceroy** broad-

cast;

(if) consisting of men of influence aed ability recommended by the

Conference, and prepared to take decisions and the responsibility for

them;

(iff) with all portfolios (including external affairs) held by Indian

Members, except the war portfolio which would be held by the

Commandcr-in-Chief;

(IB) having within it an equal number of Muslims and Hindus other

than Scheduled Castes; and

(0) working in all respects under the present constitution , including
the constitutional provisions for control by the Secretary of State and the

Governor-General .

B. Subject to agreimnt under A y is further agreement possible on:

(i) the strength and composition of the Executive Council by parties
and communities; and

(if) the method by which panels of names will be submitted to the

Viceroy to enable him to make his recommendations for appointment to

the new Executive Council,

The Viceroy suggested that the Conference should take Part A of

the statement item by item and that the members should then pro-

ceed to make whatever observations they had to offer on them. On
the first item regarding the three tasks of the new Council, G.S.

Motilal (leader of the Congress Party in the Council of State) raised

the question of the bearing of the proposak on the Cripps plan- TMs

gave the Viceroy the opportunityofexplaining that ifthe Councilwere

reconstructed. It would continue until It broke down* or until a new

constitution agreed by all the parties was framed; also that the Cripps

proposals regarding a constitution-making body still stood if the

parties thought that those proposals would afford the best way offind-

Ing a long-term solution.

As regards Item (ii), Lord Wave! said that the men selected for the

Executive Council must be men of influence and ability and such as

were prepared to take decisions and the responsibility for them with-

out reference to outside authorities. Govlnd Ballabh Pant suggested

that what the Viceroy had said was an elementary principle govern-

ing all cabinets.

Items (i), (II)
and (Hi) were accepted by the Conference. The discus-

sions In feet proceeded smoothly until Item (iv) relating to communal
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parity was reached. Banerjee said that as a nationalist he took

exception to parity between Muslims and Caste Hindus, first

commiinalism was an antiquated idea and secondly, because

Hindus could not be divided into two sections Caste and non-Caste,

The Executive Council should be selected on the basis of ability and

capacity. It might consist wholly of Muslims,, or of Scheduled Caste

men, if they had the confidence of the people, but parity between

Hindus and Muslims was illogical and absurd. It brought a commu-

nity of 250 millions down to the level of a community of 90 millions.

He pleaded only for fairness and justice. The newspapers had in re-

cent weeks shown the strength ofpublic feeling on this question. Also,

he thought that the Scheduled Castes had not been fairly treated

they were in danger of being squeezed out. The Viceroy said that

he many others would agree that communaHsm was deplorable.,

but in India it Was, at the time, a fact from which there was no escape.
He was sure that if, later on, the Conference recommended names,,

fairness and justice would be borne in mind.

Banerjee went on to say that a good many people thought that

the parity stipulation arose from the British desire to continue a

system of 'divide and rule '. He did not take this' view himself, but

it was quite generally held.

Sivaraj confirmed the objection of the Scheduled Castes to the

grant to Muslims of parity with Caste Hindus., without regard to the

rights of other minorities. He referred to the 1940 discussions between

Jinnah and Lord linlithgow in which (according to Sivaraj) aiiy

weightage arranged at the expense of the Hindus was to be shared

between the minorities. He thought that parity in the Executive

Council might lead to Muslim claims for parity in the Services and
in the Indian Army. He disagreed with Banerjee as to the position
ofthe Scheduled Castes. It was right that they should be considered

separately from the main Hindu community.
Jinnah said that Sivaraj had misinterpreted the suggestion made

in 1940. At that time there was no definite mention of the Scheduled

Castes, or of any minority other than the Muslims. His proposals
to Lord Linlithgow concerned the entry of the Congress and the

Muslim League into the Executive Council with one, or possibly two,,

members from the other minorities. The League had suggested parity
with the Congress, but ifthe Congress stood out, it claimed a majority
in the Executive Council because it was clear that themain responsi-

bility for the administration would then rest on the League. There
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had never been any question of a distribution of over all

the minorities.

Azad said that the Congress view was that the of the

Council should be appointed on a political and not on a commu-
nal basis. The Congress did not object to the parity proposal, but

had strong views about the door through which the members
would enter.

Pant expressed his dislike of communal parity. A national govern-
ment formed on a communal basis was really a contradiction in terms.

The Congress did not worry much about the number of places in the

Council assigned to one community or another^ but was concerned

with the parlies to which the members belonged.
The other delegates more or less agreed in principle to the parity

proposal. Rajagopalachari said that he thought of the Hindus and
Muslims as two electoral bodies rather than as two communities.

Dr Khan Sahib expressed the view that only a revolution would cure

the communal problem.

Banerjee asked the Viceroy to explain the genesis and basis of the

parity proposal. The Viceroy replied that the proposal had been

made on grounds of expediency and that Banerjee would have an

opportunity of having his dissent recorded when the recommenda-
tions of the Conference took final shape.
On item (v) , Banerjee suggested that a convention should be estab-

lished from the outeet by which the Viceroy would not overrule Ms
Executive Council. Lord Wave! said this was not possible, but that

the Viceroy's powers would not be used unreasonably. Sivaraj asked

whether the Viceroy's veto would be sufficient to protect the position

of the minorities* including the Depressed Classes; if not, the law

should be amended. Lord Wavel read out the passage from Amery's

speech in Parliament in which he had said that, so long as there was

no Indian constitution under which controversial issues could ulti-

mately be resolved;, the Viceroy's overriding power was a necessary

protection for the minorities, whether against immediate injury, or

against decisions which might prejudice the constitutional future*

This, he said, should reassure the minorities. Pant hoped that, as in

the existing Council, the Viceroy would have no occasion to use his

veto in the reconstructed Council, and Lord Wavell said that no one

would be happier than*himselfif that were to be so. B. G. Kher said

that he would prefer to rely upon their resources rather than on the

Viceroy; what was required was goodwill and amity, and if the
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Executive Council worked as a team it would not ordinarily be pos-

for the Viceroy to overrule them.

The Viceroy then passed on to Part B ofthe statement. He said that

there were three possible methods ofdealing with it. First, there might

be a private discussion among the delegates,, including, if necessary,

between the leaders and himself; secondly, the Conference

decide to appoint a committee to report to the Conference;

thirdly, the first two methods might be combined. In any case, there

would have to be a later discussion in a full meeting ofthe Conference.

He would like to have the views of the Conference on these sugges-

tions and its advice as to whether it would be suitable to have a gene-

ral discussion on the strength ofthe Executive Council before the other

matters were taken up. At the suggestion of Rajagopalachari, suppor-

ted byJinnah and Azad, it was decided to adjourn the Conference to

enable the parties to consult among themselves.

The next meeting, on the 27th, lasted for about an hour. It

was agreed that the meeting should be adjourned in order to enable

Pant and Jamah to continue the informal conversations which they

had begun the previous day.

The Viceroy said it might help if he stated his own position. He
wished to make it clear that he had three obligations to the British

Government; first, however the composition of the new Executive

Council might be arrived at, he must maintain equality of numbers

as between Muslims and Hindus other thanScheduled Castes; second-

ly, he must make a positive act ofselection and could not accept any

names merely because they bore particular party labels; and thirdly,

he must satisfy himself that the persons selected would work together

harmoniously and without friction and would be capable ofdischarg-

ing the first two of the three tasks enumerated in his broadcast, and

of approaching the third task in a ^pirit of conciliation. This meant

that the new Council as a whole must command the confidence of

the country. The Viceroy said that the result of the meeting between

Pant and Jinnah would be reported to him and that, if necessary,

he Mmself would be very ready to help. He gave an assurance that

delegates from parties other than the Congress would have an

opportunity ofsubmitting names in due course. The Conference was

adjourned till 29 June.
On the evening of the 27th, Jinnah saw the Viceroy and after a

long discussion made it clear that while he could not agree to the

appointment to the Executive Council of Muslims who did not belong
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to the League, he would be prepared to his Working
Committee any formula which the Viceroy thought suitable*

When the Conference met for the fourth time on 29 June, It was

evident that the Congress and the Muslim League had failed to agrer.

It was reported that Pant and Jinnah had met, that their

had been inconclusive,, and that they could not see a way out. Accord-

ingly, Lord Wavell felt that he must intervene. He informed the

Conference that since no progress had been made and it was not

certain that a further adjournment would be useful, it should be assu-

med that the discussions between the major parties had broken

down. He had hoped that there would at least be some preliminary

agreement between them,, into which lesser interests could subsequent-

ly be fitted. It was possible that the present difficulties arose from

concentration on party and communal quotas, or, in other words,

from an attempt to find an arithmetical formula to which everyone
was prepared to agree. He now proposed a differentapproach more

personal, if less logical that mightcommend itself to the Conference.

If all the interests represented at the Conference would send him

by a specified date, lists of the persons whom they would like to be

included in the Executive Council, he would consider them^ possibly
add some names of his own, and try to produce on paper a list ofper-
sons who would be acceptable to all concerned. He did not suggest
that the various interests should confine themselves exclusively to

the names of persons belonging to their own parties, but he would
like a distinction made between people who were regarded as party
members and others. If the Conference accepted this suggestion, he

would ask that the lists should contain more names than the number
of seats in the Council likely to be available to any one interest. He

presumed that Jinnah and Azad would send Mm lists from the Mus-
lim League and the Congress respectively. He would like not less

than eight and not more than twelve names from each of the parties.

Sivaraj (Scheduled Castes) might send Mm four, and the remaining

delegates, namely Banerjee, the Maharaja of Pariakimedi, KMzr

Hyat Khan and Master Tara Singh, might send three names each.

He made it clear that these numbers referred to party members only
and that any outside names submitted would be in addition. After

scrutinizing the lists, and if necessary taking into consideration any
additional names of Ms own, he would attempt to form on paper
an Executive Council of the kind he and His Majesty*s Government

had in mind, and he would then put his proposals to the Conference.
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Azad said that the difficulties concerned not only the composition
but the strength of the Executive Council. The Congress could not

give up their claim to include members of all communities in their

list, and particularly the Scheduled Castes and Christians. Before

seeding his list he would want to consult his Working Committee. In

reply to an inquiry from Jinnah, Azad affirmed that Muslim names

would also be included in the Congress list.

Khizr Hyat Khan and the Maharaja of Parlakimedi suggested that

the lists to be sent by the party leaders should be kept secret and that

the party leaders should be consulted before the final list was placed
before the Conference. The Viceroy explained that the lists sent to

him would be kept secret and that before he put final proposals before

the Conference he would consult the party leaders. Master Tara Singh

suggested that if the final proposals were not accepted, there should

be general elections,, after which the Viceroy might try again.

Sivaraj objected to the Congress claim to nominate representatives
of the Scheduled Castes. He said that they represented a separate
element in the national Mfe of India and had been recognized as such.

He felt very strongly that the representation of Scheduled Castes in

the Executive Council should be as favourable as that allowed to the

Muslims* He would not press for parity but would insist that the

number of Scheduled Caste members should bear the same ratio

to their population as the Muslim members bore to theirs. He wished

to consult the Working Committee of his Federation before he com-
mitted himself even to the sending in of a list.

Jinnah said that he was still without a complete picture ofthe Vice-

roy's proposal. According to his reading, the members of the Confe-

rence were attending in their personal capacity to advise the Viceroy
in the selection ofpersons for the new Executive Council. He regarded
certain matters as bong of vital importance and when he knew

exactly what was proposed he would take the League's decision. He
himself sincerely desired to help and was fully appreciative of the

Viceroy's intervention,, but he was not prepared to commit himself

immediately to sending in a list. He would like to consult his Working
Committee first.

The Viceroy pointed out that he could not impose a settlement n

any party or individual. But he had a responsibility,, and his sugges-
tion had been put forward in order to prevent a breakdown. Most of

the delegates had promised to send in their lists within a week. He
had no intention of requiring any delegate to put forward names in
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addition to the numbers for from Ms own party. He
said that It might help him ifthe were to

names. In response to a request from Jinnah, the Viceroy
to send him a written statement of the procedure He con-

cluded by saying that he would inform the members as as

sible of the date on which the Conference would meet again. (It

later decided to adjourn the Conference till 14 July).

By this time it was known throughout the country that the Confe-

rence was facing a crisis and that the question at issue was the manner
in which the Muslimmembers of the Executive Council should be selec-

ted. The contentions of the Congress and the Muslim League became
the subject of numerous statements by politicians and publicists all

over India. It happened that at this time the fortunes of the Muslim

League in the provinces were at a low ebb. Of the provinces which

at one time had been controlled by predominantly League ministries*

in the Punjab the Muslim members of the Unionist Party had defi-

nitely broken away from the League; in the North-West Frontier

Province the Congress Party under Dr Khan Sahib had taken control ;

in Bengal, Nazimuddin had been defeated in the Assembly and the

province was being administered by the Governor; while in Sind and

"Assam the Muslim League ministries were in power on Congress
sufferance. These facts were publicly emphasized in numerous state-

ments,, many ofthem made by Muslims who did not profess allegiance

to the League. Nevertheless, the spokesmen of the League continued

to press the claim that it was the League, and the League alone, that

represented the Muslims.

Both the Congress and the MtisEm League convened meetings of

their respective Working Committees. The Congress Committee met

on 3 July, and by the 6th had selected a panel of names which they
submitted to the Viceroy. The Muslim League Working Committee

met on 6 July. On the next day Jinnah wrote to the Viceroy making
three suggestions first* that the Muslim League should not be asked

to submit a panel,, but that its representatives should be chosen on the

baas of personal discussion between the Viceroy and himself; second-

ly, that all the Muslim members ofthe Council should be chosen from

the League; and thirdly, that some effective safeguard, other than the

Viceroy*s veto, should be provided to protect Muslim interests from

majority decisions of the Council. Oxt the 8th the Viceroy received

Jinnah and had prolonged discussionswithMmon these points. On the

9th the Viceroysent Mm a written reply in wtiichhe made it clear that
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he could not give any guarantee to the Muslim League that the Mus-

lim members would be selected exclusively from the League's list,, any
more than he could give a similar guarantee to the other parties. He

pleaded for the League's co-operation in the important tasks on which

decisions would have to be taken in the next two or three years and

added that it would be his principal duty to see fair play between all

parties, not only in the composition of the proposed Council but

in its working. Jinnah replied on the same day stating that since

the required assurances were not forthcoming, his Committee could

not furnish any list.

Lists of names had meanwhile been received from the other dele-

gates concerned and the Viceroy made his provisional selections,

using his own judgment with regard to MusHm League represen-

tatives. He ascertained that his selections would be acceptable to His

Majesty's Government if they were accepted by the different parties.

He saw Jinnah on the afternoon of 1 1 July and told him that he was

prepared to include four members of the Muslim League, but that the

fifth place would liave to go to a Punjabi Muslim who did not belong
to the League. He gave Jinnah the names of the Muslims included in

Ms selections and said that, ifJinnah wished to substitute otherLeague
members for the four he had chosen, he would consider his sugges-
tions* Hewouldindeed be glad ifJinnah himself would agree to serve.

He made it clear that with his selections there would be parity not

only between Hindus and Muslims, but between the Congress and the

League. The Viceroy finally added that he had not yet consulted the

Congress,who might possibly not accept the arrangementheproposed.
Jinnah said at once that it was impossible for the Muslim League

to co-operate unless (a) all five Muslim members of the Council were
taken from the League, and (b) the Governor-General's power ofveto-

were reinforced by a special safeguard for the Muslims within the

Council, e*g* a provision that no decision objected to by the Muslims
should be taken except by a clear two-thirds majority, or something
of the kind.

The Viceroy said that he could not accept either of these condi-

tions. Jinnah replied that if that were so, the Muslim League could

not co-operate. He said that his Working Committee appreciated the

sincerity of the Viceroy's intentions and realized that members of the

League, by taking office, could have done much for the Muslims of
India. On the other hand, the Working Committee could not aban-
don certain fundamental principles. The Viceroy thereupon informed
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Jinnah that this meant the failure of Ms he

make a statement to that effect to the Conference on 14 July.

Soon after his talk with Jinnah, Lord Wavcll for Sir

Mudle (the Home Member) , Sir Evan Jenkins myself in-

formed us that he had been In communication with the Secretary of

State and that It had been decided that the proposals should not be

proceeded with, I personally was terribly disappointed, for I

been pressing consistently on the Viceroy thatJinnah's claim the

Muslim League represented the will of all the Muslims of India was

quite untenable; that we could not let down the Unionist Party which

alone., contrary to the League's claims, could speak for the Punjab;
that in the interests ofthe Punjab we should not compromise with the

League, but should go ahead with our plans. My argument was that

if we conceded Jinnah's claims., we should logically be conceding his

demand for Pakistan. Even on that basis* the Muslim League should

not be entitled to a greater standing than that which was due to a

future State of Pakistan, which could not possibly claim to repre-

sent the millions of non-MusMms in the non-Pakistan areas of India.

But the decision not to proceed with the proposals, we were told, was

final and there was nothing more to be said.

On 1 1 July, the Viceroy saw Gandhiji and informed him that, in

view of the unwillingness of the Muslim League to co-operate, except

on its own terms,, the Conference had failed. Gaadhiji expressed ao

surprise but remarked that, as the Congress and the League, Hindus

and Muslim, were irreconcilable, it would be necessary at some time

for the British to decide between them. TheViceroy replied that an

imposed settlement could hard!/ result in peace or self-government

in India.

On 12July the Viceroy explained the position to KMzr Hyat Khan,
as well as to Azad and Pant, who showed some bitterness at the atti-

tude of the Muslim League.
At the fifth and ia$t session of the Conference on 14July, the Vice-

roy made a statement in which he accepted foil responsibility for the

failure of the discussions. He said:

On the 29th June I tindertook3 with the approval of the Conference, to

endeavour to produce a solution not based on any formula agreed in

advance. I asked the parties to let me have lists of names, and said I would

do what I could to produce a solution acceptable to the leaders and to the

Conference.

I received lists from all parties represented here except from the
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European Group (who decided not to send a list) and the Muslim League.
I was

s however^ determined that the Conference should not fail until I had
made every possible effort to bring it to a successful ending. I therefore

made my provisional selections including certain Muslim League names,
and I have every reason to believe that if these selections had been

acceptable here, they would have been acceptable to His Majesty's
Government*

My selections would, I think, have given a balanced and efficient Execu-

tive Council, whose composition would havebeen reasonably fair to all the

parties. I did not find it possible, however, to accept the claims ofany party
in full. When I explained my solution to Mr. Jinnah he told me that it

was not acceptable to the Muslim League, and he was so decided that I

felt it would be useless to continue the discussions. In the circumstances

I did not show my selections as a whole to Mr. Jinnah and there was no

object in showing them to the other leaders.

The Conference lias therefore failed. Nobody can regret this more than

I do myself. 1 wish to make it clear that the responsibility for the failure

is mine. The main idea underlying the Conference was mine. If it had

succeeded, its success^would have been attributed to me, and I cannot

place the blame for its failure upon any of the parties. I ask the party
leaders to accept this view, and to do all they can to ensure that there are

no recriminations. It is of the utmost importance that this effort to secure

agreement between the parties and communities should not result in a

worsening of communal feeling. I ask you all to exercise the greatest

possible restraint.

I have now to consider the next steps. I must remind you that, what-

ever happens, the first two of the three tasks mentioned in my broadcast *

the prosecution of the war against Japan, and the carrying on .of the

administration and preparation for post-war development 'must be per-
formed by the Government of India for the time being in office. It will

be my duty to see that these tasks are performed with the greatest energy
that I can impose, and I cannot permit any hindrance to them.

I propose to take a little time to consider in what way I can best help
India alar the failure of the Conference. You can all help best by refrain-

ing from recriminations. The war against Japan must be carried on, and
law and order must be maintained; and until I see my way more clearly
than I do now, it may be difficult, perhaps impossible, to suggest any new
move. No Government can carry on under the daily prospect of change
or dissolution. I have to secure the stability and day-to-day efficiency of

my Government, and it would be impossible to enter upon continuous or

even frequent political discussions of this kind.* Whatever decisions His

Majesty's Government may take in the near future must therefore, in all

probability, hold good for some little time.
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I thank you all for the you have me, and for the

patience and understanding which you have shown. Do not any of you
be discouraged by this setback. We overcome our In the

end. The future greatness ofIndia is not in doubt.

Azad said that although the Viceroy had generously the

blame for the failure of the Conference on his own shoulders, it real-

ly rested on those of others and it was important to recognize the

true facts. The Viceroy had called the Conference., the delegates
had accepted his invitation, and the Conference had assembled.

Thereafter the Viceroy had been asked to clarify certain points in the

proposals of His Majesty's Government, and he had done so. The
Conference had then considered the strength and composition of the

Executive Council, and was adjourned to enable the parties to arrive

at an agreement on these matters. The difficulties of any agreement
were well known. The Muslim League claimed the right to nominate

all Muslim members of the Executive Council. This was a position

wMch the Congress could not accept. By accepting it, the Congress
would have reduced itself to a sectarian and Hindu organization, and
thrown away the work of halfa century. This was the Congress view

and,, as a Muslim, he agreed with it wholeheartedly. As a Muslim he

was convinced that the Congress must carry the Muslims of India

with it. The Congress had therefore rejected the Muslim League's

claim, and private conversations had proved fruitless. The Viceroy
was then compelled to intervene, and from the account he had just

given of the further proceedings it was evident that he also had failed

to convince the Muslim League. The Viceroy was right in rejecting

its claim as lie had apparently done. There was no doubt where the

responsibility lay. In the circumstances it was now for the Viceroy to

decide what to do. The communal problem had become so acute

that, in the opinion of the Congress, it could only be solved by some

final and just decision. The British Government could not divest

itself of responsibility in this matter. There must be a derision based

on justice and fair play, and such a decision, once taken, must be

firmly enforced. A poEcy of expediency could produce no satisfactory

results. By all means let the Viceroy consider the problem at lemirej

but firmness would be needed and hesitation was only another name
for weakness.

Azad concluded that he had reviewed and re-examined the line h^

had taken in the Conference, and was convinced that he had been

right The spirit which had animated him aad his colleagues in tl|e

"14
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Ckmference would continue to animate them outside it. He and Ms

colleagues would not forget that the Viceroy had made a sincere

attempt to solve the Indian problem. The difficulties had been

insuperable,, but the Viceroy had done his best and the Congress

delegates were grateful.

The Viceroy thanked Azad and said he appreciated the efforts

made by the Congress to help him. Azad had touched on the heart of

a great problem about which he felt he could not say more at present.

The Conference had to admit failure for the time being. Azad had

referred to the weakness of a policy based on expediency. He would

like to remind Azad that the British., with their long experience of

politics and government, had found that many difficult problems
could be solved only by compromise and on a basis of expediency.

Rajagopalachari said that postponement of a final solution until a

great measure of agreement was reached was an understandable

policy; but he could see no reason why an interim solution should be

postponed. The negative attitude of any particular group or indivi-

dual should not be allowed to stand in the way. He thought that the

Viceroy might get away from communal principles and attempt a

short-term solution on a territorial or administrative basis. The Con-

gress had shown itself willing to co-operate even in a defective

arrangement. He did not know the arrangement put forward by the

Viceroy and rejected by Jinnah, but it was clear that the Conference

had failed. He hoped the Viceroy would bear in mind the possibility

of a settlement on a territorial or administrative basis.

Jinnah said he fully appreciated the efforts that the Viceroy had
made and knew that he had done his best. He thought it unnecessary
la apportion the blame for the failure of the Conference. The points
at had been discussed at very great length and it was fruitless to

go wer them again. He fully endorsed what the Viceroy had said

about communal bitterness and recriminations. It was essential that

the parties should refrain from action that was likely to embitter party
and communal relations. But when it was said,, as it had been by the

two previous speaker , that the Muslim League was responsible for

the failure, he must remind the Conference of the fundamentals. The
League and the Congress had an entirely different angle of vision. If
the proposed Executive Council had come into being., every matter
before it would have been looked at by the League and the Congress
from entirely different points of view. The idea of Pakistan and the
ideaofa united India were incompatible. He recognized that pending
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a long-term the Viceroy to on the

of the country whether the or not*

He appealed to the Conference to the Viceroy to put
in the of the Muslim League. The League repeatedly of-

fered co-operation in the war effort EO difficulties or

obstacles. But the League was determined to have Pakistan. It would

consider any proposal for an interim provisional government subject
to two conditions: first, a declaration by His Majesty's Government

giving Muslims the right of self^etennination; and secondly the

grant to Muslims of an equality with all other communities in the

interim arrangement. The first of conditions found no place in

the present proposals. There had been an oblique reference to it in

the Secretary of State's statement in Parliament and in the Viceroy's
broadcast. This was not good enough,, for an interim arrangement

might well become permanent. As for the second condition, the pro-

posals reduced Muslim representation to one-third. He himself had

always felt great sympathy for the other minorities^ but it was evident

that since such minorities were not In a position to organize indepen-
dent States of their own, they must take the Congress side. In the

proposed new Council the Congress would thus have secured a per-

manent majority. The Viceroy's veto was an inadequate safeguard
and the Muslim League would be content with nothing less than some

form of veto cxercisable on particular subjects by the League mem-

bers, e.g. a provision that if a decision were challenged by a League
member, it could be carried only ifa specified majority were in favour

of it. Again, as the composition of the proposed Council was admit-

tedly communal^ the Muslim League must insist that the Muslim

members must be selected entirely by the League, He was told that

this was not the national spirit^ but the League did not accept the

national spirit of the Congress. The League was the representative

organization of all the Muslims of India. If it was expected to take

administrative responsibility, it must be permitted to select its own
men. The Congress had claimed two Muslims and the Punjab one

Muslim. The League would apparently be left with two.1 Moreover,

the League objected strongly to the panel system suggested by the

Viceroy. The Viceroy had reserved the right to select the members

himself and to include non-League men among the Muslims. The

Conference had really failed on this issue. It might be said that it was

* This was not In accordance with the offer made to him by Lord Wave!! on
1 1 July an offer of which ao oac else was aware.
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a small point, but in fact It fundamentally affected the character and

status of ihe League. Rajagopalachari had given some advice to the

Viceroy. His own advice would be that the difference in the angle of

vision between the Congress and the League would persist in any in-

terim arrangement that might be devised. The League's fear was that

the Congress would make use of any interim arrangement to consoli-

da e its position and gradually to strangle Pakistan.

Banerjee deplored the fact that one party had been able to obstruct

progress and suggested that the Viceroy should go ahead without the

Muslim League; in any case,, responsible government should be estab-

lished in Section 93 provinces and all political prisoners should be

released.

KMzr Hyat Khan admitted having asked for a seat for his own

province. There were different schools of thought among the Mus-

Hms and he did not think any party should have a political monopoly.
Master Tara Singh suggested that the differences between the

Congress and the Muslim League should be put to arbitration; he

was quite prepared to agree to Pakistan if Jinnah on his part would

agree to a separate State for the Sikhs. Pakistan was a far greater

danger to the Sikhs than to the other communities.

Sivaraj said that the British were wrong in recognizing only two

major parties. The sixty million members of the Scheduled Castes

were a major element in the population and should be treated as such

in any further attempt at a settlement.

The Viceroy thanked the delegates once more and said that he

would take note of the observations made. The Conference then

ended.

On the conclusion ofthe Conference the leaders ofthe main parties
held a press conference at which they explained their respective

viewpoints.

Azad said that the blame for failure rested mainly on the Muslim

League, but he could not altogether absolve the British Government.
If it tad been really serious about settling the issue it would have
foreseen the communal difficulties and been prepared to meet them.
It ought not to have given the right of veto to any particular group
to hold up the progress of the country. Azad contested the Muslim

League daim to be the sole representative organization ofthe Muslims
and pointed to the position in the provinces., in only two of which.,

namely Sind and Assam, the Muslim League ran the Government
and even there it bat} to depend upon Congress support* .
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Jinnah said that the taken by the Muslim ever

1940 had been that It would be willing to participate in an interim

Government at the Centre provided two conditions were The
first of these was that separate States would be In

majority areas after the war5 or so as it might be the

second was that Muslims, being not a minority but a nation, should

be accorded equality ofnumbers in the Executive. Lord Wavell's pro-

posals had conceded neither of these conditions. It had suited the

Congress to agree to proposals wMch did not prejudice its ultimate

objective of a united India; as for the Muslim League, its represen-
tation would be about one-third in the proposed Council; the other

minorities such as the Depressed Glasses, die Sikhs and the Indian

Christiansshared the general viewpointof the Congress andwere likely

to align themselves with that party; the result was that there would

be no safety for Muslim interests. In these circumstances^ to have

accepted the arrangement suggested to them by the Viceroy would

have been, Jinnah said, an abject surrender of all they stood for,

and the death knell of the Muslim League.
* On a final examination

and analysis of the Wavell plan/ said Jinnah,,
c we found that it was

a snare.* He added:

There was the combination consisting of Gandhi and theHindu Congress,
who stand for Indians Hindu national independence as one India, and the

latest eaqxxiieat of geographical unity, Lord WaveH, and Glaacy^KMzr,
who are bent upon creating disruption among the Muslims in the Ptrnjab,

and we were sought to be pushed into this arrangement, which,, if we had

agreed to, as proposed by Lord Wavell, we should have signed our death

warrant.

Nehru said that the Muslim League represented mediaeval concep-
tions and fear complexes and that India would one day have to settle

the problem of commiiBalism if she wished to progress as a modem
democratic State. He explained that the old conception of Nation

States was now outmoded and that the real modern problems lay in

the economic sphere*

The Simla Conference had met in an atmosphere of optimism.
The initial doubts raised by the party leaders had given rise to con-

cern, but once the Congress and the League leaders agreed to attend

the Conference^ there had been high hopes ofan eventual agreement
Even after it was known that Jinnah had refused to submit Ms list,

hope persisted that the Viceroy would find away out. This sentiment

1 Governor of the Punjab, ,
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was not confined to any particular school of thought or opinion.

For Instance, just before the Viceroy communicated his final decision

to the members, Hossain Imam, who attended the Conference in his

capacity as leader of the Muslim League Party in the Council of State

flopped me on my way to the Cecil Hotel and confided to me his feel-

ing of distress over the imminent breakdown. He urged me even at

that late hour to see Liaqat AH Khan in order to find a way out of the

impasse. He gave me the impression that the members of the Working

Committee of the Muslim League were far from unanimous in
^re-

jecting the Viceroy's offer. Hossain Imam suggested that the Vice-

roy was not aware that a member of his own Executive Council was

advising Jinnah to stand firm.

On arrival at the Cecil Hotel I telephoned to Liaqat Ali Khan, who

readily agreed to meet me. I discussed the general situation with him

that evening, stressing some of the dangers that would overtake the

country if an agreement were not reached. He gave me the impres-

sion that the crucial issue with the League was the insufficiency of

the Viceroy's veto to protect Muslim interests. His point was that

no decision objected to by the Muslim members should be taken by the

Executive Council except by a clear two-thirds majority. I assured

Mm that, with goodwill on both sides, a formula on this point accep-

table to all the parties could be devised, and that we could still save

the situation. Liaqat Ali told me that he would consult Jinnah and

let me know his reaction the next day. I never heard from him. His

attitude during our discussion did not strike me as being in any way
other than helpful. One can only draw one's own conclusions as to

the reasons which deterred him from pursuing my suggestion.

The Conference at Simla had been conceived as a gathering of poli-

tically eminent persons who would sit together and collectively advise

the Viceroy about the formation of a new central Government. Very

soon, however, it became transformed into the familiar pattern of

futile discussions between the Congress and the Muslim League, and

between party leaders and the Viceroy. The formal sessions of the

Conference served as the forum for party leaders to set out their points

of view whilst other members functioned as the audience or chorus.

Rajagopalachari made pointed reference to this in a statement

soon after the Conference ended. He added that if it hadbeen known

that the sole purpose of the Conference was to get Jinnah to agree,

failing which it would have to disperse, the Congress would have told

Lord Wavell at the very start that it would be a waste of energy.
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Lord Wavcll was blamed for not following up Ms initiative by im-

posing an award of his own. But It must be in Ms justification

that the war withJapan was still to be won ; that His Majesty's Govern-

ment would not have supported the formation ofan Executive Council

which did not include the Muslim League 90 million Muslims

whOj according to Churchill,, had eschewed any such non-coopera-
tive tactics as had been adopted by the Congress and had consistent-

ly refrained from doing anything that would tend to thwart the war
effort. Moreover,, Ameiy's consistent view that there were

general agreement on the long-term plan the Congress and the League
would not come together and, even if they did^ would not work

honestly together. The primary need was winning the war with

Japan,, and since one of the two important parties had refused to co-

operate^ the Viceroy was left with no alternative but to carry on as

best he could with his existing Executive Council.

On the other hand,, the abandonment of the plan undoubtedly

strengthened the position ofJiimah and the League at a time when
their fortunes were none too good* It weakened the position of those

MusEms who had been opposing the League,, particularly the Unio-

nist Party in the Punjab, and since itwas clear thatJinnah alone could

deliver the goods,, the wavering and iniddle-of-the-road Muslim poli-

ticians tended to gravitate to the Muslim League.
The Simla Conference afforded a last opportunity to the forces of

nationalism to fight a rear-guard action to preserve the integrity of

the country, and when the battle was lost the waves ofcommunalisraa

quickly engulfed it. Only the Hobson's Choice of partition was left*
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THE GENERAL ELECTIONS

VERY
soon after the breakdown of the Simla Conference there

came a sweeping change in the political outlook. This was

caused by two important events. The first was the general

election in Britain; the second the surrender of Japan.
The general election in Britain resulted in a resounding victory for

the Labour Party^ the first time that the Party had been able to secure

a clear majority in the House of Commons. Churchill's caretaker

Government gave place to a Labour Government, with Clement

Attlee as Prime Minister and Lord Pethick-Lawrence as Secretary of

State for India. Nationalist opinion in India acclaimed the Labour

Party's success with jubilation. In a cable to Attlee^ the Congress
President said:

*

Hearty congratulations to the people ofGreat Britain

on the results of the election which demonstrate their abandonment

of the old ideas and acceptance of a new world.
3 There was less

enthusiasm among members ofthe Muslim League; but on the whole,

the new British Government was welcomed by India with friendliness

and goodwill.

The expected surrender ofJapan was accelerated by the first atom

bomb, which was dropped on Hiroshima on 6 August 1945,, and on

the 15th of that month victory overJapan was celebrated all over the

country.

The end ofthe war brought to the fore the urgency offinding a per-
manent and lasting solution of India's constitutional problem. In a

pros statement issued immediately after the Simla Conference., Sir

Stafford Cripps attributed its breakdown not so much to the composi-
tion ofthe interim Government as to the influence that any temporary

arrangement was likely to have upon the more permanent decisions

which would have to be made for the full and free self-government of

India. Sir Stafford Cripps felt that^ since emphasis had shifted once
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more from transitional arrangements to a It was

obviously desirable not to waste time by trying to arrive at a

rary arrangement, but rather to the of at a

permanent settlement in which the of Pakistan forma

major issue. Sir Stafford urged that new elections be held in

India and that, with the representatives so elected^ a constituent

assembly should be formed to work out a new free self-governing con-

stitution for British India^ or such part of it as was ready to consent

to such a constitution.

Sir Stafford's suggestion certainly fitted in with the view of the

Muslim League,, the Working Committee ofwhich had already adop-
ted a resolution calling for fresh elections to the provincial and central

legislatures. The demand was reiterated by Jinnah in a speech on
6 August^ in the course of which he charged Gandhlji and the Con-

gress with havLig adopted spiteful and malicious devices to defeat

the Muslim League at the Simla Conference. He said that the League
had offered co-operation in an Interim Government only because of

the wax and that it was useless to talk of interim arrangements now;
the need was to go ahead with plans for a permanent constitutional

settlement. This, he said, should be on the basis of Pakistan; on that

issue the Muslim League would never surrender. He added that his

immediate purpose was to fight the elections so that, once and for all,

everyone might be conduced of the League's representative character.

The Congress was in favour of a general election, but conten-

ded that the elections would not be fair unless civil liberties were to be

restored finst and the Congress was enabled to function fully again.

Other organizations joined in the demand for a general election.

The Viceroy himselfwas of the view that a general election should

be held without delay* The last elections to the central Assembly had

been in 1934 and to the provincial legislatures in 1936. Elections had

subsequently been postponed, tinder the special powers ofthe Gover-

nor-General in the case of the central legislature, and by parliamen-

tary legislation in the case ofthe provincial legislatures. There seemed

to be no justification for putting off the elections any longer. During

the first week ofAugust die Viceroy held consultations with the pro-

vincial Governors, who agreed that the elections should be held as

early as possible.

His Majesty's Government preferred to approach the whole prob-

lem in a more comprehensive way, but agreed with the Viceroy

as far as the elections were concerned and requested him to expedite
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all the requisite preparatory measures to enable the elections to the

central and provincial legislatures to be held during the cold weather.

On 21 August 1945 two announcements were made by the Vice-

roy; first* that elections to the central and provincial Assemblies

would be held in the cold weather, and secondly, that the Viceroy
would very shortly be paying a visit to England for consultation with

His Majesty's Government. These announcements had a settling

effect upon the political atmosphere. On 24 August Lord Wavell left

for London, accompanied by Sir Evan Jenkins and myself.

Lord Wavell had long discussions with the Secretary of State and

the India Committee of the Cabinet, in particular on such prob-
lems as the manner in which popular representatives could be asso-

ciated with the administration; how ministries were to be restored in

the provinces, and the procedure by which ultimate decisions in the

matter of the future constitution should be taken. With regard to the

procedure for reaching a final constitutional settlement, the British

Government was inclined to rely on the suggestions contained in the

Cripps proposals for
c

provincial option *. Whether this particular
feature of the proposals were to be retained or not,, the provincial

Assemblies would have to provide the starting point for the creation

of a body to frame the future constitution. How would the provincial

Assemblies elect their representatives for framing the constitution ?

An interesting suggestion put forward by one of the British ministers

was that a convention of all the provincial Assembly members should

be called to elect their representatives from the common gathering.
It was claimed that the experience of sitting together and transacting

business, even ifit were only of a routine character, would have a

valuable moral effect and would instil the feeling of belonging to-

gether. It was pointed out that in Trade Union assemblies in Great

Britain procedure of this kind was common and was not known to

lead to any undue confusion or trouble.

In the end, it was decided that these details could best be settled

after ascertaining the views of the Indian leaders at the conclusion of

the elections.

Lord Wavell returned to India on 16 September. On the 19th,
he made the following announcement on behalf of His Majesty's
Government:
As stated in the gracious speech from the Throne at the opening of

Parliament, His Majesty's Government are determined to do their utmost
to promote in conjunction with the leaders of Indian opinion the early
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realisation of full self-government in India. During my to

they have with me the to be

An amiouncrmcrit has already made to the

and provincial legislatures., so to the war, are to be

held during the coming cold weather. Thereafter His Majesty's Govern-

ment earnestly hope that ministerial will be by

political leaders In all provinces.
It Is the intention of His Majesty's Government to convene as as

possible a constitution-making body, and as a preliminary they have

authorised me to iindeitake3 Immediately after the elections^

with the representatives of the Legislative in the provinces^ to

ascertain whether the in the 1942 declaration are

acceptable or whether alternative or Is preferable.

Discussions will also be undertaken with the representatives of the Indian

States with a view to ascertaining in what way they can best take their

part in the constitution-making body.
His Majesty's Government are proceeding to the consideration of the

content of the treaty which will require to be concluded between Great

Britain and India.

During these preparatory stages,, the Government of India must be

carried on, and urgent economic and social problems must be dealt with.

Furthermore, India has to play her full part In working out the new World
Order. His Majesty's Government have therefore further authorised nte

as soon as the results of the provincial elections are published, to take step
to bring into being an Executive Council which wil have the support of

the main Indian parties.

Simultaneously., in a persona! message^ Lord Wavell underlined the

importance of the announcement. It meant., he said, that His Majes-

ty's Government was determined to go ahead. The fact that, in spite

of having a great number of most important and urgent problems on

its hands; it had taken time,, almost in its first days of office,, to give

attention to the Indian problem, was an indication of its earnest re-

solve. The task of making and implementing a new constitution for

India was a complex and difficult one which would require goodwill,

co-operation and patience on the part of all concerned. Elections

were necessary in order to know the will of the Indian electorate.

After the elections, discussions would be held with the Indian leaders

and with the representatives of the Indian States to determine the

form which the constitution-making body should take. This procedure

appeared to be the best way to give India the opportunity ofdeciding

her destiny. His Majesty's Government and the Viceroy were well

aware of the difficulties, but were determined to overcome them.
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In a message broadcast on the same day., Prime Minister Attlee

said that, although the Cripps proposals had not been accepted ^by
the Indian parties, the British Government were acting in the spirit

ofthose proposals. He gave an assurance that the British Government

would not try to introduce into the proposed treaty any matter which

was incompatible with the interests of India, and he appealed to

Indians to make a united effort to evolve a constitution which would

be accepted as fair by all parties and interests in India.

The reactions ofthe two main parties were not favourable. Jinnah

and Liaqat Ali Khan reiterated on behalf of the Muslim League that

no solution would be acceptable except on the basis of Pakistan. So

far as the Congress was concerned, the two months of inaction that

had elapsed after the failure of the Simla Conference served only to

intensify its impatience. The All-India Congress Committee, meeting

in Bombay on 21 September, passed a resolution which characterized

Lord WavelFs proposals as
*

vague and inadequate and unsatisfac-

tory/ It pointed out the omission of any reference to independence,

nothing short of which would satisfy the Congress and the country;

criticized the proposal to make no immediate change at the Centre;

set out a list of grievances, including a demand for the release of

political prisoners; but wound up by directing the Working Com-

mittee to take steps to contest the elections in order to demonstrate

the will of the people, especially on the issue of the immediate trans-

fer of power.
The Government of India and the provincial governments now

started preparations for holding the elections. The Viceroy had an-

nounced that there would be no major alterations in the franchise,

as that would delay the elections considerably; but he promised to

revise the electoral rolls as carefully and as thoroughly as possible.

It was decided that elections to the central legislature should be

held first; then elections to the provincial legislatures where ministries

were functioning, and lastly, elections to the legislatures in provinces

where ministries were not functioning. The Congress had demanded

that in the last-named provinces ministries should be formed before

the dissolution of the legislatures. But this was not accepted by the

Government as the provincial Governors were opposed to it, as was

also the Muslim League.

The Muslim League had already announced that it would fight

the elections on the issue of Pakistan and the title of the League to

represent
all the Muslims. Jinnah and other League spokesmen
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declared that theirdemand was the of the

the North-West Frontier Province,

In their entirety be a

to be known as Pakistan. any

already begun to realize their He only with Jionah
and the League. Many of them to Jinnah's he

welcomed them like lost sheep. Among the who

changed their allegiance was Abdul Qaiyuin Khan of the North-

Wot Frontier Province, who had not only an Congress-

man, but the Deputy Leader of the Congress Party in the central

Assembly!
Nationalist Muslims found themselves in a particularly difficult

position. They felt that,, the Congress could the

Muslims* it would not be possible to win their support in the coming
elections. Towards the end of August 1945* Abul Kalam Azad ap-

proached Gandhiji with a plan for a communal settlement. It was

useless, he said, to enter into the causes of the communal problem or to

apportion blame for it. Muslim fears could only be removedby devis-

ing a scheme under which they would feel secure. Any attempt to

form a unitary government at the Centre would fail. Partition was

against the interests of the Muslims themselves. As an Indian Mus-

lim., he regarded partition as a defeatist policy and could not accept
it. He suggested to the Congress that the future constitution of India

must be federal with fully autonomous units; that the central subjects

must only be of an all-India nature and agreed upon by the consti-

tuent units* and that the units must be given the right of secession.

There must be joint electorates both at the Centre and in the provin-

ces* with reservation of seats and such differential franchise as might
be needed to make electorates reflect the strength ofpopulation ofthe

communities. There must be parity of Hindus and Muslims in the

central legislature and the central executive till such time as commu-
nal suspicion disappeared and parties were formed on economic and

political lines. There should also be a convention by which the head

of the Indian federation would, in the initial period* be Hindu and

MusEm by turn. Hindu friends were exhorted to leave entirely to

the Muslims the question of their status in the future constitution of

India. If Muslims were satisied that the decision was not being im-

posed on them by a non-Muslim agency* they would drop the idea of

partition and realize that their interests would be best served by a

federated and united India. Azad concluded by saying that once
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Indians had acquired power, economic, political and class interests

would oust purely communal interests.

What consideration the Congress Working Committee gave to this

proposal is not known; but at its meeting in September 1945 it passed

a resolution reiterating the Congress policy of independence, with

particular emphasis on unity, adding a rider in regard to the right

of secession in the following terms:

Nevertheless, the Committee declares also that it cannot think in terms

of compelling the people in any territorial unit to remain in an Indian

Union against their declared and established will. While recognising this

principle, every effort should be made to create conditions which would

help the different units in developing a common and co-operative national

life. Acceptance of the principle inevitably involves that no changes should

be made which result in fresh problems being created and compulsion

being exercised on other substantial groups within that area. Each terri-

torial unit should have the fullest possible autonomy within the union,

consistently with a strong National State.

The resolutionwas not put before the All-India Congress Commit-

tefij but the question of the right of secession came up indirectly.

Very strong speeches were made against the proposal. The Congress
leaders declared that they would make no more approaches to the

League^, but would contact the Muslim masses direct and would try to

reassure them by appropriate means through the election manifesto.

The Congress itself faced considerable organizational difficulties

in preparing for the elections. Years in the wilderness had impaired
the party machine; some of its leaders were still in prison and party
funds and property had in many cases been sequestrated. These dif-

ficulties only added to the feeling of resentment against the Govern-

ment, Some Congressmen glorified the activities which had brought
them into conflict with the Government in 1942, and there were

threats of another struggle after the elections if nothing satisfactory

emerged.
Another problem gained considerable prominence about this time.

This concerned certain Indian military personnel who had fallen into

Japanese hands during the war and who had constituted themselves

into an *

Indian National Army
' under the leadership of Subhas

Chandra Bose, At the conclusion of the war., over 20,,OQO of its mem-
bers had been rounded up and repatriated to India. The Army
authorities had evidence that certain officers among them had been

guilty, not only of waging war against the King,, but of
e

gross
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brutality ia the to induce to

join them/ It proposed that be put on In

Delhi and an Ordinance Tribu-

nal for the purpose. The batch a Hindu,
a Muslim and a Sikh. The place of the Red Fort. The

Congress took up the of the set up a ofdefence

under Bhulabhal Dcsai> which Sir Tej Bahadur Sapra
Nehru. The glamour of Subhas Chandra the fact

that the Congress had up the of the popu-
lar enthusiasm throughout the land, were in

different places^ like Madura, Bombay, Calcutta^ Lucknow and
Lahore. In the disturbances that ensued^ the police in

places to open fire. When the Muslim League decided to

Itself with the defence of the I.N.A. accused^ the agitation became

countrywide. The Government had to bow to the storm; for though
the accused were convicted, their sentences were in almost every case

ultimately remitted.

The holding of the I.N.A. trials in Delhi was indeed a blunder.

The Army authorities showed characteristic disregard of the poli-

tical tension prevailing in the country at the time. If the purpose was

to demonstrate the British Government's determination that no

disloyalty in the armed forces would be tolerated* that purpose was

certainly not accomplished. On the other hand, these trials provided
excellent material for propaganda the Government, which

the parties used to full advantage.
The speeches made by some of the Congress leaders threatening

another struggle^ and the disturbances arising out of the trial of the

LN.A. prisoners,, created so dangerous and tense a situation that the

British Government felt bound to re-state their policy. On 4 Decem-

ber, the Secretary of State made a statement in the House of Lords

in which he said that the full significance of the proposals contained

in the Viceroy*s announcement of 19 September had not been pro-

perly appreciated; that the holding of discussions for the setting up
of a constitution-making body after the elections was not intended

to delay matters; but that, on the other handj His Majesty's Govern-

ment regarded the setting up ofa constitution-making body by which

Indians would decide their own future as a matter of great

urgency.
His Majesty's Government considered that it would be an advan-

tage if members of the British Parliament could meet leading political
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Indian personalities to learn their views at first hand, as also to

convey in person the general desire of the people of England that

India should speedily attain her full and rightful position as an in-

dependent partner State in the British Commonwealth. His Majesty's

Government therefore proposed to send out to India as soon as pos-

sible a Parliamentary delegation,, drawn from all the parties, under

the auspices of the Empire Parliamentary Association.

The Secretary of State emphasized that during the transition to-

wards complete self-government India would be passing through
difficult times. No greater disservice could be done to a future

Indian government and to the cause ofdemocracy than to permit the

foundations of the State to be weakened and the loyalty of its servants

to those who were in authority to be undermined, before the new

government came into being. His Majesty's Government would not

therefore countenance any attempt to break down the loyalty of the

administrative services or of the Indian armed forces. It would give

full support to the Government of India in securing
c
that their

servants are protected in the performance of their duty and that the

future constitution of India shall not be called into being by force

or threat of force.*

There was wide appreciation of His Majesty's Government's

anxiety to settle the Indian constitutionalproblem as urgently as pos-

sible. Thewarning gainst threats of force was not relished^ though it

was not entirely displeasing to the Congress High Command^ who
were themselves already concerned over the manner in which the

country was heading towards violence. The proposed visit of the

Parliamentary delegation did not evoke any interest^ because it was

thought to be only a device to fill the gap while the elections were in

progress.

In a pros statementJinnah said that the British Government was

groping in the dark; that the constitution-making body should be

called into being only after the question of Pakistan had been settled,,

and that there should be two separate constitution-making bodies for

the two parts into which India should be divided.

The Congress Working Committee met in Calcutta on 7 Decem-
ber and at the end of its session passed a comprehensive resolution.,

drafted by Gandhiji, {re-affirming its faith in non-violence and stress-

ing that such non-violence does not include burning of public

property, cutting of telegraph wires,, derailing trains and intimi-

dation.
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On the whole, Indian to

channels.

In his to the Associated of Commerce on 10

December^ the Viceroy India's problem was not a

one. It could not and would not be by a or

formula. 'Qiiit India' would not act as the magic which

opened AM Baba's cac. It could not, and would not, be by
violence. Disorder and violence were the very might
check the pace of India's progress. There were various to

the settlement, who must somehow or other reach a ofagree-
ment amongst themselves- the the minorities (of whom
the Musalmans were the most numerous the most important)*
the rulers of Indian States and the British Government. The objec-
tive of all was the same the freedom and welfare of India. Lord
Wave! appealed for goodwill on the part of all leaders. He said:
4 We are going through a very difficult and testing time, and it

will need coolness and wisdom ifwe arc to avoid calamity. In so far

as I can help by personal contact,, I am always prepared to do so.*

He then referred to a matter on which, as a soldier, he held strong
views. This was the LN.A* trials. He said:

A great deal of political heat and feeing been engendered by the

way in which the I.NA, trials have been represented to the public, I will

say nothing of the trials themselves or of the tinder trial, it would be

quite improper for me to do so. But I do propose to say something for the

men who were prisoners of war but did not join the I.N.A., who, wader

pressure and punishment, under hardships and want, stood firm to their

ideals of a soldier's duty, a soldier's faith. They represent some 7 per
cent of the total men of the Indian Army who became prisoners of war

In Mplaya and Hong Kong. Whatever your political views^ if you cannot

acclaim the man who prefers his honour to his ease, who remains stead-

fast in adversity to his pledged faith, then you have a poor notion of the

character which is required to build up a nation. I say to you that amongst
a!! the exploits ofthe last five or six years for which the world lightly extols

the Indian soldier, the endurance of those men in captivity and hardship
stands as high as any. As a proofofwhat tKey endured as the price oftheir

loyalty to their ideals of a so!dler*s duty, I will tell you this: the 45,000

Indian prisoners of war who stood firm are estimated to have lost about

11,000, or one quarter of their numbers, from disease^ starvation and

murder; the 20,000 who went over to our enemy's side lost only 1,500, or

7| per cent.

Meanwhile the elections to the central Legislative Assembly had

15
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been held and the complete results became available towards the end

of December 1945. The Congress won an overwhelming success In

the General constituencies, the Hindu Mahasabha and other oppos-

ing candidates preferring in most cases to withdraw rather than risk

defeat. The Muslim League won every Muslim seat, the Nationalist

Muslims forfeiting their deposits in many instances. The Congress

secured 91 '3 per cent of the votes cast in non-Muhammadan consti-

tuencies and the Muslim League 86"6 per cent of the total votes cast

in Muhammadan constituencies. The final figures were, Congress 57;

Muslim League 30; Independents 5; Akali Sikhs 2; and Europeans 8,

making a total of 102 elected seats. In the previous Assembly the

figures at the time of dissolution were, Congress 36; Muslim League

25; Independents 21; Nationalist Party 10, and Europeans 8. The
results of the elections clearly emphasized that the Congress and the

Muslim League were the only parties that counted in the country.

Both parties were jubilant over their victories. The Central Elec-

tion Board of the Congress* in a bulletin issued on 6 January 1946

declared that the Congress stood vindicated; it was the biggest,

strongest and most representative organization in the country.

The Muslim League celebrated 1 1 January as its day of victory,

and Jinnah's message for the occasion congratulated the League on

winning aU the Muslim seats in the central Assembly.
The new year began with a broadcast message by the Secretary

of State. Lord Pethick-Lawrence said that it was because 1946 would
be a crucial year in India's age-long history that he felt he should like

to speak to the people personally. He wanted Indians to realize that

the British Government and the whole British people earnestly desired

to see India rise quickly to the full and free status ofan equal partner
in the British Commonwealth. There was no longer any neecl for

deaimciatiQiiS or organized pressure to secure recognition of India's

due position in the world. 'The problem now/ said the Secretary
of State,

*

is a practical one. It is to work out a rational and acceptable

plan of action. It must be a plan under which authority can be trans-

ferred to Indian control underforms ofgovernment which will willing-

ly be accepted by the broad mass of India's people so that the new
India will not be torn and rent by internal strife and dissensions/

He pleaded for the active help of leading Indians in every community
and ofevery way of thought, and concluded that it was only through
moderation and compromise that great political problems could be

solved.
*

Ifwe all bend our minds and wills to this high endeavour we
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can do in 1946 for the of India,, for the

peace and prosperity of Asia the world,*

The Parliamentary Delegation arrived in India on 5 January. It

consisted of ten members from the of and two
from the House of Lords. The Delegation was led by Robert

Richards, a member of the Labour Party and at one (in 1924)

Under-Sccrctary of State for India. On the eve of the Delegation's
visit the Secretary of State wrote to the of the

and the Muslim League that the of the Dele-

gation was to make personal contacts* The were coming
as individuals; they were not empowered in any way to act on be-

halfof the British Government; but their would of course

be passed on by them to ministers and others in Parliament. He

expressed the hope that co-operation would be extended to the

Delegation.
The Parliamentary Delegation was in the country for about a

month. It met almost all the important political leaders and its mem-
bers were received everywhere with cordiality and friendliness.

In his talks with the members of the Delegation, Jinnah made it

clear that he would take no part in an interim Government without a

prior declaration accepting the principle ofPakistan and
c

parity
*
with

all other patties. He insisted on two constitution-making bodies.

The drawing of the frontier between Pakistan aad Hindustan would

be a matter for negotiation between the two bodies. He did not

envisage predominantly non-Muslim areas, like the Atnbala Division

of the Punjab, remaining in Pakistan, but insisted that Pakistan must

be a living State economically and culturally. Any attempt to impose
a unified constitution, or to accept a majority decision by a single

constitution-making body, would be resisted, if necessary by force.

He emphasized that Pakistan would remain within the Empire with

a British Governor-General. Relations with Hindustan would be

purely diplomatic; there would be no common currency, transport

system, army* etc.

Nehru in his talks with the Delegation conceded that the British

Government might have to declare for Pakistan, but that there would

have to be "a plebiscite in border districts to confirm* it He did not

accept the election results to the central Assembly as being sufficient;

the Muslims did not know what they were voting for.

Mis Muriel Nichoi, one of the members of the Delegation* said

after her meeting with Nehru ;
*

Without rancour orbitterness^ and in
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a clear yet firm way, Pandit Nehru stated the Congress case for

India's freedom. In meeting him I was not disappointed. He was

tolerant in his views and as broad in his outlook as I had expected
Mm to be. Tonight, I feel, I have really met a great man.'

In a farewell talk to press representatives Mr Richards, the leader

of the Delegation, said:

The fact that we were here at the time of the general elections has ena-

bled us to gauge something of the feeling in India on the one great

question about which every party is united. There are deep divisions

among you, but those divisions disappear in the unity with which you, in

my opinion, very rightly demand a measure of self-government at this

time. There are several views on that particular question, but I do say that

we are all conscious of the fact that India has at last attained political

manhood ;
and it will be the privilege of the Government in England, I

hope, to extend and further that confidence which India has in herselfand

in her ability to take her place among the free nations of the world.

On 28 January, the Viceroy addressed the newly-elected central

legislature in a seven-minute speech in which he emphasized the

determination of His Majesty's Government to establish a new Exe-

cutive Council formed from political leaders, and to bring about a

constitution-making body or convention as soon as possible.

The Viceroy's speech was reassuring. Vallabhbhai Patel said,
c The

ship has reached the shore, . . . The freedom ofIndia is near at hand. 7

JiimaB., however, declared that the Muslim League was not prepared
to consider anything short of immediate recognition of the Pakistan

demand and that the League would not be prepared to co-operate
in any interim arrangements until this principle had been made
clear beyond all doubt and until it had been decided that there would
be two constitution-making bodies, one for the Pakistan areas and
the other for the rest of India. Subsequently, in an interview with the

press, he added that if the British carried out their intention of call-

ing a single constitution-making body, the only result would be a

Muslim revolt throughout India.

Before we deal further with the elections, we must mention a seri-

ous and important incident which took place about this time. It was
the revolt of certain R.I.N. personnel, which was followed by grave
civil turmoil in Bombay. It started on 18 February, when ratings of

the Signal School in Bombay went on a hunger-strike in protest

against what their Central Strike Committee described as
*

untold

hardships regarding pay and food and the most outrageous racial
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discrimination/ in particular

gatory to their character. They
by from other naval got com-

pletely out ofhand. They of the moun-
ted the and prepared to open fire on the A very

ugly situation developed. Admiral Godfrey, Flag Officer-Command-

ing, Royal Indian Navy, to the

to surrender. At the time were made to and

planes and to rash reinforcements to the There
some who tried to fish in the waters. It was due to the

efforts of Vallabhbhai Patel that, on 23 February the surren-

dered. In the meantime, contrary to the advice ofCongress Mus-
lim League leaders, strikes and were organized in Bombay
and unruly crowds went about looting and setting fire to banks,

shops, post offices, police and grain shops. The police had to

open fire several times and the military had to be called in to

before order could be restored. Over 200 persons were killed as a

result of these disturbances, which had their repercussions in other

centres such as Karachi, Madras and Calcutta.

The Army and the Air Force were not altogether unaffected.

There was trouble in several places, though not ofa serious character.

On the whole, the provincial and subordinate services, including
the police, remained loyal, and only the conduct of a section of the

police in one province caused a certain ofanxiety to the pro-

vincial government. These incidents were ominous portents for the

future.

Elections to the provincial had meanwhile been going
on apace. As has been mentioned earier, elections were held first in

the provinces of Assam^ Sind^ the North-West Frontier Province and

the Punjab. In ASSAM,, the Congress won ail the General territorial

seats and the League almost all the Muslim seats. The Congress Party*

having captured fifty-eight out of 108 seats, was commissioned to

form the Government and Gopinath Bardolai became the premier.

The ministry consisted of five Hindus,, one Indian Christian and one

Nationalist Muslim. Two scats were offered to the Muslim League on

condition that it would agree to work the Congress parliamentary

programme, but the League rejected the offer because of the inclu-

sion of a non-League Muslim in the ministry.

A piquant situation arose in Sno>. The Muslim League captured

twenty-seven seats^ and one independent Muslim joined the party
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after the elections. The Nationalist Muslims won three seats,, and a

splinter group under G.M, Syed, which had broken away from the

Leaguejust before the elections,, captured four. The Congress secured

twenty-one and, of the remaining seats, three went to Europeans and

one to an independent Labour candidate. After the elections,, the

Syed group formed a coalition with the Congress and the Nationalist

Muslims, which resulted in the position of two parties with twenty-

eight members each. Subsequently the Labour member joined the

coalition, which thus gained a majority. But the offer to form a minis-

try was made by the Governor to Sir Ghulam Hussain Hidayatullah,
leader of the Muslim League Party. This was regarded as an act of

partisanship and was greatly resented by Congress and nationalist

opinion. Sir Ghulam Hussaiu Hidayatullah offered two Hindu seats

to the Congress Party, but the latter insisted that the offer should be

addressed to Syed, the head of the coalition. As it was an article of

faith with the Muslim League not to have dealings with non-League

Muslims, the matter was not proceeded with.

In the NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE, the Congress won thirty

seats (of which nineteen were Muslim), as against seventeen captured

by the Muslim League. Other Muslims got two seats and the Akali

Sikhs one. The Congress formed a ministry with Dr Khan Sahib

as premier.
The results of the elections in the PUNJAB were considered to pro-

vide the key to the Muslim problem. Out ofa total ofeighty-six Mus-

lim seats, the Muslim League had been able to win seventy-five. The

Congress had won fifty-one seats, the Panthic Akali Sikhs twenty-two

and the Unionists twenty, while the remaining seven had been won

by independent candidates. As a result of changes in party loyalties

that took place soon after the results came out,the final position became.,

MtisEm League seventy-nine ; Congress fifty-one ; Panthic Akali Sikhs

twenty-two; Unionists and Independents ten each. By-elections were

pending in three constituencies. The Muslim League, as the largest

single party, was entitled to the first offer to form a ministry; but as it

could not claim an absolute majority in the Assembly it would have

had to ally itselfwith some other party. The Congress "and the Akali

Sikhs formed a working alliance and, in their negotiations with

the Muslim League,, insisted upon three conditions: first, that the

Congress should have the freedom to nominate as ministers persons

belonging to any community, and not Hindus alone as the Muslim

League insisted; secondly, that the Congress-cum-Akali Party should
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that extra-provincial as not be

brought the provincial Assembly. These

unacceptable to the Muslim League^ the able to

any separate agreement with the Akali as-

surances should be given with regard 10 the creation ofa Slate In

the event of the Muslim League its claim for the

ment of Pakistan. Eventually a coalition party was which

consisted of the Congress, the Unionists and the Akali Sikhs*

the leadership ofKhlzr Hyat Khan, who was invited by the Governor

to form a ministry.

Of the provinces under Governor's rule, the first election

were announced in the case of BIHAR. In an Assembly of 1 52 mem-

bers, the Congress woe ninety-eight seats, including one Muslim seat;

the Muslim League won thirty-four out of forty, the remaining five

seats going to the Momins, who were pro-Congress; the other

were won by independent candidates.

In the UNITED PROVINCES Assembly with a total of 228 seats* the

Congress captured 152 seats, while the Muslim League won fifty-four

of the sixty-ax Muslim seats*

In BOMBAY, out of a total of 1 75 seats the Congress won 1 26, while

the tMrty Muslim seats all went to the Muslim League.

In MABRAS, the Congress won 165 seats out of a total of 2 1 5. The

Muslim League won all the twenty-nine Muslim seats.

The last of the election to in were from the CIHTRAI,

PROVINCES and ORISSA. In the former, which had 112 seats in the

Legislative Assembly, the Congress won ninety-two seats
and^the

Muslim League thirteen of the fourteen Muslim seats. la Qrissa,

where the Assembly was composed of members,, the Coagress

secured forty-seven seats and the Musim League all the four Mus-

lim seats*

In these sk provinces, Congress ministries were formed and in each

case the leader of the local Coagress party negotiated with Ms oppo-

site number in the Muslim League with a view to forming a coalition,

but with no result.

In the BENGALAssembly of 250 members, the Muslim League won

1 13 out of the total of 1 19 Musim seats, and the Congress obtained

eighty-seven. H. S. Suhrawardy, leader of the MusHm League, was

invited to form a ministry. He held negotiations with the local Con-

gress leaders with a view to forming a coalition ministry, but this
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proved fruitless and a ministry was formed by the Muslim League

Party with the support of independent elements.

Though the League had thus won the majority of Muslim seats, it

was able to form ministries only in two of the five provinces claimed

for Pakistan, namely Bengal and Sind. Even there it had to secure the

support ofother parties and in particular that of the European group.
Lord Wavell had meanwhile been in consultation with the Secre-

tary of State with regard to future action. His reading of the political

situation was as follows. The Congress commanded the support of

practically all Caste Hindus,, and ofcertain other elements. It had the

support of nearly the whole of the Press; it had the best organized in

fact the only well-organized political machine; and it commanded
almost unlimited financial support. Almost all educated Hindus, and

especially the student class, were its enthusiastic followers. Indian

business magnates, although strongly pro-Congress, were anxious for

a solution without conflict and disorder. Most of the big landowners

feared the Congress, and would have liked to support the Govern-

ment, but few ofthem could be relied upon to give active aid.

The Viceroy realized that, generally speaking, there was no orga-
nized opposition to the Congress amongst Hindus in British India

(except possibly in the Punjab) and nothing to put in its place if the

British Government suppressed it. The Scheduled Castes were divi-

ded and many ofthem supported the Congress. The only real oppo-
sition to it came from the minorities, ofwhich the Muslim League was
ofcourse the principal party, but it represented entirely sectional and
not all-India interests. The League, though strongly anti-Congress,
was not pro-Government or pro-British, and it would support the

Government only to the extent of remaining neutral in a conflict

between it and the Congress. Pakistan would remain inflexibly the

League policy so long as Jinnah controlled it, even though many of

his supporters might realize its disadvantages.
The Viceroy was confident that in a conflict with the Congress, he

could count generally on the support of the officials, the Police and
the Army. At the same time, it would be unwise to try the Indian

Army too highly in the suppression of their own people, and as time

went on the loyalty ofeven the Indian officials, the Indian Army and
the Police might become problematical. A large number of British

officials would probably take the first opportunity to retire, so that the

British Government in India would be placed in a quite untenable

position unless it found a very early solution, and this it should do at
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any cost. The chief problem to of

Hindu and Muslim.

With in mind Lord Wave! drew up a pro-

gramme of action, the of which were: (a) to

secure a reasonably efficient Executive Council* with

of the principal parties OB a proportional which carry on
the Government of India during the interim period; (b) to form a

constitution-making body which produce a workable and ac-

ceptable constitution; and (c) to bring governments in the pro-
vinces on a coalition as far as His to up
each of these objectives in its turn to proceed by stage.
Lord Wavell was not unaware of the of Congress

fence on the abolition^ or weakening, ofthe Governor-General's power
of veto. He was, however, clear that no compromise was possible on
this issue.

Turning to the Muslim League,, the Viceroy's idea was that if Jin-
nah refused to participate in the interim Government he would tell

Mm that the Government would be compelled to go ahead without
the League. On the troublesome question of Pakistan, the Viceroy
had no doubt in Ms mind that the Muslim League's demand for self-

determination in genuinely Muslim areas would have to be conceded.
At the same time there could be no question of compelling large non-
Muslim populations to remain in Pakistan against their will. The
effect of thus would be that at least two divisions of the Punjab and
almost tike whole of West Bengal* including Calcutta, would have to

be allowed to join the Indian Union. The attractiveness of Pakistan
to the Muslims would thus largely disappear and only *the husk*,
in Jinnah's own words., would remain. It was possible that such a plan
might induce the League to remain in an all-India federation.

The Secretary ofState and the British Cabinet found much to agree
with in the Viceroy's analysis of the situation,, but they felt grave
doubts regarding Ms assumption that the stages of negotiation could
be kept in watertight compartments. They felt that once discussion

with the leaders began, even ifonly in regard to the Executive Coun-
cil as proposed by the Viceroy, they would be bound to extend to the

whole field*

In the view of His Majesty's Government, the situation demanded
a different approach. It proposed sending a mission of Cabinet minis-

ters (probably three in number, ofwhom the Secretary of State would
be one) to conduct, in association with the Viceroy, negotiations
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with Indian leaders. THs would allow a much greater latitude of

local decision than would otherwise be possible and would overcome

inherent difficulties in telegraphic communication.

The Viceroy welcomed the proposal, but he pointed out that the

mission would have to stay in India till a satisfactory decision had
been reached. It would create the worst possible impression ifa high-

grade mission were to leave without having achieved results.

On 19 February Lord Pethick-Lawrence in the House of Lords and

Prime Minister Attlee in the House of Commons made a simultaneous

announcement that in view of the paramount importance, not only to

India and to the British Commonwealth, but to the peace of the

world, of a successful outcome of discussions with leaders of Indian

opinion. His Majesty's Government had decided to send out to India

a special mission consisting of three Cabinet ministers to seek, in

association with the Viceroy, an agreement with those leaders on the

principles and procedure relating to the constitutional issue. The
members of the Mission would be Lord Pethick-Lawrence, Secretary

of State for India, Sir Stafford Cripps, President of the Board of

Trade, and A. V. Alexander, First Lord of the Admiralty.
The announcement was well received throughout India, Azad said

that it was a wise decision which would be appreciated by the

country. GandMji appealed to the country not to suspect the bona

fides of the Cabinet Mission.

Jinnah, on the other hand, reiterated the demands he had already

put forward and said that he hoped to make the Cabinet Mission rea-

lize the true situation and to satisfy them that the division ofIndia into

Pakistan and Hindustan was the only solution of India's constitu-

tional problem.
There was a debate in the House of Commons on 15 March on the

Cabinet Mission's visit to India. Intervening in the debate, Attlee

said that the tide of nationalism was running very fast in,India and
that it was time for clear and definite action. The Cabinet Mission

was going to India in a positive mood. The temperature of 1946 was
not the temperature of 1920, 1930, or even 1942. His colleagues were

going to India with the intention of using their utmost endeavours

to help her to attain freedom as speedily and as fully as possible.

What form of Government was to replace the present regime was for

India to decide, though he hoped that India would elect to remain

witMn the British Commonwealth. In conclusion he said,
cWe are

mindful of the rights of the minorities and the minorities should be
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able to live free from fear. On the we a

minority to place their veto on the advance of the majority.
1

This evoked criticism fromJinnah^ who the

were not a
*

minority* but a *
nation % and that it was futile

co-operation from the Muslim League if the machinery to be set up for

the framing of the new constitution was to be a

making body or assembly,

Nehnij on the other hand, detected a change in the

and approach of Attlce's speech,
Azad said that on the whole the speech

*

to create the

desirable atmosphere which we want to maintain during the stay of

the Cabinet Delegation in India. It has thrown on certain basic

problems and I believe its spirit will generally be appreciated in the

country.'

Other political parties also welcomed the visit of the Cabinet Mis-

sion and offered their co-operation.
The decision of His Majesty's Government to send three Cabinet

Ministers to confer with Indian poEtical leaders was an unpreceden-
ted step. But the situation in India was equally unprecedented; a

complete deadlock had been reached which, if peace and prograt
were to be maintained, had to be broken. There were genuine expec-
tations that the Cabinet Mission* in consultation with the Indian

leaders, would find some satisfactory solution. Past distrust gave

place to new tope and belief that India was at last on the road to

Freedom and Independence.
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THE CABINET MISSION

I

THE
Mission of Cabinet ministers arrived in New Delhi on 24

March 1946. Their welcome had already been assured. The
reference in the British Prime Minister's speech to India's inde-

pendence had been particularly well received. The passage relating

to the minority not being allowed to place a veto on the advance of

the majority had aroused misgivings in the minds of the members of

the Muslim League, but at a press conference on the day following the

Mission's arrival. Lord Pethick-Lawrence found an opportunity to

reassure them. He observed that
*

while the Congress are represen-

tative of larger numbers, it would not be right to regard the Muslim

League as merely a minority political party they are in fact majo-

rity representatives of the great Muslim community.' The Secretary

of State explained that *the discussions now to begin are preliminary
to the setting up of machinery whereby the forms of government
underwhich India can realize her full independent status can be deter-

mined by Indians. The objective is to set up an acceptable machinery

quietly and to mate the necessary interim arrangements.
5 The Secre-

tary of State also announced that
*

the Viceroy, while continuing to

carry the fuH load of Hs normal responsibilities, will join with us as

our colleague in the discussions with Indian leaders.'

Thus, unlite the procedure adopted at the time of the visit of

Cripps in 1942, the Viceroy was to be not merely a consultant, but an
effective partner in the efforts ofthe Cabinet Mission to find a solution

of the Indian problem.
Sir Stafford Cripps, on behalf of the Mission, repudiated the sug-

gestion that they had come with a ready-made solution.
eWe really

have no scheme,
3 he said,

e

either on paper or in our heads, so its
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that will be quite clear to everyone/

The Cabinet Mission In Delhi

the Viceroy on their future programme,
with the Indian situation generally by with the

Governors and members of the Viceroy's Executive Council. The
next fortnight was given to interviews with party out-

standing personages, the premiere of provinces* of the oppo-
sition in the central and provincial legislatures, of

minorities and special interests, Princes and their 90 on.

In all these interviews and there the outstand-

ing issue, underlining the difference of approach between the Congress
and the Muslim League a United India Pakistan, Indeed,
the desire for a united India was not confined to the Congress;
it was shared by almost everyone outside the Muslim League,

It is not necessary to embark on a detailed survey of the numerous

interviews and meetings held by the Cabinet Mission; nor is It pro-

posed to deal with the negotiations with the representatives of the

Indian States (since this has already been covered in my book dealing
with the integration of the Indian States ) ; but this chapter would

not be complete without some mention being made of the attitude

and views which were expressed by the leaders of the more important

political parties in India.

The Congress case was presented on 3 April by Abul Kalam Azad.

It proceeded on the baas ofindependence and on the assumption that

the future constitution would be determined by a constitution-maMng

body. It was obvious from the Congress point of view that In the

intervening period there should be an interim government at the

Centre which would be responsible for all subsequent stages, includ-

ing the setting up of the constitution-making body. With regard to

the composition of the central Government, elections having taken

place everywhere, the wishes of the provincial governments should be

ascertained. In an interim government* ofsay fifteen members, there

might be eleven provincial representatives, and four places might go
to representatives of the minorities. TMs did not necessarily mean

that thereshould be one member from each province; members would

be chosenby the provincial governments, but they need not come from

within the province nor need theybe members ofthe legislatures.

Regarding the future constitution, what the Congress had in mind

was a federal government with a limitednumberofcompulsory federal
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subjects such as defence, communications and foreign affairs, and
autonomous provinces in which would vest the residuary powers.
There should be a list ofoptional subjects, so that it would be open to

any province to decide for itself the extent to which it would be fede-

rated over and above the subjects in the compulsory list. The Congress

plan was that on the completion of the work of the constitution-

making body, a province should have three choices: (1) to stand out

of the constitution, (2) to enter the constitution by federating for the

compulsory subjects only and (3) to federate for the compulsory as

well as for the optional subjects.

Sir Stafford Cripps asked whether Azad would be prepared to con-

sider a separate optional list for the Muslim majority provinces, but

Azad said that the idea was inconsistent with a single federal struc-

ture. The Secretary of State said he would like to put the matter dif-

ferently. Assuming, for the sake of argument, that the Punjab, the

North-West Frontier Province and Sind stood out of the optional list

but had a number of matters in common, he did not see how they
could be prevented from coining together under the Congress propo-

sal, even ifit meant federation within a federation. Azad said that this

was a matter which would have to be examined further, though he

thoughthe could concede the point provided that the compulsory link

between the different parts ofIndiawas not in any way interfered with,

Arguing against the Muslim League demand, Azad stated that

autonomy with regard to optional subjects could be granted, but that

the Congress could never agree to the partition ofIndia. The kind of

Pakistan about which Muslims spoke many of them did so without

understanding what it meant would do them no good.
The Secretary of State asked Azad if he realized that his proposal

for the selection ofmembers ofthe Executive Council by the provinces
would give eight seats to the Congress and only two or three to the

Muslim League. Sir Stafford Cripps inquired ifAzad agreed to equa-

lity, or near equality, ofHinduand Muslim members. Azad said that

under his proposal Muslims would not get more than two or three

seats on the Executive Council, but arrangements could be made to

give them more; he personally doubted whether the Congress would

agree to
*

parity*.

With regard to the machinery for deciding the character ofthe new
constitution, Azad said that the Congress had originally considered

that the constitution-making body should be elected on the widest

possible' franchise, but he now thought a short cut was urgently
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required. There was no why the

not be taken as federal to the

body. There should be one not in

provincial compartments. Azad It was not to

compel the Indian States to come in, but the be

made attractive to them. It was fundamental however the peo-

ple's representatives should not be left out. They could be by

prajamandals
1 or through the All-India People's Conference.

Gandhiji was interviewed Immediately after the meeting. The

Secretary of State said that the Mission would to have Gandhiji's
advice as to what he would like to see happen, in relation to

the position of the Muslim League. Gandhiji began by pointing out

that he had come in his personal capacity and that the Secretary of

State's question was one that should be put to the authorized repre-

sentatives of the Congress, The Cabinet delegation* he said, would

have a much greater measure of difficulty to contend with than any
other mission to India. If they meant business, he would advise them

to take such action as would produce a hearty friendship. This could

not be done without the release of the political prisoners now in cus-

tody. For the same reasons the Salt Tax should be removed. Salt

should be free for the poor man.

Gandhiji said that he had spent eighteen days in discussions with

Jinnah. He claimed to be a sincere friend of the Muslims, but he had
never "teen able to appreciate the Pakistan demanded byJinnah. The
substance of Pakistan, as Gandhiji understood it,was independence of

culture and the satisfaction oflegitonateambitions. Rajagopalachari's
formula had given concrete form to a proposal to meet this demand.

If that were put into shape, it should serve as the basis for negotia-

tion; and unless he himselfwere to be reasoned into it he could not go
further because, beyond that, Pakistan was an *

untruth*.

In Gandhi]i*s view the two-nation theory was most dangerous.
The Muslim population, but for a microscopic minority, was a popu-
lation of converts. They were all descendants of Indian-torn people.

GandMji was opposed to the two-nation theory, or to two constitu-

tion-making bodies. After having exhausted ail friendly resources,

if the Misaon felt that a stage must arrive when they must say that

there should only be one constitution-making body, they must take

the risk and go ahead. In any case, there must be a considerable

interim period What was to happen in that period? Gandhiji
1 $ta*a people's awciatioiis*
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suggested that Jlnnah should be asked to form the first Government
with a personnel chosen from the elected members of the legislature.

The Viceroy would appoint them formally, but in factJinnah would
choose them. If he refused, then the offer to form a Government
should be made to the Congress. Gandhiji said in conclusion that he

did not underrate the difficulties of the situation which the Mission

had to face. Indeed, ifhe were not an irrepressible optimist., he would

despair of any solution.

Jinnah was interviewed by the Mission on 4 April. He was invited

to give his reasons for thinking' it better for the future of India that

there should be a separate Pakistan. Jinnah replied that throughout
her history, from the days of Chandragupta, there had never been

any Government of India in the sense of a single government.
After the British had come they had gradually established their rule

in a large part of India, but even then the country had only been

partly united. The Indian States had been separate and sovereign.
It was said that India was one, but this was not so.

*

India was really

many and was held by the British as one/

Hindu-Muslim tension had begun to develop at the first transfer

of a small amount of power in about 1906 and to meet it the British

Government had given separate electorates. A similar situation had
arisen at the time of the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms. In the dis-

cussions of 1930-35 no agreement could be reached on the communal

question and the British Government had been obliged to give an
award. In deference to the wishes of the Muslims,, Sind had been

separated from Bombay and the North-West Frontier Province was
made a Governor's province. All these decisions had been taken by
Great Britain.

The British Government was now saying that it would give com-

plete independence to India inside or outside the Empire. To whom,
asked Jinnah, was the government of this sub-continent, with its fun-

damental differences, to be transferred?

The differences in India were far greater than those between Euro-

pean countries and were of a vital and fundamental character. Even
Ireland provided no parallel. The Muslims had a different concep-
tion oflife from the Hindus. They admired different qualities in their

heroes; they had a different culture based on Arabic and Persian in-

stead ofSanskrit origins. Their social customs were entirely different.

Hindu society and philosophy were the most exclusive in the world.

Muslims and Hindus had been living side by side in India for a
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position in India as part of the world situation in the interests of the

preservation ofpeace. They were entitled to ask whether India would

be able to stand up for herself in the world. She would not be able to

stand up at all at sea; and as a land power only to some extent. There-

fore, the British Government presumed that it would be invited to

assist in India's defence. The British Government would have to con-

sider the conditions on which it would be prepared to do this and it

might expect some return, for example, India's help in the defence of

adjacent territories such as Malaya, Burma and Ceylon. But there

must also be a solution of India's affairs with effective provision for

her defence against external aggression, and the British Government

was entitled to know whether the new set-up in India would be of a

kind with which it could in practice co-operate.

The case of the Sikh community was presented by Master Tara

Singh, GianLKartar Singh and Harnam Singh, as well as by Baldev

Singh. The first three were interviewed together, though each had

his own individual views to put forward. The Mission wished parti-

cularly to know whether, if it were given the choice, the Sikh commu-

nity would prefer the transfer of power to a single body, or to more
than one body; if power were to be transferred to two bodies, which

of them would the Sikh community wish to join; and if such a thing
were practicable and could be arranged, would the Sikhs wish to

have a separate autonomous State of their own?
Master Tara Singh said that he stood for a united India and for

some sort of coalition government of all communities. The Hindus
and Muslims were not united and would remain antagonistic for some

time; in that situation the Sikhs in a united India would have a degree
of bargaining power. If India were divided the Sikhs would come
under the majority of one community or the other; in that case, they
would prefer a separate independent Sikh State with the right to

federate either with Hindustan OF Pakistan*

Giani Kaitar Singh said that tbe Sikhs would feel unsafe in either

a united India or in Pakistan. They should have a province of their

own where they would be in a dominant, or almost dominant,

position. In reply to Sir Stafford Cripps, who asked what would be
the area of the proposed Sikh State, Giani Kartar Singh suggested
that it should be the whole of the Jullundur and Lahore divisions,

together with the Hissar, Karnal, Ambala and Simla districts of the
Ambala division and the Montgomery and Lyallpur districts.

Harnam Singh was opposed to the partition of India. Such a step,
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he said,, would be against the wishes of the Sikh community. A divi-

ded India would be a prey to foreign invasion and there could be no

safeguard except in an independent Sikh State. He advocated an in-

creased representation of Sikhs in the proposed constitution-making

body and pleaded for a separate one for Sikhs if there were to be more
than one constitution-making body.
Baldev Singh, who was a minister in the Punjab Government at the

time,, was interviewed separately. He gave a brief description of the

manner in which the position ofthe Sikh community had deteriorated

since 1 9 14 and how impossible it would be for it to exist unless it were

given special protection. Sir Stafford Cripps asked specifically how
*
Khalistan

*

could be formed., to which Baldev Singh replied that it

would be the Punjab., excluding the Multan and Rawalpindi divi-

sions,, with an approximate boundary along the Chenab river. An
area comprising the Ambala division, the Jullundur division and the

Lahore division was the smallest that could be contemplated. But the

Sikhs strongly favoured a united India; they considered the division

of India unwise because the small States on the frontier would be at

the mercy of great powers and so be a source of danger to India. In

Baldev Singh's view the best solution was a united India,, with safe-

guards for minorities in the form of weighted communal proportions
in the legislatures. Questioned as to the nature of the safeguards

which he would regard as adequate, Baldev Singh said that in some

of the British-Indian provinces,, e.g. Bombay., weightage was given to

Muslims as against the Hindus. If, In the Punjab legislature, the

Muslims were content to have forty-five per cent of the seats instead

of fifty-one per cent,, and the balance were to be divided between the

Hindus and the Sikhs,, then Sikh interests could be protected.

Ambedkar was interviewed on behalf of the Scheduled Castes

Federation. In reply to an enquiry as to the method ofrepresentation

of Scheduled Castes in the constituent assembly, he said that he did

not want a constituent assembly at alL It would be dominated by the

Caste Hindus., and the Scheduled Castes would be no more than a

small minority which would always be outvoted. All the assurances of

protection which His Majesty's Government had given to the mino-

rities would go by the board. His own proposal was that the tasks

envisaged for the constituent assembly should be divided into two

classes,, namely (a) constitutional questions properly so called, e.g. the

relations between the legislature and the executive and their respec-^

tive composition and functions, and (b) communal questions. Matters
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under (a) should be referred to a commission presided over by an

eminent constitutional lawyer from Great Britain or the U.S.A. The
other members should be two Indian experts and one representative

each of the Hindu and Muslim communities. The terms of reference

should be the Government of India Act of 1935 and the commission

should be required to recommend what changes should be made in

the Act as it stood. Matters under (b) should be referred to a confe-

rence of the leaders of the different communities. If the conference

fakikd to arrive at an agreed solution,, His Majesty's Government

should make an award.

Ambedkar claimed that, before they left., the British must ensure

that the new constitution guaranteed to the Scheduled Castes the

elementary human rights of life., liberty and the pursuit of happiness,,
and that it restored their separate electorates and gave them the other

Safeguards which they demanded. The Secretary of State suggested

that Indian politics had been dominated by two issues, the question of

winning independence from British rule and the Hindu-Muslim prob-
lem. Once these were out of the way, party divisions would probably
be on economic issues* Surely the Scheduled Castes would have a

better chance of securing their rights by allying themselves with the

kft wing than by relying on the British., who were about to hand over

power. Ambedkar reiterated! that so long as there were joint electo-

zobtea, Schecjuled Caste voters would be so few that Hindu candidates

could, safely ignore their wishes. Caste Hindus would never support
i Caste candidates. Separate electorates were fundamental;
them the Scheduled Castes would never have their own

Jagjivan Ram, Radhanath Das and Prithvi Singh Azad attended

together 33 representatives ofthe All-IndiaDepressed Classes' League.

Tliey said that the League was opposed to any proposal which would

ipair the integrity of the country; that, in its view, the division of

India into Pakistan and Hindustan would not provide a solution to

the minority problem but would produce fresh problems; that it was
4fao opposed to the setting up of more than one constituent assembly.
The new constitution should contain provisions for the safeguarding
oCthe language, culture etc. of the minorities and the rights and inte-

rests ofthe Scheduled Castes. Withregard to the interim Government,
the Depressed Classes

3

League was opposed to weightage being given
to any community by depriving another community of its legitimate

; but if it wer? $eci4e$ to give weightage, tfee che$uted Castes
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should also be given weightage. The interim Government should be

responsible to the legislature; and defence, finance and foreign affairs

should be handed over to the Cabinet, whose members should be

elected by the various provincial legislatures. Special provision
should be made for the representation of the minority communities,
and Scheduled Caste members of the provincial assemblies should

form an electoral college to select persons for inclusion in the central

Government.

Jagjivan Ram said that the difference between the Scheduled

Castes Federation (led by Ambedkar) and the Depressed Classes*

League was that, whereas the Federation held that the Scheduled

Castes were not Hindus but a religious minority of their own, the

League held that the Scheduled Caste masses considered them*

selves Hindus and that they had sacrificed much for the cause of

Hinduism. The Depressed Classes* League pressed for special repro
sentation in the legislature and in the Services in order to enable

the Scheduled Castes to raise themselves to the level of the rest of

the country.

Shyama Prasad Mookerjee and L. B. Bhopatkar represented the

Hindu Mahasabha, They handed in a memorandum which urged
that His Majesty's Government should immediately declare India

free and independent; that the integrity and indivisibility ofthe cotift*

try should be maintained at any cost and that partition would be

economically unsound, disastrous, politically unwise and suicidal.

The Mahasabha would not agree to any suggestion that Hindus and

Muslims should be represented in the central Government on tibe

basis of equality.

Mookerjee stressed that the Mahasabha could not compromise on

the Pakistan issue. His own idea, which he had put to Jinnah some

years ago, was that representatives of the two communities should

meet and that each should explain in what respects it wanted protec-

tion from the other. The Mahasabha would be willing to concede the

fullest measure ofautonomy to the provinces and would give imnori-

ties the maximum protection in respect of their languages,, religions

and customs.

Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and M.R-Jayakar, the Liberal leaders,

were also interviewed, separately. Sir Tej Bahadur Sapra stres-

sed the necessity for the immediate formation of an interim Govern-

ment. He had, he said, always recognized that the Muslims should be

given a satisfactory measure of power, but he saw grave risks in
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partition. A strong Centre was vital for India; the fullest autonomy
should be given to the Muslim provinces; but defence,, foreign affairs

andsuch matters asWarTransport should have to remain under central

control Consistently with this, any principle of safeguards could be

provided for the Muslims and made enforceable in the courts of law.

Sir Tej Bahadur advised the Mission not to attempt to by-pass the

Muslim League, They should make the most liberal offer possible to

the Muslims short of the division of India. He believed that there

"were thousands of Muslims who were not convinced of the case for

Pakistan; all that the elections had shown was that the Congress and

the Muslim League were the two biggest parties in India.

He suggested that, in order to save Jinnah's face, the provincial

boundaries could be revised to give solid Muslim majorities in certain

provinces. There should be an equality ofMuslims and Caste Hindus

in the central Government. He stated that he would object most

strongly to two constitution-making bodies, but that if there were one

body sitting in two parts, that would be altogether different and it

might be possible to get the Congress to agree to the idea.

Jayakar suggested that there were two things which the Mission

tad to do first, to set up an interim Government commanding the

confidence of the main political parties, and secondly, to establish the

machinery for subsequent action. In his view the whole idea of Pakis-

tan was based on slogans, in none ofwhich was there much substance.

He considered that a confederation of States was as bad as Pakistan.

He commended the views and conclusions of the Sapru Committee

with regard to the Centre. He believed that the powers reserved to

the Centre should be as few as possible, though they should include

foreign affairs, courts, customs, emergency powers, etc. In these mat-

ters and especially in defence, the Centre should be very strong. He
also shared the view that the Muslims should be given parity with the

Caste Hindus in the Cabinet and that they should also receive weigh-

tage in the legislatures and in the Constituent Assembly.
. On or about 10 April and while these interviews were still in

progress, Jinnah called together in Delhi a convention of over four

hundred members of the various legislatures recently elected on the

Muslim League ticket. A lengthy resolution was passed which de-

manded a sovereign and independent State of Pakistan, comprising
ihe six provinces of Bengal and Assam in the north-east, and the

Punjab, the North-West Frontier Province, Sind and Baluchistan

in the north-west of India; the setting up of two separate
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constitution-making bodies by the peoples of Pakistan and Hindustan
for the purpose of framing their respective constitutions* and the

provision of safeguards for the minorities. The acceptance of the

Muslim League demand for Pakistan, and its implementation without

delay,, were declared to be the sine qua non for Muslim League co-

operation and participation in the formation of an interim Govern-

ment at the Centre. Any attempt to impose a constitution or to force

on them an interim Government contrary to their demand would
leave the Muslims no alternative but to resist such Imposition by all

the means possible for their survival and national existence.

There followed a large number ofstatements by Congress and other

party leaders contesting Jinnah's point of view.

The members of the Cabinet Mission had themselves already been

studying various alternative schemes with a view to finding a common
formula on which to bring the leaders of the Congress .and the

Muslim League together. The outstanding issue was Pakistan. If a

sovereign State were to be established in the north-west and north-east

of India, it would not be fair to include in it, against the will of those

concerned, large blocs of territory inhabited predominantly by non-

Muslims. The problem was to devise some constitutional arrange-
ment which would secure the essence of the Muslim League demand
and at the same time be acceptable to the Congress. That was no easy
task. The Mission had before them the idea, for instance, of an

Indian Union confined to defence and foreign affairs, having under

it two federations ofPakistan and Hindustan; but they felt that in ap-

proaching the two parties there was some danger of selling different

articles under the same name. Jinnah was apparently resolved not to

budge from his position. His way of arriving at his goal was to dis-

solve the existing central structure and to rebuild it on the basis of

Pakistan; once the Pakistan State came into being he would be pre*

pared to construct a Centre on some sort of agency basis through a

treaty. The Congress, on the other hand, would start with the existing

Centre and subtract the optional subjects. There was a wide diffe^

rence between these two conceptions. The first involved, for example,
the undoing of the Indian Army and re-creating it as two armies-; the:

second meant that the main army would remain under the central

Government, though Hindustan and Pakistan might have smaller

forces of their own..

The Mission felt that they should see both Jinnah and Azad again?

with a view to exploring, in discussion with each of them, the
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possibilities of a compromise. Jinnah was interviewed on 16 April,

Azad on the following day.

At the interview on 16 April the Secretary of State toldJinnah that

the Mission recognized the importance of the claims which he had put

forward on behalfof his community,* but that it was essential to reach

an agreement between the parties, and if this could be done on the

main issue other matters would fall into place. If there were no agree-

ment the prospects for the people of India,, for Great Britain and for

the world, would be gravely affected. The Mission were therefore

approachingJinnah on the one hand, and the Congress on the other,

with a view to closing the gap between the two parties.

After having considered with the greatest care the case which

Jinnah had put forward, the Mission had come to the conclusion that

the full and complete demand for Pakistan in the form presented by

Jinnah (tad Mttle chance of acceptance. He could not, in their view,

reasonably hope to receive both the whole of the territory (much of it

inhabited by non-Muslims) which he claimed, and the full measure

ofsovereignty which he said was essential. If the full territories were

insisted upon and if there were to be a reasonable prospect of agree-

ment, some element of sovereignty must be relinquished. On the

other hand, if full sovereignty was desired, the claim to the non-

Muslim territories could not be conceded. The Mission believed that

pitjgress might be possible in one oftwo ways. First, agreement might

be reached on a separate State of Pakistan consisting of say, Sind, the

North-West Frontier Province, Baluchistan and the Muslim majority

districts ofBengal, the Punjab and Assam. The inclusion of Calcutta

in die Pakistan territory could not bejustified on any principle ofself-

determination, and its being treated as a free port seemed to be a

doubtful proposition. On this basis it would clearly be necessary to

contract a defensive alliance with Hindustan and enter into special

treaty relations with it. Under this scheme the Indian States would

be at liberty tojoin Hindustan or Pakistan, or to remain outside. No

doubt there would be points in this scheme which would not appeal

to Jimiah; but the Mission did not think that they, for their part,

codki press the Congress to go further than this to meet his point of

view. The Secretary ofState emphasized that this proposal was not a

scheme which the Cabinet Mission put forward as one which they

considered the best, or even as desirable, but as a possibly hopeful line

akg which agreement might be achieved.

Alternatively, the Congress and the Muslim League might sit down
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together and try to evolve an agreed scheme for an Indian Union, If

the League accepted the principle ofa Union Centre for the essential

subjects,, say defence,, foreign affairs and communications, it might
then be possible to Include in one federation the whole of the pro-
vince of Sind, Baluchistan, the North-West Frontier Province,, the

Punjab and Bengal,, plus perhaps the Sylhet district ofAssam. In such

a Union the two parties might have equal representation. Whether
the Indian States would come into the Union as a separate federation

would be a matter for negotiation. There might be a provision that

any party to it could secede after a certain period, say fifteen years.

A set-up of this kind would secure a very strong Muslim federation

and might possibly be acceptable to the Congress.

Jinnah asked how Pakistan would come in under the proposed all-

India Union. The Secretary of State said that briefly there were two

propositions a small Pakistan with sovereign rights and a treaty

relation, and a larger Pakistan which would function together with

Hindustan on terms of equality within an all-India Union for the

essential purposes of defence and foreign aifairs. Under the second

alternative, said Sir Stafford Cripps, there would be two federations

linked by a Union Centre. The Indian States would come in either at

the Union or at the federation level and there would be equal rep-

resentation ofHindustan and Pakistan at the Union level. The com-

munal balance would be retained at the Centre by some means even

if the Indian States came in.

Jinnah asked how the Union executive would be formed. Sir Staf-

ford Cripps said that the federations would choose the members ofthe

Union executive. Jinnah asked how, if there was equal represen-

tation, decisions were to be reached. Sir Stafford Cripps replied that

there would be no Union Parliament; the responsibility would go
back to the two federations if agreement could not be reached, and

differences could only be decided by inter-governmental agreement

Jinnah doubted whether such an arrangement would work in prac-

tice. Decisions would have to be taken every day on many important

questions, especially in regard to defence. From what had been said,

he had not been able to get anything which would enable him to say

that the Union idea was worth considering.

The Secretary of State emphasized that the essence of the Union

scheme was the equality of the two component parts, which made it

entirely different from a Centre in which the Hindus had a majority.

Of comse, the Secretary of State did not know whether the Congress
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would agree to this principle of equality,, but it was the essence of the

proposal. Jinnah said that no amount of equality provided on paper
would work. Equality could not exist between the majority and a

minority within the same governmental system. He did not think that

the domination of the Muslims by the Hindus could be prevented in

any scheme in which they were kept together. It was only when the

Muslims were the majority in Pakistan and the Hindus in Hindustan

that there could be sufficient united force running through the State

from the top to the bottom to provide a steel frame
' which could hold

it together.

The Secretary of State said thatJinnah seemed to be turning to the

other alternative and he asked his views on that. Jinnah said that

once the principle of Pakistan was conceded, the question of the terri-

tory of Pakistan could be discussed. His claim was for six provinces,

but he was willing to discuss the area. The first question was whether

the principle of Pakistan was accepted. Jinnah contended that his

claim for six provinces was a reasonable demand., but he could not

possibly agree that Calcutta should go out merely for the sake of five

or six lakhs of Hindus (largely Depressed Classes who would prefer

Pakistan) most of whom were imported labour. The Secretary of

State said that the Mission's immediate object was to find a basis of

agreement; they did not think that agreement could be reached on the

baas that Calcutta should be included in Pakistan. Jinnah stressed

that he could not in any event accept the exclusion of Calcutta.

The Secretary of State said that he wished to emphasize that the

Mission did not consider that either ofthese two alternatives would be

readily acceptable to the Congress. Jinnah replied that the Congress
was in a very strong position; even if thef whole of his claims were

granted, the Congress got three-quarters of India. At worst, it would
lose Calcutta, some part of Western Bengal (Burdwan) and the Am-
bala Division. The Secretary of State said that the Congress would
lose much more than this. It would lose the unity of India, which
alone would make India a strong entity in the outside world. Fur-

tfaer, if Pakistan were conceded, the difficulty of getting the Indian

States into a united India would be greatly increased. Jinnah still

adhered to his view that the Congress stood to lose nothing and
declared that the 'unity of India

3

was a myth.
The Secretary of State pointed out that ifJinnah did obtain, other-

wise than by agreement, more than the Muslim-majority districts, he
would find himselfin a very vulnerable position later. He would have
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a large Internal element of Hindu population,, as well as external

opposition from a hostile Hindustan. Pakistan would be in two parts,

divided by a power which would be hostile to both of them. That
seemed to the Secretary of State to be an exceedingly difficult and

dangerous position to be in. But Jinnah said that he thought that this

was an exaggerated statement of the position; all the non-Muslims

could not be counted as Hindus.

He went on to say that if the Congress pressed the British Govern-

ment to make an award, it was very likely that, In order to appease

them, the latter would give some part of the six provinces of Pakistan

to Hindustan. The Secretary of State interposed to say that the con-

sequences of no agreement were much worse than that. A settlement

without agreement would lead to chaos, and the whole future prospect
for the Indian people would be blighted. Jinnah retorted that these

arguments should be put before the Congress. If he made a conces-

sion, he would have lost it before the negotiations began. It was the

Congress that should make a proposal.
The Secretary ofState said thatJinnah was not being asked to com-

mit himself to anything, but merely to say whether he would prefer

the matter to be considered on the basis of sovereignty and a small

area, or on the basis ofa Union and a larger area. Jinnah replied that

he could not accept the Union principle; on the other hand, he clai-

med the six provinces, and if the Congress thought it was too much they
should say what they considered he ought to have. Subsequently, Jin-
nah said that he understood from the Mission that there was a chance

of a settlement on the basis of the first alternative. If the Congress
would say that on that basis they wanted certain defined areas taken

from Pakistan, he was willing to discuss whether what they proposed
was reasonable, fair and workable. He would try his very best to

reach agreement with the Congress; but ifwhat they proposed struck

at the heart of Pakistan, or if the principle of Pakistan was not accep-

ted, it was no use pursuing the matter.

The Secretary ofState-suggested that Jinnah should think the mat-

ter over and see whether he could not revise his attitude with regard

to the second alternative. Meanwhile, had he any opinion to express

on whether the two alternatives should be put to the Congress .on the

following day? Jinnah merely said that the more the Congress was

encouraged to lop off parts of the Pakistan which he claimed, or to

reduce its sovereignty, the less possibility would there be ofan agreed

settlement,
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At the Interview with Azad on the 17th, the Secretary of State said

that the Mission considered that the Pakistan question was the main

Issue and they hoped very much that It would be possible for agree-

ment oa this subject to be reached between the Congress and the

Muslim League. The Mission had seen Jinnah and put some general

suggestions to him. They were awaiting his response and till then

would prefer not to say anything, except that they felt sure that in any
discussions on these subjects they could count on the Congress show-

Ing a spirit of compromise.
The Secretary of State was particularly anxious to know Azad's

views on the structure ofthe federal Centre. Azad said that, as he had

already explained, there would be two lists of central subjects, com-

pulsory and optional; he agreed that the compulsory list should

include foreign affairs and defence and that, broadly speaking, the

optional list would cover all the remaining central subjects under the

existing constitution. The Secretary of State said that he would like

to envisage the position clearly under this proposal. Ifsome provinces

decided not to opt for the second list a Centrewould come into being

which would have different relations with two sets of provinces, some

federated for a wider range of subjects than others. This seemed

to Involve the sub-division of the Centre into two parts dealing with

(a) the provinces that had opted for the full range of subjects and

(b) the prtwinces thatwere federated for the compulsory subjects only.

If there were anything in the nature of Pakistan the provinces within

it c0uld not be prevented from agreeing on their own to pool some

of their subjects in the optional field; this would work out in practice

as separate centres for Pakistan and Hindustan, with a super-Centre
above them dealing with the compulsory subjects. Azad said that

this was a matter which he must discuss with the Working Com-
mittee. There were many other matters which needed to be

discussed, such as the future relationship between Britain and India.

The Mission suggested that Azad might like to send them a list

of those matters so that they could consider them before they met
him again.

Neither of these interviews produced anything like promising
results. Nor did further personal contacts made by members of the

Mission Individually prove fruitful. Jinnah was entirely immovable
in his demand for Pakistan. He remained firmly opposed to a com-

mon legislature or executive, even on the basis of equal represen-
tation* Meanwhile,, Gandhiji andNehru informed Sir Stafford Cripps
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that the proposal for an all-India Union on a three-tier basis would
not be acceptable to the Congress.
The Cabinet Mission proceeded to Kashmir for a short respite. While

there, they decided that they must adopt a new line of approach.
The gist of their plan was that an interim Government should be

formed forthwith. The interim Government would be responsible for

setting up an all-India commission from the elected members of the

provincial and central Assemblies,, whose duty it would be to deter-

mine (a) the provisions to be made in any constitution or constitutions

for the protection of the minorities, and (b) whether there should be

one or two sovereign States in British India. If within thirty days
there was no agreement on (b), the question would be put to the vote;

and ifthe dissentient minority amounted to more than a certain pres-

cribed percentage, the question would be decided by a method equi-

valent to a plebiscite. The MusHm representatives in each of the

provincial Assemblies of Sind, the North-West Frontier Province, the

Punjab and Bengal (with the addition of the district of Sylhet in

Assam) would meet separately and vote as to whether they desired

the particular province to be excluded from the rest of India. In the

event of seventy-five per cent of such representatives deciding in

favour of exclusion, that province would be excluded. Baluchistan

would also be excluded if it were decided to exclude the contiguous

provinces. It would be open to the non-Muslim representatives ofany
non-Muslim majority district, or districts contiguous to the main part
of India, to meet and to vote as to whether they desired their districts

to remain within the rest of India and so to be divided out from the

excluded province. As soon as these decisions had been arrived at,

there would be set up one or two constituent assemblies, as the case

might be, to determine the new constitution or constitutions for India,

The Mission appreciated that the North-West Frontier Province would

probably vote against separation, but that, if the neighbouring

provinces decided for it, the North-West Frontier Province would also

have to be separated.
The proposed scheme was certainly an ingenious one. It was put

before Jinnah by Sir Stafford Cripps on 24 April, after the Mission's

return from Kashmir. Jinnah rejected the plan; so also did the Con-

gress leaders when it was put to them. But Sir Stafford Cripps did not

relax his efforts; he prepared a revised confederation plan. This

however, had certain inherent defects. Finally, it was decided to fall

the original three-tier scfceme^ and Jinnah said that if he
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could be assured that the Congress was prepared to consider the

three-tier scheme he would put it to the Muslim League Working
Committee.

The difficulty was that this proposal had already been considered

and rejected by the Congress. But when Sir Stafford Cripps saw Azad
on the morning of the 26th,, the latter himself raised the question of a

three-tier constitution. He said that he thought he could get the Con-

gress Working Committee to agree to a single federation which

would be broken up into two parts,, legislating for optional subjects.

Sir Stafford Cripps asked if it would be possible for him to say to Jin-

nah that the Congress was prepared to negotiate on the basis of two

federations having two separate legislatures,, with a Union executive

and legislature above them for compulsory subjects. Azad said that

he hoped to get the Working Committee to agree to meet the Mission

and representatives of the Muslim League to discuss the possibility of

a settlement.

Sir Stafford Cripps thereupon sawJinnah once more and explained
to him the position which had been reached with the Congress in

regard to the possibility of a joint meeting of Congress and League

representatives and the Cabinet Mission. Jinnah was in a difficult

mood; but in the end he agreed to put the proposal for ajoint meeting
to Ms Working Committee^ provided the Mission sent him a letter

spedfically making that proposal.
It was in these circumstances that,, on the evening of 27 April, let-

ters couched in practically identical terms were sent by the Secretary
of State to the presidents of the Congress and the League. It was
stated that the Mission had decided to make one further attempt to

obtain agreement between the two parties, but they appreciated that

it would be useless to ask the parties to meet unless they were able to

place before them a basis of negotiation likely to lead to agreement.

Accordingly, each ofthe parties was invited to send four negotiators to

meet the Mission, with a view to discussing the possibility of agree-
ment upon a scheme based on the following fundamental principles.
The future constitution of British India would comprise: (a) a

Union government dealing with foreign affairs, defence and commu-
nications,, and (b) two groups of provinces, the one predominantly
Hindu and the other predominantly Muslim, dealing with all other

subjects which the provinces in the respective groups desired should

be dealt with in common. The provincial governments would deal

with all other subjects and would have all the residuary sovereign
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rights. The Indian States would take their appropriate place in the

structure on terms to be negotiated with them.

The Congress reply was to the effect that, while the Secretary of

State's letter referred to certain
c

fundamental principles
*

(and these

required amplification and elucidation),, there was no mention of the

basic issue of India's independence and the consequent withdrawal of

British troops from India, and that it was only on this basis that the

Congress could discuss the future of India or any interim arrange-

ment. There were other points of disagreement., but as the Secretary

of State himselfpointed out, all these matters could be discussed at the

meeting. The Congress agreed to send the following representatives

to the proposed conference, namely,, Azad, Nehru, Vallabhbhai Patel

and Abdul Ghaffar Khan.

The President of the Muslim League also mentioned that there

were several important matters., both of principle and detail., in the

Secretary of State's letter, which called for elucidation and clarifica-

tion. The following persons, however, were nominated to participate

on behalf of the League in the proposed tripartite discussion, namely

Jinnah, Mahommed Ismail Khan, Liaqat AH Khan and Abdur Rab

Nishtar.

The Conference took place in Simla between the 5th and 12th of

May, but despite the valiant efforts of the Mission, the disagreement

between the two^parties as we shall see later proved too wide to

be reconciled.
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THE CABINET MISSION

II

WHEN
the Cabinet Mission decided to invite represen-

tatives of the Congress and the Muslim League to confer

with them in Simla3 it was not with any hope of securing

an immediate settlement of their differences> but rather in the belief

that, by bringing the two parties together, they would narrow the gap
and be able eventually to effect some satisfactory compromise.
The Conference was held in Simla. It opened on 5 May 1946 with

a short address by Lord Pethick-Lawrence^ followed by preliminary
statements by the parties. The Conference then proceeded to deal

with items of an agenda
1 which had been drawn up by the Mission.

After two days of discussion the gulf between the two parties was still

as wide as ever.

On 6 May, the President of the Congress wrote to the Secretary of

State saying that he was somewhat mystified and disturbed at the

vagueness of the talks and some of the assumptions underlying them.

The letter reiterated the Congress stand in regard to independence
and its demand for the withdrawal of British troops from India.

Regarding the provisional interim Government^ the Congress desired

that it should function., as far as possible ,,
as a Government of free

India and that it should undertake to make all arrangements for the

* AGENDA
1. Groups of Provinces:

(a) (Composition.
^ ^

3. Constitution-maMng machinery,
(b) Method of deciding group subjects. (a) Composition*
(c) Character of group organisation. (b) Functions

2* Union.
(i) in respect of the Union;

(a) Union subjects. () in respect of groups;
(b) Character of Union constitution. (m) in respect of provinces,
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transitional period. The Congress was entirely opposed to any execu-

tive or legislative machinery for groups of provinces or units of the

Federation- That would result in creating three layere of executive

and legislative bodies an arrangement that wouldbe cumbrous, sta-

tic, disjointed and that must lead to continuous friction. Nor was such

an arrangement,, so far as the Congress was aware,, to be found in any

country. The Congress was also against parity as between groups in

the executive or legislature. We are emphatically of opinion/ the

letter went on to say,, that it is not open to the conference to entertain

any suggestions for a division of India. If this is to come., it should

come through the Constituent Assembly,, free from any influence of

the present governing power.
5

On 8 May,, the Secretary of State sent the presidents of the Con-

gress and the Muslim League a list1 of
c

suggested points for agree-

ment between the representatives of the Congress and the Muslim

League.*
In a long letter to the Secretary of StateJinnah protested that these

points were a fundamental departure from the original formula pro-

posed by the Secretary of State; that there were many objectionable

features in the new suggestions, and that no useful purpose would be

served by a discussion of them.

The Secretary of State sent him a reply in which he attempted to

clear up some of the misapprehensions expressed in his letter and

* SUGGESTED POINTS FOR AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE REPRESEN-
TATIVES OF THE CONGRESS AND THE MUSLIM LEAGUE

1. There shaH be an all-India UnionG^
affairs, defence, communications, fundamental rights ^and having the necessary powers

to obtain for Itself the finances it requires For these subjects.

2. All the remaining powers shall vest in the provinces.
3. Groups of provinces may be formed and such groups may determine the provincial

subjects which they desire to take In common.
4. The groups may set up their own executives and legislatures.

5. 'The Legislature of the Union shall be composed of equal proportions from the

Muslim-majority provinces and from the Hindu-majority provinces whether or not

these or any of them have formed themselves into groups, together with representatives

of the States.

6. Hie Government of the Union shall be constituted in the same proportion as the

Legisla.ture. . , . ,

7. The constitutions oftheUnlon and the groups (ifany) shallcontain a provision where-

by any province canbya majority vote of its Illative Assembly call fora recotm-

deration of the terms of the constitution after an initial period of 10 years and at lUyearly

Intervals thereafter. , ,

For the purpose ofsuch reconsideration a body shall be constituted on the same basis as

the original Constituent Assembly and with the same provisions as to voting and shaU

have power to amend the constitution in any way decided upon.

8. The constitution-making machinery to arrive at a constitution on the above

shall be as fallows:

17
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hoped that it would be possible for him to attend the conference on

the 9th afternoon.

The Congress President also wrote to the Secretary of State point-

ing out that some ofthe suggestions were entirely opposed to the views

of the Congress. The letter stressed the Congress objections to the

compulsory grouping of provinces and parity. The only reasonable

course, in the view ofthe Congress, was to have a constituent assembly

with perfect freedom to draw up its constitution with certain reser-

vations to protect the rights of minorities. Thus, the Congress might

agree that any major communal issue should be settled by consent of

the parties concerned, or where such consent was not obtainable,, by
arbitration. The letter proceeded to point out several obvious omis-

sions and defects, from the Congress point ofview, in the Secretary of

State's memorandum,, and stressed that the Federal Union should

have the power to raise revenues in its own right; that currency and

customs should in any case be included in the Union subjects; that

provision should be made in the Union list for other subjects such as

Planning, and that the Union should have power to take remedial

action in case of a breakdown of the Constitution and in grave emer-

gencies.
*

If/ the letter concluded,
c an agreement honourable to both the

parties and favourable to the growth ofa free and united India cannot

be achieved, we would suggest that an interim provisional Govern-

ment responsible to the elected members of the central Assembly be

formed at once and the matters in dispute concerning the Constituent

A. Representatives shall be elected from each provincial Assembly in proportion to

the strengths of the various parties in that Assembly on the basis of I/ 10th of their

numbers.
B* Representatives shall be invited from the States on the basis of their population in

proportion to the representation from British India.

C. The Constituent Assembly so formed shall meet at the earliest date possible in New
Delhi.

D. After its preliminary meeting at which the general order of business will be settled,
it will divide into three sections, one section representing the Hindu - majority
provinces, one section representing the Muslim-majorityprovinces and onerepresent-
ing the States.

E. Tne first two sections will then meet separately to decide the provincial constitutions
for their group and, if they wish, a group constitution.

F. When these have been settled it will be open to any province to decide to opt out
of its ordinal group and into the other group or to remain outside any group.

G. Thereafter the three bodies will meet together to settle the constitution for the
Union on the lines agreed in paragraphs 1 7 above.

H. No major point in the Union constitution which affects the communal issue shall
be deemed to be passed by the Assembly unless a majority of both the two major
communities vote in its favour.

K*. The Viceroy shall forthwith call together the above constitution-making machinery
which shall be governed by the provisions stated in paragraph 8 above.
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Assembly between the Congress and the League be referred to an

independent tribunal.
5

Nevertheless, the
c

suggested points for agreement
*

were taken up
for discussion when the Conference met on 9 May. Nehru made the

suggestion that one or more representatives of each side should sit to-

gether, with an umpire, to discuss the points still at issue and that, in

the event ofdisagreement, the umpire's decision should be accepted as

final. Jinnah said that he would like to discuss this proposal with

Nehru. There was a short interval, after which it was agreed to

adjourn the Conference till the 1 1th afternoon to enable Nehru and

Jinnah to continue their discussions.

Incidentally, on 9 May the members of the Viceroy's Executive

Council, including the Commander-in-Chief, placed their respective

portfolios at the disposal of the Viceroy in order to facilitate the for-

mation of a new interim Government.

The next meeting of the Conference, on the 1 1th afternoon, was not

a success. It transpired thatJinnah had refused to accept the decision

of an umpire. After some discussion, it was agreed to adjourn the Con-

ference till the next evening. In the meantime, each ofthe parties was
asked to furnish a statement setting out its attitude on the points that

were still outstanding.
The Muslim League submitted a memorandum setting out its

minimum demands, *by way of an offer*, in the following terms:

( 1 ) The six Muslim provinces (the Punjab, North-West Frontier Province,

Baluchistan, Sind, Bengal and Assam) shall be grouped together as one

group and will deal with all other subjects and matters except foreign

affairs, defence and communications necessary for defence, which may be

dealt with by the constitution-making bodies of the two groups of provin-
ces Muslim provinces (hereinafter named Pakistan Group) and Hindu

provinces sitting together.

(2) There shall be a separate constitution-making body for the six

Muslim provinces named above, which will frame constitutions for the

group and the provinces in the group, and wiU determine the list ofsubjects
that shall be Provincial and Central (of the Pakistan Federation) with

residuary sovereign powers vesting in the provinces.

(3) The method of election of the representatives to the constitution-

making body will be such as would secure proper representation to the

various communities in proportion to their population in each province
of the Pakistan Group.

(4) After the constitutions of the Pakistan Federal Government and the

provinces arc finally framed by the constitution-making body, it will be
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open to any province of the group to decide to opt out of its group, provided
the wishes of the people of that province are ascertained by a referendum to

opt out or not.

(5) It must be open to discussion in the joint constitution-making body
as to whether the Union will have a legislature or not. The method of

providing the Union with finance should also be left for decision of the

joint meeting of the two constitution-making bodies, but in no event shall

it be by means of taxation.

(6) There should be parity of representation between the two groups of

provinces in the Union executive and the Iegislature3 if any.

(7) No major point in the Union Constitution which affects the commu-
nal issue shall be deemed to be passed in the joint constitution-making

body, unless the majority of the members of the constitution-making body
of the Hindu provinces and the majority of the members of the constitu-

tion-making body of the Pakistan group, present and voting, are separately

in Its favour.

(8) No decision, legislative, executive or administrative, shall be taken

by the Union In regard to any matter of a controversial nature, except by
a majority of three-fourths,

(9) In group and provincial constitutions, fundamental rights and safe-

guards concerning religion, culture and other matters affecting the diffe-

rent communities will be provided for.

(10) The constitution of the Union shall contain a provision whereby

any province can, by a majority vote of its Legislative Assembly, call for

reconsideration of the terms of the constitution, and will have the liberty

to secede from the Union at any time after an initial period of ten

years.

These, it was stated, were the principles of the League's offer for a

peaceM and amicable settlement and this offer stood In its entirety

and all matters mentioned therein were interdependent.
The following were the points suggested on behalf of the Congress

as a basis for agreement:

1. The Constituent Assembly to be formed as follows:

(i) Representatives shall be elected by each provincial Assembly by
proportional representation (single transferable vote). The number so

elected should be one-fifth ofthe number of members of the Assembly and

they may be members of the Assembly or others;

() Representatives from the States on the basis of their population
in proportion to the representation from British India. How these represen-
tatives are to be chosen Is to be considered later.

2. The Comtituent Assembly shall draw up a"constitution for the Federal
Union, This shall consist gf an All-India Federal Government and
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Legislature dealing with foreign affairs, defence, communications, funda-

mental rights, currency, customs and planning, as well as such other subjects

as, on closer scrutiny, may be found to be intimately allied to them. The
Federal Union will have necessary powers to obtain for itself the finances

it requires for these subjects and the power to raise revenues in its own

right. The Union must also have power to take remedial action in cases

of breakdown of the constitution and in grave public emergencies.
3. All the refnaining powers shall vest in the provinces or units.

4. Groups ofprovinces may be formed and such groups may determine

the provincial subjects which they desire to take in common.
5. After the Constituent Assembly has decided the constitution for the

All-India Federal Union as laid down in paragraph 2 above, the represen-
tatives of the provinces may form groups to decide the provincial consti-

tutions for their group and, if they wish, a group constitution.

6. No major point in the All-India Federal Constitution which affects

the communal issue shall be deemed to be passed by the Constituent

Assembly unless a majority of the members ofthe community or communi-
ties concerned present in the Assembly and voting are separately in its

favour. Provided that in case there is no agreement on any such issue, it

will be referred to arbitration. In case of doubt as to whether any point
is a major communal issue, the Speaker will decide, or, ifso desired, it may
be referred to the Federal Court,

7. In the event ofa dispute arising in the process of constitution-making,
the specific issue shall be referred to arbitration.

8. The constitution should providemachinery for its revision at any time

subject to such checks as may be desired. If so desired, it may be specifi-

cally stated that the whole constitutionmay be reconsidered after ten years.

The Congress also submitted the following note to show in what

respects its own proposals differed from those embodied in the MusKm
League's memorandum:

(1) We suggest that the proper procedure is for one constitution-making

body or Constituent Assembly to meet for the whole of India and later for

groups to be formed, if so desired, by the provinces concerned. The matter

should be left to the provinces and if they wish to function as a group they

are at liberty to do so and to frame their constitution for the purpose.
In any event Assam has obviously no place in the group mentioned, and

the North-West Frontier Province, as the elections show, is not in favour

of this proposal.

(2) We have agreed to residuary powers, apart from the central subjects,

vesting in the provinces. They can make such use of them as they like

and, as has been stated above, function as a group. What the ultimate

nature of such a group may be cannot be determined at this stage and

should be left to the representatives of the provinces concerned.
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(3) We have suggested that the most suitable method of election would

be by single transferable vote. This would give proper representation to

the various communities in proportion to their present representation in

the legislatures. If the population proportion is taken, we have no parti-

cular objection, but this would lead to difficulties in all the provinces where

there is weightage in favour of certain communities. The principle appro-
ved of would necessarily apply to all the provinces.

(4) There is no necessity for opting out of a province from its group as

the previous consent of the provinces is necessary for joining the group.

(5) We consider it essential that the Federal Union should have a Legis-

lature. We also consider it essential that the Union should have power to

raise its own revenue.

(6 & 7) We are entirely opposed to parity of representation as between

groups of provinces in the Union executive or legislature. We think that

the provision to the effect that no major communal issue in the Union con-

stitution shall bedeemed to be passed by the Constituent Assembly unless a

majority of the members of the community or communities concerned

present and voting in the Constituent Assembly are separately in its favour,

is a sufficient and ample safeguard for all minorities. We have suggested

something wider, and including all communities, than has been proposed
elsewhere. This may give rise to some difficulties in regard to small commu-

nities, but all such difficulties can be got over by reference to arbitration.

We are prepared to consider the method of giving effect to this principle
so as to make it more feasible.

(8) This proposal is so sweeping in its nature that no government or

legislature can function at all. Once we have safeguarded major communal
issues other matters, whether controversial or not, require no safeguard.
This will simply mean safeguarding vested interests of all kinds and pre-

venting progress, or indeed any movement in any direction. We, therefore,

entirely disapprove of it.

(9) We are entirely agreeable to the inclusion offundamental rights and

safeguards concerning religion, culture and like matters in the constitu-

tion. We suggest that the proper place for this is the All-India Federal

Union constitution. There should be uniformity in regard to these funda-

mental rights all over India.

(10) The constitution of the Union will inevitably contain provisions for

its revision. It may also contain a provision for its full reconsideration at

the end of ten years. The matter will be open then for a complete recon-

sideration. Though it is implied, we would avoid reference to secession,

as we do not wish to encourage this idea.

The gap between the two parties,, as evidenced by the views set out

in their respective memoranda., was indeed so wide that there seemed
no possible hope ofreaching any settlement. This does not mean that
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both parties had not gone some way to modify their original views;
but whatever efforts they had made were not sufficient to bridge the

gap. The price which Jinnah demanded for entering Into a common
Union Centre was the right of the Muslims to frame their own group
and provincial constitutions for the

*

six Muslim provinces
1

through a

separate constitution-making body in otherwords, the virtual recog-
nition of Pakistan. This the Congress was not prepared to concede.

The Conference met again, as scheduled,, on the evening of 1 2 May,
but after a short session it was agreed that no useful purpose would be

served by further discussion and the Conference was brought to a con-

clusion. This fact was announced In an official communique, which was

followed by another explaining that, though the Conference had
failed to evolve an agreed plan, the Mission's work was very far

from ended and that It was their intention to Issue a statement In the

course of the next few days expressing their views as to the next steps

to be taken.

The promised statement1 was published on 16 May. It recalled

that the British Prime Minister had charged the Cabinet Delegation
with the mission of helping India to attain her freedom as speedily
and fully as possible. The Delegation and the Viceroy had accord-

ingly done their utmost to assist the Indian parties to reach agreement
on the fundamental Issue of the unity or the division of India. After

prolonged discussions they had succeeded in bringing the Congress
and Muslim League together In a conference at Simla. Both pasties

had been prepared to make considerable concessions, but had been

unable to reach a final agreement. The Mission had therefore deci-

ded to put forward what they considered to be the best possible

arrangements whereby Indians might decide for themselves the future

constitution of India, and meanwhile an interim Government might
be set up at once to carry on the administration.

The Mission had examined closely and Impartially the possibility

ofa partition ofIndia. They felt that ifthere were to be Internal peace
In India, it must be secured by measures that would assure to the

Musalmans a control In all matters vital to their culture, religion and

economic and other Interests. They had considered the proposal for a

separate sovereign State of Pakistan consisting of the six provinces

claimed by the Muslim League; they had also considered the alter-

native of a smaller sovereign Pakistan consisting of the Muslim-

majority areas only. The firstof these alternatives theywere unable to

l See Appmdix IV.
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recommend;, because It would not solve the communal minority prob-
lem and because they could see no justification for including large

areas,, in which the population was predominantly non-Muslim, in

such a separate State. The second was regarded by the Muslim Lea-

gue as quite impracticable,, because it involved the exclusion of the

whole ofthe Ambala andJullundur divisions in the Punjab., the whole

of Assam, except the Sylhet District, and a large part of Western

Bengal, including Calcutta. The Delegation themselves were con-

vinced that any solution which involved a radical partition of the

Punjab and Bengal would be contrary to the wishes and interests ofa

very large proportion ofthe inhabitants ofthose provinces; moreover,

any division ofthe Punjab would of necessity divide the Sikhs, There

were other weighty administrative, economic and military conside-

rations against the creation of a separate sovereign Pakistan. The

Delegation were therefore unable to advise the British Government

to transfer power in India to two entirely separate sovereign States.

This decision did not, however, blind them to the very real apprehen-
sions of the Muslims that their culture and political and social life

might become submerged in a purely unitary India in which the

Hindus must be a dominating element.

With regard to the Indian States, paramountcy could neither be

retained by the British Crown nor transferred to the new Govern-

ment. In other words, all rights surrendered by the States to the

paramount power would go back to them. The States
5

representatives
had assured the Cabinet Mission that the States were ready and will-

ing to co-operate in the new development of India. The precise form

which their co-operation would take must be a matter for negotiation.
The Cabinet Mission recommended that the new constitution

should take the following basic form.

(1) There should be a Union of India, embracing both British India

and the States, which should deal with the following subjects: foreign

affairs, defence, and communications; and should have the powers neces-

saiy to raise the finances required for the above subjects.

(2) The Union should have an executive and a legislature constituted

from British-Indian and States* representatives. Any question raising a

major communal issue in the legislature should require for its decision a

majority of the representatives present and voting of each of the two

major communities as well as a majority of all the members present and

voting.

(3) All subjects other than the Union subjects and all residuary powers
should vest IB the provinces.
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(4) The States will retain all subjects and powers other than those ceded

to the Union.

(5) Provinces should be free to form groups with executives and legis-

latures, and each group could determine the provincial subjects to be taken

in common.

(6) The constitutions of the Union and of the groups should contain

a provision whereby any province could by a majority vote of its Legis-

lative Assembly call for a reconsideration of the terms of the constitution

after an initial period of ten years and at ten-yearly Intervals thereafter.

The Mission stressed that It had become necessary for them to make
these recommendations as to the broad basis of the future constitu-

tion^ because, In the course of their negotiations, it had become clear

to them that, not until this had been done, was there any hope ofget-

ting the two major communities tojoin In the setting up of the consti-

tution-making machinery which they proposed should be brought
into being forthwith.

Turning to the constitution-making body,, the Mission felt that

election based on adult franchise, although the most satisfactory,

would lead to a wholly unacceptable delay. The alternative was to

utilize the recently elected provincial Legislative Assemblies as the

electing bodies. These Assemblies did not, however, fairly reflect the

relative size of the population of the different provinces, or of the

different elements within each province- In order to overcome this

difficulty, the Mission proposed that the fairest and most practicable

plan would be:

(a) to allot to each province a total number of seats proportional to Its

population, roughly in the ratio of one to a million, as the nearest sub-

stitute for representation by adult suffrage.

(b) to divide this provincial allocation ofseats between the main commu-
nities In each province In proportion to their population.

(c) to previde that the representatives allocated to each community
in a province shall be elected by members of that community In Its Legis-

lative Assembly.

For this purpose they proposed to recognize only three main com-

munities, General, Muslim and Sikh. The c

General' community
would include all persons other than Muslims or Sikhs. Special

arrangements were proposed for the smaller minorities, who, on the

population basis, would have little or no representation. They would

be represented on the Advisory Committee which would be set up to

advise the Constituent Assembly on all matters affecting the rights of

the minorities.
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The representatives of the provincial legislatures so elected would

meet together at New Delhi as one body., together with represen-

tatives of the Indian States,, as soon as possible. After a preliminary

meeting for the election of a chairman and for other business., the

representatives would separate into three sections, as follows:

SectionA Madras, Bombay, United Provinces, Bihar, Central Pro-

vinces and Orissa.

Section B Punjab, North-West Frontier Province and Sind.

Section G Bengal and Assam.

These three sections of the Constituent Assembly would decide the

provincial constitutions for the provinces within their group; also

whether any group constitution should be set up and ifso,withwhat

provincial subjects it should deal. Provinces would have the power to

opt out of the groups by a decision of their new legislature when the

new Union constitution had come into force. After the group consti-

tution had been settled the three sections of the Constituent Assembly
would reassemble, together with representatives of the Indian States,

for the purpose of settling the Union constitution.

In the Union Constituent Assembly, any resolutions varying the

recommendations made by the Cabinet Mission as to the basic form

of the constitution, or the raising ofany major communal issue,would

require a majority of the representatives, present and voting, of each

of the two major communities.

It would be necessary to negotiate a treaty between the Union
Constituent Assembly and the United Kingdom to provide for certain

matters arising out of the transfer of power.
The Mission stated that the Viceroy would forthwith request the

provincial legislatures to proceed with the election of their rep-
resentatives.

While the constitution-maMng was in process, the administration

of India would have to be carried on. For this purpose, it was stated

that the Viceroy hoped to set up immediately an interim Government

having the support ofthe major political parties, in which all the port-

folios, including that of the War Member, would be held by Indian

leaders having the full confidence of the people. The British Govern-

ment, recognizing the significance of the changes in the Government
of India, would give the fullest measure of co-operation in the ac-

complishment of its tasks of administration to the Government so

formed and in bringing about as rapid and smooth a transition as

possible.
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The Mission concluded by saying that, in the absence of an agree-

ment,, they were laying before the Indian people proposals which they

hoped would enable them to attain their independence in the shortest

time and with the least risk of internal disturbance and conflict.

The alternative to their acceptance would be a grave danger of vio-

lence, chaos and even civil war. They therefore hoped that these

proposals would be accepted and operated in the spirit of accommo-

dation and goodwill in which they were offered. They concluded

with the words:
cWe hope that the new independent India may

choose to be a member of the British Commonwealth. We hope in

any event that you will remain in close and friendly association with

our people. But these are matters for your own free choice. Whatever

that choice may be we look forward with you to your ever increasing

prosperity among the great nations of the world, and to a future even

more glorious than your past.*

The publication of the Cabinet Mission's Statement was followed

by broadcasts1
by the Secretary of State and the Viceroy. Sir Stafford

Gripps also addressed a press conference2 at which he explained the

background and implications ofthe Statement which, he stressed, was
6

not merely the Mission's statement, but the Statement of His Majes-

ty's Government/ and expressed the hope that the Indian people

would accept it in the spirit of co-operation in which it had been

drawn up. This was followed by another press conference3 at which

the Secretary of State answered numerous questions on the various

aspects of the Cabinet Mission plan.

In his broadcast the Secretary of State outlined the various step

that would have to be taken and the machinery that would have to

be set up for the framing of a constitution for India, such as the

summoning of representatives to New Delhi; their division into sec-

tions or groups to decide initially upon provincial or group matters;

the formation of a special committee to formulate fundamental and

minority rights for inclusion in the constitution; the position of the

Indian States, and the establishment of an interim Government.

Emphasizing what he described as the fundamental issue, the Secre-

tary of State said':

The future of India and how that future is inaugurated are matters of

vital importance not only to India herself but to the whole world. If a

great new sovereign State can come into being in a spirit of goodwill,

1 See Appendixes V and VI. * See Appendix VIL
s See Appendix VIIL
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both within and without India, that of Itself will be an outstanding contri-

bution to world stability.

The Viceroy claimed in his broadcast that the proposals in the

Statement offered a reasonable basis on which to found India's future

constitution. They preserved the essential unity ofIndia and in parti-

cular removed the danger of the disruption of the Indian Army.
They offered the Muslims the right to direct their own essential in-

terests, their religion,, education., culture, and economic and other

concerns in their own way and to their own best advantage. To ano-

ther great community., the Sikhs, they preserved the unity of their

homeland the Punjab in which they played, and could still play,
so important and influential a part. They provided, in the special

committee which formed a feature of the constitution-making machi-

nery, the best chance for the smaller minorities to make their needs

known and to secure protection for their interests. They sought to

arrange a means for the Indian States, great and small, to enter by

negotiation into the polity of a united India. They offered to India

the prospect ofpeace a peace from party strife, the peace so needed

for all the constructive work there was to do. And they gave the peo-

ple of India the opportunity of complete independence as soon as

the Constituent Assembly had completed its labours.

Referring to the particular and immediate task of forming an
interim Government, the Viceroy said that, except for the Gover-

nor-General, it would be a purely Indian government and would

include (if he could get the persons he wanted) recognized leaders of

the main Indian parties
c

whose influence, ability and desire to serve

India are unquestioned/
The reactions of the Press to the Cabinet Mission's proposals were

generally favourable. It was recognized that, in the absence ofagree-
ment between the two main parlies, mediation by the British Govern-

ment was inevitable. It was also recognized that the Mission had
made a sincere effort to secure to both parties the essentials ofthe posi-
tion which they wished to safeguard. There was therefore reason to

hope that the scheme would be generally acceptable and that this

would remove the preliminary obstacles to the formulation "of a con-

stitution for India.

Gandhiji was among the first to come out with his views. The Cabi-

net Mission's Statement, he said,, was not an award. The Mission had

tried, but failed, to bring the parties together and so they recommen-
ded to the country what in their opinion was worthy of acceptance by
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it. It was open to the Constituent Assembly to vary the proposals, to

reject or improve upon them; otherwise, the Constituent Assembly
could not be a sovereign body. Thus the Mission had suggested cer-

tain subjects for the Union Centre; the Constituent Assembly could,
if they chose, add to them or reduce them. Similarly, it was open to

the Constituent Assembly to abolish the distinction of Muslims and

non-Muslims which the Mission had felt forced to recognize. As re-

gards grouping, no province could be compelled to belong to a group

against its will. Subject to these interpretations, Gandhiji said the

Mission had brought something of which they had every reason to be

proud.
*

Whatsoever the wrong done to India by British rule, if the

Statement was genuine, as he believed it was, it was in discharge of an

obligation they had declared the British owed to India.'

The first indication of the views of either of the main parties was

given byJinnah on 22 May, when he made a long statement in which

he described the Cabinet Mission's Statement as 'cryptic with several

lacunas.' He regretted that the Mission should have negatived the

League's demand for the establishment ofa complete sovereign State

of Pakistan which, he said, was the only solution of the constitutional

problem of India and which alone could secure stable government
and lead to the happiness and welfare, not only of the two major

communities, but of all the peoples of the Indian sub-continent.

Though he criticized points in the Cabinet Mission's plan, he refrai-

ned from making any suggestion that the proposals as a whole should

be rejected. He preferred to leave the decision as to the acceptabi-

lity or otherwise ofthe Statement to the unprejudiced judgment of the

Muslim League Working Committee and Council.

On 24 May, after much deliberation, the Congress Working
Committee adopted a resolution raising various points in regard to

the Statement particularly in the light of the Congress objectives,

which they defined as follows, namely independence for India; a

strong though limited central authority; full autonomy for the pro-

vinces; the establishment of a democratic structure in the Centre and

in the units; the guarantee of the fundamental rights of each indivi-

dual so thathe mighthave full and equal opportunities ofgrowth, and,

further, that each community should have the opportunity to live the

life of its choice within the largerframework The Committee regret-

ted to find a divergence between those objectives and the proposals

made on behalf of the British Government.

Among the important points raised by the Committee was that
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relating to the grouping of provinces. The Committee found the pro-

vision for initial grouping inconsistent with the freedom promised to

the provinces in this respect.
* In order to retain the recommendatory

character of the Statement, and in order to make the clauses consis-

tent with each other, the Committee read paragraph 15 to mean that,,

in the first instance, the respective provinces shall make their choice

whether or not to belong to the section in which they are placed/
Another matter to which the Congress Working Committee took

exception was the inclusion of Europeans in the electorate for the

Constituent Assembly for the group comprising Bengal and Assam.

The fact was that, in spite of their very small numbers (which would

not entitle them to any representation in the Constituent Assembly
on the basis of one member for one million of population), the

Europeans enjoyed under the existing constitution a weighted repre-

sentation in the Bengal and Assam Assemblies. Under the operation
of proportional representation, this was likely to give them six seats

in the Constituent Assembly for the north-eastern group. For ob-

vious reasons, the Congress was anxious that the Europeans should

not be in a position to hold the balance in this group.
It was pointed out that in Baluchistan it would be improper for

any nominated individual to speak for the whole of a provincewhich
he did not represent; while in Coorg, only the elected members from
the General constituencies should participate in the election.

The Congress ako raised the question of the representation of the

peoples of the States in the Constituent Assembly, and the question
of the status and powers of the interim Government. Above all, the

Congress stressed that the interim and long-term proposals should be

regarded as part of the same picture. They preferred to defer their

decision on the Cabinet Mission's proposals till the complete picture
was available.

Immediately after this, on 25 May, the Cabinet Mission and the

Viceroy issued the following statement:

The Delegation have considered the statement of the President of the
Muslim League dated 22nd May and the resolution dated 24th May of

the Working Committee of the Congress.

2. The position is that since the Indian leaders, after prolonged dis-

cussion, failed to arrive at an agreement, the Delegation put forward their

recommendations as the nearest approach to reconciling the views of the
two main parties. The scheme stands as a whole and can only succeed if

it is accepted and worked in a spirit of co-operation.
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3. The Delegation wish also to refer briefly to a few points that have been

raised in the statement and resolution.

4. The authority and the functions ofthe Constituent Assembly, and the

procedure which it is intended to follow are clear from the Cabinet Dele-

gation's statement. Once the Constituent Assembly is formed and working
on this basis, there is no intention of interfering with its discretion or ques-

tioning its decisions. When the Constituent Assembly has completed its

labours, His Majesty's Government will recommend to Parliament such

action as may be necessary for the cession of sovereignty to the Indian

people, subject only to two matters which are mentioned in the Statement

and which we believe are not controversial, namely, adequate provision

for the protection of the minorities (paragraph 20 of the Statement) and

willingness to conclude a treaty with His Majesty's Government to cover

matters arising out of the transfer ofpower (paragraph 22 ofthe Statement).
5. It is a consequence of the system of election that a few Europeans

can be elected to the Constituent Assembly. Whether the right so given
will be exercised is a matter for them to decide.

6. The representative of Baluchistan will be elected in a joint meeting
ofthe Shahi Jirga and the non-official members of the Qtietta Municipality.

7. In Coorg the whole Legislative Council will have the right to vote,

but the official members will receive instructions not to take part in the

election.

8. The interpretation put by the Congress resolution on paragraph 15

of the Statement to the effect that the provinces can in the first instance

make the choice whether or not to belong to the section in which they are

placed does not accord with the Delegation's intentions. The reasons for

the grouping ofthe provinces are well known and this is an essential feature

of the scheme and can only be modified by agreement between the parties.

The right to opt out of the groups after the constitution-making has been

completed wiU be exercised by the people themselves, since at the first elec-

tion under the new provincial constitution this question of opting out will

obviously be a major issue and all those entitled to vote under the new
franchise will be able to take their share in a truly democratic decision.

9. The question of how the States* representatives should be appointed
to the Constituent Assembly is clearly one which must be discussed with

the States. It is not a matter for decision by the Delegation,

10. It is agreed that the interim Government will have a new basis.

That basis is that all portfolios, including that of the War Member, will be

held by Indians; and that the members will be selected in consultation with

the Indian political parties. These are very significant changes in the

Government ofIndia, and a long step towards independence. His Majesty's

Government will recognise the effect of these changes, will attach the

fullest weight to them, and will give to the Indian Government the
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greatest possible freedom in the exercise of the day-to-day administration

of India.

11. As the Congress statement recognises, the present constitution must

continue during the interim period; and the interim Government cannot

therefore be made legally responsible to the central legislature. There

is, however, nothing to prevent the members of the Government, individu-

ally or by common consent, from resigning, if they fail to pass an important
measure through the legislature, or if a vote of non-confidence is passed

against them.

12. There is of course no intention of retaining British troops in India

against the wish of an independent India under the new constitution; but

during the interim period, which it is hoped will be short, the British

Parliament has, under the present constitution, the ultimate responsibility

for the security of India and it is necessary therefore that British troops

should remain.

The Sikhs were considerably disturbed by the Cabinet Mission's

proposals which, they felt,, would leave them without sufficient safe-

guards against a Muslim majority in the Punjab and in the north-

west group. The Akali leader, Master Tara Singh, said that under

the proposed constitutional set-up the Sikhs were doomed. At a

representative conference of Sikhs held at Amritsar on 10 June,,

the Cabinet Mission's proposals were rejected. Master Tara Singh
and some other Sikh leaders declared their determination to fight the

Mission's plan. They even appointed a committee of action under

an ex-officer of the
*
Indian National Army *.

The Working Committee of the All-India Scheduled Castes Fede-

ration were also dissatisfied with the plan.
The Congress disagreed with the Mission's proposals in regard to

the compulsory grouping of provinces and the voting rights of Euro-

peans, but at this stage it was more concerned with the arrange-
ments proposed for the interim Government. On 25 May, Azad
wrote to the Viceroy suggesting that in informal conversations the

Viceroy had stated that it was Ms intention to function as a constitu-

tional head of the Government and that in practice the interim Go-
vernment would have the same powers as a Dominion cabinet. Azad

sought written confirmation of this from the Viceroy. He added that

a convention might be established to recognize the responsibility of

the interim Government to the central Legislative Assembly.
The Viceroy replied that he had never stated that the interim

Government would have the same powers as a Dominion cabinet.

The whole constitutional position was entirely different. What he had
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said was that he was sure that His Majesty's Government would treat

the new interim Government with the same close consultation and
consideration as a Dominion government. Nevertheless, he gave the

following assurance to Azad:
His Majesty's Government have already said that they will give to the

Indian Government the greatest possible freedom in the exercise of the day-

to-day administration of the country; and I need hardly assure you that

it is my intention faithfully to carry out this undertaking.
I am quite clear that the spirit in which the Government is worked will

be of much greater importance than any formal document or guarantees.
I have no doubt that, if you are prepared to trust me, we shall be able to

co-operate in a manner which will give India a sense of freedom from exter-

nal control and will prepare for complete freedom as soon as the new con-

stitution is made.

The considerations that weighed with the Viceroy in giving this

assurance were based on the impression he had gathered from Azad

that, once the main question regarding the status and powers of the

interim Government had been settled to the satisfaction of the Con-

gress, there would be no difficulty about the composition of the

cabinet. Subsequent events proved this to be an over-simplication of

the problem.

Turning to the Muslim League on 6 June the Council of the

All-India Muslim League passed a resolution accepting the Cabinet

Mission's proposals., subject however to a "host of reservations. The
Council protested against the references made and the conclusions

recorded in the Statement with regard to the Muslim demand for

the establishment of a full sovereign State of Pakistan, and reiterated

that a separate sovereign Pakistan was still the unalterable objective

of the Muslims in India. Havingregard, however,, to the grave issues

involved,, and prompted by its earnest desire for a peaceful solution,

and inasmuch as the basis and the foundation of Pakistan were in-

herent in the Mission's plan by virtue of the six Muslim provinces in

Sections B and C, the League accepted the Mission's scheme and was

willing to join the constitution-making body, keeping in view the

opportunity and the right ofsecession ofprovinces or groups from the

Union which had been
e

provided in the Mission's plan by implica-

tion,
5
It also reserved the right to revise its policy and attitude at any

time during the deliberations of that body, or of the Constituent

Assembly, or thereafter ifthe course ofevents so required. The Coun-

cil authorized Jinnah to negotiate with the Viceroy in regard to

18
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for the interim Government at the Centre

and to action as he deemed fit and proper.

On to the Viceroy stating that during the dis-

cussions the Viceroy him that there would be twelve port-

five League,, five Congress, one Sikh and one Indian

or Anglo-Indian; and that the most important portfolios

be divided between the League and the Congress*

with the Council of the All-India Muslim League in

the Cabinet Mission plan of 16 May. Any departure from

this directly or indirectly,, would lead to very serious con-

would not secure the co-operation of the League. The

Viceroy denied that he had given any assurance on this point, though
he did that the 5 : 5 : 2 ratio was whathe hadhad in mind and

he would be reached on that basis.

The Viceroy invited Nefara and Jinnah for a joint

replied that until the Congress had given its

the long-term plan of 16 May, no purpose would be ser-

ved by any on the nature and composition of the interim

Government. The joint consultation did not therefore take place.

On 12 June the Viceroy saw Nehru. The Congress President was

ill at the time. The Viceroy confronted Nehru with entirely new pro-
went all the way to meet the demands of the Muslim

League in regard to the constitution of the interim Government.

Nehru suggested, however,, that there should be fifteen members in

the interim Government including five Congress (all Hindus), four

League^ one non-League Muslim., one non-Congress Hindu,

Congress Scheduled Caste, one Indian Christian, one Sikh and
woman. Lord WaveU expressed Ms inability to nego-

on which he felt would be entirely unacceptable to

Jamah*
Tic wrote to the Viceroy stating diat Nehru had

the gist of their conversation to the Congress Working
Committee. He pointedout that the 'Committee had repeatedly aver-

red that they were opposed to parity in any shape orform. In the com-

position of the cabinet now suggested by the Viceroy there was parity
between Hindus, including the Scheduled Castes, and the Muslim

League. The position was in fact worse than it had been at Simla
In June 1945 when the parity proposed was between Caste Hindus

andMuslims, leaving additional seats for Scheduled Caste Hindus. The
Muslim $e^t had not thep beep reserved for the Muslim League oply,
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but could include non-League Muslims. The present proposal placed

the Hindus in a very unfair position and at the same time eliminated

the non-League Muslims. The Congress Working Committee were

not prepared to accept such a proposal
With regard to the convention requiring that major communal

Issues should be decided by separate group voting, Azad said that this

convention^ along with parity,, would make the working of the Go-

vernment almost Impossible and deadlock a certainty.

The Congress President added that the Working Committee were

strongly of the opinion that, for the more efficient administration of

the country and in order to give adequate representation to the

smaller minorities^ the interim Government should consist of fifteen

members.

In view ofthe strong attitude taken up by the Congress^ the Viceroy

gave up his formula of5 : 5 : 2. He now suggested an Executive Council

of thirteen members, six Congress (Including a member of the Sche-

duled Castes) , five Muslim Leagueand two representatives ofthemino-

rities. He met JInnah and put the new proposal before him. Jlnnah

said that Ifthe Congress would agree to that formula he would place,

it before his Working Committee for consideration. But the formula

was turned down by the Congress.

A complete deadlock was thus reached. The Cabinet Mission and

the Viceroy finally decided to Issue a statement setting out their own

proposals for the composition ofan interim Government. In forward-

ing advance copies to Azad and Jinnah the Viceroy said:

As the Statement shows, the Cabinet ministers and I are fully aware of

the difficulties that have prevented an agreement on the composition of

the interim Government. We are unwilling to abandon our hope ofa work-

ing partnership between the two major parties and representatives of the

minorities. We have therefore done our best to arrive at a practicable

arrangement taking into consideration the various conflicting claims, and

the need for obtaining a Government ofcapable and representative admini-

strators. We hope that the parties wiE now take their share in the adminis-

tration of the country on the basis set out In our new Statement. We are

sure we can rely on you and your Working Committee to look to the wider

issues and to the urgent needs of the country as a whole, and to consider

this proposal in a spirit of accommodation.

The Statement, which was issued on 16 June,, announced that it

was proposed to set ep an Executive Council of fourteen persons (all

of whom were mentioned by name}., six belonging to the Congress,

including a representative ofthe Scheduled Castes, five to the Muslim
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League, one Sikh, one Indian Christian and one Parsl The list in-

the ofNehru and Jinnah. The Statement stressed that

the distribution ofseats should not be treated as a precedent

for the of any other communal question; that It w&s an ex-

put forward to solve the present difficulty only and to obtain

the coalition government. It was made clear that if

any one of Invited were unable for personal reasons to accept*

the Viceroy after consultation would Invite some other person In his

place; also that if the two major parties., or either of them, proved

unwilling to join, the Viceroy would proceed with the formation of

an Interim Government which would be as representative as possible

of those willing to accept the Statement of 16 May.
The Sikhs rejected the Interim proposals as they had rejected the

long-term plan and to agree to any Sikh representative join-

ing the Executive Council.

On 19 June,, Jinnah wrote to the Viceroy asking for clarification

of the following points In the Statement of 16 June,, namely, whether

the for the setting up ofan interim Government were final,,

or whether they were still open to any further change; whether the

total number of fourteen members would remain unchanged during

the Interim period; if any of the persons invited as representatives of

the minorities were unable to accept the invitation tojoin., would the

vacancy or vacancies be filled up by the Viceroy,, and would the lea-

der of tie Muslim League be consulted and his consent obtained;

whether the proportion ofmembers of the Government,, community-

wlse^ would be maintained and the representation given to the minori-

ties be adhered to without any modification; and whether, in view of

tie mbftitution of fourteen members for the original twelve and the

change in the original formula., there would be a provision that

theIncentive Councilshould act take a decision on any majorcommu-
nal if the m&jvnfy of theMuslim members were opposed to It.

Tic Viceroy replcd that until he had received acceptances from

those invited to take office In the interim Government, the names In

the Statement could not be regarded as final., but no change of prin-

ciple would be made without the consent of the two major parties;
that no change In the number of fourteen members would be made
without the agreementof the two parties ;

that ifany vacancy occurred

among representatives ofthe minorities the Viceroy would naturally
consult the two main parties before filling it; that the proportion
of members community-wise would not be changed without the
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agreement of the two parties,, and that no decision on a major com-

munal issue 1 could be taken in the interim Government if the

majority of either of the parties were opposed to it.

Jinnah was not slow to take advantage ofthese commitments.,which

had been made by the Viceroy without sufficient and timely consi-

deration. The contents of his letter to the Viceroy leaked out to the

Press and when the Congress Working Committee saw It they asked

the Viceroy for the full correspondence. Accordingly, the gist of the

correspondence was communicated to Azad. The Viceroy wrote to

Jinnah on 22 June saying that he understood from reports in the Press

that there was a strong feeling in Congress circles that a Muslim of

their choice should be included among the representatives of the

Congress in the interim Government. The Viceroy said that it would

not be possible for him or the Cabinet Mission to accept such a

request.

The Viceroy's assurances to Jinnah^ coupled with his insistence

that the Congress should not nominate a Muslim,, went far towards

influencing the decision of the Congress Working Committee which

met at Delhi on 25 June. The Committee passed a resolution reject-

ing the proposals for an interim Government.
* In theformation of a

provisional or interim Government/ it said,,
*

Congressmen can never

give up the national character of the Congress or accept an artificial

and unjust parity., or agree to the veto ofa communal group/ Dealing

with the Statement of 16 May, the resolution re-emphasized that the

proposals fell short of the Congress objective ofimmediate indepen-

dence. The limitation of the central authority as containedin the pro-

posals,, as well as the system of grouping of provinces^ weakened the

whole structure and was unfair to some provinces such as the North-

West Frontier Province and Assam, and to some of the minorities,

notably the Sikhs. The Committee decidedhowever that the Congress

should join the proposed constituent assembly
c
with a view to framing

the constitution ofa free, united and democratic India.' The Commit-

tee concluded that it was essential that a representative and
resppn-

sible provisional national government
should be formed at the earliest

possible date,

In communicating this resolution to the Viceroy on 25 June,, the

I Both thcCafeict Mission and the Viceroy had assumed In their discuss;^
with Azad

that the latter bad accepted as a self-evident proposition that, in aeoalitm Government, it

would not be possible to force through copuniinal issues m the fece of the opposition
of

either of the main parties. Subsequently Azad denied acceptance of this principlem rela-

tive to the interim Government.
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reiterated the Congress objections to the State-

of 16June, namely the non-Inclusion ofany nationalist Muslim;

parity, the power of veto given to the Muslim League in the pro-

Government. With regard to the Statement of 16 May,, Azad
he and his party accepted the proposals and were pre-

to them with a view to achieving their objective^ but that

to their own interpretation of some of the provisions of

the Statement, such as that relating to the grouping of provinces.

Immediately after the Congress decision,, the Cabinet Mission

saw Jienah and informed him that the scheme of 16 June had fallen

through; that the Congress had, however, accepted the Statement of

16 May; and that, since both the Congress and the League had now

accepted that Statement, it was proposed to set up a coalition Govern-

ment, including both parties, as soon as possible. In view, however,
of the long negotiations which had already taken place, and since

everyone had other work to do, the Mission felt it better to have a

short interval before proceeding with further negotiations. This was
confirmed by a letter, which was issued on the same day, but which

Jiimali said did not reach Ms hands till late that night !

MeaawMle,Jiiiiiali had gone straight from his interview with the

to Mi Working Committee, which passed a resolution by
wMcfa. it agreed to join the interim Government on the basis of the

Statement of 16 June.

Thus a new situation had developed. Paragraph 8 of the State-

of 16 June stated that *in the event of the two major parties or

of them proving unwilling to join in the setting up of a coali-

Gtovcrament on theabove lines, it is the intention of the Viceroy
to proceed with the foraoatioii of an interim Government which will

be as representative as possible of those willing to accept the State-

of IStfa/ Jkmalt interpreted this to naeaa that if the

the Interim Gom&ment proposals, but the League
the Viceroywould at oncebe obliged to form a govern-

fepr^entmtiv^ of the Muslim League and any other

parties which liad accepted the Statement of 16 May. In a letter to

Jinnai, the Viceroy repeated what the Mission and he had already
told Mm as to the course wMch the Mission proposed to adopt. But

Jinnah held to his own interpretation and insisted that the Mission

had gone back on their word by postponing the formation of the in-

terim Government; that the long-term plan and the formation of the

interimGovernment formed one whole., and that it was undesirable to
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proceed with one part, i.e. the elections to the Constituent Assembly,
and to postpone the other. The Viceroy denied that they had gone
back on their word, and added that there was no intention ofpostpon-

ing the elections to the Constituent Assembly, arrangements for which

had already been put into operation.
The negotiations for an interim Government had failed. Mean-

while the existingExecutive Council had lost some of its members by
resignation,, so that it became necessary to make transitional arrange-
ments at the Centre pending further negotiations with the parties*

Accordingly, the Viceroy decided to set up a caretaker Government

composed ofofficials, who would function until such time as his efforts

with the political leaders could be renewed.

The Cabinet Mission left India on 29 June, after a stay ofmore than

three months. It had been a strenuous period of difficult and sus-

tained negotiations conducted in the sweltering heat ofan Indian sum-

mer, from which the Cabinet ministers could have derived no mental

consolation or physical relief. But they had not allowed their efforts

to flag. There was Sir Stafford Ciipps on the one hand, with his

indefatigable energy and flashes of intellectual genius, and Lord

Pethick-Lawrence on the other, with his essentially practical outlook

and undoubted sympathy for Indian aspirations a combination

which might surely have been expected to produce the results for

which everyone had hoped. In fact, the Mission did not succeed in

all that they had. set out to do. The Congress and the Muslim League
had indeed accepted the long-term plan, but their acceptances had
been conditioned by their own interpretations ofalmost all the contro-

versial issues. However, there were two positive achievements. First,

the problem of the future of India had been brought down from the

clouds of nebulous theories to the plane of hard realities; secondly,

there had been the welcome realization that the Labour Party in Eng-
land meant to keep their pledge to withdraw from India as soon as

possible. Hereafter it was not to be so much a struggle to wrest power
from the British, as a dispute as to how that power, once inherited,

should be shared by the parties concerned.

Meanwhile, both parties were going ahead with their preparations
for the elections to the Constituent Assembly.
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THE INTERIM GOVERNMENT
I

TH
E Working Committee's resolution accepting the

Cabinet Mission plan was submitted for ratification to the All-

India Committee,, which met in Bombay on 6 July
1946. Strong opposition was expressed by the leaders of the Socialist

Party, but the influence of Gandhiji and of the Working Committee

prevailed. The resolution was ratified.

At this Nehru took over the Congress presidentship, to

which he been elected a couple ofmonths before, from Azad. In

the ofMs speech windingup the proceedings ofthe Committee,
Nehru said that as far as he could see., it was not a question of the

accepting any plan, long or short. It was merely a question
oftheir agreeing to enter the Constituent Assembly, and nothing more

that. They would remain in that Assembly so long as they
it was for India's good and they would come out when they
it was injuring their cause,

*We are not bound by a single
we have decided for the moment to go to the Consti-

at m conference Nehru admitted that, In agreeing
to go die Constituent Assembly, the Congress had inevitably

agreeif to a certain process of going into it, i.e. the election of candi-

dates; 'but what we do there we are entirely and absolutely free to

determine.' Referring to the two provisos laid down by the Mission,

namely proper arrangements for minorities and a treatybetween India

and England, he stressed that he would have no treaty with the

British Government if they sought to impose anything upon India;
as for the minorities, it was a domestic problem and

*we shall no doubt
succeed in solving it. We accept no outsider's interference in it,
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certainly not the British Government's interference, and therefore

these two limiting factors to the sovereignty of the Constituent

Assembly are not accepted by us.'

With regard to the question of grouping, Nehru said :

The big probability is, from any approach to the question, there will be

no grouping. Obviously, section A will decide against grouping. Speaking
in betting language, there is a four to one chance of the North-West Fron-

tier Province deciding against grouping. Then group B collapses* It is

highly likely that Bengal and Assam will decide againstgrouping, although
I would not like to say what the initial decision may be since it is evenly
balanced. But I can say with every assurance and conviction that there is

going to be finally no grouping there, because Assam will not tolerate it

under any circumstances whatever. Thus you see this grouping business,

approached from any point of view, does not get us on at all.

Dealing with the powers of the proposed Union Centre., Nehru
said that defence and communications would embrace a large number
of industries necessary for their support. Foreign affairs must inevi-

tably include foreign trade policy. It was equally inevitable that the

Union must raise its finances by taxation,, rather than by any system
ofcontribution or doles from the provinces. Further., the Centre must

obviously control currency and credit; and there must be an over-

all authority to settle inter-provincial disputes and to deal with

administrative or economic breakdowns.

Nehru's statements on the Cabinet Mission plan were at once

taken up by Jinnafa. He characterized them as
* a complete repudia-

tion of the basic form upon which the long-term scheme rests and all

its fundamentals and terms and obligations and rights of parties

accepting the scheme. 5

Jinnah suggested that His Majesty's Govern-

ment should make it a point at the forthcoming debate in the British

Parliament,
*
to make it clearbeyond doubt and remove the impression

that the Congress has accepted the long-term scheme.
5

In an editorial., Dawn (the League's official daily) posed the ques-

tion whether the British Government was going to delude itself and

mislead the world with the illusion that the Congress had accepted
the long-term plan,, or whether it was going to make it clear that,

should any party proceed inside the Constituent Assembly on any
other baas than that prescribed in the Statement of 16 May, the plan
would be deemed to have failed and the Constituent Assembly would

be dissolved?

OB 18 July, Lord Pethick-Lawrence, the Secretary of State, said

in the House of Lords:
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Before I leave this matter of the Constituent Assembly, I should perhaps

say a few regarding recent reports from India as to the inten~

of the in joining the Constituent Assembly. We saw both

we left India they said to us quite categorically

It their intention to go into the Assembly with the object ofmaking
It work Of are at perfect liberty to advance their own views

ofwhat or be the of a future constitution. That is

the of the Constituent Assembly^ to hammer out agreement from

plans. Likewise, they can put forward their views as

to the Constituent Assembly should conduct Its business. But having
to the of May 16 and the Constituent Assembly elected

in accordance with that statement, they cannot, of course, go outside the

ofwhat has agreed. To do so would not be fair to other parties
in and it is on the of that agreed procedure that His

Majesty's Government have said they will accept the decisions ofthe Con-

The day, in the course of his speech in the House of Com-
Sir Stafford Gripps said:

There were two main points which the Congress were stressing as to the

of May 16th. The first was as to whether provinces were

10 into the sections of the Constituent Assembly in the

or whether they could stay out if they wished; We made
it clear that it was an essential feature of the scheme that the pro-

go into sections^ though if groups were formed they could

opt out of those groups.

A fear was expressed that somehow or other the new provincial con-

might be so manoeuvred as to make it impossible for the province
to opt out. I do not know myself how such a thing would be

but if anything of that kind were to be attempted itwould be a
of the basic understaiidling of the scheme.

The of the conatitutkn-znaking scheme is that the sections A,
B G in paragmpli 19 should have the opportunity of

and deliberating upon the desirability of forming a
*

Group* upon the nature and extent of the subjects to be dealt with

by the group. If when die pattern of the group definitely emerges any
province wishes to withdraw from the group, then it is at liberty to do so

after the first election under the new constitution when, with no doubt
a wider electorate than at present, that matter can be made a straight
election issue.

The statements failed to reassure the League. At the meeting of
the Council of the All-India Muslim League in Bombay on 27 July,

Jinnah accused the Cabinet Mission of bad faith and of having
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*

played Into the hands of the Congress.
* He condemned the Congress

for Its
*

pettifogging and higgling attitude.* He said that the League
had gone to the limit of concession, but the Congress had shown no

appreciation of the sacrifices it had made; the League therefore had

no alternative but to adhere once more to the national goal of Paki-

stan. Other membere of the Council followed Jinnah's lead; even

those who wished to counsel moderation considered it wise to express

themselves cautiously In the face of the general feeling.

A resolution drafted by the Working Committee was then placed
before the Council. It was passed without dissent. The resolution

stated that, In accepting the long-term plan of the Cabinet Mission,

the League had been influenced by the assurance given to Its

President that there would be five members each belonging to the

Congress and the League in the Interim Government, together with

two members representing the minorities. The Cabinet Mission had

gone back on this assurance; and when the League accepted the

arrangements proposed in the Statement of 16 June and the Congress

rejected them, they refused to let the League form the Government,
thus committing a breach of faith. The resolution held that the Con-

gress had not in fact accepted the Mission's long-term plan, as was

evidenced by their resolutions about grouping, and that therefore,

even according to the Interpretation wHch the Mission put upon
the disputed passage in their Statement of 16June, the Congress was

not eligible to participate in the formation of the Interim Govern-

ment. The resolution pointed to the terms of the Congress resolution

and the statements ofAzad and Nehru in support of the contention

that the Congress, relying upon its majority, Intended to upset the

clear intentions of the scheme in regard to the grouping of provinces
and to make the Constituent Assembly function as a sovereign body,
that is, unfettered by any basic limitations of function or procedure.
On tMs point, the Secretary of State and Sir Stafford Cripps had

merely been content to say, in the recent debate In Parliament, that

for any party to go beyond what had been agreed to would not be fair

to the other party. Therefore the Muslim League Council had felt

that their Interests would not be safe in the Constituent Assembly
and had decided that the acceptance of the scheme contained in the

Cabinet Mission's Statement of 16 May should be revoked.

Another resolution authorized theWorking Committee to draw up
a plan of

*
direct action* and called upon all members ofthe League

torenounceany titles which theyhad receivedfrom the Government.
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Immediately after the resolution had been passed,Jinnah declared:
1 What we have done today Is the most historic act In our history.

Never have we In the whole history of the League done anything ex-

cept by methods and by constitutionalism. But now we
are forced into this position, This day we bid goodbye
to methods/ He recalled that throughout the fateful

with the Cabinet Mission the other two parties^ the Bri-

tish and the Congress^ each held a pistol in their hand, the one of

authority and arms and the other of mass struggle and non-coopera-
tion.

'

Today/ he said,
c we have also forged a pistol and are in a

position to use it.'

The Working Committee of the League followed up the Council's

resolution by calling upon Muslims throughout India to observe 16

August as
s

Direct Action Day *. On that day^ meetings would be held

all over the country to explain the resolution passed by the Council

of the All-India Muslim League.

Jinnah's speech* as well as the resolution passed at the Muslim

League session^ were based on a number of assumptions which were

opca to question. For one thing (as has been pointed out earlier)

Jirmah had never been given an assurance that the ratio of 5 : 5 : 2

would lx adhered to 10 the composition of the interim Government.

He had been Informed* before the Muslim League Working
decided to accept the Statement of 16 June relating to

arrangements^ that with the acceptance of the long-term plan

by the Congress, the Viceroy was bound^ in the light of paragraph 8

of the Statement of 16 June,, to make a renewed attempt to form a

representative of both the major parties, since both had

accepted the Statement of 16 May.
The decision ofthe MusEm League was widely regretted. Congress

now begaa to explain that their objection had not been to the

principle of grouping, but to grouping being forced upon a province

by the weight of the majority ofa bigger province placed in the same

section; and that the use of the expression 'sovereign' in relation to

the Constituent Assembly implied not that the Assembly would be

unfettered by any conditions and would be free to make its decisions

by a majority vote, but that it would not be subject to control from

any external authority.
It may be recalled that the Congress had questioned the right of

Europeans of the Bengal and Assam Legislative Assemblies to vote

in the election of representatives to the Constituent Assembly. As a
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sequel* the European party in the Bengal Legislative Assembly deci-

ded to abstain from voting in the election of candidates to the Con-

stituent Assembly. A similar decision was taken by the European
members of the Assam Legislature.

By the end ofJuly 1946,, elections were completed for the 296 seats

assigned in the Constituent Assembly to the British-Indian provinces.

The Sikh seats were not filled for reasons which will be explained later*

The Congress won all the general seats except nine. The Muslim

League won seventy-three seats, that is,, all but five ofthe seats allotted

to Muslims. The method of filling the ninety-three seats allotted to

the Indian States was a matter for negotiation between the parties

concerned.

Whilst the elections were in progress,, the Viceroy had been in

correspondence with the Secretary of State on the subject of the for-

mation of an interim Government to replace the caretaker Govern-

ment at the Centre. As agreed^ the Viceroy wrote to the presi-

dents of the Congress and the Muslim League (on 22 July) as

follows :

I declared my intention of replacing the present caretaker Government
of officials by an interim coalition Government as soon as possible ; and
am now putting to you as President of the Congress / Muslim League the

proposals set out below.

I think you will probably agree with me that our negotiations both

this summer and last year were hampered by the attendant publicity.

I am therefore seeking your co-operation in conducting at any rate the

preliminary stages of the negotiations on a strictly personal and secret

basis between myself and the two Presidents. I very much hope that you
will prevent this correspondence being known to or discussed in the Press

until we have seen whether we can find some basis of agreement. I

realise of course that you will have at some stage to secure the approval
of your Working Committee; but I believe it will be best to try and reach

some basis of agreement between ourselves as a first step. I propose the

following for your consideration :
*

(a) the interim Government will consist of 14 members;

(b) Six members (to include one Scheduled Caste representative)

will be nominated by the Congress;
Five members will be nominated by the Muslim League;
Three representatives of minorities will be nominated by the Viceroy.

One ofthese places will be kept for a Sikh. It will not be open to either the

Congress or the Muslim League to object to the names submitted by the

other party, provided they are accepted by the Viceroy;

(c) Distribution of portfolios will be decided after the parties have
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to enter the Government and have submitted their names. The

and the Muslim League will each have an equitable share

of important portfolios;

(b) The about the status of the interim Government which

I In my dated 30th May to Maulana Azad will stand.

1 a convention, if freely offered by the Congress, that

can only be decided by the assent of both the

but I have never thought that it was essential to make

this a condition since in fact a coalition Government could work

on no other

I sincerely trust that your party will agree to co-operate in the ad-

of India on the above basis, while the work of constitution-

I am confident that this will be of the greatest

to India. I thatwe should notspend further time in

try out at once a Government on the basis pro-
I fit not and you find the conditions unsatisfactory*

it will be to 10 withdraw, but I am confident that you will not.

be to let me know very soon whether the

s /Muslim League will enter in the interim Government on this

1 have written in similar terms to Mr. Jinnah/ Pandit Nehru and
a copy of my letter to him.

Nehru on 23 July. He agreed with the Viceroy on the need

for secrecy; but it was not possible for him even as Congress President

to by himself in such matters without any reference to his

The situation* he stressed^ had changed in many ways
it was not to pick up the old threads again where they had
left off.

Nehru that the assurances which the Viceroy had given to

in his letter of 30 May with regard to the status of the interim

Government were very far from satisfying the Congress^ which had
a! attached the greatest importance to what it called the

c

inde-

of action' of the interim Government. This meant that

the G3vernment should have perfect freedom and that the Governor-

General should function only as a constitutional head* Nor would
it be proper for the Governor-General to select representatives ofthe

minorities.

Nehru concluded that, in view ofwhat he had stated above,, he was

wholly unable to co-operate in the formation of a Government on
Hues suggested by the Viceroy. So far as he knew the mind of the

Congress^ it would want the political independence issue settled

before it could eater any Government,
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The Viceroy was Inclined to regard Nehru's letter as being in the

nature of a challenge. He felt that the Congress had taken up this

attitude because it believed that the Labour Government would not

only not take action against it, but would be compelled to acquiesce
in any demands it might make. He proposed to the Secretary ofState

that he should see Nehru and have a personal talk with Mm*
The Secretary of State agreed that the Viceroy sjiould see Nehru,

but suggested that ifno progress towards agreement resulted from the

conversation and if the situation showed signs of moving towards a

crisis,, it might be desirable to ask both the Congress and the Muslim

League to send representatives to London to discuss the position; in

that event, the Viceroy would also have to go to London to participate

in the conversations as a condnuatton of the Cabinet Mission's work.

Meanwhile there came the resolution of the Council of the All-

India Muslim League rejecting the Cabinet Mission plan. At his

meeting with Nehra, the Viceroy suggested that this resolution was

partly a reaction to the language used by him and other Congress
leaders since the meeting of the All-India Congress Committee in

Bombay. It would be most unfortunate., said the Viceroy^ if the

League did not join the Constituent Assembly. Here was a chance

for the Congress to show real statesmanship by giving the Muslim

League assurances which would bring its representatives into the Con-

stituent Assembly. Nehru said he did not see what assurances could

be given. The Viceroy pointed out that the League's principal

grievance was the feeling that the proposals with regard to grouping
would not be given a fair chance*

The Viceroy went OB to say that they were pledged to go ahead

with the Constituent Assembly so far as circumstances permitted, but

he did not see how^ without the Muslims, they could get much further

than a constitution for group A provinces. Nehru said that the inten-

tion of the Congress had been to form a Committee of all parties at

the first meeting of the Constituent Assembly, to discuss the implica-

tions of the central subjects, not to extend them, in order to give the

groups a basis on which to work.

The Viceroy said that he was anxious to form an interim Govern-

ment as soon as possible, but that it was impossible to go beyond the

assurances given in his letter to Azad regarding the status and powers
ofthe interim Government. He expressed a desire to see Nehru again
as soon as possible after the meeting of the Congress Working Com-

mittee which was to take place in Wardha on 8 August,
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The situation was causing the Government no little anxiety.

Communal tension had already increased in the towns as a result of

the Muslim League's call for
*

direct action
3

; moreover., there was

widespread labour unrest in the country. Lord Wavell felt that a rep-

resentative central Government was most urgently needed. Since

that was not practicable in the immediate circumstances he was

anxious, even though he was against the idea ofa Government domina-

ted by one party, to get the Congress in while keeping places for the

Muslim League and the Sikhs. In that event the Congress might

recognize the necessity for direct negotiations with Jinnah and might
ask the Viceroy to postpone the Constituent Assembly until some

arrangement had been reached,

The Secretary ofState foresaw grave risks in the loss ofinitiative on

the part ofGovernment. He felt that it was impossible to allowJinnah's

non-cooperation to hold up the formation ofan interim Government

and that the Viceroy should therefore meetJinnah as soon as possible

and press him to allow members of the Muslim League to enter it.

Should Jinnah be willing, the Viceroy might represent to Nehru that

even though the League had not accepted the Statement of 16

May it was of overwhelming importance to have it in the interim

Government.

The Viceroy was not in favour of this course, which would put up

Jinnah's stock and increase his intransigence. Moreover, he could

scarcely disregard the commitment to form a Government as repre-

sentative as possible of those who had accepted the Statement of

16 May.
Meanwhile, on 31 July,Jinnah sent his reply to the Viceroy's letter

of 22 July in regard to the interim Government. As he expressed it,

the Viceroy's basis for the formation of an interim Government gave
the go-by to all the important terms that were favourable to the

Muslim League. Itstraightway broke the principle ofparity .The Sche-

duled Castes had been let down, inasmuch as one ofthem was propo-
sed to be nominated by the Congress and not by their own spokesmen.
It would next be open to the Congress to nominate a

c

Quisling Mus-
lim

3

. Moreover, the distribution of portfolios would be 'equitable'
and not

*

equal
1
as had originallybeen proposed. As to the assurance

about safeguards,he said that the Viceroy did not seem to attachmuch

importance to it. This was a very clear and substantial departure that

was most detrimental to the Muslim League and was obviously in-

tended to appease the Congress. Jinnah concluded that in his opinion
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there was no chance of his Working Committee accepting the Vice-

roy's proposal.
The Secretary of State finallyagreed that Itwould not be desirable

to see Jinnah immediately and that an offer should be made to

Nehru to form an interim Government. It was left to the Viceroy
to decide whether the Muslim League places should be kept vacant
or not. If the Congress declined to come in, the situation would have
to be considered further.

Unless the Congress asked the Viceroy to postpone it, the Constitu-

ent Assembly should be summoned, as already arranged, in the first

week of September. The Secretary of State hoped that by that time

the Congress might be prepared to give Jinnah such assurances as to

its procedure as would enable the Muslim League representatives to

attend. The Secretary ofState fully shared the Viceroy's dislike ofan
interim Government dominated by one party, but in view ofthe grave

political situation in the country he agreed on the necessity for form-

ing an interim Government with popular support.
On 6 August theViceroy wrote to Nehru that,with the concurrence

of His Majesty's Government, he had decided to invite him to make

proposals for the formation ofan interim Government on the basis of

the assurances contained in his letter of30 May to Azad. It would be

for Nehru to consider whether he should first discuss the proposals
withJinnah. If he could reach an agreement with the latter, the Vice-

roy would naturally be delighted, since, as Nehru would probably

agree, a coalition Government could best effectively direct the des-

tinies of India at this critical time. The Viceroy had hoped to get the

Constituent Assembly started in the first week of September, but the

situation arising out of the Muslim League resolutions had to be

considered. He concluded by saying that he had no objection to

Nehru showing his letter of 22 July, as well as the present one, to

the Congress Working Committee.

Two days later Lord Wavell replied to Jinnah's letter of 31 July,

He stated that he was sorry things had gone the way they had, but

it would not be profitable to enter into a detailed discussion of

the points raised by him in his letter. He would only remind Jinnah
that the basis of representation suggested was the same as the one

which the Muslim League Working Committee had accepted at the

end ofJune, namely 6 : 5 : 3 , He said that in view of the League reso-

lutions of29 July, he had decided to invite the Congress to make pro-

posals for an interim Government and he was sure that ifthey made a

19
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offer of a coalition, he could rely 00 Jinnah for a ready

response.

The decision to go ahead without the Muslim League had been

not without considerable misgiving. The attitude of the Mus-

generally was causing the Government serious anxiety. It was

apprehended that if Jinnah made a call for "direct action % there

would be a ready and immediate response. If the ministries went

out in Bengal and Sind and there was a Muslim mass movement., the

Government might lose control of East Bengal and of much of the

countryside in Sied, and serious communal rioting might occur in the

more populous towns of the Punjab and the United Provinces. The

police were at least seventy per cent Muslim in Sind and the Punjab,

and ifty per ccat In the United Provinces; so it was impossible to

on them. The was true of the Muslim police in East

In the North-West Frontier Province, the Congress ministry

a safety-valve and immediate trouble was unlikely. What

out clearly was that, especially in the Muslim provinces, any

to go ahead with constitution-making without Muslim parti-

cipation would have very serious results.

The Working Committee, meeting in Wardha on 8

August, decided to accept the invitation extended to Nehru to form

aa interim Government and authorized him to negotiate with the

Viceroy.
The Working Committee also took stock of the fears expressed

by the Sikhs In regard to their position in the Punjab. We have

how the Sikhs had reacted to the Cabinet Mission's pro-

The Congress High Command called upon the Congress

to file their noimnatioiis for elections to the Constituent Assem-

bly, This they did* whcfteapon the Akalis (a a>nnnunal organization

of the iKMniaftUxl their own candidates. The ultimate result

was all the Sikh nonuaatiow were withdrawn and no Sikh was

to the Constituent Assembly.

In the week ofJuly* Baldev Singh wrote to Prime Minister

Ms personal intervention for the remedying of the

wrong that had teen done to the Sikh community by the Cabinet

Mission. It was fairly clear, Baldev Singh said, that the overriding

factor which had weighed with the Mission in formulating their views

had been to give every consideration possible to the Muslim League.
The League,, on the other hand, had made it plain that it accepted

the proposals with the object ofopting out the so-called Muslim areas
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and estabEshing an independent and sovereign Muslim Stale. Baldcv

Singh emphasized that the Mission had admitted the injustice of

Including predominantly non-Muslim areas (mainly Sikh) within a

sovereign Pakistan State. The Mission had recognized the weight of

Sikh fears against a Muslim majority domination. It was true that

they had rejected thedemand of a sovereign Muslim State; neverthe-

less, by imposing the group system, they had involved the Sikhs in

what must in the end amount to a perpetual Muslim communal

rule; and they had made no provision whatever for the Sikh areas

to opt out of this domination, or for the protection of Sikh cultural,

social, or even religious rights, on the basis assured to Hindus and
Muslims. The Sikh community felt that this was palpably unjust,

A very salutary provision had been made for the resolving of major
communal issues in the Constituent Assembly as between Hindus

and Muslims; but the Sikhs, who were one of the three main com-

munities of India, had been ignored. Baldev Singh urged that this

provision should in fairness be extended to the Sikh community
as well.

In his reply Attlee said that he had given close consideration to the

matter and was quite clear that the Statement of 16 May could not

be altered In the way the Sikhs desired. At the same time, the Viceroy
was very ready to discuss the position with the President of the Con-

gross, and he would have been prepared to do likewise with the Pre-

sident ofthe Muslim League had not the League decided to withdraw

their acceptance of the Statement of 16 May. It was unfortunate that

the Sikh community should have decided meanwhile not to elect

their representatives to the Constituent Assembly. It was obviously

more difficult to raise with any other party the position of the Sikhs

In the Constituent Assembly when, through their own decision, they
remained outside it. He hoped that In any event the Sikh community
would decide to co-operate in the process of constitution-making. It

would surely be a mistake if the Sikh community refused to use the

opportunity which had been offered to them simplybecause they assu-

med In advance that the mere weight of voting power would be used

to injure their vital Interests and to deny their natural aspirations,

He assumed that the Constituent Assembly would face Its problems
in quite a different spirit.

The Congress Working Committee, noting all these factors, passed

a resolution assuring the Sikhs that the Congress would give them all

possible support In removing their legitimate grievances and in
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securing adequate safeguards for the protection of their just interests

in the Punjab.
The PantMc Board met on 14 August and, while reiterating that

the Cabinet Mission proposals were unjust to the Sikhs, decided, in

response to the Congress appeal, to accept the Statement of 16 May.
The Board advised the Sikh M.LA.S to elect their representatives

to the Constituent Assembly. There being no provision in the Cabinet

Mission plan for by-elections to the Constituent Assembly, these

elections did not take place till much later.

By another resolution the Congress Working Committee sought to

enlist the co-operation of the Muslim League. The resolution ran as

follows:

The Working Committee of the Congress regret to note that the Council

of the Al-India Muslim League, reversing their previous decision,

not to participate in the Constituent Assembly. . . . The
further that criticisms have been advanced on behalf

of the League to the effect that the Congress acceptance of the

contained in the Statement of May 16 was conditional. The
to make it clear that, while they did not approve of all

the contained in this statement, they accepted the scheme

in its entirety. They interpreted it so as to resolve the inconsistencies

in it and fill the omissions in accordance with the principles

down in the Statement* They hold that provincial autonomy is a

aad each province has the right to decide whether to

or join a group or not Questions of interpretation will be decided

by the procedure laid down in the Statement itself, and the Congress
its representatives in the Constituent Assembly to function

The Ckwmattee have emphasised the sovereign character of the Con-
that i% Its right to function and to draw up a con-

for India wthfMt tlte Interference of any external power or

but the Assembly wiD natealfy function within the internal

which are inherent in its task, and wffl further seek the largest

GCKqpention in drawing up a constitution of free India, allowing the

measure of freedom and protection for a! just claims and into-

. . . The CtmmittGe hope that the Muslim League and all others

concerned in the wider interests of the nation, as well as of their own, will

join in this great task.

This resolution did not satisfy Jinnah. In a statement issued soon

after, he expressed the view that, but for its phraseology, the resolu-

tion was only a repetition ofwhat had been the Congress stand from
the beginning. For instance, it repudiated grouping and emphasized
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once more the sovereign character of the Constituent Assembly,

which meant that It would not be bound by anything laid down in

the Statement of 16 May and would be free to decide every question

by a majority. Jinnah concluded that *the situation remains as it

was and we are where we were.
*

After the meeting of the Congress Working Committee, Nchni

wrote to the Viceroy to say that he had consulted the Working Com-

mittee and that he was prepared to undertake the responsibility of

forming a provisional national Government. Both the Working Com-

mittee and he had a Government in mind which would consist ofgood

representatives of the main elements in India* The Congress would

have welcomed the formation tf a coalition Government with the

Muslim League; but in view of the resolution adopted by the League

and the recent statements made on its behalf, it was not possible to

expect that it would agree to co-operate at this stage and any pre-

mature attempt to induce it to do so might produce a contrary result.

He suggested that the best course was for the Viceroy to make a public

announcement to the effect that he had invited the President of the

Congress to form the provisional Government and that the latter had

accepted the Invitation. It would then be possible for the Congress

to approach the Muslim League and invite its co-operation. He

added that the Congress would welcome the League's co-operation

but that, in the event of refusal,, the Congress was prepared to go

ahead without it.

A cmmmmqtte was issued accordingly by theViceroy. On die follow-

ing day, 13 August, Nehru wrote to Jinaah regarding the Viceroy*

invitation to Mm and Ms acceptance of it He felt tiiat Ms first step

should be to approach Jinnah and seek Ms co-operation in the

formation of a coalition Government, and he suggested a personal

discussion.

On 15 AugustJinnah replied stating that he knew nothing ofwhat

had transpired between the Viceroy and Nehru,
nor had he any idea

of what agreement had been reached between them. If the Viceroy

had commMcmed Nehru to form an Executive Council and had al-

ready agreed to accept and act upon Ms advice, it was not possible

forJinnah to accept such a position. However, if Nehru caredto meet

him on behalf of the Congress to settle the Hindu-Muslim question

and resolve the serious deadlock, he would be glad to see him.

In Ms reply, Nehru made it clear that there was no arrangement

between the Viceroy and himself* except what was contained in the
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Viceroy's brief offer and the Congress acceptance* He regretted

Ji&nah's decision^ but suggested that perhaps on fuller consideration

he be agreeable to reconsider It. The latter finally agreed to

meet Nehru. They had a long and amicable discussion which did not

however lead to any result.

Nehru later reported to the Viceroy that he had offeredJinnah five

in an interim Government of fourteen* and that he had made it

clear to Mm that any names proposed by the Muslim League would
be accepted by the Congress. Jinnah had asked how the minorities

would be nominated^ and Nehru had replied that, as he had been

to proposals* he would naturally suggest the names of

minority representatives for the consideration of the Viceroy. Jinnah

complained that under the proposed arrangement it would he open
to the to nominate a non-League Muslim. Nehru told him

he did not see how the League could object,, if it came out of the

quota.
The League's decision to observe 16 August as 'Direct

Action Day
*

followed by the taking out of processions and the

of meetings in almost every big town. The Bengal and Sind

declared the 16th a public holiday. The Muslim press
the country with propaganda calculated to encourage

bitterness and defiance oflaw and authority. The premier
ofBengal, Suhrawardy, went to the extent of saying that if the Con-

were put into power* the result would be *

the declaration of

independence by Bengal and the setting up of a parallel
Government* He added,,

4We will see that no revenue is received by
central GovcrameEt from Bengal and consider ourselves as a

State having no connexion with the Centre.*

The to al this was the imprecedenfed holocaust in Calcutta*

for or five bqgouiing from 16 August* riot, murder,

rampant, involving very heavy damage to life

property* Aceofiing to a rough official estimate at the time,
were lost* over 15*000 persons were injured and

about one hundred thousand were rendered homeless. (A Commit
set up under the chairmanship of Sir Patrick Spens, the Chief

Justice of the Federal Court, to inquire into the communal rioting in

Calcutta, was later woundup in consequence of the partition of the

country).

To revert to the interim Government negotiations,, on 1 7 August
Nehru explained to the Viceroy that his idea was to include in the
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Government six Congress nominees and three minority representa-
tives and to fill the five Muslim with non-League Muslims. The

Viceroy suggested the possibility of leaving the Muslim open for

a time., but Nehru demurred on the ground that it would give the

Government an appearance of instability. The rest of the discussion

was devoted to a preliminary consideration of names and portfolios.

On the following day Nehru met the Viceroy again. The greater

part of that interview was devoted to a discussion of the possibilities

of a further approach to Jinnah. The Viceroy suggested that, in view

of the happenings in Calcutta* Jinnah might now be inclined to co~

operate^ and that it was a matter ofgrave responsibility that every pos-

sible effort should be made to secure his co-operation. Nehru thought
that the events in Calcutta had made it even more difficult to

approach Jinnah. However, he agreed to consult the other members

of the Working Committee in Delhi.

The Viceroy was personally averse to the acceptance of Nehru's

proposal to fill the five Muslim seats with non-League Muslims. He
felt that it would not be possible forhim to recommend to His Majesty's

Government more than one non-League Muslim. One seat might

go to an Anglo-Indian, but the remainder should be left vacant rather

than be filled by
*

stooge* Muslims.

On 19 August, Nehru wrote to the Viceroy that he had con-

sulted his colleagues,* whose reaction was identical with his. He
contended that lie had accepted the Viceroy's invitation to make

proposals for the formation of an interim Government on the under-

standing that the responsibility would be his and that ofthe Congress.

Proceeding on that basis^he had approachedJinnah for the co-opera-
tion ofthe Muslim League^ but without success. He had then decided

to go ahead without the League. He had tried to get as good and rep-

resentative a team as possible and had already approached various

individuals on that basis. The Viceroy's new proposals had changed
the whole approach to the problem and put an end to the responsibi-

lity,, whichj at his suggestion, the Congress had undertaken. If the

Congress were now to be asked to revert to the previous stage,, it

would be placed in an embarrassing and unenviable position, and the

difficulties inherent in the situation^ especially in view of the recent

happenings in Calcutta, were likely to be considerably increased.

On the same day Jinnah issued a statement to the press* the tone

and temper of which convinced the Viceroy that it would be useless

to make any approach to Jinnah.
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Azadj who throughout the negotiations had striven to build up an

attitude of co-operation and conciliation towards the League, was

particularly concerned over the tragic events in Calcutta and their

passible repercussions throughout the country. At an interview with

the Viceroy* he severely criticized the Bengal ministry (Premier

Suhrawardy in particular) and alleged that, although the Govern-

ment of Bengal had apprehended trouble^ they had not taken suf-

ficient precautions; that they had been much too late in enforcing

Section 144 and a total curfew^ and in calling out the troops. The

declaration of a public holiday on 16 August had made the hooli-

gans of Calcutta's underworld believe that they had the licence of the

Government to behave as they liked. He was now apprehensive

of what might happen in the United Provinces and Bihar., where the

were in a minority.

Azad referred to the proposed interim Government. He said

at one time he had considered leaving the Muslim seats vacant,

but he held the view that to leave them vacant would create

a that the Government was not complete or stable. He asked

if it for the Viceroy to make an indirect approach
toJianah and to give him such reassurance as might persuade him to

come in. The Viceroy promised to consider the matter, but added
that the attitude of the League made the position very difficult.

The Viceroy then referred to Jinnah's account of his conversation

with Nehru. The latter was alleged to have told Jinnah that in the

interim Government the Viceroy's veto would not be exer-

and that the Government would be responsible to the legisla-

ture. TheViceroyremindedAxadoftheirprevious discussions on these

He reiterated that lie had no intention ofgiving up his powers^
he hoped that he would not have to exercise them. The in-

Govemmoat could not coostitetioeally be responsible to the

If Ndrtu had made the remarks attributed to Mia by
would naturally have increased Jinnah's reluctance to

the Ckwertairat Azad said that he did not know exactly
what Nelura had said, but that the Congress would be prepared to

reassure Jinnah on both these points.
The Viceroy then said that the real stumbling block was the ques-

tion ofa Nationalist Muslim and that he did not quite see how this

obstacle was to be got over. Azad maintained that the Congress
could not give up the nomination of a Nationalist Muslim.
There were further discussions between the Viceroy and Nehru
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in regard to the strength and personnel of the interim Government,
Nehra wanted to increase the strength to fifteen by the inclusion of

an Anglo-Indian^ but the Viceroy was averse to any increase which
would make it more difficult for the Muslim League to join. It was

ultimately decided to keep the strength at fourteen. The names of

six Congressmen, a Sikh, aa Indian Christian and a Parsi^ as well as

three out offive Muslims,, were agreed upon.
On 22 August., Nehra wrote a letter to the Viceroy stating that the

Congress had been anxious to form a coalition with the Muslim

League and that they would continue to work to that end; but he

wanted to make it clear that the Congress idea of a coalition did not

mean a submission to the demands or the peculiar ways which the

League had adopted. A coalition could only come Into existence on

the clear understanding that the League could nominate its five

representatives and not interfere in any way with the choice of the

Congress representatives, including a Nationalist Muslim. The country
needed a strong,, virile, active and stable Government, which knew
its mind and had the courage to go ahead. To give an impression
to the country and the people that the new Government was merely
a casual and temporary one wMch was awaiting the favour of the

Muslim League would be to undermine the prestige and authority

of the Government. That way would not even lead to the coalition

for which they hoped. The only proper approach was to make it

clear that, wMIe the new Government would always welcome co-

operation, it proposed to carry on firmly even if this were denied. He
did not believe that co-operation would come out of the appeasement
of wrong-doing, hence Ms dislike of approaches, direct or indirect,

which had an appearance of that type of appeasement and were

always likely to be misunderstood.

On 24 August a press cmmuniqu^ was issued stating that the King
had accepted the resignations of the existing members of the Gover-

nor-General's Executive Council and that His Majesty had been

pleased to appoint in their places the following: Pandit Jawaharlal

Nehra, Sardar Valabhbfaai Patel,Dr Rajendra Prasad, M. AsafAM,
*
C. Rajagopalacliaii, Sarat Chandra Bose, Br John Mattbal, Sardar

Baldev Singh, Sir Shafaat Ahinad KJban, JagjivaH Rain, Syed AH
Zafaeer and Goovoji Hormugi Bhabha. Two more Muslim members

would be appointed later. The interim Government would take office

on 2 September.
On 24 August there was ako a broadcast by the Viceroy, who
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to the formation of the interim Government as a very

step India's road to freedom. What the

Viceroy had set out to was a Government of Indians as repre-

as of political opinion in the country; but although

Ivc out of had been offered to the Muslim League,

that the scheme of constitution-making

be in accordance with the procedure which had been

laid and the interim Government was to operate

the constitution, it had not been possible to secure a

No one could be more sure than the Viceroy that it was a

Government representing both the main parties that was

in the of all the parties and communities in India;

and this was a view that was shared by the Congress President and

his efforts, like those of the Viceroy, would still be

to the League to join the Government

the which had been made and which was still open to

the League^ they could propose five names in a Government

of which six would be nominees of the Congress and three

be representatives ofthe minorities. Provided that those names

to the Viceroy and approved by His Majesty, they

be in the Government which would at once be recon-

stituted. The League need have no fear of being out-voted

on any issue; a coalition Government could exist andfuno

only on the condition that the two main parties were satisfied.

Tic Viceroy would see that the most important portfolios were equi-

He sincerely hoped that the League would reconsider

its and decide to participate in the Government.

said the Viceroy* the administration ofIndia had to go
emand were tobe decided. He was glad that the repre-

largebody ofpolitical opinioa in the country would

be ba in cairyiag on the Government and he welcomed

to failCbtimeiLHe glad that the J>ikhshad decided topar-

la die Gonititiient Assembly and in the interim Government.

The Viceroy what he had already made clear, namely that

fee fully implement His Majesty's Government's policy of giv-

ing the new Government the maximum freedom in the day-to-day

adnuaisiratioii of the country. As a sop to the provinces ruled by
Muslim League ministries, the Viceroy declared that the new Govern-

ment had neither the power nor any desire to trespass on the field

of provincial administration.
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With reference to
*

the recent terrible occurrences in Calcutta,*

the Viceroy appealed not only to sober citizens but to the young and to

the discontented to recognize that no conceivable good to themselves,

or to their community, or to India, could come either from violent

words or from violent deeds. It was essential that law and order

should be maintained in all the provinces ; that the protection of

the ordinary peaceable citizen should be assured with a firm but

impartial hand,, and that no community should be oppressed.

Incidentally, he paid Ms tribute of admiration to the troops who had

been called out as a last resort to restore order in Calcutta for their

behaviour in a duty which was the most exacting and unpleasant on

which troops could be employed.
6 The War Member in the new Government/ he said., will be an

Indian,, and this is a change which both the Commander-in-Chief

and I warmly welcome.*

He appealed to the press to use its very great iniuence on the side

of moderation and compromise,, bearing in mind that the interim

Government could be reconstituted at any time ifthe League decided

to come in.

Referring to the Constituent Assembly, he said it was desirable

that its work should begin as early as possible. He assured the Muslim

League that the procedure laid down in the Statement of 16 May
regarding the framing of provincial and group constitutions would

be faithfully adhered to ; that there could be no question of any

change in the fundamental principles proposed for the Constituent

Assembly in paragraph 1 5 ofthe Statemenf, orofa decisionon the main

communal issue, without a majority of both major communities;
and that the Congress was ready to agree that any dispute on inter-

pretation might be referred to the Federal Court. He sincerely

hoped that the Muslim League would reconsider its decision not

to take part in a plan which promised to give them so wide a field

in which to protect the interests of, and to decide the future of, the

Muslims of India.

In conclusion, the Viceroy stressed that never were tolerance and

soberness in thought and action more necessary ; never were the

wild speaking and rash deeds of a few fraught with greater danger
for so many millions. He therefore appealed to all Indians in any

authority and with any influence, to show by their good sense and

restraint that they were worthy oftheir country and that their country
was worthy of the freedom it was to receive,
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But this failed to convince Jinnah, who said that the

Viceroy struck a blow to the Muslim League and Muslim

He Ms demand for the division of India. With

to the Constituent Assembly he said :

Then he Viceroy) proceeds to say that there can be no question
In the fundamental principles proposed for the Constituent

in 15 of the Statement of May 16 and he echoes that

the are ready to agree that any dispute on interpretation may
be to the Federal Court. But how can we expect an agreement
on the and fundamentals of the Statement of May 16 when one

party one interpretation contrary to the authoritative statement

of the Mission dated May 25, and the other party puts a different inter-

pretation which is more in accord with the Statement of May 25.

But he complacently goes on to say that any dispute on interpretation
be referred to the Federal Court. To begin with, there is no provision

for such a dispute being referred to the Federal Court, and secondly, on
the very threshold the parties fundamentally differ in their interpretation

the basic terms. Are we going to commence the proceedings
of the Constituent Assembly with litigation and law suits in the Federal

Court ? Is this the spirit in which the future constitution can be framed
400 railEon people of this sub-continent?

"If/ he concluded,
e
the Viceroy's appeal is really sincere and if he

is ia .earnest, he should translate it into concrete proposals by his

and actions.*
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THE INTERIM GOVERNMENT
II

SOON
after making the announcement on the formation of an

Interim Government the Viceroy flew to Calcutta to acquaint
himself at first hand with the tragic happenings there. What

he saw and learnt convinced him that if some sort of agreement
between the two major communities was not brought about soon,

the Calcutta happenings would be repeated with varying degrees of

recklessness all over India,

Lord WaveH was particularly struck by a point of view put
forward by Khwaja f^azimtiddin, who was Mmsclf a prominent
Muslim League leader. The latter suggested that if the Congress
would make an unequivocal statement that provinces could not

opt out of groups except as laid down in the Statement of 16 May}

or if the Viceroy or His Majesty's Government would state plainly

that they would not permit the Congress to put any other interpreta-

tion on grouping than that meant by the Mission* the League would

reconsider coming into the Constituent Assembly. With regard to

the interim Government, it was just possible (the six Congress names

having already been announced) that if the League were allowed to

fill the Muslim quota of five seats, Jinnah might come in and this

would get over the 'Nationalist Muslim* difficulty.

These factors were responsible for the definite change that became

so evident in the Viceroy's attitude and policy after his return from

Calcutta. He felt that he must see Gandhiji and Nehru immediately.

He met them on 27 August, and after giving a description of con-

ditions in Calcutta^ lie stressed that the only way to avoid similar

trouble all over India was to set up coalition Governments both in

Bengal aikl at the Goitre* WMle recognizing the difficulty of
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with the Muslim League^ he felt sure that

this was the country expected. The crux of the matter lay in

the interpretation of grouping In the Constituent Assembly.

He that the only chance of a peaceful transfer of power in

India was the Congress should make a categorical statement

that It the position that the provinces must remain in their

as intended by the Mission* until after the first elections

the new Constitution. He made it clear that he would not

the responsibility of summoning the Constituent Assembly

until this point was settled* He handed over to Gandhiji and Nehru

the draft of a formula which he thought might satisfy the Muslim

League. It ran thus:

The are prepared in the interests of communal harmony to

accept the intention of the Statement of May 16th that provinces cannot

exercise any option affecting their membership of the sections or of the

if formed, until the decision contemplated in paragraph 19 (viii) of

the Statement of May b taken by the new Legislature after the new

have come into operation and the first general

been held.

GandMj! said that he thought this was a matter for the interim

Government, but the Viceroy contended that it was a matter for the

had challenged the interpretation of the Mission,

went into legalistic arguments about the interpretation of

the statement, but the Viceroy asserted that he was a plain

not a lawyer; he knew perfectly well what the Mission meant,

compulsory grouping was the whole crux of the plan.

The which went on for some time and now and then

rather heated, proved iB0ndii$ive. In the end,, GandMji

agreed to take away the formula.

Immediately after the interview GandMji wrote a letter to the Vice-

roy in which he said that he took it that it was their purpose to devise

to prevent a repetition of the recent terrible events in

Calcutta, and that the question was how best to doit. The Viceroy's

language at their Interview, said Gandhiji,, had been minatory. He
had threatened not to convene the ConstituentAssemblyifthe formula

suggested byMm was not acted upon by the Congress; if such was

really the case^ then he should not have made the announcement in-

viting Nehru to form an interim Government. But having made it, he

should recall the action and form another ministry enjoying his full

confidence. IfBritish arms were to be kept in India for the preservation
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of internal peace and order,, the Interim Government would be

reduced to a farce. The Congress could not afford to Impose its will

on warring elements In India through the use of British arms. Nor
could it be expected to adopt what it considered a wrong course

because ofthe brutal exhibition recently witnessed in Bengal. Such

submission would itself lead to an encouragement and repetition of

such tragedies. The vindictive spirit on either side would go deeper,
while waiting for an opportunity to exhibit Itself more fiercely when
occasion occurred. And all would chiefly bedue to the continued

presence in India of a foreign power strong in and proud of its arms.

Gandhiji affirmed that he said this neither as a Hindu nor as a Mus-
lim. He wrote only as an Indian. So far as he was aware, the Congress
claimed to know both the Hindu and Muslim mind more than the

Viceroy or any Britisher. Unless, therefore, the Viceroy could wholly
trust the Congress Government which he had announced, he should

reconsider his decision.

The Viceroy felt on the other hand that ifCongress intentions were

as GandMji's letter suggested, the result of its being in power could

only be a state of virtual civil war in many parts of India. Rewrote
to Nehru asking him to place his formula before the Congress Working
Committee, In doing so^ he realized that if theW ridbg Committee

rejected Ms proposal, the Congress might refuse to come Into the in-

terim Government. In that case he would carry on with the caretaker

Government, ajad perhaps His Majesty's Government would con-

sider inviting Nehru, Jinnah and himself to London for consultation.

Nehru replied to the Viceroy on 28 August, stating that he had

placed the formula before the Working Committee., who were con-

siderably surprised at the sudden change in the Viceroy's approach
to the question. The Congress position with regard to the Consti-

tuent Assembly and grouping had been made clear in the Working
Committee's resolution of 10 August. This resolution, so far as

Nehru knew, had not been misunderstood by anyone, not even by
the Viceroy in Ms broadcast of24 August. In their public statements

and in their private talks with the Viceroy* he and the Congress
leaders had made it clear that any dispute as to the interpretation

of the clauses relating to grouping might be referred to- the Federal

Court and that they would abide by its decision. What the Viceroy
now suggested was at variance with what the Congress leaders had

themselves said, as well as with his own broadcast. It meant that

there would be no reference of this particular matter to the Federal
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the Congress should accept the interpretation put
it by the Cabinet Mission and the Viceroy, as distinguished from

the interpretation which might be put upon it by the Fede-

ral Court. This approach was new. The Congress was extremely
to db in Its power topromote communal harmony,

but the way by the Viceroy seemed to it to lead to a con-

trary To change the declared policy of the Congress,, which

acknowledged to be fair* because of intimidation,, was
not the way of peace, but an encouragement of further intimi-

dation and violence. The Congress was therefore unable to accept
the Viceroy's proposal.

Nehru proceeded to say that the Viceroy's reference to the non-

of the Constituent Assembly unless the course suggested

by was adopted by the Congress had produced a feeling of

in the WorMng Committee. If this was the Viceroy's
view he was going to act upon it, then the whole structure

up during recent months would fall to the ground. The Con-

clearly of the view that it was now both a legal and a moral

to go on with the Constituent Assembly. The Assembly
been elected and though it had not met* it already

and must start functioning at an early date. It could not be

up because some people did not choose to join it and distur-

place in the country. The Congress agreed that it was
for aD concerned to join the Assembly and that it should

every effort to win the co-operation of others,, but if some

pple rdiised to join, then the Constituent Assembly must proceed
them.

The Viceroy however adhered to his view. He told Nehru that the

not a bat a practical one. Evea if the Congress
in regard to were to be referred to the

Federal Gourt and be accepted by it, the Congresswould gaia nothing.
Tie League would inevitably refiise to take part* and the

process of constitution-inaMng would be held up while communal
in the country would get progressively worse. The Viceroy

was sure that it would be unwise to call the Constituent Assembly till

there was a firmly agreed view on the question of grouping.
Nehru admitted the practical aspects of the problem,, but stressed

in Ms reply that those aspects included other considerations; that

any change made at the present stage would raise great resentment

among the minorities, particularly the Sikhs; it would also produce
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a feeling of uncertainty and lack of finality. He reminded the

Viceroy that the matter had been considered in all its aspects by the

All-India Congress Committee, which had issued Its directions to

the Working Committee in the resolution it had passed,, and that as

a subordinate body the Working Committee, could not go against
the spirit and letter of the resolution. If the point at Issue were

referred to the Federal Court, he did not know* what the decision

would be. For its part the Congress had agreed to abide by it even

if the decision went against it. It was premature to say what the

Muslim League would do then. That would depend, not only on
the decision itself, but on many other factors. With regard to the

Constituent Assembly, he felt sure that an indefinite postponement
of it would not only be wrong in principle, but would have harmful

practical results, even from the point of view of gaining the o>
operation of the Muslim League.
His Majesty's Government fully appreciated how grave was th$

danger of widespread and violent communal trouble unless the

Congress came to terms with the League, and agreed with the

Viceroy that a determined effort should be made to get them to dp
so. At the same time, His Majesty's Government felt that the Viceroy
should not take any steps which were likely to result in a breach witlj

the Congress. Though the public statements ofsome of the Congress
leaders had been equivocal, the Congress could always take the

stand that from the outset it had never altered its position on the

question of grouping. It was necessary to play for time in ordej:

that the effect of responsibility might make its impression on tk$

members ofthe new Government. Meanwhile, His Majesty's Govern:
ment was anxious that the interim Government, the formation of

which had already been publicly announced, should take office at

once. If the Congress could be persuaded to agree to a postpone-
ment of the summoning of the Constituent Assembly until October,

that would provide a period of time for further discussion. The

Viceroy might be able to find a imdm mmmdi in India, but if not,

His Majesty's Government was willing to consider the proposal that

Nehru, Jinnah. and the Viceroy should be invited to England for

discussions.

The interim Government was sworn in on 2 September. On th$

eve of the Government's assumption of office one of its members,
Sir Shafaat Ahmad Khan, was the victim of a murderous .assault

and there wer$ communal clashes in Bombay an4

29
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Gandhlji expressed the general feeling ofapprehension In the country

when he said, *Wc are not yet in the midst of civil war but we are

nearing It/

On 7 September Nehru broadcast from All-India Radio- He
said that the interim, Government was part of a larger scheme, which

Included the Constituent Assembly, The Assembly would soon be

meeting to give shape to the constitution of a free and Independent
India. There had been much heated argument about sections

and groupings In the Constituent Assembly> but the Congress was

perfectly prepared to accept. Indeed had accepted, the position of

airing In sections which would consider the question of formation

ofgroups. On behalfofhis colleagues and himselfhe wished to make

it clear that they did not look upon the Constituent Assembly as

an arena for conflict^ or for the forcible imposition of one point of

view over another. That would not be the way to build up a contented

and united India. What they sought were agreed and integrated

solutions with the largest measure ofgoodwill. They would go to the

Constituent Assembly with the fixed determination to have a common
boas of agreement on all controversial issues. He Invited those who
differed fromMm and his colleagues to enter the Constituent Assem-

bly as and partners with them, with no binding commitments.

It might well be that when they had met and faced common tasks

their present difficulties would fade away,

JinBah gave an Interview to a representative of the London Daily

0n 8 September. Referring to Nehru's broadcast 'which Is

applauded by the Congress newspapers as an assurance to the Muslim
<m the vexed provincial grouping% he said that those were

very vague words. *He has made no definite proposals to me; you
caaa0t butter parsnips with words; I have been stabbed and Mud

not the bleeding.' He said he would never go to

Loncka to plead MM atse^ but If the British Government were to

invite to London to start a new series of conferences on an equal
with other negotiators he would accept.

In Beaga , the position of Suhrawardy, the Premier, was anything
bat comfortable. Public resentment against Ms ministry was very

strong. Suhrawardy felt that only a coalition Government In Bengal
could restore pubHc confidence; but Jinnah, to whom he put the

proposal^ definitely ruled It out.

At this stage there arose between the Viceroy and the Secretary
of State a conflict of view? as to the method of dealing with the
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deadlock. Theirs was a common purpose,, but they differed In their

approach to the problem. While the Secretary of Stale was inclined

to give the new Congress Government some time so that the responsi-
bilities of office might guide it to adjust its attitude towards the de-

mands of the Muslim League., the Viceroy was for taking immediate

steps to clinch the Issue, In the Viceroy's view it was essential that

the Statement of 16 May should be adhered to; he would rather lose

the co-operation of the Congress at the Centre and in the provinces
than go ahead with constitution-making on a one-party basis,, which
the Cabinet Mission had never intended.

This rigid attitude ofthe Viceroy was based on one important con-

sideration. While in Simla, the Cabinet Mission had given an assu-

rance to the Muslim League an assurance that had not however
been made known to the Congress at the time that decisions in the

sections would be by a majority vote of the representatives of the

provinces within the section; also that the constitutions for the pro-
vinces would definitely be framed by the sections. The Viceroy felt

that His Majesty's Government was In honour bound to respect this

assurance. But there were great practical difficulties in the way of

implementing an assurance which had been given at the time without

full consideration. If, as a result, the League came in and the Congress

withdrew,, the position would certainly not be bettered.

The Viceroy had discussions with Nehru, as well as with Raja-

gopalachari, but no satisfactory results emerged. At about this time

Suhrawardy said in Delhi that ifJinnah felt that there was a spirit of

co-operation on the Congress side, he would take less than his present

demands. The Viceroy felt that now was the time to send forJinnah
in order to reach a settlement. The Secretary of State agreed to the

course. Nehru, when consulted, said that he could not object to the

Viceroy sending forJinnah.
The Viceroy saw Jinnah on 16 September. He began by saying

that he was very sorry that events had taken the turn they had since

their last meeting. There had been much misunderstanding, and

some hard things had been said, but it was necessary now to look for-

ward and not back. Agreement about the Constituent Assembly and

a representative coalition Government was essential to the progress

of India and to avoid disaster. He said that he had invited Jinnah
to come to Mm in order to ascertain his difficulties and to see

whether an agreement could not be reached. It was clear that the

Congress was prepared to implement the basic principle of the
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Statement of 16 May, I.e. the meeting of provinces In sections^ and

this should surely get over one of his chief difficulties.

Jinnah replied that past happenings would have no effect on his

present decision. The soul of the scheme of 16 May had been muti-

lated. The only good thing in it was the provision for sections and

grouping; and the only guarantee for the successful working of the

scheme was that it should be implemented with honour and goodwill.

That the League had always Intended to do, but the Congress obvi-

ously had not, and therefore It became impossible for the League to

continue its acceptance.
He thought that the Viceroy had committed a great mistake In

forming the present one-party Government,, and dilated on the inten-

sityof Muslim feelingamong all classes and In every part ofIndia. The

Viceroy said that he appreciated the point* but surely it would be

better for the League to enter the Constituent Assembly and see how
it worked* Jinnah said that there were many points to be decided

before he entered the Constituent Assembly, but he did not specify

them. The Viceroy pointed out that the real guarantee was that no

majority could ride roughshod over an influential minority; If they
tried to do so, it simply would not work. The Hindus would be in a

majority In the Union Assembly, but It would be quite useless for

them to force through provisions which would be unacceptable to

the Muslims, because the latter would certainly refuse to accept
them and would walk out. Similarly, In groups B and G, the Muslims
would be the majority, but they would have to satisfy the minori-

ties or they would not get a workable constitution. While agree-

ing with this* Jlanah said that in sections B and C, the Muslims
have a bare majority, whereas in the Union Assembly and in

A the Hindu majority would be overwhelimng. The Viceroy

itplled that the principle of the majority satisfying the minority
still held good.

what the Viceroyproposed with regard to the interim

to which tike latter repled that the proportion would
Jbe the same as had alreadybeen accepted by hlm^ viz, 6: 5; 3. While
he was itifl striving to get the Congress to give up its claim to the in-

clusion ofa Nationalist Muslim in the Cabinet, he did not encourage
Jknah to expect any concession From the Congress. In fact,, the

Viceroy told Mm that If the negotiations broke down on that issue

alone, Jinnah would be in 4 very weak
position in world

generally.
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Jinnah said that there was no hope of his supporters agreeing to a

solution on the lino suggested* The Viceroy said that It would be

most unfortunate if they did not agree, as the consequences would be

most serious. He suggested that Jinnah should think the matter over

and come and see him again.

Jinnah's next interview with the Viceroy was on 25 September*
The main topic discussed was the interim Government. Jinnah pres-
sed for acceptance of a convention that major communal issues in the

interim Government would only be decided by a vote of both commu-
nities. He explained the fears ofthe Muslim League ofbeing outvoted,
since some of the minority representatives might vote with the Con-

gress. The Viceroy explained that if a matter involving a major com-
munal issue came before the Cabinet, the party leader concerned would
see it from the papers circulated. It would then be open to him to

approach the leader of the opposite party. Ifthe two party leaders

failed to agree, the issue would be brought before the Viceroy, whose

duty it would be to reconcile their differences and prevent the issue

being brought before the Cabinet. The convention that Jinnah had
in mind would not be really effective, and would throw on the Vice-

roy the onus of deciding what was a major communal issue, which,

would be just as responsible a task as the exercise of his veto. In the

ultimate analysis, if the decision given was not acceptable to either

party, they could resign from the Government. Jinnah agreed that a

convention would not be wholly effective; but said that he wanted
it in order to satisfy Ms supporters.

Jinnah did not seem to take much interest in the matter of port-

folios, but he showed some anxiety in regard to the position of the

Vice-President. He suggested that the vice-presidentship ofthe Cabi-

net should be held in rotation. The Viceroy told him that this would
be rather a clumsy arrangement, and that it would be better to agree
on a distribution between the parties of other important offices,

such as the Vice-Chairmanship of the Ckx>rdination Committee of

the Cabinet

Jinnah observed that while the question ofthe interim Government

could be settledby hisWorkingCommittee, the questionofthe Muslim

League coming into the Constituent Assembly would have to go
to the whole Council, since it was the Council that had decided to

resile from their original agreement. He said that it would be

necessary to create a favourable atmosphere and that he could not

be rushed on this issue. There were two essential matters on which
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a decision would have to be reached before he could agree to recom-

mend to his Council that they should come into the Constituent

Assembly, The was that the procedure for meeting In sections

be quite clear
;
the second was that there must be some

on how certain matters were to be settled, e.g. when the

group and provincial constitutions impinged on the Union subjects,

or vice-versa. Again., who was to decide on the interpretation of the

Statement of 16 May, particularly with regard to paragraph 15? He
to agree that matters should be referred to the Federal

Court. He added that there would have to be a good deal of discus-

on the procedure of the Constituent Assembly before it met. If

three hundred or so members met without a measure ofagreement be-

the parties,, no reasonable results would be achieved.

The Viceroy promised to see Nehru as early as possible and to

him the points that had been raised. He asked Jinnah
whetherhe would agree to meeting Nehru. It would be much better if

the participation of the Muslim League in the Government appeared
to from agreement between the two leaders, Jinnah expressed
Ms to meet Nehru if he could be certain of a favourable

agreementon the points he had raised^but he did not wishitto appear
that he had gone to the Congress to ask for favours.

The next day the Viceroy discussed the issues with Nehru. He told

Mm lie was confident that a settlement could be secured on the parti-

cipation of the Muslim League, both in the Interim Government and
in the Constituent Assembly^ ifthe matter were handled with wisdom
and statesmanship. He gave an account of his interview with Jinnah

that he thought he couldpersuade Jinnah to approach Nehru
for direct negotiations.,provided the latter could givehim an assurance

the Cbagrem would be prepared to be generous; in particular,
ifthe principle ofcomplete freedom ofnomination by the parties

accepted, the Gongn&s would not insist on nominating a Nationa-
ls! Mudim* The Viceroy emphasized that a coalition Government
was the need of the country. It was not his idea to create a 'King's

Party
7
in the Cabinet. He desired it to work as a team and hoped to

interfere as little as possible.

Nehru said in reply that at the recent All-India Congress Committee

meeting a resolution had been proposed that the Congress should on
no account give way on the issue of a Nationalist Muslim. The reso-

lution had been withdrawn on the assurance that the Congress would
not give way on this issue. The Viceroy maintained that the principle
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need not be sacrificed, but it would be wrong to throw away aa

opportunity of a coalition on a comparatively minor issue.

The Viceroy also had an interview with GandMji. He outlined the

result of his discussions withJinnah and followed the general line of

argument he had taken with Nehru. Gandhiji entirely agreed that the

Muslim League should come in, but that the issue of a Nationalist

Muslim was a difficult one. Ifit were merely a question ofa Congress

'right*, they could make concessions on it; but if itwas a "duty \ the

matter was on a different footing. He suggested that the proper way
of settling the matter would be by a meeting between Jinnah and

Nehru.

Gandhiji wished to know what His Majesty's Government would

do if the worst happened and the Muslim League did not come in.

His personal view was that, in that event, it would be no use for the

Constituent Assembly to meet, and it would be quite honourable for

His Majesty's Government to say that its scheme could not be main*

tamed. The Viceroy agreed that it was a possible line ofargument, but

asked for Gandhiji's solution of the problem if the worst did happen,

GandMji replied that though the Constituent Assembly should be

dropped, the interim Government should go on, the vacant Muslim

seats being filled by other prominent non-League Muslims. The

Viceroy was not prepared to accept Gandhiji's solution; he was not

going to alow the present negotiations to fail, but if that should

happen, His Majesty's Government would be obliged to reconsider

the whole position.

The Viceroy continued Ms efforts to bring about a settlement with

Nehru and Jiimah. He informed Jinnah on 2 October that he had

failed to secure any concession from the Congress over the Nationa-

list Muslim issue. He emphasized at the same time that it was in the

obvious interest of the Muslim League to come Into the Government

at once and unconditionally. On the distribution of portfolios and

other issues the Viceroy would see that the League got fair treat-

ment. Jianah did not enter into any argument on the Nationalist

Muslim issue, but said that ifhe was to have any chance ofsatisfying

his Working Committee he must show them some success on other

points, e.g. a safeguard on major communal issues, the vice-president-

ship, and the question of minorities. Finally., he agreed to summon

his Working Committee as soon as possible and undertook to send

the Viceroy a note setting out the points on which he required

elucidation.
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The arc the nine points on which Jlnnah sought eluci-

dation:

(!) The number of the members of the Executive Council to be

fourteen.

(2) Six of the Congress will Include one Scheduled Caste rep-

teKntative, but it must not be taken that the Muslim League has agreed

to, or approves of, the selection of the Scheduled Caste representative, the

responsibility in that behalf being with the Governor-General

Viceroy.

(3) The Congress should not include in the remaining five members of

their quota a Muslim of their choice.

(4) Safeguard: there should be a convention that on major communal
if the majority ofHindu orMuslim members ofthe Executive Council

arc opposed, then no decision should be taken.

(5) Alternative or rotational Vice-Presidents should be appointed in

to both the major communities as it was adopted in the U.N.O.

(6) The Muslim League was not consulted in the selection of the three

represeatativeSj Li. Sikh, Indian Christian and Parsi, and it should

not be that the Muslim League approved of the selection that had
taade. But in future, in the event of there being a vacancy owing

to death, resignation or otherwise^ representatives ofthese minorities should

be in consultation with the two major parties -the Muslim League
mud the Congress.

(7) Portfolios: the most important portfolios should be equally distri-

buted between the twomajor parties 'theMuslimLeagueand the Congress.

(8) The above arrangement should not be changed or modified unless

fcoth the major parties the MuslimLeague and the Congress -agree.

(9) Tfeeqiiaticwofthesetdementofthelong-termplanshouldstandover
a betterand more conducive atmosphere is created and an agreement

reached OE the points statedabove and after the interim Govern-
ment has bo idfermed and fiaaly set up.

1

After consultation with Nehra on 4 October, the Viceroy replied
as follows:

{1} This is agreed.

(2) I note what you say and accept that the responsibility is mine.

(3) I am unable to agree to this. Each party must be equally free to

nominate its own representatives.

(4) In a coalition Government it is impossible to decide major matters
ef policy when one of the jnain parties to the coalition is strongly against
a 0*nue of action proposed. My present colleagues and I are agreed that

It would be fatal to allow major communal issues to be decided by vote in
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the Cabinet , Flic efficiency and prestige of the Interim Government will

depend on ensuring that differences are resolved In advance of Cabinet

meetings by friendly discussions. A coalition Government either works

by a process of mutual adjustment or not work at all.

(5) The arrangement of alternative or rotational Vice-Presidents would

present practical difficulty, and I do not consider it feasible. I will however

arrange to nominate a Muslim League member to preside over the Cabinet

in the event of the Governor-General and theVice-President being absent.

I will also nominate a Muslim League member as Vice-Chairman of the

Co-ordination Committee of the Cabinet, which is a most important post
I am Chairman of this ComiBittees and in the past have presided almost

invariably, but I shall probably do so only on special occasions in future.

(6) I accept that both major parties would be consulted before filling

a vacancy in any of these three seats.

(7) In the present conditions all the portfolios in the Cabinet are of

great importance and it is a matter of opinion which are the most import-
ant. The minority representatives cannot be excluded from a share of the

major portfolios and it would also be suitable to continue Jagjivan Ram
in the Labour portfolio. But subject to this, there can be equal distribution

of the most important portfolios between the Congress and the Muslim

League. Details would be a matter for negotiation.

(8) I agree.

(9) Since the bask for participation in the Cabinet is, of course, accep-
tance of the Statement of 16 May, I assume that the League Council wiU
meet at a very early date to reconsider its Bombay resolution.

When informed that discussions were takingplace between the Con-

gress and League leaders* the Nawab ofBhopal (at the instance, it is

said^ of Gandhiji) took a hand In attempting to bring about a rap-

prochement between the two parties. A meeting was in fact arranged
between Jinnah and Gandhiji, as a result of wHch a formula was
evolved. The agreed fonmila^ according to Jinnah, was as follows :

The Congress does not challenge and accepts that the Muslim League
now is the authoritative representative organisation of an overwhelming
majority ofthe Muslims of India, As such and in accordance with demo-
cratic principles they alone have today an unquestionable right to represent
the MesEms of India. But the Congress cannot agree that any restriction

or Imitation should be put upon the Congress to choose such representa-
tives as they think proper from amongst the members of the Congress as

their representatives.

When this formula was communicated to Nehni^ he expressed some
dissatisfaction with Its wording. The Congress, he said,, was willing

to accept the Muslim League
c

as the authoritative representative
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organization of an overwhelming majority of the Muslims of India*

and that
c
as such they have today an unquestionable right to repre-

sent the of India*, that, for identical reasons the

League the Congress as the authoritative organization

all non-Muslims and such Muslims as have thrown in

lot the

that the Congress could not agree to any restrictions

or to be put upon it in choosing such representatives as

it proper from amongst the members of the Congress. No

formula, he concluded* was therefore necessary; each organization

on its own merits.

On Jinaah's insistence that the formula agreed between him and

GandMji be accepted by the Congress, Nehru pointed out

that was an important omission; that in the formula drafted by

Gandhiji was also the following paragraph:

It is that all the ministers of the interim Government will

work as a for the of the whole ofIndia and will never invoke the

intervention of the Governor-General in any case.

Jiunah maintained that this addition was not part of the formula.

Nothing came out of this episode.

Further discussion concerned Jinnah's
e
nine points', on which the

Viceroy had already sent his reply. Nehru refused to accept the

League's claim that it must be consulted on future appointments

{
to the interim Government) of representatives of minorities. The

Congress, he said, could not allow its position vis-i-vis the Scheduled

or other minorities to be challenged by the League, Nor could

tic Congress agree to the demand that the office of Vice-President

be in turn by members ofboth parties. Instead, an offer

dbat the vicMhainnanship of the Cabinet Co-ordination

wcrald be givea to a member of the Muslim League; or,

in the alternative, a League member of the Cabinet would be the

of die House in the central Assembly. With regard to the pro-

cedure for settling such differences of opinion as might arise over a

major communal issue, the Congress view was that matters coming

before the Cabinet should not be referred to a Court; that agreement

should always be reached, and that ifthis were not possible the matter

should be referred to arbitration. The net result ofthe discussions was

to accentuate the bitterness between the two parties and to cause

further confiiaon in the public mind.

On 4 October Nehru wrote to the Viceroy stating that the Cabinet
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must necessarily function together. If any procedure were adopted

which would encourage separate group to function separately. It

would seriously militate against the whole conception of Cabinet

Government which he and Ms colleagues were seeking to evolve and

which they had in a large measure already succeeded in evolving

during the past month. The Viceroy assured Nehru that he himself

was most anxious that the Cabinet should work as a team and hoped

they would be able to achieve this.

When the Viceroy saw Jinnah^ the latter sprang a surprise by ask-

ing whether, since the Congress had the right to nominate a Muslim

in its quota;, he could nominate a representative ofScheduled Castes

or other minority in his quota. The Viceroy admitted that he could

do so, but pointed out that such a nomination would not help

towards a harmonious working of the Cabinet. He confirmed this

in writing on 12 October.

On 13 October Jinnah wrote to the Viceroy as follows:

Hie Working Committee of the AU-Indla Muslim League have con-

sidered the whole matter fully and I am now authorised to state that they

do not approve ofthe bask and scheme of setting-up the interim Govern-

ment, which has been decided by you, presumably with the authority

of His Majesty's Government,

Therefore, the Committ^ do not, and cannot agree with your decision

already taken, nor with the arrangements you have already made.

We consider and inaintain that the imposition ofthis decision is contrary

to the Declaration ofAugust 8 1940, but since, according to your decision

we have a right to nominate ivemembensof the Executive Council on be-

halfofthe Muslim League, my Cbminittee have, for various reasons, come

to the conclusion that in the interests ofMusulmans and other communities

it will be fatal to leave the entire field ofadministration of the centra! Go-

vernment in the hands ofthe Congress. Besides, yon may be forced to have

in your interim Government Muslims who do not command the respect

and confidence of Muslim India, which would lead to very serious conse-

quences; and, lastly, for other very weighty grounds and reasons which

are obvious and need not be mentioned, we have decided to nominate five

on behalfof the Muslim League in terms ofyour broadcast dated August

24, 1946, and your two letters to me dated 4 October 1946 and 12 Octo-

ber 1946, respectively, embodying clarifications and assurances.

Jinnah's letter was followed by an interview with the Viceroy at

which liaqat AK JOian was present The question was again raised

of the nomination of a non-Muslim Scheduled Caste member in the

Muslim League quota. Jinnah said that he appreciated the Viceroy's
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anxiety that the two parties should work together as a team in as

much harmony as possible* but that he and his colleagues had their

own Interests to consider. The Viceroy agreed that they were of

coune the final judges of their party Interests, but it appeared to him
that their interests, as well as those ofIndia as a whole, would be best

in the long run by not making this challenge to the Congress.
The Viceroy then spoke toJinnah on the long-term issue and stres-

sed that the presence of the Muslim League In the interim Govern-

ment would be conditional on their reconsideration of their Bombay
resolution and acceptance of the Statement of 16 May. Jinnah said

that he realized this, but that It would be necessary to secure certain

guarantees from the Congress and that the Council of the Muslim

League must be called together to withdraw their Bombay resolution.

The Viceroy said that this should be done as soon as possible.

The next day the Viceroy informal Nehru ofwhat had transpired
between Mm and the Muslim League leaders. He showed him

Jinnah's letter of acceptance. He also told him that It was the inten-

tion of the MusEm League to include a non-Muslim. Nehru asked

about the long-term Issue; was it to be assumed thatJinnah had accep-
ted this? The Viceroy said that he had explained to Jinnah that his

entry into the Interim Government must be considered as conditional

0a his acceptance of the long-term plan and that Jinnah had replied
that he was prepared to call a meeting of his Council to reverse its

Bombay decision as soon as he was satisfied that the Statement of

16 May would be observed.

On 14 OctoberJinnah sent the names of five nominees on behalf

of the Muslim League, They were: Liaqat AH Khan, LI. Chundri-

gar, Abdtir Rab Nishtar, Gfaazanfar AM Khan and Jogendra Nath

MaiMiallcloiigaitothe Scheduled Castes and was a minis*

tcr la the Muslim League ministry of Bengal,
la oider to make places for these five nominees (there were already

two vacancies}* the Congress decided that Sarat Chandra Bose, Sir

Shafaat Ahmad Khan and Syed All Zaheer should retire from the

interim Government.

On 15 October a press communiqm was issued that the Muslim

Leaguehaddecided to join the interim Government; that in order to

make itpossible to re-form the Cabinet three members had resigned;
and that His Majesty the King had been pleased to appoint the

five nominees of the Muslim League to be members of the interim

Government The distribution of portfolios would be settled later.



Nehru said in a letter to the Viceroy on the same day that he did

not wish to raise any objections to the names proposed by the Muslim

League,, but that he owed it to the Viceroy to tell Mm how deeply he

regretted the choice which the Muslim League had made. The choice

itself indicated a desire to have conflict rather than to work in co-

operation. This was especially evident in the choice of a member of

the Scheduled Castes.

The Muslim League's decision to enter the interim Government
was received with relief, although it was regretted that no agreement
had been reached between the two parties and that the League had

accepted from the Viceroy precisely what it had refused from the

Congress. Gandhiji, while praying for the best, declared that the

League's entry into the Cabinet had not been straight. He could not

scmt any generosity in the nomination of a Harijan in their quota
of five seats, especially when he knew what was happening in East

Bengal. He was, therefore, forced to wonder whether they had come
into the Cabinet 'also to fight

9
.
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THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY

THE
Muslim League had decided to enter the interim Govern-

ment with butone purpose and thatwas not to allow the Con-

to consolidate its position to the detriment ofthe League's

interests. Indeed^ Jinnah had made this abundantly clear to the

Viceroy. There could therefore be no question of the League and the

Congress representatives working together as one team. Nehru's appre-
in this behalfhad fallen on deafears. Nor had any condition

been imposed on Jinnah to withdraw his campaign of
e

direct action *.

In fact, the Viceroy had been determined to bring the Muslim Lea-

gue into the interim Government, It was his hope, and that of His

Majesty's Government, that once the League came in, the two parties,,

by working together, would arrive at some measure ofunderstanding
in regard to the future. But it was a case ofhoping against hope. For

oac thing, even after its entry into the Government the League con-

tinual its campaign of
*

direct action* which included, besides such

as non-payment of taxes and the defiance oflaw and order,
the economic boycott of Hindus and the organization of Muslim

Gtiazds. This led the Hindus ia Bengal and other provinces
to die activities of the Hindu volunteer bodies.

In about tie second week ofOctober 1946, there was a large-scale
outbreak of lawlessness and hooliganism in the Noakhali and Tip-

perah districts ofEastBengal. Large forces ofarmed police and military
had to be employed to control the situation. The number of deaths

was not great, but the 1cm ofproperty was considerable. Referring to

these disturbances, a prominent politician, who himself hailed from
East Bengal, reported that whereas the lawlessness had been given the

colour of pure goondaism, in fact it was not so; it was an organized
attack engineered by the Muslim League and carried out with the

connivance of the administrative officials. The attacks, he said, were
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made by armed with and other deadly weapons; roads

had been dug up and other means of communication cut off to pre-
vent ingress and egress; canals had been blocked and strategic points
were being guarded by armed Insurgents,

Two of the Muslim League's nominees to the interim Government
were openly Indulging in belligerent speeches. One even went as far

as to declare that the events in East Bengal were but part of the all-

India battle for Pakistan. This impelled Nehru to write to the Vice-

roy insisting that he should obtain an assurance of co-operation and
team-work from the Muslim League before admitting its represen-
tatives into the interim Government, The speeches of these two Mus-
lim League members^ he said^ pointed clearly to a course of action

%vhich was in direct opposition to the co-operative and harmonious

working of the interim Government. He also wanted it clearly confir-

med that the Muslim League had accepted the Statement of 16 May.
The Viceroy had already seen and tackled Jinnah on the issue of

rescinding the League Council's resolution rejecting the Cabinet Mis-

sion plan. The latter said that he could summon the Council at

fifteen days* notice, but that he must first be satisfied as to certain mat-

ters. Asked what these matters were,, he referred to the statements of

Gandhiji and other Congress leaders wMch^ according to hira, indica-

ted that the Congres had not really accepted the Statement of 16

May. On this pointj Nehni^ to whom the Viceroy passed on the gist

of Ms conversation with Jinnah, declared that the Congress had
made its position clear on maey occasions in formal resolutions of the

Working Committee, and that it was not prepared to discuss the

matter any further.

The Viceroy informed Nehru that he had made it clear to Jinnah
that the Muslim League's entry into the interim Government was

conditional on its acceptance of the Cabinet Mission's statement of

16 May and that Jinnah should call his Council at an early date to

ratify the acceptance ;
and that Jinnah had assured him that the

Muslim League was coining into the interim Government and the

Constituent Assembly with the intention of co-operating.
Nehru was not satisfied. He reminded the Viceroy that in the case

of the Sikhs he had called for a definite resolution of their acceptance
of the Statement of 16 May,, and that a previous vague resolution on

the subject passed by the Sikh Panthic Board had not been considered

sufficient. He wanted to know quite clearly what theMuslim League's
view was on the subject,
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The fact was that the Viceroy was unable to make any headway
with Jinnah regarding the acceptance by the League Council of the

Statement of 16 May. In Ms reply to Nehru, the Viceroy merely re-

peated his conviction that
*

the deplorable state oftension which exists

between the two main communities in India can only be relieved by
the two parties working together in co-operation in the central Go-

vernment*
*

Ithas/ he added,,
e

always beenmyobject to achieve this;

and I do devoutly trust that this new interim Government., in spite of

the inauspicious conditions in which it is being formed,, will result in

a feeling of co-operation that will bring peace and progress to India.

The sooner we can start on this great task the better.*

In the matter of the distribution of portfolios, the Viceroy's view

was that one of the three portfolios of External Affairs, Home, or De-

fence should be made available to the Muslim League. Nehru was

strongly opposed to any change, not because these portfolios were

more important than the others, but, as he put it, because of* past and

present happenings and apprehensions for the future,' To hand over

Defence or Home to representatives of the Muslim League would, he

give rise to serious misgivings; the handing over of External

Affairs, especially after certain recent events on the North-West Fron-

tier, would be an equally false step. The Viceroy was particularly
on the transfer ofthe Home portfolio, but the Congress was ada-

mant- Ultimately, it was decided to allot to the Muslim League re-

the ive portfolios of Finance, Commerce, Communica-
Health and Law. They took office on 26 October 1946 and the

Government was reconstituted as follows ;

Jawaharlal Nehru (Vice-President of the Executive Council

External Affairs and Commonwealth Relations) ; Vallabhbhai Patel

(Home, Information and Broadcasting); Baldev Singh (Defence);
Mattiai (Industries and Supplies) ; C. Rajagopalachari (Educa-

tion); G. H. Bhabfaa (Works, Mines and Power); Rajendra Prasad

(Food and Agriculture); Asaf Ali (Railways); Jagjivan Ram
(Labour) ; Liaqat Ali Khan (Finance) ; I, I. Chundrigar (Commerce) ;

AbdurRab Nishtar (Communications) ; Ghazanfar AliKhan (Health) ;

andJogendra Nath Mandal (Law),
Now that theMuslim League had entered the interim Government,

the Viceroy proceeded to urge upon Jinnah the necessity for its rep-
resentatives to join the Constituent Assembly. Jinnah, however,
adopted an evasive attitude. Meanwhile, the League's representa-
tive in the interim Ooverament refused to accept Nehru'? leadership.
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or the convention of collective responsibility. The interim Gavern-

Hientj as Llaqat AH Khan described it,
s

consisted of a Congress bloc

and a Muslim bloc, each functioning under separate leadership/
The East Bengal happenings resulted in reprisals by the Hindus in

places as widely separated as Ghapraj Ahmednagar and Ahmedabad,
The repercussions in Bihar towards the end of October and early
November were particularly dreadful. The wave which swept the

central parts of Bihar* however* quickly subsided. The provincial
Government's efforts to control the situation were materially assisted

by the Viceroy's visits to Bihar; by Gandhiji's resolve to fast to death

if the disturbances did not stop within twenty-four hours; by Nehru's

aerial tour and stem warnings to the rioters; and by the personal
influence exerted in the province by Rajendra PrasacL

On 17 November, shortly after the Bihar disturbances^ Jinnah
wrote to the Viceroy arguing, in answer to the demand that he should

summon his Council, that the Congress had not from the very begin-

ning accepted the Statement of 16 May. He referredin this connexion

to a letter which Nehru had written two months back to the Congress

premier of Assam. The Congress position,, Nehra had declared, was

clear that provincial autonomy must be maintained and a province
must decide both as to grouping and its own constitution.

Jinnah also referred to one of Gandhiji's pronouncements* made on

23 October, in which he had said:

The Constituent Assembly is based an the State paper. That paper
has put in cold storage the idea of Pakistan. It has recommended the

device of *

grouping* which the Congress interprets in one way, the League
in another and the Cabinet MJSSIOB IB a third way. No law-giver can

give an authoritative interpretation of his own law. IF, then, there is a

dispute as to its interpretation, a duly constituted court of law must

decide it.

In these circumstances^ said Jinriah, it would be futile for Mm to

summon, Ms Council. He went on to refer to the
*

ruthless massacres

of Muslims* in various parts of Bihar, and concluded by uigmg the

Viceroy to announce Immediately the postponement of the Constitu-

ent Assembly sou Ju and to concentrate every ounce of energy on

restoring peace and order.

The position was that a provisional date^ namely 9 December, had

been fixed for the first meeting of the Constituent Assembly,, and

Nehru and his colleagues were pressing for the issue of invitations.

The question was whether^ in view ofthe feet that the Muslim League
21
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not yet rescinded Its Bombay resolution, these invitations should

be It was clear that the League had no immediate intention

of callng Its Council, and the Viceroy felt that If the Constituent As-

sembly were to meet with only Congress representatives, there would

be grave and widespread disorder In the country. The main obstacle^

he thought^ In the way of Muslim League participation was the fact

that there had never been an unequivocal declaration by His Majes-

ty's Government as to the meaning of that part of the Statement of 16

May which referred to the manner of working the sections. A clear

statement^ If made Immediately, would restore the confidence of the

League and help the Viceroy to persuade it to attend the

of the Constituent Assembly on 9 December.

The Secretary of State suggested that the Viceroy might make it

clear in his letter summoning the Constituent Assembly that it was

His Majesty's Government's intention that sections should be free to

their own procedure for determining matters allocated for decl-

by then*; and that,, In default ofagreement between the represen-

tatives of the major communities, the decisions should be taken by

majority vote. At the same time^ the Secretary of State was doubtful

Ifsuch a statement would bring in the Muslim League. WhatJInnah
probably seeking was not an assurance as to the Cabinet Mission's

intentions* but an assurance that those intentions would be enforced

by His Majesty's Government. The latter assurance His Majesty's
Government could not give^ since it was not possible for it to control

what happened IE the Constituent Assembly.

Meanwhile, the Viceroy had seen Jinnah again. The latter, in re-

verting to the subject ofthe Bihar disturbances* made special mention

of the refugee problem aad raised the question ofan exchange of po-

pnlmtioa
1
* In particular* Jianah stressed that to call the Constituent

would be the greatest possible mistake and would lead to

terrible disaster* particularly in tike Muslim provinces- The Viceroy
said that he did not see how he could postpone the meeting. He sug-

gested that the right policy for the Muslim League was to come into

1 The Muslim League members of the interim Governments in the course of discussions
with the Viceroy, also brought up the subject of rehabilitation in Bihar and handed him a
note containing the following requests:

(a) that the relief organization to be established in Bihar should be under the Governor
and not the Government; (b) that the head of the relief organization should be British
or Muslim, not Hindu ; (c) that it should keep in touch with the Muslim League Committee
la Bihar under Nazimuddin and Feroze Khan Noon; (d) that the troops should not be
withdrawn for a long time to come.
The Viceroy said he would make a note of these points but that, as regards the troops,

it was impossible that they should remain indefinitely in the province.
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the Constituent with the Congress; it

always walk out If it did not get satisfaction. The Muslim League
the guarantee that provinces would In sections. On the

of procedure the Intentions of His Majesty's Government were quite

clear, but it was ofcourse for It to force a method ofproce-
dure on the Constituent Assembly; all It could do to refuse to

recognize a constitution which had aot been arrived at In accordance

with Its essential requirements. Everything ultimately rested on

agreement between the parlies concerned. The could not

make a constitution for the whole of India without the Muslim Lea-

gue; nor could the League force a constitution on Assam,* or any other

province In sections B and C, against the consent of the Congress.
The alternative to agreement was civil war, which was likely to be

disastrous for the Muslims and would break up the Indian Army.
Nor could the British remain on Indefinitely In India until the parties

reached agreement.

Jlnnah retorted by accusing the British Government of putting the

Muslims gradually under Hindu rule. A settlement between the two

communities, he said, was quite impossible. Ifthe British were going,

they had better go at once, or else they should draw up their own

plan for a constitution and make an award. He thought that the

British should give the Muslims their own bit of country, however
small It might be, and they would live there, If necessary on one

meal a day!
That same afternoon, the Viceroy interviewed Nehru, He told him

what Jinnah had said about the Constituent Assembly, but added

that he felt the issue could not be put off indefinitely and that,

If Nehru so recommended, he would issue the Invitations at once.

Nehru advised that the Invitations should be issued. The first session

of the Assembly would, he thought, last for about ten days and would

concern Itself with formal matters of procedure, the appointment of

committees and so on. The Assembly would then break up until

April, the intervening period being employed In discussions by the

sections. The Viceroy said he would Issue the invitations, but hoped
that before 9 December there would be informal discussions, between

the Congress and the League which might result In the League coin-

ing into the Constituent Assembly.

After Ms talks withJinnah and Nehru, the Viceroy felt that a state-

ment by His Majesty's Government, or by Mmself, would not be of

any use, especially as Jinnah apparently wanted an understanding
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the first. The situation was worsening. He warned

the Secretary of State that they were very near what would amount

to civil war between the communities,, and that the

of the Constituent Assembly might possibly precipitate the

outbreak, he did not think that it was possibleJ;o
delay

the Assembly further without changing their whole

policy, and he felt that they must take the risk.

On 20 November the Viceroy issued invitations for the meeting of

the Assembly. Jinnah characterized it as
c one more blun-

der of a very grave and serious character.
' The Viceroy, he said, was

to the seriousness of the situation and the realities facing him

and was playing Into the hands of the Congress and appeasing them

in complete disregard of the Muslim League and other organizations

and elements in the national life of the country. He called upon the

representatives of the Muslim League not to participate in the Consti-

tuent Assembly and emphasized that the Bombay resolution of the

Muslim League Council still stood.

In the light ofJinnah's unequivocal declaration, the Viceroy sent

for Liaqat Ali Khan and told him that he could not agree to the rep-

resentatives of the League remaining in the interim Government un-

less the League accepted the long-term plan. Liaqat AH Khan replied

that the League members were ready to resign whenever the Viceroy

required them 10 do so, but they would not accept the long-term plan

His Majesty's Government declared that the provinces would

In sections; that the representatives in the sections would decide,

by a majority if necessary, whether there would be groups; that the

again by a majority ifnecessary, would frame the provincial

the group constitutions, ifany ; and farther, that His

Gwerraaciit must undertake not to implement the results

this procedure was observed. IfHis M^esty's Government was

unable to give such a guarantee* it was useless for the League even to

come in and negotiate. He added that if His Majesty's Government

was afraid of the Congress and had not the courage or honesty

to maintain the Cabinet Mission plan, then the Muslims had been

thrown to the wolves and must accept the position and do the best

they could by themselves, for it was useless to expect mercy from the

Congress. The Viceroy argued that the Constituent Assembly would

contain a majority ofreasonable men and that the Muslims would be

able tosecuregood termsby negotiation. But in spiteofall the Viceroy's

pleadings and arguments, Liaqat Ali Khan refused to be convinced.
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The Viceroy to fall back with even more on

the proposal that His Majesty's Government give an

thai the would reach decisions by a majority vote. He could

not guarantee the reaction of the Congress and had to admit the

sibility of Congress resignations at the Centre and In the provinces,

followed perhaps by widespread violence. But If His Majesty's

Government decided to adopt the line of surrender to the Congress

point ofview, the result would be something approaching civil war,

which would lead to the eventual break-up of the Indian Army and

chaos throughout India,, since the Muslim League had been driven

to the point of desperation and would use the religious to

stir up trouble.

A point had been reached when the next step might make all the

difference between ordered progress and complete anarchy for the

country. A unilateral assurance by His Majesty's Government in the

terms proposed was not likely to solve the problem. In the first place,

one might well ask why the Muslim League had not insisted upon

such an assurance before deciding to enter the interim Government.

Moreover, to be of any effect, an assurance by His Majesty's Govern-

ment should have the agreement of the Congress. On this issue the

Congress had adopted a middle course; they agreed to enter into sec-

tions^but refused to commit themselves regarding the mefchodofvoting

inside the sections. In the pubisfaedpapersj including the Statement
of

25 May, all that His Majesty's Government had laid down was that

the parties should eoter into sections, and that the sections would

draft provincial comtitatioiis and group constitutions if it were deci-

ded to form groups. The Congress might very well insist that it had

made it clear that it would enter into sections, and that it was notpart

of His Majesty*s Government's plan to impose a further condition

that the procedure to be followed in sections should be by majority

vote.

There was another consideration. The purpose of the Constituent

Assembly^ in the words of the Secretary of State, was
*

to hammer out

agreement from diverse opinions and plans and likewise they can

put forward their views as to how the Constituent Assembly should

conduct its business.* If His Majesty* Government were to make a

pronouncement on one point of procedure, it might be forced also

to make pronouncements on others.

In the ultimate analysis, if a stable constitution was to be evolved,

it would have to carry with it the agreement of the two major parties.
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Nehru was reflecting genuine Congress feeling when he said that It

was not the intention to use its majority to make the Consti-

tuent an arena of conflict. His Majesty's Government's

intervention at would only have the effect of making the

to it for support, rather than to settle their differences

by and adjustment in the Constituent Assembly Itself.

The brieiy was that the communal veto made it possible
for the Muslim League to ensure that the Union Centre was not too

strong. The League could achieve the substance ofPakistan If It could

but Its majority in sections B and C to secure strong group con-

provincial constitutions of its own choice; this It could

do even against provincial opinion. Indeed^ His Majesty's Govern-
ment was back where it had started; the issue was Pakistan versus a

United India, and It was on this issue that the battle still raged.
In any case, the Secretary of State felt that one more effort should

be to bring about a settlement between the two main parties
the best method of achieving this would be to invite two

representatives each of the Congress and the League to London to

discuss with His Majesty's Government how best the meeting of the

Constituent Assembly on 9 December could be made effective and

profitable.

In agreeing that representatives of the Congress and the League
be invited to London^ the Viceroy suggested that a represen-

tative of the Sikhs should also be Invited.

la the meantime j at the annual session of the Congress which met
in Meerut In the third week of November, Congress leaders deman-
ded the League should either accept the Cabinet Mission plan
and tic Constituent Assembly, or quit the interim Govern-

the Subjects Committee of the Congress,, Nehru
tic Viceroy with to carry on the Government in the

in he had started.
* He is gradually removing the wheels

of the car Mid this Is leading to a critical situation.* He declared that,
ever since its entry Into the Interim Government the League had pur-

Its aim to enlist British support. In fact It had been endeavour-

ing to establish Itself as the
fi

King's Party
*
in the Government. The

British Government, meanwhile, had been exploiting the position for its

0wa purposes. Nehru added that there was a mental alliance between
the League and the senior British officials. The atmosphere,, he sald^
had become so strained that the Congress members had twice threa-
tened to resign. "Ourpatlence is fast reaching the limit. If these things
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continue^ a on a large-scale Is inevitable/ Referring to the

Constituent Assembly he said that the were wel-

come tojoin it, but whether they in or stayed out,

the work would go on. Vallabhbhai Patcl declared that
*

the Leaguers
arc trying to wage a war of nerves the Congress. But we are

not going to run away so easily from the interim Government. It is

only when we arc convinced that His Majesty's Government have

gone back on their pledge and betrayed us that we get out*

The Congress adopted a resolution declaring that it for an

independent sovereign Republic of India,, wherein all power and

authority would be derived from the people. It declared that swaraj

could not be real for the It made possible a society In

which democracy extended from the political to the social and econo-

mic spheres^ in which there would be no opportunity for the privileged
classes to exploit the bulk of the people. By another resolution, the

Congress warned the people against the danger of retaliation In com-

munal quarrels.

Liaqat Ali Khan protested that the League bloc had never once

invoked the Viceroy's special powers, nor asked for his or the British

Government's intervention in any matter. Jinnah said that he had

never for one single moment conveyed to the Viceroy anything^ by

way of assurance or otherwise,, except that the long-term settlement

could only be considered and decided by the Council of the Muslim

League. The Interim Government^ he said* was no more than the

Viceroy's Executive Council under theAct of 1919. To call it a
c

cabi-

net* was a complete misconception.
* You cannot turn a donkey into

an elephant by calling it an elephant* The Constitution gave no spe-

cial position of pre-eminence to the Vice-President beyond that of

presiding at meetings of the Council when the Viceroy was absent,

Nehra retorted that whatever might be the League's intention^ its

policy of stressing the legal position and preventing the Government
from functioning as a cabinet must inevitably make it into a kind of
*

King's Party* and increase the power and influence of the Viceroy.

Liaqat AH Khan did not want, he said^ to enlarge the freedom of the

interim Government, but to restrict it, as he was thus completely in

line with the desire ofthe representatives of the British Government.

On 26 November the Viceroy saw Nehru, Liaqat Ali Khan and

Baldev Singh and conveyed to them His Majesty's Government's in-

vitation to London. Liaqat Ali Khan welcomed the suggestion, but

wished to consult Jinnah,, who was in Karachi; Nehru refused the
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invitation, and Baldev Singh saw no point in his going unless both

parties accepted. Later on that same day^ after consultation with his

colleagues^ Nehru wrote to the Viceroy stating that they attached great

importance to the holding of the Constituent Assembly on 9 Decem-

ber and that the invitation to London appeared to reopen the whole

problem which had been settled to a large extent by the Cabinet Mis-

sion's statement and by the formation of the interim Government.

Any impression in the public mind that these decisions were being

reopened would be fatal. He and his colleagues were convinced that

the departure of the Congress representatives for London would be

interpreted to mean that, at the instance of the League^ the Cabinet

Mission's plan was going to be abandoned or substantially varied and

that they were parties to it. It would mean giving in to the League's

intransigence and threats of violence, and this would have disastrous

consequences. In these circumstances they could not accept the invi-

tation to London bet would welcome consultations with the repre-

sentatives of the British Government in India, whenever necessary.

Prime Minister Attlee thereupon sent a personal message to Nehru

requesting him to visit London, since it was not possible for him or his

colleagues to come to India. The object of their talks would be to try

and ensure a successful meeting of the Constituent Assembly on 9 De-

cember. There was no intention ofabandoning either the decision to

summon the Constituent Assembly or the plan put forward by the

Cabinet Delegation. It was the desire to see that this was implemen-
ted in full,and not any desire to abandon or alter it, that had prompt-
ed Mm to ask Nehru and his colleagues to come to London. All three

members of the Cabinet Delegation individually and collectively had
Mm to nige upon Nehra the supreme importance ofthis oppor-

tunity oftheir meeting and discussing the situation before any further

untoward events took place in India.

la deference to the Prime Minister's wishes, Nehra agreed to go to

London, but stressed that he would have to return by 9 December in

time for the meeting of the Constituent Assembly. Vallabhbhai Patel,

who was to have accompanied Nehru as the other representative of

the Congress^ was unwilling to go.

It had been already arranged that Jinnah and Liaqat AH Khan
would represent the Muslim League in London. But the League now
insisted on knowing what had passed between the British Prime
Minister and Nehru; and on being furnished with copies of the cor-

respondence, Jinnah telegraphed from Karachi that it would not be
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possible for them to attend. Once more Prime Minister Attlec had to

intervene and, as the result of a from him, Jlnnah
agreed to go.

Nehri^ Baldev Singh, Jinnah and Liaqat Ali Khaii^ together with
the Viceroy, arrived In London on 2 December. The discussions

which followed failed to bring about an agreement. On 6 December
the British Government Issued a statement announcing that no settle-

ment had been achieved, but that this was only to be expected since

the Indian representatives had to consult their colleagues before any
final decision could be reached. The statement went on to say that

the main difficulty had been about paragraph 19 (v) and paragraph
19 (viii) of the Cabinet Mission plan of 16 May.

1

With regard to these paragraphs, the Statement continued as

follows :

The Cabinet Mission have throughout maintained the view that the
decisions of the sections should, in the absence ofagreement to the contrary,
be taken by a simple majority vote of the representatives in the sections.

This view has been accepted by the Muslim League* but the Congress have

put forward a different view. They have asserted that the true meaning
ofthe Statement read as a whole is that the provinces have a right to decide
both as to grouping and as to their own constitutions.

His Majesty's Government have had legal advice, which confirms that

the Statement of May 16 means what the Cabinet Mission have always
stated was their intention. This part of the Statement as so interpreted
must therefore be considered as an essential part of the scheme of May 16
for enabling the Indian people to formulate a constitution which His

Majesty's Government would be prepared to submit to Parliament. It

should therefore be accepted by all parties in the Constituent Assembly.
It is however clear that other questions ofinterpretation ofthe Statement

of May 16 may arise, and His Majesty's Government hope that if the

Council of the Muslim League are able to agree to participate in the

Constituent Assembly they will also agree, as have the Congress, that the

Federal Court should be asked to decide matters ofinterpretation that may
be referred to them by either side, and will accept such decision, so that the

procedure both in the Union Constituent Assembly and in the sections may
accord with the Cabinet Mission's plan.
On the matter immediately in dispute, His Majesty's Government urge

the Congress to accept the view of the Cabinet Mission, in order that the

way may be open for the Muslim League to reconsider their attitude.

If, in spite of this reaffirmation of the intention of the Cabinet Mission,
the Constituent Assembly desires that this fundamental point should be

i See Appcadk IV.
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for the of the Federal Court, such reference should be made
at a very early date. It will then be reasonable that the meetings of the sec-

of the Constituent Assembly should be postponed until the decision

of the Federal Court Is known.

There has never any prospect of success for the Constituent Assem-

bly on of an agreed procedure. Should a constitution conie

to be by a Constituent Assembly in which a large section of the

had not been represented, His Majesty's Government
could not of course contemplate as the Congress have stated they would

not forcing such a constitution upon any unwilling parts of

the country.

its issue, the statement was read to the Indian leaders. Jin-
what the position would be if the decision of the Federal

Court on the matter immediately in dispute was contrary to the Bri-

tish Government's interpretation. The Secretary ofState told hinr, in

the presence of Nehru., that they would^ in that case, have to consider

the afresh.

Nehm took the line that the statement amounted to a variation and
of the Statement of 16 May and that he and his colleagues

have to consider the whole situation. Baldev Singh said that

the Sikh position was worsened by the statement and that the Sikhs

might withdraw from the Constituent Assembly if the Federal Court

ruled that the British Government's interpretation was right.

Immediately after the London discussions, Nehru and Baldev

Singh returned to India. But Jinnah and liaqat AH Khan stayed on
for time longer in England^ where Jinnah made a number of

reiterating his demand for Pakistan,, the alternative to which,,

he declared, was civil war.

The Constituent Assembly met on 9 December. The absence of the

League representatives was widely regretted^ but there were

no dem^iMtratJbns anywhere against the meeting of the As-

sembly* in spite ofthe Muslim League's demand for its postponement.
Saciihidanandl Siaha as the oldest member took the Chair until

the Assembly elected its President. Later, Rajendra Prasad was

unanimously elected as President. The most important and politically

significant resolution,, known as the
*

Objectives Resolution % was
moved by Nehru. It envisaged the Indian Union as an independent

Sovereign Republic' comprising autonomous units with residuary

powers^ wherein the ideals ofsocial,, political and economic democracy
would be guaranteed to all sections of the people and adequate safe-

guards would be provided for minorities and backward communities
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and areas. Nehru the resolution as
*

a declaration, a

and an undertaking before the world, a contract with millions of In-

dians and therefore In the nature of an oath which we mean to keep,
1

His repeated statement that the House must rise above group or party

politics was Interpreted as a hint that, though the Assembly could not

surrender on any fundamental matters, any reasonable grievance of

the Muslim League would be satisfied. M.R.Jayakar moved an

amendment suggesting that the discussion be postponed to a later date

so as to enable representatives not only of the League, but of the Indian

States, to participate in the Constituent Assembly. His suggestion,

which was backed outside the House by Sir Sultan Ahmed (Constitu-

tional Adviser to the Chamber of Princes) and the Dewans ofHyder-
abad, Travancore, Mysore and Bikaner, was ultimately accepted, in

the hope, expressed by the President, that members of the League

might attend by the time the resolution next came before the House.

The Assembly was adjourned till 20 January
1

".

On 22 December the Congress Working Committee issued a leng-

thy statement clarifying its attitude towards the British Government's

statement of 6 December. The Committee criticized this statement

and subsequent statements in Parliament as additions to, and varia-

tions of, the Cabinet Mission's statement of 16 May, on which the

whole scheme of the Constituent Assembly had been based.

The Committee added, however, that while the Congress had always
been willing to agree to a reference to the Federal Court, any
reference at a time when none of the other parties were prepared
to join in it or to accept it, and one of them did not even accept the

basis of the scheme, became totally uncalled for and was unbecoming
and unsuited to the dignity of either the Congress or the Federal

Court.

Referring to the question ofgrouping, the Working Committee re-

iterated its opinion that the British Government's interpretation in

regard to the method of voting in the sections was not in conformity
with provincial autonomy, which was one ofthe fundamental bases of

the Cabinet Mission's scheme. The Committee emphasized that it

was anxious to avoid anything which might come in the way of the

successful working of tibe Constituent Assembly and was prepared to

do everything in its power to seek and obtain the largest measure of

co-operation, provided that no fundamental principle was violated.

In view ofthe importance and urgency ofthe issues facing the country
and the far-reaching consequences which must follow any decisions,
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the Working Committee decided to convene an emergency meeting
of the All-India Congress Committee early in January to consider the

and to give such directions as it might deem fit.

At the meeting of the All-India Congress Committee in Delhi on

5 January 1947^ Nehru moved the following resolution:

The A.-I.C.C. having considered the events that have taken place in the

country the Meenit session of the Congress in November last, the

statement by the British Government on December 6, 1946, and the

of the Working Committee of December 22, 1946, advises Con-

as follows:

The A.-LC.C. endorses the statement of the Working Committee of

December 22, 11148, and expresses its agreement with the view contained

therein.

While the Congress has always been agreeable to making a reference to

the Federal Court on the question of the interpretation in dispute, such a

reference has become purposeless and undesirable owing to the recent an-

nouncements made on behalfofthe British Government. A reference could

only be made on an agreed basis^ the parties concerned agreeing to abide

by the decision given.

The A.-I.C.G. is firmly of the opinion that the constitution for a free and

independent India should be framed by the people of India on the basis of

as wide an agreement as possible. There must be no interference whatso-

ever by any external authority and no compulsion of any province or part
of a province by another province. TheA.-LC.C. realises and appreciates
the difficulties placed 10 theway ofsome provinces, notably Assam, Baluchi-

stan, Sind and the N.-W.F.P. and the Sikhs in the Punjab, by the British

Cabinet scheme of 16 May 1946 and more especially by the interpretation

put upon it by the British Gwerament in their statement of December 6,

194& The Congress cannot be a party to any such compulsion or imposi-
tion the wiH of the people concerned, a principle which the British

Govenounent have duanadvcs recognised,

The A-I,C.G. is araioiis tJbat the Constituent Assembly should proceed
the offraming a constitution for free India with the goodwill of

all the parties concerned and, with a view to removing the difficulties that

have arisen owing to varying interpretations, agree to advise action in

accordance with the interpretation of the British Government in regard to

the procedure to be followed in the sections.

It must be clearly understood, however, that this must not involve any
compulsion of a province and that the rights of the Sikhs in the Punjab
should not bejeopardised. In the event ofany attempt at such compulsion,
a province or part ofa province has the right to take such action as may be
deemed accessary ia order to give effect to the wishes ofthepeople concerned.
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The future course of action will depend the

take place and the A.-I.G.C. therefore directs the Working Committee to

advise upon it, whenever circumstances so require* keeping In view the

principle of provincial autonomy.

Nchra emphasized the importance ofproceeding through the chan-

nel of the Constituent Assembly, which had already come into exist-

ence and could not be dissolved without its own consent. It could be

a very useful instrument if a conflict arose with the British Govern-

ment, whereas, if they rejected the interpretation of the British Gov-

emmentj the latter might amend the Statement of 16 May,
Most of the speakers opposed the resolution. Among them were

the leaders of the Congress Socialist Party, the representatives from

Assam and even some right-wing Congressmen. One of the Assam

members,, a minister in that province^ indicated that the attitude of

Assam would depend upon the response of the Muslim League; ifthe

League adopted a conciliatory attitude and reassured the minorities

in the sections^ Assam would sit in its section; otherwise the Assam

members of the Constituent Assembly would abide by the mandate

given to them by the Assam Legislative Assembly and refiise to parti-

cipate in the work of the section. The debate occupied two days^

after which the resolution was passed by a majority.
The Siihs now began to press for procedural safeguards in section

Ey similar to those conceded to the Muslims in the Union Constituent

Assembly, and started to elaborate a scheme for the partition of the

Punjab. There were ofa Hindu movement for the creation ofa

separate province of West Bengal, wMle the utterances of the Con-

gress leaders of Assam showed that they were finding it difficult to

decide upon their future course of action.

Pubic interest now centred upon the reactions ofthe Muslim Lea-

gue. Jinnah announced that the Working Committee of the League
would be summoned* but the date subsequently fixed for its meeting^

namely 29 January^ caused dismay since it was apparent that the

Muslim League had no intention of participating in the Constituent

Assembly, wMdb was due to meet on the 20th. The.views expressed

by various League leaders and pro~Leagiiejournals indicated dissatis-

faction with the Congress resolution. On 25January LiaqatAH Khan
issued a statement in which he held that the Congress veto given to

provinces and parts ofa province had completely negatived the prin-

ciple of decision by a majority of votes in the sections; he asked the

Congress,, if this were not so, to give categorical answers to certain
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questions, of which were concerned with the procedure in the

sections and one with the reference ofdisputed points ofinterpretation

to the Federal Court. No direct answers were returned to these ques-

tions,, but Azad explained that the Congress objection was against any

attempt to frame a provincial constitution by majority vote in the

in such a way as would make it difficult for the province to

exercise its eventual freedom to remain in the group or to opt out of

it. Subject to this caveat, the Congress had accepted in full the British

Government's statement of 6 December. Azad concluded that the

League could now have no excuse for remaining away from the Con-

stituent Assembly.

The Working Committee of the, Muslim League met in Karachi

Mid a resolution emphasizing that the League's view of the

Interpretation of the Statement of 16 May had been upheld by His

Government. Referring to the reservation in the Congress

on grouping, it proceeded to say :

c These qualifying clauses
,,

in the considered opinion of the Working Committee of the All-India

Muslim League, confer the right of veto within the section on "a pro-

vince '*, and what is more absurd,, on
"
a part ofa province ", as well as

on the Sikhs in the Punjab, and therefore they completely nullify the

so-called "acceptance" by the Congress rf the December 6th State-

meat/ The Congress had not accepted the British Government's

of reference to the Federal Court of disputed points; and

the plain meaning of the British Government's declaration against

coercing tinwiling parts ofthe countryhadbeen distorted. The Consti-

AjttmUyj it pointed out* in spite of its lack of Muslim represen-

had taken vital decisions about the future constitution. It had

beyond the fiinetioas prescribed by the Cabinet Mission State-

had even tried to fetter the discretion ofthe sections ; it was

merely *a romp* aad a body totally different from that which had

contemplated by the Cabinet Delegation. Since the Congress*

the Siifas and the Scheduled Castes had not accepted the Statement,

the Muslim League Working Committee called upon the British

Government to declare that the plan of 16 May had failed and

demanded that the Constituent Assembly, the elections to and the

summoning of which had been ab initio illegal, should be dissolved

forthwith. In these circumstances, the Working Committee declined

to call the Council of the League to reconsider its decision of

July 1946.

The Constituent Assembly met on 20 January. During its session
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of six days, Nehru's resolution on *

Objectives'

important committees were appointed. A number of were

left vacant on committees to be filled by nomination by the Pre-

sident, the intention being to reserve them for the Muslim League.
Controversial measures.* such as a proposal for the redistribution of

provinces on a linguistic basis* were dropped.
On 1 February^ in an interview with Nehru, the Viceroy told him

how much he regretted the Muslim League decision, which seemed

to leave no loophole. A final break between the Congress the

League would have serious effects on the country. There could be no

question of His Majesty's Government dissolving the Constituent As-

sembly or reversing its policy, but obviously a Constituent Assembly
without the League and possibly without the States could not make
an acceptable constitution for India as a whole. The Viceroy added

that the Congress was in a position to demand the resignation of the

Muslim League members from the interim Government, but whether

it would be to cany on the administration of the country
more effectively with the League in active opposition than with it in

the Government* was a matter for careful consideration. The crisis

had come at an awkward time^ with the Budget session of the Assem-

bly just about to begin.
Nehru said that die work of the Constituent Assembly would go

on, but obviously they could not force a constitution OB a reluctant

province. He thought that they would probably draw up a model

provincial constitution and then send it round to the provinces for dis-

cussion by the provincial Assembles, They would also discuss matters

with the States Negotiating Committee and see how far the States

were prepared to co-operate with the Constituent Assembly. The

meetings of the various committees had been postponed till the end

ofFebruary in the hope that the Muslim League and the States would

join. As to the interim Government^, Nehru agreed that the matter

required careful consideration. It was not merely that the League
had refused tojoin the ConstituentAssembly* but that, until the Bom-

bay resolution was withdrawn., it was committed to a policy of direct

action., i.e. ofactive opposition to the Government ofwhich it formed

a part.

On 5 February the Viceroy received a demand from the Congress
and minority members for the resignation of the League rep-

resentatives from the interim Government. The signatories poin-

ted out that the resolution of the Muslim League was not merely for
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non-participation in the Constituent Assembly, but for a total rejection

ofthe Cabinet Mission scheme and for a programme of direct action.

It seemed impossible to them that this policy and programme could

proceed side by side with membership of the interim Government.

The two were Incompatible. If the Cabinet Mission scheme was to be

worked out, as they thought it should be, then those who rejected it

could not continue as members of the interim Government; there

was no other alternative*

The next day the Viceroy saw Liaqat AH Khan and informed

Mm of the Congress demand for the resignation ofthe Muslim League

members from the Cabinet. This was obviously no surprise to Liaqat

AM Khan. He contended that the Congress had not in fact accepted

the plan. If His Majesty's Government really considered

that the Congress had accepted the Plan, the Muslim League would

Its position. But then It would be the responsibility of His

Majesty's Government to see that the Congress
6

did keep on the rails

laid down by the Mission for the Constituent Assembly.'

The very next day, Liaqat Ali Khan wrote a long letter to the Vice-

roy reiterating the terms of the Karachi resolution of the Muslim

League Working Committee. He particularly emphasized that if the

of participation in the interim Government was acceptance of

the Statement of 16 May, neither the Congress, which had not accep-

ted it, nor the Sikhs, who had definitely rejected it, had any greater

right to have their representatives or nominees in the Government

than the Muslim League. In the circumstances it was extremely

prtmrnptuous on the part of the nine members of the Executive

Ckmici to demand that their Muslim League colleagues should

Hie Viceroy was in sympathy with the Muslim League's conten-

tion and was himself of the view that the Congress had not in fact

accepted the Cabinet Mission plan. His personal inclination was to

call upon the Congress to accept the plan without any reservations.

On the other hand, the Congress had taken the stand that there

should be
* no compulsion of a province

' and that
4

the rights of the

Sikhs must not be jeopardised/ and there seemed to be no question

of any compromise. My advice to the Viceroy at the time was that,

in attempting to placate the League, he should not take any step

that might cause the withdrawal of the Congress from the interim

Government, as that would lead to a much more serious political

situation.
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Nevertheless, the Viceroy his to the Secretary of

StatCj namely that His Majesty's Government a
ment calling upon the Congress to confirm that the relevant

in its resolution dealing with grouping^ which had given
rise to Muslim League doubts, were not intended to limit or qualify
the Congress acceptance of the Cabinet Mission plan. If this were

done, there was at least a slender chance of getting the League into

the Constituent Assembly.
The Secretary ofState was not satisfied that the issue ofa statement

by His Majesty's Government would in any way improve the situa-

tion. He was more concerned to know whether the Congress members
were likely to resign from the interim Government if the Muslim

League members were retained.

It was at this stage (on 13 February) that Nehru addressed a letter

to the Viceroy reiterating his demand for the resignation of the mem-
bers of the Muslim League from the interim Government. He stated

that the present situation could not continue for long and that it was

urgently necessary to come to a decision and give effect to it. The

Congress and the minority members had made their position clear

and could add nothing to it. The Muslim League had also made its

position clear by its Karachi resolution. On the basis of these facts

a decision had to be taken. Nehru asked the Viceroy to let him know
what His Majesty's Government proposed to do in the matter. Delay
in taking any decision, or in a decision which they thought was not

proper or in conformity with the facts of the situation^, would neces-

sarily lead the Congress and minority members to reconsider their

position in the interim Government.

Two days later Vallabhbhai Patel made it clear in a press interview

that the Congress would withdraw from the interim Government if

the representatives ofthe Muslim League were allowed to remain in it.

The League must either get out of the interim Government^ or change
its Karachi decision.

The position that confronted His Majesty's Government was grave

enough in all conscience. To ask for the resignation of the League

representatives from the interim Government would have serious

jreperaissofis in India and in lie Muslim countries of the world. To
alow the Congress to resign would lead to even more disastrous con-

sequences. His Majesty*s Government had already committed itself

to hand over power to Indian hands. The Cabinet Mission plan had

been devise4 wiA the purpose ofeffecting * peaceful transfer ofpower

n
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with the agreement of the main political parties in India. His Majes-

ty's Government had now exhausted all its resources to bring about

such an agreement. The general situation in the country was alarm-

ing. The central Government was a house divided against itself.

In further communal disorders, it was doubtful if the loyalty of the

Army and the Services could be relied upon. His Majesty's Govern-

ment therefore took a bold and momentous decision,, namely to fix

a definite date for its withdrawal from India. The Labour Govern-

ment decided on this course in the hope that, besides establishing its

bona fides, a time limit would serve as a challenge to bring home
to the Indian parties the imperative need for coming to a rnutua

understanding,
On 20 February Prime Minister Attlee made a statement 1 in

Parliament announcing His Majesty's Government's definite inten-

tion to take the necessary steps to effect the peaceful transfer ofpower
into responsible Indian hands by a date not later than June 1948.

It wished to hand over its responsibility to authorities established by a

constitution approved by all parties in India in accordance with the

Cabinet Mission plan,, but unfortunately there was at present no

clear prospect that such a constitution and such authorities would

emerge. If then, it should appear that an agreed constitution would
not been worked out by June 1948, it would have to consider

to whom it should transfer the powers of the central Government,
*
whether as a whole to some form of central Government for British

India, or in some areas to the existing provincial Governments^ or in

other way as may seem most reasonable and in the best interests

of the Indian people.
9

Simultaneously with this statement it was announced that Lord
would be succeeded as Viceroy in March by Admiral the

Viscount MouBtbatten^ who would be entrusted with the task of

to Indian, hands responsibility for the government of
British India in a manner that will best ensure the future happiness
and prosperity of India.* Lord WavelFs appointment, it was explain-
ed, had been a wartime one^ and the opening of this new and final

phase in India* was the appropriate time to terminate this war ap-
pointment. Attlee paid a tribute to Lord Wavell for the devotion and

high sen e ofduty with which he had discharged the high office dur-

ing a very difficult period and announced that His Majesty had been
to Approve the conferment on him of an Earldom,

J See Appendix IX.
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The Viceroy saw Nehra on 21 February and Mm
the necessity of getting the Muslim League into the Constituent

Assembly. The Viceroy adverted to the passages In the All-India

Congress Committee's resolution of 6 January which seemed to

need explanation if the Muslim League was to be persuaded to

join the Constituent Assembly. In the course of the discussion which

ensued^ Nehru argued that His Majesty*s Government had recogni-
zed that they could not contemplate forcing an unwelcome constitu-

tion upon unwilling parts ofthe country; it was only logical that large
minorities inside a province, such as the Hindus in Bengal and the

Hindus and Sikhs in the Punjab, could also not be compelled into an

unacceptable constitution. There was some ai^ument on the inter-

pretation of the words c

parts of the country* in the last paragraph
of the Statement of 6 December. Nehru argued that 'parts of the

country' could mean parts of a province '. The Viceroy said that was

certainly not the intention of His Majesty's Government. If the

resolution of the All-India Congress Committee merely meant to

emphasize the obvious truth that any constitution (provincial, group
or central) could only be framed with the consent ofthe great majority
of the people,, the Congress should say so; but ifit implied that a part
of a province could secede during the process ofconstitution-making^
it was entirely inconsistent with the acceptance ofthe Cabinet Mission

plan. The Viceroy urged that it was for the Congress to make its

intention clear to the League.

The Viceroy saw Liaqat AH Khan the same day. The latter point-

ed out that His Majesty's Government's Statement required careful

consideration. He wanted toknow if the ConstituentAssembly was still

going to function. As Finance Minister he could argue that, since it

was not a fully representative Assembly as contemplated by the

Mission's statement, there was no justification for spending public

money on it. The Viceroy replied that the issue raised was arguable,,

but from a practical point of view neither the Finance Member, nor

the Governor-General, nor His Majesty's Government could really

stop the Constituent Assembly from continuing to function. The

Viceroy repeated Ms advice that the Muslim League should come into

the Constituent Assembly and argue out its case there. liaqat AH
Khan saw no prospect of the two parties ever coming together.

Finally, the Viceroy told him that the Statement of His Majesty's

Government was a challenge to Indian statesmanship; that Hindus

and Muslims had tp live together it* Incfe on some terms; rtat they
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were now left to decide these for themselves without British support or

Interference, and the results would show whether they were capable

of self-government or not.

Nehru publicly welcomed the British Government's decision as

*wke and courageous.* He said:

Hie dear and definite declaration that the final transference of power
wil take place by a date not later thanJune 1948 not only removes all mis

conception and suspicion, but also brings reality and a certain dynamic

quality to the present situation in India* That decision will undoubtedly
have far-reaching consequences and puts a burden and responsibility on

all concerned. It is a challenge to all ofus and we shall try to meet it bravely

In the spirit of that challenge. I trust that we shall all endeavour to get out

of the nits and end the internal conflicts that have frustrated our efforts

and delayed our advance and accept this burden and responsibility keep-

ing only the Independence and advancement of India in view.

Jinnah refused to comment on the Statement, but declared that

the Muslim League would not yield an inch in its demand for

Pakistan.

His Majesty's Government's decision to quit India was hailed by all

progressive elements throughout the world as a bold and sincere step,

although there were not a few, even in India, who considered it a leap
in the dark.

The announcement was debated in the House of Lords. Viscount

Templewood (who, as Secretary of State for India had piloted the

Government of India Bill of 1935 through the House of Commons)
moved that the British Government's decision to hand over India
6
under conditions which appear to be in conflict with previous de-

clarations of the Government on this subject and* without any provi-
for the protection ofminorities or discharge of their obligations,

IB to imperil the peace and prosperity of India.* He described

as %waditiooal Mncadtor> at the expense of many to

for geiMrationspast,whichwould
to a dn&fan of India uadcr the worst possible dromistances.*

Lord Simon supported Viscount Templewood.
C

I sadly fear,* he

said,
s

that the end of this business is not going to be the establishment
of peace in India, but rather that it is going to degrade the British

name/
When it looked as though the division might go against the Govern-

ment, it was the intervention of Lord Halifax that turned the scales.

His was the most important and historic contribution to the whole
debate. He said;
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With as 1 havcs I am not prepared to say

else may be right or wrong, step must on all counts certainly

to bewrong ... for the truth is that for India today there is no solution that

is not fraught with the gravest objections with the gravest danger. And the

conclusion that I reach with all that can be said against it is that 1 am

not prepared to condemn what His Majesty's Government are doing

I can honestly and confidently recommend a better solution ... I should be

sorry if the only from the House to India at this moment was one

of condemnation, based on what I must fully are very natural

feelings of failure, frustration and forckxiing.

In winding up the debate Lord Pethick-Lawrence, the Secretary

of State for India, pointed out that the only alternative to the present

policy of the Labour Government was to start all over again the un-

happy procedure of arrest and imprisonment without trial, so coining

into conflict with what was a rapidly growing and determined body

of people in India. Viscount Templewood finally withdrew his motion-

In the House of Cbmmons the Government's motion was debated

For two days. Speaking on behalf of the Government, Sir Stafford

Gripps said that it was faced with only two alternatives-. The first

was that It could attempt to strengthen British control in India by the

expansion and reinforcement of the Secretary of State's services, as

weU as by a considerable reinforcement ofBritish troops. Both would

have been required, so that the British would have been in a position

to discharge for as long as might be necessary their administrative

responsibility, while awaiting an agreement amongst the Indian com-

munities. Such a policy entailed a definite decision that the British

would remain ia India for at least fifteen to twenty years. The second

alternative was to mate a further attempt to persuade the Indians to

come together, while at the same time warning them that there was

a limit to the time during wMch the British were prepared to remain

in control while awaiting agreement among the communities. He

explained:

The rst alternative we had no hesitation in putting aside. It would

be contrarytoal wehave said, and to the polcy of this country, to prolong

our stay in India for more than a decade against the wishes of the

Indians *and there can be BO shadow of doubt that it would be against

their wishes. It wouH be politically impracticable, from both a
^national

and an international point of view, and would arouse the most bitter ani-

mosity of all parties in India against us.

Even ifwe had been prepared to make avaikble the extra troops that

would be required to deal with oppositionby the Indian people over that
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period 0fyear% it is certain that the people of this country short as we are

ofmanpower, as we allknow-would not have consented to the prolonged

stationing of large bodies of Fritish troops in India, for a purpose which

was not consistent with our expressed desire that India should achieve self-

government at as early a date as possible. Such a decision would, as I

have said* have met with the hostility of all Indian communities, as indeed

has been shown by the reaction to the statement the other day. We should,

therefore, have had to rule India through the Governor-General and the

Governors without any representative Indian Government. We therefore

ruled out the Erst alternatives as both undesirable and impracticable.

In choosing the second alternative^ he said,, the British Government

was quite definite in fixing the date of its withdrawal,, but necessarily

less so in naming its successors.

On the question ofhow the devolution ofauthority was to be carri-

ed out if a central Indian authority was not evolved, Sir Stafford

Cripps said;

We shall be forced to choose the most appropriate government or govern-
ments to which to hand over power. It might be the then existing provin-
cial governments or some form ofcombined government for parts of India.

If it should eventuate that a large group of provinces, but not all, agree

upon the form of the constitution, then it may be necessary to hand over

separately in areas which have not been fully represented. We could not

accept the forcing ofunwilling provinces into a united Indian Government
if they have not been represented in the making of the constitution.

The prominent speakers on the opposition side were Winston

Churchill, R.A.Butler and SirJohn Anderson. The last mentioned^
when moving a detailed amendment to the Government motion on
behalf of the Conservative Party, characterized the decision to with-

draw byJune 1948 as
*
a gamble and an unjustifiable gamble*. The

Gppocitkm criticism was based on three main considerations: firstly^

that It was a departure from the agreed policy embodied in the Cripps
Offer of 1942; secondly, that by firing a time limit for withdrawal

Britain had lest Its bargaining power visa-vls India
; and,, thirdly, that

the course adopted by the Government would lead to developments

contrary to Its expectations^ that is to say, it would accentuate rather

than minimize Indian differences.

Winston Churchill condemned the Constituent Assembly as having
been elected on an *

Inadequate and unrepresentative franchise'. The
establishment of an interim Government from among the party lea-

ders meant that India would be^delivered over to politicians who had
BO claim to represent the mass of the people.

e
In handing over the
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Government of India to these so-called political arc handing
over to men of straw of whom in a few years no trace will remain.*

He advanced a suggestion that,, instead of fixing a date, the aid and

advice of the United Nations Organization should be sought. He
concluded :

*

Many have defended Britain against their foes^ none

can defend her against herself. But, at least, let us not add by shame-

ful flight^ by a premature hurried scuttle at least,, let us not add to

fhe pangs ofsorrow so many ofus feel, the taint and smear of shame.'

In winding op the debate. Prime Minister Attke made one of the

most forceful and convincing speeches of his career. Explaining why
the decision had been taken to fix a date, he emphasized that

e

the

dangers ofdelay, the dangers ofhanging on, were as great as the dangers
of going forward,' He was sure that the whole House would wish

Godspeed to the new Viceroy in his great mission.
*

It is a mission,

not as has been suggested, of betrayal on our part, it is a mission of

fulfilment.* The censure motion was defeated by 337 votes to 185.

We have already seen how* after the general elections of 1945, the

Muslim League had been able to set up ministries only in Bengal
and Sind. In Sind the League had captured twenty-two seats out of

forty-five and by selecting one of its members as Speaker^ its strength

had been reduced to twenty-one. The remaining twenty-three mem-
bers of the Sind Assembly had combined to form a coalition opposi-

tion, but the one representing the labour constituency had been

neutral* so that the coalition strength had dropped to twenty-two. The

Speaker resigned Ms office and thus the League and coalition strength

became even. Neither side was now prepared to sacrifice a vote

by allowing one of its members to become Speaker. The Governor

declared that in the circumstances the House could not function; he

therefore dissolved the Assemblyand called for fresh elections which

resulted in a League majority in the Assembly and a League ministry

in the province.
In Bengal, where the Muslim League ministry had continued in

office., the communal situation was causing considerable anxiety*

The Working Committee of the Bengal Hindu Mahasabha went to

the length of instituting an investigation into the feasibility of a sepa-

rate Hindu province in West Bengal.
In Assam there was already a strong feeling that the province,

being predominantly non-Muslim, should not have been grouped
in section G. There followed a mass migration of Muslims from East

Bengal who proceeded to take possession of Assam's reserved grazing
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lands. The Assam ministry took action against this movement, which

had assumed the shape of a planned invasion and, as a consequence,,

the Assam Muslim League started preparations, with the assistance of

the Bengal Muslim League,, for a large-scale campaign against the

ministry.
To understand the position in the Punjab, it is necessary to touch

a little on the background. Ever since 1920, and up to the death of

Sir Sikandar Hyat Khan in 1942, the general consensus of opinion

among the Muslims in the Punjab was that a united Punjab under a

Government representing Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs was the right

solution. After the death of Sir Sikander Hyat Khan, the Muslim

wing of the Unionist Party disintegrated and the Muslim League
with its demand for Pakistan began to gain an increasing hold over

the The Muslin League was indeed determined to establish

undiluted Muslim rale over the Punjab. It had fought the general
election In 1946 on this issue, and had said nothing since to reassure

the Hindus and the Sikhs. The failure of the League to form a mini-

stry after the general election had been due more to its uncompro-
communal outlook than to any other cause. So far as the Sikhs

were concerned, theLeague leaders had refused to discuss their future,

or to give them any assurances. The Sikhs felt that they could hardly
throw In their lot with a party the avowed policy of which was to

treat them as inferiors In a Muslim country. Nor were the Hindus,
on whom the attitude of the League had made a bad impression,

prepaml to submit to undiluted Muslim rule.

It was inevitable that,, havingfailed to form a ministry., the Muslim

League should be sore. Thenceforth Its leaders concentrated all

energies upon overthrowing the coalition ministry headed by
JOaux Hyat Khan, Tick grievances were based ostensibly on the

of ike ppraii0B erf civil liberties. Agitation proceeded on the

famiEar lino of defiance of orders prohibiting meetings and proces-

sions; crowds, including women and students,, making demonstra-

tions before Government House, the Secretariat, Legislative buildings,

Magistrates* courts and jails; the shouting of League slogans; the

hoisting of League flags on Government buildings in place of the

Union Jack, and interference with railway traffic. By the third week
of February the communal situation had become serious and notably
so in Gujrat, Lahore, Amritsar and Jullundur. The Muslim League
agitation created great apprehensions in the minds of the Sikhs and
the Hindus, Kbizr Hyat Khan was warned by his colleagues that
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If he did not suppress the League agitation with all the at

his disposal, the Hindus would have to act on their own initiative. The

Sikh leader, Master Tara Singh, declared that the

had as its purpose the domination of the Punjab by the Muslims and

he called on the Sikhs to prepare themselves to face the danger that

threatened them. Both Hindus and Sikhs now began to feel that their

safety lay in a separate province for themselves.

Sir Evan Jenkins, Governor of the Punjab, tried his to bring

about a settlement between the parties. He repeatedly on

the League leaders that the Punjab could only go forward as a

powerful State if the Muslims took their proper place; that their nu-

merical majority entitled them to leadership, but that the League

should abandon their extreme communal attitude; that in order to

retain their natural leadership they had to consider the non-Muslim

minorities as partners and not as inferiors or subordinates, and that no

one party could rule the Punjab. The advice fell on deaf ears; nothing

came out of the Governor's attempts at reconciliation.

It was when the situation was causing the utmost concern that there

came His Majesty's Government's announcement of 2G February

1947. KMzr Hyat Khan's position was extremely difficult. He

could neither oblige the League, nor offend the Hindus and Sikhs.

Ultimately lie felt that he had no alternative but to resign, which

he did on 2 March. The reasons given by Mm for his resignation

were that His Majesty's Government's statement of 20 February

made a coalition government, including the Muslim League, essential

to the safely ofthe Punjab; that the League would not negotiate with

the minorities unless faced with reality* and that the League would

not be faced with reality so long as the MusEm Unionists acted as a

buffer between them and the minorities. Khizr Hyat Khan's resigna-

tion came as a great surprise, even to his colleagues. The Muslim

League was naturally jubilant
Sir EvanJenkins now warned the Viceroy that the Muslim League

would not be able to form a ministry and that during the next skteen

months older could only be maintained in the Punjab* whether in a

communal ministry or under Section 93, by the use of force. Never-

theless, he adopted the constitutional procedure of calling upon the

Khan of Mamdot, leader ofthe provincial MusEm League, to form a

ministry. As exported, both the Hindus and the Sikhs refused to

co-operate and the Governor was obliged, on 5 March, to take over

the administration under Section 93 .
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Communal rioting broke out again on a large scale. From street

fighting In Lahore the trouble developed into a frenzy ofstabbing and

killing which spread to other towns such as Multan, Rawalpindi and
Amritsar. Vigorous measures were taken by the Governor to check
the communal fighting. In addition to his other worries^ he was faced
with a threatened strike from the subordinate Services for more pay.
Needless to say, there was no question amidst the general communal
situation of setting up any alternative ministry in the Punjab; there-

fore., right up to the transfer of power the province continued to be
administered under Section 93,

The events in the Punjab had their reactions in the North-West
Frontier Province,, where the League organized demonstrations

against the Congress ministry. The provincial Government was com-
pelled to resort to large-scale arrests> the most important being that
of the Plr of Manki Sfaariff, a prominent Muslim Leaguer, His arrest
was strongly reseated by his followers,, who included a section of the
tribal people.

Apart from the communal situation, the food position was disquiet-
ing. The rising prices and the reluctance ofthe cultivator to part with
Ms grain provided the very conditions in which agitators thrive. The
communists took full advantage of the position and exploited it for

their own ends. Strikes were frequent and the economic situation was

deteriorating.
It was in this atmosphere that the Congress Working Committee

iaet on 5 March to consider the British Government's statement of20
February. The Committee welcomed it, but required,, as a corollary,
that the interim Gkwemment should be recognized in the intervening
period as a Doamtion Government with full control over the Services
and adminirtialioii. The Committee reiterated Its acceptance of the
Cabinet plan aad the interpretation of it by the British

Govcrmnciit; It welcomed the derision of a number of States to join
the Constituent Assembly* and invited the elected Muslim League
members to take their seats. The resolution declared that the Consti-
tuent Assembly was a voluntary body, so that the constitution framed
by it would apply only to those areas which accepted it; similarly,, no
province or part ofa province which desired tojoin the Indian Union
could be prevented from doing so. It appealed to all parties and
groups to discard violent and coercive methods, and to co-operate
democratically and peacefully in the making of a constitution.
Another resolution declared that it had become incumbent on the
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of India to prepare themselves jointly and cooperatively for

the transfer of power so that It might be made peacefully to the

advantage of all. The Muslim League was Invited to nominate repre-
sentatives to meet representatives of the Congress^ in order to

methods ofensuring a peaceful transfer ofpower. The resolution

stated that the Committee would keep in touch with the represen-
tatives of the Sikhs and other group concerned^ with a view to co-

operating with them in the measures that had to be taken and in

safeguarding their interests.

A third resolution narrated the recent events in the Punjab, and

suggested that, in order to avoid compulsion of any section, the pro-
vince should be divided into two parts so that the predominantly
Muslim portion might be separated from the predominantly non-

Muslim portion.

The Muslim League continued to be officially silent regarding the

British Government's decision to transfer power by June 1948^ nor

was there any direct response to the invitation to discuss the situation

with the Congress. The Muslim League press issued severe criticisms

of the Congress proposal to divide the Punjab; nor was the solution

entirely agreeable to certain pro-Congress sections. The Congress
President explained in a press interview that the Congress had only

suggested a division ofthe Punjab as a means ofputting an end to vio-

lence, and that the same remedy would hold good for Bengal if the

circumstances in that province were similar.

On 9 March 1947 Nehra wrote to Lord Wavell enclosing copies of

the resolutions passed by the Congress Working Committee. Nehru

said that it was the intention of the Congress to approach the Muslim

League for a joint meeting to consider the situation. They wanted to

do everything in their power to get the Muslim League representa-

tives into the Constituent Assembly, so that all might function in

terms of the Cabinet Mission's statement of 16 May. If, unfortunate-

ly, this were not possible, then the Congress would try to lay down a

course of action which would avoid friction and conflict. It was with

this object in view that they had sought a meeting with the League
and had also suggested the division of the Punjab into two parts. This

principle would, of course, apply to Bengal also. The proposal was

not a pleasant one for the Congress to contemplate,, but such a course

was preferable to an attempt by either party to impose its will upon
the other. Recent events in the Punjab demonstrated if such de-

monstration were necessary that it was not possible to coerce the
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non-Muslins minority la the province, just as It was not possible or

desirable to coerce the others. The Congress felt that the suggested

way out would be fair to all parties. If the League accepted the British

Cabinet Mission's scheme of 16 May and co-operated in the Consti-

tuent Assembly* the question did not arise in this form. But even so,

it was worth considering whether Bengal and the Punjab should not

both be divided into smaller provinces. In the event of the Muslim

League not accepting the Cabinet Mission's scheme and not coming
into the Constituent Assembly, the division of Bengal and the Punjab
would become inevitable.

The Viceroy told Nehru that he would forward the Congress
resolutions to the Secretary of State. He himself was convinced that

the chance for the peaceful and orderly progress of India lay in

the whole-hearted acceptance by both parties of the plan laid down

by the Cabinet Mbsioiu Until the results of the Congress approach
to the League were known, it would, the Viceroy thought, be pre-

mature to consider the question of the partition of the Punjab and

Bengal.
The Viceroy's hope of an amicable settlement between the Con-

and the League was far from being fulfilled, for a new crisis was

brewing. Liaqat Ali Khan, as Finance Member, had in his budget

proposals suggested a twenty-five per cent tax on all business profits

of than one hundred thousand rupees. This was interpreted in

Congress circles as an attempt to penalize the Hindu capitalists

largely financed the Congress) and to bring about dissension

between the right wing and the socialist group within the Congress

Party.

By the time Lord Wavell left India, the general situation was so

that it looked as though the country was heading for certain

disaster. With the Masim League conducting a civil disobedience

campaign against two provincial ministries, and its representatives in

the eentia! Goveramettt openly preaching 'direct action % Hindu-
Muslim differences were further accentuated. Even some mem-
bers of the Services, at least in the upper levels, had given up their

traditional loyalty and impartiality andhad begun openly to take sides

in the political controversy. The precarious food position, the steadily

deteriorating economic situation, and widespread labour unrest

added to the threatening symptoms of a general collapse. It is parti-

cularly creditable to Nehru that he should, in the face of all this, have
come to the defence of Lord Wavell. He could have enlarged on the
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differences that the Viceroy. In-

stead, he emphasized the heavy burden that Lord Wavcll carried

and paid tribute to his sincerity and to serve India's

interests.
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THE EVOLUTION OF A PLAN

LORD
MQUNTBATTEN arrived in Delhi on 22 March

1 947. He was the thirty-fourth and last ofthe British Governors-

Gceeral of India. Even before he was sworn in. Lord Mount-

batten wrote to Gandhiji and Jinnah inviting them to Delhi for dis-

cussion. Gandhlfi at that time was touring in Bihar on his mission to

restore communal peace.
On the morning of23 March Lord Wavell left Delhi. Lord Mount-

batten was sworn in the next day; he broke tradition by making a

speech at the swearing-in ceremony. He said that his was not a nor-

mal Viceroyalty, His Majesty's Government were resolved to transfer

power byJune 1948^ and since new constitutional arrangements must

be made and many complicated questions of administration resolved.,

it meant that a solution had to be reached within the next few months.

He believed that all the political leaders in India felt,, as he did,, the

urgency ofthe task before them. He hoped soon to be in close consult-

ation with them; he would give them all the help he could. In the

meanwhile he appealed to everyone to do his best to avoid any word
or action which might lead to further communal bitterness or add to

the toll ofinnocent victims. He paid tribute to Lord Wavell,, who had
much to take India along the path ofself-government. He con-

cluded: *I am under no illusion about the difficulty of my task. I

need the greatest goodwill of the greatest possible number^ and
I am asking India today for that goodwill.*
The first task that confronted the new Viceroy was to resolve the

crisis within the interim Government over the budget proposals of

Liaqat Ali Khan. Lord Mountbatten had a series of interviews

with the members of the interim Government, particularly with
Nehru and Liaqat AH Khan who were in strong disagreement over
the question of taxing business profits. Ultimately a compromise
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reached whereby the of tax

reduced.

The immediate problem to bring a truce

the two communities. This was vital for a peaceful of power.
The Viceroy had with Gandhiji, as with Jinnah, The
two leaders signed a Joint appeal for peace* in which they deeply de-

plored the recent acts and violence that had brought the

utmost disgrace on the fair name of India and the greatest miser}
7 to

innocent people. They denounced for all time the use of force for the

achievement of political ends and called upon the communities of

India, to whatever persuasion they might belong, not only to refraia

from all acts ofviolence and disorder, but to avoid both in speech and

writing any incitement to such acts. This appeal certainly enhanced

the prestige ofLord Mountbatten; but it failed to produce the desired

effect of lessening the communal tension.

Before his departure for India Lord Mountbatten had been given
a directive by Prime Minister Attlee as to the broad lines of policy

which he was to follow.

The objective ofHis Majesty's Government was to obtain a unitary

Government for British India and the Indian States^ if possible with-

in the British Commonwealth, through the medium of a Constituent

Assembly set up in accordance with the Cabinet Mission plan. Since^

however, the basis of the Cabinet Mission plan was agreement be-

tween the major parties, there could be no question ofcompulsion ;

and if Lord Mountbatten by 1 October 1947 found that there was no

prospect of reaching a settlement on the teas of a unitary Govern-

ment, he was to report the steps wMch he considered should be taken

for the handing over of power on the due date.

With regard to the Indian States, Loud Mountbatten was directed

to urge rulers of Indian States where democratic progress had

teen slow to go forward more rapidly and to advise the rulers general-

ly to reach fair and just arrangements with British India in regard to

their future relationships.

Lord Moiintbalten was further directed to bear in mind that the

transfer of power must be in accordance with Indian defence require-

ments. He was to impress upon the Indian leaders the importance of

avoiding a break in the continuity of the Indian Army and the need

for continued collaboration with His Majesty's Government in the

security of the Indian Ocean.

|l,ord Mountbatten had a, remarkably careful yet quick and
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business-like method of working. As soon as he finished an interview

with a leader,, and before proceeding to the next, he would dictate a

rfeuin^of the talk, a copy ofwhichwouldbe circulated to each member
of his staff. He held staff conferences every day,, sometimes twice

and even thrice a day, to study and discuss how events were shaping.
The Governor-General's normal staff in India consisted of three

if

Secretaries,, namely, Secretary (Personal) 9 better known as the Private

Secretary, who was in charge of the personal correspondence of the

Viceroy and also dealt with the work that came up to the Viceroy
from the departments ofthe Government of India; Secretary (Public) s

who dealt with all correspondence between the Governor-General

and the provincial Governors on matters in which the Governor-

General exercised control over the provincial Governors; and

Secretary (Reforms)* who was the Constitutional Adviser to the

Governor-General. These three Secretaries were directly under the

GoveraOT-^jrciieraJ^ that is, outside the Government of India Secre-

tariat. In addition* Lord Mountbatten had brought his own staff

with him from England, among whom were some notable persons.

His
*
ChiefofStaff* was Lord Israay, who had been Military Secretary

to Lord \V3fiagdcm when the latter was Viceroy of India,, and had
been Churchill's Personal Military Adviser and Liaison Officer with

the Ckratblacd Chiefs of Staff throughout the War; then there was Sir

Eric Mxeville, who had been Private Secretary to Lord Willingdon in

India later Assistant Private Secretary to King George VI. He
brought with him Captain R, V. Brockman as

*

Personal Sec-

retary \ lieutenant Colonel V. F. Erskinc Cram as 'Conference

Secretary', and Alan Campbell-Johnson
1 as

*
Press Attach^*.

In his very first interview with Lord Mountbatten, Gandhiji
that the Viceroy should dismiss the existing Cabinet and

give Jimiah the option of forming a new one; that the selection of

the members should be left entirely to Jinnah they might be all

0r all BOH-Muslims, or they might be representatives of all

classes and creeds. If Jinnah accepted the offe^ the Congress would

guarantee to co-operate freelyand sincerely,so long as all the measures

that the Cabinet might bring forward were in the interests of the

Indian people as a whole. The sole referee of what was, or was not>
in the interests ofIndia as a whole would be Lord Motintbatten in his

personal capacity* Jinnah should, on his part, undertake on behalf
ofthe League, or rfany other parties represented in the Cabinet, that

*
Minion wit& Mountbatten \
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they would do their utmost to preserve peace throughout India,

There should be no Muslim National Guards^ or any other form of

private army. Within the above limits, Jianah would be perfectly at

liberty,, for example, to plan for Pakistan and even to put his plans
into effect before the transfer of power^ provided that he was success-

ful in appealing to reason and did not use force. IfJinnah refused,,

the same offer should be made to the Congress.
It was Gandhiji's undoubted intention to bring about some sort of

peace between the two communities, but there were inherent practi-
cal difficulties in his proposal. It failed in any case to win the support
ofhis colleagues. Indeed,, he wrote to the Viceroy to say that his plan
was not acceptable to the Congress and that he was personally hand-

ing over all future negotiations to the Working Committee. But Lord
Mountbatten requested him to stay on and exert his influence in

favour of the acceptance of the Cabinet Mission plan.
Lord Mountbatten was requiredby his

*

directive* to find an agreed
solution for a united Idia on the basis of the Cabinet Mission plan
and he set about most eapedilioudy and zealously on this path. But

in the course of Ms talks with the party leaders^ particularly with

Jinnah and his colleagues, he became more and more convinced

that there was no prospect ofan agreed solution on that basis and that

an alternative plan for the transfer ofpower had to be found and im-

plemented without of time, in order to ease the growing political

tension* Such an alternative plan would have to follow the policy

laid down by His Majesty's Government in its statement of 20

February,, that is^ that ifa constitution based on the Cabinet Mission

plan wasnot likely to be worked outby a fully representative Constitu-

ent Assembly, byJune 19483

e

His Majesty's Government willhave to

consider to whom the power of the central Government in British

India should be handed over on the due date, whether as a whole to

some form of central Govcrnmoit for British India, or in some areas

to die existing provincial Governments, or in such other way as may
seem most reasonable and in tibc best Interests of the Indian people.

5

Accordingly., in consultation with Ms advisers, he drew up an outline

of an alternative plan, the broad basis of which was the demission of

authority to the provinces, or to such confederations of provinces as

might decide to group themselves in the intervening period before the

actual transfer ofpower. The plan provided that the members of the

Legislative Assemblies of Bengal and the Punjab should meet sepa-

rately in two parfSj i.e. representatives of the predominantly Muslim
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area% and representatives of the predominantly non-Muslim areas;

and if both sections of each of these Assemblies voted for partition,,

then that province would be partitioned. Under the plan., in the

event of the partition of Bengal,, the predominantly Muslim district

of Sylhet in Assam would have the option ofjoining the Muslim pro-

vince. The plan also envisaged the holding of an election in the

North-West Frontier Province to ascertain the wishes of the people of

that province. Thus the responsibility for the division of the country
was to be placed on the shouldere of the Indian people themselves.

The Viceroy put this plan before a conference of Governors on 15

and 16 April. He acquainted the Governors with the talks he had had
with the party leaders and invited their opinion on the tentative plan.

Sir Evan Jenkins had always held the view that partition ofthe Boa-

jab would be disastrous* Crude population figures were not neces-

sarily the only criterion. Within the districts the communities were not

evenly distributed and the city and town populations often had a

different communal coiiipcwtian from that ofithe adjoining country-
side. In some districts the population of tehsils differed widely. In his

vleWj partition would not solve the minorities problem, since the divi-

ded provinces would still have considerable and probably disconten-

ted minorities* Sir Frederick Burrows, the Governor of Bengal, was

unwell unable to attend the conference, but J. F. Tyson, I.G.S.,

him and conveyed his point of view. Sir Frederick Bur-

against the partition ofBengal. There were many Muslims

in who were not, in his opinion, in favour of such a course.

If Bengal were divided, there was no doubt that East Bengal would
become a rural slum.

'Consultation with the Governors certainly gave Lord Mountbatten
a idea of the colossal adnounistrative difficulties involved in a
transfer of power based on partition. But the problem that actually
confronted Mm was, if it became inevitable to divide the country
and Lord Moiintbatten was sure that no other solution would be

acceptable to Jptanah how was this to be brought about with the

eoncuriracc of the parties concerned? The greater the insis-

tence by Jlitaah 011 his province-wise Pakistan, the stronger was the

Congress demand that fee should not be allowed to carry unwilling
minorities with him, Hehra, for instance, in a public speech on 20

April declared :
* TheMualim League can have Pakistan, if they wish

to have it, but on the condition that they do not take away other parts
of India which do not wish to join Pakistan/ But perhaps the more
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authoritative pronouncement was that by Rajeadra Prasad*

President of the Constituent Assembly5 when the Assembly met on

28 April:

While we have accepted the Cabinet Mission's Statement of May 16,

1946, which contemplated a Union of the different provinces and States

within the Country, it may be that the Union may not comprise all pro-

vinces. If that unfortunately coma to we shall have to be content

with a constitution for a part of it. In that case, we can and should

that one principle will apply to all parts of the country and no constitution

will be forced upon any unwilling part of it. This may mean not only the

division of India, but a division of some provinces- For this we must be

prepared and the Assembly may have to draw up a constitution based on

such a division.

In Bengal,, the demand for the creation of a separate province of

West Bengal was gaining in popularity. Itwas endorsedby the provin-
cial Congress and the Hindu Mahasabha and was reinforced by a

campaign of protests against the misbehaviour of Punjabi Muslim

policemen who had recently been recruited by the provincial Govern-

ment. At this stage, Subiawardy (the Premier) came out with a pro-

posal for a sovereign, independent and undivided Bengal in a divided

India.* Sarat Chandra Bose, the Congress left wing leader,, support-
ed the proposal, but it received little support from either the Muslim

League or the Congress.

Jinnali issued a statement that the proposal for the partition of

Bengal and tie Punjab was *a siiiistgr move actuated by spite and

bitterness/ He said that the principle underlying the Muslim demand
for Pakistan was that Muslims should have a national home and a

national State in their homelands comprising the six provinces of

the Punjab, the North-West Frontier Province, Sind, Baluchistan,

Bengal and Assam. If the Punjab and Bengal were partitioned, all

the other provinces would have to be cut up in a similar way. Such

a process would strike at the root of the administrative, economic and

political life ofthe provinceswhich for nearly a centuryhadbeen deve-

loped and built up on that basis and had grown and were functioning

as autonomous provinces. He suggested that an exchange of popula-
tion would sooner or later have to take place and that this could

be effectively carried out by the respective Governments in Pakistan

and Hindustan. He finally demanded the division of the Defence

forces and stressed that the States of Pakistan and Hindustan should

be made absolutely free^ independent and sovereign.
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Jlimah's statement drew the retort from Rajendra Prasad that the

demand for the division of the Punjab and Bengal was in the terms of

the Muslim League's Lahore resolution of 1940 and that it could not

claim any areas which were not contiguous and in which the Muslims

were not numerically in a majority. He said that if there was to be a

division of India, then it should be as complete and thorough as

possible, including the division of the Punjab and Bengal, so that there

might not be any room for contention or conflict. If it required the

division of the defence forces, that also should be brought about,

and the sooner the better.

The Hindu and Sikh legislators ofthe Punjab and the non-Muslim

members ofthe central Assembly and Constituent Assembly from that

province met in New Delhi and passed a resolution that the only
solution of the political problem of the Punjab lay in a just and equi-

table division of the province, and that the non-Muslim population
must be assured ofsuch territories and assets as they were entitled to

according to thdrnuinbeis and state in the province. Safeguards were

demanded for the preservation of the integrity and homogeneity
of the Sikh oonuimnity.
At the time, some ofthe extremists among the Siths started an

for a separate State of their own, to be called *Klialistan %
Ac North-West Frontier Province the idea was being mooted

of a separate Pathan State. Taking their cue from Jinnah, the local

of the Muslim League in the United Provinces and Bombay
to demand the right of self-determination for Muslims in

certain areas in those provinces,

The communal tension in tibe country was thus steadily going
from bad to worse. Serious communal outbreaks and incidents ofstab-

Mag and! were cKXtirring in various districts of the Punjab,
The ia that province led to disturbed conditions in the adjoining

pfoviaecs, indndiQg Delhi. In the North-West Frontier Province the

League agitation against the Congress ministry had taken a
torn for the wroe. Loud Hountbatten convened a conference which

attendedby Hefarti, the Governor (Sir Olaf Caroe) and DrKhan
Sahib, and, as a result^ the provincial Government decided to release

all political prisoners not chained with violence who had been
amesled in conoMactoa with the Muslim League agitation., and to

withdraw the ban on ptiblc meetings* But., backed by Jinnah,, the

League leaders in detention refused to accept their freedom, or
to suspend agitation, unless the Congress ministry resigned or a
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general election were ordered. There followed disturbances

on trains resulting in many among the Hindus. The
frontier tribes were affected. Towards the end of April Lord
Mountbatten visited the province. This had a calming effect on the

League demonstrators as well as OB the tribes; but the League cam-

paign of civil disobedience continued.

In the face ofthe progressively deteriorating situation in the country,
Lord Mountbattee felt that if the procedure for the transfer ofpower
was not finalized quickly, there was a possibility that at least in some

parts of the country there would be no authority to whom power
could be transferred- He revised his tentative plan in the light of his

discussions with the Governors and party leaders and sent this revised

plan to London with Lord Ismay and George Abell on 2 May. I

should mention that by this time Lord Listowel had succeeded Lord

Pethick-Lawrence as Secretary of State.

Lord Mountbatten urged that His Majesty's Government's appro-
val should be communicated to him by 10 May. His purpose was to

call a meeting of party leaders on 1 7 May in order to ascertain their

reactions. In the afternoon of the same day he would also see the

members ofthe States' Negotiating Committee and apprise them ofthe

plan. Ifthe party leaders did not accept the plan and were themselves

unable to produce an agreed alternative solution,. His Majesty's

Government would demit power in accordance with its own plan.

Thus, within SOL weeks of his arrival and after constant and cease-

less effort, Lord MoiintbattcB had produced a plan which marked

the first stage towards the transfer of power. la afl his discussions

with party leaders and others,, despite the divergent views which

he was forced to adjust and reconcile, there was nowhere any
evidence of an attempt to question either Ms own impartiality or the

bona fides of His Majesty's Government.

Pending receipt of His Majesty's Government's approval to the

proposed plan* Lord Mountbatten decided to go up to Simla for a

short respite. His secretarial staff was divided into three parts. One

part had gone with Lord Ismay to London* a small group stayed in

Delh^ and Sir Eric Afieville and I accompanied the Viceroy to Simla.

I had always teen opposed to the plan which Lord Ismay and

George Abell had taken to London. The theory that the provinces

should become initially independent successor States was particularly

abhorrent to me. But my protests and my views in the discussions

with the Viceroy's advisers went in vain. The main consideration
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which influenced me was this, that if the transfer took place unila-

terally without the willing consent of the party leaders and there was no

strong central Government to which that power could be transferred,

the whole country would inevitably drift into chaos and civil war.

It was at Simla that,, for the first time,, I had an opportunity of ex-

plaining nay point of view to the Viceroy in person. As a matter of

fact, it was while Lord Wavcll was still conducting negotiations with

the party leaders,, but when agreement between the Congress and the

Muslim League on the Cabinet Mission plan seemed to me at least

to be impossible of achievement, that I had attempted to devise a

fresh approach to the problem.
It was late in December 194^ or early in January 1947, that I had

a lengthy discussion with Vallabhbhai PateL A united India under

the Cabinet Minion plan was, I suggested, an illusion; the three-tier

constitutional set-up envisaged was unwieldy and difficult to work;
I saw no future for the country under this plan. Besides.,Jinnah show-

ed no of roalog from his demand for a separate, independent

sovereign State for the Muslims a demand in which the League had
the sympathy, ifnot the support, of a large section of British opinion

and, what was even more important from our point of view, the

sympathy ofmost ofthe British element in the Services. My personal

view was that it was better that the country should be divided, rather

than that itshould gravitate towards civil war. If we agreed to parti-

tion,Jinnah obviously could not ask for those portions of the Punjab,

Bengal and Assam which were predominantly non-Muslim. The
crucial problem was the basis on which power could be transferred.

IB a divided India this could best be to two central governments on
the 'a point on which I laid particular stress of Dominion
Status. By consenting to accept Dominion Status, the Congress would
be gaining three great advantages, firstly, it would ensure a peace-
fy of power.. Secondly, such acceptance would be warmly

by Britain^ and the Congress would by this single act have

gained its friendship aad goodwill. The third concerned the future

administraiioa of the country. The civil services at the higher levels

were manned largely by Britishers, and if India insisted on indepen-
dence there was no question but that the British element had it in

their power to create endless trouble at the time of the transfer of

power. It might be possible to carry on the civil administration some-

how,* but certainly India could not, during the transitional period,
do without some help on the defence side. The Indian Army was
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largely officered by Britishers, entirely so In the

while the Navy and Air Force had to be built up virtually

scratch. After all, the test of sovereignty was the power to

one's constitution^ which remained unaffected by the acceptance of

Dominion Status. India could at any time, if she so desired, walk

out of the Commonwealth. Moreover, the Princes^ with their past

associations with the British Crown, would be reassured and be more

willing to negotiate.

I pointed out that if the transfer of power took place on the basis

of Dominion Status, it would enable the Congress to have at one and

the same time a strong central Government., able to withstand the

centrifugal tendencies all too apparent at the moment, and to frame

a truly democratic constitution unhampered by any communal con-

siderations. Nobody could have been better aware of the situation

in the country than Vallabhbhai Patel; he had already been In charge

of the Home portfolio for some months. Like the great statesman

that he was3 he assured me that Ifpower could be transferred at once

on the basis of Dominion Status,, he for one would use his Influence

to see that the Congress accepted it. In his presence I dictated the

outEnt of a planj which I later seat by special mmenger to London

to be handed over to the Secretary of State. (With Lord Waveli's

concurrence, I had been 'Conducting some correspondence with the

India Office on the of the transfer of poweron this basis) . I could

not verywel omvey to the Secretary of State that Patel had agreed, as

that might have compromised his position but I did say that I had

reason to believe thai the Congress would accept Dominion Status.

It might well be that the Secretary of State was feeling that to view

of the unequivocal demand of the Congress for complete indepen-

dence there was noground for assuming that the Congresswould accept

a transfer of power on the basis of Dominion Status. In any case.,

no action was taken on my proposals which, incidentally. Lord

Moimtbatten mentioned having seen in London before coming out

to India.

Nehra, accompanied by Krishna Menon, arrived in Simla on 8

May. They stayed as guests of the Viceroy at Viceregal Lodge,

Lord Mountbatten suggested that I should discuss my plan with

Nehru and find out his reactions, and I had discussions with Mm on

that and the next day. I was not allowed to disclose to Mm the plan

which Lord Ismay had takea to London, and so I 'did not say anything

about it. As a result ofmy talks withNehru, I gathered the impression
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that he was not averse to the proposed transfer of power on the basis

of Dominion Status. I reported this to the Viceroy, who on 10 May
called a conference which was attended by Nehru, Sir Eric Mieville

and myself. At this conference Lord Mountbatten told Nehru that

I had been working on a scheme for the early transfer of power
on the basis of Dominion Status long before his arrival in India and
he asked me to give Nehru an outline ofthe scheme. I repeated much
ofwhat I had already discussed with Nehru. The broad outlines were

that the Muslim majority areas should be separated from India and
that the transfer of power should be to two central Governments,
India and Pakistan, on the basis of Dominion Status, each having
its own Governor-General. Pending the drafting of a constitution

by the respective Constituent Assemblies,, the interim constitution for

each of the two Dominions would be based on the Government of

India Act of 1935, suitably adapted for the purpose. The existing

Indian legislature would be dissolved and its place taken by the res-

pective Constituent Assemblies, to which the central Government in

each case would be responsible.

The Viceroy remarked that whereas it seemed to him that it would
be a fairly easy matter, assuming His Majesty's Government agreed,
to transfer power at a very early date on a Dominion Status basis to

the Union ofIndia, there would for some time to come be no authori-

ties in Pakistan to whom power could be transferred. I assured him
that this problem would not present any insuperable difficulty and
that we could find a solution.

Nehru explained Ms own reaction to the scheme. He said that it

was very desirable that there should be a transfer of power as soon as

possible on a Dominion Status basis. He added that the basic reason

for wanting an early transfer of power, apart from the desire of the

Indians to control their own affairs, was that developments in India

would not otherwise take place as they should. The present system
of frequent reference to His Majesty's Government was producing
the psychology of always looking elsewhere for decisions; of con-

tinual bidding by the different parties; of a lack of reality,, and of

an absence of self-reliance. However, the possibility of the "division

of India constituted the real difficulty.

OB the same day the Viceroy received from London the plan which
had been taken by Lord lunay, as finalized and approved by the

British Cabinet. This embodied certain important modifications

which the Cabinet had made in the original"plan. A press communique
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was now to the the Viceroy had

Jinnah, Patcl, Llaqat All and to him In

Delhi OB the morning of 17 May ,
he would to the

plan which His Majesty's Government had approved for the

of power to Indian hands. The Viceroy also invited the

of the States' Negotiating Committee to meet him on the

afternoon.

Events now took a dramatic turn. Lord Mountbatten was

by the amendments which His Majesty's Government had la

the plan which he had sent to London. He felt that they considerably

worsened the prospects of the acceptance of the plan by the party

leaders. Furthermore, he saw great possibilities in my alternative

plan* especially after Nehru's favourable reaction to it. At a meeting

with his staff he declared,
s
I have an absolute hunch that I must show

the amended version of the plan to Nehru and obtain his reactions

before I agree to the amendments.
5

On the night of 10 May Lord Mountbatten showed Nehru the

plan as he had received it from London. Nehru turned it down most

vehemently and made it clear that the Congress would In no circum-

stances accept it.

When I saw Nehru on the morning of the 11 th, I found that h*

usual charm and smile had deserted him and that lie was obviously

upset, I was not aware that Lord Mountbatten had actually shown

him the plan but Nehru told me that he had seen it and that its whole

approach was wrong. He said that up to the time ofthe Statement of

20 February the approach had been OB the basis ofa Union 0fIndia,

But the draft plan was from the wrong end, that is to say, it encou-

raged units to cut adrift from the Union and the States to stand out

He did not Hie the provision as to Baluchistan, nor did he like the

paragraph relating to the North-West Frontier Province. I told him

that I myselfdid not like the plan, but that I was sure we could nd a

new approach. He was too agitated however to listen to me.

1 *tes stiD with Nehru an uigeat summons came for me from

Lord Mountbatten, and I went across immediately to see him. He
told me that he had shown the draft plan to Nehra and he was not

sorry that he had done so. The consequences would have been disas-

trous if he had followed up his programme for a conference ofparty

leaders. In doing so he would have completely misled His Majesty's

Government, which had been under the impression till then that

Nehru would accept the plan. The problem was how best to retrieve
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the situation. I told the Viceroy what had taken place at my further

meeting with Nehru and suggested that the most promising line of

action was to proceed on the basis ofmy plan. The transfer ofpower
to two central Governments on the basis of Dominion Status was a

proposition that was likely to be accepted by the Congress as it would

ensure an early demission of power. The only question was whether

Jlnnati would accept a truncated Pakistan. But Jinnah knew that

GaedMji was opposed to any division of the country and that the

Congress could not possibly agree to let him have areas in which non-

Muslims were in a majority. I reminded Lord Mountbatten that he

himself had gained the impression that Jinnah was reconciled to the

idea of the partition of the Punjab and Bengal; whereas the plan

approved by His Majesty's Government would break up the country
into several units,, my plan would retain the essential unity of India

while allowing those areas to secede which did not choose to< remain

part of it.

Meanwhile* Nehru had sent a note to the Viceroy embodying his

reactions to His Majesty's Government's plan. He said that the pic-

ture presented by the proposals was an ominous one.
c Not only do

they menace India but also they endanger the future relations be-

tween Britain and India. Instead ofproducing any sense ofcertainty,

security and stability, they would encourage disruptive tendencies

everywhere and chaos and weakness. They would particularly en-

danger important strategic areas.* In these proposals the whole ap-

proach had been changed completely. Starting with the rejection of

an Indian Union as the successor to power, they invited the claims

oflarge numbere ofsuccessor States who would be permitted to unite

ifthey so wished into two or more States. Nehru had no doubt that a

pnnMninGeiacat by His Majesty's Government on the lines proposed
would provoke wide and deep resentment all over India and that no

leader, outside the Muslim League,, would be able to per-
the country either to accept or to acquiesce in the proposals.

Hitherto all the British proposals and all discussions had been based

on the idea of a united India. The Cabinet Mission had considered

every aspect of a totally divided India and rejected it. Those consi-

deration* remained unchanged, and indeed the disorder and violence

of recent mdnths added farther weight to them.

The present proposals, he said., involved a complete retraction by His

Majesty's Government of its previous decisions and pledges,, the virtual

scrapping of the Constituent Assembly and the casting overboard
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of the Cabinet Mission plan. The Inevitable of the

proposals would be to invite the Balkanlzatiofi of India; to

certain civil conflict to violence and disorder; to

a further breakdown of the central authority, which could pre-
vent the growing chaos, and to demoralize the Army^ the Police and
the central Services. The proposal that each of the States

should conclude independent treaties, presumably with His

Majesty's Government^ was likely to create many
*

Ulsters* in India,

which would be looked upon as so many British on Indian

soil and would create an unbridgeable gulf between National

India and the British people.
The approach to the Princes was no doubt logical and consistent

with the unfortunate position in respect of Paramountcy; but intro-

duced at this stage it showed an obvious shift of emphasis and was a

direct invitation^ at least to the major States^ to remain independent

kingdoms, presumably as allies or feudatories of Britain. People's

organizations everywhere demanded union^ but the rulers would be

encouraged to their demands and in the States themselves there

might well be civil war.

Nehru emphasized that acquiescence on the part of the Congress
in the splitting up of those areas which were predo-miiiantly League
in their loyalty was in no wise an acquiescence in throwing overboard

the all-India offuture settlement. It was only a stretching of the

Cabinet Mission plan to make opting out operable in keeping with

its oft-repeated policy of non-coercion. The partition of provinces to

wMcfa the Congress had agreed was not at all inconsistent with an all-

India Union of both separated parts with the retention of separate

identities.

Nehru then proceeded to go into certain details of the proposals.

He described the so-called self-determination in the case of Baluchis-

tan as
*

preposterous
5

. It left the future of that province to a single

individual who would be chosen by a group ofsardars and nominated

persons who obviously represented a vested semi-feudal element.

Baluchistan had an importance as a strategic frontier of India and its

future could not be dealt with in so partial and casual a manner.

There could be no objection to the surrender of a part ofAssam to

East Bengal if the people concerned so wished, but some such pro-

cedure should be equally applicable to parts of Sind.

With regard to the North-West Frontier Province,, the proposals

implied., in effect., a decision by His Majesty's Government that the
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province reverse, or at least be given an opportunity to reverse.,

its decision to remain in the Constituent Assembly. The sole

for appeared to be the violence and rapine which had

been indulged in by adherents of the Muslim League or others in the

province. The Congress had agreed that the North-West Frontier

Province, other areas, should be given the fullest opportunity to

Its own desires for the future^ but this must be done in common
with other of India at the proper time and in the proper context.

His Majesty's Government's proposals appeared to have been foun-

ded on the assumption that violence could render null and void pre-

vious and recent decisions arrived at by constitutional procedure.
With regard to treaties with frontier tribes,, to give public assurance

to the tribes that they could have treaties with whomsoever they liked

was to invite them to profit by internal difficulties in India and to

create a situation on the Indian frontier which would be a menace

not only to India,, but to neighbouring areas in Asia. Moreover, ifthe

North-West Frontier Province remained with the Union., an alliance

between the tribal areas and another State would create grave diffi-

culties for the North-West Frontier Province and India as a whole.

If, said Nehru, it was indeed His Majesty's Government's sole pur-
to ascertain the wishes of the people of India and to transfer

power with the least possible dislocation, the purpose would not be

advanced or achieved by these proposals. Before the people chose,

they should have a proper picture ofwhat they were choosing. Two
or three vague proposals with no clear background would produce

nothing but -confusion, and the transfer of power, instead of being
without dislocation, would be obstructed by violence, by a mass

of complications and by weakness of the central Government and
its organs.

If, Ndunu went on, there was to' be any genuine assessment of opi-
the practical way was for two constitutions, two appeals

to be placed before the people. This meant that

the Constituent Assembly must proceed with the constitution-making
0n the basis ofan all-India Union with full freedom for provinces and
effective guarantees for all. In the same way, the League could pre-

pare its own schemes and present its own proposals on an equal level,

and the two constitutions could be presented to all the provinces of

India on a plebiscite basis on such terms as might be agreed upon.
Until decisions arc made, the Government of India must remain

as oae, la view of the impending British withdrawal, the Coalition
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forming the central Government be a Cabinet with Joint

sibility upon full Dominion autonomy. It may be the

central Government will not any to prejudice
or subsequent partition and such other guarantees as arc may
be given so as to assure the League in regard to certain agreed matters.

Nchni had no doubt that the Congress would not accept the prapo-
contained in the plan and that it would not be prepared to acqui-

esce in the throwing overboard of the basic all-India Union, or accept
the theory of provinces being initially Independent successor States.

We now had a meeting with Nehru. After listening to a re-state-

ment of his objections to the plan received from London, we pro-
ceeded to explain to him how our new plan would meet these

objections. At the end ofthe meeting the Viceroy asked him whether

the Congress would accept a plan based on our discussion. He replied

that he would have to see the draft before he could commit himself.

In view of this new development., it was decided that the conference

ofparty leaders which had been summoned to meet on 1 7 May should

be postponed to 2 June, and a was issued to that effect.

After the meeting with Nehru I returned to my hotel. I had only
two or three hours in which to prepare an alternative draft plan and

I set to work on it at once. The Viceroy was anxious to show the draft

to Nefani and to ascertain his reactions before he left Simla that

evening, and I had barely got the draft into shape when Sir Eric

Mievile came and took it away to the Viceroy.
That night I dined at Viceregal Lodge. I found that Lord Mount-

batten had completely regained his buoyant spirits and good cheer.

He told me that he had shown the draft to Nehru., who had said that

the approach contained in it was on proper lines and that it would not

be unacceptable to the Congress.

I was keeping Vallabhbhai Patel informed of the developments in

Simla and he was delighted by the turn of events. He assured me that

there would be no difficulty in the Congress accepting Dominion Sta-

tus. In fact, he had already made a public statement on 9 May sug-

gesting that power should be transferred to the Indian Government

on the basis ofDominion Status, with the Viceroy standing out.

Lord Mountbatten returned to Delhi on 14 May. He had already

apprised the Secretary of State of the developments in Simla and

communicated to Min an outline ofthe alternative plan. Immediate-

ly on Ms arrival in Delhi, lie received an invitation from the Prime

Minister to go to London. His Majesty's Government had been
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confronted with an entirely new situation., and without personal consul-

tation with the Viceroy (who alone could give them a clear picture of

the background) it was impossible for it to come to a firm decision.

The Viceroy felt that he should get the consent of the leaders of the

three parties to the alternative plan before leaving for London,, and he

plunged into this task with his characteristic drive. He asked me to

prepare a draft
* Heads of Agreement

*

to be shown to the leaders for

their acceptance.
On 16May I drew up a draft

c Heads ofAgreement
'

the features of

which were as follows:

(a) That the leaders agree to the procedure laid down for ascertaining
the wishes of the people whether there should be a division of India or not;

(b) That In the event of the decision being taken that there should only
be one central authority in Indla3 power should be transferred to the exist-

ing Constituent Assembly on a Dominion Status basis;

(c) That in the event of a decision that there should be two sovereign
State in India, the central Government of each State should take over

power in responsibility to their respective Constituent Assemblies, again
on a Dominion Status basis;

(d) That the transfer of power in either case should be on the basis

0f the Government of India Act of 1935, modified to conform to the

Dominion Status position;

(c) That the Governor-General should be common to both the HkMooa-

and that the present Governor-General should be reappointed;

(f) That a Gonnniioa should be appointed for the demarcation of

boundaries in the event of a cbcIsloB in favour of partition;

(g) That the Governors of the provinces should be appointed on the

of the respective central Governments;

PI) In the emit of two Dominions coming into being, the Armed Forces

in be divided between them. The units would be allocated

to Ac territorial basis of recruitment and would be under the

ofthe respective Governments. In the case ofmixed units, the sepa-
redivtribution should be entrusted to a Committee consisting of

Sir Claude Auchinleck and the Chiefs of the General Staff

ofthe two Dominions, under the supervision of a Council consisting of the

GkwcimoF-GeEeral and the two Defence Ministers, This Council would

automatically cease to exist as soon as the process ofdivision was completed,

After the Viceroy had approved the draft
*

Heads ofAgreement *, I

took it to Nehru* Patel and Baldev Singh and had discussions with

them; SirEric Mi&vilc did likewise withJinnah and Liaqat Ali Khan.

Thereafter, the Viceroy had consultations with Nehru and Patel

on behalf of the Congress; Jinaaii and Liaqat AH Khan on behalf of
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the League; and on behalfof the Sikhs, In the of

the new finalized. The Viceroy
anxious to obtain the acceptance of it by the In writing ifpos-
sible. Nehru readily complied on behalfof the Congress. la his letter

he stated that the Congress accepted the plan generally,, but that its

acceptance was strictly subject to the other parties agreeing to it as a

final settlement and to no further claims being put forward. This

plaiij as the Congress understood it, was a continuation ofthe Cabinet

Mission plan, with suitable variations to fit ia with the existing situa-

tion and in order to bring about an abiding settlement. In the event

of the Muslim League failing to accept it, the Congress would urge
strict adherence to the Cabinet Mission scheme under which the in-

terim Government had been formed. In that interim Government
there was no place for those who finally rejected the Cabinet Mission

scheme. In the event of the partition of the country, the clause

in paragraph 19 of the Cabinet Mission scheme dealing with the

major communal matters would have no further significance. The

Congress agreed that if daring the interim period there were to

be two States^ the Govemor-GrCBcral should be common to both.

Nehru said that the Congress would be happy if Lord Mountbatten

would continue ia this office and kelp them with his advice and

experience.

Jinnafa and Liaqat AH Khan seemed wiling to accept the general

principles ofthe pla% but refusal to state their acceptance in writing.

On 18 May the Viceroy left for London, I accompanied Mm. En
route we stopped at Karachi, and Lord Moimtbatten took the oppor-

tunity to discus the new plan with Sir Francis Miidie, the Governor

of Sind. Mudie was of the view that the Muslim League would

accept the plan* but at the same time he emphasized the need for an

early demission ofpower. We reached London the next day and Lord

Moontbatten went straightway into discussion with the Prime Minis-

ter and with the India and Burma Committee of the Cabinet.

Throughout these discussions. Lord Mountbatten kept in constant

touch, through Sir Eric Mieville who had stayed behind in Delhi,,

with Nehru and Jinnah, so that they were both kept fully informed

througiMmt the evolution of the plan to its final stages.

The Cabinet ended by approving the new plan and by finalizing

the statement1 of His Majesty's Government. This statement began
with a reference to the Cabinet Mission plan of 16 May 1946. It

i See Apfxadix X.
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that His Majesty's Government had hoped that It would be

for the major parties to co-operate in the working of the

plan, but the hope had not been fulfilled. It had always been the de-

sire of His Majesty's Government that power should be transferred

in accordance with the wishes of the Indian people themselves. The
task would have been facilitated if there had been agreement among
the Indian political parties. In the absence of such agreement the

task of devising a method by which the wishes of the Indian people
could be ascertained had devolved on His Majesty's Government.

His Majesty's Government wished to make it clear that it had no in-

tention of attempting to frame any ultimate constitution for India.

That was a matter for the Indians themselves. Nor was there any-

thing in the plan to preclude negotiations between the communities

for a united India.

It was not the intention of His Majesty's Government to interrupt
the work of the existing Constituent Assembly. At the same time,, it

was clear that any constitution framed by it could not apply to those

parts of the country which were unwilling to accept it. The problem
was how to settle the best practical method of ascertaining the wishes

of the people of such areas, whether their constitution should be

framed by the existing Constituent Assembly., or by a new and

separate Constituent Assembly consisting of the representatives of

those areas which aright decide not to participate in the existing one.

When this had been done it would be possible to determine the

authority or authorities to whom power should be transferred.

The StatdMBtMd down that the provincial Legislative Assemblies

of tie Punjab (excluding the European members) should

ia two parts^ one representing the Muslim majority districts and
the other the rot ofthe province. For the purpose ofdetermining the

ofthe districts, the 1941 census figures should be taken as

authoritative* The Muslim majority districts in those two provinces
were as set out in the appendix to the Statement.

The members of the two parts of the Legislative Assembly sitting

separately would be empowered to vote whether or not the province
be partitioned. If a simple majority of either part decided in

favour of partition, division would take place and arrangements
would be made accordingly.

Before the question of partition was decided, it was desirable for

the representatives ofeach part to know in advance which Constitu-

ent Assembly the province as a whole would join in the event of the
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two to remain united. Therefore, if any of

cither part of the Legislative Assembly so demanded, a

should be held of all the members of the Legislative

(other than Europeans) at which a decision would be on the

Issue.

In the event ofpartition being decided upon, each part ofthe Legis-
lative Assembly would* on behalfofthe areas represented by it, decide

whether its constitution should be framed by the existing Constituent

Assembly, or by a new and separate one.

The partition of Bengal and the Punjab according to Muslim majo-

rity districts and non-Muslim majority districts was a preliminary

step of a purely temporary nature. As soon as a decision involving

partition had been taken for either province, a Boundary Commission

would be set up by the Governor-General, the membership and terms

of reference of which would be settled in consultation with those

concerned.

The Legislative Assembly of Sind (excluding the European mem-

bers) would also at a special meeting take its own decision as to whe-

ther its constitution should be framed by the existing, or a new and

separate Constituent Assembly.
With regard to the North-Wot Frontier Province, it would be

necessary, in view of its special position, to give it an opportunity of

reconsidering its position In the event of the whole or any part of the

Punjab declaring against joining the existing Constituent Assembly.
A referendum would be made to the electors ofthe present Legislative

Assembly to choose between the existing Constituent Assembly and
a new and separate one.

The Governor-General was examining how best British Baluchis-

tan, in view of its geographical situation, could be given a similar

opportunity of reconsidering its position.

Though Assam was predominantly a non-Muslim province, the

district ofSylhet, which was contiguous to Bengal, was predominant-

ly Muslim. If it should be decided to partition Bengal, a referendum

would be held in Sylhet district to decide whether the district should

continue to form part ofthe Assam province or should be amalgama-
ted with the new province of East Bengal. Should the referendum

result in favour ofamalgamation with East Bengal, a Boundary Com-

mission, with terms of reference similar to those for the Punjab and

Bengal, would be set up to demarcate the Muslim majority areas of

Sylhet district. In any case the rest of the Assam province would
24
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continue to participate in the proceedings of the existing Constituent

Assembly,
If partition of Bengal and the Punjab should be decided upon, it

would be necessary to hold fresh elections in order to choose rep-

resentatives for the respective Constituent Assemblies on the scale of

one for every million of the population^ according to the principle

contained in the Cabinet Mission plan. Similar elections would Jbe

held for Sylhet in the event of its being decided that this district

should form part of East Bengal.

Negotiations would have to be initiated as soon as possible on

the administrative consequences ofany partition that might be deci-

ded upon.

Agreements with the tribes of the North-West Frontier of India

would have to be negotiated by the appropriate successor authority.

After expressing full sympathy with the desire ofthe major political

parties for the earliest possible transfer of power^ the statement an-

nounced that His Majesty'sGovernmentwas willing tohand over even
earlier than June 1948* Accordingly, it proposed to introduce legis-

lation during the current session of Parliament for the transfer of

power in 1947 on a Dominion Status basis to one or two successor

authorities^ according to the decisions taken under the plan. That
would be without prejudice to the right of the Constituent Assem-

blies to decide in due course whether the parts of India which they

represented should remain within the British Commonwealth.
It was decided that Lord Mountbatten should present this plan to

the Indian leaders on 2June. Lord Mountbatten and party returned

to India on 31 May 1947.
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ACCEPTANCE OF THE PLAN

DURING
Lord Mountbatten's absence in England a new

complicationhad arisen. Jienafa demanded a
*

corridor
*

to link

Wat and East Pakistan. Nctira characterized the demand as

fantastic and absurd and other Congress leaders strongly opposed It.

Serious doubts arose as to whetherJinnah really desired any settlement
at all. The Viceroy took up the matter with him on his return to India

and prevailed upon him not to persist in this demand.
Another matter had been creating more than a ripple in the politi-

cal situation. At Ms prayer meetings, Gaadhiji had been prosing his

views in favour of a United India and had gone so far as to declare

that,, ifnecessary, the Cabinet Mission plan shouldbe imposed by force,

But SirJohn Golville, acting as Viceroy during Lord Mountbatten*s

absence, saw Gandhiji and was able to assure Lord Mountbattea that

it was not Gandhijft Intention to sabotage the new plan.

Before Lord Mountbatten's departure for England,, Nehni and

Patel had asked him to invite J. B. Kripalani, the G>ngress President,

to the proposed meeting of leaders. They pointed out that since both

of them were in the interim Government, the presence of Kripalani
would help in winning over the organizational side; moreover, his

position as President of the Congress was analogous to that ofJinnah.

Lord Mountbatten agreed to invite Kripalani, but decided that, in

fairness, Jinnah should be given the right to bring withhim one more

League representative.

On 2 June, at the Viceroy's House, was held the historic conference

attendedby the seven leaders Nehru, Patel and Kripalani on behalf

of the Congress; Jinnah, LiaqatAH Khan and AbdurRabNishtar on

behalfof the League, and Baldev Singh representing the Sikhs.

The Viceroy opened the conference by explaining that he had

the minimmn number of party Infers to come to the meeting
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so that it could be held In a friendly atmosphere. During the last five

years he had taken part in a number of momentous meetings at which

the fate of the war hadbeen decided; but he could remember no meet-

ing at which the decisions taken could have such a profound influence

on world history as those which were to be taken now. The way in

which power was transferred would affect not only India., but the

whole world.

He said that before he left for India in March, he had been given

no indication of the necessity for speed in formulating proposals for

the transfer of power. He had been led to believe in London that, if

his recommendations were submitted so as to enable legislation to be

introduced in Parliament by the beginning of 1948, that would be

time enough. But from the moment of his arrival in India a terrific

sense ofurgency had been impressed upon him by everybody to whom
he had spoken. They wanted the present state ofpolitical uncertainty

to cease. He had come to realize that the sooner power was transfer-

red the better It would be.

He explained how hard he had tried to obtain agreement on the

Cabinet Mission plan* His Majesty's Government had set great store

by that plan. He had, however, to report to His Majesty's Govern-

ment that Jinnah and the Muslim League had been unable to with-

draw their rejection of the plan, and maintained their view that it

could not be made to work.

The Viceroy said that gradually, over the course of the last two
and a half months, he had begun to see the degree of acceptance by
the different parties of the various alternative plans. The position
that had been reached was that the Congress would not agree to the

principle of the partition of India, although they accepted the prin-

ciple that Muslim majority areas should not be coerced; whileJinnah,
who demanded the partition ofIndia, would not agree to the princi-

ple of the partition ofprovinces. The Viceroy had made clear to His

Majc5ty*$ Government the impossibility of a foil acceptance of the

demands of one side and not of the other.

He mentioned that during his recent visit to London there had
been discussions both on the Cabinet Mission plan and the issue of

partition. He had tried to put forward what he believed to be the

points of view of both parties on these matters not only to the
Cabinet but to the members of the Opposition, including Churchill.
Hewas happy to state that the members of the Opposition were broad-

ly in agreement with the policy which His Majesty's Government
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intended to adopt. Government and Opposition were at one in their

desire to help India.

The Viceroy went on to say that he was the

position of the Sikhs. He did not think that any had
been discussed in London at such great length as this. He had repea-

tedly asked the Sikh leaders whether they desired the partition of the

Punjab. The Sikhs were so spread out over the Punjab that any

partition would necessarily divide their community; nevertheless they
still declared themselves to be in favour of partition. For the purpose
of "notional partition* different formulae had been examined^ but no
solution had been found to safeguard the interests ofthe Sikhs. It had
not been possible to adopt any principle other than division between

Muslim majority and non-Muslim majority areas. The notional

partition would be entirely provisional. The Boundary Commission,
on which Sikh interests would of course be represented^ would have

to work out the best permanent solution.

Referring to the problem of Calcutta, the Viceroy said that this had
also received careful consideration in London. The question had
arisen as to whether a referendum should be held in Calcutta. It had

been suggested that the vote of the Scheduled Castes might result in

a decision in favour of Calcutta joining East Bengal. He had sought
the Governor's advice on this point and was satisfied that there was

no basis for the suggestion that the Scheduled Castes would prefer

Muslim to Hindu rale. In any case, the definite decision ofthe Cabi-

net was that no exception to the general rule could be made in the

case of Calcutta.

The Viceroy mentioned that tinder the new arrangement the

India Office would be abolished.

He next referred to the
* new and very important feature* in para*

graph 20 ofthe Statement under the heading
* Immediate Transfer of

Power *, The leaders had always impressed uponMm that after parti-

tion (if it was decided upon), the transfer ofpower should take place
with the utmost speed. Accordingly^ he had pressed on His Majesty's

Government that the necessary legislation should be rushed through

during the present parliamentary session. The Prime Minister had

agreed and Churchill had given an assurance that the Opposition
would facilitate the passage of the Bill.

The Viceroy pointed out that power would be demitted in the

first instance on the basis of Dominion Status. Thereafter the

new Indian Government^ or Governments, would be completely
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free to withdraw from the Commonwealth whenever they so

wished.

The Prime Minister had particularly impressed upon him the

supreme need for secrecy concerning the statement until it was made
in Parliament The Viceroy therefore asked that every possible step

should be taken to prevent a leakage before the following afternoon.

This applied particularly to the new paragraph 20 regarding Domi-

nion Status.

The Viceroy added that His Majesty's Government had expressed
a wish to be associated in any defence agreement or treaty between

the two new Dominions which were to be set up. It felt that the situa-

tion would be impossible If either of these Dominions,, having British

officers and equipment,, were to allow other nations to come in and

establish bases in their territories. The Viceroy conveyed His Majes-

ty's Government's readiness to help both Dominions with British

officers for administration, as well as for their defence forces,

The Viceroy pointed out that the plan had been formulated as a

result of many talks with the Indian leaders. There had been some
small drafting alterations in the statement since it had last been seen

by them- These had been designed purely for clarification and were

subject to their general agreement*

Copies of the statement of His Majesty's Government were then

handed round* The Viceroy asked the leaders to take copies to their

Working Committees, to discuss the statement with them that day
and to letMm know their reactions by midnight. He did not intend to

ask either side to agree categorically to the terms of the statement,
but requested assurances from both that they would do their best

to have everything worked out peacefully.

Nehru stated that the Congress generally accepted the plan, though
it amid never give its complete approval to it. Jinnah said that it was

perfectly trae to say that neither side agreed with certain points in

the plan, and he added that its formal acceptance by the Muslim Lea-

gue would have to come later. The decision could not be left to the

leaders and the Working Committee alone. They would have to

bring the people round and much explanation would be necessary.
The Viceroy said that he was willing to take the risk of accepting

the word ofthe leaders, in whom he had complete confidence. At the

same time, he would like to get the preliminary agreement of the

Working Committees whose decisions, he repeated, should be com-
municated to him before midnight.
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Jinaah said that he thought he would "be In the

support of the All-India Muslim League Council, but felt that it was

better not to pre-determine the issue. He would go
c

to his

the people/ with no intent of wrecking the plan, but with the sincere

endeavour to persuade them to accept it.

Nehra pointed out that he and Patel had been committing them-

selves,, step by step, to the present plan and had given their personal

assurances. Owing to the peculiar nature of the case, the leaders

themselves had to make decisions- He and Ms colleagues had been

caught in the tempo of events. The uigency of the situation made It

difficult for them to be vague. Nehru said that a letter would be sent

to the Viceroy that evening giving an account of the Congress Work-

ing Committee's reaction to the statement.

Jirmah felt himselfunable to report the viewsofthe MuslimLeague

Working Committee in writing. However, he would come and see

the Viceroy and make a verbal report.

The Viceroy mentioned in conclusion that he intended to make a

broadcast over All-India Radio the following evening. It would be

recorded in London and relayed all over the world. He said that he

would be most grateful ifNehru and Jixmafa would broadcast imme-

diately after Mm. Theymight give theirpersonal assurances ofsupport

for the plan and say that they would use their best endeavours to

ensure its peaceful acceptance by their respective parties. Both Nehru

and Jinnah agreed. At the same time the Viceroy accepted Nehru's

suggestion that Baidev Singh should also broadcast

Soon after Ms interview with the leaders, the Viceroy saw GandhijL

The latter, as we have seen, had been preaching at Ms prayer meet-

ings against the very idea of partition. The Viceroy recounted to

him the various steps which had led to the present position. He poin-

ted out those features in the plan whichconformed to Gandhiji's ideas,

and explained the reasons for such features as were not in harmony

with Ms views. In the end he was able to persuade GandMji that the

plan was the best in the circumstances. It was Gandhiji's day of

silence; but he wrote a friendly note, which reassured the Viceroy.

The Congress Working Committee met on 2 June and decided to

accept the plan. Kripalani, the Congress President, wrote a long

letter to the Viceroy, in the course of which he said:

I do not wish to enter into any detailed examination of the proposed

statement of HMG. It has been produced after considerable consultation

and I am desired to say by my Committee that we are prepared to accept
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It and to recommend to the All-India Congress Committee to do likewise.

We do so in the earnest hope that this will mean a settlement. We feel

that the situation in India, political and economic, as well as communalj
demands more than ever a peaceful approach to all our problems. These

problems cannot be wived by methods of violence, and there can be no

submission to such methods.

While we are willing to accept the proposals made by HMG, my Com-
mittee desire to emphasize that they are doing so in order to achieve a final

settlement. This is dependent on the acceptance of the proposals by the

Muslim League and a clear understanding that no further claims will be

put forward. There has been enough misunderstanding in the past and in

order to avoid this in the future it is necessary to have explicit statements

in writing in regard to these proposals.

Regarding the position of the Sikhs in the Punjab,, Kripalani said

that His Majesty's Government's plan would result in injury to them
unless great care were taken and their peculiar position in the Punjab
were fully appreciated.
Baldev Singh, on behalf of the Sikhs, accepted the principle of

partition as laid down in the plan, but stressed that care should be

taken to meet their demands when framing the terms of reference

for the Boundary Commission.

The Viceroy saw Jinnah that night. Jinnah would not give any-

thing in writing, but he assured the Viceroy that he would do all in

Ms power to get theplan accepted. He said that hisWorking Commit-
tee were hopeful that the plan would be accepted by the All-India

Muslin League Council, but that constitutionally it was not possible
to reply on behalf of the Council. Lord Mountbatten,, however, was
not to be put off. He asked whether he would be justified in advising
the Prime Minister to go ahead and make his announcement on
3June towhichJinnah repHed in the affirmative, Jinnah explained
that it would require at least a week to assemble the Council of the

Ai-India Mudim League. Lord Mountbatten realized that a week's

delay wcrald be absolutely fatal at that stage. He therefore toldJinnah
that he would inform the meeting of the leaders on the following day
that he was satisfied with the assurances he had received fromJinnah;
al he asked was thatJinnah should nod his head in assent when that

statement was made. Jianah agreed.
The Congress President's letter of acceptance raised two other

points: one was the question as to what would happen in case one of

the Dominions should decide to secede from the British Common-
wealth,, while the other decided to remain in it; the second was the
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choice of Independence to be given IE the referendum to the Xorth-

Wcst Frontier Province. According to the Congress, India

decide to goout of the Commonwealth it would not be proper for Paki-

stan to continue as a Dominion. This virtually amounted to a demand
that Pakistan should be expelled from the Commonwealth If India

should decide to secede. At the Instance of the Viceroy, X explained
to Patel that His Majesty's Government could not possibly accept
the point of view of the Congress; that if India decided to

from the Commonwealth, this could not affect Pakistan's right, if she

so wished^ to continue as a Dominion^ and that it would be putting
His Majesty's Government in a very embarrassing position to have

to deal with such an issue. With regard to the North-Wat Frontier

Province,, I told him that it was at Nehru's own request that the

original proposal to allow every province the right to vote for Hindu-

stan., Pakistan or independence had been dropped and that it was

Lord Mountbatten's view that the issue of independence could not

be re-introduced for only one province at this stage. Patel agreed
on both points. Meanwhile Lord Mountbatten had explained the

position to Nehru., who agreed,

The next morning (3 June) the Viceroy's conference with the

leaders was resumed. He acquainted them with the replies he had
received from the three political parties. He said that liehad received

written assurancesfrom the Congress and the Sikhs,, anda verbal assu-

rancefromthe Muslim League. The Viceroy turned towards Jinnah,
who nodded Ms head in assent, The Viceroy went on to say that the

plan represented as complete an agreement as it was possible to get
and that, in his judgment^ what was being done was in the best

interests of the people of India.

Baldev Singh desired that instructions to the Boundary Commission
should be included in His Majesty's Government's Statement, but

the Viceroy persuaded him not to pros the point.

During all these discussions^ amidst the general glow of apparent
friendliness, there arose occasionalsparks of friction such as Liaqat
Ali Khan's attack on the speeches delivered by Gandhiji at his prayer

meetings which threatened to wreck the proceedings. It wasindeed
a remarkable feat that Lord Mountbatten should have succeeded by
Ms tact and charm in keeping the discussions within bounds.

Immediately after Ms meeting with the party leaders the Viceroy
communicated to the Secretary of State the assurances given Mm by
Nehru, Jinnah and Baldev Singh in regard to the acceptance of the
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plan. Attlce announced the plan in the House of Commons on
3 June; hence it came to be known as

*
the June 3rd Plan*. 1

Speaking on behalfofthe Opposition., Winston Churchill was parti-

cularly cautious. It appeared, he said., that the two conditions which

had been foreseen at the time of the Cripps Mission., namely, agree-

ment between the Indian parties, and a period of Dominion Status

in which India or any part ofit might freely decide whether to remain

in the British Commonwealth or not,
* would seem to have been ful-

filled by the proposal.
9 The Opposition, while preserving freedom on

points of detail, would not oppose any Bill to confer Dominion Status

on the various parts of India on the basis of His Majesty's Govern-

ment's Statement He concluded by saying: 'The Prime Minister

said that credit was due to the Viceroy. There are matters about

which it is extremely difficult to form decided opinions now, but ifthe

hopes that are enshrined in this declaration should be borne out,

great credit will indeed be due to the Viceroy, and not only to the

Viceroy, but to the Prime Minister who advised the British Govern-

ment to appoint him.*

In a broadcast which the Prime Minister made that night he

said : As the Indian leaders have finally failed to agree on the Cabinet

Mission's plan for a united India, partition becomes the inevitable

alternative.* He explained that the twofold purpose of the plan was

firstly, to make possible the maximum degree of co-operation and

harmony between the political parties in order that the partition, if

decided upon, might involve as little loss and suffering as possible;
and secondly, to enable the British Government to hand over their

responsibilities in an orderly and constitutional manner at the earliest

opportunity. The plan, he added, provided for the handing over of

power that year to one or two governments, each having Dominion
Status.

On the evening of 3 June the Viceroy broadcast over All-India

Radio. He gave a short account of his discussions with the leaders of

die political parties. He said that it had always been his firm opinion
that, with arcasonable measure ofgoodwillbetween the communities,
a unified India would be by far the best solution; but it had been im-

possible to obtain agreement on the Cabinet Mission plan or on any
otherplan that would preserve the unity ofIndia. The MuslimLeague
had demanded the partition ofIndia, and the Congress had used the

same argument for demanding, in that event, the partition of certain

*See Appendix X.
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provinces. The argument seemed unassailable* though he was as

much opposed to the partition of provinces as he was to the partition

ofIndia. Hence it was left to the people of India themselves to decide

the question of partition. It was necessary, in order to ascertain the

will of the people of the Punjab, Bengal and part of Assam, to lay

down boundaries between the Muslim majority and remaining areas,

but he wished to make it clear that the ultimate boundaries would be

settled by a Boundary Commission and would certainly not be iden-

tical with those which had been provisionally adopted.

Referring to the position of the Sikhs., the Viceroy said that they
were so distributed that any partition of the Punjab would inevitably

divide them. It was sad to think that the partition of the Punjab,
which the Sikhs themselves desired* could not avoid splitting them
to a greater or lesser degree. The exact degree of split would be left

to the Boundary Commission, on which they would of course be

represented.
The Viceroy went on to say that the whole plan might not be

perfect, but, Hke all plans, its success would depend on the spirit of

goodwill with which it was carried out. He had always felt that the

transfer of power should take place at the earliest possible moment.

The proposal which he had put forward, aad which he wasglad tosay
had been accepted, was that His Majesty's Government should trans-

fer power immediately to one or two Governments of British India,

each having Dominion Status* His Majesty*s Government had al-

ready taken in hand the drafting of the necessary legislation, which

it was proposed to introduce in Parliament during the current session.

It was not the intention of His Majesty's Government to impose any
restriction either onIndia as a whole, or on the two States ifthere were

partition, to decide in the future their relationship to each other and

to other member State of the British Commonwealth,

The Viceroy concluded : I have faith in the future of India and I

am proud to be with you a! at this momentous time. May your deci-

sions be wisely guided and may they be carried out in the peaceful

and friendly spirit of the Gandhi-Jinnah appeal/

Immediately thereafter, His Majesty's Government's Statement

was also broadcast and released to the Press.

There followed broadcasts by the Indian leaders. Nehru said that

the announcement envisagedon the onehand the possibility of certain

areas seceding from India and., on the other the promise of a big ad-

vance towards complete independence* It was with nojoy in his heart
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that he commended these proposals, though he had no doubt in his

mind that it was the right course. He emphasized that the united

India that they had laboured for was not one of compulsion and coer-

cion, but a free and willing association of a free people.
c

It may be

that In this way we shall reach that united India sooner than other-

wise and that she will have a stronger and more secure foundation.'

He referred to the violence in the country as 'shameful, degrading
and revolting* and stressed that political ends were not to be achieved

by methods of violence. He expressed his deep appreciation of the

labours of the Viceroy ever since his arrival at a critical juncture in

India's history. He also paid tribute to Gandhiji, who had led the

nation unfalteringly for over a generation through darkness and

sorrow to the threshold of freedom.

Jinnah appealed to every community, particularly to Muslim India,

to maintain peace and order. The plan, he said, did not In some im-

portant respects meet the Muslim League point ofview and it was for

the League to consider whether it should be accepted as a compromise
or a settlement. On that point he did not wish to prejudge the deci-

sion of the Council of the All-India Muslim League, but so far as he

had been able to gather, the reaction in League circles In Delhi had
been hopeful. He, too, paid tribute to the Viceroy, who had battled

against various forces very bravely. The Impression that the Viceroy
had left 00 Jiimah's mind was that he was actuated by a high sense

of fairness and impartiality. It was up to everyone to make the Vice-

roy's task less difficult and to help him as much as possible to fulfil

Ms mission of the transfer of power in a peaceful and orderly manner.

He called upon the provincial Muslim League of the North-West
Frontier Province to withdraw the movement of civil disobedience.

Baldev Singh said that the plan steered a course which was obvious-

ly above the conflicting claims. It was not a compromise; he pre-
ferred to call It a settlement

*
It does not please everybody, not the

Sikh community anyway, but it is certainly something worth while.

Let us take it at that*

Lord Mountbatten addressed a press conference on4June. Vallabh-
bhai Patel was In the chair. In Ms introductory speech Lord Mount-
batten gave the background of how the June 3rd plan had been
evolved. He pointed out that at every stage and at every step he had
worked hand in hand with the leaders and that the plan had come
as no shock or surprise to them. All the leaders had wanted speed in

the actual transfer of power^ but power could not be transferred to
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one or two separate governments a con-

stitution. One of the governments not even In btingj nor it

certain that it was coming Into beiag. The other government

presumably time IE framing Its titutIon. The Govern-
ment of India Act of 1935, suitably modified,, provided the obvious

answer to this difficulty. He that independence through
Dominion Status was complete and that the different administrations

were at liberty to opt out of the Commonwealth whenever they plea-
sed. He meant it most sincerely when he power would be

transferred completely by the end of the year.
The questions put to the Viceroy were numerous and varied. Many

were of a trivial character, but to every one the Viceroy gave a crisp
and apt reply. Among the points raised were three which were of

special interest. The first was, what would happen if the Muslim

League Council rejected the plan? The second was, whether the

basic determining factor in drawing the boundaries of the provinces
would be the communal majority of the population, orwhether other

considerations such as property,, economic viability* etc., would also

be included in the terms of reference? The third related to the refe-

rendum in the North-Wot Frontier Province.

The first, the Viceroy remarked, was a hypothetical question. As
for the second, he pointed out that His Majesty's Government, least

of aH the present Labour Government,, could hardly be expected to

subscribe to a partition 0n the baas oflanded property. With regard
to the third question,, the Viceroy explained that* compared to Bengal
and the Punjab, the North-West Frontier Province Legislative Assem-

bly had a heavier minority wclgfatage viz., twelve seats out of fifty, al-

though the minorities in that province only represented something like

five per cent ;
that its referendum would be a perfectly straightforward

one,, and that he proposed to depute for the purpose such British

officers of the Indian Army, selected by himself, as could be relied

upon to be completely impartial. As to why the voters had not been

given the alternative to opt for independence, the Viceroy said it was

a question of politics; if they could get the Congress and the Muslim

League to agree, he too, would of course agree.

But the most important of the questions centred on paragraph 20

ofthe Statement,which concerned the immediate devolution ofpower
on the basis of Dominion Status. In this connexion the Viceroy ex-

plained that the British Commonwealth ofNations was a completely
free association of peoples. Each State was completely independent,
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and, as far as he knew, they decided their own future. There was no

power that he knew of to force them to stay In if they wanted to go
out. People seemed to have some doubts about the term

c Dominion

States *. It was, he said, absoluteindependence in every possible way,
with the exception that the member States were linked together

voluntarily. In fact, they looked to one another for support,, mutual

trust and* In due course, affection.

Finally Lord Mountbatten made it clear that the transfer would

be in 1947 and not in June 1948. He said,,
*

I think the transfer could

be about the 15th of August/
He appealed to the press to aim at one thing when putting out

their news and their leading articles peaceful,, quick and speedy

settlement, which all ofthem so sincerely desired.

Ian Stephens, who was editor of The Statesman at the time, writing

six years after the event, described this press conference thus; 'For

sheer intellectual range and vigour, for assured grasp ofminutiae, yet
brilliant marshalling of the main lines of a long, difficult argument,
it was an extraordinary performance.*
The Viceroy also had a meeting with GandhijL Some time later,

addressing his usual prayer meeting, Gandhiji said: 'The British

Government is not responsible for partition. The Viceroy has no hand
in it In fact he is as opposed to division as Congress itself. But if both

of us, Hindus and Muslims, cannot agree on anything else, then the

Viceroy is left with no choice.' It was, he added, on the basis of

the plan that agreement could be reached.

The announcement of the plan resulted in an immediate improve-
ment in the general situation. The Muslim League mass movements
in Assam and the North-West Frontier Province were abandoned,
and it was only in parts of the Punjab and in Calcutta that there

were sporadic disturbances.

The plan bad its opponents as well, The Working Committee of

the Hindu Mahasabha met in Delhi and passed a resolution which
stressed:

s

India is one and indivisible and there will never be peace
unless and until the separated areas are brought back into the Indian
Union and made integral parts thereof.* The Mahasabha even called

for an all-India
*

Anti-Pakistan Day*.
The extremists on the Muslim side were also dissatisfied; and the

Khaksars, a group of militant Muslims (who demanded a Pakistan

stretching fromKarachi to Calcutta), staged demonstrations when the

All-India Muslim League Council met in Delhi. Strangely enough^
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the Communists, who had Jinnah's for Paki-

stan^ now changed their tune. They that partition Domi-
nion Status together would enable Britain to maintain her control

over India* but they did not explain how would be

Progressive opinion throughout the world theJune 3rd

plan as a courageous effort to resolve the Indian deadlock and praised
the Labour Government for Its courage In handing over power to

Indian hands. Walter Lippmaniij the American political com-

mentator, wrote In The Post:

Perhaps Britaia's hour is not In the past. Certainly this perfor-

mance Is not the wort ofa decadent people. This on the contrary is the work
of political genius requiring the ripest wisdom and the freshest vigour, and

it is done with an elegance and a style that will compel and will receive an

instinctive respect throughout the civilised world. Attke and Mountbatten

have done a service to all mankind by showing what statesmen can do not

with force and money but with lucidity, resolution and sincerity.

The Council of the All-India Muslim League met in New Delhi

on 10 June and passed a resolution noting with satisfaction that the

Cabinet Mission plan had been abandoned* The only course open
was the partition of India as proposed in His Majesty's Government's

Statement of 3 June. The Council was of the opinion that, although
it could act agree to the partition of Bengal and the Punjab, or give its

consent to such partition, it had to consider His Majesty's Govern-

ment's plan for the transfer ofpower as a whole. The resolution gave
full authority to Jinnah to accept the fundamental principles of the

plan as a compromise and empowered Mm to take all steps and

decisions in that connexion.

The resolution provoked Nehru into writing a letter to the Viceroy
in wMch he pointed out that, though the Cabinet Mission plan had

been modified to a large extent, they were still functioning in many
ways In accordance with the plan. Thus the Indian Constituent

Assembly had teen meeting and would continue to meet under that

plan. It was therefore incorrect to say that the Cabinet Mission plan
had beea abandoned. By objecting to the partition of Bengal and the

Punjab> the 'Council ofthe Muslim League had definitely rejected one

of. the basic proYisioas in the scheme. He went on to say that the

Council had accepted the fundamental principles of the plan as a

compromise, but it was not clear what they considered those funda-

mental principles to be. The point was whether the plan was accep-

ted as a settlement or ot. The report af the speeches that had been
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delivered led to the conclusion that It was looked upon as a step to be

utilized for the enforcement offurther claims. The Council had given

full authority to Jinnah to take all steps and decisions which might

be necessary in connexion with the plan, which meant that the Coun-

cil itself had not accepted the plan as a settlement, but had given

authority to Jinnah to do so if he chose. The least that could be done

now was for Jinnah to accept the plan in its entirety as a settlement on

behalfofthe Muslim League. Unless this were done clearly in writing,

there was every likelihood that difficulties would arise in the near

future.

Between Xehru and Jinnah, the Viceroy was in a distinctly difficult

position. In the light of past experience, the Congress was anxious

to pin down the League, while Jinnah as usual was reluctant to commit

himself to anything. In the end, Lord Mountbatten persuaded Nehru

not to take the League Council's resolution at its face value.

Meanwhile, a joint conference of various Sikh organizations was

held in Lahore. Though welcoming the division of the Punjab, the

Conference placed on record its considered view that no partition of

the province which did not preserve the solidarity and integrity of the

Sikh community would be acceptable to the Sikhs.

The All-India Congress Committee met in Delhi on 14 June and

passed a resolution accepting the June 3rd plan. This resolution

included an eloquent exposition of the essential unity of India:

Geography and the mountains and the seas fashioned India as she is,

and no human agency can change that shape or come in the way of her

final destiny. Economic circumstances and the insistent demands of inter-

national affairs make the unity of India still more necessary. The picture

ofIndia we have learnt to cherish will remain in our minds and our hearts.

The A.LC.C. earnestly trusts that when the present passions have subsided,

India's problems will be viewed in their proper perspective and the false

doctrine of two nations in India will be discredited and discarded by all.

However much the secession of some parts of the country was to

be regretted, the Committee accepted this possibility in the circum-

stances then prevailing. Congressmen in particular and the people in

general were exhorted to forget petty differences and disputes and

to stand by vigilant, disciplined and prepared to serve the cause

of India's freedom.

The resolution was moved by Govind Ballabh Pant, who said that

acceptance ofthe June 3rd plan was the only way to achieve freedom

and liberty for the country. It would assure an Indian Union with a
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strong Centre which could ensure progress. The had
hard and sacrificed everything for the sake of unity. The choice

was e between accepting the June 3rd plan or committing suicide."

He argued that the present plan was better than the Cabinet Mission

plan with its groupings and sections and its weak Centre.

In seconding the resoIution/Azad disagreed with Pant that theJune
3rd plan was better than the Cabinet Mission plan. He had all along
held the view that the Statement of 16 May was the best solution of
the problem; to that view he continued to adhere. But the choice

before the Congress was not which plan to accept and which to reject,
but whether the present state of indecision and drift should continue.

Taking into consideration all the factors, the Working Committee
had come to the decision that an immediate settlement was urgently

required. Referring to the provinces which sought to cut themselves

away from India,, Azad said:
c The division is only of the map of the

country and not in the hearts of the people, and I am sure it is going
to be a short-lived partition.

5

Opposition to the resolution came mostly from Nationalist Muslims,
members of the Hindu minorities in the proposed Pakistan provin-

ces, and from Pijrshottamdas Tandon. In an impassioned speech,
Tandon said that the decision of the Working Committee was an

admission of weakness and that it arose out of a sense of despair.

Accepting the June 3rd plan would benefit neither the Hindus nor

the Muslims. The Hindus in Pakistan would live in fear and the

Muslims in India would do the same.

Intervening in the debate, Nehru asserted that there was no ques-
tion of any surrender to the Muslim League. The Congress had all

along been against coercing any unit to remain under the Indian

Union. It was wrong to suggest that the CongressWorking Commit-

tee had taken fright and therefore surrendered, though it was correct

to say that they were very much disturbed at the prevailing madness.

Patel said that, looking at the Cabinet Mission's proposals in the

light ofhis experience in die interim Government during the past nine

months, he was not at all sorry that the Statement of 16 May had

gone. Had they accepted it, the whole of India would have gone the

Pakistan way. Today they had seventy-five to eighty per cent of

India, which they could develop and make strong according to their

genius. The League could develop the rest of the country.

The issue was clinched when GandHji supported the resolution.

He said that hewas not pleading on behalfoftheWorking Committee,

25
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but the All-India Congress Committee must weigh the pros and cons

of its rejection. He said that his views on the plan were well known.

The acceptance of the plan did not only involve the Congress Work-

ing Committee. There were two other parties to it, the British Govern-

ment and the Muslim League. If at this stage the All-India Congress

Committee rejected the Working Committee's decision., what would

the world think of it? The consequences of rejection would be the

finding ofa new set of leaders, who would not only be capable of con-

stituting the Congress Working Committee but of taking charge of

the Government. They should not forget that peace in the country

was very essential at this juncture. The Congress was opposed to

Pakistan and he was one of those who had steadfastly opposed the

division of India. Yet he had come before the All-India Congress

Committee to urge the acceptance of the resolution on India's divi-

sion. Sometimes certain decisions, however unpalatable they might be,

had to be taken. The resolution was carried by 157 votes to twenty-

nine, thirty-two members remaining neutral.

Acharya Kripalani, the Congress President, made a most forceful

and memorable speech, in the course ofwhich he answered the charge
that the Working Committee had taken the decision out of fear. He
said :

I must admit the truth of this charge, but not in the sense in which it is

made. The fear is not for the lives lost, or of the widows' wail, or the or-

phans' cry, or of the many houses burned. The fear is that ifwe go on like

this, retaliating and heaping indignities on each other, we shall progres-

sively reduce ourselves to a stage of cannibalism and worse. In every fresh

communal fight the most brutal and degraded acts of the previous fight

become the norm.

Titus was the plan accepted by the three main political parties.

But acceptance was one thing; its implementation was a different

matter altogether. Here was a task which normally should have taken

years to accomplish but which had to be compressed into the short

space of a few weeks ! It was a task before which anybody would have

quailed, for it was one which seemed verily to tempt the Gods.
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN

TH
E June 3rd Plan having been accepted by the parties con-

cerned., the next task of His Majesty's Government and the

Viceroy was to concentrate on the problem of its early imple-
mentation. There was so much to be done within such a limited time.

The verdicts of the provinces had to be ascertained
; parliamentary

legislation had .to be hurried through; ifpartition were decided upon,,
the administrative services and armed forces had to be divided^
assets and liabilities to be apportioned and the boundaries in the dis-

puted areas to be settled all these tasks had to be carried through
more or less simultaneously. A strict chronology of events might help
to stress the pressure and the acute sense ofurgency with which the

work was done,, but such a narrative would be disjointed. It is not

as though one problem was tackled first and another later. A broad

survey^ arranged so as to treat each of the problems separately, will

make for a clearer understanding.

VERDICT OF THE PROVINCES

TheJune 3rd plan had laid down that the question whether or not

India should be partitioned was a matter to be decided by the Indian

people themselves. I have already explained the procedure pres-
cribed in the plan for deciding this question. In Bengal the provincial

Legislative Assembly met on 20 June and decided by 126 votes to

ninety in favour of joining a new Constituent Assembly. The mem-
bers from thenon-Muslim majority areas of WestBengal then met and
decided by fifty-eight votes to twenty-one that the province should

be partitioned and that West Bengal should join the existing Indian

Constituent Assembly; while the members from the Muslim majority
areas ofEastBengal met and decidedby 106 votes to thirty-five thatthe

province should not be partitioned and, by almost the same majority
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of votes,, that East Bengal should join a new Constituent Assembly

and that Sylhet should be amalgamated with that province.

The voting in Bengal passed off in a comparatively peaceful atmos-

phere, but in the Punjab there were demonstrations and communal

disorders. The Punjab Legislative Assembly met,, in fact,, under a

strong police guard. It decided by ninety-one votes to seventy-seven

to join a new Constituent Assembly. The members from the Muslim

majority areas of West Punjab then decided, by sixty-nine votes to

twenty-seven,, against the partition of the province; while the mem-

bers from the non-Muslim majority areas of East Punjab decided.,

by fifty votes to twenty-two, that the province should be partitioned

and that East Punjab should join the existing Indian Constituent

Assembly.
The Sind Legislative Assembly met on 26 June and decided by

thirty votes to twenty to join a new Constituent Assembly.
There was some difficulty in settling the procedure for ascertaining

the wishes ofthe people ofBaluchistan. Nehru had suggested the pos-

sibility of sending a commission to meet the tribal jirgas and of hold-

ing a referendum in Quetta town* But the Chief Commissioner, Sir

Geoffrey Prior, advised that such a course was not feasible. The

Viceroy finally decided that theShahi jirga and the non-official mem-
bers of the Q,uetta Municipality should be summoned in order to

decide the future of the province. The members of these bodies met

and unanimously decided to join a new Constituent Assembly. The
seven Hindu and Parsi members of the Quetta Municipality did not

attend the meeting.
With regard to Sylhet, neither the Congress nor the Muslim League

was confident as to the outcome of the proposed reference to the

Assembly voters from that district Liaqat AH Khan, for instance,

pointed out that while the Muslims formed 60" 7 per cent of the popu-
lation, they formed only 54"27 of the total electoral roll; he sugges-
ted that thenumber ofMuslim votes should therefore be multiplied by
a factor which would equate the voting strength of the Muslims with

their population strength. The Congress, on the other hand, claimed

that the voters in the Labour and in the Commerce and Trade con-

stituencies of the district should be allowed to participate in the

referendum. Ultimately,thereferendumwas confined to voters in the

General, Muhammadan and Indian Christian constituencies. It was
held early in July. A majority of the voters 239,619 to 184,041
were in favour ofseparation and joining East Bengal.



The Situation in the N.W.P.P.

In the North-West Frontier Province, though the Muslim League
campaign ofcivil disobedience had been withdrawn, the situation was
still tense. Sir Olaf Caroe had been replaced as Governor by General

Rob Lockhart. The referendum in the province was entrusted to Bri-

tish officers ofthe Indian Army with experience ofthe frontier, under
a Referendum Commissioner, Brigadier J. B. Booth. The June 3rd

plan offered to the voters ofthe North-West Frontier Province Legis-
lative Assembly the choice either tojoin a new Constituent Assembly
or to continue with the existing one. Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan, the

Congress leader, objected to the people being asked to vote on a com-
munal question; further, he urged that they should have the choice

to vote for an independent Pathanistan. When the question was put
to the Viceroy, he replied that he could not change the procedure
without the consent ofboth the parties. While the Congress was will-

ing to meet Ghaflfar Khan's point ofview,Jinnah was firmly opposed
to it. The latter characterized the demand for an independent Patha-

nistan as 'insidious and spurious
5

, but declared that in Pakistan the

North-West Frontier Province would enjoy full autonomy. His de-

mand not having been conceded, Ghaffar Khan appealed to his fol-

lowers to boycott the referendum. Incidentally, the Government of

Afghanistan had begun to takean interest in the Pathanistan demand,

claiming that the territory west of the river Indus was populated by

Afghans and that these people should be given a right to decide their

future. Lord Listowel, the Secretary of State for India, in an address

to foreign, American and Empire journalists, repudiated Afghanis-
tan's interference. He said:

Afghanistan has no right to interfere, as they are trying to interfere, in

the rights ofthe North-West Frontier Province. Pathans have been willing

quite contentedly to remain in the North-West Frontier Province for a long
time. It will give- rise to all sorts of difficulties ifwe allow any movement to

break up the North-West Frontier Province.

The referendum in the North-West Frontier Province was held

from 6 to 17 July. Of the total electorate of 572,798, slightly over

50 per cent took part 289,244 voting for, and 2,874 voting

against joining a new Constituent Assembly.
Thus in effect East Bengal, West Punjab, Sind, Baluchistan and the

North-West Frontier Province all voted for Pakistan.

Later, fresh elections were held in Sylhet, in West and East Bengal,

and in West and East Punjab, for the election of representatives to

the respective Constituent Assemblies. No fresh election was held in
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the North-West Frontier Province, in view of the fact that there was

no change in the boundaries of that province; it already had its elec-

ted representatives
1 in the existing Constituent Assembly and those

members had merely to be transferred to the new Constituent

Assembly. For similar reasons no fresh election was held in either

Baluchistan or Sind.

INDIAN INDEPENDENCE BILL

No sooner had the partition of the country been decided upon than

His Majesty's Government set about the task of preparing and fina-

lizing* in consultation with the Viceroy and his advisers., the draft of

the Indian Independence Bill. The Bill in its final form consisted of

only twenty clauses and three schedules. But the size of the Bill is no

index to the amount of labour that went to the making of it. I can

say this with some assurance because here in India, I, as Reforms

Commissioner, was in charge of the Bill. Nor can I forget the very
able assistance rendered., both in connexion with the Bill and the

adaptations to the Government of India Act, 1935, by Sir George

Spence, K, V.K. Sundaram and S. V.R. Cook. I should like to pay
a special tribute to Sir George Spence. In all my thirty-seven years'

service in the Government of India,, there was none among the many
distinguished Law Secretaries who occupied so outstanding a posi-
tion as did Sir George Spence in his time,, respected and trusted as he

was by British and Indian alike. He was already suffering from the

strain of overwork when the Indian Independence Bill came under
consideration

;
but he felt that he owed a duty to this country and., re-

gardless of his health,, stayed on till the work on the Bill and the adap-
tations to the 1935 Act was completed a gesture which was highly

appreciated by the Indian leaders. But for his unrivalled knowledge
and the assistance of K. V. K. Sundaram and S. V. R. Cook, it would
not have been possible to deal so satisfactorily with the Bill and the

adaptations to the 1935 Act for India and Pakistan in the short time
at our disposal.

Departing from parliamentary practice, Lord Mountbatten (with
His Majesty's Government's approval) showed the draft Bill before
its presentation to Parliament to the Indian party leaders, including
Gandhiji, who attended the initial meeting convened in the Viceroy's

1 Abul Kalam Azad was originally elected to the Constituent Assembly from the
Nprth-West Frontier Province. After partition he resigned and later was elected from
Bihar,
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House for the purpose of discussing its provisions. The Congress lea-

ders and their advisers held their discussions next door to the room
in which the Muslim League leaders and their advisers were holding
theirs. The Congress comments were then shown to the League
leaders,, and vice versa. Thus., in the final revision of the Bill the

comments of the Indian leaders were taken fully into account.

I have included in this book, as a matter of historical interest,, the

Indian Independence Act1
, as also a photostat

2 of the Congress
memorandum on the draft Bill showing Nehru's corrections in his

own hand and his* signature at the end.

In its final stages the Bill kept the India Office as well as the Vice-

roy and his advisers practically sleepless for two nights. The Bill was

introduced in the House of Commons by the Prime Minister on
4 July. On the same date the Secretary of State,, Lord Listowel,

addressed foreign and Empire journalists at the India Office. He
said :

c

This is a Bill unique in the history of legislation in this country.

Never before has such a large portion of the world population achie-

ved complete independence through legislation alone.' He went on to

say that on 15 August'India would achieve complete independence;
that the people ofIndia would start their new status on the same foot-

ing as other members of the Commonwealth and would also gain the

advantages enjoyed by other members through their mutual co-

operation; that there would be a new partnership between the East

and the West which would bring healthy results for the whole world.

Regarding the position of the India Office,, Lord Listowel said that it

would cease to be a separate office; that the Secretary ofState would

not function., and that the Secretary for Commonwealth Relations

would look after the affairs of the new Dominions. Referring to the

Congress choice of retaining the name of India for their Dominion.,

he said: 'The name ec
India

"
has certain practical advantages, as the

name has been used in treaties and international documents. Retain-

ing the name ofIndia will make it easier for the Dominion to continue

as a member of the United Nations Organization. There will be no

difference in the status of the two Dominions, as Pakistan may also

become a member of the United Nations Organization.'

In the course of the debate high tributes were paid to Attlee as well

as to Lord Mountbatten. At one stage Lord Winterton, referring to

Lord Mountbatten, said ofhim :

e No man since Wellington has been

i See Appendix XI.
2 See Appendk XII.
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given such twin gifts of leadership In the military and constitutional

fields/

In the House of Lords there were two notable speeches. Lord

Samuel, among other things., said :

It may be said of the British Raj as Shakespeare said of the Thane of

Cawdor, 'Nothing in his life became him like the leaving of it
' This

BUI is amoral to all future generations; it is a Treaty of Peace without

a War.

Lord Halifax, including in his speech words of praise for Lord

Mountbatten, said:

I think it has meant much for the long-term hopes which we may all

cherish that theapproach ofHis Majesty's Government to this tangled prob-

lem should have been inspired, as I think it has been, with courage and

imagination, supported as it has been by the indomitable vigour and un-

rivalled resource of His Majesty's Government's representative in India

today,

At the stage of the introduction of the Bill in Parliament,, Lord

Mountbatten had entrusted me with the task of explaining its provi-
sions to a press conference. Vallabhbhai Patel, in his capacity as

Minister for Information and Broadcasting, presided at this confe-

rence. In his introductory remarks, Patel stressed the fact that on
15 August 1947 India would be completely free, adding:

eAnd that

is the greatest achievement of India and, one may say, it is one of the

greatest acts done in history by any Power.'

At this press conference attention was for the most part directed

to the future of the Indian States. I have already dealt with this

aspect in my book on their integration. I made a point of explain-

ing that clause 6 ( dealing with the powers of the new Dominion

legislature) was the pivotal provision in the Bill and that, while

iny replies on other matters more or less represented my own
personal views, so far as clause 6 was concerned they represen-
ted the authoritative views of the Viceroy and His Majesty's
Government. Clause 6 established beyond doubt or dispute
the sovereign character of the legislature of each of the new
Dominions, giving to each the fullest measure of independence.
Sub-clauses (2), (4) and (5) removed every possible element of
subordination to, or dependence on, the Parliament of the United

Kingdom. In particular, the power to amend or repeal
c

this or any
existing or future Act of Parliament' in so far as it affected the
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Dominions,, constituted a complete and unreserved transfer of

sovereign power.
A question was posed whether clause 1 of the Bill prevented the

subsequent recognition by the British Parliament of any more domi-
nions than two in India, to which Patel replied by making it

clear that the jurisdiction of the British Parliament over India ended
with this Bill.

I may add that, in accordance with the June 3rd plan,, the Bill

provided that the Constituent Assembly of each of the two Domi-
nions would be the legislature of the respective Dominions. Thus
the existing central Legislative Assembly and Council of State were

automatically dissolved.

The Bill also provided that, until the Constituent Assemblies of the

respective Dominions made other provision., each of the Dominions

would be governed in accordance with the Government ofIndia Act,,

1935,, suitably modified and adapted.
The Indian Independence Bill was passed by the House of Com-

mons on 15 July and by the House of Lords on the following day.
There were no amendments. The Bill received the Royal Assent on

18 July. The Government of India Act,, 1935., as modified and adap-

ted,, was brought into operation by the India (Provisional Constitu-

tion) Order,, 1947,, made by the Governor-General on 14 August 1947.

THE CHOICE OF GOVERNORS-GENERAL

The question as to who should be the first Governor-General of

Pakistan has an interesting history. In the 'heads of agreement*
shown to the party leaders1 there was a provision that the Governor-

General should be common to both Dominions and that the present

Governor-General should be re-appointed. There was no comment

on this from either of the parties and it was assumed that it had been

accepted. Accordingly, provision was made in the draft Indian

Independence Bill that,, unless and until a provision to the contrary

was made by a law of the legislature of either of the Dominions, the

same person might be Governor-General of both the Dominions.

Nehru had already requested Lord Mountbatten to continue as

Governor-General of India and it was assumed that Jinnah would

make a similar offer. Jinnah himselfhad suggested that there should

be a
c

Super-Governor-General
'

over the Governors-General of the

1 See Chapter XV, p. 366.
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two Dominions. But it was hoped that if Lord Mountbatten con-

tinued as Governor-General of both the Dominions during the tran-

sition period, it would facilitate the division ofassets and liabilities and

that the partition of the defence forces could be smoothly accompli-

shed. This was the only feasible solution we could think of that would

meet Jinnah's suggestion of a Super-Governor-GeneraL
The pro-

posal had been put toJinnah more than once, but he would not com-

mit himself. Finally, on 23 June, the Viceroy sawJinnah and pressed

him to give his earnest consideration to the question. Jinnah stated

that whatever decision he took would not be on the ground of not

wanting Lord Mountbatten, in whom he had implicit trust and con-

fidence, but that the rule ofhis life was always to consider the interests

of his people. He promised to convey his decision to the Viceroy

within the next two or three days.

Jinnah did not, however, give a definite reply till the evening of

2 July, when he intimated to the Viceroy that he himselfwould like

to be the Governor-General of Pakistan. On the morning of 5 July

Liaqat All Khan confirmed this in writing and requested the Viceroy

to recommend Jinnah's name for His Majesty's approval. The letter

expressed the hope at the same time that Lord Mountbatten would

stay on as Governor-General of the Dominion of India.

This unexpected development placed Lord Mountbatten in an

awkward position. He had now to consider whether it would be

proper for him to stay on as Governor-General only of the Dominion

of India. He held consultations with Nehru and Patel, who repeated

that it was their wish that he should continue as their Governor-

General. They also desired that Sir John Colville and Sir Archi-

bald Nye should continue as Governor of Bombay and Governor of

Madras respectively.

There is no doubt that it would have been an ideal arrangement if

Lord Mountbatten could have stayed on as Governor-General of

both the Dominions. But even as Governor-General of India, he

could still be ofimmense service to both Dominions. It was his per-

sonality, more than his official position, that had helped to bring

about some measure ofcommon action between the two parties and

that had prevented a bad situation from getting worse. His staying

on as Governor-General of India would act as a stabilizing influence*

The task ofthe Partition Council would be made much easier, so also

would the work of the Arbitral Tribunal. (In fact, it was due solely

to Lord Mountbatten's perseverance that half-a-dozen issues, which
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had been referred to the Arbitral Tribunal., were withdrawn after

agreement had been reached on all ofthem in the Partition Council).
It was generally recognized that Lord Mountbatten's continued pre-
sence would not only ensure a smooth partition but would also help
to bring about more friendly relations between India and Pakistan.

So far as India itself was concerned. Lord Mountbatten's presence
would be of great help in solving the problem of the Indian States.

It would also have a reassuring effect on serving British officers., parti-

cularly in the Armed Forces., where their retention for at least some
time was indispensable.

It was however a personal question., and despite all the arguments
Lord Mountbatten was not happy about staying on. He wanted at

least to be sure of the reactions of His Majesty's Government and

other party leaders in Britain,, particularly of Winston Churchill.

The Prime Minister was definite that Lord Mountbatten should

accept the Governor-Generalship of India. The Opposition leaders,,

both Conservative and Liberal, shared the Prime Minister's view.

Churchill sent a special message to Lord Mountbatten pointing out

how useful a role he could play as Governor-General. Lord Mount-

batten finally decided to accept the offer. He met Nehru and Patel

and told them that he would stay on., but that he would remain only
for the transition period. He explained that, in order to stress the

non-partisan nature of his appointment, the Prime Minister pro-

posed to say in his announcement that the appointment had also been

approved by Jinnah and the Muslim League. The Congress leaders

raised no objection. Accordingly, Attlee announced in the House of

Commons that Jinnah had been appointed Governor-General of

Pakistan and that Lord Mountbatten had accepted the invitation

of the Congress leaders to remain on as the Governor-General

of India., an appointment which also had the approval of Jinnah
and the Muslim League.

RECONSTITUTION OF THE INTERIM GOVERNMENT

A crisis had now developed within the Government which threa-

tened to wreck the plan. For a long time past the Congress had been

insisting that the Muslim League was not entitled tobe represented in

the Government, since it had not accepted the Cabinet Mission's long

term plan. If the June 3rd plan was to go through, it was essential

that both parties should continue to be represented in the central

Government until the transfer of power. If, as a result of Congress
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pressure, the Muslim League members left the Government,, or as a

protest against their failure to do so the Congress members resigned,,

the plan would certainly be wrecked and no other solution would be

available for the transfer ofpower. This problem caused Lord Mount-

batten and his advisers more worry and trouble than did any other

problem at this time. In fact, this was one of the considerations that

prompted Lord Mountbatten to press for the transfer ofpower earlier

than the stipulated period. Various methods oftackling this question

were considered, but none of them was altogether free from objection.

Ultimately it was decided to defer its consideration till after the Indian

Independence Bill had been passed.

Subsequently, the device adopted was not to ask the Muslim

League representatives to resign,, but to withdraw all the portfolios

and re-allocate them so that the Congress wing of the Cabinet would
take charge of affairs pertaining to the Dominion of India,, while

the League representatives Would take charge of the corresponding

portfolios in so far as Pakistan was concerned. Matters of common
concern to both Dominions would be dealt with jointly by both wings
under the chairmanship of the Governor-General. The existing de-

partments would be manned by the staff who had elected to remain
in India and would be in charge of the ministers representing India.

The personnel who had chosen to serve in Pakistan would be with-

drawn from the existing departments,, and would staff departments
which would at once be organized in Delhi to take charge ofmatters

concerning Pakistan. Thus, in effect, two separate provisional Go-
vernments were established, one for India and one for Pakistan, each
to deal with its own business and to consult the other on matters of
common concern. A communique announcing these arrangements was
issued by the Viceroy on 1 9 July.
A similar procedure was adopted for partitioned Bengal and

Punjab.

THE MECHANICS OF PARTITION

Almost simultaneously with the acceptance of the June 3rd plan
an examination was begun of the steps that would be necessary to

effect the early partition of the country. Informal discussions were
held on my initiative among a number of officers, and on the basis of
the conclusions reached a note on procedure was prepared by W. H.J.
Christie, i.asv Additional Private Secretary to the Viceroy. This dealt
with such matters as the division of staff organizations and records,
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services and institutions,, assets and liabilities of the Government of

India; future economic relations; domicile, diplomatic relations,, etc.

It suggested in particular the setting up of a Partition Council and

expert committees to deal with the various matters which would have
to be tackled. This note,, which had developed into a thirty-three

page document entitled
c The Administrative Consequences of Parti-

tion % was produced by Lord Mountbatten before the party leaders

at the end of the meeting at which they had accepted the June 3rd

plan. The effect it made on those present was indicated by the com-

plete silence which followed. For the first time the party leaders had
been made to realize the magnitude ofthe task that confronted them.

There were many meetings and much argument on the proposal for

a Partition Council. Jinnah questioned the authority of the Govern-

ment of India to make arrangements for the partition of the country
a responsibility which., in his view, was entirely that of His Majesty's

Government. Lord Mountbatten eventually persuaded him to agree
to the setting-up of a Partition Committee,, which consisted of Val-

labhbhai Patel, Rajendra Prasad, Liaqat AH Khan and Abdur Rab
Nishtar, with Lord Mountbatten as Chairman. Later, when the

provinces decided on partition^ this Committee was replaced by a

Partition Council. The Congress continued to be represented in the

Council by Patel and Rajendra Prasad, with Rajagopalachari as

alternate member; while Jinnah and Liaqat Ali Khan, with Abdur
Rab Nishtar as alternate member, represented the Muslim League.

By an Order of the Governor-General under the Indian Indepen-
dence Act, 1947, the Partition Council continued in existence even

after 15 August. Its composition was then altered to include two

members drawn from each of the Dominion Cabinets. India's

representatives were Patel and Rajendra Prasad, while Pakistan was

represented by such ministers as were able to attend the meetings
in Delhi.

An Arbitral Tribunal was set up at about the same time as the

Partition Council for the settlement of questions on which the two

Governments might not be able to reach agreement. The Tribunal

was composed ofone representative each ofIndia and Pakistan, with

Sir Patrick Spens, ex-Chief Justice of India, as President.

The Partition Council worked through a Steering -Committee of

two senior officials, H. M. Patel, I.G.S., representing India and Chau-

dhuri Mahomed Ali representing Pakistan. The Steering Committee

was assisted by ten expert committees of officials representing both
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India and Pakistan, These expert committees covered the entire field

of administration : organization, records and personnel; assets and

liabilities; central revenues; contracts,, currency and coinage; eco-

nomic relations (trade and controls) ; domicile; foreign relations,, and

the armed forces.

The Steering Committee's duty was to ensure that concrete pro-

posals were evolved and put up within a specified time to the Parti-

tion Council for decision,, and thereafter to take steps to implement
those decisions.

The expert committees, which began their investigations in the

third week ofJune, were able to put up agreed recommendations on

a large number of subjects,, while the Steering Committee was suc-

cessful in reaching agreement on most of the unsettled points. H.M.

Patel, Chaudhuri Mahomed AH and the officials serving on the expert
committees performed a truly prodigious task,, leaving only a few

matters for settlement by the Arbitral Tribunal after 15 August. Even
on these matters,, and before the Arbitral Tribunal could take up their

investigation,, one more attempt (in which Lord Mountbatten played
a big part) was made to reach mutual agreement. Representatives
of Pakistan Ghulam Mohamed and Sir Archibald Rowlands
met Vallabhbhai Patel, Rajendra Prasad and Rajagopalachari in

Delhi. After a brief discussion, they remitted the issues to Chaudhuri

Mahomed Ali and EL M. Patel, who were able to evolve formulae

which were accepted by their respective principals ;
and all references

to the Arbitral Tribunal were withdrawn.

THE DIVISION OF THE ARMED FORCES
>

It was one of the inevitable consequences of partition that the

Indian Armed Forces should be divided. In fact., both the Congress
and the Muslim League insisted that they must have their own armed
forces under their control before 15 August. The Indian Armed For-

ces, which had functioned for so long and with such distinction as

closely knit units displaying the highest qualities ofcomradeship and
common sacrifice, gave place to two sets ofarmed forces, both neces-

sarily weakened- As Baldev Singh, the Defence Minister, remarked
at the time:

Rarely in peace time has a fighting force suffered such great vicissitudes

during so short a period as the Indian Army during the days of its partition.

Following the decision to partition the country, the Army had to be divided
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and the reconstitution, which began immediately, meant the breaking up
of battalions, regiments, installations, training institutions, etc.

When the matter first came up at a meeting between the Viceroy
and the party leaders, the question was posed whether the division

should be on a communal or on a territorial basis. Kripalani, the

Congress President-, pointed out that it was a question intimately
connected with that of nationality. Jinnah supported this view,

adding that it would be his purpose in Pakistan to observe no commu-
nal differences and that all those who lived there, regardless of creed,
would be full-fledged citizens. At that stage it was agreed that the

division should be on the basis of citizenship (which in its turn would
be based on geographical considerations), subject to the stipulation
that an opportunity should be given to those who happened to be resi-

dent in that part of India in which their community was a minority,
to transfer their homes and citizenship to the other part. Subsequently

however, the Partition Council decided that from 15 August the

Indian Union and Pakistan would each have within its own territories

forces under its own operational control, composed predominantly of

non-Muslims and Muslims respectively.

The Partition Council's decision involved the splitting up of the

three services of the armed forces and the establishment of separate

headquarters in India and Pakistan so that they might be in a posi-

tion to take over their respective commands on 15 August. The exis-

ting armed forces had to be sorted out, and meanwhile had to remain

under a single administrative control. The task was undertaken by
Field Marshal Sir Claude Auchinleck, Commander-in-Ghlef, who
was re-designated, from 15 August, as Supreme Commander. He
worked under the direction of the Joint Defence Council, of which

Lord Mountbatten was Chairman, and the Defence Ministers ofIndia

and Pakistan, together with the Supreme Commander, were members.

The original proposal was that the Joint Defence Council should

include both Governors-General in its composition, but Jinnah sug-

gested that if the Governor-General of India would be the indepen-

dent Chairman he would agree to his own name being omitted.

The Joint Defence Council continued to function till 1 April 1948;

but the Supreme Commander ceased to be a member of it from 1

December 1947, when his post was abolished. The Supreme Com-

mand was closed down under somewhat unhappy circumstances. At

an earlier date Sir Claude Auchinleck had himselfmade the proposal

that the Command should be wound up on 31 December 1947. But
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Patel had begun to question Sir Claude Auchinleck's impartiality

and, despite Lord Mountbatten's protests, insisted that the Supreme

Command should end at once. Meanwhile, Sir Claude Auchinleck

also had represented to the Joint Defence Council that it was not

possible for him and his officers to discharge their tasks in the absence

of
*

the necessary spirit ofgoodwill and co-operationbetween the prin-

cipal parties concerned,
3 The matter was referred to His Majesty's

Government, which felt that it had no option but to close down the

Supreme Command on 30 November.

The withdrawal of British troops from India, which had started

on 17 August 1947, was completed on 28 February 1948, when the

last contingent, the Somersetshire Light Infantry, left the shores of

India.

SERVICES AND COMPENSATION

Ever since May 1946, when it was clear that power would definitely

be transferred to Indian hands, the question ofcompensation to mem-

ben of the Secretary of State's services had been a live issue. Lord

Mountbatten had, in fact, discussed this problem with His Majesty's

Government before coming out to India as Viceroy and had later

held discussions with the members of the interim Government.

On 30 April 1947, the Viceroy made an announcement setting out

the decisions reached by His Majesty's Government on the position

of the members of the Secretary of State's services, as well as officers

and British warrant officers ofthe IndianArmed Forces. The Govern-

ment of India was anxious, and His Majesty's Government shared

its anxiety, that the administration should not be weakened by the

loss ofexperienced officers. The Government ofIndia therefore under-

took to give those members of the Secretary of State's services who
continued to serve under it and in the provinces their existing scales

of pay, leave, pension rights, etc.

On the question of compensation, His Majesty's Government felt

that there was a radical difference in the effect which the transfer

ofpower would have upon the position of European and Indian offi-

cers respectively. The former would no longer be serving under the

ultimate control of the Parliament of their own country and, as it

could not be maintained that their position would be the same as in

the past, they were undoubtedly entitled to compensation. Indian

officers on the other hand would continue to serve their own country
on the same terms as before and these would be guaranteed by the
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Government of India., or by the provincial Governments,, as the case

might be. The same case for compensation did not therefore arise.

There were however certain exceptions,, namely those Indian officers

who had not been invited to continue to serve after the transfer

of power, or who could satisfy the Governor-General that their

actions in the course of duty during their service prior to the transfer

of power had damaged their prospects,, or that the appointments
offered to them were such as could not be regarded as satisfactory in

the altered circumstances, or who could show to the satisfaction of the

Governor-General that they had legitimate cause for anxiety about
their future in the province and that no suitable transfer could be

arranged. The same principles of compensation applied to European
officers and other ranks of the Defence Services and the Indian

Medical Service*

The Government of India accepted liability for the payment of

retiring or proportionate pensions., while the British Government
undertook to pay compensation to the European officers and those

Indian officers in the special categories referred to for loss of their

careers and prospects.
Most of the European officers on the civil side were reluctant to

accept service in India and preferred to take compensation. In the

defence forces., however, a large number agreed to continue in service.

BOUNDARY COMMISSIONS

In accordance with the June 3rd plan,, it was decided to set up two

Boundary Commissions,, one to deal with the partition of Bengal, as

also the separation of Sylhet from Assam, and the other to deal with

the partition of the Punjab. Each Boundary Commission would con-

sist of a Chairman and four members., two nominated by the Congress
and two by the Muslim League.
With the consent of both parties Sir Cyril (later Lord) RadclifFe

was appointed the Chairman of both Commissions. The remaining
members were all High Court judges. Thus., the members of the

Bengal Commission were Justices C.C. Biswas, B. K. Mukherji, Abu
Saleh Mahomed Akram and S.A.Rahman, while the members of

the Punjab Commission were Justices Mehr Chand Mahajan, Teja

Singh, Din Mahomed and Muhammad Munir.

These Commissions were required by their terms of reference to

demarcate the boundaries ofthe two parts ofthe respective provinces

26
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on the basis ofascertaining the contiguous majority areas of Muslims

and non-Muslims. The Bengal Commission was required in addition

to demarcate the Muslim majority areas of Sylhet district and the

contiguous non-Muslim majority areas of the adjoining districts of

Assam. Their taskwas a difficult one. Besides having to plod through a

maze of facts and figures* the members had to contend with a mass

of evidence bristling with divergent opinions and contradictory

suggestions.

In Bengal, there were only two groups of districts which were not

a cause of anxiety to the Commission. These were the indisputably

non-Muslim majority areas of Midnapore, Bankura, Hooghly, How-

rah and Burdwan, and the Muslim-majority areas of Chittagong,

Noakhali, Tippera, Dacca, Mymensingh^ Pabna and Bogra. Except

for these, all the other areas, including Calcutta, were subject to con-

tention and rival claims. Similarly in the Punjab, there was much

controversy and dispute over the three divisions of Lahore, Multan

and Jullundur, as also a portion of the Ambala Division.

Nor were differences of opinion confined to those who tendered

evidence before the Commissions; there were differences among the

members themselves. Neither as regards Bengal nor the Punjab were

the members able to reach any satisfactory agreement. It was finally

agreed that the Chairman should give his own award. Sir Cyril

Radcliffe was ready with his award only on 13 August. It was Lord

Mountbatten's plan to hand over copies of the award to the leaders

of the Congress and the Muslim League immediately after he had

received them from Sir Cyril Radcliffe, but since he was going to

Karachi on the 13th, he could not possibly summon the party leaders

on that date. The earliest he was able to get the leaders together

from Karachi as well as Delhi to receive the Radcliffe award was on

17 August, and copies were handed over on that day; in fact, before

the meeting on the 17th, no one, not even Lord Mountbatten, had

seen or read the award.

The Congress had claimed for West Bengal about fifty-nine per cent

of the area and forty-six per cent of the population of the province.
Under the Radcliffe award, only thirty-six per cent of the area and

thirty-five per cent of the population were assigned to West Bengal.
Of the total Muslim population ofBengal only sixteen per cent came
under West Bengal, while as many as forty-two per cent of non-

Muslims remainedinEastBengal. The non-Muslims of Bengal com-

plained tfi^t the area of W$$t Bengal under the aweird^ 45 compared
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with that in the notional division,, had shrunk by about 4,000 square

miles; they protested against the transfer to East Bengal ofKhuIna
and the Chittagong Hill Tracts and deplored the absence of any link

between Darjeeling and the rest of West Bengal. The Muslims, on
the other hand, deplored the loss of Calcutta,, Murshidabad, and part
of Nadia district,

In the Punjab the Congress framed its demands on the basis of the

protection ofthe cultural and religious life of the Sikhs,, strategic con-

siderations, economic security and a rational distribution of the

irrigation system, river waters, canal colonies^ etc. Thus it claimed

for East Punjab all that portion of the province east of the river

Chenab. The Sikhs supplemented the Congress claims by asking for

a few more districts such as Montgomery and Lyallpur and certain

sub-divisions of the Multan division. The Muslim League other

hand demanded not only the three complete divisions of Rawalpindi,
Multan and Lahore, but also a number of tehsils in the Jullundur and
Ambala divisions. The Radcliflfe award however allocated to East

Punjab only thirteen districts, comprising the whole of the Jullundur
and Anibala divisions, the Amritsar district of the Lahore division,

and certain tehsils ofthe Gurdaspurand Lahore districts. East Punjab
obtained control over three of the five rivers of the united Punjab,

namely the Beas, Sutlej and the upper waters of the Ravi. About

thirty-eightper centofthe areaand forty-five per cent ofthe population
"were assigned to East Punjab. West Punjab, on the other hand,

obtained under the award about sixty-two per cent of the area and

fifty-five per cent of the population, together with a major percentage
of the income of the old province. The non-Muslims of the Punjab,

especially the Sikhs, bitterly resented the loss ofLahore and the canal

colonies of Sheikhupura, Lyallpur and Montgomery, while the Mus-

lims protested against the retention of the Mandi hydro-electric pro-

ject by East Punjab and the severance of certain tehsils from the

notional West Punjab.
As might have been anticipated, the Radcliffe award satisfied none

of the parties. The Hindu press characterized it as self-contradictory,

anomalous and arbitrary and as unjust to the Hindus ofBengal and

the Punjab. The Muslim press declared that Pakistan had been chea-

ted
;
that the awardwas a biased decision, an act ofshameful partiality.

Nonetheless, all were agreed that the award should be accepted for

the time being and that adjustments might be sought later by nego-

tiation.
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THE BIRTH OF TWO DOMINIONS

AMONG
the varied and complex problems involved in the set-

ting up of the two Dominions there was one issue in particular

over which the Congress and the League could not see eye to

eye. The Government of India had been a single international per-

sonality enjoying membership of fifty-one international bodies and

being bound by numerous treaties, conventions and agreements.

The establishment of two independent Dominions raised the question
as to which Dominion would inherit the international obligations

and privileges of pre-partition India,, and which would constitute the

successor State so far as membership of the United Nations Organi-
zation was concerned.

The Congress claimed that the Dominion of Indiawould continue

as the international personality of pre-partition India. The Muslim

League, on the other hand, maintained that the existing Government
of India would, on 15 August, disappear altogether as an entity and
would be succeeded by two independent Dominions of equal inter-

national status, both of which would be eligible to the existing rights
and obligations.

The advice which I tendered to the Viceroy, after consulting the

Legislative Department, was that the remainder of India, after the

northern and eastern portions had been separated,
1 would remain

identifiable with pre-partition India, and that its identity as an in-

ternationally-recognised State would not be affected. It was our defi-

nite view that neither variation in the extent of a State's territory,
nor change in its constitution, could affect the identity of the State.

There were numerous instances where loss of territory was not con-
sidered to destroy the identity of a State. In the case of India herself

the separation of the province of Burma in 1937 did not affect the
1 The portions earmarked for separation represented about 29 per cent of the area

and about 35 per cent of the population of British India.
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Identity of India as an international entity and as a member of

the League ofNations,, and other international obligations previously
undertaken by India-cum-Burma had devolved on India. On the

establishment of the two new Dominions, the major portion of the

territory, with its Capital, would still be included in the Indian

Dominion, and the same machinery of government would carry on
the administration as before. As for changes in the constitution, it

had been established beyond question that a change in the form

of government did not in any way alter the International personality
of a State; it was the States, not the governments of those States,

which were members of the Family of Nations. In other words, the

identity ofa State was independent of its form of government.
An important exception was the case of international obligations

which were of exclusive territorial application to an area comprised
in the Dominion of Pakistan (e.g. treaties relating to the North-West

Frontier). Such obligations ran with the land and were only capable
of being discharged by the State within the borders ofwhich the terri-

tory was situated. Such obligations, with the rights associated with

them, would therefore devolve on the Dominion of Pakistan. There

might also be treaties to which the entire British Empire was a party
and which might have territorial application to India as a whole. The

rights and obligations under such treaties would be inheritedby both

Dominions.

These questions were referred to the Secretary ofState, who agreed
with our view. In the course ofthe discussions ofthe Indian Indepen-
dence Bill in the House of Commons, the Government spokesman
clarified the position thus :

The question of the international status of the two new Dominions is not

one which will be finally determinedby the terms of this Bill. It is a matter

for members oftheU.N.O. and other foreign States as much as forH.M.G.

in the U.K. Our own view is that the new Dominion of India continues

the international personality of existing India and that she will succeed

as a matter of InternationalLaw to membership oftheU.N.O., which exist-

ing India enjoys as an original signatory of the San Francisco Charter.

Similarly representatives of the Dominion will in our view be entitled to

membership ofexisting International organizations and specialised agencies

in which India has hitherto participated. Our hope Is that on establishment

of the new Dominion of Pakistan she will be accepted as a newmember of

the Family of Nations and that she will before long be able to make her

proper contribution to international goodwill and collaboration. H.M.G.

will do all in their power to bring this result about.
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The Muslim League leaders however remained unconvinced and

continued to claim for Pakistan the position of an originalmember of

the United Nations Organization. The question was therefore re-

ferred to the U.N.O, for decision. Dr Ivan Kerno, Assistant Secretary-

General for Legal Affairs of the United Nations Organization, who
examined the question,, made the following recommendations :

The situation is that of a part of an existing State breaking off to form a

new State. On this analysis, there is no change in the international status

of India; it continues as a State with all its treaty rights and obligations,

and consequently with all the rights and obligations ofmembership in the

United Nations. The territory which breaks off, Pakistan, will be a new

State; it will not have the treaty rights and obligations ofthe old State, and
it will not, of course, have membership in the United Nations.

In International Law, the situation is analogous to the separation of the

Irish Free State from Great Britain, and ofBelgium from the Netherlands.

In these cases, the portion which separated was considered as a new State;

the remaining portion continued as an existing State with all the rights and
duties which it had before.

Apart from separation, the Independence Act has effected a basic consti-

tutional change in India. The existing State of India has become a Domi-

nion, and consequently has a new status in the British Commonwealth of

Nations, independence in external affairs, and a new form of Government.

This, however, does not affect the international personality ofIndia, or its

status in the United Nations.

Dr Keruo's conclusions were as follows :

The new Dominion of India continues as an original member State of

the United Nations with all rights and obligations of membership.
Pakistan will be a new non-member State. In order to become a member

of the United Nations, it would have to apply for admission pursuant to

Article 4 ofthe Charter and its application would be handled under the per-
tinent rules ofprocedure ofthe General Assembly and the Security Council.
Hie representatives of India on the Economic and Social Council and

the representative ofIndia participating in the discussion ofthe Indonesian
case in the Security Council should be requested to submit new credentials

after August 15 Issued by the Head of the Government, or the Foreign
Minister of the new Dominion of India.

Accordingly,, on 14 August 1947 Lord Mountbatten promulgated
the Indian Independence (International Arrangements) Order,, 1947,,

according to which membership of all international organizations,

together with the rights and obligations attached to such member-
ship,, devolved solely upon the Dominion of India. Pakistan was left

to apply for membership of such international organizations as she
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chose to join. The rights and duties under international agreements
to which pre-partition Indiahad been aparty devolvedupon both and

would., if necessary., be apportioned between them, such rights and

obligations as had exclusive territorial application devolving exclu-

sively upon the Government of the territory to which they related.

(I may add that Pakistan applied for separate membership of the

United Nations Organization,, which was granted three days after

Pakistan came into existence).

It was also agreed that the existing diplomatic relations abroad

should continue to function for India,, leaving Pakistan to make its

own arrangements in tHis respect.

Apart from the question of international obligations and privi-

leges, there were a few ancillary questions, such as the relation-

ship of the two Dominions with border tribes, domicile and

nationality, passport restrictions and the position of Indian nationals

abroad.

His Majesty's Government had entered into treaties and engage-
ments with the border tribes on the North-West Frontier and in Balu-

chistan. Since India was geographically separated from, and Pakistan

was contiguous to these areas, it devolved on Pakistan to negotiate
fresh agreements with the border tribes.

With regard to the tribes located on the north-east frontier, there

were no formal treaties and engagements; the Government of India's

policy had been merely to extend gradually to those areas the bene-

fits of settled administration. In view of the geographical position of

the north-east frontier, the responsibility in relation to these border

tribes remained with the Indian Dominion.

With regard to domicile and nationality, the position before parti-

tion had been that nationality in British India was governed by the

British Nationality and Status ofAliens Act, 1914, and to some extent

also by the Indian Naturalisation Act. All inhabitants ofIndia enjoy-

ed the status of British subjects, both in and outside India. Since the

inhabitants of both Dominions would continue to be British subjects

as citizens of two member nations of the British Commonwealth, no

immediate change was called for.

The question was considered of instituting a passport system be-

tween the Dominions of India and Pakistan. It was decided that, at

least for some time to come., no restrictions should be imposed on the

movement of persons from one Dominion to the other,

It was also agreed that the two Dominions should, as far as possible^
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adopt
s

a common policy In matters affecting Indians abroad so as to

enable them inter alia to secure racial equality and civic rights.'

While these details were being arranged calmly and smoothly

between the two Dominions., the communal situation in the Punjab,,

which had eased to some extent after the announcement of the

June 3rd plan,, began seriously to deteriorate. The immediate cause

of the tension was the statement of the Muslim League to which

the Sikhs strongly reacted that only the notional division of the

Punjab as described in the June 3rd plan would be acceptable

to them.

Lord Mountbatten lost no time in dealing with the situation. He
summoned a meeting of the Partition Council, to which he invited

Baldev Singh, the Defence Minister. After the meeting the following

communique was issued :

At their meeting at 5 p.m. on Tuesday, July 22, 1 947, the members of the

Partition Council (which included Sardar Baldev Singh for this item) deci-

ded to issue the attached statement:

Those present were:

In the chair: His Excellency the Viceroy.
For the future Government of India: The Hon'ble Sardar Vallabh-

bhai Patel and the Hon'ble Dr. Rajendra Prasad.

For the future Government of Pakistan: Mr. Jinnah and the Hon'ble

Mr. Liaqat Ali Khan.
On behalf of the Sikhs: The Hon'ble Sardar Baldev Singh.
Now that the decision to set up two independent Dominions from August

15 has been finally taken, the members of the Partition Council, on behalf

of the future Governments, declare that they are determined to establish

peaceful conditions in which the processes of partition may be completed
and the many urgent tasks of administration and economic reconstruction

taken in hand.

Both the Congress and the Muslim League have given assurances of fair

and equitable treatment to the minorities after the transfer ofpower. The
two future Governments re-affirm these assurances. It is their intention to

safeguard the legitimate interests of all citizens irrespective ofreligion, caste

or sex. In the exercise of their normal civic rights all citizens will be regar-
ded as equal, and both the Governments will assure to all people within
their territories the exercise of liberties such as freedom of speech, the

right to form associations, the right to worship in their own way and the

protection of their language and culture.

Both the Governments further undertake that there shall be no discri-

mination against those who before August 15 may have been political

opponents.
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The guarantee of protection which both Governments give to the citi-

zens of their respective countries implies that in no circumstances will vio-

lence be tolerated in any form in either territory. The two Governments
wish to emphasise that they are united in this determination.

To safeguard the peace in the Punjab during the period of change-over
to the new conditions, both Governments have together agreed on the set-

ting up of a special Military Command from August 1 , covering the civil

districts of Sialkot, Gujranwala, Sheikhupura, Lyallpur, Montgomery,
Lahore, Amritsar, Gurdaspur, Hoshiarpur, Jullundur, Ferozepore and
Ludhiana. With their concurrence Major-General Reeshas been nominated
as Military Commander for this purpose and Brigadier Digambar Singh

(India) and Colonel Ayub Khan (Pakistan) have been attached to him in

an advisory capacity. After August 15, Major-General Rees will control

operationally the forces ofboth the new States in this area and will be res-

ponsible through the Supreme Commander and the Joint Defence Council

to the two Governments. The two Governments will not hesitate to set up
a similar organization in Bengal should they consider it necessary.

Both Governments have pledged themselves to accept the awards of the

Boundary Commission, whatever these may be. TheBoundary Commissions
are already in session; if they are to discharge their duties satisfactorily, it

is essential that they should not be hampered by public speeches or writings

threatening boycott or direct action, or otherwise interfering with their

work. Both Governments will take appropriate steps to secure this end;

and, as soon as the awards are announced, both Governments will enforce

them impartially and at once.

This statement was the firstjoint declaration ofpolicy by the spokes-
men ofthe two Governments on a matter offundamental importance.
It had a reassuring effect throughout the Punjab and Bengal for the

time being, and was regarded as a charter of rights by the mino-

rities in both the Dominions. The Boundary Force,, set up on 1 August,
consisted of about SO.,000 officers and men,, a high proportion of the

officers being British. This was possibly the greatest military force

ever assembled for the express purpose ofmaintaining civil peace and

it gave to everyone a feeling of confidence.

As the day for the transfer of power drew nearer and as the sheets

in Lord Mountbatten's specially devised tear-off calendar became

fewer and fewer, the activity in the Government departments reached

fever pitch. There was no department that was not in one way or

another concerned with the partition arrangements,, and energies

were concentrated almost exclusively on this task. The Government

of India had issued a general order that top priority should be given

to the execution of the work connected with the setting up of the
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Pakistan headquarters. Speedy action was taken to provide build-

ing materials, and also for the installation of telephones, at Karachi

and Dacca. The officers and staff who had opted for Pakistan were

relieved as soon as possible and facilities were given for their imme-

diate transit to their new headquarters. The departments gave special

attention to the duplicating of files,, to the division of office furniture

and equipment, etc., and to the despatch ofsuch articles as refrigera-

tors,, duplicators and calculating machines to Karachi. Although no

agreement had yet been reached on the question of the division of

cash balances, the Government of India transferred a sum of Rs 20

crores to enable the new State to start functioning with sufficient cash

in hand.

On 7 AugustJinnah bade farewell to India and all his old associa-

tions and flew to Karachi. The first act of the Constituent Assembly
ofPakistan, which met on 1 1 August, was to elect him as its President.

In the course of his presidential address Jinnah said:

You are free; you are free to go to your temples, you are free to go to

your mosques or to any other place of worship in this State of Pakistan.

You may belong to any religion or caste or creed -that has nothing to do

with the fundamental principle that we are all citizens and equal citizens

ofone State. Now, I think we should keep that in front of us as our ideal,

and you will find that in course oftime, Hindus would cease to be Hindus,
and Muslims would cease to be Muslims, not in the religious sense, because

that is the personal faith of each individual, but in the political sense as

citizens of the State.

The Constituent Assembly passed a resolution conferring onJinnah
the honorific of Qaid-e-Azam (great leader), a title by which he
had been called by Muslim Leaguers for some years. Liaqat Ali Khan
in moving the resolution, hailed Jinnah as

*
the Ataturk or the Stalin

of our State.' The Constituent Assembly also decided that the Mus-
lim League flag, with a white strip near the mast, should be the flag
of the Pakistan Dominion.

On 13 August Lord Mountbatten flew to Karachi and on the

following day addressed the Pakistan Constituent Assembly. He first

read His Majesty's message of greetings and warmest wishes to the
new Dominion. The message affirmed that all sections of opinion
within the British Commonwealthwould assistPakistan in the uphold-
ing of democratic principles, and gave assurances of His Majesty's
interest and support.

In his speech Lord Mountbatten said that he was speaking to them
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that day as their Viceroy. From the next day the Government of the

new Dominion of Pakistan would rest in their hands, and he himself

would be the constitutional head of their neighbour, the Dominion

of India. The next day two new sovereign States would take their

place in the Commonwealth, not young nations, but the heirs of old

and proud civilizations. Referring to Pakistan he said :

The birth of Pakistan is an event in history. We, who are part ofhistory,
and are helping to make it, are not well-placed, even ifwe wished, to mora-
lize on the event

3
to look back and survey the sequence ofthe past that led to

it. History seems sometimes to move with the infinite slowness of a glacier

and sometimes to rush forward in a torrent. Just now, in this part of the

world our united efforts have melted the ice and moved some impediments
in the stream, and we are carried onwards in the full flood. There is no

time to look back. There is time only to look forward.

Lord Mountbatten then paid tribute to the leaders in general, and

Jinnah in particular, for having helped to arrive at a peaceful solution

for the transfer of power. He reminded his audience of the Gandhi-

Jinnah appeal and quoted the assurances given to minorities by the

Partition Council in their statement of 22 July. The honouring of

those words would mean nothing less than a charter of liberty for a

fifth ofthe human race. He concluded by referring back to the period
when the East India Company had received its Charter nearly four

centuries ago. The great Emperor Akbar was on the throne, his

reign marked by a degree of political and religious tolerance such as

had perhaps never been known before or since.
*
Akbar's tradition:

has not always been consistently followed by the British or Indians^

but I pray for the world's sake that we will hold fast, in the years to

come, to the principles that this great ruler taught us.'

Lord Mountbatten flew back to Delhi on 14 August. I should like

to mention here an episode connected with the inauguration

ceremony at Karachi. Some days before Lord Mountbatten left for

Karachi, information was conveyed to him that there was a conspi-

racy by some Sikh leaders to bomb Jinnah during the inauguration

procession at Karachi. Lord Mountbatten passed on this infor-

mation at once to the Muslim League leaders, who demanded that

all the Sikh leaders should be arrested. In the absence of definite

proof, which no one was able to adduce, Lord Mountbatten took the

advice ofthe existing Governor and the Governors-designate ofWest

and East Pakistan and decided that it would be of no avail to arrest

the Sikh leaders. He insisted, however, that he himself should drive
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in the car with Jinnah in the procession, so that if there were any

risk they would both share it. Ultimately this was done. Nothing

happened.
Pakistan officially became a Dominion on 15 August 1947, when

Jinnah was sworn in as Governor-General and the new Pakistan

Cabinet headed by Liaqat AH Khan was also sworn in.

Jinnah broadcast a message over the Pakistan Radio. He said that

the birth of the independent sovereign State of Pakistan marked the

fulfilment of the destiny of the Muslim nation which had made great

sacrifices in the past few years in order to have its own homeland. He

paid tribute to all the valiant fighters in this cause.

He went on to say that the creation of the new State gave the citi-

zens of Pakistan an opportunity to demonstrate to the world how a

nation containing many elements could live in peace and amity and

work for the betterment ofall its citizens, irrespective ofcaste or creed.

Their object should be
*

peace within and peace without.
3 He assured

the minorities that so long as they fulfilled their duties and obligations

as loyal citizens of Pakistan they had nothing to fear.
cWe have no

ambitions beyond the desire to live honourably and let others live

honourably.*

Before we deal with the inauguration of the new Indian Dominion,,

let us pause for a moment to dwell on two other matters.

One ofthese was the meeting ofthe Constituent Assembly in Delhi.

I have already explained how the first three sessions of the Consti-

tuent Assembly were boycotted by the Muslim League members.

After the acceptance of partition, however, Jinnah and the League
leaders agreed that Muslim League members from the non-Pakistan

provinces should participate in the Constituent Assembly. Liaqat

AH Khan issued an appeal to such League members to attend the

Constituent Assembly and play their part in the framing of the future

constitution of the Union of India, with a view to securing the rights

of Musalmans by means of adequate and effective safeguards in the

constitution. When the Constituent Assembly began its fourth session

on 14 July, the Muslim League members from the non-Pakistan

provinces took their seats and declared themselves to be
*

loyal and

law-abiding citizens of India.
9

It was now clear that the functions of this Constituent Assembly
would be confined to the future Indian Dominion; that the Assembly
was no longer bound by the provisions in the Cabinet Mission plan.,

and that it was free to have a federation of its own choice, with as
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strong a Centre as it desired. With the disappearance of the Cabinet

Mission plan,, sections, groups,, double majority, residuary powers
with provinces, opting out,, revision after ten years, the Centre limited

only to three or four subjects had all gone by the board.

The other matter was the problem ofthe Indian States. Under the

Cabinet Mission plan, paramountcy would only have lapsed after the

Constitution had been set up and power transferred to the successor

government; but under theJune 3rd plan power was to be transferred

on 15 August 1947 and paramountcy was to lapse on that day. Thus,
there were hardly two months in which to solve this problem. I need

not repeat
1 here the various discussions and negotiations that took

place with the rulers and the States' ministers. It will suffice to say
that by 15 August 1947 the rulers of all the States geographically con-

tiguous to India, with the exception of Hyderabad, Junagadh and
one or two States in Kathiawar with Muslim rulers, had signed the

Instrument of Accession and the Standstill Agreement. The funda-

mental unity of the country having been ensured, India became one

federation with the provinces and the States as integral parts.

On the night of 14 August the Constituent Assembly met and,, in a

moving speech, Nehru called upon the members to take a pledge of

dedication to the service of India:

Long years ago we made a tryst with destiny, and now the time comes

when we shall redeem our pledge, not wholly or in full measure, but very

substantially. At the stroke of the midnight hour, when the world sleeps,

India will awake to life and freedom. A moment comes, which comes but

rarely in history, when we step out from the old to the new, when an age

ends, and when the soul of a nation, long suppressed, finds utterance. It is

fitting that at this solemn moment we take the pledge of dedication to the

service of India and her people and to the still larger cause of humanity.

Nehru concluded by saying that they had all to labour and work

hard to give reality to their dreams. Those dreams were for India,

but they were also for the world; all the nations and peoples were too

closely knit together today for any ofthem to imagine that they could

live apart. Peace had been said to be indivisible; so was freedom, so

was prosperity, and so also was disaster, in this One World that couldno

longer be split into isolated fragments. To the people ofIndia Nehru

made an appeal for co-operation in the great adventure of building
4
the noble mansion of free India where all her children may dwell/

The Constituent Assembly endorsed the request of the Congress

l See my book, The Story of the Integration of the Indian. States.
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leaders that Lord Mountbatten should become the first Governor-

General. Soon after Its meeting, Rajendra Prasad and Nehru went

over to Government House and conveyed to him the request of the

Constituent Assembly. Lord Mountbatten feelingly replied,
c
I am

proud of the honour and I will do my best to carry out your advice in

a constitutional manner/

On the morning of 15 August Lord Mountbatten In a colourful

ceremony was sworn in as Governor-General by the late ChiefJustice

K;anla, and the new cabinet, headed by Nehru, was sworn in by the

Governor-General.

Lord Mountbatten then drove in state to the Chamber of the Con-

stituent Assembly. Rajendra Prasad read congratulatory messages

from all over the world felicitating the birth of the new Dominion.

Lord Mountbatten read out the King's message. 'Freedom-loving

people everywhere will wish/ the message said,
c

to share in your cele-

brations, for with this transfer of power by consent comes the fulfil-

ment of a great democratic ideal to which the British and Indian peo-

ples alike are firmly dedicated. It is inspiring to think that all this

has been achieved by means of peaceful change.
3

In his speech Lord Mountbatten touched briefly upon the negotia-

tions which had led to the evolution and acceptance of the June 3rd

plan. He applauded the wisdom, tolerance and friendly help of the

leaders which had enabled the transfer ofpower to take place ten and

a half months earlier than had originally been intended. He also

commended the ministers and officials who had laboured day and

night to cany out the partition of a sub-continent of 400 million in-

habitants and the transfer of power to two independent Governments

in less than two and a half months.

Referring to the Indian States, Lord Mountbatten acclaimed Patel

as a far-sighted statesman and stressed that by the implementation
of the poEcy of accession there had been established a unified politi-

cal structure In the new Dominion of India.

He went on to say :
*From today I am your constitutional Governor-

General and I would ask you to regard me as one of yourselves devo-

ted wholly to the furtherance of India's interests.' He added that he

proposed to ask to be released in April 1948, so that India should be

at liberty to have one of her own people as her Governor-General.

He made a reference to the many problems confronting the country.
He paid tribute to Gandhiji, whom he described as the architect of

India's freedom through non-violence. In conclusion, he hailed Free
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India's first Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, as a world-renowned
leader of courage and vision.

c Under his able guidance, assisted by
the colleagues whom he has selected, and with the loyal co-operation
of the people, India will now attain a position of strength and influ-

ence and take her rightful place in the comity of nations.'

In reply, RajendraPrasad gratefully acknowledged that 'while our
achievement is in no small measure due to our own sufferings and

sacrifices, it is also the result ofworld forces and events and, last though
not least, it is the consummation and fulfilment of the historic tradi-

tion and democratic ideals ofthe British race.' After paying a special
tribute to Lord Mountbatten, he concluded: The period of domi-

nation of Britain over India ends today,, and our relationship with

Britain is henceforward going to rest on a basis ofequality, ofmutual

goodwill and mutual profit.'

On 15 August, too, Lord Mountbatten issued a broadcast to the

United States of America, to celebrate the second anniversary ofthe

Allied victory over Japan. Lord Mountbatten said:

Two years ago today I had just returned from the Potsdam Conference

and was in the Prime Minister's room in 10, Downing Street, when the

news of the Japanese surrender came through. Here, as I speak to you

tonight in Delhi, we are celebrating an event no less momentous for the

future of the world "India's Independence Day. In the Atlantic Charter,

we the British and Americans 'dedicated ourselves to champion the

self-determination of peoples and the independence of nations. Bitter

experience has taught us that it is often easier to win a war than to achieve

a war aim; so let us remember August 15th V.J. Day not only as the

celebration of a victory, but also as the fulfilment of a pledge.

Needless to say, there was tumultuousjoyon that day all over India.

Nehru and the Congress leaders were acclaimed with demonstrative

joy and affection. Driving in state in Delhi, Lord and Lady Mount-

batten were greeted by the enthusiastic crowds with prolonged and

resounding cheers. What a contrast this acclamation to His Majes-

ty's representative with say, the boycott
1 of the Prince of Wales

in 1921. For with independence had come a remarkable change in

the attitude of the Indian people towards the British. The upsurge

of goodwill was an augury for the future.

Thus ended a most important and memorable chapter in India's

chequered history the end of 182 years of British rule. Prince

l It is interesting to recall that, on that occasion, Lord Mountbatten was in the

Prince of Wales's party as a inernber of his staff.
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Bismarck is quoted as having said :

* Were the British Empire to dis-

appear-, its work in India would remain one ifits lasting monuments/

From 1765, when the East India Company took over the collection

of the revenues of Bengal,, Bihar and Orissa, the British had gra-

dually built up in India an administrative and political system

hitherto unknown. They brought about the consolidation and unity
of the country; they created an efficient administrative organization

on an all-India basis; it was they who for the first time introduced

the rule of law; and they left to India that most precious heritage of

all, a democratic form of government. As long as there is an India^

Britain's outstanding contributions to this country will continue to

abide.
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XIX

THE AFTERMATH OF PARTITION

WHILE
Delhi and the rest of India were celebrating the

advent of Independence,, the fate of the minorities in areas

directly affectedby the partition ofthe countrywas hanging
perilously in the balance. The Muslim League's 'Direct Action' cam-

paign,, followed by the Calcutta killing and disturbances in the

Noakhali district of East Bengal and in Bihar,, and further bloodshed
and arson in the Punjab and the North-West Frontier Province,, had

already thrown the country into a dangerous state of communal frenzy.
Thejoint appeal issuedby Gandhiji andJinnah at the instance ofLord

Mountbatten, soon after the latter assumed the Viceroyalty, failed to

bring about any marked change in the relations between the two
communities. The announcement of theJune 3rd plan and its accep-
tance by the political leaders did serve temporarily to stem the tide

ofcommunal hostilities, but when the Muslim League in the Punjab
declared that it would resist any change in the notional division of

the province,, the Sikhs immediately launched a violent counter-

agitation., and the situation once morebegan to deteriorate dangerous-

ly. We had anticipated that there might be communal trouble in the

border districts directly affected by the partition, but we felt that the

Boundary Force of mixed composition under Major-General Rees,

an enormous and carefully picked body., would be able to cope with

the situation. As for the rest, we had no reason to believe that the

Governments concerned would not themselves be able to control any

sporadic outbursts that might occur in their respective Dominions.

We had the guarantee of the political leaders as set out in their

joint statement of 22 July^ as also the specific assurances in regard
to the protection of minorities given by Jinnah in his address

to the Constituent Assembly and in his broadcast to the people of

Pakistan. It is true that the situation was full of fear and foreboding;
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but we had not expected to be so quickly and so thoroughly dis-

illusioned.

In fact, not only before the transfer of power., but also immediately

thereafter, Gandhiji and the Congress leaders had appealed to the

Hindu and Sikh minorities in Pakistan areas not to run away but to

stay in their homes and to face the situation bravely. Master Tara

Singh had also advised the non-Muslims of West Punjab to stay on

in their homes. But soon after the announcement of the RadclifFe

Award on 1 7 August, a determined campaign to drive out the Hindus

and Sikhs was evident all over West Punjab and the North-West

Frontier Province, There were serious disturbances in the Lahore,,

Sheikhupura,, Sialkot and Gujranwala districts. A massacre on an

unprecedented scale took place in Sheikhupura in West Punjab. This

was followed by a violent anti-Muslim reaction in Amritsar. There-

after communal frenzy gripped the people on both sides of the bor-

der,, taking a heavy toll of lives and creating an exodus of population
between the two Dominions,, the like ofwhich has never before been

known in history. The Hindus and Sikhs in West Pakistan made
for the Indian border by the shortest possible routes from Narowal

to Dera Baba Nanak^ from Lahore to Amritsar,, from Kasur to

Ferozepore, from Montgomery to Fazilka,, from the Muslim State

of Bahawalpur to Bikaner, from Mirpur Khas to Jodhpur. This

they did by air^ by train., by car, by bus by almost every concei-

vable means of transport, as well as in foot convoys. What started as a

trickle very soon developed into a flood which, sweeping through East

Punjab,, engulfed the city and province of Delhi and overflowed into

the western districts of the United Provinces.

The uprooted millions were in a terrible mental state. They had
been driven from their homes under conditions of indescribable hor-

ror and misery. Notmanyhad the time to plan their evacuation; most
had to move out at the shortest possible notice. They had been sub-

jected to terrible indignities. They had witnessed their near and dear
ones hacked to pieces before their eyes and their houses ransacked.,
looted and set on fire by their own neighbours. They had no choice
but to seek safety in flight^ filled with wrath at what theyhad seen., and
full of anguish for numberless missing kinsmen who were still stran-

ded in Pakistan and for their womenfolk who had been abducted.
All classes of people joined the stream of refugees. There were the

rich,, who had been reduced overnight to poverty and penury; there
were petty tradesmen and office-workers for whom the future was
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bleak and uncertain, and there were the Sikhs who had borne the

main brunt of the communal fury.

The holocaust in Western Pakistan had its repercussions in East

Punjab. The streams of fleeing refugees with their tales of woe and

suffering made a profound impression on the people. In vain were

appeals made to them to remember that retaliation was no remedy.
The spirit of revenge was abroad, working up communal bitterness

to a frenzied pitch,, till all restraint was thrown to the winds and there

ensued a wholesale attack on Muslims. The trouble spread to Patiala

and the East Punjab States and to the western districts of the United

Provinces,, especially Meerut and Saharanpur, the States of Bharat-

pur and Alwar, and ultimately to Delhi. The Muslims in these areas

now started a mass exodus to the Pakistan border.

While panic-stricken refugees poured into the city of Delhi,, the

Capital buzzed with rumours of a deep-laid, long-prepared Muslim

conspiracy to overthrow the new Government of Free India and to

seize the Capital. Such rumours may now seem, if not baseless, at

least extremely improbable, but so credulous had the people then be-

come that they were very widely believed. Had not Delhi, before the

advent of the British, been the seat of Muslim empires for centuries?

Had not the Capital been the cradle ofMuslim culture? The Muslim

League High Command functioned from Delhi and it was from Delhi

that the campaign of
c

Direct Action* had been organized and con-

ducted through the length and breadth of the country. The militant

National Guards had a well-knit organization in the city. The Khak-

sars (who had made their appearance in Delhi early in the year) also

boasted ofa number ofadherents. It was the general beliefthat plans

had been made before the announcement of the June 3rd plan to

organize and equip the Muslim community for communal violence.

The majority of the ammunition dealers in the city were Muslims

and it was easy for them to help their co-religionists in obtaining a

wide variety of weapons and ammunition. There were also Muslim

blacksmiths and arms-repairerswho were alleged to have given a hand

in the fabrication of bombs, mortars and other ammunition.

The first recorded communal incident in Delhi took place in a pre-

dominantly Muslim locality. On 21 August there was an explosion

in a house belonging to a Muslim science student. It is believed that

he had been trying to prepare a bomb. A few days later the first stab-

bing was reported from the vicinity of theDiwanHalland theWavell

Canteen., the two places where arrangements had been made for the
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reception of Incoming refugees. On 25 August, an altercation ensued

between a Hindu worker and a Muslim worker in the Birla Mills,

which led to a free fight; but the police were able to control it and to

restore order very quickly.
The local administration was very soon faced with a task far beyond

its capacity. Many of those of its Muslim officers who were drawn
from the Punjab had opted to serve Pakistan. Their withdrawal
caused an almost crippling depletion ofthe officer cadre. More than

fifty per cent of the civil and almost seventy-five per cent of the armed

police force had been drawn from amongst the Muslims and all of

them had their heart in, and were keen to opt for, Pakistan. They
obviously could not be relied upon in an emergency; in fact., there

were persistent rumours that they were planning to go over to the

Muslim side together with their firearms. Nor were the non-Muslim
sections of the force more reliable. Many ofthe Hindu policemen had
been drawn from the Punjab and they had heard ofwhat had happen-
ed to their friends and relations In the western part of the province.
The gaps In the officer cadre had been hastily filled by optees from
West Pakistan who had themselves witnessed or experienced the

worst features ofcommunal fury in West Punjab and the North*West
Frontier Province. Few of them were in a fit mental state to take

strong action against rioters. For some time only a handful of troops
were present In the Capital and they could not be reinforced quickly,,
because many ofthe formations which had fallen to the share ofIndia
were still locked up In Pakistan. In an effort to preserve order with
the help of the limited manpower at his disposal,, the District Magi-
strate of Delhi imposed an extended curfew from the afternoon of

28 August to the early hours of 1 September. The Old City seemed
peaceful and quiet during this period but,, as was discovered later,
forces bent on mischiefwere busy making offensive and defensive pre-
parations on a considerable scale in areas which were either predomi-
nantly inhabited by Muslims., or into which non-Muslim refugees
had penetrated. On the morning of 4 September, the explosion of a
bomb in a Hindu locality in Karolbagh was the signal for a serious
outbreak of rioting and there occurred numerous isolated cases of
arson and of looting and stabbing in different parts of the city.
Muslim and Hindu localities were so intermingled that each locality
feared an attack from its neighbour. An atmosphere of nervousness
and apprehension pervaded the entire Capital.

In the beginning, the use of firearms was exceptional. Put on
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7 September some Muslims shot and killed a few Hindus, Their
action was probably only defensive,, but it was provocative in the tense

atmosphere that prevailed. Trouble broke out afresh on a large scale

and firearms were freely used. Some of the houses in certain Muslim
localities were converted into powerful bastions where firearms were

collected and stored for use. One of these houses was later found to

contain considerable subterranean stores of arms and ammunition
and even wireless sets. Firearms and ammunition were actually dug
up from graveyards. In a situation such as this., the small police force

was completely helpless and troops had to be called upon to give
assistance. These comprised a small body of Gurkhas,, the Rajputana
Rifles, and the 4th Battalion, the Madras Regiment. The last-men-

tioned were rushed to Delhi from Poona. They were disposed in the

areas of Sadar Bazar, Subzimundi, Paharganj and Karolbagh. Even

with the help of the troops it was not easy to restore order. If it had

been only a question of protecting the few against the onslaughts of

the many., perhaps the troops even though small in number might
have proved equal to the task. But both sides seemed well provided
with firearms, were equally well organized and determined and were

employing guerilla tactics. The task of restoring law and order called

for patience and perseverance, as well as a certain degree of ruthless

determination. The troops, particularly the Madras Regiment (com-
mandedby Lieutenant-Colonel Sherrif,a Muslim officerfromMadras) ,

performed many difficult and unpleasant tasks with remarkable

courage and impartiality.

Organized rioting apart,, sporadic and isolated incidents of looting-,

stabbing and arson were frequent in many parts of the city. Muslim

shops situated in predominantly Hindu areas were the chief targets

for loot and needy refugees were the chief beneficiaries. Stabbing
was developed into an art. The tragedy was that for the most part it

"was women, children and the aged who were the victims. Stabbing
did not take place only in the alleys. Groups of bloodthirsty ruffians

would even rush into houses and drag people out ofthem to be stabbed.

For days together, no effective protection could be given against

treacherous, sneaking and silent killing by individuals impelled by an

uncontrollable urge to settle the score; an eye for an eye, a tooth for

a tooth.

The passion for revenge found expression in many ways, and

arson was one of them. Delhi had six fire engines and all of them

were kept more than busy; they had scores of small and big fires to
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attend to. On the night of 7 September one could see from housetops

In New Delhi red clouds and smoke curling up from numberless

points in the Old City.

Not all., however., had lost their balance; indeed, there were nume-

rous Instances of brave conduct In defence of the helpless., by
both Individuals and Institutions. When a mob attacked a Muslim

family, a Congressman Intervened and dared them to kill him before

laying their blood-stained hands on the Muslim family. Hundreds

of Hindus took their Muslim neighbours into protective custody and

escorted them to refugee camps, and many Institutions mounted guards
to protect their Muslim members.

Verily, only a thin line divides the man from the beast and order

from chaos. Even though not more than a small section of the popu-
lation was directly Involved In the riots, the uncertainty ofthe moment,
the prevailing atmosphere of nervousness and apprehension, and the

fear of one's own neighbour, all but paralysed the normal life of the

Old City. While Muslims from the disturbed areas were fleeing to

refugee camps in search of security, others Muslims and non-Mus-

lims alike were unwilling or unable to leave their homes. Their

families would not let them go because they did not know what might
befall them on the road. The bread-winner hesitated to go out be-

cause he was afraid ofwhat might happen to his family in his absence.

And so for days together, shops remained unopened, offices ceased

to function, health services were disrupted and communications were

disorganized.

Conditions in New Delhi had never before deteriorated to so serious

an extent. In Connaught Place a number of shops were looted and
there were also cases of stabbing. There was sufficient apprehension
and uncertainty to Induce almost the entire Muslim population of
New Delhi to move out to the shelter of refugee camps. Nor was
there a sense of security among the Hindus. The concentration of

Muslims, particularly the turbulent Meos from the neighbouring
villages round about the Lodi Road area, was a potential source of
trouble. The lurid glow of fires in the horizon, the all-night shooting
and the screaming and shrieking of victims, were enough to unnerve

anyone. Food and milk were scarce and the majority of the staff

absented themselves from the central Government offices. Telephones
worked fitfully and for two days the mail was not delivered at all. Even
the airports were not spared by the rioters and air services were
badly Interrupted.
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When the trouble spread to the areas surrounding Delhi, to the

villages of the neighbouring States of Alwar and Bharatpur and the

adjoining districts of the United Provinces and East Punjab, large
numbers ofpeople mostly Muslims trekked into Delhi and greatly
added to the already complex problem of protecting the local Muslim

population.
This account of the deterioration in Delhi is but a reflection ofhow

the situation had developed in East Punjab,, the western districts of

the United Provinces and some of the Punjab and Rajasthan States.

The new province of East Punjab had not yet had time to reorganize
its administration; even its Capital had not been settled., when there

came this unforeseen challenge to law and order,, which resulted in a

complete though short-lived breakdown of the administration.

Under the pressure of refugees fleeing from terror it was with the

greatest difficulty that some semblance of order could be maintained

even in the western districts of the United Provinces.

The task that confronted the Government of India was threefold.

Firstly, they had to retrieve the law and order position and to stop

the communal frenzy; secondly., they had to bring about a sense of

security among the Muslim minority and, if that was not possible,

at least to afford those who wanted to go away to Pakistan safe transit

across the frontier; and thirdly, they had a moral duty by their breth-

ren across the borders, to ensure the peaceable transfer of Hindus

and Sikhs to India and to provide for their resettlement.

It -was particularly essential that Delhi should be saved from the

impending chaos at whatever cost. Danger to the Capital meant a

threat to the very existence of the nascent Dominion. It was clear

that some extraordinary and forceful action was necessary to retrieve

the position. I felt that it was only Lord Mountbatten's presence in

the Capital that would save the situation. Because of criticisms on

both sides, the Punjab Boundary Force had been dissolved, and the

authority oftheJoint Defence Council over it having come to an end,

Lord Mountbatten felt that there was no necessity for his immediate

presence in Delhi. He had therefore gone to Simla for ten days for a

well-earned rest. He could scarcely have foreseen a situation that

might develop so seriously as to affect his return to Delhi. I mention-

ed to Vallabhbhai Patel my idea of ringing up Lord Mountbatten to

tell him how serious th^situation was and to request him to return

immediately. He readily fell in with my suggestion and assured me

that the Prime Minister would also agree. On my telephonic request,
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Lord Mountbatten returned at once to Delhi and on his arrival I

met him and explained the situation. Immediately afterwards he

had a discussion with Nehru and PateL That very evening an Emer-

gency Committee of fifteen was set up. It consisted of Cabinet Mini-

sters, the Commander-in-Chief, representatives of the Supreme Com-

mand, the Chief Commissioner of Delhi, the Inspector-General

of Police^ the Director-General of Civil Aviation and representatives

of the Medical Department and Railways. The Cabinet Ministers

were Nehru, Vallabhbhai Patel, Baldev Singh (Defence), John
Matthai (Railways) and K. C. Neogy (who was nominated as minis-

ter in charge ofrefugees). Others were co-opted as and when required.

C.M.Trivedi, Governor of East Punjab, together with his Premier

and Home Minister, also attended the meetings when called upon.
The energetic and indefatigable Vernon Erskine Crum was appointed

Secretary of the Committee.

Nehru and Patel insisted that Lord Mounfbatten should be the

Chairman. The Emergency Committee promptly plunged into an

earnest examination ofways and means of dealing with the situation.

Daily meetings were held in Government House, where urgent prob-
lems were discussed, decisions formed and officers entrusted with

the task of ensuring that those decisions were implemented at once.

The minutes of each meeting were circulated within two hours of the

dispersal of the meeting, so that the officers concerned were able to

take action on the same day and report to the Committee at its next

meeting. A special feature was the institution of a Map Room, the

purpose of which was to provide factual and up-to-date information

to all concerned with regard to the place and number ofdisturbances
and the location and movement of refugees. Every day, before the

meeting, the members of the Committee were taken to the adjoining

Map Room so that they could make themselves acquainted with the

up-to-date position. The facilities provided in the Map Room were

specially appreciated by members of the foreign embassies and by
press correspondents.
On the morning of 9 September an ad hoc committee was set up to

deal specifically with the crisis in the Capital. The idea at first was
that this Committee should be composed of the Chief Commissioner
ofDelhi (who happened to be a Muslim), the Sub-area Commander
and the Inspector-General of Police. H.M.tfatel, I.G.S., who was then
the Cabinet Secretary, came to my office and we discussed this be-
tween ourselves.We both felt that a Committee of the nature proposed
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would be inadequate to deal with the situation, which had already
deteriorated to an alarming extent. In our view the situation was
so serious that a Minister from the central Cabinet ought straight-

way to be deputed to head a Special Emergency Committee for Delhi.

I mentioned this informally to Lord Mountbatten, who put the idea

to Nehru and Vallabhbhai Patel. C. H. Bhabha, then Commerce
Minister,, was selected to undertake this onerous responsibility.

Bhabha convened a meeting at his house of a few senior officers,

including the Chief Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner

and senior police officials of the Delhi administration, and a tenta-

tive plan for dealing with the crisis was placed before it for discussion.

The general sense ofthe meeting appeared to be against any change
in the arrangements already proposed. But before any decision could

be reached, news was received that in the vicinity of Ajmere Gate

some Muslims armed with automatic weapons had run amuck and

were shooting down Hindus at sight. The Deputy Commissioner and

two police officers immediately left the meeting for the scene of the

alleged shooting and a feeling of helplessness overwhelmed those

who were left behind. The meeting dispersed. H. M. Patel and I went

to Vallabhbhai PatePs residence and told him of the discussion. Just
then some one brought in the news that a few Hindus had been killed

by Meos in the LodiRoad area; and a minute later a man rushed in to

say that a Muslim had been butchered not very far from Vallabhbhai

PatePs residence. In a voice charged with the deepest anguish, he

exclaimed:
e What is the point in waiting and discussing here: why

don't you all get on with the business and do something, and do what

you think is right?
*

We returned toBhabha's house. Itwas agreed that the first step was

for the Central Emergency Committee to approve of the new special

Committee for Delhi, and for this Committee to meet immediately

afterwards in theTown Hall (situated in the heart of the Old City) .

Next morning the Central Emergency Committee formally set up
the special Committee, with Bhabha as Chairman and H. M. Patel

as Vice-Chairman. It was left to Bhabha to call upon suitable non-

officials to work on the Committee. Immediately after this decision

was taken, Bhabha accompanied by Shyama Prasad Mookherjee

(then Industries and Supply Minister) and H. M. Patel procee-

ded to the Town Hall in Old Delhi. The Chief Commissioner and

other officers of the Delhi Administration and a few prominent non-

official citizens of Delhi had already assembled there. Those present
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were Ira a far more chastened mood, for the situation had continued to

worsen during the night. No plan was put forward for discussion.

Bhabha merely said that it had been decided to appoint a special

Emergency Committee for Delhi with himselfas Chairman and H.M.
Patel as Vice-Chairman^ and that he had been given the authority

to co-opt other members. He added that those present might regard
themselves as members. There was no voice of dissent. Thus was born
the Delhi Emergency Committee, upon which lay the duty of rescu-

ing the Capital from chaos and bringing it back to normal life. The
Committee was fortunate in having as its Secretaries two young and

brilliant officers of the Indian Civil Service L.K. Jha and K.B.
LalL The latter belonged to Delhi and not only enjoyed the friend-

ship and confidence of persons professing diverse faiths, but had the

advantage of contacts with political and social workers and profes-

sional men in many different walks of life. With their drive and

initiative these officers soon welded together a mixed crowd of volun-

teers, officials and non-officials, men and women, Hindus, Muslims,
Christians and Parsis into a wonderful team.

I have already referred to a tentative plan which had been pre-

pared to deal with the Delhi situation. This owed its origin to H.M.
Patel and K..B.LaIL It was extraordinarily simple. It recognized
that the local administration had broken down. It envisaged that

emergency arrangements had to be improvised while no new centra-

lized administration could be built up because of the paucity of per-
sonnel and the breakdown of communications. The province was
therefore to be divided into five zones, each of which was to be en-

trusted to an administrator to be drawn from amongst the senior

officers of the Government of India. The administrators were to be

allowed their respective quotas ofmen and material; and each zonal

group was to be asked to rely on its own initiative and resources to

do what appeared to be bestin the circumstances, and only to keep the

headquarters informed of the situation from time to time and of its

regional requirements. To begin with, a skeleton headquarters organi-
zation would be located at the Town Hall with a mobile reserve at its

disposal and with wireless facilities for the maintenance of contact with

zonal administrators. The idea was to secure maximum decentrali-

zation and effective co-ordination with a view to making the best

possible use of the limited man-power available at the time.

Old and New Delhi were divided into four zones, the rural area

constituting a fifth. It was decided that the maximum co-ordination
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possible between the magistracy and the police, as also other organs
of local administration,, should be achieved at the zonal level. The

system yielded quick results. The zonal administrators were generally
successful in putting a stop to large-scale rioting. Of necessity,, they
had to concentrate on danger spots. In the worse-affected zones,,

since they could not induce the Muslims to stay on in their homes,,

they did the nextbest thing: they arranged to escort them to refugee

camps. In the less-affected zones,, they created a sense of security,

repelled attempts by refugees to infiltrate and made it possible for the

Muslims to stay on in their homes.

The Committee's headquarters at the Town Hall came to be known
as the

c

Central ControlRoom 5

,,
whence flowed directives and instruc-

tions to zonal organizations and workers over the wide area of Old
and New Delhi and the surrounding villages, and into which flowed

an almost unending stream of demands and requirements for assis-

tance of every conceivable kind from various sections of the public
and official and semi-official bodies. Every evening a meeting would

be held at which the day's occurrences> problems and difficulties

would be reviewed and suitable instructions issued. The following

morning Bhabha would inform the Central Emergency Committee

of the general situation in the Capital and receive instructions as to

any particular action it might wish the Delhi Committee to take.

Nehru and Vallabhbhai Patel made frequent visits to the Head-

quarters and also toured the affected areas., keeping themselves fully

in touch with the situation.

A notable" factor, which contributed immeasurably to the restora-

tion of law and order in Delhi,, was the steadfastness aiid loyalty of

the majority of its citizens, who were more than ready to give their

help and co-operation. The Committee needed men and women
of determination and devotion to duty., who would readily under-

take any task,, however disagreeable, and who would shirk nothing^

even if physical risk were involved. And such men and women
were not wanting. Nothing was more inspiring and nothing cheered

one so much as the spontaneous way in which men and women of

all ages,, classes and shades of opinion came forward to work at all

hours if need be., round the clock in a disciplined manner at

a task which they realized was one of great humanity. I> for one.,

look back on this in order to draw fresh inspiration whenever I find

current events thoroughly depressing.

H. M. Patel*s pivotal position as Cabinet Secretary proved a boon.,
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for he was able to obtain authority from the Cabinet to requisition

the services of any central Government officer he needed. This au-

thority was freely used., though with discretion. A number of young
officers were detailed for whole-time duty with the Committee,, while

quite a number of us volunteered to perform part-time service. Pro-

bationers of the Indian Administrative Service,, then under training

at the Administrative Training School, were also called upon to serve

and did so with extraordinary enthusiasm.

The strength of the armed forces at the disposal of the Delhi Com-
mittee was very limited and reinforcements were expected to come

in only later . A contingent of armed police was contributed by the

Central Provinces,, and die Governor-General made available the ser-

vices ofhis Bodyguard (which had not yet been partitioned) and they
rendered yeoman service, driving round in pairs of armoured cars

one car in each pair being manned by Punjabi Musalmans, and the

other by Sikhs. All of them carried out their duties in an exemplary
manner. For the rest, the Committee had to rely on the citizens of

Delhi. Every possible source of trained and disciplined man-power
was tapped the Officers' Training Corps, the Territorials., Scout

organizations, the Jamiat-ul-Ulema
1
, Congress volunteers. Each of

these separate organizations had its accredited representative in the

Control Room, to whom each made a daily report and from whom
it received daily orders regarding disposition of its resources in men
and material.

Communications constituted what was perhaps the most important

single basic problem. The public transport system was virtually at a

standstill; only a few ventured to go out on cycles or on foot, and even

the voluntary workers of the Control Room had to be picked up from
tfaeir homos and transported back to them. The Defence Department
helped with trucks and jeeps. Help was obtained from unofficial

sources; cars and tracks were requisitioned even from refugees, and
soon an impressive transport fleet was built up.

Sanitation was the next big problem; for sanitary arrangements,

particularly in Old Delhi, had broken down completely. A week's

accumulation offilth is enough to cause despair to any health autho-

rity, and loot and arson had multiplied the problem tenfold. The
inhabitants of each locality were now called upon to organize volun-

teer squads to clean up the roads. Even after the sweepers had been

persuaded to come back to work, a large number of volunteers from
1 An association of Muslim divines.
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the Congress, the Jamiat-ul-tllema, student unions and Boy Scouts,
had to be drafted to assist them. Here too, the Army helped by plac-

ing at the disposal of the Control Room a hygiene squad which made
it possible for the badly affected parts of the town to be thoroughly
disinfected. It was only after a week of sustained effort that it could

be said that the city had been saved from the danger of epidemic.
Food distribution arrangements had been thoroughly disrupted.

Ration shops remained closed and authorized ration distributors

were unwilling to stir out of their houses to replenish their stocks.

Without further delay the Control Room organized a system for the

delivery of rationed foodgrains to shopkeepers at their shops. For-

tunately, there were enough stocks of foodgrains available; only salt

and fuel were in short supply and these had to be brought in rapidly
to replenish the reserve.

But the most urgent and difficult of all the problems was the care

of refugees, both Muslim and non-Muslim. Those non-Muslims

uprooted from Pakistan naturally expected to find at least food and

shelter in the Capital of India. They cast longing eyes on houses

occupied by Muslim residents of the city and they looked around for

opportunities to strike new roots in the land to which they had been

driven by communal fury. So long as their primary needs remained

unsatisfied, they constituted a standing menace to law and order.

Then there were the Muslims living in mixed localities in Delhi

and the surroundingrural areas,who had left theirhomes to seek safety

in hastily Improvised camps. Some took themselves for safety and

shelter to the spacious mausoleum of EmperorHumayun, while others

went to the Purana Qila, where the Pakistan High Commissioner had

organized a small camp primarily for Government servants who had

opted for Pakistan. Muslims of all classes congregated in these camps

Punjabi businessmen, doctors, lawyers, professors, Government

officials, craftsmen, artisans and labourers. In the beginning the

Pakistan High Commissioner tried to look after their requirements,

but the job became too big for his limited staff, and even the efforts

of the local administration, with its hands full of other and manifold

responsibilities, proved inadequate. Many thousands of Meos from

the neighbouring States of Bharatpur and Alwar and even some

Afghan nationals and Kashmiri Muslims,who had been living in the

disturbed areas, sought safety in these camps.
The Committee had to act here with special speed, for there were

over a hundred thousand persons to be cared for and the numbers
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were increasing. Arrangements for food., filtered water., sanitary and

medical facilities were quickly improvised. Three officers of the

Indian Civil Service were detailed to work as Camp Commandants;
the Indian Administrative Service Training School supplied them

with a few deputies, and many non-officials joined in. Assistance was

rendered to the official organization by a devoted band of women,

including the wives of British and other European officials. Help
came from various social organizations in Delhi, and Christian mis-

sions also contributed volunteers. Lady Mountbatten herself was in-

defatigable in organizing and carrying out works ofreliefand welfare.

She was a frequent visitor to the camps ;
she not only gave help

from her own household, but did not rest content until bit by bit the

requirements of the camps had been satisfactorily met. After all these

years, ifanything stands out prominently in my mind^, it is the services

rendered by Lady Mountbatten, as also by Mrs Sucheta Kripalani,
whose zealous work for the relief of the refugees was beyond praise.

Lady Mountbatten formed, and became the Chairman of, the United

Council for Relief and Welfare and her organizational ability was

recognized by all who had the privilege of being associated with her.

Every foot of the covered accommodation in the precincts of

Purana Qila and Humayun's Tomb was occupied. Scores of tents

were pitched and every possible contrivance was used to improvise
shelter. The Air Force lent command trailers for the use of the Camp
Commandants. Although the semblance of an office had been set

up on the first day, the Camp Commandants had no means of

communication with the mass of humanity placed under their

charge, until the Navy provided them with loud hailers. A loud-

speaker system was also rigged up from civilian sources and powerful

searchlights were erected with the help of the Army. The Military

Engineering Service and the Central P.W.D. helped to lay on a water

system and steps were taken to put in an emergency telephone
connexion.

In the early stages,, labour and equipment were simply not avai-

lable. There were tents to be pitched, drains to be cleared, sanitation

to be looked after, and volunteers were needed for the distribution

offoodgrains and to maintain law and order. To set an example, the

Camp Commandant and his officers themselves went round the

Camps with shovels, filling up a drain here and digging a trench
there. There was no job which was too mean or too specialized for

the volunteers.
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An efficient supply and services organization at the Control Room
made it possible to cope with an unending stream of demands for

supplies,, all of the highest priority. The camps sent in their indents

every day, and every evening theGamp Commandants discussed their

problems and difficulties with the authorities at headquarters. A
portion of the needed supplies came by way of donations^ and stocks

from shops and godowns were also freely requisitioned. In diverse

ways the varied and enormous requirements of over a lakh of people
were met within a week^ and life in the camps became more organi-
zed and tolerable.

Even nature added to the suffering ofthe refugees. The September
rains were exceptionally heavy that year. Few were able to keep dry
under such improvised shelters as existed^ while the influx ofrefugees
into the camps continued. At one time it was thought that another

refugee camp would have to be organized. But in the meantime the

efforts to stamp out lawlessness in the city had been meeting with

success. There was a distinct improvement in the law and order

situation and sufficient confidence had been re-instilled in the minds

of the Muslim inhabitants^ at least in some areas, to make them stay

on in their homes.

Within less than two weeks normal conditions had been restored

in the city. The sense of insecurity among the Muslims perhaps
took longer to disappear, though it would not be incorrect to say
that by the first week of October a Muslim could move about

the city without any danger to life or Kmb. So long as the camps in

Purana Qila and Humayun's Tomb remained, the Control Room
too had to remain, for there was no other organization which could

have taken over the responsibility of running these two camps with

their population of over 150,000. But gradually the camps emptied.

Many of the Muslim refugees went to Pakistan; others returned to

their homes in Delhi and the neighbouring areas.

The movement of refugees
1 from and to Pakistan was one of the

most difficult problems which the Central Emergency Committee had

to tackle. I do not propose to enter into the innumerable difficulties

1 It has been estimated that up to the middle of 1948 about 5} million non-Muslims
were brought across the border from West Punjab and other provinces of Western

Pakistan. About the same number of Muslims moved into Pakistan from East Punjab

(including the East Punjab States), Delhi, the United Provinces, Ajmer-Merwara,
Alwar, Bharatpur3 Gwalior and Indore. During the same period about 1J million

non-Muslims crossed the border from Eastern Pakistan into West Bengal. These figures

do not of course take into account about 400,000 non-Muslims who later migrated to

India from Sind. There is today hardly a Hindu or a Sikh to be found in Western

Pakistan.
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that confronted the Committee, or attempt to describe how they
were tackled and solved. I will only say that the task was of truly

Himalayan proportions and that it seemed to me, at the start, to be

beyond our capacity and resources. The enormous nature of the task

can be gauged by the fact that within a period of three months the

Government had managed to evacuate nearly 4,500,000 refugees

across the borders. Arrangements had to be made for the reception
of the non-Muslim refugees from Pakistan in specially improvised

refugee camps ;
for their food., shelter and other amenities, and for their

eventual dispersal and resettlement in various States, a particular

problem being the resettlement of refugees from the urban areas.

And all these refugees had to be resettled within a reasonably quick

time, otherwise they were likely to be a source of continuing trouble

to the Government. Simultaneously, the Muslim refugees thosewho
were desirous of going to Pakistan had to be assembled in camps
and arrangements made for their safe transit across the border. Con-

voys, generally several thousand strong, were moved across from each

side under military escort, each Government being responsible for the

welfare and safety of all refugees while in their respective territories.

Special trains were also requisitioned for the purpose. There were some

deplorable incidents, at least in the initial stages, when trains and con-

voys were attacked. I recall a particular occasion when, at Amritsar,
Sikhs refused to allow Muslim refugees from India to pass through the

city on their way to the Pakistan border because of attacks which were

being made on.non-Muslim convoys and trains in Pakistan, accom-

panied by massacre and the abduction of women. If these refugees
were not allowed to pass through the city, it would mean their hav-

ing to make a detour round Amritsar, involving many days of delay.
This was a problem that was causing considerable anxiety to General

TMmayya. At the time he was in command of the military forces

responsible for maintaining law and order in East Punjab, including
the safe conduct of refugee convoys to and from Pakistan. Vallabh-
bhai Patel made up Ms mind to go to Amritsar and I accompanied
him. There a conference was convened of all the Sikh leaders includ-

ing the Maharajah of Patiala. To understand the attitude of this
*
over-blamed people*, one must appreciate the fact that the Sikhs had
been driven out of their homes, contrary to all their hopes and ex-

pectations; that they had been deprived of their lands and property,
their shrines and holy places; that their losses in men and property
had been comparatively greater than those of any other community
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affected by the communal upheaval; that nearly forty per cent of the

entire Sikh community had been reduced to penury and had become

refugees^ with the necessity ofhaving to start life afresh. In their hour
of tragedy and frustration Vallabhbhai Patel realized that the Sikhs

could only be brought round by sympathetic understanding^ and

brotherly treatment. They were still well-fitted to play a very big

part in the development and security of the country. He handled the

situation at Amritsar with admirable tact and understanding and

persuaded the Sikh leaders to allow the Muslim refugees to proceed

through the city without molestation or hindrance. That same even-

ing he addressed a public meeting. In the vast gathering I could dis-

tinguish none but Sikhs. He spoke to them for more than an hour.

The crowd was at first very sullen,, but in the end, by his forthright

approach and sincerity, he was able to win them over.

In East Punjab the administration,, as I have already said., had vir-

tually broken down. C. M. Trivedi, the Governor, had decided to

make his Government's headquarters at least temporarily at

Jullundur. He set to work with a small nucleus staff, and the rest of

the Government secretariat was located in various places in East

Punjab., wherever accommodation was available. His first task was

to protect the Muslims in East Punjab and to give them safety in the

refugee camps till they could be repatriated to Pakistan. The other

problem was to look after the refugees pouring in from West Punjab,,

most ofwhom naturally preferred to strike root in East Punjab and

the Punjab States. The food position was far from satisfactory and,,

as a result of partition, the administrative personnel at his disposal

was extremely inadequate. Trivedi and his Government were given
all the help which the Government ofIndia could give^ but the magni-
tude of the task that confronted him will probably never be realized.

That he was able to solve all his manifold problems so quickly and

efficiently was indeed due to his great administrative capacity. In

this task he had the confidence and support of his ministers,, parti-

cularly that of the Premier^ Gopichand Bhargava^ and the Home
Minister^ Swaran Singh.

The main flood of the two-way exodus had spent itself by the close

of December and thereafter the situation in the country was suffi-

ciently under control to enable the central Government and the pro-

vincial Governments concerned to give their attention more fully to the

problem of refugee rehabilitation. A ministry was specially created

for the purpose at the Centre, while corresponding organizations

28
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were set up in East Punjab and elsewhere. The responsibilities of the

Central Emergency Committee gradually devolved on these new

organizations and in due course the Committee came to an end.

It is gratifying to note that while the north was in the throes of a

communal holocaust, the rest ofIndia remained comparatively peace-

ful. In Bengal, particularly in Calcutta, the situation might have

become serious but for one man, and that man was Gandhiji. Though
the Hindus and Muslims ofthe province had fraternized on 15 August,

a couple of weeks later news of the atrocities in the north brought

about a threatening recrudescence of communal trouble. Gandhiji

immediately began a fast
c

to end only if and when sanity returns to

Calcutta.' The entire police force of north Calcutta undertook a

24 hour fast in sympathy, while continuing on duty. Within four days

there was complete peace. After one of Gandhiji's prayer meetings

on the Calcutta naaidan, thousands of Hindus and Muslims mingled
and embraced one another. No word of Government could have

given so much confidence and assurance as this one man alone had

inspired in the minorities on either side. Perhaps the best description

of Gandhiji's part in maintaining communal peace in Bengal was

made by Lord Mountbatten when^ in a broadcast, he referred to

Gandhiji as
c
the one-man boundary force who kept the peace while

a 50,000 strong force was swamped by riots.
5

The communal holocaust, the two-way exodus of refugees, their

protection and the rehabilitation of those who had come to India

all these provided the Government of India, at a time when the ad-

ministrative machinery was already out ofjoint as a result of parti-

tion, with a task which was as stupendous as any nation ever had to

face. Ifin its initial stages the situation had not been controlled with

determination and vigour, the consequences would have brought
down the Government itself. It is to the eternal credit of Lord Mount-
batten that he agreed to take over the helm of responsibility at that

critical stage, and it redounds to the statesmanship of Nehru and
Patel that they unhesitatingly and confidently offered it to him.

There are critics who argue that if the transfer ofpower had taken

place in June 1948, as originally planned, instead of in August 1947,
the bloodshed that followed immediately after the partition could

have been avoided. It is easy to be wise after the event. When in

July 1947 the communal situation looked like getting out of hand,
Lord Mountbatten took the precaution of getting assurances from
the Congress, as well as from the Muslim League, that the minorities
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would be protected in their respective Dominions. These assurances

were repeated by Nehru as well as byJinnah on the day the respective
Dominions were established. Had both the Dominions stood firmly

by their pledges,, would it have made any difference whether the

transfer ofpower took place in August 1947 or in June 1948; and if it

were not the purpose and policy of one or other of the Dominions to

adhere to its pledge, could not the catastrophe that occurred imme-

diately after August 1947 have happened equally in June 1948?

Then again,, it has been said that If a planned exchange of popula-
tion had been arranged before the transfer of power, the communal
holocaust would have been avoided. But could there be any question
of an exchange of population between two sides which had agreed
and publicly announced that they would retain their respective mino-

rities? Indeed, the Congress was definitely against any exchange of

population. The Sikhs and Hindus would never have entertained

the idea of leaving their homes in West Punjab. Nor, for obvious

reasons, could the British Government have enforced it. The ques-
tion of an exchange of population could only have been raised, if at

all, after the two Dominions had come into being. But no sooner had

the Dominions been established than communal frenzy broke out,

resulting in the disastrous consequences already described.

The communal exodus from East Bengal in the early stages after

partition was but a trickle. It assumed critical proportionsmuch later,

and then the Hindus from East Bengal also had to undergo severe

hardships and privation. In fact, it was when the West Pakistan offi-

cials had established themselves in East Bengal that the exodus of

Hindus began in earnest. It has always been my belief that the East

Bengal Muslims, if left to themselves, would have been content to

live with their Hindu brethren as one family, and that it was the

policy of the West Pakistan officials that was responsible for the mass

exodus ofHindus from East Bengal. The flood ofrefugees has already

severely strained the resources of the West Bengal Government, while

more and more continue to come across the border. If this influx is

not stopped and mutual goodwill and understanding are not estab-

lishedj this issue is bound to overshadow any other that faces the

Indian and Pakistan Governments.
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seems to have linked the course of Indo-British

relations with the month of August. It was in August 1 765

that Emperor Shah Alam II formally granted the Dewani of

Bengal, Bihar and Orissa to the East India Company. In August
1858 was passed the 'Act for the Better Government of India % when

British India was placed under the direct government of the Crown.

August 1917 will be remembered for its famous announcement, when

the British Government for the first time declared the goal of their

policy in India to be responsible government. It was in August 1947

that the British handed over power and left the country. The manner

both of their coming and of their going was unique. They came to

trade., but stayed to rule. They left of their own will; there was no

war^ there was no treaty an act with no parallel in history.

The main factor responsible for the early transfer of power was

the return of the Labour Party with an absolute majority in 1945.

Almost the first thing they did on assuming office was to set about

finding a solution of the Indian problem, a solution that would be

acceptable to the two main political parties in the country,, namely the

Congress and the Muslim League. When they found that the parties

were unable to come to any agreement, they themselves produced a

plan. This was the Cabinet Mission plan,, to which the Congress and
the Muslim League at first reacted favourably, but on which subse-

quently they disagreed fundamentally on points ofinterpretation. The
Labour Government then tried the expedient of bringing the leaders

of the two parties inside an interim Government,, in the hope that

by working together they might come to an understanding on the

long-term plan. But now the position became much worse; in coming
into a common Government the leaders merely brought their out-

side differences inside the Cabinet, The Government of India was a
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house divided against itself, and the communal situation, instead of

getting better, deteriorated to a state bordering on civil war. The
Labour Government decided that the onlyway to redeem their pledge,,
while making the leaders face the grave realities of the situation,

was to announce that the British would hand over power and would

quit India by a definite date. The Labour Government's action was
described in Parliament as a gamble and a betrayal. But let me quote
the words of Sir Austen Chamberlain on another famous occasion:

Now and again in the affairs ofmen there comes a moment when courage
is safer than prudence, when some great act offaith, touching the hearts and

stirring the emotions of fften, achieves a miracle that no art ofstatesmanship
can compass.

The British Government's decision to quit India not only touched

the hearts and stirred the emotions of Indians; it produced an imme-
diate reassuring effect on the whole ofSouth-East Asia and earned for

Britain, as at no other time., universal respect and goodwill.

Though through the centuries many attempts had been made to

bring India under one central Government, it was the proud claim

of the British that it was they who for the first time created an

Indian Empire,, extending from Kashmir in the north to Cape
Comorin in the south, and from Baluchistan in the west to Assam in

the east. It is a sad reflection that the British who achieved that

unity could not bequeath it to their successors. But sadder still is the

thought thatJinnah, the hero ofmy generation, a great nationalist in

his time and one who fought many a battle for the freedom of his

country, should later have fought so successfully against its freedom,

and should eventually, almost single-handed, have brought about

its division.

I have indicated howJinnah took over the Muslim League, which

was then moribund, and in a few years made it the most powerful

Muslim organization. When the Congress ministries resigned from

the provinces and withdrew their support from the war effort, Lord

Linlithgow inevitably leaned upon the Muslims. The League grew

rapidly in the sunshine of favour. It consolidated its position and

soon reached the stage of asserting that the Muslims were a nation

and demanding separation from the rest of India of all the provinces

in which they were a majority. It was at this stage that the British

Government, in their declaration of 1942, gave the right to the

provinces to accede or not to accede to the Union and even to form

a separate Union or Unions. This was a radical departure from
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the policy hitherto adopted. In the discussions leading up to the

passing of the Government of India Act of 1935, it had never been

contemplated that the accession of the British-Indian provinces to

the Federation should be optional.

This was really the death-blow to Indian unity,, and subsequent
assertions of their preference for a united India by British authorities

carried no weight. It was definitely a victory for Jinnah. Hereafter

he could afford to stand on this declaration. When it was made in

1942, the Pakistan resolution was only two years old, and the League

position, even in the Muslim-majority areas, was none too strong.

But in spite of that, His Majesty's Government conceded the substance

ofJinnah's demand; and this attitude persisted in all the subsequent

negotiations.

When, in 1942, Sir Stafford Cripps announced His Majesty's

Government's policy, the opinion was widely expressed that the British

were bent upon the division of the country; that they wanted to

create a Middle Eastern sphere of influence, and in pursuance of that

policy wished to bring about the creation of a separate Pakistan.

This would accord with their traditional liking for Muslims, with

their policy ofprotecting the Straits and the Suez Canal from Russian

influence, and with their new but overwhelming interest in the oil

of Iran, Iraq and Arabia.

On the other hand, by surrendering its position of vantage and

resigning its ministries in eight provinces out ofthe eleven, the Congress
left the field entirely to the Muslim League and to the Government.
If it had not resigned, it could have insisted on and got an immediate

change at the Centre, especially after Japan joined the war. His

Majesty's Government would not have taken the drastic step of dis-

missing the Congress ministries from office. Moreover, the Congress

opposition to the war effort and the League's de facto support for it

convinced the British that the Hindus generally were their enemies

and the Muslims their friends, and this consideration must have added
force to the silent but effective official support for the policy of

partition.

Gandhiji's original instinct was sound. He stood for unconditional

co-operation in the war. He was not supported by his own party,
and Government was unhelpful in meeting his immediate demands.

Eventually, when he found no way out and Jinnah's demand grew
insistent, Gandhiji conceded self-determination for Muslim-majority
areas, insisting only that there should be a central authority for the
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administration of certain essential subjects common to both the

States. But Jinnah rejected this proposal.
When the Cabinet Mission arrived in 1946 they were thus confron-

ted with the League's demand for a province-wise Pakistan and the

Congress refusal to concede any more than a truncated Pakistan

consisting merely of Muslim-majority areas.

The Cabinet Mission attempted to preserve a united India. But
it was no more than a facade of unity. If their plan had worked, it

would have resulted in the Muslim League securing,, in substance,,

a province-wise Pakistan. In any case, the three-tier constitution was
so unwieldy and carried with it so much potentiality for friction that

it could never have been worked. Moreover, the whole structure was
vitiated by an inherent instability, in that any provincial Assembly
could call for a reconsideration of the terms of the constitution after

an initial period of ten years and at ten yearly intervals thereafter.
*

When the Labour Government found that no agreement between

the parties was possible, either in the working of the interim Govern-

ment or of the Constituent Assembly, on the basis of the Cabinet

Mission plan, it made the bold decision that the British would quit

India by a specified date. The League by this time had raised commu-
nal consciousness to such a pitch that a united India by peaceful

agreement was no longer possible. The Muslim masses were behind

the League; in fact, they supported the League more solidly where

they were in a minority than in the Muslim-majority provinces. Even

the safeguards and protection demanded for their community by the

Nationalist Muslims went so far that, if acceded to, they would have

prevented for all time the growth of a united nation.

In India, the province which more than any other held the key
to the problem of partition was the Punjab. Official opinion in the

provincewas divided, but Sir Bertrand Glancy, who was the Governor

of the province up to 1946, was a strong advocate of a united Punjab ;

and his successor, Sir Evan Jenkins, who was Governor at the time of

the partition, was no less so. If anyone knew the Punjab, it was surely

Sir Evan Jenkins. Moreover, not all the Muslim leaders were for

partition. Khizr Hyat Khan, the premier of the Punjab and leader

of the Unionist Party, put up a fight in the earlier stages, but

succumbed to pressure later. It has been alleged that, while he had

ample resources to fight the election in 1946, he failed to use them.

It is possible that if he had been given sufficient official encourage-

ment, he would have fought against the disintegration of the province.
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But when,, owing to his resignation, the Unionist Party was dissolved,,

the fate of the Punjab was sealed.

When Lord Mountbatten arrived on the scene, he soon realised

that the Cabinet Mission plan was unacceptable to the parties, and
some form of partition was inevitable. He prepared a plan., the basis of
which was demission of power to the provinces,, or to such confedera-
tions as the provinces might decide to form before the transfer of

power. The responsibility for partition was left to the popular choice.

When this plan was shown to Nehru he reacted strongly against it.

Thereupon Lord Mountbatten fell back on the alternative plan of
two Dominions, ofwhich Pakistan would comprise the Muslim-majo-
rity areas only. The Congress agreed to this., and by accepting Domi-
nion Status removed one of the great obstacles which had hitherto
stood between them and the British. Thereafter the League was no
longer able to derive advantage from the fact that it had agreed to

remain within the Commonwealth while the Congress claimed

complete independence. Thenceforth things moved smoothly., and in

every step that Lord Mountbatten took he carried the support of the

party leaders.

The Congress had accepted the division of the country on two
considerations. In the first place,, it was clear from the unyielding
attitude of the Muslim League that a united India would either be

dekyed or could only be won at the cost of a civil war. Secondly, it

was hoped that the establishment of a separate Muslim State would
finally settle the communal problem which had for so long bedevilled
Indian politics and thwarted all progressive aspirations, that India
and Pakistan would thereafter live in peaceful relations with each
other, and that all men of goodwill on either side would be free to

concentrate on improving the economic conditions of the common
people.

India's disillusionment came as a startling blow almost immedi-
ately after the partition. Those whohad the welfare of both Dominions
at heart, who were earnestly desirous that they should live as good
neighbours, viewed the trend of events with grave concern. My
personal feelings at this stage can best be recaUed by the following
excerpts from an article which I contributed to the Statesman of 21
October 1947:

Hardly had the two Dominions been ushered into separate existence
whenmass migrations of the minority populations from both sides began.
At present less than halfthe total number ofthe people to be moved have
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crossed the frontier, but those concerned have so utterly lost confidence

In their respective Governments that it is doubtful whether the process

will come to an end until practically all the non-Muslims from Western

Pakistan have crossed into India, and similarly practically all the Muslims

in East Punjab have crossed into Pakistan,

The result will be that Western Pakistan will be left as a purely Muslim

State, while India will still contain large numbers of Muslims.

The consequences of this require serious consideration. Throughout the

centuries India has been subjected to repeated invasions from the North-

West, and the popular mind is particularly sensitive to a Muslim Power

(the biggest in the world) commanding the country's historically dan-

gerous frontier. Add to this the bitterness of the present persecutions

and migrations, which will take generations to wipe out, and we have a

potentially dangerous situation.

Another factor contributing to the insecurity is Pakistan's expansionist

policy in the matter of the States' accession. Pakistan wTas established

as a State in which Muslims would be enabled to find scope for self-

development; but the Dominion has sought to rope in States peopled

predominantly by non-Muslims, even if situated far from the territories

of Pakistan.

It was not without reason that the late President Roosevelt gave to

freedom from fear pride of place among Ms Four Freedoms. A sense of

security is the primary essential before progress. Public opinion In^ndia
will therefore insist upon adequate military precautions on the frontiers of

India, and no responsible statesman will be able to ignore the demand.

This will naturally lead to counter-preparations on the Pakistan side ....

This Is a danger which must be averted. Mahatma Gandhi has been

insisting that freedom would lose its significance if the lot of the common

man were not improved. Similarly, the agitation for Pakistan was based

upon the need for the Muslims to build up their life in their own way. Nei-

ther object can be achieved if the two States' resources are frittered away

in futile military preparations. It is imperative that a way be found for

building up a basis of security for both.

In essential respects their Interests arebound up with each other Why
then should not both recognise this, and join up formally in mutual union

for the three essential subjects of defence and foreign affairs (mutually

dependent), and communications upon which defence depends? In this

lies salvation.

Pakistan may be loath to surrender the sentimental satisfaction of a

separate national State for the Muslims. But a union at the top for these

three subjects would not affect the separate existence of the two States for

other matters. Muslims would still have their separate homelands, with

complete control in essential economic matters. They would remain free to
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develop Muslim traditions and political institutions on their own lines,

unhampered by outside interference. . . .

A week after this article was written the tribal invasion ofKashmir

began. Thereafter,, events gravely affecting the relations between

the two countries followed one another in quick succession. The
result was further bitterness and estrangement.

Pakistan today is an Islamic State. There is no minority problem
in West Pakistan, while East Pakistan is being steadily drained of its

Hindus. India on the other hand still has a population of about

forty million Muslims,, besides other minorities, to protect and care

for. Gandhiji particularly emphasized that the minorities were a

sacred trust in the hands of the majority. It was a cause most dear

to his heart. He lived for it indeed he eventually died for it! India

will surely be true to his precepts. I have no doubt that, despite the

heavy strain which the policy of Pakistan imposes on the Government

of India, the latter will steadfastly maintain and fulfil its great ideal

of a truly secular State.

That the future of the two countries depends upon mutual good
relations is almost a truism. The partition ofAugust 1947 was surely

not intended to sunder for all time the ties that for a century and a

half have bound India together as one administrative, political and

economic unit. Geographically and economically at least, those ties

persist in spite of the partition and the serious effect which its after-

math has had upon the economy of the Punjab and Bengal. The pros-

perity of the Punjab was due to the sweat and toil of irrigation

engineers. There is no reason why East and West Punjab should not

continue to enjoy the fruits of those labours by mutual give and
take. Similarly, the economy of West Bengal is inextricably tied up
with that of East Bengal, and vice versa. Neither side can afford to

ignore the circumstances of geography and the economic interests

which draw them together. Economically it is the common man who
must suffer, but the suffering of the common man can surely be

assuaged on both sides by the healing touch ofgood neighbourliness.
It is never too late for men of goodwill to take stock of realities, for

the leaders to sit down calmly and dispassionately, and together evolve

some common machinery which would not merely minimize the

rigours of partition but, by banishing all sense of fear and conflict,

would bring about for both countries enduring peace and progress.
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EXTRACTS FROM A REPORT OF THE PUNJAB LEGISLATIVE

ASSEMBLY DEBATES^ 11 MARCH 1941

Demands For Grants

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

Communal Harmony

Premier (Sir Sikander Hyat Khan] : . . . My honourable friend then went on

and asked what was the Prime Minister's view about Pakistan. He repeated
that question several times and other members of the opposition who
followed him also repeated it. My honourable friend, I take it, put that

question to me in my personal capacity and not as a member of the Govern-

ment. Obviously he is only anxious to ascertain my personal views on the

subject; and in any case Government as such is not concerned with this

controversy. I propose, therefore, to answer his question in my individual

capacity and not as Premier. But before answering his question I should

like to put him a question to make sure that he understands his own ques-

tion (laughter}. May I ask on which particular Pakistan scheme he wants

my opinion? Does he even know how many schemes there are?

Sardar Ajit Singh: The one that you framed.

Premier: I did not frame any Pakistan scheme. My honourable friend

should not be impatient. I will presently give him the genesis of the vari-

ous schemes. He will then know what colossal ignorance prevails about

these schemes and will be sorry for his interruption. Now, which Pakistan

scheme has my friend in mind? There is in the first place the Pakistan

scheme of Maulana Jamal-ud-Din Afghani. Has he studied it? Does he

want my views on it?

Sardar Ld Singh: We want to know the views of the Premier about the

one passed at Lahore.

Premier: No Pakistan scheme was passed at Lahore. But I will deal with

the Lahore resolution also, to which he is apparently referring, in due course.

As for Pakistan schemes, Maulana Jamal-ud-Din's is the earliest, but he

does not want my views on that. Then there is the scheme which is attri-

buted to the late Allama Iqbal of revered memory. He, however, never
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formulated any definite scheme, but his writings and poems have given

some people ground to think that Allama Iqbal desired the establishment of

some sort of Pakistan. But it is not difficult to explode this theory and to

prove conclusively that his conception of Islamic solidarity and universal

brotherhood is not in conflict with Indian patriotism and is in fact quite

different from the ideology now sought to be attributed to him by some

enthusiasts. I presume that my honourable friend opposite does not

want my views on the non-existent scheme attributed to the great poet-

philosopher of the East, Dr. Iqbal.

Then there is Chaudhri Rahmat AlPs scheme (laughter). Does he want my
opinion about that? This is how Mr. Rahmat AH produced his Pakistan.

P for Punjab, A for Afghanistan including Pathanistan, i.e., the North-

West Frontier Province, K for Kashmir, S for Sind and the last three

letters
e
tan

*

of Baluchistan. I am not sure if Iran is also included. This is

Chaudhri Rahmat Ali's scheme. He put forward this scheme a few years

ago, and it was widely circulated in this country and also published in the

press. It was also given wide publicity at the time in a section of the British

press. But there is another scheme also whichmy honourable friend has pro-

bably never heard of; it was published in one of the British journals I

think the Round Table and was conceived by an Englishman. Does he

want my opinion about that scheme ? (S\ Ajit Singh : No !) Then my honour-

able friend probably wants my opinion on some Pakistan scheme which

does not exist outside his imagination.
I will now try to satisfy the curiosity of my hon'ble friend Sardar Lai

Singh by dealing with the Lahore resolution, which is now popularly known
as the Pakistan scheme. When that resolution was passed it was termed the

Lahore resolution; the word Pakistan was not used at the League meeting
and this term was not applied to the League resolution by anybody until

the Hindu press had a brain-wave and dubbed it Pakistan. They have
sown the wind and must now reap the whirlwind.

It has been said that I am the author ofthe Lahore resolution. I have no
hesitation in admitting that I was responsible for drafting the original reso-

lution. But let me make it clear that the resolution which I drafted was

radically amended by the Working Committee, and there is a wide diver-

gence in the resolution I drafted and the one that was finally passed. The
main difference between the two resolutions is that the latter part of my
resolution which related to the centre and co-ordination of the activities

of the various units, was eliminated. It is, therefore, a travesty of fact to

describe the League resolution as it was finally passed as my resolution. It

must be taken as the official resolution of the Muslim League which was
ratified by the Muslim League.

My hon'ble friends can call it Pakistan or by whatever name they like.

They dubbed it Pakistan, and it is now popularly known as Pakistan. The
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ignorant masses have now adopted the slogan provided by the short-sighted

bigotry of the Hindu and Sikh press. If I may venture a word of protest
and advice, I consider it a fatal mistake on the part ofthe Hindus and Sikhs

to raise this hare. They probably wanted to create an atmosphere among
the Hindu and Sikh masses against the resolution. That was their object
and I think they have succeeded to some extent, but they overlooked the

fact that the word Pakistan might have an appeal a strong appeal- for

the Muslim masses. It is a catching phrase and it has caught popular ima-

gination and has thus made confusion worse confounded. The unsophisti-
cated masses are incapable of distinguishing between the various schemes,
and I am almost certain that the average Muslim himself does not realise

the implications of Pakistan or even know which particular scheme he is

supporting. The result is that political adventurers have been provided
with vast opportunities of exploiting the ignorant, each according to his

own inclinations and convenience. Some preach Maulana IqbaPs version

of Pakistan, others Maulana Jamal-ud-Din's; and I noticed that a leading
Muslim daily of Lahore In its Pakistan number started with Maulana

Jamal-ud-Din's scheme, and then drifted into a rambling discourse on the

Lahore resolution of the League >a confused hotch-potch of ideas picked

up from here and there.

A vast majority of educated Muslims, however, do not believe in any of

these schemes. Take the President of the League himself. He is not a be-

liever in any extra-territorial scheme. He stands by the Lahore resolution

to which our Hindu friends have given the name of Pakistan. Mr. JInnah

naturally, like everybody else, sees the advantage in adopting a catch-

phrase which appeals to the masses. If the Hindus and Sikhs can exploit

it why not the Muslim League? The Muslims like It; so it is a convenient

slogan to sway the Muslim masses. The Hindus and Sikhs started the cry

of Pakistan and now the Muslims have taken it up. Both sides are now res-

ponsible for popularising the Pakistan bogey which did not exist until it

was created by the opponents of the League and Is now being utilised by
both to exploit the masses. I personally think that it Is largely due to this

fact that the proposals, which should have been considered on their merits,

are being opposed or supported merely on the basis of the word c
Pakistan '.

As I have already said, it Is a great mistake to give the Lahore resolution

a name, which from the Hindu and Sikh points ofview is provocative, and

Is undesirable even from theMuslim point of view, as it has already created

a great deal of confusion among the Muslims.

Dr. Shaikh Muhammad Alam: There was also one scheme of Bhai Par-

manand.

Premier: Yes, that is so. However, we need not worry about nomencla-

tures. It is the substance which matters. My honourable friends have

asked me to state my position regarding the future destiny of India. I will
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do so with pleasure but in my individual capacity. My views are well

known to my honourable friends in this House and they are known to the

people outside, and also to the political leaders. Since my honourable

friends opposite want me to reiterate them, I will repeat them for their

benefit. This is what I visualise regarding the future status and constitution

of my country. As I have repeatedly declared, it is my fixed conviction

that the future destiny of India lies in accepting a position offreedom with-

in the British. Commonwealth* I have repeatedly said so, and my reasons

are that at the present moment, when powerful nations are trying to make

fresh alliances to save themselves from extinction it would be criminal folly

on the part of India to cut adrift from the British Commonwealth, which

is the main and perhaps the only safeguard against aggression so far as we
are concerned. But for the British Navy which is defending the vital sea

route to India, we would be at the mercy of that powerful enemy in the

East who is looking for an opportunity to extend his domain westwards.

Without the Singapore base and the invincible Navy, which is stationed

there to protect us, Burma and India would have been attacked in the early

stages of the war. Again, is it not the British Navy and the Imperial Forces,

including our own, which are protecting us on our western frontier? We
are not out of danger yet. We are still in danger, and I repeat that it is

a real danger. Can any sane person believe that we can become an inde-

pendent nation, or retain our independence when we secure it, by a mere

declaration that we are independent ? I make bold to say that there can

be only one answer to that question anemphatic
c No !

' We are not in apo-
sition at present to defend ourselves orour country single-handed. We need

protection and that protection we can get only from that powerful comity
of nations known as the British Commonwealth. That is my view. Of
course, if my honourable friends opposite feel that they can derive satis-

faction from slogans, however unreal and fallacious they may be, or by
shutting their eyes to obvious facts, they can please themselves. Ifthey wish

to live in a fooPs paradise they can do so
3
but that will not bring them or

India any nearer to the goal we have in view. We must look at the problem
as practical men and face facts. Now let us put aside for the moment senti-

mental considerations and examine the position from a purely practical,

or if you prefer, a mundane, materialistic point of view. Within the British

Commonwealth the component units have certain privileges as also certain

obligations. Hitherto India has been a dependent dominion; and while we
have been fulfilling our obligations we have not so far been granted the pri-

vileges which are enjoyed by the other Dominions. We have been fighting

along with the British and Imperial troops in every theatre ofwar. And what
have we got in return? Nothing so far. We want freedom for our country,
freedom in the sense that we shall have full control of our own affairs,

as an equal and autonomous unit within the British Commonwealth.
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We have hitherto been denied some of the coveted privileges which

the other partners enjoy although we have unhesitatingly fulfilled our

obligations. Now the time has come when we shall ask for the extension

of those privileges to us on the same footing as the other free dominions.

One of the privileges for which I will ask is that the other partners should

extend to me unstinted support and assistance against aggression, just as

I have given them unconditional and wholehearted support in the last war

and during the present war. I want that assurance because we are not at

present strong enough to ward off aggression without the help of our co-

partners In the Commonwealth. I can legitimately ask for that assurance

because as a member of the Commonwealth it is my privilege to requisition

their help until I become strong enough to defend my country without their

assistance. After the war we will ask the British Government and the

British people to make India a full-fledged member of the British Common-

wealth, and we would also stipulate that they must, as a matter ofduty and

honour, protect us from foreign aggression until we are strong enough to

stand on our own feet. So apart from other considerations, from the point

of view ofthe safety and integrity of India alone it would be criminal folly

even to think of severing our connection with the British Commonwealth.

That is my position with regard to the future status of India after the war.

As for the principles on which the new constitution should be based,

there again my views are well known, I believe and, in spite of the various

developments which have taken place since my scheme was originally pub-

lished, I adhere to my belief thatmy proposals provide an equitable basis

and perhaps the only basis for the solution of the constitutional problem.

Under my scheme every unit will enjoy complete autonomy in its internal

affairs. It is fortunate that the population of India is so distributed in the

various units that in four out ofthe eleven British Indian Provinces Muslims

are in the majority though in two ofthese theyhave justa bare majority

while in the remaining seven provinces Hindus are in the majority. If any

ofmy honourable friends considers that this natural distribution of the po-

pulation is a misfortune3 then I can only say thathe is a short-sighted bigot.

I repeat that it is our good fortune that Providence has so distributed the

population that it provides the fullest opportunity and scope to the two

major communities, within their respective territorial spheres, to exercise

and enjoy rights ofa majority, subject, of course, to the rights and privileges

of the minorities. If we accept this principle, which to my mind is a ratio-

nal principle, then all those difficulties which are of our own making,

and which obstruct our constitutional progress, will disappear as if by a

magic wand.

As I understand it, what the Muslims desire is that where they are in a

majority they should not be thwarted by anybody in the exercise of their

inherent rights as a majority when they are prepared to give constitutional
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guarantees to the minorities for the protection of their rights and interests

in the Muslim-majority provinces. At the same time they are willing to

concede and they cannot reasonably deny to the Hindus what they claim

for themselves as ajust right 'the same rights and privileges to the Hindus

in the provinces in which they happen to be the majority community.

Surely that is not an unfair proposition. Since the Hindus will benefit from

this proposal in seven out of eleven provinces, why should they grudge the

same facilities and privileges to the Muslim in the four Muslim-majority

provinces? I am sure that if the problem is examined dispassionately, in

the light of the observations I have made, nobody with any sense ofjustice

and fairplay will deny that the solution I have suggested will secure for all

concerned their due rights and share in the administrative, political and

economic spheres without trenching on the legitimate rights of the majo-

rity, be it a Hindu or a Muslim majority.

Moreover, the Muslims fear that if the provinces are not free and auto-

nomous, there will always be a danger of undue and unwarranted inter-

ference from the Centre, which will be dominated by Hindus. They argue
that so far as the seven Hindu-majority provinces are concerned, they will

be * on velvet
5
the whole time because they will have a Hindu government

in the provinces and Hindu majority at the centre. It is conceivable, they

say, that a central government with a Hindu majority would use its autho-

rity and influence to strengthen the position of Hindu provinces in the

political, economic, social and cultural fields at the expense ofthe Muslim-

majority provinces on the one hand, while on the other they would try to

undermine the authority and position of the latter by unnecessary inter-

ferenceand unjust restrictions and obstruction. These doubts and misgivings

maybeunfounded. Themutual mistrust,which holds the field, is unfortunate

and tragic, but the fact remains that the suspicion and mistrust does exist

and I do not see how it is to be removed except by some such device as I

have suggested. In their present mood neither of the major parties seems

capable of examining any scheme or proposal on its merits from howso-
ever unimpeachable a source it may emanate. The result is that we are

sinking deeper and deeper into the political quagmire. It is time that we
made an effort to end this stalemate. This is possible only if we make up
our minds to face facts and to look at the problem from a realistic point
of view like practical men, like men of honour. If we genuinely desire a
solution we must make an approach with a broadminded and just outlook

and not from a narrow selfish point of view. By all means let us safeguard
our legitimate rights and interests, but that does not mean that we should

try to thwart others when they evince a similar desire to protect their rights
and interests. After all> if we want freedom for all, why should we try to

thwart others? Why should we adopt tortuous and dubious methods to

frustrate the reasonable claims and legitimate demands of the various
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communities or classes, and why shouldwe by such dishonourable methods

try to hoodwink the masses and to throw dust in their eyes? To put it

mildly, such tactics are most dishonest and are most unjust and unfair to

our province3 our motherland (applause).

The facts are that in seven provinces Hindus are in a majority. In those

provinces let Muslims accept that majority and co-operate with them.
In four provinces the Muslims are in a majority. In these provinces Hindus
and Sikhs should accept that position and co-operate as honourable part-
ners. After all, we have to live together -as we have been living together
for the last thousand years or more and no one can convert a majority
into a minority or vice versa by squabbling among ourselves. Let us accept
the position as we find it and willingly come to an understanding without

grudging the majority its rightful share, whether it be a Hindu majority
or Muslim. That is a simple and straightforward method ofcomposing our

differences, and once we accept this principle as a basis for settlement it

should be a simple matter to settle the details. At the moment the issues

are confused because we do not approach the problem in an honest and

straightforward manner. We look at it either through communal glasses

or through sectional glasses; or else with the object of thwarting the other

party by raising false issues and dishonest slogans, such as religion in dan-

ger, Khalsa raj, Hindu raj and Muslim raj. Such tactics, apart from mis-

leading the ignorant masses and thus creating bitterness, take us further

away from our goal. Ifwe make up our minds to view the problem from a

common angle and from the point ofview of India as a whole, and at the

same time concede to every unit the right to manage its own affairs with

common and reciprocal safeguards for the minorities, I think all our diffi-

culties and doubts will disappear and we will then be able to look forward

to a bright future, for which every patriotic Indian is yearning.

You may well ask how do I propose to keep the units together, and what

would happen if there is no central authority and all the provinces and

States are free. I have explained that Muslims are opposed to an all-power-

ful centre because they are afraid that a communal oligarchy in power

might undermine or altogether nullify the autonomy and freedom of the

provinces. That is the suspicion that haunts them. It may not be well-

founded, but there it is; and we must face facts. Now, how can we remove

their doubts and misgivings? How best can we meet their objection?

Here is my recipe for what it is-worth; I say, give complete autonomy and

freedom to the units, and let them be demarcated into regions or zones on

a territorial basis. Representatives of the units within each zone should

represent their respective units as also the region, at the centre. The centre

thus constituted will not be a domineering, hostile centre looking for oppor-

tunities to interfere with the work of provincial governments, but a sym-

pathetic agency enjoying the confidence and support of the provinces -a

29
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body set up by the units to control and supervise the central administrative

machinery and to see that the work entrusted to it by the provinces is car-

ried on efficiently, amicably andjustly . You can call it the central govern-

ment or a co-ordination committee, or call it by any other name you like*

But as I have said, ifyou face the facts squarely and examine the problem

dispassionately, you cannot but come to the same conclusion as myself,

that a centre agreed to by the various interests of their own free will would

be a much stronger centre than one arbitrarily superimposed and com-

posed ofindividuate elected independently of the provincial legislatures or

governments. The latter type will not work smoothly or even justly for

the simple reason that there will be a perpetual tug-of-war between the

centre and the units. At any rate two-thirds ofIndia, including Rajasthan

will not find it easy to accept a centre which, for reasons mentioned by me,
does not enjoy their confidence or willing co-operation. Would a centre set

up with the consent of the units and enjoying their confidence be stronger

and more powerful, or one that is imposed on them without their consent

and which does not represent the provincial assemblies or governments ?

Of course, the former. I beg to submit that my proposals will not only se-

cure freedom and autonomy to the provinces but will also consolidate the

country on a basis of mutual confidence and goodwill, which will enor-

mouslyadd to the strength ofIndia as a whole. Once the idea ofdomination

and interference is abandoned the problem becomes quite simple. Then
Muslims would not be justified in asking for a complete severance from the

rest of India. I am sure they will not. If they still persist, then I think that

they would be worthy of being sent to a lunatic asylum. All they can rea-

sonably ask for is that there shall not be a domineering centre which may
undermine their power and authority in the Muslim-majority provinces.
Some ofmy honourable friends over there, or on this side of the House,

might consider that if power to administer important subjects is delegated
to the centre, it may temptthem to bully the provinces. My answer is

* No !

*

It will not be a rigid centre, and it will consist of representatives of the

units selected by the provincial legislatures or governments responsible to

the people of the province. The centre will be elastic in the sense that ex-

cept for subjects entrusted to it by prior agreement, e.g. defence, maritime

customs, currency and coinage and external affairs, only such other matters
or powers will be delegated to the centre as the units may by agreement
decide to transfer, and for such period as may be specified in the instrument
of delegation. As regards actual administration of these subjects, they can
be administered by committees on which every region must be represented,
or in the alternative by a representative executive. Again, the decisions
need not be on a bare majority basis. Once the basic issues are settled it

should not be difficult to devise means whereby an adequate and effective

voice js assured to the representatives of
every region, an4 the danger of
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any section being overwhelmed by a sheer communal majority is complete-

ly eliminated. You can lay down a two-thirds or even a three-fourths majo-

rity for any administrative act to be effective. I am merely giving you an

idea; it will be for the experts to devise a suitable scheme. My point is that

once there is agreement on the basic principles, it should not be difficult

to secure agreement in matters ofdetail For instance, it should be passible

to lay down in the constitution that the central machinery will not be rigid

but capable of modification by agreement among the parties concerned.

Again, it might be advisable to make a provision which would enable a

region provided a specified number of units demand it to secede within

a prescribed period of say 10, 15 or 25 years. This may be necessary in

order to satisfy the units that, if in spite of the safeguards in the constitu-

tion, it is found that their rights are not adequately secure, they will have

an opportunity to reconsider their position. If the units or a region find

that they do not get a fair deal at the centre they should have the right to

transfer their constitutional relationship from the centre direct to the Grown

but only after a fair and honest trial There will then be justification for

doing so. Now, before that contingency has arisen, it is not reasonable to

ask for it. Indeed, the remedy suggested is worse than the disease, and in-

stead of doing good it would do considerable harm to the units as also to

the interests of the country as a whole.

My point then is that we should try to devise an agency which would be

set up with the consent ofthe units and administer at the centre subjects of

common interest such as customs, currency, defence and foreign affairs.

Without some co-ordinating central agency it may be difficult to secure an

equitable distribution of financial burdens and resources. I give you an

illustration. Punjab is not a maritime province, but we pay our share of

customs duty on the goods and merchandise we import from abroad. How

are we going to realise our share of the income from this source ? Ifwe are

isolated, we cannot claim a share of receipts from maritime customs. Bom-

bay, Karachi and Calcutta, as ports of maritime provinces, will levy and

retain the whole amount. Unless there is a central agency to collect and

distribute these dues or utilise them for some agreed common purpose, the

maritime provinces will gain at the expense of land-bound units, such as

the Punjab and the United Provinces.

Again I visualise several other difficulties in this
connection.^

For in-

stance, ifaU the numerous Indian Statesand provinces are isolated in water-

tight compartments, and Mr. Fazlul Huq decides to come to Lahore for

consultation with the Nawab Sahib of Mamdot in regard to certain mat-

ters relating to 'Bangsam' I believe that is the name proposed for the

Bengal-cum-Assam combination by Chaudhri Rahmat AH, the originator

ofNeo-Pakistan this is what would happen. He will start from Calcutta,

but as soon as he passes Asansol he will be stopped at the Bihar frontier and
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asked to show his passport and get his luggage examined. The Bihar cus-

toms authorities will demand that. He will next arrive at the frontier of the

United Provinces and the same process will be repeated. From there he

will proceed to the borders of the Punjab, where he will be stopped again
and his passport and kit will be examined. In short, he will experience the

same inconvenience to which a traveller is subjected in the Balkans where

after every few minutes you are stopped by the customs officials to get your

luggage and passport checked (interruptions).

It may be argued that some system can be easily introduced, such as the

European countries have amongst themselves, to arrange such matters.

True, we can also make similar arrangements by treaties and covenants,
but even so the customs and passport formalities and the difficulties I have
enumerated will not be eliminated unless we have a common agency to deal

with these subjects. You must have a central agency to control these sub-

jects, which are of common interest to all the units, if you want to avoid

unnecessary inconvenience and harassment. Similarly, with regard to cus-

toms charges, uniformity can be achieved only by setting up an agreed co-

ordinating agency. Surely we do not want a state of affairs where each unit

is free to levy at each frontier a customs duty which may vary say from
five to fifty rupees >on a particular article. This may lead to unhealthy

competition and chaotic conditions. It is not inconceivable that land-

bound provinces might even find their trade and commerce completely

paralysed.

Then, take defence a very important and vital subject. I have dealt

with customs and now I will deal with defence. A few short-sighted enthu-

siasts say that they will be able to look after the defence of their own bit of

the country. They argue that once they are free to manage their own af-

fairs, every unit will have an army of its own; and when they have secured
their independence they will willingly undertake the responsibility ofmain-

taining an adequate military force. In theory the proposition may appear
plausible and even attractive to those reckless enthusiasts who seldom take

the trouble of calculating the financial and other implications of any such

undo^aiiag. They fail to realize that a well-equipped army is an expensive
affair. Assuming for a moment that the bigger units may be able to main-
tain some kind oftroops as the Indian States do now, who will, forinstance
take the responsibility of defending the North-West Frontier of India?

Surely you cannot expect the North-West Frontier Province to do so. It is

the province which would be the first to be overrun by any invader who
may come from that direction. No sane person will contend that the North-
West Frontier Province can afford to provide and finance a force capable
ofkeeping in check an army equipped with modern armaments. How can

you possibly aspect them to bear the burden? It is obvious, therefore, that

some arrangements will have to l^e made either to subsidise them or set up
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a force on an all-India basis which will defend the country against aggres-
sors from without -and also deal with internal aggression, if necessary >

and will be paid for by the country as a whole.

How will you do it? Who will look after that force and see that it is

maintained properly and efficiently, and effectively controlled ? If we con-

sider the matter dispassionatelywe cannot but come to the inevitable conclu-

sion that it is essential to have some land of central agency to deal with

defence matters. We have not only to guard our north-west frontier but

also our eastern frontiers in Bengal and Assam. Moreover, we have to de-

fend our extensive coastal line running from Ghittagong in the east down
to Madras and Tuticorin, and from there up the Malabar coast and Bom-

bay right up to the Persian border. Apart from large land forceswe would
need a powerful navy and an efficient and strong air force to protect us.

And it all costs money and for a country the size of India it would involve

an expenditure of not crores but arabs and kharabs.

But let us for a moment leave aside these wider issues and examine the

matter from the point of view of our own province. Punjab provides the

bulk of the Indian Army -our proportion in the peace-time strength is

about 52 per cent; our war-time contribution is even higher (cheers). Why ?

Because from time immemorial we have had to bear the brunt of attacks by
invaders from the north-west and have long and glorious traditions as dean
and stout fighters (hear, hear). We are the natural custodians of India and

have proved our worth on the battlefields at home and abroad and have

thus acquired the proud distinction and title ofbeing known as
*
the sword

arm* of India (cheers). But that does not mean thatwe can on that account

afford to cut adrift from the rest of India and still hope that we will be able

to defend our province and our neighbours against organized aggression

from outside. Apart from other considerations, we cannot afford to pay for

the upkeep of even a small force, much less for a force more than half the

size of the present Indian army. We want independence and freedom like

everyone else, butwe cannot become independent merely by declaring that

we are free because we have our own army. Who will pay for that army?
I am quite clear in my mind that we cannot afford it 'even with the vast

resources ofmy friend the Nawab of Mamdot, neither he nor all of us put

together would be equal to the task of keeping up a modern army of any
size (laughter and hear, hear). Can any province single-handed defend itself

or bear the burden of its own defence ? My answer is, no; and this is a con-

sideration which cannot be brushed aside lightly, and would need careful

examination when we sit together to settle the scope and functions of the

central agency. Unless we have strong3
efficient and up-to-date defence

forces our independence will not be worth a day's life; let us make no

mistake about it.

Next take currency. Here again, if the matter 'is left to the units to do as
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they like, we mayhave several hundred different currencies: there are eleven

provinces and over six hundred Indian States. Just imagine what would

happen if a person proceeds from Lahore to Calcutta. When he gets to

Delhi he will have to change his money for Delhi money, and when he en-

ters the United Provinces from Delhi he will have to provide himselfwith

the currency of that province, and exchange it again on entering Bihar and

then Bengal. So he will have to change his currency several times before he

gets to Calcutta. But there again the matter can be easily settled ifyou have

a uniform currency and a central agency to control it. Take again the case

ofa traveller from Lahore to Bombay; in addition to the British Indian pro-

vinces he willhave to traverse several more than a dozen Indian States.

In Rajputana alone there are numerous States andmy honourable friend

Raja Ghazanfar AH Khan will be able to tell you how many Indian States

you have to cross on your way to Bombay as he knows that part ofthe coun-

try intimately. My own impression is that in Central India and Rajputana

jurisdiction changes after every few miles. But this formidable problem
would be automatically solved if we have a common currency controlled

by an agreed central agency. Once we establish ourselves in water-tight

compartments it would become exceedingly difficult, if not altogether im-

possible, to find an agreed solution of these difficulties. In the absence of

uniform practice and procedure it might take several days instead of 36

hours to get to Bombay from Lahore, because at every provincial and State

boundary customs formalities will have to be fulfilled and currency will

have to be exchanged.

These matters are not so simple ofadjustment as some of us might think.

Ifyouwant freedom real freedom you will not get itby shouting slogans
and catchwords. We will have to put our heads together and devise a plan
which will ensure that the freedom which we ask for and obtain for our-

selves must also be granted to our neighbours, our co-citizens. Every coun-

try and every unit must have the same measure of freedom as a matter of

right. So far as we In the Punjab are concerned, let ine assure you that we
will not countenance or accept any proposal which does not secure freedom
for all (cheers}. We do not desire that Muslims should domineer here, just
as we do not want the Hindus to domineer where Muslims are in a

minority. Nor would we allow any body or section to thwart us because
Muslims happen to be in a majority in this province. We do not ask for

freedom, that there may be Muslim Raj here and Hindu Raj elsewhere. If

that is what Pakistan means I will have nothing to do with it. If Pakistan

means unalloyed Muslim Raj in the Punjab then I will have nothing to do
with it (hear, hear) . I have said so before and I repeat it once again here, on
the floor of this House (cheers). If you want real freedom for the Punjab,
that is to say a Punjab in which every community will have its due share in

the economic and administrative fields as partners in a common concern.
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then that Punjab will not be Pakistan, but just Punjab, land of the

five rivers; Punjab is Punjab and will always remain Punjab whatever any-
body may say (cheers}. This, then, briefly is the political future which I

visualise for my province and for my country under any new constitution.

Malik Barkat All'. The Lahore resolution says the same thing.

Premier: Exactly; then why misinterpret it and try to mislead the mass-

es? As for the people who come to the province from outside, I have no

quarrel with them; they have every right to come and express their views;
but their function is only to advise us -as a matter of fact we should wel-

come friendly advice. But after they have given their advice they must
leave it to us to decide the course and action which we consider suitable for

our province. If I am asked, for instance, by the United Provinces Muslims
to go there and advise them on any particular issue, I will be glad to do so.

But I will go there merely as an adviser and it would be for them to refuse

or accept my advice as they think best. Why should we in the Punjab worry
Ifmy advice is not accepted? Similarly, we In the Punjab are prepared to

listen to the views of friends from outside but the final decision to accept or

reject those views must rest with us. To put it briefly, we want for the

Punjab the same right ofself-determination which others want self-deter-

mination which Mr. Gandhi wants, which Mr. Jinnah wants, which the

Congress and the Muslim League want and which others demand. I ask for

nothing more than what other parties or units in India ask for themselves,

namely, the right of self-determination. So, how can they with any reason

or justification deny me that right which they daim for themselves ?

Supposing the Hindus ofthe seven provinces In which they are in a majo-

rity suggest that we must accept a particular type of constitution for the

Punjab and India, and if we do not consider it to be suitable I will say to

them: *Thank you very much for your suggestions and advice, but I am
sorry I cannot-accept it because it does not suit the Punjab.' Similarly, if

the Muslims from those very provinces try to press on us their point ofview

and we find that their proposals or suggestions are against the interests of

the Punjab, we cannot but give them the same reply as to the Hindus. We
should make it clear to them that matters pertaining to the proposed new
constitution can only be settled by discussion and in consultation with our

Hindu and Sikh friends. That seems to me to be the rational position, one

which we can reasonably adopt and should adopt. Any other course would

lead to further confusion and might eventually result in bloodshed; and if

unfortunately it comes to that, the responsibility will be ofthose who exploit

the unsophisticated masses by catchwords and slogans. I have given this

warning before and I repeat it today in the hope that it will bring home to

all concerned the danger ofrousing the passion of the ignorant masses and

disseminating bitterness by word of mouth. As I have said, these matters

must be considered calmly and dispassionately and we should not be
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carried away by sentimental slogans. I have told you how I feel about it. It

is possible thatmy viewpointmay not be acceptable to some of you ; I may-

be wrong but I am open to conviction as every fair individual should be.

I may, however, add that my views and conclusions are based on con-

siderations which should be close to the heart of every patriotic Indian. I

have given a great deal of thought to this problem and I have put before

youmy considered views. The future destiny ofour province and our coun-

try depends mainly on those who are in a position to lead the masses. If

they give the correct lead and approach the problem fairly and squarely

from a common angle and not from a communal angle, then and only then

can we hope to achieve the ideal we have set before us. We must try to

understand the other man's point of view just as we expect him to appre-
ciate our point ofview. Once we decide to deal with the problem in a spirit

of mutual confidence and trust, its solution will not be difficult.

One word to my Sikh friends before I conclude. I have often heard them

say: 'We are nationalists and thereforewe will not allow any partition of

India *

very laudable sentiments. I have no quarrel with their sentiments

or their opposition to the partition of India. But I should like to point out

to my Sikh friends that ifthey press for a powerful and superimposed centre

at the expense of the provinces, they will be doing gross injustice to the

Punjab and incalculable harm to their community. They should not forget
that they constitute only one per cent of the population of India and even

if they get a 100 per cent weightage they cannot expect to get more than

2 per cent representation at the centre. Now letmeput to them this question.
Would they prefer to be partners in a concern in which they would be en-

titled to only one per cent representation and can at best expect a 2 per
cent share, or would they be better off where they get a 20 per cent share

although they constitute only a little over 12 per cent of the population?
Which is the better choice ? Ifthey are honest there can be only one answer
to that question. In the Punjab, their home province, they will have the

same status as Punjabis as their Muslim and Hindu brethren. Here they will

have a 20 per cent share as equal partners in a purely Punjabi concern. At
the centre they will occupy an insignificant position and their feeble voice

will be lost in the multitude ofvoices from other units and communities. If

they are the real nationalists they profess to be, then they will, I am sure,

agree with me that the freedom to which we aspire and for which we should
strive must be freedom for all and not for any particular community, party
or unit. That is the kind of freedom I visualise for the Punjab-^freedom
for-Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs, Christians and others as Punjabis; freedom
for the Punjab as also for the other units, subject of course to agreed limi-

tations which may be necessary to ensure the integrity of the units and the

country as a whole; freedom which would be unassailable by anybody from
within the country or from outside.
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Let us, as an earnest of that larger, wider freedom, which we hope to se-

cure, close our ranks In our own province, You know the well-known adage

that an isolated stick can be easily snapped but they become unbreakable

if they are tied together in a bundle (cheers). We are passing through criti-

cal times, and I appeal to all communities and parties to join together and

unite In order to meet any aggression from outside or trouble from within.

Let me warn my Sikh friends that if they are misled into adopting an atti-

tude detrimental to the Interests of the Punjab, they will be doing untold

harm to their community and betraying their province. For instance, if

they say that they would prefer one per cent share at the centre rather than

have 20 per cent In their own province and even my honourable friend

Sardar Lai Singh should be able to distinguish between one per cent and 20

per cent although he Is a Jat
i

(An honourable member: Sir ChhotuRam is

also aJat) Yes, but he is an exception to the rule and ifyou would only

follow him like other Jats you also would not make any mistakes. More-

over, if the Sikhs adopt a dog-in-the-manger policy in the matter of appor-

tionment of power between the centre and the units, they will confirm the

suspicion that their non-agriculturist leaders in sympathy with their Hindu

kith and kin are using them as a cat's-paw for the sake of others.

There is also the danger that the anxiety on the part of certain Sikh lea-

ders to bring the Sikhs in line with the non-agriculturistHindus, under the

plausible pretext that if they join hands with the Hindus they will be able

to domineer over Muslims through the centre, might in reality be an

attempt to merge the Sikhs into the Hindu community. I am, however,

sure that no genuine or honest Sikh will, or can, take up that attitude be-

cause apart from religious considerations any such consummation would

deprive them of the political, economic and other privileges which they

enjoy as an important minority. Once the distinction which distinguishes

Sikhs from Hindus is removed or even blurred, they will no longer be en-

titled to claim or retain the concessions which they now enjoy in the matter

of representation, services and in other spheres, for the simple reason that

they will cease to be a separate entity.

I will not detain the House much longer. I have frankly put forward my

point of view and I will request my friends on both sides of the House to

give "it their earnest thought and consideration. Let me once again appeal

to you and to our co-citizens outside the House that we should examine this

problem not from any petty communal or sectarian point ofview but from

the point ofview of the Punjab as a whole. Whatever our differences, they

are capable ofcomposition. Let us strive together for a freedom which will

ensure liberty and freedom for all and which will enable us to live together

as brothers and become so united that no power could part us asunder. Let

us live together as Punjabis and act as Punjabis and then in consultation

and in agreement with the other units <both British provinces and Indian
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States * devise an equitable and just scheme for the centre which will en-

able us to stand together against any common enemy from without and, at

the same time, eliminate the possibility of any internal friction. I have in-

dicated the lines on which it should be possible to achieve our common
objective. Let us join hands in order to preserve and maintain peace and

harmony within the province, and unite with the rest of India to face with

courage and confidence the danger from without. And let us above all

show to the rest of India that we in the Punjab stand united and will not

brook any interference from whatever quarter it may be attempted. Then
and then only will we be able to tell meddling busybodies from outside:
* Hands off the Punjab !

'

(prolonged applause)*
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BROADCAST SPEECH OF

THE VICEROY,, LORD WAVELL,
14 JUNE 1945

I have been authorised by His Majesty's Government to place before

Indian political leaders proposals designed to ease the present political

situation and to advance India towards her goal of full self-government.
These proposals are at the present moment being explained to Parliament

by the Secretary of State for India. My intention in this broadcast is to

explain to you the proposals, the ideas underlying them, and the method by
which I hope to put them into effect.

This is not an attempt to obtain or impose a constitutional settlement.

His Majesty's Government had hoped that the leaders ofthe Indian parties

would agree amongst themselves on a settlement of the communal issue,

which is the main stumbling-block; but this hope has not been fulfilled.

In the meantime, India has great opportunities to be taken and great

problems to be solved, which require a common effort by the leading men
of all parties. I therefore propose, with the full support of His Majesty's

Government, to invite Indian leaders both of central and provincial poli-

tics to take counsel with me with a view to the formation ofa new Executive

Council more representative of organised political opinion. The proposed
new Council would represent the main communities and would include

equal proportions of Caste Hindus and Moslems. It would work, ifformed,

under the existing constitution. But it would be an entirely Indian Coun-

cil, except for the Viceroy and the Commander-in-Chief, who would retain

his position as War Member. It is also proposed that the portfolio of Ex-

ternal Affairs, which has hitherto been held by the Viceroy, should be

placed in charge ofan Indian Member of Council, so far as the interests of

British India are concerned.

A further step proposed by His Majesty's Government is the appoint-

ment of a British High Commissioner in India, as in the Dominions, to

represent Great Britain's commercial and other such interests in India.

Such a new Executive Council will, you realise, represent a definite

advance on the road to self-government. It will be almost entirely Indian^
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and the Finance and Home Members will for the first time be Indians,

while an Indian will also be charged with the management of India's

Foreign Affairs. Moreover Members will now be selected by the Governor-

General after consultation with political leaders; though their appointment
will of course be subject to the approval of His Majesty the King-Emperor.
The Council will work within the framework of the present constitution;

and there can be no question of the Governor-General agreeing not to

exercise his constitutional power of control; but it will of course not be

exercised unreasonably.
I should make it clear that the formation ofthis interim Government will

in no way prejudice the final constitutional settlement.

The main tasks for this new Executive Council would be:

First, to prosecute the war against Japan with the utmost energy till

Japan is utterly defeated.

Secondly, to carry on the Government of British India, with all the ma-
nifold tasks of post-war development in front of it, until a new permanent
constitution can be agreed upon and come into force.

Thirdly, to consider, when the Members of the Government think it

possible, the means by which such agreement can be achieved. The third

task is most important. I want to make it quite clear that neither I nor His

Majesty's Government have lost sight of the need for a long-term solution,

and that the present proposals are intended to make a long-term solution

easier.

I have considered the best means of forming such a Council; and have

decided to invite the following to Viceregal Lodge to advise me:
Those now holding office as Premier in a provincial Government; or,

for Provinces now under Section 93 Government, those who last held the

office of Premier.

The Leader of the Congress PartyandtheDeputyLeader ofthe Muslim

League in the Central Assembly; the leader ofthe Congress Party and the

Muslim League in the Council of State; also the leaders of the Nationalist

Party and the European Group in the Assembly.
Mr. GandM and Mr. Jinnah as the recognised leaders of the two

main poEtical parties.

Rao Bahadur N. Siva Raj to represent the Scheduled Classes.

Master Tara Singh to represent the Sikhs.

Invitations to these gentlemen are being handed to them today and it is

proposed to assemble the Conference on 25 June at Simla, where we shall

be cooler than at Delhi.

I trust that all those invited will attend the Conference and give me their

help. On me and on them will lie a heavy responsibility in this fresh attempt
to make progress towards a final settlement of India's future.

If the meeting is successful, I hope that we shall be able to agree on the
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formation of the new Executive Council at the Centre. I also hope that it

will be possible for Ministries to re-assume office and again undertake the

tasks of government in the provinces now administered under Section 93

of the Constitution Act and that these Ministries will be coalitions.

If the meeting should unfortunately fail, we must carry on as at present
until the parties are ready to come together. The existingExecutive Council,
which has done such valuable work for India, will continue it if other

arrangements cannot be agreed.
But I have every hope that the meeting will succeed, if the party leaders

will approach the problem with the sincere intention of working with me
and with each other. I can assure them that there is behind this proposal
a most genuine desire on the part of all responsible leaders in the United

Kingdom and of the British people as a whole to help India towards her

goal. I believe that this is more than a step towards that goal, it is a con-

siderable stride forward, and a stride on the right path.
I should make it dear that these proposals affect British India only and

do not make any alteration in the relations of the Princes with the Crown

Representative.

With the approval of His Majesty's Government, and after consultation

with my Council, orders have heen given for the immediate release of the

members of the Working Committee ofCongress who are still in detention.

I propose to leave the final decision about the others still under detention

as the result of the 1942 disturbances to the new central Government, if

formed, and to the provincial Governments.

The appropriate time for fresh elections for the central and provincial

legislatures will be discussed at the Conference.

Finally, I would ask you all to help in creating the atmosphere of good-
will and mutual confidence that is essential ifwe are to make progress. The

destiny of this great country and of themany millions who live in it depends
on the wisdom and good understanding ofthe leaders, both ofaction and of

thought, British and Indian, at this critical moment of India's history.

India's military reputation never stood higher in the world than it does

at present, thanks to the exploits of her sons drawn from all parts of the

country. Her representatives at international conferences have won high

regard for their statesmanlike attitude. Sympathy for India's aspirations

and progress towards prosperity wast never greater ormore widespread. We
have thus great assets ifwe can use them wisely. But it will not be easy, it

will not be quick; there is very much to do, there are many pitfalls and

dangers. There is on all sides something to forgive and forget.

I believe in the future of India, and, as far as in me lies, will further her

greatness. I ask you all for your co-operation and goodwill.
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STATEMENT MADE IN PARLIAMENT BY

THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA,, L.S.AMERY,
14 JUNE 1945

1. During the recent visit of Field-Marshal Viscount Wavell to this

country His Majesty's Government reviewed with him a number of prob-
lems and discussed particularly the present political situation in India.

2. Members will be aware that since the offer by His Majesty's Govern-

ment to India in March 1942 there has been no further progress towards the

solution of the Indian constitutional problem.
3. As was then stated, the working out of India's new constitutional

system is a task which can only be carried through by the Indian peoples
themselves.

4. While His Majesty's Government are at all times most anxious to do

their utmost to assist the Indians in the working out of a new constitutional

settlement, it would be a contradiction in terms to speak of the imposition

by this country of self-governing institutions upon an unwilling India.

Such a thing is not possible, nor could we accept the responsibility for en-

forcing such institutions at the very time when we were, by its purpose,

withdrawing from all control of British-Indian affairs.

5. The main constitutional position remains therefore as it was. The
offer of March 1942 stands in its entirety without change or qualification.

His Majesty's Government still hope that the political leaders in India may
be able to come to an agreement as to the procedure whereby India's per-
manent fotiire form of government can be determined.

6- His Majesty's Government are, however, most anxious to make any
contribution that is practicable to the breaking of the political deadlock in

India. While that deadlock lasts not only political but social and economic

progress is being hampered.
7. The Indian administration, over-burdened with the great tasks laid

upon it by the war against Japan and by the planning for the post-war
period, is further strained by the political tension that exists.

8. All that is so urgently required to be done for agricultural and indus-
trial development and for the peasants and workers of India cannot be
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carried through unless the wholehearted co-operation of every community
and section of the Indian people is forthcoming.

9. His Majesty's Government have therefore considered whether there

is something which they could suggest in this interim period, under the

existing constitution, pending the formulation by Indians of their future

constitutional arrangements which would enable the main communities
and parties to co-operate more closely together and with the British to the

benefit of the people of India as a whole*

10. It is not the intention of His Majesty's Government to introduce

any change contrary to the wishes of the major Indian communities. But

they are willing to make possible some step forward during the interim

period if the leaders of the principal Indian parties are prepared to agree
to their suggestions and to co-operate in the successful conclusion of the

war against Japan as well as in the reconstruction in India which must
follow the final victory.

1 1 . To this end they would be prepared to see an important change in

the composition of the Viceroy's Executive. This is possible without mak-

ing any change in the existing statute law, except for one amendment to

the Ninth Schedule to the Act of 1 935. That Schedule contains a provision

that not less than three members of the Executive must have had at least

10 years' service under the Grown in India. If the proposals I am about to

lay before the House meet with acceptance in India, that clause would have

to be amended to dispense with that requirement.

12. It is proposed that the Executive Council should be reconstituted

and that the Viceroy should in future make his selection for nomination to

the Grown for appointment to his Executive from amongst leaders ofIndian

political life at the Centre and in the provinces, in proportions which would

give a balanced representation of the main communities, including equal

proportions of Moslems and Caste Hindus.

13. In order to pursue this object, the Viceroy will call into conference

a number of leading Indian politicians, who are the heads of the most

important parties 3 or who have had recent experience as Prime Ministers of

provinces, together with a few others of special experience and authority.

The Viceroy intends to put before this conference the proposal that the

Executive Council should be reconstituted as above stated and to invite

from the members of the conference a list of names. Out of these he

would hope to be able to choose the future members whom he would

recommend for appointment by His Majesty to the Viceroy's Council,

although the responsibility for the recommendations must of course con-

tinue to rest with him, and his freedom of choice therefore remains

unrestricted.

14. The members of his Council who are chosen as a result of this ar-

rangement would of course accept the position on the basis that they
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would wholeheartedly co-operate in supporting and carrying through the

war against Japan to its victorious conclusion.

15. The members of the Executive would be Indians with the exception

of the Viceroy and the Commander-in-Chief, who would retain his position

as War Member. This is essential so long as the defence of India remains

a British responsibility.

16. Nothing contained in any of these proposals will affect the relations

of the Crown with the Indian States through the Viceroy as Crown

Representative.
17. The Viceroy has been authorised by His Majesty's Government to

place this proposal before the Indian leaders. His Majesty's Government
trust that the leaders of the Indian communities will respond. For the

success ofsuch a plan must depend upon its acceptance in India and the

degree to which responsible Indian politicians are prepared to co-operate
with the object of making it a workable interim arrangement. In the

absence of such general acceptance, existing arrangements must neces-

sarily continue.

18. If such co-operation can be achieved at the Centre it will no doubt
be reflected in the provinces, and so enable responsible Governments to be

set up once again in those provinces where, owing to the withdrawal ofthe

majority party from participation, it became necessary to put into force the

powers of the Governors under Section 93 of the Act of 1935. It is to be

hoped that in all the provinces these Governments would be based on the

participation ofthe main parties, thus smoothing out communal differences

and allowing Ministers to concentrate upon their very heavy adminis-

trative tasks.

19. There is one further change which, if these proposals are accepted,
His Majesty's Government suggest should follow.

20. That is, that external affairs (other than those tribal and frontier

matters which fall to be dealt with as part of the defence of India) should
be placed in the charge ofan Indian Member of the Viceroy's Executive so

far as British India is concerned, and that fully accredited representatives
shall be appointed for the representation of India abroad.

2L By their acceptance of and co-operation in this scheme, the Indian
leaders wil not only be able to make their immediate contribution to the
direction of Indian affairs, but it is also to be hoped that their experience
of co-operation in government will expedite agreement between them as

to the method ofworking out the new constitutional arrangements.
22. His Majesty's Government consider, after the most careful study of

the question, that the plan now suggested gives the utmost progress practi-
cable within the present constitution. None of the changes suggested will
in any way prejudice or prejudge the essential form ofthe future permanent
constitution or constitutions for India.
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23. His Majesty's Government feel certain that, given goodwill and a

genuine desire to co-operate on all sides, both British and Indian, these

proposals can mark a genuine step forward in the collaboration ofthe British

and Indian peoples towards Indian self-government and can assert the

rightful position, and strengthen the influence, of India in the counsels

of the nations.
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STATEMENT OF

THE CABINET MISSION AND THE VICEROY.,

16 MAY 1946

L On March 15th. last, just before the despatch of the Cabinet Delega-
tion to India, Mr. Attlee, the British Prime Minister, used these words:

My colleagues are going to India with the intention of using their

utmost endeavours to help her to attain her freedom as speedily and fully as

possible. What form of government is to replace the present regime is for

India to decide; but our desire is to help her to set up forthwith the machi-

nery for making that decision. ... I hope that India and her people may
elect to remain within the British Commonwealth. I am certain that they
will find great advantages indoing so. ... But if she does so elect, it must be

by her own free will. The British Commonwealth and Empire is not bound
together by chains of external compulsion. It is a free association of free

peoples. If
a
on the other hand, she elects for independence, in our view she

has a right to do so. It will be for us to help to make the transition as

smooth and easy as possible.'

2. Charged in these historic words we the Cabinet Ministers and the

Viceroy have done our utmost to assist the two main political parties to

reach agreement upon the fundamental issue of the unity or division of
India. After prolonged discussions in New Delhi we succeeded in bringing
the Congress and the Muslim League together in conference at Simla.
There was a foil exchange ofviews and both parties were prepared to make
considerable concessions in order to try and reach a settlement but it ulti-

mately proved impossible to close the remainder of the gap between the

parties and so no agreement could be concluded. Since no agreement has
been reached we feel that it is our duty to put forward what we consider
are the best arrangements possible to ensure a speedy setting up ofthe new
constitution. This statement is made with the full approval of His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom.

3. We have accordingly decided that immediate arrangements should
bemadewhereby Indiansmay decide the future constitution of Indiaand an
interim Government may be set up at once to carry on the administration
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of British India until such time as a new constitution can be brought
into being. We have endeavoured to be just to the smaller as well as to the

larger sections of the people; and to recommend a solution which will lead

to a practicable way of governing the India of the future, and will give a
sound basis for defence and a good opportunity for progress in the social,

political and economic field.

4. It is not intended in this statement to review the voluminous evidence

that has been submitted tothe Mission; but it is right that we should state

that it has shown an almost universal desire, outside the supporters of the

Muslim League, for the unity of India,

5. This consideration did not, however, deter us from examining closely
and impartially the possibility ofa partition of India; since we were greatly

impressed by the very genuine and acute anxiety of the Muslims lest they
should find themselves subjected to a perpetual Hindu-majority rule.

This feeling has become so strong and widespread amongst the Muslims
that it cannot be allayed by mere paper safeguards. Ifthere is to be internal

peace in India it must be secured by measures which will assure to the

Muslims a control in all matters vital to their culture, religion, and econo-

mic or other interests.

6. We therefore examined in the first instance the question ofa separate
and fully independent sovereign State of Pakistan as claimed by the Muslim

League. Such a Pakistan would comprise two areas; one in the north-west

consisting of the Provinces of the Punjab, Sind, North-West Frontier, and
British Baluchistan; the other in the north-east consisting of the Provinces

of Bengal and Assam. The League were prepared to consider adjustment of

boundaries at a later stage, but insisted that the principle ofPakistan should

first be acknowledged. The argument for a separate State of Pakistan was

based, first, upon the right of the Muslim majority to decide their method
ofgovernment according to their wishes, and secondly, upon the necessity

to include substantial areas in which Muslims are in a minority, in order

to make Pakistan administratively and economically workable.

The size of the non-Muslim minorities in a Pakistan comprising the

whole of the six provinces enumerated above would be very considerable

as the following figures
1 show:

Muslim Nm~Muslm
North-western Area

Punjab -. 16,217,242 12,201,577

North-West Frontier Province .. 2,788,797 249,270

Sind .- 3,208,325 1,326,683

Br. Baluchistan .. 438,930 62,701

22,653,294 13,840,231

62*07% 37-93%
i All population figures in this statement are from the most recent census taken in 194L
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Muslim Non-Muslim

North-eastern Area

Bengal .. 33,005,434 27,301,091

Assam .. 3,442,479 6,762,254

"36,447,913 34,063,345

51-69% 48-31%

The Muslim minorities in the remainder of British India number some 20

million dispersed amongst a total population of 188 million.

These figures show that the setting up of a separate sovereign State of

Pakistan on the lines claimed by the Muslim League would not solve the

communal minority problem; nor can we see anyjustification for including

within a sovereign Pakistan those districts of the Punjab and of Bengal and

Assam in which the population is predominantly non-Muslim* Every argu-

ment that can be used in favour of Pakistan, can equally in our view be

used in favour of the exclusion of the non-Muslim areas from Pakistan.

This point would particularly affect the position of the Sikhs.

7. We therefore considered whether a smaller sovereign Pakistan

confined to the Muslim majority areas alone might be a possible basis of

compromise. Such a Pakistan is regarded by the Muslim League as quite

impracticable because it would entail the exclusion from Pakistan of (a)

the whole of the Ambala and Jullundur Divisions in the Punjab; (b) the

whole ofAssam except the district of Sylhet; and (c) a large part of Wes-
tern Bengal, including Calcutta, in which city the Muslims form 23*6% of

the population. We ourselves are also convinced that any solution which
involves a radical partition of the Punjab and Bengal, as this would do,

would be contrary to the wishes and interests of a very large proportion of

the inhabitants ofthese Provinces. Bengal and the Punjab each has its own
common language and a long history and tradition. Moreover, any divi-

sion of the Punjab would of necessity divide the Sikhs leaving substantial

bodies of Sikhs on both sides of the boundary. We have therefore been
forced to the conclusion that neither a larger nor a smaller sovereign State

of Pakistan would provide an acceptable solution for the communal
problem.

8. Apart from the great force of the foregoing arguments there are

weighty administrative, economic and military considerations. The whole
of the transportation and postal and telegraph systems of India have been
established on the basis of a united India. To disintegrate them would
gravely injure both parts of India. The case for a united defence is even

stronger. The Indian armed forces have been built up as a whole for the
defence ofIndia as a whole, and to break them in two would inflict a dead-

ly blow on the long traditions and high degree of efficiency of the Indian
Army and would entail the gravest dangers. The Indian Navy and Indian
Air Force would become much le effective. The two egtjous of the
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suggested Pakistan contain the two most vulnerable frontiers in India and
for a successful defence in depth the area of Pakistan would be insufficient.

9. A further consideration of importance is the greater difficulty which
the Indian States would find in associating themselves with a divided

British India.

10. Finally there is the geographical fact that the two halves of the pro-

posed Pakistan State are separated by some seven hundred miles and the

communications between them both in war and peace would be dependent
on the goodwill of Hindustan.

1 L We are therefore unable to advise the British Government that the

power which at present resides in British hands should be handed over to

two entirely separate sovereign States.

12. This decision does not however blind us to the very real Muslim

apprehensions that their culture and political and social life might become

submerged in a purely unitary India, in which the Hindus with their

greatly superior numbers must be a dominating element. To meet this

the Congress have put forward a scheme under which provinces would
have full autonomy subject only to a minimum of central subjects, such

as foreign affairs, defence and communications.

Under this scheme provinces, if they wished to take part in economic and
administrative planning on a large scale, could cede to the Centre optional

subjects in addition to the compulsory ones mentioned above.

13. Such a scheme would, in our view, present considerable constitu-

tional disadvantages and anomalies. It would be very difficult to work a
central Executive and Legislature in which some Ministers, who dealt with

compulsory subjects, were responsible to the whole of India while other

Ministers, who dealt with optional subjects, would be responsible only to

those provinces which had elected to act together in respect of such subjects.

This difficulty would be accentuated in the Central Legislature, where it

would be necessary to exclude certain members from speaking and voting
when subjects with which their provinces were not concerned were under

discussion.

Apart from the difficulty of working such a scheme, we do not consider

that it would be fair to deny to other provinces, which did not desire to

take the optional subjects at the Centre, the right to form themselves into a

group for a similar purpose. This would indeed be no more than the exer-

cise of their autonomous powers in a particular way.
14. Before putting forward our recommendation we turn to deal with

the relationship of the Indian States to British India. It is quite clear that

with the attainment of independence by British India, whether inside or

outside the British Commonwealth, the relationship which has hitherto

existed between the Rulers ofthe States and the British Crown will no long-

er be possible. Paramountcy can neither be retained by the British Crown
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nor transferred to the new Government. This fact has been Mly recognised

by those whom we interviewed from the States. They have at the same

time assured us that the States are ready and willing to co-operate in the

new development of India. The precise form which their co-operation will

take must be a matter for negotiation during the building up of the new

constitutional structure, and it by no means follows that it will be identical

for all the States. We have not therefore dealt with the States in the same

detail as the provinces of British India in the paragraphs which follow.

15. We now indicate the nature of a solution which in our view would

be just to the essential claims of all parties, and would at the same time be

most likely to bring about a stable and practical form of constitution for

all India.

We recommend that the constitution should take the following basic

form:

(1) There should be a Union of India, embracing both British India

and the States, which should deal with the following subjects: foreign

affairs, defence, and communications; and which should have the powers

necessary to raise the finances required for the above subjects.

(2) The Union should have an Executive and a Legislature constitu-

ted from British-Indian and States representatives. Any question raising a

major communal issue in the Legislature should require for its decision a

majority of the representatives present and voting of each of the two major
communities as well as a majority of all the members present and voting.

(3) All subjects other than the Union subjects and all residuary

powers should vest in the Provinces*

(4) The States will retain all subjects and powers other than those

ceded to the Union.

(5) Provinces should be free to form Groups with executives and

legislatures, and each Group could determine the provincial subjects to

be taken in common.

(6) The constitutions of the Union and of the Groups should contain

a provision whereby any province could, by a majority vote of its Legis-
lative Assembly, call for a reconsideration of the terras of the constitution

after an initial period of 10 years and at 10 yearly intervals thereafter.

16. It is not our object to lay out the details of a constitution on the

above lines, but to set in motion the machinery whereby a constitution can

be settled by Indians for Indians.

It has been necessary however for us to make this recommendation as to

the broad basis of the future constitution because it became dear to us in

the course of our negotiations that not until that had been done was there

any hope ofgetting the two major communities to join in the setting up of
the constitution-making machinery.

17. We now indicate the constitution-making machinery which we
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propose should be brought into being forthwith In order to enable a new

constitution to be worked out.

18. In forming any Assembly to decide a new constitutional structure

the first problem is to obtain as broad-based and accurate a representation

of the whole population as is possible. The most satisfactory method obvi-

ously would be by election based on adult franchise; but any attempt to

introduce such a step now would lead to a wholly unacceptable delay in the

formulatjpn of the new constitution. The only practicable alternative is to

utilize the recently elected provincial Legislative Assemblies as the elect-

ing bodies. There are, however, two factors in their composition which

make this difficult First, the numerical strength of the provincial Legisla-

tive Assemblies do not bear the same proportion to the total population in

each province. Thus, Assam with a population of 10 millions has a Legisla-

tive Assembly of 108 members, while Bengal, with a population six times as

large, has an Assembly ofonly 250. Secondly, owing to the weightage given

to minorities by the Communal A\\ ard, the strengths ofthe several commu-

nities in each provincial Legislative Assembly are not in proportion to their

numbers in the province. Thus the number of seats reserved for Muslims

in the Bengal Legislative Assembly is only 48% of the total, although they

form 55% of the provincial population. After amost careful consideration of

'the various methods by which these Inequalities might be corrected, wehave

come to the conclusion thatthe fairestand most practicableplanwould be

(a) to allot to each province a total number ofseats proportional to its

population, roughly in the ratio of one to a million, as the nearest substi-

tute for representation by adult suffrage.

(b) to divide this provincial allocation of seats between the main

communities in each province in proportion to their population,

(c) to provide that the representatives allotted to each community in a

province shall be elected by the members of that community in its Legis-

lative Assembly.

We think that for these purposes it is sufficient to recognise only three main

communities in India: General, Muslim, and Sikh, the 'General' commu-

nity including all persons who are not Muslims or Sikhs. As the smaller

minprities would, upon the population basis, have little or no representa-

tion since they would lose the weightage which assures them seats in the

provincial Legislatures, we have made the arrangements set out in para-

graph 20 below to give them a full representation upon all matters of

special interest to the minorities.

19. () We therefore propose that there shall be elected by each provin-

cial Legislative Assembly the following numbers of representatives, each

part of the Legislature (General, Muslim or Sikh) electing Its own repre-

sentatives by the method of proportional representation with the single

transferable vote:-
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TABLE OF REPRESENTATION

SECTION A
Province

Madras

Bombay
United Provinces

Bihar

Central Provinces

Orissa

SECTION B

Province

Punjab
North-West Frontier

Province

Sind

Total . .

SECTION C
Province

Bengal
Assam

Total

General

45

19

47

31

16

9_
167

Muslim

4

2

8

5

1

General Muslim

8 16

1

3

3

Total

22

General

27

7

34

20

Sikh

4

4

Muslim

33

Total for British India

Maximum for Indian States

Total

Total

28

3

4

35
"

292

93

385

Note. In order to represent the Chief Commissioners' Provinces there
will be added to Section A the Member representing Delhi in the central

Legislative Assembly, the Member representing Ajmer-Merwara in the
central Legislative Assembly, and a representative to be elected by the

Goorg Legislative Council.

To Section B will be added a representative of British Baluchistan.

() It is the intention that the States should be given in the final Con-
stituent Assembly appropriate representation which would not, on the basis
of the calculations adopted for British India, exceed 93, but the method of
selection will have to be determined by consultation. The States would in
the preliminary stage be represented by a Negotiating Committee.

(Hi) The representatives thus chosen shall meet at New Delhi as soon
as possible.
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(iv) A preliminary meeting will be held at which the general order of

business will be decided, a Chairman and other officers elected, and an

Advisory Committee (see paragraph 20 below) on the rights of citizens,

minorities, and tribal and excluded areas set up. Thereafter the provincial

representatives will divide up into the three sections shown under A, B
and C, in the Table of Representation in sub-paragraph (i) of this

paragraph.

(v) These sections shall proceed to settle the provincial Constitutions

for the provinces included in each section, and shall also decide whether

any Group Constitution shall be set up for those provinces and, if so, with

what provincial subjects the Group should deal. Provinces shall have the

power to opt out of the Groups in accordance with the provisions of sub-

clause (viii) below.

(vi) The representatives of the Sections and the Indian States shall

reassemble for the purpose of settling the Union Constitution.

(mi) In the Union Constituent Assembly resolutions varying the provi-
sions of paragraph 15 above or raising any major communal issue shall

require a majority of the representatives present and voting of each of the

two major communities.

The Chairman ofthe Assembly shall decide which (ifany) of the resolu-

tions raise major communal issues and shall, if so requested by a majority
of the representatives of either of the major communities, consult the Fede-

ral Court before giving his decision.

(viii) As soon as the new constitutional arrangements have come into

operation, it shall be open to any province to elect to come out of any

Group in which it has been placed. Such a decision shall be taken by the

new legislature of the province after the first general election under the new
constitution.

20. The Advisory Committee on the rights of citizens, minorities, and
tribal and excluded areas should contain full representation of the interests

affected, and their function will be to report to the Union Constituent

Assemblyupon the list of Fundamental Rights, the clauses for the protection
of minorities, and a scheme for the administration of the tribal and exclu-

ded areas, and to advise whether these rights should be incorporated in the

Provincial, Group, or Union constitution.

21. His Excellency the Viceroy will forthwith request the provincial

Legislatures to proceed with the election of their representatives and the

States to set up a Negotiating Committee. It is hoped that the process of

constitution-making can proceed as rapidly as the complexities of the task

permit so that the interim period may be as short as possible.

22. It will be necessary to negotiate a Treaty between the Union Consti-

tuent Assembly and the United Kingdom to provide for certain matters

arising out of the transfer of power.
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23. While the constitution-making proceeds, the administration of India

has to be carried on. We attach the greatest importance therefore to the

setting up at once of an interim Government having the support of the

major political parties. It is essential during the interim period that there

should be the maximum of co-operation in carrying through the difficult

tasks that face the Government of India, Besides the heavy task of day-to-

day administration, there is the grave danger of famine to be countered;

there are decisions to be taken in many matters of post-war development
which will have a far-reaching effect on India's future; and there are im-

portant international conferences in which India has to be represented. For

all these purposes a Government having popular support is necessary. The

Viceroy has already started discussions to this end, and hopes soon to form

an interim Government in which all the portfolios, including that of War
Member, will be held by Indian leaders having the full confidence of the

people. The British Government, recognising the significance of the chan-

ges in the Government of India, will give the fullestmeasure of co-operation
to the Government so formed in the accomplishment of its tasks of adminis-

tration and in bringing about as rapid and smooth a transition as possible.

24. To the leaders and people of India who now have the opportunity
of complete independence we would finally say this. We and our Govern-

ment and countrymen hoped that it would be possible for the Indian peo-

ple themselves to agree upon the method of framing the new constitution

under which they will live. Despite the labours which we have shared with

the Indian Parties, and the exercise ofmuch patience and goodwill by all,

this has not been possible. We therefore now lay before you proposals

which, after listening to all sides and after much earnest thought, we trust

will enable you to attain your independence in the shortest time and with

the least danger of internal disturbance and conflict. These proposals may
not, of course, completely satisfy all parties, but you will recognise with us

that at this supreme moment in Indian history statesmanship demands
mutual accommodation.

We.ask you to consider the alternative to acceptance of these proposals.
After all the efforts which we and the Indian Parties have made together
for agreement, we must state that in our view there is small hope ofpeaceful
settlement by agreement of the Indian Parties alone. The alternative

would therefore be a grave danger of violence, chaos, and even civil war.
The result and duration ofsuch a disturbance cannot be foreseen; but it is

certain that it would be a terrible disaster for many millions ofmen, women
and children. This is a possibility which must be regarded with equal
abhorrence by the Indian people, our own countrymen, and the world as

a whole.

We therefore lay these proposals before you in the profound hope that

they will be accepted and operated by you in the spirit ofaccommodation
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and goodwill in which, they are offered. We appeal to all who have the

future good of India at heart to extend their vision beyond their own
community or interest to the interests of the whole four hundred millions

of the Indian people.

We hope that the new independent India may choose to be a member of
the British Commonwealth. We hope in any event that you will remain in

close and friendly association with our people. But these are matters for

your own free choice. Whatever that choice maybe, we look forward with

you to your ever increasing prosperity among the great nations ofthe world,
and to a future even more glorious than your past.
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE'S BROADCAST,,

16 MAY 1946

The words which I shall speak to you are concerned with the future of

a great people the people of India. There is a passionate desire in the

hearts of Indians, expressed by the leaders of all their political parties, for

independence. His Majesty's Government and the British people as a

whole are fully ready to accord this independence whether within or with-

out the British Commonwealth and hope that out of it will spring a lasting

and friendly association between our two peoples on a footing of complete

equality.

Nearly two months ago I, as Secretary of State for India, and my two

Cabinet colleagues, Sir Stafford Cripps and Mr. Alexander, were sent out

by His Majesty's Government to India to assist the Viceroy in setting up
in India the machinery by which Indians can devise their own constitu-

tion.

We were at once confronted with a major obstacle. The two principal

parties -the Muslim League who won the great majority of the Muslim
seats in the recent elections, and the Congress who won the majority of all

the others -were opposed to one another as to the kind ofmachinery to be
set up. The Muslim League claimed that British India should be divided

into two completely separate sovereign states, and refused to take part in

o>nstitution-making unless this claim was conceded in advance. Congress
insisted on one single united India.

During our stay in India we have tried by every means to secure such an
accommodation between the parties as would enable constitution-making
to proceed. Recently we were able to bring them together at Simla in a
conference with ourselves, but though both sides were prepared to make
substantial concessions, it was not found possible to reach complete agree-
ment. We have therefore been compelled ourselves to seek for a solution

which by securing the main objects of both parties will enable constitution-

making machinery to be brought into immediate operation.
While we recognise the reality of the fear of the Muslim League that in

a purely unitary India their community with its own culture and way of
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life might become submerged in a majority Hindu rule, we do not accept
the setting up of a separate Muslim sovereign state as a solution of the

communal problem.
*
Pakistan *, as the Muslim League would call their

State, would not consist solely of Muslims; it would contain a substantial

minority of other communities which would average over 40 per cent and
in certain wide areas would even constitute a majority, as for instance in the

city of Calcutta, where the Muslims form less than one-third of the popula-
tion. Moreover the complete separation of Pakistan from the rest of India

would in our view gravely endanger the defence of the whole country by

splitting the army into two and by preventing that defence in depth which

is essential in modern war. We therefore do not suggest the adoption of

this proposal.

Our own recommendations contemplate a constitution of three tiers, at

the top ofwhich would be the Union of India with an executive and legis-

lature empowered to deal with the essential subjects of external affairs,

defence and communications and the finance necessary for these services.

At the bottom would be the provinces which would have, apart from the

subjects I have just named, complete autonomy. But we contemplate fur-

ther that provinces will wish to unite together in groups to carry out, in

common, services covering a wider area than that of a single province, and

these groups may have, if they wish, legislatures and executives which in

that event will be intermediate between those of the provinces and those of

the Union.

On this basis, which makes it possible for the Muslims to secure the

advantages of a Pakistan without incurring the dangers inherent in the

division of India, we invite Indians of all parties to take part in framing a

constitution. The Viceroy will accordinglysummon to New Delhi represen-

tatives ofBritish India who will be elected by the members ofthe provincial

legislatures in such a way that as nearly as possible for each one million of

the population there will be one representative, and that the proportion

between the representatives of the main communities will be on the same

basis.

After a preliminary meeting in common, these representatives of the pro-

vinces will divide themselves up into three sections the composition ofwhich

is laid down and which, if the provinces ultimately agree, will become the

three Groups. These sections will decide upon provincial and group
matters. Subsequently they will re-unite to decide upon the constitution

for the Union. After the first elections under the new constitution, pro-

vinces will be free to opt out ofthe Group into which they have been provi-

sionally placed. We appreciate that this machinery does not of itself give

any effective representation to other than the principal minorities, and we
are therefore providing for a special committee to be set up, in which the

.minorities will play a full part, The business of this Committee will be to
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formulate fundamental and minority rights and to recommend their inclu-

sion in the constitution at the appropriate level.

So far I have said nothing about the Indian States, which comprise a

third ofthe area of India and contain about one quarter of the whole popu-

lation. These States at present are each separately governed and have in-

dividual relationships with the British Grown. There is general recognition

that when British India attains independence the position of these States

cannot remain unaffected, and it is anticipated that they will wish to take

part in the constitution-making process and be represented in the all-India

Union. It does not however lie within our province to decide these matters

in advance as they will have to be the subject of negotiationwith the States

before action can be taken.

During the making ofthe constitution the administration must be carried

on, and we attach therefore the greatest importance to the setting up at

once of an interim Government having the support of the major political

parties. The Viceroy has already started discussions to this end, and he

hopes to bring them shortly to a successful issue.

During the interim period the British Government, recognising the signi-

ficance of the changes in the Government of India, will give the fullest

measure of co-operation to the Government so formed in the accomplish-

ment of its tasks of administration and in bringing about as rapid and

smooth a transition as possible.

The essence of statecraft is to envisage the probable course of future

events, but no statesmen can be wise enough to frame a constitution which

will adequately meet all the requirements of an unknown future. We may
be confident therefore that the Indians on whom falls the responsibility of

creating the initial constitution will give it a reasonable flexibility and will

make provision for itto be revised andamended as required from time to time.

In this short talk you will not expect me to go into further details regard-

ing our proposals, which you can read in the statement which has been

released for publication this evening. But in conclusion I will repeat and

emphasise what to me is the fundamental issue. The future of India and

h0w that future is inaugurated are matters of vital importance not only to

India herself btit to the whole world. If a great new sovereign State can

come into being in a spirit of mutual goodwill both within and without

India, that of itself will be ah outstanding contribution to world stability,

The Government and people of Britain are not only willing, they are

anxious to play their full part in achieving this result. But the constitution

for India has to be framed by Indians and worked by Indians when they

have brought it into being. We appreciate to the full the difficulties which

confront them in embarking on this task. We have done and we will con-

tinue to do all that lies in our power to help them to overcome these dif-

ficulties. But the responsibility and the opportunity is theirs and in their,

fulfilment of it we \4sfi them Godspeed
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LORD WAVELI/S BROADCAST,
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I speak to the people of India at the most critical hour of India's history.

The statement of the Cabinet Delegation containing their recommenda-
tions has now been before you for twenty-four hours. It is a blueprint for

freedom, an outline ofwhich your representatives have to fill in the details

and construct the building.

You will have studied the statement, most of you, and may perhaps

already have formed your opinion on it. If you think that it shows a path to

reach the summit at which you have been aiming for so long, the indepen-
dence of India, I am sure you will be eager to take it. If you should have

formed the view I hope you have not - that there is no passage that way,
I hope that you will study again the route indicated to you, and see whether

the difficulties in the path -and we know they are formidable -cannot

be surmounted by skill and patience and boldness.

I can assure you of this, that very much hard work, very much earnest

study, very much anxious thought, and all the goodwill and sincerity at

our command have gone to the making of these recommendations. We
would much have preferred that the Indian leaders should have themselves

reached agreement on the course to be followed, and we have done our best

to persuade them; but it has not been found possible, in spite of concessions

on both sides which at one time promised results.

These proposals put before you are obviously not those that any one of

the parties would have chosen if left to itself; but I do believe that they
offer a reasonable and workable basis on which to found India's future con-

stitution. They preserve the essential unity of India which is threatened by
the dispute between the two major communities; and in especial they re-

move the danger ofthe disruption ofthat great fellowship the Indian Army,
to which India already owes so much and on whose strength, unity and

efficiency her* future security will depend. They offer to the Muslim com-

munity the right to direct their own essential interests, their religion, their

education, their culture, their economic and other concerns in their own

way and to their own best advantage. To another great community, the
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Sikhs, they preserve the unity of their homeland, the Punjab, in which

they have played and can still play so important and influential a part.

They provide, in the Special Committee which forms a feature of the con-

stitution-making machinery, the best chance for the smaller minorities to

make their needs known and to secure protection for their interests. They
seek to arrange a means for the Indian States, great and small, to enter by

negotiation into the polity ofa united India. They offer to India the pros-

pect of peace a peace from party strife, the peace so needed for all the

constructive work there is to do. And they give you the opportunity of

complete independence so soon as the Constituent Assembly has completed

its labours.

I would like to emphasize the constructive work to be done. If you can

agree to accept the proposals in the Statement as a reasonable basis on

which to work out your constitution, then we are able at once to concen-

trate all the best efforts and abilities in India on the short-term" problems
that are so urgent. You know them well the immediate danger of famine

to be countered, and measures taken to provide more food for everyone in

future years; the health of India to be remedied; great schemes of wider

education to be initiated: roads to be built and improved; and much else

to be done to raise the standard of living of the common man. There are

also great schemes in hand to control India's water supplies, to extend irri-

gation, to provide power, to prevent floods; there are factories to be built

and new industries to be started; while in the outside world India has to

take hep place in international bodies in which her representatives have

already established a considerable reputation.

It is therefore my earnest desire that in these critical times ahead, in

the interim period while the new constitution is being built, the Govern-
ment of India should be in the hands of the ablest of India's leaders, men
recognised as such by the Indian people, whom they will trust to further

their interests and bring them to their goal.

As said in the Statement, I am charged with the responsibility to form
such, a Government as soon as possible, to direct the^ffairs ofBritish India
IB the interim period. There will be no doubt in the minds of anyone, I

hope, how great a step forward this will be on India's road to self-govern-
ment. It will be a purely Indian Government except for its head, the

Governor-General; and will include, if I can get the men I want, recog-
nized leaders of themain Indian parties, whose influence, ability and desire

to serve India are unquestioned.
Such a Government musthave a profound influence and power not only

in India, but also in the outside world. Some of the best ability in India,
which has hitherto been spent in opposition, can be harnessed to construc-
tive work. These men can be the architects of the new India.

No constitution and no form of government can work satisfactorily
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without goodwill; with goodwill and determination to succeed even an

apparently illogical arrangement can be made to work. In the complex
situation that faces us there are four main parties: the British; the two
main parties in British India, Hindus and Muslims; and the Indian States.

From all of them very considerable change of their present outlook will be

required as a contribution to the general good, if this great experiment is to

succeed. To make concession in ideas and principles is a hard thing and
not easily palatable. It requires spme greatness of mind to recognise the

necessity, much greatness of spirit to make the concession. I am sure that

this will not be found wanting in India, as I think you will admit that it has

not been found wanting in the British people in this offer.

I wonder whether you realise that this is the greatest and most momen-
tous experiment in government in the whole history of the world > a new
constitution to control the destiny of 400,000,000 people. A grave respon-

sibility indeed on all of us who are privileged to assist in maldrig It.

Lastly, I must emphasise the seriousness of the choice before you. It is

the choice between peaceful construction or the disorder of civil strife, be-

tween co-operation or disunity, between ordered progress or confusion. I

am sure you will not hesitate in your choice for co-operation.

May I end with some words which were quoted by one great man to

another at a crisis ofthe late war5 and may well be applied to India at this

crisis :

c Thou too, sail on, Ship of State,

Sail on, Union, strong and great:

-Humanity with all itsfears, .

With aU the hopes offutureyears,
Is hanging breathless on thyfate.

9

31
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STATEMENT BY SIR STAFFORD CRIPPS

AT A PRESS CONFERENCE

ON 16 MAY 1946

You have heard two broadcasts on the Statement and you have the docu-

ment before you. This evening the members of the Mission wanted an

opportunity to meet you to give you a few words of explanation, and to-

morrow we shall be meeting you again to answer questions which you may
have to put.

I will make a few remarks about the Statement while we are waiting for

the Secretary of State to come from the Broadcasting studio.

The first thing I want to point out is what the Statement does not purport
to do. Let me remind you that this is not merely the Mission's statement,
that is the statement of the four signatories, but is the statement of His

Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom. Now the Statement does
not purport to set out a new constitution for India. It is ofno use asking us,
'How do you propose to do this or that?

5 The answer will be, we don't

propose to do anything as regards decision upon a constitution; that is not
for us to decide.

What we have had to do is to lay down one or two broad principles of
how the constitution might be constructed and recommend those as founda-
tions to the Indian people. You will notice we use the word * recommend '

with regard to the ultimate constitutional forms with which we deal.

Youmay quite fairlyask/ Butwhy doyourecommend anything; whynot
leave it to the Indians?' The answer is that we are most anxious to get all

Indians into some constitution-makingmachinery as quickly as possible and
the block at present is in this matter. We are therefore by this means trying
to remove the block so that the constitution-making may start and pro-
gress freely and rapidly. We hope very earnestly that that will be the effect.
Now that it has been finally and absolutely decided that India is to have

the
Complete independence she desires, whether within or without the

British Commonwealth as she chooses, we are anxious that she shall have
it as soon as possible, and the soonest is when there is a new constitutional
structure decided upon by the Indian people.
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But ofcourse we cannotjust stand by and wait till that time comes. It is

bound to take some time to reach that point of completion of the new con-

stitutional structure.

So, as you know, the Viceroy, in whose province Government-making
primarily lies, has already started his talks with a view to the immediate

setting up ofa representative Indian Government. We hope that with the

other issues out ofthe way on the basis ofour Statement he will be able very

rapidly to get that new Government representative of the main parties set

up and in operation.
This matter of the interim Government is of supreme importance be*

cause of the enormous tasks facing India at the moment. It is these great

tasks, and perhaps the greatest of them is to deal with the food situation,

that makes it absolutely essential that we should between us arrange a

smooth and efficient transition.

Nothing could be more fatal to the Indian people today in the face of

dangers of famine than a breakdown of administration and communica-

tions anywhere in India, and that is why we stress as we do the vital need

for co-operation between all parties and communities, including the British,

in this time of transition.

So much then for the vitally important point ofthe interim Government.

Some of you may wonder how soon this means that the British will sever

their governmental connection with India I hope that in any event we
shall remain the closest friends when Indian freedom comes. Well, we cer-

tainly can't say that. Who can foretell how quickly constitutions can be

hammered out? One thing is. however, absolutely certain, and this is the

quicker you start the quicker you will end and the sooner we shall be able

to withdraw, handing over the power to the new Governments of the

Union, Provinces and, if it is so decided, of the Groups.
This brings me to what has been decided rather than recommended. It

has been decided to make a start with the constitution-making right away.
This does not mean a decision as to what the constitution shall finally be,

that is for decision by the representatives ofthe Indian people. What it does

mean is that the deadlock which has prevented a start on the process of

constitution-making is to be removed once and for all.

The form in whichwe propose that the constitution-making bodies should

be assembled is important for this reason. It permits of arriving at

constitutions in the recommended form. It goes a little further than that

in one respect. As we believe and hope that the two parties will come into

this constitution-making onthebases ofour recommendations, it would not

be fair to either of them if the fundamental basis which we recommend

could be easily departed from. So we stipulate that a departure from that

basis which is laid down in paragraph 15 of the Statement should only be

made ifamajority ofboth communities agree to it. ThatI thinkis eminently
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fair to both parties. It does not mean that no departure can be made

from the recommendations, but it does mean that the special provisions I

have mentioned will apply to such resolutions in the Constituent Assembly

ofthe Union. That is one special provision as to particular majorities; the

only other is in relation to matters raising any major communal issue, when

a similar rule will apply. All the rest is left to the free play of discussion

and vote.

One question I am sure will occur to all of you, and that is why we have

named the three sections of provinces into which the Assembly will break

up to formulate the provincial and group constitutions.

There was a very good reason for this. First of all, of course, somehow

or another those groups had to be formed before they could proceed to

their business. There were two ways of dealing with that matter, either

let the present provincial Governments opt themselves into^Groups
or

after seeing the constitutions produced let the newgovernments, after the

whole constitution-making is complete, opt themselves
out^

if they wish.

We have chosen the second alternative for two reasons. First because it

follows the suggestion Congress put forward as regards the provinces and

a single federation. They suggested that all the provinces should come in

at the beginning but could opt out ifthey did not like the constitution when

they had seen it. We think that this principle should apply to the groups.

Second, the present legislatures are not truly representative of the whole

population because of the effect of the communal award with its weigh-

tages. We have tried to get a scheme as near as possible to the full adult

suffrage which would be fairest but which would take probably two years

to work out and no one believes that we could wait that length of time

before starting on constitution-making. So we discard the present legisla-

tures as decisive for the option and say let it be exercised when the first

new elections have taken place, when no doubt there will be a much fuller

franchise and when, if necessary, the precise issue can be raised at the

election. So the three sections will formulate the provincial and group

constitutions, aad when that is done they work together with the States

representatives to make the Union constitution. That is the final phase.

Now a word abonl'tfae States. The Statement in paragraph 14 makes

the position quite clear that paramountcy cannot be continued after the

new constitution comes into operation, nor can it be handed over to any-
one else. It isn't necessary for me to state, I am sure, that a contract or

arrangement of this kind cannot be handed over to a third party without

the consent of the States. They will therefore become wholly independent
but they have expressed their wish to negotiate their way into the Union,
and that is a matter we leave to negotiation between the States and the

British-Indian parties.

"

There is one other important provision which I would Eke to stress, as
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it is somewhat novel in constitution-making. We were met by the difficulty

of how we could deal fairly with the smaller minorities, the Tribal and
the excluded areas. In any constitution-making body it would be quite

impossible to give them a weightage which would secure for them any
effective influence without gravely upsetting the balance between the

major parties. To give them a tiny representation would be useless to

them. So we decided that minorities would be dealt with really in a

double way* The major minorities, such as the Hindus in Muslim

provinces, and the Muslims in Hindu provinces, the Sikhs in the Punjab,
and the Depressed Classeswhohave considerable representation ina number
of provinces, would be dealt with by proportional representation in the

main construction of the constitution-making bodies. But in order to give
these minorities, and particularly the smaller minorities like the Indian

Christians and the Anglo-Indians and also the Tribal representatives, a

better opportunity of influencing minority provisions, we have made pro-
vision for the setting up by the constitution-making body of an influential

advisory Commission which will take the initiative in the preparation of

the list of fundamental rights, the minority protection clauses and the pro-

posals for the administration of Tribal and excluded areas. This Commis-
sion will make its recommendations to the constitution-making body and
will also suggest at which stage or stages in the constitution these provisions

should be inserted, that is whether in the Union, group or provincial con-

stitutions, or in any two or more of them.

Now, that I think gives you some picture of the main points with which

we have dealt in our Statement.

There is only one other point that I want to stress before leaving the

matter with you until to-morrow morning.
You will realise, I am sure, how terribly important is this moment of

decision for the Indian people.

We are all agreed that we want a speedy conclusion of these matters; so

far we have not been able all to agree upon how it should be brought about.

We have done in this Statementwhat we believe to be best after two months

of discussion and very hard work and in the light of all we have heard and

studied. This is our firm opinion and we do not, of course, intend to start

all the negotiations over again. We intend to get on with the job on the

lines we have laid down. We ask the Indian people to give this Statement

calm and careful consideration. I believe that the happiness of their future

depends upon what they now do. If, failing their own agreement, they will

accept this method that we put forward of getting on with the making ofa

new constitution for India, we can between us make it a smooth transition

and a rapid one, but if the plan is not accepted no one can say how great

will be the disturbance, or how acute and long the suffering that will be

self-inflicted on the Indian people.
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We are convinced that this Statement offers an honourable and peaceful

method to all parties, and if they will accept it we will do all that lies in

our power to help forward the constitution-making so as to arrive at the

speediest possible settlement.

Let no one doubt for one moment our intentions. We have not come to

India and stayed here so long and worked so hard except to carry out what
has long been the policy of the British Labour Party, and that is to transfer

power to the Indian people as quickly and smoothly and as co-operatively
as the difficulties of the process permit.
We hope from the bottom of our hearts that the Indian people will

accept the Statement in the spirit of co-operation in which it has been

drawn up, and that within a week or two the process ofconstitution-making

may begin and the interim Government may be formed.
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CABINET MISSION PRESS CONFERENCE
OF 17 MAY 1946

Secretary of Statefor India: Gentlemen, we had the pleasure and oppor-
tunity of meeting most of you last night. Sir Stafford Cripps gave you an
address expounding the text of the Statement which we had just issued.

We have come this morning, quite willing and, so far as I am concerned,

looking forward to being put questions as to the meaning of certain words
in the Statement. I should however like to make this clear, that we, the

three Cabinet Ministers, are here and ifyou put us any veiled conundrums
not as to the text of the Statement but as to something that might happen
and what we would do under all sorts of hypothetical considerations, then

I am not prepared to give you an answer straightaway because those are

matters quite clearly which ought to be most carefully considered by the

Cabinet Mission, by the Viceroy and by His Majesty's Government, with

whose complete approval we issued the Statement itself. It is not therefore

for us three Cabinet Ministers to enlarge upon or to add anything to the

Statement which has already been issued. Having made that clear, in all

sincerity and with the best of intention, I am prepared to clarify on my
own responsibility and not as a complete pronouncement and enlargement
of the Statement already issued, and I shall be quite happy to apply my-
self to any questions that you may care to ask.

Question: Will the Negotiating Committee mentioned on page 5 be part

of the Constituent Assembly in the initial stage before the representatives

of the States have been elected on an agreed basis ?

Answer: In the preliminary meeting where all sections are meeting as

one as described in sub-para (iv), quite clearly there will be no representa-

tives ofthe States as such present, because the machinery will not have been

finalised for representing the States. Therefore in that preliminary meeting,

it is proposed that this Negotiating Committee shall for the moment re-

present the States.

Question: In the intervening period, will the Commander-in-Chief be

subject to the British Parliament as stated by Mr. Attlee, and in the event

of resistance to the terms ofthe award, will British forces be used to impose
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the award as suggested by Mr. Churchill ? We take it that these decisions

with regard to the composition ofthe groups and ofthe Constituent Assem-

bly and so on are not intended to be imposed by force, but they are pro-

posals for rejection or acceptance by Indian opinion?
Answer: The first point to note is that this is not an award. It is a recom-

mendation as a certain basis of constitution and a decision to summon
Indian representatives to make their own constitution, and therefore quite

clearly there is no question whatever of the British enforcing an award,
and under those circumstances the question of using British troops does

not arise at all.

Question: Supposing a group decides not to come into the Union Con-

stituent Assembly, what would be the position as far as that Group is

concerned ?

Answer: It is purely a hypothetical question what would happen if cer-

tain provinces or groups are not willing to co-operate in proceeding with

this constitutional machinery. As I said at the beginning, that is the sort

of question which I cannot answer in any definite form. You cannot fore-

judge exactly what would be done in the event of people not co-operating.

J*ut there is every intention of proceeding with the constitution-making

machinery as it is set out in this Statement, and if any group tries to put

spanners in the wheel, I am not prepared at this stage to state what will

be done.

. Question: Is it not a fact that so far as membership of the Constituent

Assembly is concerned, it is not bygroups; but the members of the Consti-

tuent Assembly will be individuals elected, and that there is no such thing
as a group deciding tojoin the ConstituentAssembly or not

;
it is individuals

who, wili be elected and who in their individual capacity will come and

join the Assembly?
Answer: I can answer that question in the affinnative.

Question: Is it not a fact that the constitution-making body will be com-

posed ofindividuals elected fjrom the various provincial Legislative Assem-.

blies and w}U not be composed oC groups or anything else, and will Lord

^ethick-L^wrenpe say that is a fact?

Answer : I do not know whether you have heard the question. As I under-
stand it, the answer is in the affirmative.

. Question: How do youpropose to constitute the Negotiations Committee
on behalf of the States? You have not indicated how that Negotiations
Committee will be formed.

Answer: That is*a matter for discussion with the States. It, will presu-
mably be for the States in the first instance to put forward a form for that

Negotiations Committee, and until that is gone into, I do not,think it is"

ipr.us tp get apy further. When, you get outs% \yhat is (^Ued.British India
,the J^fes, you ^e dealiag with bodief.thal; Vre to a,v^ry large
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extent independent, and it is not for us in a document to say how a Nego-

tiating Committee shall be formed.

Question: Consultation between whom?
Answer: Between all the parties concerned.

Question: Presumably when you deal with negotiations with the States

you must mean with the autocratic rulers concerned and not with the peo-

ples of the States.

Answer: The whole matter has got to be considered at the time. We are

not in a position to decide this in advance, and that is why this is left vague.
The object of our Statement is to deal primarily with one issue and that is

the communal issue which hitherto has prevented a constitution-making

body being set up at all About the middle ofpage 3 it is said,
cThe precise

form which their co-operation (i.e. the States) will take must be a matter

for negotiation during the building up of the new constitutional structure.*

It by no means follows that it will be identical for all the States. We have

not therefore dealt with the States in the same detail as the provinces of

British India in the paragraph which follows.

Question: Supplementary to that, would you explain why it is that while

a particular machinery is set up for the election of delegates to the Consti-

tuent Assembly from British India, no indication whatsoever is given about

the representatives from the Indian States?

Answer: I should have thought,the answer was apparent in the document

itself. So far as British India is concerned, we have been discussing this very
matter with representatives of the two communities. After hearing all their

points of view we have come to a specific conclusion, which we have pro-

posed in the document which we have issued. So far as the States are

concerned, we are not in the same position at all, and for that reason we
have proposed that the method of representation of the States shall be.

decided after negotiation instead of being laid down by us in a document

of this kind.

Question : In your recommendations you have said that the constitutions

of the^Union-and the Groups should contain a provision whereby any pro-
vince could call for a reconsideration of the terms of the constitution after

3.n initial period often years. Does that include the right of secession?

Sir S. Crlpps: On page 3, para 15, sub-section 6, there is the provision

that the constitutions of the Union and ofthe Groups should contain a pro-*-

vision whereby any province could by a majority vote of its Legislative

Assembly call for a reconsideration of the terms of the constitution after an
initial period of 10 years* The question is whether there is included in the

words
e

call for a reconsideration of the terms of the constitution
*

any right

to have secession considered? >

Answer: The answer is that if you. revise the constitution7 qtiite clearly,

the whole basis of the constitution canbe considered again* Therefore any
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province can ask for a revision of the constitution as far as I can see. When
that revision is undertaken, all questions in the constitution are open to re-

discussion,

Question : Can the Constituent Assembly be regarded as sovereign in view

of three points that are put forward, viz.,

1. Adult suffrage has been ruled out;

2. British troops would continue to remain on the soil;

3. The principle and the procedure of the constitution-making body
have been laid down.

Answer: First of all it is suggested that adult suffrage is ruled out. That

of course is quite untrue. Adult suffrage can, if the constitution-making

body so decide, be the essential basis ofthe new constitution. Our friend is

confusing two quite separate things. It is perfectly open to the Constituent

Assembly to decide in favour ofadult suffrage. What is not proposed in our

Statement is that this body which is going to make the constitution shall

itself be elected by adult suffrage, and the only reason why we lay that

down is that otherwise you will get a delay ofanything up to two years in the

start of making the constitution. That was the first point.

The second point was, can the Constituent Assembly be regarded as

sovereign so long as British troops remain on Indian soil? I am not quite
clear what the questionermeans. Ofcourse ifthe constitution, as it is framed

by Indians, is for complete independence outside the British Common-'

wealth, naturally one of the first things that will happen will be that the

British troops will immediately be withdrawn, except on the possible

assumption that some arrangement might be made which would be entire-

ly in the hands of Indians. The normal assumption is that British troops
would go. But British troops of course will remain until the constitution is

made, not with the view of forcing or determining any constitution on the

constitution-making body, because they are entirely free to make such a

constitution as they like on this basis. Therefore I do not think the question
of British troops affects the issue at all.

The third question was whether, as we had laid down certain provisions,
the constitution-making body or Constituent Assembly could be regarded
in any sense as sovereign. Well, we only laid these conditions down be-

cause Indians did not come to an agreement among themselves. If it had
been possible for the two Indian parties to come together to make a consti-

tution, we should have made no stipulations ofany kind. But when we got
here, we found, what we suspected in advance, that a Constituent Assembly
representing all parties could not be acceptable except on certain decisions

taken in advance. We then asked the Indian parties whether they them-
selves by agreement would lay down certain decisions which would enable
the Constituent Assembly to meet together and to function, and we tried

our very best to get that agreed to and we went a considerable distance
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towards getting agreement on that point, but we did not get all the way,
and therefore only because of thatwe suggested this basis andwemade these

recommendations, because it is only on those that we felt that we could get

representatives of all parties to sit together and try to draw up a constitu-

tion. But even so, I would point out to you that even that basis can be al-

tered, but it can only be altered by a separate majority of each party who
desire to do so, and the reason is this, that these representatives of different

parties have agreed to meet together only on that basis. That is what we
believe is the basis on which they will come together. If they do come

together on that basis, it will mean that they will have accepted that

basis, but they can still change it ifby a majority of each party they desire

to do so.

Question: The question is under paragraph 15, sub-para 5: the phrase
*
Provinces should be free to form groups etc. . .* whether that means that

in the initial stage provinces are free to stay out?

Answer: Provinces automatically come into sections A, B or G which are

set out in the statement, and initially they are in the particular sections to

which they are elected in the statement, and that particular section will

decide whether a group shall be formed and what should be the consti-

tution of the provinces in the section and the group. The right to opt out

of the group formed by that section arises after the constitution has been

framed and the first election to the Legislature has taken place under that

constitution. It does not arise before that.

Question: Can a province, if it opts out of a certain section, go into

another section?

Answer: If you think that out, you will see, I think, that if you gave the

right to a province to opt into another section and that section did not want

to receive it, it might get into an awkward situation. The answer to your

question, therefore, whether a province can go into another section, is not

laid down in any way and it will be open to the Constituent Assembly to

deal with that point in its proper setting.

Question: With reference to your answer, there is to my mind a very

serious lacuna regarding the exercise of the option. You say here that a

province is not allowed to exercise the option of either going in or getting

out of a certain group in the initial stages by the vote of its present legis-

lature. Secondly, you say that when the provinces have gone into A, B or

C sections they will be entitled as groups to vote in favour of provinces

being free to form groups with executives and legislatures and each group
should determine the provincial steps to be taken in common. Then the

third stage arises, when a provincial legislature and executive and a group

legislature and executive are formed, the provincial legislature can opt out

of that group. My point is this. Supposing in such a system the grouping

as such, not the province as such, decide s by a majority vote to have no
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provincial legislature and no provincial executive but to have a group

legislature and a group executive, automatically therefore if this resolution

is carried, then the option that you envisage in 3 disappears so far as that

province is concerned, because that province will have no legislature of its

own under the new arrangement, not by its own option but by a joint vote

of the group, and therefore it will be deprived of the option of getting

out, because there will be no legislature to vote at all; there will be only the

group legislature. Therefore in that contingency, if there is a lacuna at all,

would you give the option to the existing legislature to exercise that option

in case any group decides to have no provincial legislature at all?

Question ( as summarised ly Sir S. Cripps} : In view of the various provisions

which are made as regards the provinces coming into groups and going out

ofgroups and the powers ofthe groups ofsetting their constitutions, is it not

possible that a group might settle a constitution for the group without any

provincial legislature at all ? In that case there would be no body to decide

to opt out.

Answer: I do congratulate the questioner upon his great ingenuity.

He has tried to imagine something arising which would be exceedingly

foolish on the part of those who were responsible for it and which might

conceivably lead to an impasse. All I can say in the first place with regard

to that is this : that in writing down the words in our Statement we presu-

med, and I think we had good reason to presume, that the represen-

tatives from different parts of India who came together would be intelligent

and wise people. I am not going to say for one moment that when those

representatives came there and irrespective of all reason and all common-

sense they wanted to tie the constitution up into such knots, so that it would

not function, I certainly would not say that they could not do it, but I think

on a reasonable interpretation, we may assume that will not be the case.

Paragraph 15(3} says
c
ali subjects other than the Union subjects and- all

residuary powers should vest in the Provinces
* and I should have thought

that would rule out the possibility ofa group or a section having met toge-

ther and taking all the powers away from the provinces^ and in my broad-

cast last night in which I did attempt to explain to some extent what is in

this ciocument, I <3IstinctIy pointed out, if I am right, that there would be

at the top the Union legislature and executive, and at the bottom there

would be the provincial legislature and executive, and I cannot imagine a

group or a section taking into its head to rule out the possibility ofa provin-

cial legislature and executive. I cannot imagine that after having agreed
to come into it, the first thing a province would do is to get out of it. But, as

I said, the real fact is that we assumed that they are intelligent and, I am
quite sure, wise human beings coming together to do -

something sensible

and not to meet with the express purpose- of tying up the constitution

Into knots.
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Question : I am very glad about what you said, because I also do not en-

visage such a possibility. Since you have taken so much pains to leave the

option there that possibility might have been envisaged. But I should be

very glad ifmy interpretation ofwhat you suggest is correct. You say that

subjects other than the Union subjects and residuary powers should vest in

the provinces. I take it, that should any such emergency arise, the very fact

of this clause 3 being there will be sufficient for the provincial represen-
tatives to refuse a grouping of that kind, because that would militate, I take

it from you, against clause 3.

Answer: I do not think we need go into it much further. If there were

people so foolish as to make the mistake which our friend here suggests, I

should imagine there are a sufficient number of wise and sensible people
who would see that things are put right, I think that an intelligent inter-

pretation of all the clauses and sections in this proposal would give them

ample ground to do so.

Question : So far as Group G is concerned, it consists of Assam and Bengal,
the former under a Congress ministry and the latter under a Muslim

League ministry. Supposing the legislature which is Congress decides not

to join that group, what would be the position?
Answer: This Statement puts the position thus, that these sections meet

in the form in which it is intended in this Statement, and the right to opt out

comes afterwards, for this reason that it is intended that the whole picture
should be understood before the option is exercised. I may say to those of

you who were present last night, and I expect the great bulk of you were

present, Sir Stafford tlripps, if I remember aright, did deal very compre-

hensively with this point. Possibly you would not wish him to repeat it all

over again but if it is necessary I think he will be quite willing to do so.

Question : Just as the provinces have the right to opt out ofthe groups, will

they have the right to secede from the Indian Union, say within two years ?

Answer: They will not have the right to opt out in the period of two

years, but they will have a right to ask for a revision of the constitution at

the end of ten years.

Question: There being no mention in the document of the relationship

between the Union Constituent Assembly and the Group Constituent As-

sembly, would the Group Constituent Assembly stand in the same relation-

ship to the Union Constituent Assembly as the Negotiating Committee of

the States?

Answer: That is a matter of course which is entirely left open for discus-

sion during the process of the constitution-making machinery. The iewer

things we wanted to lay down we thought the better. We did not want to

decide the constitution at all. We would have been glad to have made no

provision about the constitution, because it is a matter for Indians to decide

their constitution, not for us. The only reason why we have laid down
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anything at all in the nature of a basic form of the constitution is because

It was brought home to us that unless we did so, the constitution-making

machinery would not be set up at all, and therefore the fewer the things

that we have recommended in advance, the better both from our point of

view and from the point of view of India.

Question: I thought you had made the point clear in your earlier reply.

So far as the Union Constituent Assembly is concerned the Group as such

has no function. There the delegates will be in their individual capacity,

and therefore the question of the relationship between the Group and the

Union Constituent Assembly ought not to arise.

Answer: You must not confuse the constitution and the Constituent

Assembly. They come as representatives to the Constituent Assembly in

the form in which it is set out here, but they can make a constitution in any

way they like, subject only to certain rules, and the relationship between

the Group and the Union will be one of the matters which can be decided

by the Constituent Assembly.

Question: Will this regrouping take place before or after this Constituent

Assembly?
Answer: There is no regrouping. After the Group have decided the con-

stitution for the Group and for the provinces within it, and after the whole

constitution has been passed and after the next elections have taken place,

the provinces can then opt to get out ofthe Group in which they have been

placed.

Question: The Constituent Assembly will draw its representatives from

the provinces. When will the- grouping of provinces take place -before or

after?

Answer: It really is all set out in this document. Para 19, sub-sections

(vi) to (viii) make it perfectly clear.

Question: It is said that the Union should have the power necessary to

raise the finances required for the above subjects. Does it mean that it will

be open to the Constituent Assembly to endow the Union with all powers of

taxation, including customs, income tax and other forms of taxation?

Answer: Under this Statement, it is left open to the Constituent Assembly
to interpret the words relating to finance. But I would remind my friend

that all this is subject to this one provision under para 19(vii).

Question: You have divided the Indian nation into three categories.

General, Muslim and Sikhs. Was this done in consultation with the
Parties?

Answer: This Statement is our own Statement, and it does not neces-

sarily represent the opinion of anybody in India, but it is put out after

we have had discussions on all these matters with different Indians and
it is our intention to reach the most likely method which will be accep-
ted by the different parties*
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Question: Have Congress agreed to come under the term 'all other non-
Muslims'?

Answer: We have not put this out on the basis that anybody agreed; it is

our own Statement and stands on its own footing.

Question: May I know if the Nationalist Muslims, the Shias and others
will be covered by this term c Muslims '

?

Answer: It is not
' Muslim League ', it is

* Muslims *.

Question : In para 13 you have rejected the Congress suggestion to divide
the subjects into 'compulsory* and f

optional*. Do you contemplate the

application ofsome rule ofuniformity ofsubjects as well, because under the
1935 Act, each State has the right to have its own instrument of accession.

Answer: We think it undesirable at this stage to predicate precisely what
the position of the States will be, and in these circumstances we have not

put into this document the relationship of the States after this is done. It

will be a matter ultimately for the persons who go to the constitution-

making body on behalfofthe States to agree to the exact nature of the form
in which they are in the Union of India.

Question: In para 14, it is said,
c

It by no means follows that it will be
identical for all the States.

5 Does that imply only during the period of

negotiations, while the constitutional structure is being built up, or even
afterwards ?

Answer: I am sure the questioner appreciates the enormous difference

between one State and another. For instance, in the case ofHyderabad you
have a State with a very large population, and on the other hand you have

very small tiny States which contain only very few people with a revenue of

less than a lakh of rupees. Obviously there must be a complete difference

in the approach to one State and another. Ifwe are to go into all that in

this document, ifwe are going to wait before all that has been settled before

we go on with the constitution-making we might have to wait for a very

long period. It is for that reason we have purposely left the matter over and
wanted to go on with the main job.

Question: Would it be incumbent on every State to be represented

through the Negotiating Committee or would some big States have the

right to stand out and negotiate on a plane of complete equality?

Answer: It is not for me to decide whether particular States should be

represented or not. I naturally hope that the bulk of the States would take

some share in negotiating general terms on which the States should come
into the constitution. We have already had indications from the States,

most of the principal States and others representing large bodies of other

States, that they have no desire toimpede the progress ofIndia towards self-

government and independence and every one ofthemwants to co-operate.

I am not speaking necessarily on behalfof all ofthem, but I believe it is the

general wish of nearly all to co-operate.

Question: The question arises out of this, whereas certain provinces are
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compulsorily grouped in certain groups, are the States also necessarily

grouped under the Negotiating Committee or not?

Answer: Our relations with the States are different from our relations

with the provinces. We would have been very pleased if leaders ofthought

in British India, in every province, had chosen themselves, but in default

of their choice, in order to get on with the constitution-making machinery,

we made certain recommendations and certain means of summoning the

constitution-making body for British India. We are not in the same position

as regards the States, but we hope very much that they will come in and we

have good ground for thinking so, but the precise method of bringing them

in has not yet been decided upon.

Question: What would be the status of the States in the interim period?

Will they be as at present under the Political Department or will they be

wholly independent?
Answer : They remain as they are during the interim period, but obvious-

ly coming events cast their shadows before, and naturally when you are

working up a new constitution things are constantly changing, and during
that interim period constitution-making will go on and the States will pre-

sumably be taking their share in that constitution-making, so that the whole

picture will be presumably ready at the same time.

Question : Is it realised that the influence of the Political Department is of

such a character that it will not be helpful to the development of constitu-

tion-making?
Answer: I have no reason to think so, I do not think I can go beyond that.

Question; If the subjects of any State revolt for the establishment of self-

government, will the interim central Government help the Ruler of that

State to crash the revolt? Or will it help the nationalist cause?

Answer: I am afraid that question Is outside our present discussions; it is

a matter for the Crown Representative. I am not here to override the deci-

sions of the Crown Representative or predict precisely what they will be.

That is part of the normal procedure, and I should certainly not like to go
into all that.

QmUm: As far as representation in the Constituent Assembly of- the

Indian States is concerned, is it the intention that representation should
reflect the strength of the different communities, Hindus and Muslims, in

the States as they would be in British India?

Ansu^r: It is quite impossible to predict in advance what is going to

happen in the States. As I have already indicated, of course the hope is

that the representatives who come from the States will represent the opi-
nion in those State in those forms, but what precisely will be done I cannot

say. We have not reached the stage when the matter has been investigated,
let alone decided.
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Question : I was not thinking of representatives reflecting Indian States

opinion as much as representatives ofHindu and Muslim population. The
idea seems to be to have representation of Hindus and Muslims on a
population basis in British India. I was wondering whether the same prin-

ciple would be applied with regard to the population of the States ? I have
in mind the Hyderabad State where out of a population of 16 millions, the
Muslims are only 8J per cent. Is it the idea that representatives from

Hyderabad will reflect the Hindu and Muslim population strengths in the
Constituent Assembly?
Answer: Obviously the question is one which will be taken into account

in these negotiations that you are going to initiate. I certainly cannot tell

you how those negotiations are going to be decided before they even start.

Question: Arising out of the previous answers on the relations of Groups
and Union, the position does not seem to be quite clear. It is not a hypo-
thetical difficulty. If say, from section B which in fact means the Muslim

League, a majority stood by the programme of the League and were to

proclaim themselves a sovereign State, would that be possible under

the constitutional arrangement, or would you prevent that, and would the

subsequent relation with the Union Centre be then a matter of negotiations
in the same way as between the States and the Union ?

Answer: The questioner definitely states they will form a sovereign State

outside the Union. The answer to that is, it will be prejudicial to the con-

ditions under which all these people meet together for the purpose of

making a constitution, therefore the constitution-making machinery would

break down ifthey persisted in this. That would be contrary to the under-

standing on which these people are coming together. Ifthey come together

on the understanding with which we are inviting them, that presumes an

honourable acceptance ofthe major premises, and ifthey were to repudiate

that later on, then it would be a breach of the understanding.

Question: Am I right in assuming that the paramountcy of the British

Crown will be enforced until such time as the three sections ofthe constitu-

tion-making body come to an agreement regarding the Union Centre ?

Answer: Yes, that is quite right. Paramountcy will continue during the

interim period, and when the interim period is over which cannot be

before and will be almost immediately following upon what the questioner

has put then paramountcy comes to an end.

Question: Arising out of the question you answered a little while ago

regarding the Group B provinces not being entitled under the terms ofthe

Statement to declare themselves sovereign States and refusing to come into

the Union, would it be open to Group B provinces to take that attitude at

the time ofthe revision after ten years? Could they then revise the present

constitution and come together as a sovereign State?

Answer: The answer is that of course if the constitution is being revised,

32
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all sorts of proposals for Its revision will be open to discussion. Whether

they will be carried will be quite another question*

Question: Arising out of Section 22, it will be necessary to negotiate a

treaty between the Union Constituent Assembly and the United Kingdom
to provide for certain matters arising out of the transfer of power. I want

to know whether this treaty can be freely entered into after the constitution

hasbeen formed, or after the Constituent Assembly is formed? Gould you
throw more light on what those certain matters arising out of the transfer

of power will be and whether this treaty will be with the all-India Union,

(which means also the Indian States), or with British India, and there will

be separate treaties with Indian States?

Answer: The answer to the first question of time is quite clear. It will

be when the constitution is ready. Of course it will be negotiated in the

intervening period in order to prevent delay. With regard to the matters

it contains I should have thought that it was obvious that there would be

questions of finance and foreign relationships, and clearly any body that

is becoming a sovereign state, if it is entirely outside the British Com-
monwealth, then a sovereign independent State will have a number of

matters which it will want to settle with a country which has been so

closely associated with it. It will settle those on an entirely equal footing.

With regard to the third point, on the assumption that there emerges from
this constitutional machinery a constitution with a Union Centre, quite

clearly it will be with that Union that the treaty will have to be nego-
tiated and not with one part of it.

Question: Did you consider the question of putting a time limit on the

formation of these different constitutions, and further whether you could

give any estimate? Ifyou did not, what time do you think will be occupied
by the various stages ?

Answer: Of course we did consider whether we should put a time limit

on this thing, and we came to the conclusion that it was not for us to decide.

It entirely rests with the Indians who are going to make the constitution.

The making of a constitution is a very difficult thing, and it entirely de-

pends onhow many people want to discuss it andhow far there are prepara-
tions in advance. I do not think it is for us to put a time limit on what
Indians are proposing to do. If Indians, like to make this decision so, they
can do it ifthey choose. In Section 19, sub-section 4, it says

c

a preliminary
meeting will be held in which the general business will be decided.' If
Indians want to put a time limit on their labours, that is forthem to decide.
As to whether we have any estimate of time, I answer, no. It depends

entirely on details and how many people want to talk. I know in the House
ofCommons it all depends on how many people want to discuss the matter
whether it can be agreed to or not. Sometimes where it looks that a ques-
tion can be settled in ten minutes it takes ten hours, and where a question

*
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is expected to take ten hours it is decided in ten minutes. But there are

quite a lot ofvery important matters which affect the whole future of India
to be discussed, and quite obviously you cannot rush them beyond a point.
So far as we are concerned, the quicker the thing is done the better we
shall feel.

Question: In view of the intolerable political conditions in the Indian

territory ruled by the Portuguese and the French in Pondicherry, what will

be the attitude of Great Britain in view of her long-standing friendship
with Portugal and France in case the Union legislature were to serve the
c

Quit India
3

order upon them? Will you eliminate them or keep quiet?
Answer: It is of the essence of our scheme that foreign affairs shall be a

Union subject, and that being so, it will be quite clearly for the Union
Government to deal with this matter when it comes into being, and
that being so I do not think we can say anything in advance in regard
to it.

Question: During the interim period what will be the position of the

India Office and presumably the Secretary of State?

Answer: As I 'said before, coming events cast their shadows before, and

already I can tell you, before this statement was made, many months ago,

the India Office had already been proceeding on the assumption that the

time will come when great changes will be made in India and the whole

position of the India Office will be altered. Naturally if this constitution-

making machinery goes on, that process will be rapidly accelerated, and

the India Office will be starting to make the transfers which at the end of

theperiod will either be complete or will certainly be arranged to be wound

up. You have to remember that the India Office may do a great many
things you do not like. But quite apart from all that, it is an enormous

administrative machineand it is goingto be part ofthe new set-up in India.

All that vast administrative machine will be at the disposal of the new con-

stitution in India, and the transfer will have to be carried through.

Sir Stafford Cripps points out to me that I have not made it clear.

There are an immense number of files dealing with all sorts of matters

which are subjects of administration. Now the new Government in India

will want to have those files and they will want to be able to handle the

administration ofIndia not from scratch but to be able to carry forward the

administration and that there should be no break or high hedges and dif-

ficulties. I say that transfer will not onlybegin from today but it has been

going on for some time and it will be carried on at a greater rate when this

constitutional machinery is setup and it will reach its final stage when the

new Government actually comes into being.

When it came to be examined it was found that there was no point irj

changingthename so long as thesubstance ofthings remained. Itwas simpler

to leave it where it was, but when the substance changes then you may
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be quite sure that the India Office will gradually with its apparatus be

transferred to the control of the new Government.

Question : While the interim Government is functioning will it function

as a defacto independent government and within that period will the India

Office cease to function in fact if not in law?

Answer: I do not think that could be so. Ifyou think it out carefully you
could not make that change completely at the present time, but you may
be perfectly sure that all that will be taken into account.

Question: During the interim period will the Viceroy exercise his veto in

the same manner as he is entitled to exercise it now, or will it be subject

to the same convention which applies in the provinces today, by mutual

consent but not within the constitution, between the provincial Governor

and his ministers?

Answer: That is a question really for the Viceroy. The Viceroy is nego-

tiating at the present time with the various parties on the assumption that

the constitution-making body is to be set up, and I do not propose to ex-

press any views on what is primarily the Viceroy's function.

Question : Under paragraph 19 where the table of representation is given

of the number of representatives to be elected from each province, does

the title
*

general' include European members of the present Assembly?
Answer: The answer of course is Yes. You must remember that the basis

.now is population and. in view of the small number of the European popu-
lation they would not figure very largely in the result. They will take part

in proportional representation in the election.

Question : In Bengal they have twenty-five votes. In the grouping of

Bengal and Assam they will have an almost decisive influence.

Answer: The position is this, that when each section, General, Muslim or

Sikh, as the case maybe, elect their own representatives, it would not have

any effect at all. They will be in the group which is electing in Bengal.

Question : On the question of the States, in the event of some one State

or more States choosing to remain outside the Indian Union and continue

their present rektionship with the British Government, what happens
then?

Answer : I cannot predict what will take place, but it seems to me to be a

very difficult relationship. In paragraph 14 it is stated,
c
It is quite clear

that with the attainment of independence by British India, whether inside

or outside the British Commonwealth, the relationship which has hitherto

existed between the Rulers ofthe States and the British Crown will no longer
be possible. Paramountcy can neither be retained by the British Crown nor
transferred to the new Government. This fact has been fully recognized
by thosewhomwe interviewed from the States.

' What precisely will happen
under those circumstances I cannot predict, but those are the facts. That

really is the answer to your question,
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Question : Then conceivably theymight remain as independent countries ?

Answer: It may be conceivable, but of course this paragraph goes on to

say:
*

They have at the same time assured us that the States are ready and

willing to co-operate in the new development of India. The precise form

which their co-operation will take mustbea matter for negotiation during
the building up of the new constitutional structure,

5
I cannot go beyond

that. The existing relationship quite clearly being altered, paramountcy
does not remain. They have expressed their intention to co-operate ; they
are willing to negotiate.

Question: If you can make these mandatory recommendations for these

provinces, do you want us to believe that you have no power to make
similar recommendations about the States?

Answer: The answer is that our relationship with the provinces and
States are quite different. The second answer is that we are not making
mandatory provisions for the provinces at all. What we are doing is, we
are endeavouring to set up a constitution-making machinery for all the

provinces. If the Indians concerned had been willing to set up their own

constitution-making machinery we should have said nothing about it at

all. It is only with the intention ofbringing them together that we have put
forward this Statement. The position with regard to the States is quite

different. Our relationship with the States is quite different, and the best

way of securing their co-operation, we believed> was in the form in which

we have set it out in this document.

Question: Are you aware ofthe discontent among the States' peoples that

none of their representatives had been invited to meet the Mission?

Answer: There are a great many things goingon in India about which a

great many people are not happy. I do not think I would go beyond that.

It is just for all those reasons that this matter will have to be dealt with

carefully, and we thought that it would be better not to make any rigid

proposals with regard to the States. I do not think it would have been in

the interests either ofthe people in the States or the people in the provinces.

I am quite satisfied that the rather vague and loose way in which we pro-

pose to deal with it is at the moment the method which is most likely to

bring the results which all of us desire.

Question : Have you examined and excluded currency from the list of

Union subjects? If so, on what grounds?
Answer: No. I do not think we can explain exactly whether we have

considered this, that or the other question and excluded it. .Currency is a

question which can be discussed if necessary in the constitution-making

body, if it is thought that that is a matter which canbe reasonably included.

If all the sections think so, there is no reason why it should not be included.

We do not want to impose it. It is a matter for Indians to decide.

Question: If the constitution-making body decides preliminary to
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proceeding with their work that the British troops should be withdrawn

from India, will they be withdrawn?

Answer: I think that is a misunderstanding of the situation. Someone

must be responsible for law and order in a country. We are anxious to hand

over that responsibility in so far as it remains at the earliest opportunity

to a fully constituted Indian Government. There is no fully constituted

Indian Government now. As a matter of fact the Indian governments in

the provinces are really responsible for law and order, but the ultimate

responsibility for law and order rests in the Government of India, and we
are anxious to transfer that as early as possible to a properly constituted

Government. When that time comes we will make that transfer.

Question: Do you mean to say that no law and order can be maintained

in India without British troops ?

Answer: I won't make any postulate of that kind. I would only say, in

all countries the final sanction for law and order is the force ofthe Govern-

ment, and so long as that responsibility rests with us we cannot dispense
with the means which enables us to carry it through. It is not my wish

that it should be used. It is our desire that, at the earliest possible moment
when the new Government is set up, different arrangements should be made.

Question: In the interim period would Lord Wavell be able to change
the constitutional position of the present Executive Council?

Answer: The present constitutional position of the Executive Council

is laid down by statute. Quite clearly Lord Wavell cannot change that and,
as I have already said, the whole constitutional machinery rests primarily
with him. But as to the final statutory and legal position, that can only
be changed by an Act of Parliament, and personally I think it would be
unwise to start with that now whenwe are so very near the real final change,
which is the really important thing, namely the complete transference of

power from our country to an independent Indian Government.

Question: What will be the next stage of activity of the Cabinet Dele-

gation?
Answer; The first thing is to get this plan accepted by the two main

communities in India. That will be carried through as speedily as possible.

Question: Do you want it to be accepted by the two main communities,
or parties?

Answer: Both.

Question: In Section B ofpara. 19 (1), in the Punjab there are sixteen
Muslim seats. Will those be voted for by aU the Muslims together or
will they be allocated separately between the different parties amongst the
Muslims?

Answer: They are voted for by all the Muslims together, but the election
is by the method of proportional representation with the single transferable
vote.
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Question : In view of paragraph 1 5 (6) , does it mean that the Union con-
stitution will only be inviolable for ten years?

Answer: What it does mean is that the Constituent Assembly will lay
down provisions enabling the constitution, and there would be a revision of
the constitution. This is in accordance with what has taken place in a great

many other cases in the world and there must be some provision for revi-

sion. Precisely what the conditions of revision are will be a matter for the

Constituent Assembly to decide. I do not think I can go any further into

that. Whatthe basis of revision will be after a period ofyears and the precise
terms thereof, how that revision shall be gone into, will no doubt be de-

cided by the Constituent Assembly.

Question: Can the provincial assembly elect people outside its mem-
bership ?

Answer: Yes, that is not excluded by the terms of the Statement.

Question: Can the representatives referred to in para. 19 (1) be from any

part of India or from any legislature, or should the representatives be con-

fined to the voters of the respective provinces only? In other words, can

the representative under para. 19 (1) be any Indian citizen, or must he be

from any particular category?
Answer: I can only go by the text ofthedocument. c There shall be elec-

ted by each provincial legislative assembly/ it does not say, 'from among
its numbers. 9

Question: Did you consider the desirability of appointing a boundary
commission?

Answer: As I explained to you, all sorts of things were considered which

of course do not figure in this document.

Question : What is the position of the Minority Commission with regard
to the Constituent Assembly, and in case of a clash of opinions, whose

voice will prevail ?

Answer: You cannot appoint a minority commission assuming it is com-

posed largely of minorities and give it absolute rights as against the main

constitution-making body. We have every reason to hope that the minority

committee formed of responsible people will make representations which

I should have thought would be in the interest of all parties and would

carry great weight with the constitution-making body.

Question: Is this Statement final or will you entertain suggestions made

by various parties? Is this document final or is it intended starting nego-

tiations all over again?
Answer: We do not propose to modify this document, because if we start

modifying it in favour of one set of people, it will almost certainly be un-

fair to another set of people. If after discussing it all parties agree to come

in and they agree to some small modifications, then I do not say we shall

absolutely stick to the last word in the document. But it is not a document
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to be modified In favour of
SA !

to the disadvantage of 'B\ I am not

talking of Groups.

Question: Is participation in the interim Government subject to the

acceptance of the proposals or is it independent?

Answer: Unless you have a constitutional machinery functioning I can-

not see any question of interim Government. It is not an interim Govern-

ment, it is a change ofgovernment, and essentially the interim Government

is that which functions in the interim while the constitutional machinery
is not yet in operation. That is how I interpret the term 'interim

Government'.

(Here end oral questions)

WRITTEN QUESTIONS

Question: What will be the composition of the various parties in the

interim Government? What will be the percentage of Muslims?

Answer: As I have already explained, the question ofthe interim Govern-

ment is not for us to decide. It is primarily a question for the Viceroy,
and I do not propose to intervene in his sphere.

Question : Can a province opt out ofa Group at the appropriate time and

join another group which may be willing to take it in? For instance,

could Bihar opt out ofGroup A and join Group B, ifthe latter were willing ?

Answer: On a general point, I have already answered it.

Question: If after the constitution-making machinery has been set up as

laid down in the Statement, the majority proceed to disregard some of the

conditions and checks prescribed, who will intervene?

Answer: I have already answered that* The assumption is that ifpeople
accept this document and enter on the basis of it, they enter as honourable

people willing to carry out the terms. Of course, if you are going to deal

with dishonourable people who break their word, then we cannot proceed
with any job. We proceed on the assumption that the parties who come
into the scheme behave honourably,

Question: Is Mr. Churchill correct in suggesting that what he calls the

shifting of the onus of deciding the future constitution from Indians to

H.M.G. is an unfortunate step going beyond the understood purpose and
mandate of the Mission?

Answer: There has been no shifting. If we could arrange by agreement
between parties in India the basis of the constitution under which they
would have to come together in the constitution-making body, nothing
would have pleased us better. In default of that, we thought it our duty
to make certain recommendations on the basis ofwhich they corne together.
The Viceroy is prepared to summon the constitution-making body on that
basis and we believe this is in accord with the wishes not only of a majority
of Indians but a majority of our own people at home.
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Question: Mr. Churchill complains that the sentence relating to States

treaties and paramountcy is obscure. Canyou clearup the alleged obscurity ?

Answer: I have endeavoured to do that in answer to a great number of

questions. I do not think there is any obscurity to clear up. I hope I have

succeeded in clearing up all obscurities.

Question: What legislative steps will be required for setting up the in-

terim Government, the creation of the new constitution and abrogation of

the King's title of Emperor of India?

Answer: So far as the first two are concerned, no legislative steps are

necessary at all. They can all be done forthwith. So far as the ultimate step

is concerned, having regard to the matter of constitutional law, I could not

answer off-hand. Speaking without consideration, I am not at all sure that a

precise statute will be required for it. But I should not like that to be taken

as final. They will of course naturally have to be accorded sanction. There

has to be some definite step taken with the consent of H. M. the King. But

I do not contemplate any difficulty about that at all as the present Labour

Government have a considerable working majority in the House of Com-
mons and I do not imagine that any serious difficulties will be experienced
in carrying things through when they have been agreed to.

Question : Do you agree with Mr. Churchill when he implies that you
have laboured not to gain an Empire but to cast it away ?

Answer: I can only say this, that what we are doing is in accord with the

views that have been expressed all through by really great statesmen in

our country and nothing can redound more to the highest traditions of

liberty which prevail in my country than if, as a result of our labours, we

have in the years to come a sovereign country here in India whose relation-

ship with ours is one of friendliness and equality in the days to come.

I hope we have satisfied your appetite for information, and I think you
will agree that I have not shirked any ofthe issues and that I have tried my
best to answer your questions.
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STATEMENT MADE BY PRIME MINISTER ATTLEE

IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS,,

20 FEBRUARY 1947

INDIAN POLICY

1. It has long been the policy ofsuccessive British Governments to work

towards the realisation of self-government in India. In pursuance of this

policy, an increasing measure of responsibility has been devolved on

Indians, and today the civil administration and the Indian Armed Forces

rely to a very large extent on Indian civilians and officers. In the consti-

tutional field, the Acts of 1919 and 1935 passed by the British Parliament

each represented a substantial transfer of political power. In 1940 the

Coalition Government recognised the principle that Indians should them-

selves frame a new constitution for a fully autonomous India, and in the

Offer of 1942 they invited them to set up a Constituent Assembly for this

purpose as soon as the war was over.

2. His Majesty's Government believe this policy to have been right and
in accordance with sound democratic principles. Since they came into

office, they have done their utmost to carry it forward to its fulfilment.

The declaration of the Prime Minister of 15 March last, which met with

general approval in Parliament and the country, made it clear that it was
for the Indian people themselves to choose their future status and consti-

tution and that in the opinion of His Majesty's Government the time had
comeforresponsibilityforthe government ofIndia to pass into Indian hands.

3. The Cabinet Mission which was sent to India last year spent over

three months in consultation with Indian leaders in order to help them to

agree upon a method for determining the future constitution of India, so

that the transfer ofpower might be smoothly and rapidly effected. It was

only when it seemed clear, that without some initiative from the Cabinet

Mission, agreement was unlikely to be reached that they put forward

proposals themselves.

4. These proposals, made public in May last, envisaged that the future

constitution of India should be settled by a Constituent Assembly composed
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in the manner suggested therein, of representatives of all communities
and interests in British India and of the Indian States.

5. Since the return of the Mission, an interim Government has been set

up at the Centre composed of the political leaders of the major commu-
nities, exercising wide powers within the existing constitution. In all

the provinces Indian governments responsible to legislatures are in

office.

6. It is with great regret that His Majesty's Government find that there

are still differences among Indian parties which are preventing the Consti-

tuent Assembly from functioning as it was intended that it should. It is of
the essence of the plan that the Assembly should be fully representative.

7. His Majesty's Government desire to hand over their responsibility
to authorities established by a constitution approved by all parties in India
in accordance with the Cabinet Mission plan. But unfortunately there is

at present no clear prospect that such a constitution and such authorities

will emerge. The present state of uncertainty is fraught with danger and
cannot be indefinitely prolonged. His Majesty's Government wish to make
it clear that it is their definite intention to take the necessary steps to effect

the transference of power to responsible Indian hands by a date not later

than June 1948.

8. This great sub-continent now containing over four hundred million

people has for the last century enjoyed peace and security as a part of the

British Commonwealth and Empire. Continued peace and security are

more than ever necessary today if the full responsibilities of economic de-

velopment are to be realised and a higher standard of life attained by the

Indian people.
9. His Majesty's Government are anxious to hand over their responsi-

bilities to a Government which, resting on the sure foundation of the sup-

port of the people, is capable ofmaintaining peace and administering India

with justice and efficiency. It is therefore essential that all parties should

sink their differences in order that they may be ready to shoulder the great

responsibilities which will come upon them next year.

10. After months ofhard work by the Cabinet Mission a great measure

ofagreement was obtained as to the method by which a constitution should

be worked out. This was embodied in their statements of May last. His

Majesty's Government there agreed to recommend to Parliament a consti-

tution worked out in accordance with the proposals made therein by a

fully representative Constituent Assembly. But if it should appear that

such a constitution will not have been worked out by a fully representative

Assembly before the time mentioned in paragraph 7, His Majesty's Govern-

ment will have to consider to whom the powers of the central Government

in British India should be handed over, on the due date,whether as a whole

to some form of central Government for British India, or in some areas to
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the existing provincial Governments, or in such other way as may seem
most reasonable and in the best Interests of the Indian people.

11. Although the final transfer of authority may not take place until

June 1948, preparatory measures must be put In hand in advance. It is

important that the efficiency of the civil administration should be main-

tained and that the defence of India should be fully provided for. But in-

evitably, as the process of transfer proceeds, it will become progressively

more difficult to carry out to the letter all the provisions of the Government
of India Act, 1935. Legislation will be introduced in due course to give
effect to the final transfer of power.

12. In regard to the Indian States, as was explicitly stated by the Cabinet

Mission, His Majesty's Government do not intend to hand over their

powers and obligations under paramountcy to any Government of British

India. It is not intended to bring paramountcy, as a system, to a con-

clusion earlier than the date of the final transfer of power, but it is con-

templated that for the Intervening period the relations of the Crown with

individual States may be adjusted by agreement.
13. His Majesty's Government will negotiate agreements in regard to

matters arising out of the transfer ofpower with representatives of those to

whom they propose to transfer power.
14. His Majesty's Government believe that British commercial and

industrial interests in India can look forward to a fair field for their

enterprise under the new conditions. The commercial connection between
India and the United Kingdom has been long and friendly and will con-

tinue to be to their mutual advantage.
15. His Majesty's Government cannot conclude this Statement without

expressing on behalf of the people of this country their goodwill and good
wishes towards the people of India as they go forward to this final stage in

their achievement of self-government. It will be the wish of everyone in

these islands that notwithstanding constitutional changes, the association of
the British and Indian peoples should not be brought to an end; and they
will wish to continue to do all that Is in their power to further the well-

being of India.

CHANGE OF VICEROY

The House will wish to know of an announcement which is being made
public today. Field Marshal the Right Honourable Viscount Wavell was
appointed Viceroy in 1943, after having held high military command in
the Middle East, South-East Asia and India with notable distinction since
the beginning of the war. It was agreed that this should be a wartime
appointment. Lord Wavell has discharged this high office during this very
difficult period with devotion and a high sense of duty. It has, however,
seemed that the opening of a new and final phase in India is an
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appropriate time to terminate this war appointment. His Majesty has

been pleased to approve, as successor to Lord Wavell, the appointment of

Admiral the Viscount Mountbatten, who will be entrusted with the task of

transferring to Indian hands responsibility for the government of British

India in a manner that will best ensure the future happiness and prosperity

of India. The change of office will take place during March. The House
will be glad to hear that His Majesty has been pleased to approve the

conferment of an earldom on Viscount Wavell.
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STATEMENT MADE BY

His MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENT,,

3 JUNE 1947

INTRODUCTION

1. On 20 February 1947, His Majesty's Government announced their

intention of transferring power in British India to Indian hands by June
1948. His Majesty's Government had hoped that it would be possible for

the major parties to co-operate in the working-out of the Cabinet Mission

Plan of 16 May 1946, and evolve for India a constitution acceptable to

all concerned. This hope has not been fulfilled.

2. The majority of the representatives of the provinces of Madras,

Bombay, the United Provinces, Bihar, Central Provinces and Berar, Assam,
Orissa and the North-West Frontier Province, and the representatives of

Delhi, Ajmer-Merwara and Coorg have already made progress in the task

of evolving a new constitution. On the other hand, the Muslim League

Party, including in it a majority ofthe representatives of Bengal, the Punjab
and Sind, as also the representative of British Baluchistan, has decided not

to participate in the Constituent Assembly.

3. It has always been the desire ofHis Majesty's Government that power
should be transferred in accordance with the wishes of the Indian people
themselves. This task would have been greatly facilitated ifthere had been

agreement among the Indian political parties. In the absence of such

agreement, the task of devising a method by which the wishes of the Indian

people can be ascertained has devolved upon His Majesty's Government.

After full consultation with political leaders in India, His Majesty's Govern-
ment have decided to adopt for this purpose the plan set out below. His

Majesty's Government wish to make it clear that they have no intention of

attempting to frame any ultimate constitution for India; this is a matter

for the Indians themselves. Nor is there anything in this plan to preclude

negotiations between communities for a united India.
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THE ISSUES TO BE DECIDED

4. It is not the intention of His Majesty's Government to interrupt the
work of the existing Constituent Assembly. Now that provision is made
for certain provinces specified below, His Majesty's Government trust that,
as a consequence of this announcement, the Muslim League representatives
of those provinces, a majority of whose representatives are already parti-

cipating in it, will now take their due share in its labours. At the same

time, it is clear that any constitution framed by this Assembly cannot apply
to those parts ofthe country which are unwilling to accept it. His Majesty's
Government are satisfied that the procedure outlined below embodies the

best practical method of ascertaining the wishes of the people of such areas

on the issue whether their constitution is to be framed:

(a) in the existing Constituent Assembly; or

(b) in a new and separate Constituent Assembly consisting of the

representatives of those areas which decide not to participate in the existing
Constituent Assembly.
When this has been done, it will be possible to determine the authority

or authorities to whom power should be transferred.

BENGAL AND THE PUNJAB
5. The provincial Legislative Assemblies of Bengal and the Punjab

(excluding the European members) will, therefore, each be asked to meet
in two parts, one representing the Muslim-majority districts and the other

the rest of the Province. For the purpose of determining the population of

districts, the 1941 census figures will be taken as authoritative. The Mus-

lim-majority districts in these two provinces are set out in the Appendix
to this Announcement.

6. The members of the two parts of each Legislative Assembly sitting

separately will be empowered to vote whether or not the Province should be

partitioned. If a simple majority of either part decides in favour of parti-

tion, division will take place and arrangements will be made accordingly.
7. Before the question as to the partition is decided, it is desirable that

the representatives of each part should know in advance which Consti-

tuent Assembly the Province as a whole would join in the event of the two

parts subsequently deciding to remain united. Therefore, if any member
of either Legislative Assembly so demands, there shall be held a meeting
of all members of the Legislative Assembly (other than Europeans) at

which a decision will be taken on the issue as to which Constituent Assembly
the Province as a whole would join if it were decided by the two parts to

remain united.

8. In the event of partition being decided upon, each part of the Legis-

lative Assembly will, on behalf of the areas they represent, decide which

of the alternatives in paragraph 4 above to adopt.
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9. For the immediate purpose of deciding on the issue of partition, the

members of the Legislative Assemblies ofBengal and the Punjab will sit in

two parts according to Muslim-majority districts (as laid down in the

Appendix) and non-Muslim majority districts. This is only a preliminary

step of a purely temporary nature, as it is evident that for the purposes of a

final partition of these provinces a detailed investigation of boundary

questions will be needed; and, as soon as a decision involving partition has

been taken for either province, a Boundary Commission will be set up by

the Governor-General, the membership and terms of reference of which

will be settled in consultation with those concerned. It will be instructed

to demarcate the boundaries of the two parts of the Punjab on the basis of

ascertaining the contiguous majority areas of Muslims and non-Muslims.

It will also be instructed to take into account other factors. Similar in-

structions will be given to the Bengal Boundary Commission. Until the

report of a Boundary Commission has been put into effect, the provisional

boundaries indicated in the Appendix will be used.

SIND

10. The Legislative Assembly of Sind (excluding the European members)

will at a special meeting also take its own decision on the alternatives in

paragraph 4 above.

NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE

11. The position of the North-West Frontier Province is exceptional.

Two of the three representatives of this Province are already participating

in the existing Constituent Assembly. But it is clear, in view of its geogra-

phical situation, and other considerations, that if the whole or any part

of the Punjab decides not to join the existing Constituent Assembly, it will

be necessary to give the North-West Frontier Province an opportunity to

reconsider its position. Accordingly, in such an event, a referendum will

be made to the electors of the present Legislative Assembly in the North-

West Frontier Province to choose which of the alternatives mentioned in

paragraph 4 above they wish to adopt. The referendum will be held under

the segis of the Governor-General and in consultation with the provincial

Government.

BRITISH BALUCHISTAN

12. British Baluchistan has elected a member, but he has not taken his

seat in the existing Constituent Assembly. In view of its geographical

situation, this Province will also be given an opportunity to reconsider its

position and to choose which of the alternatives in paragraph 4 above to

adopt. His Excellency the Governor-General is examining how this can

most appropriately be done.
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ASSAM

13. Though Assam is predominantly a non-Muslim province, the dis-

trict of Sylhet which is contiguous to Bengal is predominantly Muslim.
There has been a demand that, in the event of the partition of Bengal,

Sylhet should be amalgamated with the Muslimpart of Bengal, According-
ly, if it is decided that Bengal should be partitioned, a referendum will

be held in Sylhet district under the aegis of the Governor-General and in

consultation with the Assam Provincial Government to decide whether
the district of Sylhet should continue to form part of the Assam Province

or should be amalgamated with the new Province of Eastern Bengal, if that

Province agrees. Ifthe referendum results in favour of amalgamation with

Eastern Bengal, a Boundary Commission with terms of reference similar

to those for the Punjab and Bengal will be setup to demarcate the Muslim-

majority areas of Sylhet district and contiguous Muslim-majority areas

of adjoining districts, which will then be transferred to Eastern Bengal.
The rest of the Assam Province will in any case continue to participate in

the proceedings of the existing Constituent Assembly.

REPRESENTATION IN CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLIES

14. If it is decided that Bengal and the Punjab should be partitioned,

it will be necessary to hold fresh elections to choose their representatives on

the scale of one for every million of population according to the principle

contained in the Cabinet Mission Plan of 16 May 1946. Similar elec-

tions will also have to be held for Sylhet in the event of it being decided

that this district should form part of East Bengal. The number of repre-

sentatives to which each area would be entitled is as follows :

Province - General Muslims Sikhs Total

Sylhet District ^ 1 2 Nil 3

West Bengal ^ 15 4 Nil 19

East Bengal .. 12 29 Nil 41

West Punjab .. 3 12 2 17

East Punjab .. 6 4 2 12

15. In accordance with the mandates given to them, the representatives

of the various areas will either join the existing Constituent Assembly or

form the new Constituent Assembly.

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

16. Negotiations will have to be initiated as soon as possible on the

administrative consequences of any partition that may have been decided

upon :

(a) Between the representatives of the respective successor authorities

33
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about all subjects now dealt with by the central Government, including

defence, finance and communications.

(i) Between different successor authorities and His Majesty's Govern-

ment for treaties in regard to matters arising out of the transfer of power.

(c)
In the case of provinces that may be partitioned, as to the admini-

stration of all provincial subjects such as the division of assets and liabilities,

the police and other services, the High Courts, provincial institutions, etc.

THE TRIBES OF THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER

17. Agreements with tribes of the North-West Frontier of India will

have to be negotiated by the appropriate successor authority.

THE STATES

18. His Majesty's Government wish to make it clear that the decisions

announced above relate only to British India and that their policy towards

Indian States contained in the Cabinet Mission Memorandum of 12 May
1946 remains unchanged.

NECESSITY FOR SPEED

19. In order that the successor authorities may have time to prepare
themselves to take over power, it is important that all the above processes

should be completed as quickly as possible. To avoid delay, the different

provinces or parts of provinces will proceed independently as far as prac-
ticable within the conditions of this Plan. The existing Constituent Assem-

bly and the new Constituent Assembly (if formed) will proceed to frame

constitutions for their respective territories : they will of course be free to

frame their own rules.

IMMEDIATE TRANSFER OF POWER
20. The major political parties have repeatedly emphasized their desire

that there should be the earliest possible transfer of power in India. With
this desire His Majesty's Government are in full sympathy, and they are

willing to anticipate the date of June 1948, for the handing over ofpower
by the setting up of an independent Indian Government or Governments
at an even earlier date. Accordingly, as the most expeditious, and indeed
the only practicable way ofmeeting this desire. His Majesty's Government

propose to introduce legislation during the current session for the transfer

ofpower this year on a Dominion Status basis to one or two successor autho-
rities according to the decisions taken as a result of this announcement.
This will be without prejudice to the right of the Indian Constituent
Assemblies to decide in due course whether or not the part of India in

respect of which they ha.ve authority will remain within the British Com-
monwealth,
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FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS BY GOVERNOR-GENERAL

21. His Excellency the Governor-General will from time to time make
such further announcements as may be necessary in regard to procedure or

any other matters for carrying out the above arrangements.

APPENDIX

THE MUSLIM-MAJORITY DISTRICTS OF THE PUNJAB AND BENGAL

ACCORDING TO THE 1941 CENSUS

1. THE PUNJAB
Lahore Division 'Gujranwala, Gurdaspur, Lahore, Sheikhupura, Sialkot*

Rawalpindi Division Attock, Gujrat, Jhelum, Mianwali, Rawalpindi,

Shahpur.
Multan Division >Dera Ghazi Khan, Jhang, Lyallpur, Montgomery,

Multan, Muzaffargarh.

2. BENGAL

Chittagong Division Ghittagong, Noakhali3 Tippera.
Dacca Division 'Bakerganj, Dacca, Faridpur, Mymenslngh,

Presidency Division Jessore, Murshidabad, Nadia.

Rajshaki Division Bogra, Dinajpur, Malda, Pabna, Rajshahi, Rangpur.
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THE INDIAN INDEPENDENCE ACT,, 1947

An Act to make provision for the setting up in India of two independent

Dominions, to substitute other provisions for certain provisions of the

Government of India Act, 1935, which apply outside those Dominions, and

to provide for other matters consequential on or connected with the setting

up of those Dominions. [18th July 1947.]

Be it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the

advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons,
in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows:

THE NEW DOMINIONS

1. (1) As from the fifteenth day ofAugust, nineteen hundred and forty-

seven, two independent Dominions shall be set up in India, to be known

respectively as India and Pakistan.

(2) The said Dominions are hereafter in this Act referred to as *the new
Dominions* and the said fifteenth day of August is hereafter in this Act
referred to as 'the appointed day'.

TERRITORIES OF THE NEW DOMINIONS

2. (1) Subject to the provisions of subsections (3) and (4) of this section,

the territories of India shall be the territories under the sovereignty of his

Majesty which, immediately before the appointed day, were included in

British India except the territories which, under subsection (2) of this sec-

tion, are to be the territories of Pakistan.

(2) Subject to the provisions of subsections (3) and (4) of this section,
the territories of Pakistan shall be

(a) the territories which, on the appointed day, are included in the
Provinces of East Bengal and West Punjab, as constituted under the two
following sections;

(4) the territories which, at the date of the passing of this Act, are
included in the Province of Sind and the Chief Commissioner's Province
of British Baluchistan; and

(c) if, whether before or after the passing of this Act but before the

appointed day, the Governor-Genial declares that th,e majority of the
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valid votes cast in the referendum which, at the date of the passing of this

Act, is being or has recently been held in that behalf under his authority
in the North West Frontier Province are in favour ofrepresentatives ofthat

Province taking part in the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan, the territories

which, at the date of the passing ofthis Act, are included in that Province.

(3) Nothing in this section shall prevent any area being at any time inclu-

ded in or excluded from either of the new Dominions, so, however, that

(a) no area not forming part of the territories specified in subsection

(1) or, as the case may be, subsection (2), of this section shall be included

in either Dominion without the consent of that Dominion; and

(i) no area which forms part of the territories specified in the said

subsection (1) or, as the case may be, the said subsection (2), or which has

after the appointed day been included in eitherDominion, shall be excluded

from that Dominion without the consent of that Dominion.

(4) Without prejudice to the generality of the provisions of subsection

(3) of this section, nothing in this section shall be construed as preventing
the accession of Indian States to either of the new Dominions,

BENGAL AND ASSAM

3. (1) As from the appointed day -

(a) the Province of Bengal, as constituted under the Government of

India Act, 1935, shall cease to exist; and

(b} there shall be constituted in lieu thereof two new Provinces, to be
known respectively as East Bengal and West Bengal.

(2) If, whether before or after the passing of this Act, but before the

appointed day, the Governor-General declares that the majority of the

valid votes cast in the referendum which, at the date of the passing of this

Act, is being or has recently been held in that behalf under his authority

in the District ofSylhet are in favour of that District forming part ofthe new
Province of East Bengal, then, as from that day, a part of the Province of

Assam shall, in accordance with the provisions of subsection (3) of this

section, form part ofthe new Province of East Bengal.

(3) The boundaries of the new Provinces aforesaid and, in the event

mentioned in subsection (2) ofthis section, the boundaries after the appoint-

ed day ofthe Province ofAssam, shall be such as may be determined, whe-

ther before or after the appointed day, by the award of a boundary com-

mission appointed or to be appointed by the Governor-General in that

behalf, but until the boundaries are so determined'

(a) the Bengal Districts specified in the First Schedule to this Act,

together with, in the event mentioned in subsection (2) of this section, the

Assam District of Sylhet, shall be treated as the territories which are to be

comprised in the new Province of East Bengal;

(i) the remainder of the territories comprised at the date ofthepassing
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ofthis Act in the Province of Bengal shall be treated as the territories which
are to be comprised in the new Province of West Bengal; and

(c) in the event mentioned in subsection (2) of this section, the District

of Sylhet shall be excluded from the Province of Assam.

(4) In this section, the expression
* award' means, in relation to a

boundary commission, the decisions of the chairman of that commission
contained in his report to the Governor-General at the conclusion of the

commission's proceedings,

THE PUNJAB
4. (1) As from the appointed day -

(a) the Province of the Punjab3 as constituted under the Government
of India Act, 1935, shall cease to exist; and

(b) there shall be constituted two new Provinces, to be known res-

pectively as West Punjab and East Punjab.

(2) The boundaries of the said new Provinces shall be such as may be
determined, whether before or after the appointed day, by the award of a

boundary coinmission appointed or to be appointed by the Governor-
General in that behalf, but until the boundaries are so determined-

(a) the Districts specified in the Second Schedule to this Act shall be
treated as the territories to be comprised in the new Province of West
Punjab; and

(b) the remainder ofthe territories comprised at the date ofthe passing
of this Act in the Province of the Punjab shall be treated as the territories

which are to be comprised in the new Province of East Punjab.
(3) In this section, the expression "award 5

, means, in relation to a

boundary commission, the decisions of the chairman of that commission
contained in his report to the Governor-General at the conclusion of the
commission's proceedings.

THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF THE NEW DOMINIONS
5. For each of the new Dominions, there shall be a Governor-General

who shall be appointed by His Majesty and shall represent His Majesty
for the purposes of the government of the Dominion:
Provided that, unless and until provision to the contrary is made by a

kw of the Legislature of either of the new Dominions, the same person
may be Governor-General of both the new Dominions.

LEGISLATION FOR THE NEW DOMINIONS
6. (1) The Legislature of each of the new Dominions shall have full

power to make laws for that Dominion, including laws having extra-
territorial operation.

(2) No law and no provision ofany law made by the Legislature ofeither
of the new Dominions shall be void or inoperative on the ground that it is
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^repugnant to the law ofEngland, or to the provisions of this or any existing
or future Act of Parliament of the United Kingdom, or to any order, rule

or regulation made under any such Act, and the powers of the Legislature
of each Dominion include the power to repeal or amend any such Act,

order, rule or regulation in so far as it is part of the law of the Dominion.

(3) The Governor-General ofeach of the new Dominions shall have full

power to assent in His Majesty's name to any law of the Legislature ofthat

Dominion and so much ofany Act as relates to the disallowance oflaws by
His Majesty or the reservation oflaws for the signification ofHis Majesty's

pleasure thereon or the suspension of the operation of laws until the signi-

fication of His Majesty's pleasure thereon shall not apply to laws of the

Legislature of either of the new Dominions.

(4) No Act of Parliament of the United Kingdom passed on or after the

appointed day shall extend, or be deemed to extend, to either of the new
Dominions as part of the law of that Dominion unless it is extended there-

to by a law of the Legislature of the Dominion.

(5) No Order in Council made on or after the appointed day under any
Act passed before the appointed day, and no order, rule or other instrument

made on or after the appointed day under any such Act by any United

Kingdom Minister or other authority, shall extend, or be deemed to ex-

tend, to either ofthe new Dominions as part ofthe law ofthat Dominion.

(6) The power referred to in subsection (1) of this section extends to the

making of laws limiting for the future the powers of the Legislature of the

Dominion.

CONSEQUENCES OF THE SETTING UP OF THE NEW DOMINIONS

7. (1) As from the appointed day

(a) His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom have no res-

ponsibility as respects the government ofany of the territories which, imme-

diately before that day, were included in British India;

(i) the suzerainty of His Majesty over the Indian States lapses, and

with it, all treaties and agreements in force at the date ofthe passing of this

Act between His Majesty and the rulers of Indian States, all functions

exercisable by His Majesty at that date with respeet to Indian States, all

obligations of His Majesty existing at that date towards Indian States or

the rulers thereof, and all powers, rights, authority or jurisdiction exer-

cisable by His Majesty at that date in or in relation to Indian States by

treaty, grant, usage, sufferance or otherwise; and

(c) there lapse also any treaties or agreements in force at the date of

the passing of this Act between His Majesty and any persons having autho-

rity in the tribal areas, any obligations of His Majesty existing at that date

to any such persons or with respect to the tribal areas, and all powers, rights,

authority or jurisdiction exercisable at that date by His Majesty in or in

relation to the tribal areas by treaty, grant, usage, sufferance or otherwise;
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Provided that, notwithstanding anything in paragraph (b) or paragraph

(c) of this subsection, effect shall, as nearly as may be, continue to be given

to the provisions ofany such agreement as is therein referred to which relate

to customs, transit and communications, posts and telegraphs, or other like

matters, until the provisions in question are denounced by the Ruler of

the Indian State or person having authority in the tribal areas on the one

hand, or by the Dominion or Province or other part thereof concerned on

the other hand, or are superseded by subsequent agreements.

(2) The assent ofthe Parliament ofthe United Kingdom is hereby given
to the omission from the Royal Style and Titles of the words e

lndiae

Imperator* and the words 'Emperor of India
5 and to the issue by His

Majesty for that purpose of His Royal Proclamation under the Great Seal

of the Realm,

TEMPORARY PROVISION AS TO GOVERNMENT OF EACH OF THE
NEW DOMINIONS

8. (
1 ) In the case of each of thenew Dominions, thepowers of the Legis-

lature of the Dominion shall, for the purpose of making provision as to the

constitution of the Dominion, be exercisable in the first instance by the

Constituent Assembly of that Dominion, and references in this Act to the

Legislature of the Dominion shall be construed accordingly.

(2) Except in so far as other provision is made by or in accordance with

a law made by the Constituent Assembly ofthe Dominion under subsection

(1) of this section, each of the new Dominions and all Provinces and other

parts thereofshall be governed as nearly as may be in accordance with the

Government of India Act, 1935; and the provisions of that Act, and of the

Orders in Council, rules and other instruments made thereunder, shall,

so far as applicable, and subject to any express provisions of this Act, and
with such omissions, additions, adaptations and modifications as may be

specified in orders of the Governor-General under the next succeeding
section, have effect accordingly:

Provided that

(a) the said provisions shall apply separately in relation to each of
the new Dominions and nothing in this subsection shall be construed as

continuing on or after the appointed day any Central Government or

Legislature common to both the new Dominions;
(b) nothing in this subsection shall be construed as continuing in force

on or after the appointed day any form ofcontrol by His Majesty's Govern-
ment in the United Kingdom over the affairs of the new Dominions or of

any Province or other part thereof;

(<?)
so much of the said provisions as requires the Governor-General

or any Governor to act in his discretion or exercise his individual judgment
as respects any matter shall cease to have effect as from the appointed day;
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(d) as from the appointed day, no Provincial Bill shall be reservedunder
the Government of India Act, 1935, for the signification of His Majesty's
pleasure, and no Provincial Act shall be disallowed by His Majesty there-

under; and

(<?) the powers of the Federal Legislature or Indian Legislature under
that Act, as in force in relation to each Dominion, shall, in the first instance,
be exercisable by the Constituent Assembly of the Dominion in addition
to the powers exercisable by that Assembly under subsection (1) of this

section.

(3) Any provision of the Government of India Act, 1935, which, as ap-
plied to either of the new Dominions by subsection (2) of this section and
the orders therein referred to, operates to limit the power of the legislature
of that Dominion shall, unless and until other provision is made by or in

accordance with a law made by the Constituent Assembly of the Dominion
in accordance with the provisions of subsection (1) of this section, have
the like effect as a law of the Legislature of the Dominion limiting for the

future the powers of that Legislature.

ORDERS FOR BRINGING THIS ACT INTO FORCE

9. (1) The Governor-General shall by order make such provision as

appears to him to be necessary or expedient
-

(a) for bringing the provisions of this Act into effective operation;

(b) for dividing between the new Dominions, and between the new
Provinces to be constituted under this Act, the powers, rights, property,
duties and liabilities of the Governor-General in Council or, as the case

may be, of the relevant Provinces which, under this Act, are to cease to exist;

(c) for making omissions from, additions to, and adaptations and

modifications of, the Government of India Act, 19353 and the Orders in

Council, rules and other instruments made thereunder, in their application

to the separate new Dominions;

(d) for removing difficulties arising in connection with the transition

to the provisions of this Act;

(e) for authorising the carrying on of the business of the Governor-

General in Council between the passing of this Act and the appointed day
otherwise than in accordance with the provisions in that behalfofthe Ninth

Schedule to the Government of India Act, 1935;

(/) for enabling agreements to be entered into, and other acts done,

on behalfof either ofthe new Dominions before the appointed day; ,

(g) for authorising the continued carrying on for the time being on

behalf of the new Dominions, or on behalf of any two or more of the said

new Provinces, of services and activities previously carried on on behalf

of British India as a whole or on behalfofthe former Provinces which those

new Provinces represent;
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(A) for regulating the monetary system and any matters pertaining

to the Reserve Bank of India; and

() so far as it appears necessary or expedient in connection with any
ofthe matters aforesaid, for varying the constitution, powers or jurisdiction

of any legislature, court or other authority in the new Dominions and

creating new legislatures, courts or other authorities therein.

(2) The powers conferred by this section on the Governor-General shall,

in relation to their respective Provinces, be exercisable also by the Govern-

ors of the Provinces which, under this Act, are to cease to exist; and those

powers shall, for the purposes of the Government of India Act, 1935, be

deemed to be matters as respects which the Governors are, under that

Act, to exercise their individual judgment.

(3) This section shall be deemed to have had effect as from the third

day of June, nineteen hundred and forty-seven, and any order of the

Governor-General or any Governor made on or after that date as to any
matter shall have effect accordingly, and any order made under this section

may be made so as to be retrospective to any date not earlier than the said

third day of June:
Provided that no person shall be deemed to be guilty of an offence by

reason of so much ofany such order as makes any provision thereof retros-

pective to any date before the making thereof.

(4) Any orders made under this section, whether before or after the

appointed day, shall have effect

(a) up to the appointed day, in British India;

(b) on and after the appointed day, in tKe new Dominion or Domi-
nions concerned; and

(c) outside British India, or, as the case may be, outside the new
Dominion or Dominions concerned, to such extent, whether before, on
or after the appointed day, as a law of the Legislature of the Dominion
or Dominions concerned would have on or after the appointed day,

but shall, in the case of each of the Dominions, be subject (to the

same powers of repeal and amendment as laws of the Legislature of

that Dominion.

(5) No order shall be made under this section, by the Governor of any
Province, after the appointed day, or, by the Governor-General, after the

thirty-first day of March, nineteen hundred and forty-eight, or such earlier

date as may be determined, in the case of either Dominion, by any law of
the Legislature of that Dominion.

(6) If it appears that a part ofthe Province ofAssam is, on the appointed
day, to become part of the new Province of East Bengal, the preceding
provisions of this section shall have effect as if, under this Act, the Province
ofAssam was to cease to exist on the appointed day and be reconstituted

on that day as a new Province.
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SECRETARY OF STATED SERVICES, ETC,

10. (1) The provisions of thisActkeeping in force provisions ofthe Govern-
ment of India Act, 1935, shall not continue in force the provisions of that

Act relating to appointments to the civil services of, and civil posts under,
the Crown in India by the Secretary of State, or the provisions of that Act

relating to the reservation of posts.

(2) Every person who

(a) having been appointed by the Secretary of State, or Secretary of

State in Council, to a civil service of the Crown in India continues on and
after the appointed day to serve under the Government of either ofthe new
Dominions or of any Province or part thereof; or

(b) having been appointed by His Majesty before the appointed day
to be a judge of the Federal Court or of any court which is a High Court

within the meaning of the Government of India Act, 1935, continues

on and after the appointed day to serve as a judge in either of the new

Dominions,
shall be entitled to receive from the Governments of the Dominions and

Provinces or parts which he is from time to time serving or, as the case

may be, which are served by the courts in which he is from time to time a

judge, the same conditions of service as respects remuneration, leave and

pension, and the same rights as respects disciplinary matters or, as the case

may be, as respects the tenure of his office, or rights as similar thereto as

changed circumstances may permit, as that person was entitled to imme-

diately before the appointed day.

(3) Nothing in this Act shall be construed as enabling the rights and

liabilities of any person with respect to the family pension funds vested in

Commissioners under section two hundred and seventy-three ofthe Govern-

ment of India Act, 1935, to be governed otherwise than by Orders in

Council made (whether before or after the passing of this Act or the ap-

pointed day) by His Majesty in Council and rules made (whether before or

after the passing of this Act or the appointed day) by a Secretary of State

or such other Minister of the Crown as may be designated in that behalf

by Order in Council under the Ministers of the Crown (Transfer of Func-

tions) Act, 1946.

INDIAN ARMED FORCES

1 1 . ( 1 ) The orders to bemade by the Governor-General under the preced-

ing provisions of this Act shall make provision for the division of the

Indian armed forces of His Majesty between the new Dominions, and for

the command and governance of those forces until the division is

completed.

(2) As from the appointed day, while any members of His Majesty's

forces, other than His Majesty's Indian forces, is attached to or serving

with any of His Majesty's Indian forces
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(a) he shall, subject to any provision to the contrary made by a law

of the Legislature of the Dominion or Dominions concerned or by any

order of the Governor-General tinder the preceding provisions of this

Act, have, in relation to the Indian forces in question, the powers of com-

mand and punishment appropriate to his rank and functions; but

(b) nothing in any enactment in force at the date of the passing of

this Act shall render him subject in any way to the law governing the

Indian forces in question*

BRITISH FORCES IN INDIA

12. (1) Nothing in this Act affects the jurisdiction or authority of His

Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom, or of the Admiralty, the

Army Council, or the Air Council or ofany other United Kingdom autho-

rity, in relation to any of His Majesty's forces which may, on or after the

appointed day, be in either ofthe new Dominions or elsewhere in the terri-

tories which, before the appointed day, were included in India, not being

Indian forces.

(2) In its application In relation to His Majesty's military forces, other

than Indian forces, the Army Act shall have effect on or after the appoin-
ted day

(a) as if His Majesty's Indian forces were not included in the expres-

sions
*
the forces ',

c

His Majesty's forces
' and *

the regular forces
'

;
and

(b) subject to the further modifications specified in Parts I and II of

the Third Schedule to this Act.

(3) Subject to the provisions ofsubsection (2) of this section, and to any

provisions of any law of the Legislature of the Dominion concerned, all

civil authorities in the new Dominions, and, subject as aforesaid and subject

also to the provisions of the last preceding section, all service authorities in

the new Dominions, shall, in those Dominions and in the other territories

which were included in India before the appointed day, perform in relation

to His Majesty's military forces, not being Indian forces, the same functions

as were, before the appointed day, performed by them, or by the authori-

ties corresponding to them whether by virtue of the Army Act or otherwise,

and the matters for which provision is to be madeby orders of the Governor-

General under the preceding provisions of this Act shall include the faci-

litating of the withdrawal from the new Dominions and other territories

aforesaid ofHis Majesty's military forces, not being Indian forces.

(4) The provisions of subsections (2) and (3) of this section shall apply
in relation to the air forces of His Majesty, not being Indian air forces, as

they apply in relation to His Majesty's military forces, subject, however,
to the necessary adaptations, and, in particular, as if

(a) for the references to the Army Act there were substituted re-

ferences to the Air Force Act; and
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(b) for the reference to Part II of the Third Schedule to this Act there

were substituted a reference to Part III of that Schedule.

NAVAL FORGES

13. (1) In the application ofthe Naval Discipline Act to His Majesty's
naval forces, other than Indian naval forces, references to His Majesty's
navy and His Majesty's ships shall not, as from the appointed day, include
references to His Majesty's Indian navy or the ships thereof.

(2) In the application of the Naval Discipline Act by virtue of any
law made in India before the appointed day to Indian naval forces, re-

ferences to His Majesty's navy and His Majesty's ships shall, as from the

appointed day, be deemed to be, and to be only, references to His Majesty's
Indian navy and the ships thereof.

(3) In section ninety B of the Naval Discipline Act (which, in certain

cases, subjects officers and men of the Royal Navy and Royal Marines to

the law and customs of the ships and naval forces of other parts of His

Majesty's dominions) the words '

or of India' shall be repealed as from the

appointed day, wherever those words occur.

PROVISION AS TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE AND THE AUDITOR
OF INDIAN HOME ACCOUNTS

14. (1) A Secretary ofState, or such other Minister of the Crown as may
be designated in that behalf by Order in Council under the Ministers of

the Crown (Transfer of Functions) Act, 1 946, is hereby authorised to con-

tinue for the time being the performance, on behalf ofwhatever government
or governments may be concerned, of functions as to the making of pay-
ments and other matters similar to the functions which, up to the appointed

day, the Secretary of State was performing on behalf of governments con-

stituted or continued under the Government of India Act, 1935.

(2) The functions referred to in subsection (1) of this section include

functions as respects the management of, and the making of payments in

respect of, government debt, and any enactments relating to such debt shall

have effect accordingly:

Provided that nothing in this subsection shall be construed as continuing
in force so much of any enactment as empowers the Secretary of State to

contract sterling loans on behalf of any such Government as aforesaid or as

applying to the Government of either ofthe newDominions the prohibition

imposed on the Governor-General in Council by section three hundred and

fifteen of the Government of India Act, 1935, as respects the contracting

of sterling loans.

(3) As from the appointed day, there shall not be any such advisers of

the Secretary of State as are provided for by section two hundred and

seventy-eight of the Government of India Act, 1935, and that section, and
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any provisions of that Act which require the Secretary of State to obtain

the concurrence of his advisers, are hereby repealed as from that day.

(4) The Auditor of Indian Home Accounts is hereby authorised to conti-

nue for the time being to exercise his functions as respects the accounts ofthe

Secretary of State or any such other Minister of the Crown as is mentioned

in subsection (1) of this section, both in respect of activities before, and

In respect of activities after, the appointed day, in the same manner, as

nearly as maybe as he would have done if this Act had not passed.

LEGAL PROCEEDINGS BY AND AGAINST THE SECRETARY OF STATE

15. (1) Notwithstanding any thing in this Act, and, in particular, notwith-

standing any of the provisions of the last preceding section, any provision

ofany enactmentwhich, but for the passing ofthisAct, would authorise legal

proceedings to be taken, in India or elsewhere, by or against the Secretary

of State in respect of any right or liability of India or any part of India

shall cease to have effect on the appointed day, and any legal proceedings

pending by virtue of any such provision on the appointed day shall, by
virtue of this Act, abate on the appointed day, so far as the Secretary of

State is concerned.

(2) Subject to the provisions of this subsection, any legal proceedings

which, but for the passing of this Act, could have been brought by or

against the Secretary of State in respect of any right or liability of India,

or any part of India, shall instead be brought

(a) in the case of proceedings in the United Kingdom, by or against
the High Commissioner;

(b) in the case ofother proceedings, by or against such person as may
be designated by order of the Governor-General under the preceding pro-
visions of the Act or otherwise by the law of the newDominion concerned,

and any legal proceedings by or against the Secretary of State in

respect of any such right or liability as aforesaid which are pending imme-

diately before the appointed day shall be continued by or against the High
Commissioner or, as the case may be, the person designated as aforesaid:

Provided that, at any time after the appointed day, the right conferred

by this subsection to bring or continue proceedings may, whether the pro*
ceedings are by, or are against, theHigh Commissioner or person designated
as aforesaid, be withdrawn by a law of the Legislature of either of the new
Dominions so far as thatDominion is concerned, as any such law may oper-
ate as respects proceedings pending at the date of the passing of the law.

(3) In this section, the expression
'

the High Commissioner '

means, in
relation to each of the new Dominions, any such officer as may for the
time being be authorised to perform in the United Kingdom, in relation to
that Dominion, functions similar to those performed before the appointed
day, in relation to the Governor-General in Council, by the High Commis-
sioner referred to in section three hundred and two of the Government
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of India Act, 1935; and any legal proceedings which, immediately
before the appointed day, are the subject of an appeal to His Majesty in

Council, or of a petition for special leave to appeal to His Majesty in

Council, shall be treated for the purposes of this section as legal proceedings
pending in the United Kingdom.

ADEN
16. (1) Subsections (2) to (4) of section two hundred and eighty-eight of

the Government of India Act, 1935 (which confer on His Majesty power
to make by Order in Council provision for the government of Aden) shall

cease to have effect and the British Settlements Acts, 1887 and 1945,

(which authorise His Majesty to make laws and establish institutions for

British Settlements as defined in those Acts) shall apply in relation to Aden
as if it were a British Settlement as so defined.

(2) Notwithstanding the repeal of the said subsections (2) to (4), the

Orders in Council in force thereunder at the date of the passing of this

Act shall continue in force, but the said Orders in Council, any other

Orders in Council made under the Government of India Act, 1935, in so

far as they apply to Aden, and any enactments applied to Aden or amended
in relation to Aden by any such Orders in Council as aforesaid, may be

repealed, revoked or amended under the powers of the British Settlements

Acts, 1887 and 1945.

(3) Unless and until provision to the contrary is made as respects Aden
under the powers of the British Settlements Acts, 1887 and 1945, or, as

respects the new Dominion in question, by a law of the Legislature ofthat

Dominion, the provisions of the said Orders in Council and enactments

relating to appeals from any courts in Aden to any courts which will, after

the appointed day, be in either of the new Dominions, shall continue in

force in their application both to Aden and to the Dominion in question,

and the last mentioned courts shall exercise their jurisdiction accordingly.

DIVOUGE JURISDICTION

17. (1) No court in either of the new Dominions shall, by virtue of the

Indian and Colonial Divorce Jurisdiction Acts, 1926 and 1940, have juris-

diction in or in relation to any proceedings for a decree for the dissolution

of a marriage, unless those proceedings were instituted before the appointed

day, but, save as aforesaid and subject to any provision to the contrary

which may hereafter be made by any Act of the Parliament of the United

Kingdom or by any law ofthe Legislature of the new Dominion concerned,

all courts in the new Dominions shall have the samejurisdiction under the

said Acts as they would have had if this Act had not been, passed.

(2) Any rules made on or after the appointed day under subsection

(4) of section one of the Indian and Colonial Divorce Jurisdiction Act,

1926, for a court in either of the new Dominions shall, instead of being
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made by the Secretary of State with the concurrence of the Lord Chan-

cellor, be made by such authority as may be determined by the law of the

Dominion concerned, and so much of the said subsection and of any rules

in force thereunder immediately before the appointed day as require

the approval of the Lord Chancellor to the nomination for any purpose

of any judges of any such court shall cease to have effect,

(3) The reference in subsection (1) of this section to proceedings for a

decree for the dissolution of a marriage include references to proceedings

for such a decree of presumption of death and dissolution of a marriage
as is authorised by section eight of the Matrimonial Causes Act, 1937.

(4) Nothing in this section affects any court outside the new Dominions,
and the power conferred by section two of the Indian and Colonial Divorce

Jurisdiction Act, 1926, to apply certain provisions ofthat Act to other parts

of His Majesty's dominions as they apply to India shall be deemed to be

power to apply those provisions as they would have applied to India if

this Act had not passed.

PROVISIONS AS TO EXISTING LAWS, ETC.

18. (1) In so far as any Act of Parliament, Order in Council, order, rule,

regulation or other instrument passed or made before the appointed day

operates otherwise than as part ofthe law of British India or the new Domi-

nions, references therein to India or British India, however worded and
whether by name or not, shall, in so far as the context permits and except
so far as Parliament may hereafter otherwise provide, be construed as, or

as including, references to the new Dominions, taken together, or taken

separately3 according as the circumstances and subject matter may require :

Provided that nothing in this subsection shall be construed as continu-

ing in operation any provision in so far as the continuance thereof as adap-
ted by this subsection is inconsistent with any of the provisions of this Act
other than this section.

(2) Subject to the provisions of subsection (1) of this section and to any
other express provision of this Act, the Orders in Council made under
subsection (5) of section three hundred and eleven of the Government of
India Act, 1935, for adapting and modifying Acts of Parliament shall,

except so far as Parliament may hereafter otherwise provide, continue in

force in relation to all Acts in so far as they operate otherwise than as part
of the law of British India or the new Dominions.

(3) Save as otherwise expressly provided in this Act, the law of British

India and of the several parts thereof existing immediately before the

appointed day shall, so far as applicable andwith the necessary adaptations,
continue as the law of each of the new Dominions and the several parts
thereof until other provision is made by laws of the Legislature of the
Dominion in question or by any other Legislature or other authority
having power in that behalf.
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(4) It Is hereby declared that the Instruments of Instructions issued
before the passing of this Act by His Majesty to the Governor-General
and the Governors of Provinces lapse as from the appointed day, and

nothing in this Act shall be construed as continuing in force any provision
of the Government of India Act, 1935, relating to such Instruments of

Instructions.

(5) As from the appointed day, so much of any enactment as requires
the approval ofHis Majesty in Council to any rules ofcourt shall not apply
to any court in either of the new Dominions.

INTERPRETATION., ETC.

19. (1) References in this Act to the Governor-General shall, in relation

to any order to be made or other act done on or after the appointed day, be
construed

(a) where the order or other act concerns one only of the new Domi-

nions, as references to the Governor-General of that Dominion;

(b) where the order or other act concerns both of the new Dominions
and the same person is the Governor-General of both those Dominions,
as references to that person; and

(c) in any other case, as references to the Governors-General of the

new Dominions, acting jointly.

(2) References in this Act to the Governor-General shall, in relation to

any order to be made or other act done before the appointed day, be

construed as references to the Governor-General of India within the mean-

ing of the Government of India Act, 1935, and so much of that or any
other Act as requires references to the Governor-General to be construed

as references to the Governor-General in Council shall not apply to re-

ferences to the Governor-General in this Act.

(3) References in this Act to the Constituent Assembly of a Dominion

shall be construed as references

(a) in relation to India, to the Constituent Assembly, the first sitting

whereof was held on the ninth day of December, nineteen hundred and

forty-six, modified

(i) by the exclusion ofthe members representing Bengal, the Punjab,

Sind and British Baluchistan; and

(ii)
should it appear that the North West Frontier Province will

form part of Pakistan, by the exclusion of the members representing that

Province; and

(w) by the inclusion of members representing West Bengal and

East Punjab; and

(iv) should it appear that, on the appointed day, a part of the

Province of Assam is to form part* of the new Province of East Bengal, by

the exclusion of the members theretofore representing the Province of
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Assam and the inclusion of members chosen to represent the remainder of

that Province;

(4) in relation to Pakistan, to the Assembly set up or about to be set

up at the date ofthe passing ofthis Act under the authority ofthe Governor-

General as the Constituent Assembly for Pakistan:

Provided that nothing in this subsection shall be construed as affecting

the extent to which representatives of the Indian States take part in either

of the said Assemblies, or as preventing the filling of casual vacancies in

the said Assemblies3
or as preventing the participation in either of the said

Assemblies, in accordance with such arrangements as may be made in that

behalf, of representatives of the tribal areas on the borders of the Domi-
nion for which that Assembly sits, and the powers of the said Assemblies

shall extend and be deemed always to have extended to the making of

provision for the matters specified in this proviso.

(4) In this Act, except so far as the context otherwise requires
>

references to the Government of India Act, 1935, include references

to any enactments amending or supplementing that Act, and, in particular
references to the India (Central Government and Legislature) Act, 1946;

'

India % where the reference is to a state of affairs existing before the

appointed day or which would have existed but for the passing of this Act,

has the meaning assigned to it by section three hundred and eleven of the

Government of India Act, 1935;
*
Indian forces

'

includes all His Majesty's Indian forces existing before

the appointed day and also any forces ofeither ofthe new Dominions;

'pension
5

means, in relation to any person, a pension whether contri-

butory or not, ofany kind whatsoever payable to or in respect of that person
and includes retired pay so payable, a gratuity so payable and any sum
or sums so payable by way of the return, with or without interest thereon
or other additions thereto, of subscriptions to a provident fund;

6

Province' means a Governor's Province;
'remuneration

3

includes leave pay, allowances and the cost of any
privileges or facilities provided in kind.

(5) Any power conferred by this Act to make any order includes power
to revoke or vary any order previously made in the exercise of that power.

SHORT TITLE

20. This Act may be cited as the Indian Independence Act, 1947.

SCHEDULES

FIRST SCHEDULE

BENGAL DISTRICTS PROVISIONALLY INCLUDED IN THE NEW PROVINCE OF
EAST BENGAL

In the Chittagong Division, the districts of Ghittagong, Noakhali and
Tippera.
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In the Dacca Division, the districts of Bakarganj, Dacca, Faridpur and

Mymensingh.
In the Presidency Division, the districts ofJessore, Murshidabad and Nadia.
In the Rajshahi Division, the districts of Bogra, Dinajpur, Malda, Pabna,

Rajshahi and Rangpur.

SECOND SCHEDULE

DISTRICTS PROVISIONALLY INCLUDED IN THE NEW PROVINCE OF

WEST PUNJAB

In the Lahore Division, the districts of Gujranwala, Gurdaspur, Lahore,

Sheikhupura and Sialkot.

In the Rawalpindi Division, the districts of Attock, Gujrat, Jhelum, Mian-

wali, Rawalpindi and Shahpur.
In the Multan Division, the districts ofDera Ghazi Khan, Jhang, Lyallpur,

Montgomery, Multan and Muzaffargarh.

THIRD SCHEDULE
MODIFICATIONS OF ARMY ACT AND AIR FORCE ACT IN RELATION TO

BRITISH FORCES

PART I

MODIFICATIONS OF ARMY ACT APPLICABLE ALSO TO AIR FORCE ACT

1. The proviso to section forty-one (which limits the jurisdiction of

courts martial) shall not apply to offences committed in either of the new
Dominions or in any of the other territories which were included in India

before the appointed day.
2. In section forty-three (which relates to complaints), the words 'with

the approval of the Governor-General of India in Council
*
shall be omitted.

3. In subsections (8) and (9) of section fifty-four (which, amongst other

things, require certain sentences to be confirmed by the Governor-General

in Council) , the words * India or ', the words c

by the Governor-General,

or, as the case maybe' and the words *
in India, by the Governor-General,

or, if he has been tried' shall be omitted.

4; In subsection (3) of section seventy-three (which provides for the

nomination of officers with power to dispense with courts martial for deser-

tion and fraudulent enlistment) the words c
with the approval of the

Governor-General' shall be omitted.

5. The powers conferred by subsection (5) of section one hundred and

thirty (which provides for the removal of insane persons) shall not be

exercised except with the consent of the officer commanding the forced

in the new Dominions,

6. In subsection (2) of section one hundred and thirty-two (which relates

to rules regulating service prisons and detention barracks) the words * and
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in India for the Governor-General ' and the words c

the Governor-General '

shall be omitted except as respects rules made before the appointed day.
7. In the cases specified in subsection (1) of section one hundred and

thirty-four, inquests shall be held in all cases in accordance with the pro-
visions of subsection (3) of that section.

8. In section one hundred and thirty-six (which relates to deductions

from pay), in subsection (1) the words c

India or
5 and the words 'being in

the case ofIndia a law ofthe Indian legislature
'

, and the whole ofsubsection

(2), shall be omitted.

9. In paragraph (4) of section one hundred and thirty-seven (which
relates to penal stoppages from the ordinary pay of officers), the words
6
or in the case of officers serving in India the Governor-General

9

the words
'India or' and the words 'for India or, as the casemaybe

5

shall be omitted.
10. In paragraph (12) of section one hundred and seventy-five and

paragraph (11) of section one hundred and seventy-six (which apply the
Act to certain members of His Majesty's Indian Forces and to certain
other persons) the word *

India
9

shall be omitted wherever it occurs.
1 1 . In subsection (1 ) of section one hundred and eighty (which provides

for the punishment of misconductby civilians in relation to courts martial)
the words 'India or' shall be omitted wherever they occur.

12. In the provisions of section one hundred and eighty-three relating
to the reduction in rank of non-commissioned officers, the words 'with
the approval of the Governor-General* shall be omitted in both places
where they occur.

/

PART II

MODIFICATION OF ARMY ACT

Section 184B (which regulates relations with the Indian Air Force)
shall be omitted.

PART III

MODIFICATIONS OF AIR FORCE ACT
I. In section 179D (which relates to the attachment of officers and air-

men to Indian and Burma Air Forces), the words
'

by the Air Council and
the Governor-General of India or, as the case maybe', and the words
India or

, wherever those words occur, shall be omitted.
2. In section 184B (which regulates relations with Indian and Burma

Air Forces) the words <

India or
'

and the words <

by the Air Council andthe Governor-General of India or, as the case maybe', shall be omitted.

nWt f^f^Pk W of paragraph (4) of section one hundred and
runety (which provides that officers of His Majesty's Indian Air Force are
to be officers within the meaning of the Act) shall be omitted
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We -havs considered the Pratt Bill and have

the following comments to offerj-

I < jfoaga of Bm-ffiWe understand that i the

opinion of HIG the foina of the present Bill

it sufficiently clear that the aew Dominion of India

will continue the i&teraational personality of the

existing India* But the point is so vital that all

avoidable dot&t shox&ti be s^raovecU

$) For international purposes s the whole of

including British India and tha Indian States, is

at present a single State* Ifeder the Bill ? two

independent Dominions ox& sat TIJ> in British

and the Indian States are {Jetacfied froa both*

simultaneous fragmentation may create doubts as
*

to whether even the Dominion of India is anything

more than one of the new frag&etits and whether as

such it can ^routiwre ,o represent the old entity

since even the two dominions* are described in the

Bil1 as flliew Bofll&toos**, ^Q avoid all possible

dottbt\ there should Jxs tv?o separate Bills? the first,

creating the Dominion of India to consist of the whole

of the existing India excising the Pakistan
contiguous

and such of the/Indlan States as may accede to

FaJcistan; and the second^ creating the Dominion of . .

Pakistan to consist of the excluded territories

Bowing to the time factor, it is not possible to

two Bills at once, we would suggest that th$ single

Act uow feeing passed ^honld b@ divided as soon as

possible w44*Atwo separate Acts, in janch the same w&y

as tJe Caverament of Bunaa Act ?as sejprt<wl roi

the Covarnment of IMia Act in December 1935, although



^/
tfee *** *ere ^fcuaiy Pasped as a single measure

|l
lli August 1S3S, lie wiald in say case suggest the

insertion of a provision in the Bill explicitly* SP

stating that the rights and obligations of India

water any treaty or &&damDKteak agreement with

foreign States shall as frois the appointed da?

become the rights and obligations of the Dominion

of India, saving only those obligations which by

their nattare, can only he performed in territories

outside the Doiai&iosu Such a provision will,

Incidentally, contain the assurance which H*MG*

desire in this behalf.

l*or tbe reasons mentioned

the preamble should read ~

ttA Bill to make provision for ttee

of the Dominion of India and th$ creation of a

separate Dominion of Paldstan and for other

matters consequential etc*, etc*w

CIatt8e.l(:p For the same reasons, this

sub-clause should provide that as from Angtist 15,

1947, India shall bs a Doaitdon and Pakistan a

separate Dominion*

Clause g.CljU'* India should be deH*d to be

the whole of India as ynder the Act of 193S excited-

Ing Pa&istanj Pakistan should be defined to be the

British Indian areas mentioned in the Bill ^lus

such of the contiguous Indian States as may

accede thereto*

2C3)
T
t It should be made clear that

tr
any area" in this sub-clause includes acceding

States



Clause 3(2 > Ca). * - We see no reason why

merely because of the transfer ojt Sylhet to East

Bengal, the present Province of Assam should

cease to exist* 2?his would merely furnish an

additional argument to those who might nish to

contend that the State now recognised as India

ceasee to exist with ths separation of

Sylhet is on3y o^e distyiet out of afcout a

in Assam, although it has a large population*

Bombay dltf not cease to ej&st as Bombay owig

to the separation of Sind*

of

* The words tt

aisy or

future Act of Parliament 1*
may not cover the Act

that is being now passed f fhe wor4s should bfc

t1fthis Act or any existing or future Act of

Clause .6{4)_ T Owing to the ambiguity of the

words %s part of the law of the Dominion**, a

written assurance was given to the Dominion <2ele~

gates at the Imperial Conference of 1930 in

connection with a similar phrase then proposed

to be inserted in the Statute of Westminster that

it was not Parliament^ Intention, under the



provision in question to enact any law in relation

to the Dominions -which, if enacted in relation to

a foreign State, would be inconsistent with inter*

national comity. The same object can be better

achieved by substituting for the words ''unless it

is declared in the Act that the Dominion has requested

and consented to the passing thereof11
, which occur

in the Bill, the words "unless extended thereto by

an Act of the legislature of the Dominion" which

occur in section 2 of the Status of the Unicn Act,

1934, in Sotjtb. Africa*

Clause 7(1) Cb)*~ Xhe complete wiping out of

all treaties and agreements in force at the date

of passing of ths Act will create administrative

chaos of the gravest kind. Hallway agreements*

customs agreements, harbour agreements, agreements

ceding CrlalJial and civil Jurisdiction, extradition

agreements, agreements connected s*ith the admi-

nistration of Posts and Telegraphs, Irrigation

agreements, agreements for the protection of

Indian States from external aggression, and more
j

generally, agreements relating to defence and

external affairs and a host of other agreements

will a!3T laf>se and even the existence of States

like Benares and Mysore which rest on Instruments
W>it

of Transfer from the Crown JsSS be deprived of all

legal basis* Even the Cabinet Missions Memoranda

of May 12, 1946, contemplated in paragraph 4 that

pending the conclusion of nev agreements, existing

arrangements in all matters of common concern should

continue. Paragraph 6 of the sam memorandum, after



referring to the pxuc lapse of par*o&tcy a&d the

fc

%
ce$5atiott of all rights and obllga*

goes oa to state that tfes void

so created amst be filled by the Stetes entering

either into a federal relationship or Into aew

political arrangements with the successor govern*

sent, $o negotiate new agreements * 6 of

them multipartite - wit& a large OTber of

States will be a tog and ^boirlous task*

to save tim auci trouble,

standstill agr^ei

proviso of general apj>lic^ioa to all the

States should be inserted to the Bill itself*

It may be pointed out that mder fefa$

clatise as drafted, treaties and agreements

in force at tbe date of the passing of t&s Act

lapse as ttm **tb appointed dajr
11

. This seR$

to iis$>!y tliat agreeaejits wMcli stay be negotiated

between tfce passing of t&e Act and the appointed

day do not lapse* It may be that th* intention

of tiie provisioa is that standstill

should be negotiated duri&g tfels

period^ while the paraiotBit<$" of the

coatiauest Jhis is borae out by the statement

ia the teomdHm of May IS, 3jMf tliat tlie

British Qoverus^iit aad the Cxovm

l*e*, the Paraaoimt Power - tll lead

assistance as they can in negotiating

fiteie is
? however, Ho intrinsic

between su<sh agreements sad the

agreements nrhicfe the Bill seeks to te^iiiafau

Moreover, owing to the time facto, it will art



be possible to arrive at new agreements

the appointed day and the easiest way at achiev~ ;

ing ^hat was the intention of the Mejnorandtna

or May 12, 1946 > ramia be to insert in the

Bill itself a proviso on the following lines <-

"TSitil new agreements are completed the

existing relations and arrangements

between His Majesty and any Indian Htiler

in all matters of common concern shall

continue, as between the new Dominion

Government and the State concerned.*1

The proviso shot&d be added to clause ?(l)<b>

and we isotild suggest that the three alternatives

mentioned below (in order of preference) be

considered in this connection *-

Cl) Clause ?ClXb) should read*-

^he~six2BrAinty of His Majesty over the
**

Indian States lapses, provided that,-~,

(here insert the proviso .mentioned above)

Under this alternative, all the words

occiarring in the sub-clause except those

relating to the la*se of snserainty go out*

{2> The s^lbscla^Jse shotild readt^

'^he suzerainty of His Itfa^esty over the ^

Indian States lapses and with it all

functions exeroisejd by His Majesty * * *

sufferance or othea?wise, provided that

{here insert the proviso mentioned above)*

Under this alternative* the ^ords "all

treaties and agreements in force between

His Ma^e'sty and the BixLers of Indian States

occurring in the Bill go otit



(3) The sub-clause sy be retained in its

present ton, tat with the proviso Men-

tioned above.

m^E 7flMc>.- There should be a

proviso siailar to that suggested in connection

with clause 7<l)tb)5 rtlwnrls. there is the danger

of agreements relating to the Khyber Pass, the

Bolan Pass etc. lapsing, with prejudicial coa-

fcll.- No that we have suggested

definition of India so as to make it

consist of existing India excluding Pakistan, a

piwriso will have to be inserted under this

sab-clause' on the following lines*-



"provided that, save as otherwise provided

by or under this Act, the Legislature

of the Dominion shall exercise jurisdiction

6nly over the Governors 1 Provinces and

Chief Comsiissioners* Provinces or parts

thereof included in In
^
Clause 9 (53

Clause 10 > We have no objection, on

the merits, to any suitable amendment, but we

consider that the security of tenure provided

for the Jud&es of the Federal Court and of the

High Courts in the <3overnfflnt of India Act 1935

is sde^natfi*

Clause 14+ We see no f*pfr*et*gMte reason

y&y the Secretary of State should continue to

make these payments but if h& does make them

the Dominion will of course provide the necessary

Clause 1$ fe have

pointed out that the Province of Assam should

not cease to exist merely because of the transfer

of Sylhet. therefore this sub-clause will need

modification*
^--v

^..prmr^n 1r

ib-clauae and bub'clHutti 4 'O'f



/ in tills Act shall be

as detracting f**oi5 tlxe full power of

either Constituent Assembly

(a) to fracie a Co&stitutiaa fQr India

or Pakistan, as tiie case May be^

(b) to give full effect to such Constitu-

tion in siiperaassiom of t,h Coristitti-

tion previously in forc^,

(c> to mafce provision foi? the filliiig of

casual vacancies, and

(d) to regulate t&e paj^ticlpation of

reprasentatives of the Indira States

aaa of tKe ^jrilsaa ^reaa in the

&B$em1sl3(r in acsco^^nce with such

arros^ event9 d it m^y /sake in thie
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